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Preface to “Audio Signal Processing” 
This Special Issue gathers 20 fine contributions on audio signal processing, a topic which 

belongs to the Applied Acoustics section in this journal, Applied Sciences. These articles include revised 
and extended versions of three papers which won Best Paper Awards at the 2015 International 
Conference on Digital Audio Effects (DAFX-15) and also new versions of three papers which were 
presented at the 2015 International Computer Music Conference (ICMC-15). 

Submissions were received from many parts of the world, such as Asia, Europe, and  
North America, and from some of the largest research units in this field, such as CCRMA (Stanford 
University, CA, USA), IRCAM (Paris, France), the International Audio Laboratories Erlangen 
(Erlangen, Germany), and the Center for Digital Music (Queen Mary University of London, UK). All 
manuscripts went through a rigorous peer review. Many fundamental topics in audio signal 
processing are dealt with in this collection, including active noise control, audio effects processing, 
automatic mixing, audio content analysis, equalizers, machine listening, music information retrieval, 
physical modeling of musical instruments, sound reproduction using headphones and loudspeakers, 
sound synthesis, spectral analysis, and virtual analog modeling. 

The first three papers in this collection are review articles, which focus on time-scale 
modification (by Driedger and Müller), equalization (by Välimäki and Reiss), and feature extraction 
(by Alías et al.) applied to audio signals. The paper by Pieren et al. discusses auralization of traffic 
noise produced by a single car. Chun and Kim explain how to improve stereo sound reproduction 
using frequency-dependent amplitude panning. Stasis et al. present a second paper on audio 
equalization, concentrating on user-friendly control using high-level descriptors. An earlier version of 
this work received a Best Paper Award at the DAFX-15 conference. 

The contribution by Gutierrez-Parera and Lopez investigates the effect of headphone quality on 
the perceived spatial sound. Antoñanzas et al. study active noise control in a room using several 
microphones and loudspeakers. Kim et al. propose methods to actively modify the sonic environment 
using acoustic feedback. Caetano et al. explore the synthesis of musical instrument sounds using a 
novel adaptive quasi-harmonic sinusoidal model. Gebhardt et al. won the First Prize at the DAFX-15 
conference with their paper on harmonic music mixing using psychoacoustic principles. Desvages and 
Bilbao also received a Best Paper Award at DAFX-15 with their paper on detailed physical modeling 
of the violin using a finite difference scheme. 

In the second paper on physical modeling, Medine considers two intrinsic problems in acoustic 
and audio system models: nonlinearities and delay-free loops. Rao et al. propose a new technique for 
automatic chord recognition from recorded music. Mesaros et al. tackle the evaluation of sound event 
detection systems. Werner and Abel develop sound effects processing methods, which are inspired by 
the Hammond organ. Thoret et al. suggest a control strategy for friction sound synthesis capable of 
producing noises similar to a creaky door or a singing glass, for example. Xu et al. write about a 
machine listening technique, which can be used for acoustic monitoring in a coal mine. Falaize and 
Hélie discuss the port-Hamiltonian approach to physical modeling of analog audio circuits, such as 
the diode clipper and the wah-wah pedal. In the last paper, Werner and Germain discover a way to 
improve the estimation of the frequency and amplitude of a sinusoid with the help of power scaling of 
the spectral data. 

I am grateful to all contributors who made this Special Issue a success. The organizers of DAFX-
15 and ICMC-15 conferences, especially Prof. Sigurd Saue (General Chair, DAFX-15) and Prof. Richard 
Dudas (Paper Chair, ICMC-15), deserve special thanks for their collaboration, which made it possible 
to get some excellent works presented in those conferences published in this Special Issue. I also want 
to thank all reviewers; although they were busy with many tasks, they tirelessly helped to improve 
these manuscripts. Finally, thanks go to Jennifer Li and the rest of the Applied Sciences editorial team 
for their effective and friendly collaboration. I hope that this collection will serve as an inspiration for 
future research in audio signal processing. 

Vesa Välimäki 
Guest Editor 
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Abstract: Time-scale modification (TSM) is the task of speeding up or slowing down an audio
signal’s playback speed without changing its pitch. In digital music production, TSM has become
an indispensable tool, which is nowadays integrated in a wide range of music production software.
Music signals are diverse—they comprise harmonic, percussive, and transient components, among
others. Because of this wide range of acoustic and musical characteristics, there is no single TSM
method that can cope with all kinds of audio signals equally well. Our main objective is to foster a
better understanding of the capabilities and limitations of TSM procedures. To this end, we review
fundamental TSM methods, discuss typical challenges, and indicate potential solutions that combine
different strategies. In particular, we discuss a fusion approach that involves recent techniques for
harmonic-percussive separation along with time-domain and frequency-domain TSM procedures.

Keywords: digital signal processing; overlap-add; WSOLA; phase vocoder; harmonic-percussive
separation; transient preservation; pitch-shifting; music synchronization

1. Introduction

Time-scale modification (TSM) procedures are digital signal processing methods for stretching or
compressing the duration of a given audio signal. Ideally, the time-scale modified signal should sound
as if the original signal’s content was performed at a different tempo while preserving properties like
pitch and timbre. TSM procedures are applied in a wide range of scenarios. For example, they simplify
the process of creating music remixes. Music producers or DJs apply TSM to adjust the durations of
music recordings, enabling synchronous playback [1,2]. Nowadays TSM is built into music production
software as well as hardware devices. A second application scenario is adjusting an audio stream’s
duration to that of a given video clip. For example, when generating a slow motion video, it is often
desirable to also slow down the tempo of the associated audio stream. Here, TSM can be used to
synchronize the audio material with the video’s visual content [3].

A main challenge for TSM procedures is that music signals are complex sound mixtures, consisting
of a wide range of different sounds. As an example, imagine a music recording consisting of a violin
playing together with castanets. When modifying this music signal with a TSM procedure, both the
harmonic sound of the violin as well as the percussive sound of the castanets should be preserved
in the output signal. To keep the violin’s sound intact, it is essential to maintain its pitch as well as
its timbre. On the other hand, the clicking sound of the castanets does not have a pitch—it is much
more important to maintain the crisp sound of the single clicks, as well as their exact relative time
positions, in order to preserve the original rhythm. Retaining these contrasting characteristics usually
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requires conceptually different TSM approaches. For example, classical TSM procedures based on
waveform similarity overlap-add (WSOLA) [4] or on the phase vocoder (PV-TSM) [5–7] are capable
of preserving the perceptual quality of harmonic signals to a high degree, but introduce noticeable
artifacts when modifying percussive signals. However, it is possible to substantially reduce artifacts by
combining different TSM approaches. For example, in [8], a given audio signal is first separated into
a harmonic and a percussive component. Afterwards, each component is processed with a different
TSM procedure that preserves its respective characteristics. The final output signal is then obtained by
superimposing the two intermediate output signals.

Our goals in this article are two-fold. First, we aim to foster an understanding of fundamental
challenges and algorithmic approaches in the field of TSM by reviewing well-known TSM methods
and discussing their respective advantages and drawbacks in detail. Second, having identified the
core issues of these classical procedures, we show—through an example—how to improve on them
by combining different algorithmic ideas. We begin the article by introducing a fundamental TSM
strategy as used in many TSM procedures (Section 2) and discussing a simple TSM approach based
on overlap-add (Section 3). Afterwards, we review two conceptually different TSM methods: the
time-domain WSOLA (Section 4) as well as the frequency-domain PV-TSM (Section 5). We then review
the state-of-the-art TSM procedure from [8] that improves on the quality of both WSOLA as well as
PV-TSM by incorporating harmonic-percussive separation (Section 6). Finally, we point out different
application scenarios for TSM (such as music synchronization and pitch-shifting), as well as various
freely available TSM implementations (Section 7).

2. Fundamentals of Time-Scale Modification (TSM)

As mentioned above, a key requirement for time-scale modification procedures is that they change
the time-scale of a given audio signal without altering its pitch content. To achieve this goal, many
TSM procedures follow a common fundamental strategy which is sketched in Figure 1. The core idea
is to decompose the input signal into short frames. Having a fixed length, usually in the range of
50 to 100 milliseconds of audio material, each frame captures the local pitch content of the signal. The
frames are then relocated on the time axis to achieve the actual time-scale modification, while, at the
same time, preserving the signal’s pitch.

Signal reconstruction

Original signal Analysis frames Synthesis frames
Time-scale modified 

signal

Signal decomposition Frame relocation & 
adaption 

Analysis 
hopsize

Synthesis
hopsize

Figure 1. Generalized processing pipeline of Time-scale modification (TSM) procedures.

More precisely, this process can be described as follows. The input of a TSM procedure is a
discrete-time audio signal x : Z → R, equidistantly sampled at a sampling rate of Fs. Note that although
audio signals typically have a finite length of L ∈ N samples x(r) for r ∈ [0 : L − 1] := {0, 1, . . . , L − 1},
for the sake of simplicity, we model them to have an infinite support by defining x(r) = 0 for
r ∈ Z \ [0 : L − 1]. The first step of the TSM procedure is to split x into short analysis frames xm, m ∈ Z,
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each of them having a length of N samples (in the literature, the analysis frames are sometimes also
referred to as grains, see [9]). The analysis frames are spaced by an analysis hopsize Ha:

xm(r) =

{
x(r + mHa), if r ∈ [−N/2 : N/2 − 1],

0, otherwise.
(1)

In a second step, these frames are relocated on the time axis with regard to a specified synthesis
hopsize Hs. This relocation accounts for the actual modification of the input signal’s time-scale by
a stretching factor α = Hs/Ha. Since it is often desirable to have a specific overlap of the relocated
frames, the synthesis hopsize Hs is often fixed (common choices are Hs = N/2 or Hs = N/4) while the
analysis hopsize is given by Ha = Hs/α. However, simply superimposing the overlapping relocated
frames would lead to undesired artifacts such as phase discontinuities at the frame boundaries and
amplitude fluctuations. Therefore, prior to signal reconstruction, the analysis frames are suitably
adapted to form synthesis frames ym. In the final step, the synthesis frames are superimposed in order
to reconstruct the actual time-scale modified output signal y : Z → R of the TSM procedure:

y(r) = ∑
m∈Z

ym(r − mHs) . (2)

Although this fundamental strategy seems straightforward at a first glance, there are many pitfalls
and design choices that may strongly influence the perceptual quality of the time-scale modified
output signal. The most obvious question is how to adapt the analysis frames xm in order to form the
synthesis frames ym. There are many ways to approach this task, leading to conceptually different
TSM procedures. In the following, we discuss several strategies.

3. TSM Based on Overlap-Add (OLA)

3.1. The Procedure

In the general scheme described in the previous section, a straightforward approach would
be to simply define the synthesis frames ym to be equal to the unmodified analysis frames xm.
This strategy, however, immediately leads to two problems which are visualized in Figure 2.
First, when reconstructing the output signal by using Equation (2), the resulting waveform typically
shows discontinuities—perceivable as clicking sounds—at the unmodified frames’ boundaries.
Second, the synthesis hopsize Hs is usually chosen such that the synthesis frames are overlapping.
When superimposing the unmodified frames—each of them having the same amplitude as the input
signal—this typically leads to an undesired increase of the output signal’s amplitude.

0.1
Time s

0 0.05 0.1

0 0.05 0.15 0.18

0 
-1 

1 

0 
-1 

1 

Figure 2. Typical artifacts that occur when choosing the synthesis frames ym to be equal to the
analysis frames xm. The input signal x is stretched by a factor of α = 1.8. The output signal y shows
discontinuities (blue oval) and amplitude fluctuations (indicated by blue lines).
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A basic TSM procedure should both enforce a smooth transition between frames as well as
compensate for unwanted amplitude fluctuations. The idea of the overlap-add (OLA) TSM procedure is
to apply a window function w to the analysis frames, prior to the reconstruction of the output signal y.
The task of the window function is to remove the abrupt waveform discontinuities at the the analysis
frames’ boundaries. A typical choice for w is a Hann window function

w(r) =

⎧⎨⎩0.5
(

1 − cos
(

2π(r+N/2)
N−1

))
, if r ∈ [−N/2 : N/2 − 1],

0, otherwise.
(3)

The Hann window has the nice property that

∑
n∈Z

w
(

r − n
N
2

)
= 1 , (4)

for all r ∈ Z. The principle of the iterative OLA procedure is visualized in Figure 3. For the frame
index m ∈ Z, we first use Equation (1) to compute the mth analysis frame xm (Figure 3a). Then, we
derive the synthesis frame ym by

ym(r) =
w(r) xm(r)

∑
n∈Z

w(r − nHs)
. (5)

The nominator of Equation (5) constitutes the actual windowing of the analysis frame by
multiplying it pointwise with the given window function. The denominator normalizes the frame by
the sum of the overlapping window functions, which prevents amplitude fluctuations in the output
signal. Note that, when choosing w to be a Hann window and Hs = N/2, the denominator always
reduces to one by Equation (4). This is the case in Figure 3b where the synthesis frame’s amplitude
is not scaled before being added to the output signal y. Proceeding to the next analysis frame xm+1,
(Figure 3c), this frame is again windowed, overlapped with the preceding synthesis frame, and added
to the output signal (Figure 3d). Note that Figure 3 visualizes the case where the original signal is
compressed (Ha > Hs). Stretching the signal (Ha < Hs) works in exactly the same fashion. In this case,
the analysis frames overlap to a larger degree than the synthesis frames.

OLA is an example of a time-domain TSM procedure where the modifications to the analysis
frames are applied purely in the time-domain. In general, time-domain TSM procedures are not only
efficient but also preserve the timbre of the input signal to a high degree. On the downside, output
signals produced by OLA often suffer from other artifacts, as we explain next.

3.2. Artifacts

The OLA procedure is in general not capable of preserving local periodic structures that are
present in the input signal. This is visualized in Figure 4 where a periodic input signal x is stretched by
a factor of α = 1.8 using OLA. When relocating the analysis frames, the periodic structures of x may not
align any longer in the superimposed synthesis frames. In the resulting output signal y, the periodic
patterns are distorted. These distortions are also known as phase jump artifacts. Since local periodicities
in the waveforms of audio signals correspond to harmonic sounds, OLA is not suited to modify signals
that contain harmonic components. When applied to harmonic signals, the output signals of OLA
have a characteristic warbling sound, which is a kind of periodic frequency modulation [6]. Since most
music signals contain at least some harmonic sources (as for example singing voice, piano, violins, or
guitars), OLA is usually not suited to modify music.

4
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Kategorie 1: 145 EuroKategorie 1: 145 
Euro 

Kategorie 1: 145 EuroKategorie 1: 145 
Euro 

Kategorie 1: 145 EuroKategorie 1: 145 
Euro 

(a) (b)

(c)

Time

Time

(d)

Figure 3. The principle of TSM based on overlap-add (OLA). (a) Input audio signal x with analysis
frame xm. The output signal y is constructed iteratively; (b) Application of Hann window function w
to the analysis frame xm resulting in the synthesis frame ym; (c) The next analysis frame xm+1 having
a specified distance of Ha samples from xm; (d) Overlap-add using the specified synthesis hopsize Hs.

0.1
Time s

0.05 0.1

0.05 0.15 0.18

0 

0 

Periodic structures 
are not aligned

Figure 4. Illustration of a typical artifact for an audio signal modified with OLA. In this example, the
input signal x is stretched by a factor of α = 1.8. The OLA procedure is visualized for two frames
indicated by window functions. The periodic structure of x is not preserved in the output signal y.
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3.3. Tricks of the Trade

While OLA is unsuited for modifying audio signals with harmonic content, it delivers high quality
results for purely percussive signals, as is the case with drum or castanet recordings [8]. This is because
audio signals with percussive content seldom have local periodic structures. The phase jump artifacts
introduced by OLA are therefore not noticeable in the output signals. In this scenario, it is important
to choose a very small frame length N (corresponding to roughly 10 milliseconds of audio material) in
order to reduce the effect of transient doubling, an artifact that we discuss at length in Section 4.2.

4. TSM Based on Waveform Similarity Overlap-Add (WSOLA)

4.1. The Procedure

One of OLA’s problems is that it lacks signal sensitivity: the windowed analysis frames are copied
from fixed positions in the input signal to fixed positions in the output signal. In other words, the input
signal has no influence on the procedure. One time-domain strategy to reduce phase jump artifacts
as caused by OLA is to introduce some flexibility in the TSM process, achieved by allowing some
tolerance in the analysis or synthesis frames’ positions. The main idea is to adjust successive synthesis
frames in such a way that periodic structures in the frames’ waveforms are aligned in the overlapping
regions. Periodic patterns in the input signal are therefore maintained in the output. In the literature,
several variants of this idea have been described, such as synchronized OLA (SOLA) [10], time-domain
pitch-synchronized OLA (TD-PSOLA) [11], or autocorrelation-based approaches [12].

Kategorie 1: 145 EuroKategorie 1: 145 
Euro 

Kategorie 1: 145 EuroKategorie 1: 145 
Euro 

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

“Maximally similar”
+ 

Perfectly
aligned

Figure 5. The principle of Waveform Similarity Overlap-Add (WSOLA). (a) Input audio signal x with
the adjusted analysis frame x′m. The frame was already windowed and copied to the output signal y;
(b,c) Retrieval of a frame from the extended frame region x+m+1 (solid blue box) that is as similar as
possible to the natural progression x̃m (dashed blue box) of the adjusted analysis frame x′m; (d) The
adjusted analysis frame x′m+1 is windowed and copied to the output signal y.
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Another well-known procedure is waveform similarity-based OLA (WSOLA) [4]. This method’s core
idea is to allow for slight shifts (of up to ±Δmax ∈ Z samples) of the analysis frames’ positions. Figure 5
visualizes the principle of WSOLA. Similar to OLA, WSOLA proceeds in an iterative fashion. Assume
that in the mth iteration the position of the analysis frame xm was shifted by Δm ∈ [−Δmax : Δmax]

samples. We call this frame the adjusted analysis frame x′m (Figure 5a):

x′m(r) =
{

x(r + mHa + Δm), if r ∈ [−N/2 : N/2 − 1],

0, otherwise.
(6)

The adjusted analysis frame x′m is windowed and copied to the output signal y as in OLA
(Figure 5a). Now, we need to adjust the position of the next analysis frame xm+1. This task can
be interpreted as a constrained optimization problem. Our goal is to find the optimal shift index
Δm+1 ∈ [−Δmax : Δmax] such that periodic structures of the adjusted analysis frame x′m+1 are optimally
aligned with structures of the previously copied synthesis frame ym in the overlapping region when
superimposing both frames at the synthesis hopsize Hs. The natural progression x̃m of the adjusted
analysis frame x′m (dashed blue box in Figure 5b) would be an optimal choice for the adjusted analysis
frame x′m+1 in an unconstrained scenario:

x̃m(r) =

{
x(r + mHa + Δm + Hs), if r ∈ [−N/2 : N/2 − 1],

0, otherwise.
(7)

This is the case, since the adjusted analysis frame x′m and the synthesis frame ym are essentially the
same (up to windowing). As a result, the structures of the natural progression x̃m are perfectly aligned
with the structures of the synthesis frame ym when superimposing the two frames at the synthesis
hopsize Hs (Figure 5b). However, due to the constraint Δm+1 ∈ [−Δmax : Δmax], the adjusted frame
x′m+1 must be located inside of the extended frame region x+m+1 (solid blue box in Figure 5b):

x+m+1(r) =

{
x (r + (m + 1)Ha) , if r ∈ [−N/2 − Δmax : N/2 − 1 + Δmax],

0, otherwise.
(8)

Therefore, the idea is to retrieve the adjusted frame x′m+1 as the frame in x+m+1 whose waveform is
most similar to x̃m. To this end, we must define a measure that quantifies the similarity of two frames.
One possible choice for this metric is the cross-correlation

c(q, p, Δ) = ∑
r∈Z

q(r) p(r + Δ) (9)

of a signal q and a signal p shifted by Δ ∈ Z samples. We can then compute the optimal shift index
Δm+1 that maximizes the cross-correlation of x̃m and x+m+1 by

Δm+1 = argmax
Δ∈[−Δmax:Δmax]

c(x̃m, x+m+1, Δ) . (10)

The shift index Δm+1 defines the position of the adjusted analysis frame x′m+1 inside the extended
frame region x+m+1 (Figure 5c). Finally, we compute the synthesis frame ym+1, similarly to OLA, by

ym+1(r) =
w(r) x(r + (m + 1)Ha + Δm+1)

∑
n∈Z

w(r − nHs)
(11)
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and use Equation (2) to reconstruct the output signal y (Figure 5d). In practice, we start the iterative
optimization process at the frame index m = 0 and assume Δ0 = 0.

4.2. Artifacts

WSOLA can improve on some of the drawbacks of OLA as illustrated by Figure 6 (WSOLA)
and Figure 4 (OLA). However, it still causes certain artifacts that are characteristic for time-domain
TSM procedures.

0.1
Time s

0 0.05 0.1

0 0.05 0.15 0.18

Figure 6. Preservation of periodic structures by WSOLA. The input signal x is the same as in Figure 4,
this time modified with WSOLA (time-stretch with α = 1.8).

+

Figure 7. Transient doubling artifact as it typically occurs in signals modified with WSOLA.

A prominent problem with WSOLA-like methods is known as transient doubling or stuttering.
This artifact is visualized in Figure 7, where we can see a single transient in the input signal x that is
contained in the overlapping region of two successive adjusted analysis frames x′m and x′m+1. When the
frames are relocated and copied to the output signal, the transient is duplicated and can be heard
two times in quick succession. A related artifact is transient skipping where transients get lost in the
modification process since they are not contained in any of the analysis frames. While transient
doubling commonly occurs when stretching a signal (α > 1), transient skipping usually happens when
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the signal is compressed (α < 1). These artifacts are particularly noticeable when modifying signals
with percussive components, such as recordings of instruments with strong onsets (e.g., drums, piano).

Furthermore, WSOLA has particular problems when modifying polyphonic input signals such as
recordings of orchestral music. For these input signals, the output often still contains considerable
warbling. The reason for this is that WSOLA can, by design, only preserve the most prominent periodic
pattern in the input signal’s waveform. Therefore, when modifying recordings with multiple harmonic
sound sources, only the sound of the most dominant source is preserved in the output, whereas
the remaining sources can still cause phase jump artifacts. While WSOLA is well-suited to modify
monophonic input signals, this is often not the case with more complex audio.

4.3. Tricks of the Trade

In order to assure that WSOLA can adapt to the most dominant periodic pattern in the waveform
of the input signal, one frame must be able to capture at least a full period of the pattern. In addition,
the tolerance parameter Δmax must be large enough to allow for an appropriate adjustment. Therefore,
it should be set to at least half a period’s length. Assuming that the lowest frequency that can be heard
by humans is roughly 20 Hz, a common choice is a frame length N corresponding to 50 ms and a
tolerance parameter of 25 ms.

One possibility to reduce transient doubling and skipping artifacts in WSOLA is to apply a
transient preservation scheme. In [13], the idea is to first identify the temporal positions of transients
in the input signal by using a transient detector. Then, in the WSOLA process, the analysis
hopsize is temporarily fixed to be equal to the synthesis hopsize whenever an analysis frame is
located in a neighborhood of an identified transient. This neighborhood, including the transient, is
therefore copied without modification to the output signal, preventing WSOLA from doubling or
skipping it. The deviation in the global stretching factor is compensated dynamically in the regions
between transients.

5. TSM Based on the Phase Vocoder (PV-TSM)

5.1. Overview

As we have seen, WSOLA is capable of maintaining the most prominent periodicity in the
input signal. The next step to improve the quality of time-scale modified signals is to preserve the
periodicities of all signal components. This is the main idea of frequency-domain TSM procedures, which
interpret each analysis frame as a weighted sum of sinusoidal components with known frequency and
phase. Based on these parameters, each of these components is manipulated individually to avoid
phase jump artifacts across all frequencies in the reconstructed signal.

A fundamental tool for the frequency analysis of the input signal is the short-time Fourier
transform [14] (Section 5.2). However, depending on the chosen discretization parameters, the resulting
frequency estimates may be inaccurate. To this end, the phase vocoder (Although the term “phase
vocoder” refers to a specific technique for the estimation of instantaneous frequencies, it is also
frequently used in the literature as the name of the TSM procedure itself.) technique [5,7] is used
to improve on the the short-time Fourier transform’s coarse frequency estimates by deriving the
sinusoidal components’ instantaneous frequencies (Section 5.3). In TSM procedures based on the phase
vocoder (PV-TSM), these improved estimates are used to update the phases of an input signal’s
sinusoidal components in a process known as phase propagation (Section 5.4).
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5.2. The Short-Time Fourier Transform

The most important tool of PV-TSM is the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), which applies the
Fourier transform to every analysis frame of a given input signal. The STFT X of a signal x is given by

X(m, k) =
N/2−1

∑
r=−N/2

xm(r) w(r) exp(−2πikr/N) , (12)

where m ∈ Z is the frame index, k ∈ [0 : N − 1] is the frequency index, N is the frame length, xm is
the mth analysis frame of x as defined in Equation (1), and w is a window function. Given the input
signal’s sampling rate Fs, the frame index m of X(m, k) is associated to the physical time

Tcoef(m) =
m Ha

Fs
(13)

given in seconds, and the frequency index k corresponds to the physical frequency

Fcoef(k) =
k Fs

N
(14)

given in Hertz. The complex number X(m, k), also called a time-frequency bin, denotes the kth Fourier
coefficient for the mth analysis frame. It can be represented by a magnitude |X(m, k)| ∈ R+ and a
phase ϕ(m, k) ∈ [0, 1) as

X(m, k) = |X(m, k)| exp(2πi ϕ(m, k)) . (15)

The magnitude of an STFT X is also called a spectrogram which is denoted by Y:

Y = |X| . (16)

In the context of PV-TSM, it is necessary to reconstruct the output signal y from a modified STFT
XMod. Note that a modified STFT is in general not invertible [15]. In other words, there might be no
signal y that has XMod as its STFT. However, there exist methods that aim to reconstruct a signal y from
XMod whose STFT is close to XMod with respect to some distance measure. Following the procedure
described in [16], we first compute time-domain frames xMod

m by using the inverse Fourier transform.

xMod
m (r) =

1
N

N−1

∑
k=0

XMod(m, k) exp(2πikr/N) . (17)

From these frames, we then derive synthesis frames

ym(r) =
w(r) xMod

m (r)
∑

n∈Z
w(r − nHs)2 (18)

and reconstruct the output signal y by Equation (2). It can be shown that, when computing the
synthesis frames by Equation (18), the STFT of y (when choosing Ha = Hs) minimizes a squared error
distance measure defined in [16].

5.3. The Phase Vocoder

Each time-frequency bin X(m, k) of an STFT can be interpreted as a sinusoidal component with
amplitude |X(m, k)| and phase ϕ(m, k) that contributes to the mth analysis frame of the input signal x.
However, the Fourier transform yields coefficients only for a discrete set of frequencies that are sampled
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linearly on the frequency axis, see Equation (14). The STFT’s frequency resolution therefore does
not suffice to assign a precise frequency value to this sinusoidal component. The phase vocoder is a
technique that refines the STFT’s coarse frequency estimate by exploiting the given phase information.

= /

( , ) ( + 1, )

= ( , ) = ( + 1, )

Figure 8. Principle of the phase vocoder.

In order to understand the phase vocoder, let us have a look at the scenario shown in Figure 8.
Assume we are given two phase estimates ϕ1 = ϕ(m, k) and ϕ2 = ϕ(m + 1, k) at the time instances
t1 = Tcoef(m) and t2 = Tcoef(m + 1) of a sinusoidal component for which we only have a coarse
frequency estimate ω = Fcoef(k). Our goal is to estimate the sinusoid’s “real” instantaneous frequency
IF(ω). Figure 8 shows this sinusoidal component (gray) as well as two sinusoids that have a frequency
of ω (red and green). In addition, we also see phase representations at the time instances t1 and t2.
The red sinusoid has a phase of ϕ1 at t1 and the green sinusoid a phase of ϕ2 at t2. One can see that the
frequency ω of the red and green sinusoids is slightly lower than the frequency of the gray sinusoid.
Intuitively, while the phases of the gray and the red sinusoid match at t1, they diverge over time, and
we can observe a considerable discrepancy after Δt = t2 − t1 seconds (blue oval). Since we know the
red sinusoid’s frequency, we can compute its unwrapped phase advance, i.e., the number of oscillations
that occur over the course of Δt seconds:

ω Δt . (19)

Knowing that its phase at t1 is ϕ1, we can predict its phase after Δt seconds:

ϕPred = ϕ1 + ω Δt . (20)

At t2 we again have a precise phase estimate ϕ2 for the gray sinusoid. We therefore can compute
the phase error ϕErr (also called the heterodyned phase increment [17]) between the phase actually measured
at t2 and the predicted phase when assuming a frequency of ω:

ϕErr = Ψ(ϕ2 − ϕPred) , (21)

where Ψ is the principal argument function that maps a given phase into the range [−0.5, 0.5]. Note that
by mapping ϕErr into this range, we assume that the number of oscillations of the gray and red
sinusoids differ by at most half a period. In the context of instantaneous frequency estimation, this
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means that the coarse frequency estimate ω needs to be close to the actual frequency of the sinusoid,
and that the interval Δt should be small. The unwrapped phase advance of the gray sinusoid can then
be computed by the sum of the unwrapped phase advance of the red sinusoid with frequency ω (red
spiral arrow) and the phase error (blue curved arrow):

ω Δt + ϕErr . (22)

This gives us the number of oscillations of the gray sinusoid over the course of Δt seconds.
From this we can derive the instantaneous frequency of the gray sinusoid by

IF(ω) =
ω Δt + ϕErr

Δt
= ω +

ϕErr

Δt
. (23)

The frequency ϕErr/Δt can be interpreted as the small offset of the gray sinusoid’s actual frequency
from the rough frequency estimate ω.

We can use this approach to refine the coarse frequency resolution of the STFT by computing
instantaneous frequency estimates FIF

coef(m, k) for all time-frequency bins X(m, k):

FIF
coef(m, k) = IF(ω) = ω +

Ψ (ϕ2 − (ϕ1 + ω Δt))
Δt

(24)

with ω = Fcoef(k), Δt = Ha/Fs (the analysis hopsize given in seconds), ϕ1 = ϕ(m, k), and
ϕ2 = ϕ(m + 1, k). For further details, we refer to ([15], Chapter 8).

5.4. PV-TSM

The principle of PV-TSM is visualized in Figure 9. Given an input audio signal x, the first step of
PV-TSM is to compute the STFT X. Figure 9a depicts the two successive frequency spectra of the mth
and (m + 1)th analysis frames, denoted by X(m) and X(m + 1), respectively (here, a frame’s Fourier
spectrum is visualized as a set of sinusoidals, representing the sinusoidal components that are captured
in the time-frequency bins). Our goal is to compute a modified STFT XMod with adjusted phases ϕMod

from which we can reconstruct a time-scale modified signal without phase jump artifacts:

XMod(m, k) = |X(m, k)| exp(2πi ϕMod(m, k)) . (25)

We compute the adjusted phases ϕMod in an iterative process that is known as phase propagation.
Assume that the phases of the mth frame have already been modified (see the red sinusoid’s phase in
Figure 9b being different from its phase in Figure 9a). As indicated by Figure 9b, overlapping the mth
and (m + 1)th frame at the synthesis hopsize Hs may lead to phase jumps. Knowing the instantaneous
frequencies FIF

coef derived by the phase vocoder, we can predict the phases of the sinusoidal components
in the mth frame after a time interval corresponding to Hs samples. To this end, we set ϕ1 = ϕMod(m, k),
ω = FIF

coef(m, k), and Δt = Hs/Fs (the synthesis hopsize given in seconds) in Equation (20). This allows
us to replace the phases of the (m + 1)th frame with the predicted phase:

ϕMod(m + 1, k) = ϕMod(m, k) + FIF
coef(m, k)

Hs

Fs
(26)
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for k ∈ [0 : N − 1]. Assuming that the estimates of the instantaneous frequencies FIF
coef are correct,

there are no phase jumps any more when overlapping the modified spectra at the synthesis hopsize Hs

(Figure 9c). In practice, we start the iterative phase propagation with the frame index m = 0 and set

ϕMod(0, k) = ϕ(0, k) , (27)

for all k ∈ [0 : N − 1]. Finally, the output signal y can be computed using the signal reconstruction
procedure described in Section 5.2 (Figure 9d).

Kategorie 1: 145 EuroKategorie 1: 145 
Euro 

(a) (b)

(d)

( ) ( + 1) ( ) ( + 1)

(c) ( ) ( + 1) ( ) ( + 1)
Conversion into 

time domain

Figure 9. The principle of TSM Based on the Phase Vocoder (PV-TSM). (a) STFT X (time-frequency bins
are visualized by sinusoidals); (b) Using the original phase of X(m + 1, k) leads to phase jumps when
overlapping the frames at the synthesis hopsize Hs (blue oval); (c) Update of the sinusoids’ phases via
phase propagation. Phase jumps are reduced (blue oval); (d) Signal reconstruction from the modified
STFT XMod.

5.5. Artifacts

By design, PV-TSM can achieve phase continuity for all sinusoidal components contributing to the
output signal. This property, also known as horizontal phase coherence, ensures that there are no artifacts
related to phase jumps. However, the vertical phase coherence, i.e., the phase relationships of sinusoidal
components within one frame, is usually destroyed in the phase propagation process. The loss of
vertical phase coherence affects the time localization of events such as transients. As a result, transients
are often smeared in signals modified with PV-TSM (Figure 10). Furthermore, output signals of PV-TSM
commonly have a very distinct sound coloration known as phasiness [18], an artifact also caused by the
loss of vertical phase coherence. Signals suffering from phasiness are described as being reverberant,
having “less bite,” or a “loss of presence” [6].
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Figure 10. Illustration of a smeared transient as a result of applying PV-TSM. The input signal x has
been stretched by a factor of α = 1.8 to yield the output signal y.

5.6. Tricks of the Trade

The phase vocoder technique highly benefits from frequency estimates that are already close
to the instantaneous frequencies as well as from a small analysis hopsize (resulting in a small Δt).
In PV-TSM, the frame length N is therefore commonly set to a relatively large value. In practice, N
typically corresponds to roughly 100 ms in order to achieve a high frequency resolution of the STFT.

To reduce the loss of vertical phase coherence in the phase vocoder, Laroche and Dolson proposed
a modification to the standard PV-TSM in [6]. Their core observation is that a sinusoidal component
may affect multiple adjacent time-frequency bins of a single analysis frame. Therefore, the phases of
these bins should not be updated independently, but in a joint fashion. A peak in a frame’s magnitude
spectrum is assumed to be representative of a particular sinusoidal component. The frequency bins
with lower magnitude values surrounding the peak are assumed to be affected by the same component
as well. In the phase propagation process, only the time-frequency bins with a peak magnitude are
updated in the usual fashion described in Equation (26). The phases of the remaining frequency bins
are locked to the phase of the sinusoidal component corresponding to the closest peak. This procedure
allows to locally preserve the signal’s vertical phase coherence. This technique, also known as identity
phase locking, leads to reduced phasiness artifacts and less smearing of transients.

Another approach to reduce phasieness artifacts is the phase vocoder with synchronized overlap-add
(PVSOLA) and similar formulations [19–21]. The core observation of these methods is that the original
vertical phase coherence is usually lost gradually over the course of phase-updated synthesis frames.
Therefore, these procedures “reset” the vertical phase coherence repeatedly after a fixed number
of frames. The resetting is done by copying an analysis frame unmodified to the output signal and
adjusting it in a WSOLA-like fashion. After having reset the vertical phase coherence, the next synthesis
frames are again computed by the phase propagation strategy.

To reduce the effect of transient smearing, other approaches include transient preservation
schemes, similar to those for WSOLA. In [22], transients are identified in the input signal, cut out
from the waveform, and temporarily stored. The remaining signal, after filling the gaps using linear
prediction techniques, is modified using PV-TSM. Finally, the stored transients are relocated according
to the stretching factor and reinserted into the modified signal.

6. TSM Based on Harmonic-Percussive Separation

6.1. The Procedure

As we have seen in the previous sections, percussive sound components and transients in the
input signal cause issues with WSOLA and PV-TSM. On the other hand, OLA is capable of modifying
percussive and transient sounds rather well, while causing phase jump artifacts in harmonic signals.
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The idea of a recent TSM procedure proposed in [8] is to combine PV-TSM and OLA in order to modify
both harmonic and percussive sound components with high quality. The procedure’s principle is
visualized in Figure 11. The shown input signal consists of a tone played on a violin (harmonic)
superimposed with a single click of castanets halfway through the signal (percussive). The first step
is to decompose the input signal into two sound components: a harmonic component and a percussive
component. This is done by using a harmonic-percussive separation (HPS) technique. A simple and
effective method for this task was proposed by Fitzgerald in [23], which we review in Section 6.2.
As we can see in Figure 11, the harmonic component captures the violin’s sound while the percussive
component contains the castanets’ click. A crucial observation is that the harmonic component usually
does not contain percussive residues and vice versa. After having decomposed the input signal,
the idea of [8] is to apply PV-TSM with identity phase locking (see Section 5.6) to the harmonic
component and OLA with a very short frame length (see Section 3.3) to the percussive component.
By treating the two components independently with the two different TSM procedures, their respective
characteristics can be preserved to a high degree. Finally, the superposition of the two modified signal
components forms the output of the procedure. A conceptually similar strategy for TSM has been
proposed by Verma and Meng in [24] where they use a sines+transients+noise signal model [25–28] to
parameterize a given signal’s sinusoidal, transient, and noise-like sound components. The estimated
parameters are then modified in order to synthesize a time-scaled output signal. However, their
procedure relies on an explicit transient detection in order to estimate appropriate parameters for the
transient sound components.

PV-TSM

HPS

Superposition

OLA

Harmonic component Percussive component

Figure 11. Principle of TSM based on harmonic-percussive separation.

In contrast to other transient preserving TSM procedures such as [13,22,24,29], the approach based
on HPS has the advantage that an explicit detection and preservation of transients is not necessary.
Figure 12 shows the same input signal x as in Figure 10. Here, the signal is stretched by a factor
of α = 1.8 using TSM based on HPS. Unlike Figure 10, the transient from the input signal x is also
clearly visible in the output signal y. When looking closely, one can see that the transient is actually
doubled by OLA (Section 4.2). However, due to the short frame length used in the procedure, the
transient repeats so quickly that the doubling is not noticeable when listening to the output signal.
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The TSM procedure based on HPS was therefore capable of preserving the transient without an explicit
transient detection. Since both the explicit detection and preservation of transients are non-trivial and
error-prone tasks, the achieved implicit transient preservation yields a more robust TSM procedure.
The TSM approach based on HPS is therefore a good example of how the strengths of different TSM
procedures can be combined in a beneficial way.

1
Time s

0 0. 5 1 

0 0. 5 1.5 1.8

Figure 12. Transient preservation in TSM based on harmonic-percussive separation (HPS). The input
signal x is the same as in Figure 10 and is stretched by a factor of α = 1.8 using TSM based on HPS.

6.2. Harmonic-Percussive Separation

The goal of harmonic-percussive separation (HPS) is to decompose a given audio signal x into a
signal xh consisting of all harmonic sound components and a signal xp consisting of all percussive
sound components. While there exist numerous approaches for this task [30–35], a particularly simple
and effective method was proposed by Fitzgerald in [23], which we review in the following. To
illustrate the procedure, let us have a look at Figure 13. The input is an audio signal as shown in
Figure 13a. Here, we again revert to our example of a tone played on the violin, superimposed with a
single click of castanets. The first step is to compute the STFT X of the given audio signal x as defined
in Equation (15). A critical observation is that, in the spectrogram Y = |X|, harmonic sounds form
structures in the time direction, while percussive sounds yield structures in the frequency direction.
In the spectrogram shown in Figure 13b we can see horizontal lines, reflecting the harmonic sound
of the violin, as well as a single vertical line in the middle of the spectrogram, stemming from a click
of the castanets. By applying a median filter to Y—once horizontally and once vertically—we get a
horizontally enhanced spectrogram Ỹh and a vertically enhanced spectrogram Ỹp:

Ỹh(m, k) = median (Y(m − �h, k), . . . , Y(m + �h, k)) (28)

Ỹp(m, k) = median
(
Y(m, k − �p), . . . , Y(m, k + �p)

)
(29)

for �h, �p ∈ N, where 2�h + 1 and 2�p + 1 are the lengths of the median filters, respectively (Figure 13c).
We assume a time-frequency bin of the original STFT X(m, k) to be part of the harmonic component if
Ỹh(m, k) > Ỹp(m, k) and of the percussive component if Ỹp(m, k) ≥ Ỹh(m, k). Using this principle, we
can define binary masks Mh and Mp for the harmonic and the percussive components (Figure 13d):

Mh(m, k) =

{
1, if Ỹh(m, k) > Ỹp(m, k),

0, otherwise,
(30)

Mp(m, k) =

{
1, if Ỹp(m, k) ≥ Ỹh(m, k),

0, otherwise.
(31)
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Figure 13. The HPS procedure presented in [23]. (a) Input audio signal x; (b) STFT X of x; (c) Horizontally
and vertically enhanced spectrograms Ỹh and Ỹp; (d) Binary masks Mh and Mp; (e) Spectrograms of
the harmonic and the percussive component Xh and Xp; (f) Harmonic and percussive components
xh and xp.

Applying these masks to the original STFT X yields modified STFTs corresponding to the harmonic
and percussive components (Figure 13e):

Xh(m, k) = X(m, k) Mh(m, k) , (32)

Xp(m, k) = X(m, k) Mp(m, k) . (33)

These modified STFTs can then be transformed back to the time-domain by using the
reconstruction strategy discussed in Section 5.2. This yields the desired signals xh and xp, respectively.
As we can see in Figure 13f, the harmonic component xh contains the tone played by the violin, while
the percussive component xp shows the waveform of the castanets’ click.

7. Applications

7.1. Music Synchronization—Non-Linear TSM

In scenarios like automated soundtrack generation [36] or automated DJing [1,2], it is often necessary
to synchronize two or more music recordings by aligning musically related beat positions in time.
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However, music recordings do not necessarily have a constant tempo. In this case, stretching
or compressing the recordings by a constant factor α is insufficient to align their beat positions.
Instead, the recordings’time-scales need to be modified in a non-linear fashion. The goal of non-linear
TSM is to modify an audio signal according to a strictly monotonously increasing time-stretch function
τ : R → R, which defines a mapping between points in time (given in seconds) of the input and output
signals. Figure 14 shows an example of such a function. The first part, shown in red, has a slope
greater than one. As a consequence, the red region in the input signal is mapped to a larger region in
the output, resulting in a stretch. The slope of the function’s second part, shown in blue, is smaller
than one, leading to a compression of this region in the output. One possibility to realize this kind of
non-linear modifications is to define the positions of the analysis frames according to the time-stretch
function τ, instead of a constant analysis hopsize Ha. The process of deriving the analysis frames’
positions is presented in Figure 14. Given τ, we first fix a synthesis hopsize Hs as we did for linear
TSM (see Section 2). From this, we derive the synthesis instances sm ∈ R (given in seconds), which are
the positions of the synthesis frames in the output signal:

sm =
m Hs

Fs
. (34)

By inverting τ, we compute the analysis instances am ∈ R (given in seconds):

am = τ−1(sm) . (35)
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Figure 14. Example of a non-linear time-stretch function τ.

When using analysis frames indicated by the analysis instances for TSM with a procedure of our
choice, the resulting output signal is modified according to the time-stretch function τ. To this end, all
of the previously discussed TSM procedures can also be used for non-linear TSM.
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Figure 15. (a) Score of the first five measures of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5; (b) Waveforms of
two performances. Corresponding onset positions are indicated by red arrows; (c) Set of anchor points
(indicated in red) and inferred time-stretch function τ; (d) Onset-synchronized waveforms of the
two performances.

A very convenient way of defining a time-stretch function is by introducing a set of anchor
points. An anchor point is a pair of time positions where the first entry specifies a time position in
the input signal and the second entry is a time position in the output signal. The actual time-stretch
function τ is then obtained by a linear interpolation between the anchor points. Figure 15 shows a
real-world example of a non-linear modification. In Figure 15b, we see the waveforms of two recorded
performances of the first five measures of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5. The corresponding time
positions of the note onsets are indicated by red arrows. Obviously, the first recording is longer than
the second. However, the performances’ tempi do not differ by a constant factor. While the eighth
notes in the first and third measure are played at almost the same tempo in both performances, the
durations of the half notes (with fermata) in measures two and five are significantly longer in the
first recording. The mapping between the note onsets of the two performances is therefore non-linear.
In Figure 15c, we define eight anchor points that map the onset positions of the second performance to
the onset positions of the first performance (plus two additional anchor points aligning the recordings’
start times and end times, respectively). Based on these anchor points and the derived time-stretch
function τ, we then apply the TSM procedure of our choice to the second performance in order to
obtain a version that is onset-synchronized with the first performance (Figure 15d).
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7.2. Pitch-Shifting

Pitch-shifting is the task of changing an audio recording’s pitch without altering its length—it can
be seen as the dual problem to TSM. While there are specialized pitch-shifting procedures [37,38], it is
also possible to approach the problem by combining TSM with resampling. The core observation is that
resampling a given signal and playing it back at the original sampling rate changes the length and the
pitch of the signal at the same time (The same effect can be simulated with vinyl records by changing
the rotation speed of the record player). To pitch-shift a given signal, it is therefore first resampled
and afterwards time-scale modified in order to compensate for the change in length. More precisely,
an audio signal, sampled at a rate of F(in)

s , is first resampled to have a new sampling rate of F(out)
s .

When playing back the signal at its original sampling rate F(in)
s , this operation changes the signal’s

length by a factor of F(out)
s /F(in)

s and scales its frequencies by the term’s inverse. For example, musically
speaking, a factor of F(out)

s /F(in)
s = 1

2 increases the pitch content by one octave. To compensate

for the change in length, the signal needs to be stretched by a factor of α = F(in)
s /F(out)

s , using a
TSM procedure.
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Figure 16. Pitch-shifting via resampling and TSM. (a) Spectrogram of an input audio signal;
(b) Spectrogram of the resampled signal; (c) Spectrogram after TSM application.

To demonstrate this, we show an example in Figure 16, where the goal is to apply a pitch-shift
of one octave to the input audio signal. The original signal has a sampling rate of F(in)

s = 44, 100 Hz
(Figure 16a). To achieve the desired pitch-shift, the signal is resampled to F(out)

s = 22, 050 Hz
(Figure 16b). One can see that the resampling changed the pitch of the signal as well as its length
when interpreting the signal as still being sampled at F(in)

s = 44, 100 Hz. While the change in pitch is
desired, the change in length needs to be compensated for. Thus, we stretch the signal by a factor of
α = 44, 100 Hz/22, 050 Hz = 2 to its original length (Figure 16c).

The quality of the pitch-shifting result crucially depends on various factors. First, artifacts that are
produced by the applied TSM procedure are also audible in the pitch-shifted signal. However, even
when using a high-quality TSM procedure, the pitch-shifted signals generated by the method described
above often sound unnatural. For example, when pitch-shifting singing voice upwards by several
semitones, the modified voice has an artificial sound, sometimes referred to as the chipmunk effect [39].
Here, the problem is that the spectral envelope, which is the rough shape of a frequency spectrum, is
of central importance for the timbre of a sound. In Figure 17a, we see a frame’s frequency spectrum
from a singing voice recording. Due to the harmonic nature of the singing voice, the spectrum
shows a comb-like pattern where the energy is distributed at multiples of a certain frequency—in
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this example roughly 250 Hz. The peaks in the pattern are called the harmonics of the singing voice.
The magnitudes of the harmonics follow a certain shape which is specified by the spectral envelope
(marked in red). Peaks in the spectral envelope are known as formants. In the example from Figure 17a,
we see four formants at around 200 Hz, 2200 Hz, 3100 Hz, and 5900 Hz. The frequency positions of
these formants are closely related to the singing voice’s timbre. In Figure 17b, we see the spectrum of
the same frame after being pitch-shifted by four semitones with the previously described pitch-shifting
procedure. Due to the resampling, the harmonics’ positions are scaled. The spectral envelope is
therefore scaled as well, relocating the positions of the formants. This leads to a (usually undesired)
change in timbre of the singing voice.
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Figure 17. Frequency spectra for a fixed frame m of different versions of a singing voice recording.
The spectral envelopes are marked in red. (a) Original spectrum X(m) with spectral envelope Γm;
(b) Pitch-shifted spectrum XShift(m) with spectral envelope ΓShift

m ; (c) Pitch-shifted spectrum XMod(m)

with adapted spectral envelope.

One strategy to compensate for this change is outlined in [17]. Let X and XShift be the STFTs
of a given input signal x and its pitch-shifted version xShift, respectively. Fixing a frame index m,
let X(m) and XShift(m) be the frequency spectra of the mth frames in X and XShift. Furthermore, let
Γm : [0 : N − 1] → R and ΓShift

m : [0 : N − 1] → R denote the spectral envelopes of X(m) and XShift(m),
respectively. Our goal is to compute modified spectra XMod(m) that have the frequency content of
XShift(m) but the original spectral envelopes Γm. To this end, we normalize the magnitudes of XShift(m)

with respect to its spectral envelope ΓShift
m and then scale them by the original envelope Γm:

XMod(m, k) = XShift(m, k)
Γm(k)

ΓShift
m (k)

. (36)

In Figure 17c we see the frame’s spectrum from Figure 17b after the envelope adaption, leading to
a signal that sounds more natural.

There exist several approaches to estimate spectral envelopes, many of them either based on
linear predictive coding (LPC) [40] or on the cepstrum (the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithmic
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magnitude spectrum) [41,42]. Generally, the task of spectral envelope estimation is highly complex
and error-prone. In envelope or formant-preserving pitch-shifting methods, it is often necessary to
manually specify parameters (e.g., the pitch range of the sources in the recording) to make the envelope
estimation more robust.

7.3. Websources

Various free implementations of TSM procedures are available in different programming
languages. MATLAB implementations of OLA, WSOLA, PV-TSM, and TSM based on HPS, as well
as additional test and demo material can be found in the TSM Toolbox [43,44]. A further MATLAB
implementation of PV-TSM can be found at [45]. PV-TSM implemented in Python is included in
LibROSA [46]. Furthermore, there are open source C/C++ audio processing libraries that offer TSM
functionalities. For example, the Rubber Band Library [47] includes a transient preserving PV-TSM and
the SoundTouch Audio Processing Library [48] offers a WSOLA-like TSM procedure. Finally, there
also exist proprietary commercial implementations such as the élastique algorithm by zplane [49].

8. Conclusions

In this article, we reviewed time-scale modification of music signals. We presented fundamental
principles and discussed various well-known time and frequency-domain TSM procedures.
Additionally, we pointed out more involved procedures proposed in the literature, which are—to
varying extents—based on the fundamental approaches we reviewed. In particular, we discussed
a recent approach that involves harmonic-percussive separation and combines the advantages of
two fundamental TSM methods in order to attenuate artifacts and improve the quality of time-scale
modified signals. Finally, we introduced some applications of TSM, including music synchronization
and pitch-shifting, and gave pointers to freely available TSM implementations.

A major goal of this contribution was to present fundamental concepts in the field of TSM.
Beyond discussing technical details, our main motivation was to give illustrative explanations in
a tutorial-like style. Furthermore, we aimed to foster a deep understanding of the strengths and
weaknesses of the various TSM approaches by discussing typical artifacts and the importance of
parameter choices. We hope that this work constitutes a good starting point for becoming familiar
with the field of TSM and developing novel TSM techniques.
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Abstract: Audio equalization is a vast and active research area. The extent of research means that one
often cannot identify the preferred technique for a particular problem. This review paper bridges
those gaps, systemically providing a deep understanding of the problems and approaches in audio
equalization, their relative merits and applications. Digital signal processing techniques for modifying
the spectral balance in audio signals and applications of these techniques are reviewed, ranging from
classic equalizers to emerging designs based on new advances in signal processing and machine
learning. Emphasis is placed on putting the range of approaches within a common mathematical and
conceptual framework. The application areas discussed herein are diverse, and include well-defined,
solvable problems of filter design subject to constraints, as well as newly emerging challenges that
touch on problems in semantics, perception and human computer interaction. Case studies are given
in order to illustrate key concepts and how they are applied in practice. We also recommend preferred
signal processing approaches for important audio equalization problems. Finally, we discuss current
challenges and the uncharted frontiers in this field. The source code for methods discussed in this
paper is made available at https://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/allaboutaudioeq.

Keywords: acoustic signal processing; audio systems; digital filters; digital signal processing;
equalizers; infinite impulse response filters; music technology

1. Introduction

The term equalizer (EQ) has its origins in early telephone engineering, when high frequency losses
over long distances had to be corrected so that the spectrum of the sound at the receiver matched the
sound spectrum that was initially transmitted. Ideally, the system’s net frequency response has an
equal response to all frequencies, and thus the term ‘equalization.’ Since then, the term has been used
for any procedure that involves altering or adjusting the magnitude frequency response.

This paper reviews developments and applications in audio equalization. A main emphasis is on
design methods for digital equalizing filters. Although these filters were originally constructed using
analog electronics, we want to show how to apply them using Digital Signal Processing (DSP).

To our knowledge this is the first review article on red digital audio equalization which gathers all
historical developments, methods, and applications, as well as state-of-the-art approaches. However,
in 1988 Bohn wrote an overview of this topic, covering the history and the analog era [1]. Additionally,
some audio signal processing books have a section devoted to digital equalizers. For example, Orfanidis
has a wide section on Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters, which includes parametric equalizers
and shelving filters [2]. Zölzer’s textbook has a large and excellent chapter on this topic, covering
shelving, peak, and notch filters [3]. Reiss and McPherson’s recent book reviews digital tone control
and peak equalizing filter designs, among others, and provides a history of the invention of the
parametric equalizer [4].
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This review article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the history of audio equalization,
Section 3 focuses on parametric equalizers and shelving filters, Section 4 is devoted to graphic
equalizers, Section 5 discusses other audio equalizer designs, Section 6 looks into applications in
sound reproduction, and Section 7 addresses applications in audio content creation, such as in
music production and mixing. Finally, Section 8 concludes this review. The source code for the
methods discussed in this paper and for many of the figures are available online at https://code.
soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/allaboutaudioeq, as described in Appendix.

2. History of Audio Equalization

The concept of filtering audio frequencies was understood at least as far back as the 1870s, and was
used in designs for harmonic telegraphs. Telegraph operator keys activated vibrating electromechanical
reeds, each one assigned a specific frequency. Filtering at the receiving operator was achieved by tuning
a similar reed to the same frequency, so that multiple independent connections could be established
over a single telegraph line [5].

Telephone lines were equalized in repeaters using wave filters [6,7] to cancel resonances
caused by impedance mismatches or the attenuation of high frequencies in long cables. The
response of microphones was flattened by appropriately selecting the resistance and other component
parameters [8]. Early equalizers were fixed and integrated into the circuits of audio receivers, and
later into phonograph playback systems. The advent of motion picture sound saw the emergence of
variable equalization. Notably, John Volkman’s external equalizer design featured a set of selectable
frequencies with boosts and cuts, and is sometimes considered to be the first operator-variable
equalizer. Tone controls—boost and cut applied to bass and treble—were first introduced for use
with gramophones in 1949 [9]. In 1952 Baxandall [10] devised tone controls using potentiometers as
opposed to switches, thus allowing full user control.

In the 1950s, equalization circuits became a standard part of LP disc production and playback
systems. The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) proposed a pre-emphasis equalization
curve for recording and its complementary de-emphasis equalization curve for playback, see e.g., [11].
The purpose of the RIAA pre-emphasis is to reduce the groove width on the disc by suppressing
low frequencies while at the same time improving the signal-to-noise ratio of treble by boosting
higher frequencies. Similarly, the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) suggested a playback
equalization curve for C cassettes. It boosted frequencies below 1 kHz, using a first order filter having
a pole just below the audio range and a zero above 1 kHz, to obtain a mostly flat frequency response
during playback [12].

In what is now considered to be a founding work in the field of sound system equalization,
Rudmose [13] applied emerging equalization methods to the Dallas Love Field Airport. Advances
in the theory of acoustic feedback led to the development of an equalization system with very
narrow notch filters that could be manually tuned to the frequency at which feedback occurs [14,15].
Expanding and extending this work, Conner established the theory and methodology of sound
system equalization [16].

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, equalizers grew in popularity, finding applications in sound
post-production and speech enhancement. The Langevin Model EQ-251A, a program equalizer with
slide controls, was a precursor to the graphic equalizer [1]. One 15-position slider controlled the gain
of a bass shelving filter, and the other adjusted the boost or cut of a peak/notch filter. Each filter had
switchable frequencies. Cinema Engineering introduced the first graphic equalizer [1]. It could adjust
six bands with a boost or cut range of ±8 dB in 1 dB increments. However, with graphic equalizers,
engineers were still limited to the constraints imposed by the number and location of frequency bands.
Around 1967, Walker introduced the API 550A equalizer in which the gain appropriately changes the
bandwidth of the peak or notch. As was typical in early equalizers, this device had a fixed selection of
frequencies, and variable boost or cut controls at those frequencies. In 1971, Daniel Flickinger invented
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an important tunable equalizer [17]. His circuit, known as “sweepable EQ”, allowed arbitrary selection
of frequency and gain in three overlapping bands.

In 1966, Burgess Macneal and George Massenburg, who was still a teenager, began work on a new
recording console. They conceptualized an idea for a sweep-tunable EQ that would avoid inductors
and switches. Soon after, Bob Meushaw, a friend of Massenburg, built a three-band, frequency
adjustable, fixed-Q equalizer. When asked who invented the parametric equalizer, Massenburg stated
“Four people could possibly lay claim to the modern concept: Bob Meushaw, Burgess Macneal, Daniel
Flickinger, and myself... Our (Bob’s, Burgess’ and my) sweep-tunable EQ was borne, more or less, out of
an idea that Burgess and I had around 1966 or 1967 for an EQ... three controls adjusting, independently,
the parameters for each of three bands for a recording console... I wrote and delivered the AES paper
on Parametrics at the Los Angeles show in 1972 [18]... It’s the first mention of ‘Parametric’ associated
with sweep-tunable EQ” [4].

Digital audio equalizers emerged in the late 1970s and early 1980s [19–22], leading to commercial
deployment in Yamaha’s 1987 DEQ7 Digital Equalizer, the first DSP-based parametric equalizer. A year
later, Roland rolled out its variable digital equalizer, the E-660. Around the same time, important
digital equalizer designs appeared: White published design formulas for digital biquadratic equalizing
filters [23], and Regalia and Mitra proposed a useful allpass-filter based structure for digital shelving
and parametric equalizing filters [24]. Both of these groundbreaking works are based on discretization
of analog prototypes. Since then, there has been a proliferation of advances and improvements,
including the octave and 1/3-octave graphic equalizer, constant-Q (bandwidth) graphic equalizers,
and many other advances discussed throughout this paper.

3. Parametric Equalizers

The parametric equalizer is the most powerful and flexible of the equalizer types. Midrange
bands in a parametric equalizer have three adjustments: gain, center frequency, and quality factor Q
(or bandwidth). A parametric equalizer allows the operator to add a peak or a notch at an arbitrary
location in the audio spectrum. At other frequencies, far away from the peak or notch, the parametric
equalizer does not modify the spectral content, as its magnitude response there is unity (0 dB). Adding
a peak can be useful to help an instrument be heard in a complex mix, or to deliberately add coloration
to an instrument’s sound by boosting or reducing a particular frequency range. Notches can be used
to attenuate unwanted sounds, including removing power line hum (50 Hz or 60 Hz and sometimes
their harmonics) [25] and reducing feedback [26]. To remove artifacts without affecting the rest of the
sound, a narrow bandwidth would be used.

A single section of a parametric equalizer is created from a second order peaking/notch filter, or
in certain cases, a first or second order shelving filter for the lowest and highest frequency bands. When
multiple sections are used, they are always connected in cascade so that the effects of each subfilter are
cumulative on a decibel scale. In this section, we derive the transfer functions for the first and second
order shelving filter and for the second order peaking/notch filter.

3.1. First Order Shelving Filters

In shelving mode, gain G is applied to all frequencies below or above a crossover frequency fc.
These are called the low shelving and the high shelving filter, respectively, and are sometimes used in
the lowest-frequency and highest-frequency bands. These shelving filters are similar to those found in
the basic tone control, but where the tone control usually uses first order shelving filters, the parametric
equalizer uses either first or second order filters. First order shelving filters are used to create smooth
transitions (about 6 dB/octave) between affected and unaffected frequency regions. The crossover
frequency is sometimes called the corner, cut-off, or transition frequency, but we prefer to use the term
crossover herein.
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We first derive the transfer function HLS(z) for a low-frequency shelving filter. We would like its
gain to be G at low frequencies (such as at the zero frequency, or z = 1) and 1 at the highest frequencies
(such as at the Nyquist limit, or z = −1), that is:

H(1) = G, (1)

H(−1) = 1. (2)

There are several possible choices for the gain at the crossover frequency, such as 3 dB lower (in the
boost case) or higher (in the cut case) than the filter gain, e.g., [3,27], but it leads to a confusing situation
when the filter gain or loss is smaller than 3 dB [28]. Alternative choices are the arithmetic or geometric
mean of the extreme gain factors. However, if the geometric mean is used, then a boost and a cut by the
same decibel amount do not cancel. It is also problematic since the arithmetic mean loses its relevance
when a decibel scale is used, and it means that the shelving filter will not match the design of peaking
and notch filters in parametric equalizers, which often use the geometric mean (see Section 3.3).

We choose to use the midpoint gain
√

G, which corresponds to the geometric mean of the
extreme gains (1 and G), and is the arithmetic mean of the extreme gains on a decibel scale. This is
one way to retain the overall magnitude response shape when gain G is varied. This requirement
may be written as

|H(ejωc)| =
√

G, (3)

where ωc = 2π fc/ fs is the crossover frequency in radians (0 ≤ ωc ≤ π), fs is the sampling frequency,
and j is the imaginary unit.

We start by defining a prototype low-frequency first order shelving filter, which has its crossover
frequency at the midpoint of the frequency range, π/2, and has the transfer function of the form

HP(z) = g
z − q
z − p

, (4)

where p and q are the pole and the zero, respectively, and g is the scaling factor. By evaluating this
transfer function at ωc = π/2 and using the requirement (3), it is seen that a solution is obtained
by setting q = −p, or by placing the pole and the zero symmetrically w.r.t. the origin on the z plane.
The scaling factor must then be g =

√
G:

HP(z) =
√

G
z + p
z − p

. (5)

The pole location in terms of gain G can be solved by combining Equations (5) and (1):

p =
G −√

G
G +

√
G

, (6)

which also satisfies Equation (2). Substituting this result to Equation (5) completes the prototype first
order low shelf design:

HP(z) =
√

G
G +

√
G + (G −√

G)z−1

G +
√

G − (G −√
G)z−1

. (7)

To shift the crossover frequency to ωc, which we restrict to be 0 ≤ ωc ≤ π, we apply the
lowpass-to-lowpass transformation [4,29]

z → z − β

1 − βz
, (8)
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where

β =
1 − tan(ωc/2)
1 + tan(ωc/2)

. (9)

Rearranging the terms leads to the transfer function of the first order low-frequency shelving filter

HLS(z) =
G tan (ωc/2) +

√
G + [G tan (ωc/2)−√

G]z−1

tan (ωc/2) +
√

G + [tan (ωc/2)−√
G]z−1

. (10)

Due to the choice of gain at crossover frequency, (3), this produces symmetric magnitude frequency
responses, above and below the unit gain level, for gains G and 1/G (i.e., equal boost or cut in dB), as
wanted. Figure 1 illustrates this for three pairs of low shelf filters. In this and all other examples, the
sample rate is fs = 44,100 Hz and the responses are shown up to the Nyquist limit, fN = 22,050 Hz.
When G = 1, the pole and the zero of the transfer function (10) coincide, the magnitude response
becomes unity, and the filter’s impulse response becomes a non-delayed unit impulse.

This way it was possible to derive transfer function coefficients, which are the same for the boost
(G > 1) and cut cases (0 < G < 1), whereas in the past several shelving filter designs have required
separate formulas for the two cases, e.g., [3,30–33]. The transfer function (10) is the same as that given
in [4] (Equation (4.1)). Jot recently proposed a modified Regalia-Mitra shelving filter design, which
also leads to exactly the same transfer function [34].
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Figure 1. Magnitude responses of low-frequency shelving filters with complementary gains: −12 dB
and 12 dB (green), −8 dB and 8 dB (blue), −4 dB and 4 dB (red). The vertical dashed line indicates the
crossover frequency (1 kHz) where midpoint gain is reached.

The complementary high-frequency shelving filter can be obtained by replacing the gain G
in Equation (10) by 1/G, which yields the inverse filter, and by multiplying the transfer function
(numerator) by G, which shifts the magnitude response vertically so that the gain at zero frequency
becomes unity (0 dB), and gain G is achieved at high frequencies as desired. Additionally, we multiply
both the numerator and the denominator by

√
G to cancel divisions by G:

HHS(z) =
√

G tan (ωc/2) + G + [
√

G tan (ωc/2)− G]z−1
√

G tan (ωc/2) + 1 + [
√

G tan (ωc/2)− 1]z−1
. (11)
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Comparison with Equation (10) shows that these transfer functions are related as HHS(z) = G/HLS(z),
which means that the pole and the zero of the filter can be interchanged to convert a low shelf to a
high shelf or vice versa. Furthermore, a scaling by G must be applied. This implies that a cascade of a
low and high shelf with the same crossover frequency ωc and gain G will produce a constant gain G
across all frequencies. Figure 2 shows this for a pair of low- and high-frequency shelving filters.

An alternative way to convert a low shelf filter to a high one is to replace z with −z in the transfer
function (i.e., change the sign of every second coefficient), which turns the response over in frequency
so that the zero and Nyquist frequencies are interchanged [28]. Additionally, this low-to-high mapping
requires replacing ωc with π − ωc to restore the crossover frequency.
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Figure 2. Magnitude responses of a low (blue) and high (red) shelf filter with a 12-dB gain and 1-kHz
crossover frequency, and the cascade of the two filters (black).

3.2. Second Order Shelving Filters

Here, we show a technique to design a second order low shelving filter, which is often used in
parametric equalizer design [19,28,31,32,35]. The design method differs slightly from the approach for
first order design since the lowpass to lowpass transformation is performed in the s domain, to keep
the maths slightly simpler.

The transfer function of a second order analog shelving filter with crossover frequency fc is given
by [3],

HLS,1(s) =
s2 +

√
2Gω0s + Gω0

2

s2 +
√

2ω0s + ω02
, (12)

where s = jω, ω0 = 2π fc, and G is the gain at DC (ω = 0). Note that if the
√

2 in the numerator and
denominator of Equation (12) is replaced with a larger number, then resonant low shelving filters are
produced, which have a bump in the magnitude response before the roll-off. The square magnitude of
this filter is

|HLS,1(s)|2 =
G2ω0

4 + ω4

ω04 + ω4 , (13)

so that the square magnitude at the crossover frequency is equal to the arithmetic mean of the square
magnitudes at ω = 0 and ω = ∞. However, as discussed in Section 3.1 generally this is not what is
wanted. To correct this, we need to find the frequency where the low shelf’s square magnitude is the
geometric mean of 1 and G2, which is G. So we solve

G = |HLS,1(s)|2 =
G2ω0

4 + ω4

ω04 + ω4 → ω = G1/4ω0. (14)

So make the replacement ω → G1/4ω in the low shelf filter, to create a new low shelf HLS,2(s). That
way, |HLS,2(ω0)|2 = |HLS,1(G1/4ω0)|2 = G. This results in
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HLS,2(s) =
(G1/4s)

2
+
√

2Gω0(G1/4s) + Gω0
2

(G1/4s)2
+
√

2ω0(G1/4s) + ω02
=

s2 +
√

2ω0G1/4s + G1/2ω0
2

s2 +
√

2ω0G−1/4s + G−1/2ω02
. (15)

To convert to the digital domain, we use the bilinear transform. We make the following substitutions

s =
z − 1
z + 1

, ω0 → Ω = tan(ωc/2), (16)

So

HLS(z) =

(
z − 1
z + 1

)2
+
√

2ΩG1/4
(

z − 1
z + 1

)
+ G1/2Ω2

(
z − 1
z + 1

)2
+
√

2ΩG−1/4
(

z − 1
z + 1

)
+ G−1/2Ω2

(17)

=G1/2 G1/2Ω2 +
√

2ΩG1/4 + 1 + 2(G1/2Ω2 − 1)z−1 + (G1/2Ω2 −√
2ΩG1/4 + 1)z−2

G1/2 +
√

2ΩG1/4 + Ω2 + 2(Ω2 − G1/2)z−1 + (G1/2 −√
2ΩG1/4 + Ω2)z−2

, (18)

which satisfies all the conditions for the desired low shelving filter. The second order high shelving
filter can be derived in the same way, and as with first order shelving filter designs, is equal to the gain
G times the reciprocal of the second order low shelving filter:

HHS(z) = G1/2 G1/2 +
√

2ΩG1/4 + Ω2 − 2[G1/2 − Ω2]z−1 + (G1/2 −√
2ΩG1/4 + Ω2)z−2

G1/2Ω2 +
√

2ΩG1/4 + 1 + 2[G1/2Ω2 − 1]z−1 + (G1/2Ω2 −√
2ΩG1/4 + 1)z−2

(19)

= G/HLS(z). (20)
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Figure 3. Magnitude responses of second order low shelving filters with complementary gains: ±12 dB
(green), ±8 dB (blue), and ±4 dB (red). The vertical dashed line indicates the crossover frequency
(1 kHz). Cf. Figure 1.
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Figure 3 shows example magnitude responses of the second order low shelving filter. It is
instructive to consider whether the second order shelf filter is better than cascading two first order
filters. Figure 4 gives an example where we compare the magnitude responses of a single and two
cascaded first order shelving filters against that of a second order one. It becomes evident that the
second order filter has a steeper transition than the other filters. In fact, cascading two first order filters
has a very similar magnitude response as one of them, since the two cascaded filters have a gain of

√
G.
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Figure 4. Magnitude responses of a single low shelf filter (red), cascaded two first order low shelf
filters (black dotted line), and a second order shelf filter (blue) with the same gain (12 dB) and crossover
frequency (1 kHz).

3.3. Second Order Peaking and Notch Filters

In a typical parametric equalizer all sections but the low and high shelving filters are comprised
of second order peaking or notch filters, which are IIR filters having two poles and two zeros. The aim
is to obtain a filter with the magnitude frequency response, which has a bump of gain G (G > 1 for a
peaking filter and 0 < G < 1 for a notch filter) and width specified by Q at the center frequency ωc,
but which has a unity gain (i.e., 0 dB) at frequencies far away from the bump, especially at the zero
frequency and at the Nyquist limit. (An alternative approach was taken by Orfanidis who presented a
peak/notch filter design in which the specified gain at the Nyquist limit fs/2 was not unity but the
same as that of a corresponding analog equalizing filter [36]. The magnitude responses of his filters
are also less asymmetric than the ones designed here, when the center frequency is high, close to the
Nyquist limit. See Section 5.2.)

These specifications lead to the following four constraints [37,38] for the filter transfer
function H(z):

H(1) = 1, (21)

H(−1) = 1, (22)

|H(ejωc)| = G, (23)

d|H(ejω)|
dω

|ω=ωc = 0. (24)

The bandwidth of the resonance in a parametric equalizer can be defined in one of several ways [2,37].
As with the gain at the crossover frequency of the shelving filter, we choose to define the gain at the
upper and lower crossover frequencies ωu and ωl to be equal to

√
G. This leads to the fifth constraint:

|H(ejωu)| = |H(ejωl)| =
√

G. (25)
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To shift the crossover frequency to ωc, we set the crossover frequency of our low shelving filter to
the bandwidth B of the peaking notch filter,

HLS(z) =
G tan (B/2) +

√
G + [G tan (B/2)−√

G]z−1

tan (B/2) +
√

G + [tan (B/2)−√
G]z−1

, (26)

and then apply the well-known lowpass-to-bandpass transformation [4,29]

z−1 → −z−1 z−1 − α

1 − α z−1 , (27)

where
α = cos ωc, (28)

which yields the transfer function of the second order peaking or notch filter:

HPN(z) =
√

G + G tan (B/2)− [2
√

G cos (ωc)]z−1 + [
√
(G)− G tan (B/2)]z−2

√
G + tan (B/2)− [2

√
G cos (ωc)]z−1 + [

√
G − tan (B/2)]z−2

. (29)

The same solution was originally provided by Bristow-Johnson [37] and also recently by Jot [34].
Instead of bandwidth B, peak filters are often parameterized using quality factor Q. These two

terms are related by

Q =
ωc

B
. (30)
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Figure 5. Magnitude responses of peak and notch filters at center frequencies 100 Hz (green), 1000 Hz
(blue), and 10,000 Hz (red), when Q = 1. The gains of the peak and notch filters are complementary,
i.e., G and 1/G, respectively.
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Figure 5 presents examples of peak and notch filters with fixed Q but varying the other parameters,
showing that they are symmetric on the dB scale for G and 1/G. It is also seen in Figure 5 that when
the center frequency is high, such as fc = 10 kHz, the magnitude response itself becomes asymmetric
so that the upper skirt (i.e., the magnitude response of a peaking filter on either side of the center
frequency) is steeper than the lower one. This feature is caused by the requirement that the digital
equalizing filters have a unity gain at the Nyquist limit.

3.4. High Order Filter Designs

In most audio production applications, low order filters are used. The smooth transitions are often
advantageous in that the effect of equalization is subtle and not perceived as an artefact. However, they
lack the ability for fine control. To address this, higher order IIR filters can be employed. They provide
steep transitions at crossover frequencies for shelving filters, or at the upper and lower crossover
frequencies for peaking and notch filters.

Orfanidis suggested techniques for the design of high order minimum phase filters based on a
variety of classic filters: Butterworth, Chebyshev I, Chebyshev II, and elliptic polynomials [39]. Holters
and Zölzer derived high order Butterworth shelving filters [40]. Fernandez-Vazquez et al. focused
on the design of such filters based on a parallel connection of two stable allpass filters [41]. Särkkä
and Huovilainen modeled analog parametric equalizer responses accurately using high order IIR
filters [42]. However, all these high order designs begin with analog prototypes. But it is possible to
design high order filters entirely in the digital domain, as described in [4]. We summarize the digital
approach next.

Consider a prototype first order, lowpass filter with crossover frequency ωc = π/2;

H(z) =
1 + z−1

2z−1 . (31)

Replace the pole at 0 by N poles given by

pk = j tan
(
(2k − N − 1)π

4N

)
(32)

and scale the transfer function to again have unity gain at z = 1. So our Nth order prototype
filter becomes

HP(z) =
N

∏
k=1

1
2 cos γk

1 + z−1

−j tan γk + z−1 , where γk =
π[(2k − 1)/N − 1]

4
, with k = 1, 2, ..., N. (33)

This filter has the same crossover frequency and same behaviour at DC and Nyquist as the first order
filter. But now the poles result in a sharper transition at π/2. Then, simple transformations may be
applied to each first order section in order to transform this prototype filter into any of the standard
designs. The steps to follow in these transformations are depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Flow diagram of design technique for high order IIR filters. Starting with a simple Nth order
prototype filter, a series of transformations are made on each first order section to transform this into
any of the main high order filter types.

3.5. FIR Shelving Filter Designs

All types of equalizers discussed herein were originally designed as analog filters, and their
digital implementation as IIR filters follows the analog designs as closely as possible. However,
FIR (Finite Impulse Response) shelving filters have also been proposed. Lim and Lian [43,44] and
Yang [45] applied clever methods to design linear phase FIR shelving filters using long delay lines and
a few mathematical operations per output sample. Vieira and Ferreira used a multirate approach to
implement the bass shelving filter at one fifth of the audio sample rate while the treble shelving filter
was running at the full rate in a linear phase tone control system [46].

Nevertheless, the FIR shelving filter designs have not become popular. One reason is that
processing delay is a concern whenever any equalizer is used in live performance. While the maximum
allowable total delay in an audio system may be a matter of discussion, it is safe to require each
individual device to have the lowest possible processing delay, so as to allow cascading of several
devices. This suggests using minimum phase IIR filters instead of linear phase FIR filters, since FIR
filters typically exhibit higher latency for the same performance. Another motivation to use minimum
phase equalizers is that they emulate more closely the behavior of analog filters.

4. Graphic Equalizers

The graphic equalizer is a tool for independently adjusting the gain of multiple frequency regions
in an audio signal. Common graphic equalizer designs can provide up to about 30 controls for
manipulating the frequency response of each audio channel. Structurally, a graphic EQ is a set of
filters, each with a fixed center frequency and bandwidth. The only user control is the command gain,
or the amount of boost or cut, in each frequency band, which is often controlled with vertical sliders.
The gain of each frequency band can usually be adjusted within the range ±12 dB, corresponding
to approximately 0.25 < G < 4 for each filter [19,47–49]. The term graphic refers to the fact that the
position of the sliders’ knobs can be understood as a graph of the equalizer’s magnitude response
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versus frequency, which makes the graphic equalizer intuitive to use despite the number of controls.
For this reason it is a very popular device for sound enhancement, although it is more restricted than a
parametric equalizer. Digital music players, such as those available in mobile phones, usually have
several preset settings for the graphic equalizer for different music styles, such as pop, rock, and jazz,
see e.g., [50].

A graphic equalizer can be implemented using either a cascade of equalizing filters [21,47,51–53]
or a parallel bank of bandpass filters [47,54–56]. Additionally, hybrid structures have been suggested
in which two or more sets of parallel filters are cascaded [57,58]. In a cascade implementation,
each equalizing filter determines the magnitude response of the system mainly around its center
frequency according to its own command gain, and, ideally, the gain of each equalizing filter should
be unity at all other center frequencies to allow independent control of gain on each band. In a
parallel implementation, each bandpass filter produces at its center frequency a gain determined by
its command gain; the magnitude response of the bandpass filters should be close to zero at all other
frequencies to avoid interaction between the filters. Nonetheless, both types of graphic equalizers
suffer from interaction between neighboring filters [51,56,59,60]. In practice, a change in one command
gain affects the magnitude response on a fairly wide frequency band, and this complicates the design
of accurate graphic equalizers. This section first discusses the choice of frequency bands and then
continues to the design of cascade and parallel graphic equalizers.

4.1. Bands in Graphic Equalizers

The basic unit of the graphic equalizer is the band. A graphic equalizer typically has more
bands than a parametric equalizer. The bands are usually distributed logarithmically in frequency,
to match human perception. Let us denote the normalized lower and upper crossover frequencies of
the mth band with ωl,m and ωu,m respectively. Bandwidth is the difference between the upper and
lower crossover frequencies, Bm = ωu,m − ωl,m. The frequency bands are adjacent [52], so the upper
crossover of band m will be the lower crossover of band m + 1, ωu,m = ωl,m+1. That is, input audio
frequencies below this crossover will be primarily affected by the gain control for band m, whereas
input frequencies above it will be primarily affected by the gain control for band m + 1.

The logarithmic distribution of the frequency bands can be specified using a fixed ratio R between
each band, so ωl,m+1 = Rωl,m, ωu,m+1 = Rωu,m, or Bm+1 = RBm. We also consider the geometric
mean of the two crossover frequencies,

ωM,m =
√

ωl,mωu,m, (34)

where it can be seen that the same relationship holds for these values, ωM,m+1 = RωM,m. Additionally,
the bandwidth can be related to the geometric mean ωM,m, because according to Equation (34),
ωM,m =

√
Rωl,m = ωl,m/

√
R:

Bm = ωu,m − ωl,m =

(√
R − 1√

R

)
ωM,m. (35)

Two common designs are octave and 1/3-octave graphic equalizers. An octave is a musical
interval defined by a doubling in frequency, so octave graphic equalizers will have the ratio R = 2
between each band. In a 1/3-octave design, each octave contains three bands, which implies R3 = 2
or R ≈ 1.26. So starting at 1000 Hz, an octave spacing would have geometric mean frequencies
at 2000 Hz, 4000 Hz, 8000 Hz etc. and a 1/3-octave spacing would have filters centered at 1260 Hz,
1587 Hz, 2000 Hz etc.

The number of bands is determined by their spacing and the requirement to cover the entire
audible spectrum. Octave graphic equalizers usually have 10 bands, ranging from about 31 Hz at
the lowest to 16 kHz at the highest. Third-octave designs usually have 30 bands ranging from 25 Hz
to 20 kHz. These frequencies, shown in Tables 1 and 2, are standardized by the ISO (International
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Standards Organization) [61]. Note that some frequencies have been rounded coarsely in the standard
in order to have simpler numbers.

Table 1. Preferred octave frequency bands according to the ISO standard [61].

Lower frequency fl (Hz) Geometric mean frequency fc (Hz) Upper frequency fu (Hz)

22 31.5 44
44 63 88
88 125 177

177 250 355
355 500 710
710 1,000 1,420

1,420 2,000 2,840
2,840 4,000 5,680
5,680 8,000 11,360

11,360 16,000 22,720

Table 2. ISO standard for one-third octave frequency bands [61]. The center frequencies are highlighted
with bold font.

fl (Hz) fc (Hz) fu (Hz) fl (Hz) fc (Hz) fu (Hz)

22.4 25 28.2 708 800 891
28.2 31.5 35.5 891 1,000 1,122
35.5 40 44.7 1,122 1,250 1,413
44.7 50 56.2 1,413 1,600 1,778
56.2 63 70.8 1,778 2,000 2,239
70.8 80 89.1 2,239 2,500 2,818
89.1 100 112 2,818 3,150 3,548
112 125 141 3,548 4,000 4,467
141 160 178 4,467 5,000 5,623
178 200 224 5,623 6,300 7,079
224 250 282 7,079 8,000 8,913
282 315 355 8,913 10,000 11,220
355 400 447 11,220 12,500 14,130
447 500 562 14,130 16,000 17,780
562 630 708 17,780 20,000 22,390

The geometric mean of the crossover frequencies of a filter, ωM,m, is not exactly the true center
frequency where the filter reaches its maximum or minimum value, ωc,m. We can find a relationship
between the upper and lower crossover frequencies and the center frequency of a bandpass, bandstop,
peaking or notch filter,

tan2
(ωc,m

2

)
= tan

(ωu,m

2

)
tan
(ωl,m

2

)
. (36)

However, the geometric mean is usually quite close to the center frequency. Thus, the bandwidth scales
roughly proportionally with the center frequency and higher bands will have a larger bandwidth than
lower ones. Since Q = ωc/B, this is another way of saying that the Q factor is nearly constant for each
band in a graphic equalizer (such constant Q graphic equalizers were first described in [62]). From
Equation (35), we can estimate Q as

Q =
ωc,m

Bm
≈ ωM,m

Bm
=

√
R

R − 1
. (37)

So for an octave equalizer, Q = ωc,m/Bm ≈ √
2 = 1.41, since R = 2. For a third-octave equalizer,

Q ≈ 6
√

2/( 3
√

2 − 1) = 4.32, since R = 3
√

2.
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4.2. Cascade Graphic Equalizers

One way to construct a graphic equalizer is by cascading several peaking/notch filters, as shown
in Figure 7, where M is the number of filters. Usually the lowest and highest band filters, H1(z) and
HM(z), are a low and a high shelf filter, respectively [63]. It is possible to include an optional overall
gain term G0, which may be set to the average or median command gain value [63]. This helps in the
cases when many command gains are set to the same value.

OutH1(z) z-1H2(z) HM(z)In

G1 G2 GMG0

Figure 7. Cascade implementation of a graphic equalizer. Equalizing filters Hm(z) are controlled with
command gain parameters Gm, as indicated with blue arrows.

The transfer function of the cascade graphic equalizer can be written as

HCGEQ(z) = G0

M

∏
m=1

Hm(z), (38)

where Hm(z) is the equalizing filter for the mth band (m = 1, 2, ..., M). From this form it can be deduced
that the total transfer function HCGEQ(z) of the cascade structure has all the same poles and zeros as
the individual filters Hm(z). This implies that when all band filters are minimum phase, the whole
graphic equalizer will also have the minimum-phase property. Ideally, each equalizing filter Hm(z)
has magnitude of the desired gain Gm inside the band and gain

√
Gm at band edges, so that at the

crossover frequency, when Gm = Gm+1 = G, we have |Hm(ejωl,m)Hm+1(ejωu,m+1)| = G. However, in
practice other band filters also affect the gain at that frequency, causing interaction, so the total gain
may differ from this value.

Figure 8 shows an example magnitude response of a 10-band cascade graphic equalizer. The
lowest and highest filters are second order shelving filters designed using Equations (18) and (19),
respectively. The rest of the filters are peak/notch filters whose center frequencies have been selected
according to Table 1 and bandwidths according to Equation (37) with R = 2. The bandwidths of band
filters H2(z) to H9(z) are 44.5 Hz, 88.4 Hz, 176.8 Hz, 353.6 Hz, 707.1 Hz, 1414 Hz, 2828 Hz, and 5657 Hz.
The crossover frequency of the low shelf has been chosen to be 46 Hz (instead of 44 Hz, which is the
nominal upper band edge frequency) and that of the high shelf is 11,360 Hz, the nominal lower band
edge of the highest band (see Table 1).

In Figure 8, the filter gains are set equal to the command gains. Here we neglect the overall gain
factor, which is equivalent to fixing it to G0 = 1. It is seen that using command gains directly as filter
gains leads to severe gain buildup, as the overall magnitude response exceeds the command points.
The error is about 5 dB at several center frequencies. This is caused by the skirts of the neighboring band
filter responses, which is visible in Figure 8. For example, at 63 Hz (the second command point from
the left in Figure 8), the low shelf filter and the 125-Hz peak filter contribute a 2.4 dB and 2.1 dB gain
increase, respectively. Additionally, a few other peak filters centered at higher frequencies contribute
a few tenths of a dB to that frequency. Together they lead to a 5.0-dB overshoot at 63 Hz. To reduce
the overshoot, it seems tempting to change the filter bandwidths to be narrower. In fact, this helps
in reducing the gain buildup but increases the ripple by making the valleys between the command
frequencies deeper.
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Figure 8. Magnitude responses of an octave graphic equalizer implemented using the cascade structure
(thick line) and its two shelving and eight band filters with Q = 1.41 (colored curves). The red circles
indicate the command gains, which are now all at 10 dB.

The accuracy of a graphic equalizer can be improved by allowing filter gains to be different from
command gains, and by then optimizing the filter gains for each command gain configuration. First
Abel and Berners [51] and recently Oliver and Jot [63] have proposed to optimize the filter gains of
the cascade graphic equalizer by solving a system of linear equations. This is made possible by the
fact that the magnitude responses of the peak/notch filters at different gain settings (but with fixed
center frequency and Q) are self-similar on the dB scale [51]. (However, Abel and Berners [51] used
parametric sections characterized by crossover frequencies at which the filter gain is the square root of
its extreme value. Doing so slightly better maintains the self similarity property, as Q varies a little
with filter center frequency.)

Thus, the magnitude responses of the peak/notch filters can be used as basis functions to
approximate the magnitude response of the graphic equalizer at the center frequencies. This can
be written in the form ĥ = Bg, where ĥ is an M-by-1 vector of estimated dB magnitude response
values at command frequencies, B is the M-by-M interaction matrix representing how much the
response of each band filter leaks to other center frequencies in dB, and g is an M-by-1 vector of
command gains in dB,

g =
[

20 log(G1) 20 log(G2) ... 20 log(GM)
]T

, (39)

where T denotes transposition. The B matrix models the leakage of the filters to other center frequencies
when all filter gains are 1 dB [51].

We have estimated the following ten-by-ten B matrix by setting all filter gains of the octave graphic
equalizer to 10 dB (an arbitrarily chosen fairly large gain), estimating the dB magnitude response of
the filters at the 10 center frequencies, and by dividing the gain values by 10:
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B =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0.80 0.23 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.19 1 0.21 0.04 0.01 0 0 0 0 0
0.04 0.21 1 0.20 0.04 0.01 0 0 0 0
0.01 0.04 0.20 1 0.20 0.04 0.01 0 0 0

0 0.01 0.04 0.20 1 0.20 0.04 0.01 0 0
0 0 0.01 0.04 0.20 1 0.20 0.04 0.01 0
0 0 0 0.01 0.04 0.20 1 0.20 0.03 0
0 0 0 0 0.01 0.04 0.21 1 0.18 0.01
0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.06 0.25 1 0.10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.14 0.94

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (40)

Using the inverse matrix of B, it is now possible to determine the filter gains gopt which approximate
in the least squares sense the magnitude response specified by command gain values g [51]:

gopt = B−1g. (41)

The inverse matrix B−1 can be computed off-line and then stored. It is applied every time a command
gain is changed. This means that all filter gains will be modified even if one command gain is changed,
and so all band filters must also be redesigned using Equation (29).

Figure 9 shows an example usage of the above method. The gain of all peak filters is about
6 dB although all command gains are at 10 dB, because the modeling technique accounts for the gain
buildup caused by interaction. The overall magnitude response of the graphic equalizer is, however,
quite close to the command points. The maximum error, which occurs at the 125-Hz point, is only
0.5 dB—a remarkable improvement over the example of Figure 8. Nevertheless, the overall fit is not
highly accurate, because the response still oscillates between the command points. The peak-to-peak
extent of this ripple (about 2 dB in this case) is proportional to filter gains. Oliver and Jot [63] mitigated
this issue by setting the global gain G0 to the median of all command gain values and offsetting these
values accordingly.
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Figure 9. Magnitude response of the cascade graphic equalizer when its filter gains have been solved
accounting for the interference between band filters. Note that peak gains of band filters are not the
same as command gains (red circles). Cf. Figure 8.
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To reduce the ripple in a cascade graphic equalizer’s magnitude response, Azizi [59] has proposed
to use extra filter sections, which he calls ‘opposite’ filters, between the band filters in a cascade graphic
equalizer. When the gain and Q value of the opposite filters are set appropriately, the ripple seen in the
overall response can be reduced further. Lee et al. refined this method by allowing the Q value of the
band filters to change with gain [64]. McGrath et al. developed an accurate graphic equalizing method
by constructing each band filter using several cascaded second order filters so that its magnitude
response approximates a cosine pulse, spanning one band only [65]. Such high order filters have
reduced interference, while the overall computational cost of the graphic equalizer is increased. Chen
et al. have proposed an optimization method, which needs good initial values and definition of the
desired gain at command points as well as at additional intermediate frequency points and which then
iteratively adjust the coefficients of the cascaded biquad filters to reduce the mean squared error [66].

Holters and Zölzer showed how cascaded high order equalizing filters can be effectively used
in graphic and parametric equalizer design [52]. Each high order band filter has a steep roll-off at its
crossover frequencies, so the interference between bands gets reduced in comparison to an equalizer
based on second order band filters. Even a graphic equalizer based on fourth order band filters is
considerably more accurate than the one based on second order filters, as the examples shown in [56]
demonstrate. Rämö and Välimäki presented a filter optimization algorithm for the high order graphic
equalizer, which minimized errors in the transition bands by iteratively optimizing the orders of
adjacent band filters [53].

4.3. Parallel Graphic Equalizers

Instead of using a cascade structure, a graphic equalizer often uses a collection of bandpass filters
arranged in parallel, as shown in Figure 10 [47,54–56]. The audio input is split and sent to the input
of every bandpass filter. It is common to include a direct path, which passes the scaled input signal
to the output, as seen in Figure 10. Each filter allows only a narrow frequency band to pass through.
Ideally, the center frequencies and bandwidths are configured so that if all the outputs were added
together, the original signal would be reconstructed. The controls on the graphic equalizer are then
implemented by changing the gain of each bandpass filter output before the signals are summed
together. In theory, the parallel and cascade implementations are mathematically identical but their
design must be treated differently. Parallel connection of bandpass filters avoids the accumulating
phase errors and, potentially, quantization noise, found in the cascade. The parallel filter structure is
also well suited to parallel computing [67].

Out

H1(z) z-1H2(z) HM(z)

In

G1 G2 GMG0

Figure 10. Parallel implementation of a graphic equalizer in which all bandpass filters receive the same
input signal. The output is obtained as a sum of individual filter outputs weighted by command gains.

In the parallel structure, the direct path with gain G0 allows easy implementation of flat command
gain configurations, just like in the cascade structure. For example, the constant 10-dB gain at all
command bands, which was shown in Figures 8 and 9, can be easily implemented using the parallel
graphic equalizer by setting G0 = 3.2 and by zeroing all other filter gains. However, the parallel
structure is equally prone to interaction between band filters as the cascade structure, when command
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gains are set to a non-flat configuration. The transfer function of the parallel graphic equalizer is
obtained as the sum of all band filters and the direct path:

HPGEQ(z) = G0 +
M

∑
m=1

Gm Hm(z). (42)

This implies that also the phase, not only the magnitude response, of each bandpass filter affects the
total frequency response of the parallel graphic equalizer. Therefore, for good accuracy it is necessary
to optimize the gain and phase of all filters for each command gain setting. This is inevitably more
complicated than design of a cascade structure.

Rämö et al. recently developed a parallel graphic equalizer, which can accurately follow the
command gain settings [56]. This method is based on Bank’s fixed-pole parallel filters [68,69]. In
this structure, each IIR filter transfer function Hm(z) has a second order denominator but a first
order numerator:

Hm(z) =
bm,0 + bm,1z−1

1 − 2|pm| cos(θm)z−1 + |pm|2z−2 , for m = 1, 2, ..., M, (43)

where pm and θm are the pole radius and pole angle of the mth bandpass filter. The poles are set in
advance at pre-designed frequencies determined by the frequency resolution of the graphic equalizer.
When an octave graphic equalizer is designed, the poles are set at the 10 standard frequencies from
31.5 Hz to 16 kHz, which are listed in Table 1. To obtain high accuracy, additional poles are assigned
between each two standard center frequencies (at their geometric mean frequency) and below the
lowest standard frequency (for example at 20 Hz), so that there will be altogether 20 predesigned poles.
The pole radii are chosen so that the magnitude responses associated with neighboring poles meet at
their −3-dB points:

pm = e
Δθm

2 e±jθm , (44)

where Δθm are the differences between the neighboring pole frequencies [56].
This graphic equalizer design uses least squares optimization to adjust the direct path gain G0

and the numerator coefficients bm,0 and bm,1 for each filter. This method requires a target frequency
response Ht(ωk) to be constructed by interpolating between the points defined by the command gains.
Hermite interpolation has been shown to be suitable for this, as it does not introduce overshoot [56].
A computationally efficient method combining linear interpolation and constant segments reduces
the computational complexity of this design without much reduction in the accuracy [70]. For good
accuracy, the target response needs to be evaluated at 10 times as many points as there are pole
frequencies [56].

In addition to the target magnitude response, the target phase response must be generated.
A natural choice for a graphic equalizer is a minimum phase response. This requires resampling
the target response to the linear frequency scale and computing the Hilbert transform of the log
magnitude response using FFT and IFFT operations. In the end, the data is sampled again at logarithmic
frequency points.

A modeling matrix M is constructed by sampling the complex frequency responses of the
denominators and their delayed versions. A non-negative weighting function W(ωk) = 1/|Ht(ωk)|2
is needed to ensure that attenuation is implemented as accurately as amplification [56]. Finally, the
optimal parameters popt are obtained as

popt = (MHWM)−1MHWht, (45)

where M is the modeling matrix, MH is its conjugate transpose, W is the non-negative diagonal
weighting matrix, and ht is the column vector containing the target response. As a result, every time a
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command gain is changed, both the target response and the weighting matrix also change and matrix
inversion needs to be executed [56].

Figure 11 shows a design example in which the command gains are set to ±10 dB. For the octave
equalizer, the target response was interpolated at 100 points on the logarithmic frequency axis from
20 Hz to 22,050 Hz. Now the match to the command points is excellent. The largest deviation at a
command point is 0.64 dB, which occurs at the lowest point 31.5 Hz.
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Figure 11. Magnitude response of an optimized parallel graphic equalizer, when command gains
(red circles) at octave bands are set to either 10 dB or −10 dB.
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Figure 12. Parallel subfilter responses forming the magnitude response of Figure 11: filters at command
bands (solid blue lines), slave filters between bands (red dashed lines), extra filter at 20 Hz (green
dashed line), and the direct path gain (green dotted line).
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Figure 12 illustrates the subfilters used to obtain this result. It is interesting to see that even the
gains of the main filters having a pole at command frequencies (blue solid lines) do not coincide with
the command gains, but are smaller. The intermediate (dashed red lines) filters usually have a gain
midway between the neighboring main filters. Additionally, the responses related to the extra pole
at 20 Hz and the direct path gain (3.9 dB) are shown. Since only magnitude responses of the subfilters
are shown, Figure 12 fails to illustrate the effects of phase.

The computational load of the above parallel graphic equalizer is modest: its operation count per
sample is only 23% larger than that of a basic graphic equalizer consisting of cascaded biquad filter
sections having second order transfer function numerator and denominator [56]. However, the design
phase of the parallel structure is quite complicated, requiring many more operations than designing a
cascade graphic equalizer. Though this may be an important factor in interactive real-time use, the
computational cost is not very critical when designing equalizer preset settings off-line.

Alternatively, it is possible to design a parallel graphic equalizer based on higher order IIR filters,
although this will increase the computational cost in comparison to designs based on second order
band filters. Virgulti et al. [71] have proposed an equalizer based on a multirate filterbank with critical
downsampling of the bands. In their system, the band filters are cosine modulated versions of a
high order IIR prototype filter, yielding very good frequency resolution and extremely low ripple.
Interestingly, their IIR band filters have an approximately linear phase response in their passband [71].

4.4. FIR Graphic Equalizers

FIR-type graphic equalizers have been developed since the early years of digital equalizers [72–75].
An advantage of FIR filters here is the possibility to realize a linear phase response, causing no phase
distortion and thus largely retaining the waveform of the signal [73,76]. However, many audio
engineers doubt whether linear phase filters are a good choice for audio signal processing, as they may
lead to pre-echos or ringing of transients [76–78]. Furthermore, just like in the case of tone controls,
linear phase filters produce more delay than minimum phase filters, which may be noticeable in live
sound reproduction. Nevertheless, it is also possible to convert an FIR filter to be minimum phase,
which reduces the delay [79].

For FIR graphic equalizers, there are two basic implementation strategies to choose from: a single
high order FIR filter and a parallel structure. These choices are different from those used in the IIR
case, mainly because the cascade structure is pointless in the case of standard FIR filters: cascading
several low order FIR filters leads to a less powerful system than a single high order filter with the
same number of coefficients.

In principle, a single high order FIR filter could approximate the frequency response specification
dictated by the command gains of a graphic equalizer [75,77]. However, as the command points are
usually located logarithmically in frequency, it will be necessary to use interpolation to obtain a smooth
target response [70,75,79,80]. Still, a fundamental problem remains: the order of the FIR filter must be
large, at least several thousand, to approximate well the desired magnitude response at the lowest
band [75,77,79]. That is clearly more costly than using a biquad IIR filter per band. To reduce the
computational cost of long FIR equalizing filters at low frequencies, Waters et al. have suggested a
multirate system in which downsampled filters running at a low rate improve the approximation
performed by a fullband filter running at the audio sample rate [75]. Oliver describes in his patent
how a graphic equalizer can be implemented using a frequency-warped FIR filter [81].

4.4.1. Graphic Equalization Using Fast Convolution

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm provides a way to reduce the computational cost
of a high order FIR filter in computers using sequential processing. This is called fast convolution
and was first introduced by Stockham [82]. In fast convolution, FIR filtering is implemented as a
complex multiplication of the discrete Fourier transforms of the signal and the filter, and then using
the inverse FFT algorithm to obtain the output signal in the time domain. The FFT of the FIR filter can
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be computed in advance and stored, but the input signal must be transformed in frames (buffers) using
the FFT. For long filters, the complex multiplication of spectra and the inverse FFT require much less
operations than a direct convolution. Schöpp and Hetzel have proposed to create a graphic equalizer
using this approach, allowing the user to control the gain at 512 linearly spaced frequency points
when the FFT-length is 1024 [83]. Fernandes et al. implemented a 20-band equalizer [84], and Ries and
Frieling implemented a 31-band equalizer [85] using the fast convolution method, using 512-point
and 32768-point FFTs, respectively. A disadvantage of this method is the processing latency, which is
generally twice the impulse response length.

Kulp [86] proposed to divide the impulse response of the equalizer into several segments, which
are processed using the FFT technique. This reduces the latency considerably, but can still be quite
efficient, as only one inverse FFT is needed, when all segments have the same length. It is also possible
to process the first segment of the impulse response using the direct convolution to avoid the delay
completely [87]. This approach has become popular in artificial reverberation, where very long FIR
filters are used [88–91].

4.4.2. Parallel and Multirate FIR Graphic Equalizers

A parallel FIR filter structure leads to a filterbank in which bandpass filters handle each individual
frequency band [72,73,92]. This implies that all bands are first separated, and this requires in principle
a high order FIR filter for each band. McGrath proposed a straightforward method in which he
approximated the responses of the IIR peak/notch filters of a parallel graphic equalizer using FIR
filters [92]: the impulse responses of IIR band filters were simply sampled and truncated to the length
of 1024 samples, when the sample rate was 48 kHz. Since all band filters have the same input signal,
as seen in Figure 10, the FIR equalizer could be implemented as a single 1024-tap filter, which was
obtained as the weighted sum (command gains were used as weights) of the 30 truncated band filter
responses [92].

As a general method reducing the computational burden of FIR graphic equalizers, multirate
filterbank techniques can be used [74,93]: the sample rate of the system is reduced in stages, so that the
highest band filter uses the largest sample rate while the lowest band filter uses the smallest sample
rate. After applying all filters, the sample rate of each branch is elevated back to the original rate, and
the outputs of all branches are added to obtain the output signal. Cecchi et al. have shown how to
design a cosine modulated multirate FIR filterbank for implementing an octave graphic equalizer [94].
Väänänen and Hiipakka have discussed how to implement graphic equalizers using a quadrature
mirror filterbank [77]. An alternative way is to allow some overlap between band filters, such as in the
cubic B-spline FIR graphic equalizer proposed by Kraght [80].

5. Other Equalization Filter Designs

Sections 3 and 4 described the two most common forms of user-controlled equalizers, parametric
and graphic equalizers. However, there are many other approaches to equalization, especially if the
goal is less focused on interactive user control. For instance, equalizers may be designed to match
an arbitrary magnitude and phase response, or closely match analog designs, or for the filters to be
IIR yet still maintain linear phase. In this section, we consider a few alternative equalization filter
design approaches.

5.1. Matched EQ and Optimal Design Techniques

A common problem that arises in many equalization applications is targeted or matched EQ.
The goal is to find a transfer function that corresponds to a given frequency response. Most FIR filter
design methods (impulse response truncation, windowing design, and optimal filter design) aim to do
exactly this. However, IIR designs are often preferred and there exist several important methods to
design an IIR filter for an arbitrary frequency response. These methods are considered optimal design
techniques since they apply numerical optimization to the design problem. They may be classified into
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those where one seeks to match a complex response, and those where only the magnitude response
needs to be matched.

The general problem is as follows. We need to find a filter H(z) = B(z)/A(z) that is a close
match to a desired frequency response D(ω). However, finding the optimal values for the IIR filter
coefficients is not easy since the frequency response is a nonlinear function of the coefficients of H(z).
We generally want to minimize the solution error;

ES(ω) = WS(ω)

[
B(z)
A(z)

− D(ω)

]
. (46)

But in practice the equation error is often used since it gives rise to linear equations,

EE(ω) = WE(ω)[B(z)− D(ω)A(z)], (47)

and either the complex values D(ω) or the magnitudes |D(ω)| are known. Given this, the optimization
problem is usually formulated as minimize

1∫
−1

|E∗(ω)|kdω, (48)

where k is most often chosen as 2 for a least squares approach, and ∞ is sometimes used for a
minimax approach. The weighting functions W∗(ω) control the relative importance of errors at
different frequencies. Since D(ω) is known at more values than the coefficients of H(ω), this gives
rise to an overdetermined set of equations, for which linear least squares can be used. Once the
solution is found, we can then enforce stability by replacing any pole p in A(z) having a magnitude
larger than 1 with 1/p∗.

If we seek only to match a magnitude response, and the phase response is not specified, then the
equation error becomes,

EE(ω) = WE(ω) (|B(z)| − |D(ω)||A(z)|) , (49)

and similarly for the solution error. Iterative approaches can be used to find an appropriate target
phase corresponding to the optimal magnitude specification, as in [95].

There are three main choices that need to be made when using this technique; the order of the
filter (or alternatively, a tolerance in the error function), the weighting function to use, and the amount
and locations of frequency sampling. The choice of frequency sampling is related to the appropriate
choice of weighting function. Since perception is related to frequency on a log scale, we may require
much more accuracy at low frequencies. Yet if our target spectrum comes from the Fourier transform
of finite data, we may have uniform sampling of the spectrum. This suggests using more samples
at low frequencies, and with a higher weighting. Furthermore, if computational time is important,
then we may choose to use fewer samples. On the other hand, if the desired frequency response is
derived from the Fourier transform of a short set of time domain samples, then we may choose to use
all available samples of the frequency response, in order to maximize our information regarding the
desired response.

This technique is known as the equation error method [96], and is based around early work
on complex curve fitting [97]. A similar least squares approach was described in [98]. Improved
performance may also be achieved using the output-error algorithm, which performs a damped
Gauss-Newton iterative search [99], where initial conditions are chosen from the output of the
equation error method. Another related approach is the Yule-Walker algorithm [100], which uses
separate algorithms, applied in a recursive manner, to estimate the numerator and denominator
coefficients. Further iterative approaches include the Steiglitz-McBride method, and its frequency
domain implementations [101]. Vargas and Burrus provide an excellent overview of the field [102].
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Frequency warping can be used to stretch the frequency axis at low frequencies and compress it at
high frequencies, which is useful in audio [103,104]. The frequency warping method can be applied to
the target response before the filter design. This is done in the time domain by interpreting the target
impulse response as an FIR filter, and by replacing each unit delay in its delay line by a first order
allpass filter. The allpass filter coefficient λ determines the amount of warping. Finally, the designed
filter can be dewarped by applying warping with the complementary coefficient −λ. Warping has
been combined successively with linear prediction, leading to a perceptually meaningful estimation of
the spectral envelope, which is more accurate at low than at high frequencies [104–106]. A related early
filter design method proposed by Kautz [107] first sets the poles of an IIR filter and then optimizes their
weights. The Kautz method has been shown to suit well to audio filter design, since the distribution
of poles can be used to improve the approximation at low frequencies in the same way as frequency
warping [108].

Recently, Bank developed an IIR filter design method in which the poles of the IIR filters are first
chosen and the weights are then optimized using the least squares method. This method leads to a
similar accuracy as the warped and Kautz filters and is easier to apply. The IIR filter designed this way
can be implemented directly using the parallel structure. In Section 4.3 we showed how this method
can be applied to parallel graphic equalizer design [56]. The parallel IIR filter design with fixed poles
can be recommended for audio filter design.

5.2. Digital Equalizer Design Matching Analog Prototypes

Digital filters are frequently derived from analog prototypes, either because analog filter design
methods are easily used and understood, or because one is attempting to model analog systems. For
example, digital versions of RIAA and NAB equalizers have been proposed [109,110]. The bilinear
transform is often used since it offers the desirable properties of preserving order and stability of the
analog prototype while mapping the entire continuous-time response onto the unit circle in the z-plane.
But it also introduces severe warping as the crossover frequency approaches the Nyquist limit.

The optimization approaches described in Section 5.1 could be used to model an analog equalizer.
But they require considerable additional processing and thus are generally performed off-line or at
least with latency, or require coefficient tables of sufficient resolution and a suitable interpolation
scheme. One could also model and approximate the analog equalizer using differential equations [42],
but this is again computationally expensive. Thus these methods are inadequate for controllable and
responsive digital equalizer design that matches the analog prototype. Another approach is to use
oversampling such that the response over audible frequencies has reduced warping. But this may
introduce latency and requires additional anti-aliasing filters.

In this section, we describe a method, first given in [111], for digital equalizer design which
anticipates the warping effects and compensates before applying the transform. This give a near
optimal match to the analog magnitude response and closed-form expressions for the filter coefficients.
Furthermore, the crossover frequency can be specified to be greater than the Nyquist limit.

To illustrate the design process, we show how a lowpass filter matching the analog frequency
response may be designed. The first order analog lowpass transfer function with crossover frequency
fc is defined as

HLP(s) =
1

s/ωc + 1
, (50)

where ωc = 2π fc and s = jω. The square magnitude response |HLP(ω)|2 = 1/[1 + (ω/ωc)2] is zero at
infinity. But with a standard bilinear transform and prewarping, the digital filter’s zero gain occurs at
Nyquist frequency [112] (pp. 535–537). Instead, we start with a first order analog prototype featuring a
gain at infinity equal to the desired Nyquist gain. This is achieved using a standard first order analog
shelving filter,
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HLS(s) =
g1s + Ωs

s + Ωs
. (51)

We want to set the asymptotic high frequency gain g1 to be the original magnitude response |HLP| at
the Nyquist frequency fs/2. The required high frequency gain is then given by

g1 = |HLP(s = 2π fs/2)| = 2/
√

4 + fs
2/ fc

2. (52)

Ordinarily, we would also want to match the gain at the crossover frequency. But when the
crossover frequency is close to the Nyquist limit, we observe a steep slope in the digital magnitude
response due to the response curve being forced through two close points. So instead, we match the
point where the magnitude reaches half Nyquist gain on a Decibel scale. This leads to a matching gain
of gm =

√
g1 and the associated frequency at which |HLP(ωm)| = √

g1 is ωm = ωc
√

1/g1 − 1. The
matching frequency specification needs to be prewarped with

Ωm = tan[ωm/(2 fs)] (53)

to ensure it will be placed correctly after the bilinear transform with z = ejω fs . The shelving frequency
that provides this match is found by solving |HLS(Ωm)| = gm, giving

Ωs = Ωm
√

g1. (54)

Applying the bilinear transform leads to the desired lowpass transfer function,

H(z) = HLS

(
1 − z−1

1 + z−1

)
=

(Ωs + g1) + (Ωs − g1)z−1

(Ωs + 1) + (Ωs − 1)z−1 . (55)
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Figure 13. The square magnitude responses of first order lowpass filters with crossover frequency
0.75π for an analog prototype, an analog-matched digital filter, and a digital filter derived using the
bilinear transform.

Figure 13 depicts the square magnitude response for an analog prototype lowpass filter, the digital
filter derived from this using the bilinear transform, and the analog-matched digital filter derived
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using the method herein. Frequency and square magnitude are given on linear scales in order to
more easily see the warping with the bilinear transform and the small differences between the analog
prototype and the matched-analog digital filter.

Similar approaches for matched-analog digital designs are described in [36] for peaking and notch
filters, and in [31] for shelving filters. Or newly proposed analog-to-digital transforms [113] may be
used to also give a close match to an analog magnitude response [114]. However, all the standard
filters used in digital equalizer design may be matched to analog prototypes by applying the usual
transformations in Figure 6 to Equation (55).

5.3. Linear Phase IIR Filters

It is well-known that IIR filters generally are not linear phase. However, several approaches exist
for linear phase IIR filter design. Powell and Chau’s real-time linear phase IIR filters [115] used a
modification of a well-known time reversal technique. Willson and Orchard described a variation
on this approach that yields higher performance (more stopband loss, less passband ripple and/or
narrower transition band) [116]. Kurosu et al. described performance issues in Powell and Chau’s
original design; a sinusoidal variation in the group delay, and a harmonic distortion with sinusoidal
input [117]. To alleviate these issues, they reduce the filter’s overall processing delay by using shorter
sections with truncated impulse response [117]. Azizi proposed an efficient arbitrary sample rate
converter using zero phase IIR filtering, which later led to a patented signal interpolator [118]. Another
approach to linear phase IIR filtering was proposed in [119]. To perform time reversal methods in real
time, the signal is divided into blocks of samples. The impulse response of the time-reversed IIR filter
must be truncated, but only after it has decayed sufficiently. The cumulative energy of the impulse
response can be used for determining an appropriate impulse response length [120].

A basic linear phase IIR method is shown in Figure 14. The input signal passes through a filter
H(z), then the order of the samples is reversed, and then this procedure is repeated on the output, i.e,
H(z) applied, then time reversal. In the time reversal operation, the input signal x[n] becomes x[−n].
The corresponding z-domain transformation can be written as

X(z) → X(z−1). (56)

The intermediate transfer functions in Figure 14 can be written as Y1(z) = H(z)X(z), Y2(z) =

H(z−1)X(z−1), and Y3(z) = H(z)H(z−1)X(z−1). Thus, the transfer function for the linear phase
IIR filter given in Figure 14 is

Y(z) = H(z−1)H(z)X(z) = |H(z)|2X(z), (57)

which corresponds to zero phase filtering by the magnitude response of H(z) twice.

H z TR H z TR
X z Y z Y z Y z Y z

Figure 14. Implementation of a real-time, causal linear phase IIR filter using time reversal (TR).

5.4. Dynamic Equalization

Equalization and dynamics processing are essential signal processing operations in audio
engineering. The equalizer is the conventional tool to manipulate the spectral characteristics of
the audio signal to achieve frequency balance. In contrast, dynamics processors such as compressors,
limiters, gates, expanders and duckers, control the level variation and dynamic envelope of the signal.
Among them, the dynamic range compressor [121] is one of the most important tools in mixing, and
its use defines much of the sound of contemporary mixes.
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Equalization and dynamics processing are often considered to dominate exclusive domains,
with equalization controlling amplitude in the spectral domain, and dynamics processing controlling
amplitude in the time domain, especially in regard to the input level. Yet those domains are not
fully independent. Previous research [122,123] has shown that it is good practice to set dynamic
range compressor parameters based on the frequency content in the signal, and many problems in
audio production can be addressed by using combinations of filtering and dynamics processing. Thus
variants often address specific functionality such as de-essing or hum removal, and as such have
limited configurability beyond their applications.

The multiband compressor operates differently and independently on different frequency bands of
a signal, offering more precise adjustment of dynamics than a single band compressor. The processing
on each frequency band is controlled by its own compression parameters, and output signals of each
frequency band are combined as a final step. Unwanted gain changes or artefacts (such as pumping and
breathing) are avoided when applying compression on one frequency band. The crossover frequencies
are often adjustable.

The dynamic equalizer [4] provides the ballistic control of a dynamic range compressor like
threshold, attack and release, to the conventional equalizer allowing time-varying adjustment of
equalization curve. In other words, the equalization stage is able to respond dynamically to the input
signal level. Many of these dynamic equalizer implementations are used for noise reduction in audio
restoration [124], hearing-loss correction [125], and compliance with broadcasting regulations. Other
dynamic equalizers employ automatic gain adjustment of a fixed FIR or IIR filter. The modulation can
be gated, as in de-hum and de-ess processors [126]. Still other dynamic equalizers allow the filter to be
configurable in the band it operates on. The dynamics that most of these systems offer to the engineer
are constrained to the point that not all of the details are controllable. Yet the dynamic equalizer is the
closest design currently available to the concept of a general frequency and dynamics tool.

Wise proposed a General Dynamic Parametric Equalizer that, in principle, could cover multiband
compressors and dynamic equalizers [127]. Conventional multiband compressors compress frequency
bands differently through band-pass filters. The general processor utilizes this concept, but replaces
these filters with parametric equalizer filters [127]. It offers larger control over the dynamics of
specific frequencies or frequency bands in audio signals. It can adjust the frequency, gain, and
bandwidth of each filter, with controls common to dynamic range compression controls. The attack
and release times determine how fast the dynamic equalization acts towards the defined amount
of boost or cut. The characteristic of the processing on each frequency band is controlled by four
parameters: gain, threshold, attack, and release. Assuming all parameters are adjustable, this could
be configured to a conventional equalizer, dynamic range compressor or multiband compressor. The
control characteristics of a multiband compressor and a dynamic equalizer are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Input-output characteristics of a 4-band compressor (left) and a 4-band dynamic equalizer
(right), showing dependence on both input signal level and frequency.
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6. Sound Reproduction Applications

In this section, we discuss applications in which equalization is used for enhancing audio
reproduction, including tone controls, loudspeaker and headphone equalization, room-loudspeaker
equalization, loudness equalization, and noise-based equalization.

6.1. Tone Control

Most stereo systems feature tone controls, which provide a quick way to adjust the sound to
suit the listener’s taste and compensate for the frequency response of the room. Tone controls are
the simplest and possibly most common equalization system. A basic version consists of two knobs,
typically labeled "bass" and "treble". These knobs are used to control the gain of low and high
frequencies, respectively, through the use of shelving filters (see Section 3). In each case, the maximum
gain of the shelf, G, is adjustable. Typical tone controls have an adjustment range of ±12 dB. The
crossover frequency is usually fixed. The values for bass and treble vary by manufacturer, but typical
crossover frequencies for the bass control might range from 100 Hz to 300 Hz, and the treble control
from 3 kHz to 10 kHz. In two-knob tone controls, the midrange frequencies (between bass and treble)
are usually left unchanged.

On some units, in addition to control of the bass and treble, there may be a ‘midrange’ or ‘mid’
control. This control is usually implemented as a peaking or notch filter. The knob on the midrange
control affects the gain G at center frequency, which generally takes the same range of values as the
bass and treble controls, e.g., ±12 dB. The center frequency is generally fixed to be midway between
the bass and treble controls, and the bandwidth is chosen so that the midrange control mainly affects
the frequencies which are left unadjusted by the bass and treble controls.

Loudness compensation, or loudness control, at low listening levels is another application for
equalizing filters in home audio systems [128,129]. The loudness control aims to automatically
compensate for the nonlinear behavior of the human hearing system particularly at low frequencies:
the equal loudness curves of hearing are compressed at low frequencies with respect to middle and
high frequencies. Without the loudness control, as the sound level is turned down, the low-frequency
content in music becomes inaudible while middle and higher frequencies are still present [128–132].
Additionally, even when the low-frequency sounds may be heard at soft listening levels, they appear
to be more quiet than higher frequencies. A loudness control switch may add one or two shelving or
peak filters to the signal path to amplify low frequencies to cancel this nonlinear effect. Alternatively,
it is possible to implement a continuous loudness control [128,131,132]. Then the gain and crossover
frequency of low-frequency shelving filters are adjusted together with the volume control to modify
the rate of level change of low frequencies with volume control. A similar nonlinear compression effect
takes place also at very high frequencies, but to a smaller extent. However, it is possible to use high
frequency shelving filters for loudness compensation at high frequencies, if desired.

Musical instrument amplifiers use different type of tone control units than other sound systems.
They can be specific to the instrument, helping to produce a personal sound quality. For example in a
tone stack of a guitar amplifier studied by Yeh and Smith, there are three controls (low, mid, high), but
they all control parameters of a third order filter so that their effects overlap [133]. Some electronic
keyboard instruments have a built-in tone control circuit, which may have similarly overlapping
bands, such as the Clavinet, which has four independent tone equalizing circuits (soft, medium, treble,
brilliant) connected in parallel [134].

6.2. Loudspeaker Equalization

One common use of digital equalizers in audio is the flattening of the magnitude response of
loudspeakers [78,135–139]. In addition to hi-fi and studio loudspeakers, there are several special
categories, such as flat panel speakers [140–144], PA (public address) systems [145–147], and micro
speakers of mobile devices [148], which benefit from equalization.
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The response of the speaker is first measured, usually with the sine-sweep method, in an anechoic
room or another special space in which the room effect can be deduced from the impulse response.
Unless the loudspeaker under study is a monitor speaker, which is usually aimed directly at the
listener, it may be of interest to average the response from a few angles in the frontal sector [149]. The
measured magnitude response is usually smoothed using 1/3-octave averaging, which approximately
imitates the resolution of human hearing [150]. This implies that very narrow peaks or valleys may not
need to be corrected. It is also known that a local peak in the speaker’s magnitude response is more
noticeable than a notch [151], and this may be accounted for in the processing of the response.

Loudspeaker response equalization always requires a target response against which the measured
and smoothed speaker response is compared [108,138]. The target response generally cannot be
constant across all frequencies. Loudspeakers are inherently highpass systems, having a low-frequency
crossover point below which they cannot produce sound effectively. An attempt to boost the response
beyond this point leads to increased distortion and may even destroy the speaker, if its cone is forced
to exceed the maximum deviation. One easy way to obtain a target curve at low frequencies is to use
the magnitude response of a Butterworth highpass filter, which is smooth and does not overshoot.
A reasonable crossover frequency, in the range 30 to 100 Hz, should be selected, which is near the
natural low-frequency point of the speaker. A second order Butterworth highpass filter having an
approximately 12-dB per octave slope is suitable for producing the target response for regular dynamic
loudspeakers, while a fourth order highpass filter with a 24-dB/oct. slope should be used for vented
(bass reflex) speakers. The ratio of the measured and target responses, or the difference between the
dB magnitude responses, yields the necessary correction as a function of frequency. Matched filter
design methods discussed in Section 5.1 and the high-precision graphic equalizer of Section 4.3 are
good candidate methods for designing the equalizer.

Usually loudspeakers divide the audio band for two or three speaker elements, because a single
element cannot reproduce the whole audio band with good quality [78]. The input signal is delivered
to each element via a crossover network, which implements a selective filter (lowpass, bandpass,
or highpass) for each element. The most common crossover filter design is the Linkwitz-Riley
network [78,152]. Each element can be equalized separately after the crossover filtering [78,136,149].
One possibility is to combine the equalizers and the crossover filters, as suggested by Ramos and
López [153].

Various equalization filters and design methods have been proposed for loudspeaker equalization,
including automatic adjustment of parametric equalizers [154,155]. Karjalainen et al. first suggested
the use of warped FIR and IIR filters for loudspeaker equalization to ease the approximation
at low frequencies [138,156]. Warped filters then became a popular method for equalizing
loudspeakers [138,157–159]. Ramos et al. have proposed to use a cascade connection of a regular
and a warped FIR filter [160]. The balanced model truncation method is applied in [161].

In addition to magnitude-only equalization, also phase equalization of loudspeakers is sometimes
considered, especially at low frequencies [138,162]. This can be combined with the magnitude response
equalization, which leads to complex frequency response equalization, or it can be realized separately
using a delay equalizer, which is usually based on allpass filter design. Herzog and Hilsamer have
proposed to simulate the group delay at low frequencies using an allpass filter and then to implement
the phase equalization by filtering the input signal in short blocks backwards in time [162], similar
to the linear phase IIR filter design described in Section 5.3. This solution produces an inevitable
processing delay. Alternatively, it is possible to design a high order allpass filter, for example using the
method proposed by Abel and Smith [163].

6.3. Room Equalization

One common use of graphic equalization is to “tune” a room, adjusting the equalizer to roughly
compensate for room resonances. The goal is to achieve a desired magnitude response, flattening out
extremes, reducing coloration in the sound and achieving greater sonic consistency among listening
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spaces. Graphic equalization is more commonly found in live performance and recording studios than
in most home stereo systems. However, graphic equalizers are occasionally found in consumer stereo
systems and even in digital music player software, where they can be used as a more flexible form
of tone control for refining the sound according to one’s taste. In addition to studios, performance
venues, and living rooms, equalization of a listening space is highly relevant in car cabins [49,164–168].

A traditional way to equalize a loudspeaker in a room is to consider loudspeaker equalization
and room equalization separately [169]. First the anechoic response of the loudspeaker is equalized
using an equalizer, and then the equalized speaker is measured in a room, and a second equalizer is
designed. In more recent approaches, a measured anechoic speaker response is no longer required.
It is now known that acoustic impulse responses of typical listening spaces are short at high and
middle frequencies, but can be very long at low frequencies. For this reason, one idea is to use a gated
(truncated) version of the loudspeaker impulse response in a room to model the first equalizer [108,170].
After that another equalizer may be designed to correct the response at low frequencies. Bank and
Ramos have proposed techniques for automatically selecting the poles of parallel IIR filters, which has
the same structure as the parallel graphic equalizer in Section 4.3, to equalize the loudspeaker-room
response [171].

There are two radically different scenarios in room equalization: the single-point and
multiple-point cases [164]. In the single-point case, the loudspeaker-room response is equalized
for a ‘sweet spot,’ which may be the main listening position or a microphone location. However,
this approach usually decreases the sound quality at other locations in the room, and thus is rarely
a good solution [164,172,173]. In multi-point room equalization, the response is measured at two
or more listening positions, and the equalizer is designed to improve the response at all of them.
Naturally, this may not be achieved fully at any location, so the equalizer design becomes an
optimization problem [164]. One useful idea is to suppress the room modes appearing at all measured
locations, which are called common acoustical poles [174,175]. Other approaches to multi-point room
equalization include spatial averaging [176] and effort variation [177].

Related problems are the shortening of the room impulse response and reduction of the room
reverberation, which is called dereverberation [173,178]. It is known that when the reproduced
sound in a room becomes boomy, it may not be enough to suppress the level of sound at that
frequency with an equalizer, since that mode will still remain ringing, although less loudly. A special
method for shortening low-frequency room modes is called modal equalization [178,179]. It involves
estimating, canceling, and replacing single ringy room modes, which appear at frequencies below
about 200 Hz. The cancellation filter is a digital notch filter while a resonator is used for replacing it
with a more quickly decaying response [179]. Karjalainen et al. have suggested an iterative method
to find the longest decaying modes at low frequencies using high order pole-zero modeling on a
downsampled band, which is called frequency-zooming ARMA modeling [180]. Fazenda et al. have
studied the audibility of low-frequency modes, which is important to know when designing a modal
equalizer [181].

In acoustic impulse response shortening, the aim is to modify the decay rate of room reverberation,
but not to cancel it fully [182,183]. This can improve the sound quality and intelligibility. Impulse
response reshaping can be combined with crosstalk cancellation in spatial sound reproduction systems
in which it is necessary to control the sounds reaching the ears of a listener [184]. Dereverberation
is particularly important for speech, because room reverberation reduces speech intelligibility in
telephone and teleconferencing systems and complicates automatic speech recognition [185,186].

6.4. Headphone Equalization

Equalization of headphones is largely based on the same general principle as loudspeaker
equalization with a few differences [187,188]: measure the impulse response of the system, compute
the corresponding smoothed magnitude response, compare it against a target response, design an
equalizer to minimize the difference between the measured and target responses, and implement the
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equalizing filter, which should process the input signal of the system. A sine sweep is commonly
used for measuring the impulse response of headphones. The main differences between loudspeaker
and headphone equalization are in the measurement of the impulse response and in the shape of
the target response.

In the case of headphones, there are only two impulse responses to be measured per headphone,
those from the left and right earpiece. However, variations in these responses can easily appear since
the fit of the headphones can have a major effect on their frequency response. If the headphones are
not tightly fitted, the low-frequency response can suffer considerable attenuation. This is especially
prominent in in-ear headphones, in which the earpiece is similar to an earplug [189]. The headphone
response is easiest to measure using a dummy head. Miniature microphones inside the ear canal must
be mounted when headphones are measured while they are worn by a user. Bolaños and Pulkki have
proposed a method to measure the headphone response of the user at the ear canal entrance and map
it to the eardrum [190]. This method requires measuring both the acoustic velocity and the pressure.
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Figure 16. Various target responses for headphones: free field, diffuse field, and preferred response
simulating in-room loudspeaker response proposed by Olive et al. [191].

There are different options for the headphone target response, which are usually not flat, as
shown in Figure 16. The free field response corresponds to listening to a sound source with a flat
magnitude response located in front of the listener in an anechoic room. The free field response is seen
to contain resonances, the highest of which appears at approximately 3 kHz and compensates for the
open ear canal resonance, which is suppressed when the headphones cover the entrance to the ear.
Additionally, the free-field response is attenuated around 8 kHz to cancel a closed ear canal resonance,
which appears when wearing headphones. The diffuse-field response, also shown in Figure 16, can be
measured with a dummy head in an echo chamber. It corresponds to listening to an omnidirectional
loudspeaker located far away from the listener, so that in the echo chamber the sound appears to come
from all directions, i.e., the sound field is diffuse.

Olive et al. [191] have conducted extensive studies trying to find out the preferred target response
for headphone listening. The blue curve in Figure 16 is their new target response, which corresponds
to listening to a high-quality speaker in a room. They suggest that this curve should be used as the
prototype curve for good headphones for music listening [191]. It may be noticed that this target
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curve has a large boost at approximately 3 kHz and also a shelf-like boost of about 5 dB at frequencies
below 100 Hz. High frequencies are attenuated more than in free or diffuse-field responses.

The magnitude response of headphones often contains notches at high frequencies, which also
change their location when the headphones move in the head of the listener. For this reason, it is typical
not to attempt to equalize headphones at frequencies higher than about 10 kHz. To avoid the spectral
notches from causing large gain peaks or ringing in the equalization filter response, regularization
techniques can be used [192,193].

In addition to correcting the headphone response to be closer to a chosen target response, it is
possible to design an equalizer to imitate the response of another pair of headphones. This idea was first
proposed by Briolle and Voinier, who simulated various headphones by convolving the input signal
with the headphone impulse response [194]. Olive et al. [195] have compared headphone responses in
a similar fashion while Rämö and Välimäki [192] also included an equalizer modeling the acoustic
isolation response of the headphones, so that the ambient noise could be included in the simulation.

Another headphone application based on equalization filters is the modeling of head-related
transfer functions (HRTF), which leads way to three-dimensional sound reproduction [196,197].
Various digital filter design methods, such as balanced model truncation [198] and cascaded
peak/notch filters [51,199], have been used for modeling HRTF responses [200]. Simplification of
HRTF filters has been used for demonstrating which spectral details are required for hearing directions
correctly [201]. Hiekkanen et al. have developed a method to compare loudspeakers using headphones
with equalization filters, which are based on HRTF responses [202].

In augmented reality audio, a headset having microphones near the user’s ears is used for combining
reproduced and ambient sounds [203–206]. The ambient sounds captured by the microphones must be
equalized to enhance their naturalness [203,205,207]. Also the isolation of the headphones must be
accounted for, since the leaked and reproduced ambient sound both reach the user’s ear [208,209]. The
equalization of the microphone signal requires shelving and peak/notch filters [188,208]. A related
application is a real-time audio equalizer, which processes the external microphone sounds to be played
instantly through the headphones, for example to enhance the perceived sound in a concert [210].

6.5. Equalization to Combat Ambient Noise

When music listening takes place in a noisy environment, such as in a speeding car or bus, the
ambient noise can considerably disturb the hearing experience [211]. A traditional solution to this in
car radios and audio systems has been the automatic gain control, which adjusts the volume according
to car speed or background noise level inside the car cabin [212–214]. Additionally, dynamic range
compression [121] may be used to reduce loudness changes, since the softest passages of music easily
become inaudible in noise [212,215]. However, since the ambient noise hardly ever has a flat spectrum
but usually contains more energy at low frequencies, like pink noise, simply increasing the gain is
not the best way to combat this: the gain should usually be increased more at low frequencies than
at high frequencies.

It is well understood that background noise disturbs the listening experience through the auditory
masking phenomenon. It causes the hearing threshold to increase mostly at those frequencies where
the noise signal has energy. Additionally, the masking phenomenon spreads to other frequencies,
so that higher frequencies than the noise component are more affected and lower frequencies less.
Rämö et al. have convincingly simulated this phenomenon for headphone listening in noise [216]:
a graphic equalizer having a resolution of the auditory Bark bands controlled by an auditory model
imitates the increase of the hearing threshold. This simulation of noise-based masking allows one to
listen to music samples without both the noise and those components that get masked by the noise.

Miller and Barish have described a Dynamic Sound Optimization system for cars, which analyzes
the ambient noise from signals captured by microphones [217]. Figure 17(a) shows a single-channel
version of this system. Adaptive filtering is first used to separate the background noise from the
microphone signal by using the music signal as the reference. This is the same principle as in
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adaptive echo canceling (AEC), which is used for suppressing the near-end signal in telephone and
teleconferencing systems [218]. Based on the analysis of the extracted noise signal, a low-frequency
shelving filter, a variable equalizer, and a dynamic range compressor are controlled to effectively cancel
the auditory masking experienced by the passengers. When more loudspeakers are used, their signals
can be canceled from the microphone signal one after the other [217]. Tzur and Goldin [219], Kim and
Cho [50], and Christoph [214] have proposed a noise-based equalizer using an FFT filterbank. The
music or speech signal to be played in a noisy environment, such as in a car, is processed with the
filterbank so that the gain of each Bark-band depends on estimated masking caused by the ambient
noise signal.
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Figure 17. Block diagrams of noise-based equalization for (a) loudspeaker [217] and (b) headphone
reproduction [206,220]. The dashed line indicates that the auditory model controls the parameters of
the equalizer.

Headphones have become highly popular in recent years, because they are now the common way
of listening to music and other sounds from mobile phones and tablet computers. The mobile use of
headphones mostly happens in noisy environments, such as in cities with heavy traffic and on buses,
trains, and airplanes [215]. Additionally, headphones are used in noisy work places for personal audio
and for sound shading, which refers to pleasant masking noise to hide for example conversations. In
all these use cases, the background noise disturbs the listening experience, and so it becomes important
to select headphones with good noise attenuation, possibly combined with active noise control [192].
Still, some ambient noise may leak to the user’s ear, masking the music signal at some frequencies.

Rämö et al. [220] and Välimäki et al. [206] have described a noise-based equalization system for
headphone listening, which is sketched in Figure 17(b). It captures the ambient noise using an external
microphone, such as the one in the cord of a hands-free headset, typically used for the user’s own
voice. This ambient noise signal is processed with a filter, which models the estimated isolation of
noise through the headphone to the ear. By using the processed ambient noise signal as the masker and
the music signal played through the headphones as the desired signal, it is possible with an auditory
model to estimate the masking as a function of frequency. This information is used for controlling
an equalizer, which aims to cancel the masking phenomenon. A graphic equalizer with Bark-band
division was used in which the filter bandwidth is constant 100 Hz for the lowest five band and
approximately one-third octave for the other bands [220].

7. Audio Content Creation

Equalization and its use in the music production process has become well-established, with
standardized designs for graphic and parametric equalizers, and well-established operations to achieve
desired tasks [221]. However, in recent years there has been an emergence of adaptive, intelligent or
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autonomous audio equalizers, which provide novel approaches to their design and use. This section
gives an overview of these new directions in equalization for content creation.

7.1. Adaptive and Intuitive Interfaces

Here, we provide an overview of the state of the art concerning interfaces for equalization, with
an emphasis on perceptual adaptive and intuitive controls. Various approaches for learning a listener’s
preferences for an equalization curve with a small number of frequency bands have been applied to
research in the setting of hearing aids [222,223] and cochlear implants [224], and the modified simplex
procedure [225,226] is now an established approach for selecting hearing aid frequency responses.
However, many recent innovations have emerged in the field of music production.

In [227], Dewey and Wakefield evaluated various novel equalizer interface designs that
incorporated spectral information in addition to or as a replacement for equalization curves and
parametric controls. Their subjective evaluation suggested that such designs may be more efficient
and preferred over traditional interfaces for many equalization tasks. Loviscach presented an interface
for a five-band parametric equalizer where the user simply freehand draws the desired magnitude
response and an evolutionary optimization strategy (chosen for real-time interaction) finds the closest
match [228]. Informal testing suggested that this interface reduced the set-up time for a parametric
equalizer compared to more traditional interfaces. Building on this, Heise et al. proposed a procedure
to achieve equalization and other effects using a black-box genetic optimization strategy [229]: Users
are confronted with a series of comparisons of two differently processed sound examples. Parameter
settings are optimized by learning from the users’ choices. Though these interfaces are novel and easy
to use by the nonexpert, they make no use of semantics or descriptors.

Considerable research has aimed at the development of technologies that let musicians or sound
engineers perform equalization using perceptually relevant or intuitive terms, e.g., brightness, warmth,
or presence. Reed presented an assistive sound equalization expert system [230]. Inductive learning
based on nearest neighbor pattern recognition was used to acquire expert skills. These were then
applied to adjust the timbral qualities of sound in a context-dependent fashion. They emphasized that
the system must be context-dependent, that is, the equalization depends on the input signal system
and hence operates as an adaptive audio effect. In [231], a self-organizing map was trained to represent
common equalizer settings in a two-dimensional (2-D) space organized by similarity. The space was
hand-labelled with descriptors that the researchers considered to be intuitive. However, informal
subjective evaluation suggested that users would like to choose their own descriptors.

The work of Bryan Pardo and his collaborators has focused on new, intelligent and adaptive
interfaces for equalization tasks. They address the challenge that complex interfaces for equalizers
can prevent novices from achieving their desired modifications. Sabin and Pardo described and
evaluated an algorithm to rapidly learn a listener’s desired equalization curve [232–235]. Listeners
were asked to indicate how well an equalized sound could be described by a perceptual term. After
rating, weightings for each frequency band were found by correlating the gain at each frequency band
with listener responses, thus providing a mapping from the descriptors to audio processing parameters.
Listeners reported that the resultant sounds captured their intended meanings of descriptors, and
machine ratings generated by computing the similarity of a given curve to the weighting function
were highly correlated to listener responses. This allows automated construction of a simple and
intuitive audio equalizer interface. In [236], active and transfer learning techniques were applied to
exploit knowledge from prior concepts taught to the system from prior users, greatly enhancing the
performance of the equalization learning algorithm.

The early work on intelligent equalization based on intuitive descriptors was hampered by a
limited set of descriptors with a limited set of training data to map those descriptors to equalizer
settings. Cartwright and Pardo addressed this with SocialEQ, a web-based crowdsourcing application
aimed at learning the vocabulary of audio equalization descriptors [237]. To date, 633 participants
have participated in a total of 1102 training sessions (one session per learned word), of which
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731 sessions were deemed reliable in the sense that users were self-consistent in their answers (Personal
communication with B. Pardo, 2015). This resulted in 324 distinct terms, and data on these terms is
made available for download.

Building on the mappings from descriptors to equalization curves, Sabin and Pardo [233]
described a simple equalizer where the entire set of curves were represented in a 2-D space (similar
to [231]), thus assigning spatial locations to each descriptor. Equalization is performed by the user
dragging a single dot around the interface, which simultaneously manipulates 40 bands of a graphic
equalizer. This approach was extended to multitrack equalization in [238], which provided an interface
that, by varying simple graphic equalizers applied to each track in a multitrack, allowed the user to
intuitively explore a diverse set of mixes.

The concepts of perceptual control, learned from crowdsourcing, intuitive interface design and
mapping of a high dimensional parameter space to a lower dimensional representation were all
employed in [239,240]. This approach scaled equalizer parameters to spectral features of the input
signal, then mapped the equalizer’s 13 controls to a 2-D space. The system was trained with a large
set of parameter space data representing warmth and brightness, measured across a range of musical
instrument samples, allowing users to perform equalization using a perceptually and semantically
relevant, simple interface.

7.2. Autonomous and Intelligent Systems for Equalization

As a recent example application of targeted equalization (see Section 5.1), Ma et al. [241] described
an intelligent equalization tool that, in real-time, equalized an incoming audio stream towards a target
frequency spectrum. The target spectrum was derived from analysis of 50 years of commercially
successful recordings [242]. The target equalization curve is thus determined by the difference in
spectrum between an incoming signal and this target spectrum. A hysteresis gate is first applied on
the incoming signal, to ensure that only active content (i.e., not silence or low level noise) is used to
estimate the input signal spectrum. Since the input signal to be equalized is continually changing, the
desired magnitude response of the target filter is also changing (though the target output spectrum
remains the same). Thus, smoothing was applied from frame to frame on the desired magnitude
response D(ω) and on the applied filter H(ω). Targeting was achieved using the Yule-Walker method,
and testing showed that Yule-Walker offered superior performance to the method proposed by Lee [98].
Figure 18 depicts a block diagram of this system.

Perez Gonzalez and Reiss described a method for automatically equalizing a multitrack
mixture [243]. The method aimed to achieve equal average perceptual loudness on all frequencies
amongst all tracks within a multitrack audio stream. Accumulative spectral decomposition techniques
were used together with cross-adaptive audio effects to apply graphic equalizer settings to each track.
Analysis demonstrated that this automatic equalization method was able to achieve a well-balanced
and equalized final mix.

An alternative approach to autonomous multitrack equalization was provided by Hafezi and
Reiss [244]. They created a multitrack intelligent equalizer that used a measure of auditory masking and
rules based on best practices from the literature to apply, in real-time, different multiband equalization
curves to each track. The method is intended as a component of an automatic mixing system that
applies equalization as it might be applied manually as part of the mixing process. Results of objective
and subjective evaluation were mixed and showed room for improvement, but they indicated that
masking was reduced and the resultant mixes were preferred over amateur, manual mixes.
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Figure 18. Block diagram of the real-time targeted equalization [241].

Finally, Barchiesi and Reiss showed how to reverse engineer the equalization settings applied to
each track in a multitrack mix [245]. That is, given a multitrack recording and the mixed output track,
the settings of all time-varying equalizers applied to each track can be derived. Assuming that mixing
involves the processing of each input track by a linear time-invariant (LTI) system (slowly time varying
processing may be valid if a frame-by-frame approach is applied), then a least squares approach may
be used to find the impulse response applied to each track. This impulse response represents all the
LTI effects that might be applied during the mixing process, including gains, delays, stereo panners,
and equalization filters. Equalization is distinguished from delays, gains and panning by assuming
that equalization introduces the minimum possible delay, that the equalization does not affect the
signal level, and that level differences between channels are due to stereo panning. If the multitrack
recording was mixed using FIR filters, then the estimation order can be increased until an almost exact
solution is obtained. If IIR filters were used, then either one estimates the IIR filter best approximating
the finite impulse response, or nonlinear or iterative least squares approaches are used to derive the
filter coefficients directly. Reported results showed the effectiveness of their approach with 4, 6 and
8 track multitracks, when both IIR and (up to 128th order) FIR filters were applied, and when there
was no knowledge of the characteristics of the (third party, commercial) filters that were applied.

8. Conclusions

In this review paper, we described audio equalization in terms of its historical perspective, the
established designs and approaches, and the frontier research directions and emerging challenges.
Though low order parametric and graphic equalizers are well-established, variations and extensions
of these designs, such as high order parametric equalizers or convolution-based graphic equalizers,
offer almost limitless ability to shape the spectral content of a signal. These design choices allow the
user or designer to favour precise control, low computational cost and/or minimal latency. Moving
away from graphic and parametric equalizers, other approaches allow for the design of equalization
filters that combine the most appealing features of IIR and FIR filters, or provide the means to match
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an arbitrary magnitude (or magnitude and phase) response. A summary of approaches to equalization
and their relevant features and applications is given in Table 3.

Table 3. A summary of approaches to equalization and their relevant features and applications. Note
that Yule-Walker and the Equation Error method can be implemented in real-time if performed on a
frame-by-frame basis.

The applications of these designs are vast, with equalization being relevant to any situation where
it may be of benefit to shape a spectrum. Of note, loudspeaker, room and headphone equalization
are common, but equalizers have uses throughout the music recording, production and playback
chain. A particularly relevant application in today’s busy world is the noise-based equalization, which
can enhance the audibility of music in high ambient noise. Finally, Section 7 considered new and
emerging approaches to equalization. It focused on more relevant and intuitive interfaces, often based
on machine learning, and on autonomous and intelligent audio equalization systems that attempt
to automate aspects of their use. This area is still in its infancy, and might see great advances with
improved knowledge of the semantics and perceptual aspects of equalization.
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Appendix

The source code for the methods discussed in this paper and for many of the figures are available
online at https://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/allaboutaudioeq. It includes;

• Matlab code demonstrating a parametric equalizer comprised of a first order low shelving filter,
second order peaking/notch filter and first order high shelving filter, see Section 3, especially
Sections 3.1 and 3.3;

• Matlab code for second order low and high shelving filter, see Section 3.2.
• Matlab code for generating a wide variety of high order filter designs of arbitrary order and for

differing definitions of the gain at crossover frequencies, see Section 3.4;
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• Matlab code for cascade and parallel graphic equalizer design, see Section 4;
• Matlab code for a lowpass filter matching the analog frequency response, see Section 5.2;
• Matlab code for illustrating dynamic equalization and multiband dynamic range compression,

see Section 5.4;
• A Powerpoint file containing original versions of many of the figures; and
• Any additions or errata since initial publication.
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Abstract: Endowing machines with sensing capabilities similar to those of humans is a prevalent quest
in engineering and computer science. In the pursuit of making computers sense their surroundings, a
huge effort has been conducted to allow machines and computers to acquire, process, analyze and
understand their environment in a human-like way. Focusing on the sense of hearing, the ability of
computers to sense their acoustic environment as humans do goes by the name of machine hearing.
To achieve this ambitious aim, the representation of the audio signal is of paramount importance. In
this paper, we present an up-to-date review of the most relevant audio feature extraction techniques
developed to analyze the most usual audio signals: speech, music and environmental sounds. Besides
revisiting classic approaches for completeness, we include the latest advances in the field based
on new domains of analysis together with novel bio-inspired proposals. These approaches are
described following a taxonomy that organizes them according to their physical or perceptual basis,
being subsequently divided depending on the domain of computation (time, frequency, wavelet,
image-based, cepstral, or other domains). The description of the approaches is accompanied with
recent examples of their application to machine hearing related problems.

Keywords: audio feature extraction; machine hearing; audio analysis; music; speech; environmental sound

PACS: 43.60.Lq; 43.60.-c; 43.50.Rq; 43.64.-q

1. Introduction

Endowing machines with sensing capabilities similar to those of humans (such as vision, hearing,
touch, smell and taste) is a long pursued goal in several engineering and computer science disciplines.
Ideally, we would like machines and computers to be aware of their immediate surroundings as
human beings are. This way, they would be able to produce the most appropriate response for a given
operational environment, taking one step forward towards full and natural human–machine interaction
(e.g., making fully autonomous robots aware of their environment), improve the accessibility of people
with special needs (e.g., through the design of hearing aids with environment recognition capabilities),
or even as a means for substituting humans beings in different tasks (e.g., autonomous driving,
in potentially hazardous situations, etc.).

One of the main avenues of human perception is hearing. Therefore, in the quest for making
computers sense their environment in a human-like way, sensing the acoustic environment in broad
sense is a key task. However, the acoustic surroundings of a particular point in space can be extremely
complex to decode for machines, be it due to the presence of simultaneous sound sources of highly
diverse nature (from a natural or artificial origin), or due to many other causes such as the presence of
high background noise, or the existence of a long distance to the sound source, to name a few.
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This challenging problem goes by the name of machine hearing, as defined by Lyon [1]. Machine
hearing is the ability of computers to hear as humans do, e.g., by distinguishing speech from music and
background noises, pulling the two former out for special treatment due to their origin. Moreover, it
includes the ability to analyze environmental sounds to discern the direction of arrival of sound events
(e.g., a car pass-by), besides detecting which of them are usual or unusual in that specific context (e.g.,
a gun shot in the street), together with the recognition of acoustic objects such as actions, events, places,
instruments or speakers. Therefore, an ideal hearing machine will face a wide variety of hearable
sounds, and should be able to deal successfully with all of them. To further illustrate the complexity of
the scope of the problem, Figure 1 presents a general sound classification scheme, which was firstly
proposed by Gerhard [2] and more recently used in the works by Temko [3] and Dennis [4].

Figure 1. General sound classification scheme (adapted from [4]).

As the reader may have deduced, machine hearing is an extremely complex and daunting task
given the wide diversity of possible audio inputs and application scenarios. For this reason, it is
typically subdivided into smaller subproblems, and most research efforts are focused on solving
simpler, more specific tasks. Such simplification can be achieved from different perspectives. One of
these perspectives has to do with the nature of the audio signal of interest. Indeed, devising a generic
machine hearing system capable of dealing successfully with different types of sounds regardless of
their nature is a truly challenging endeavor. In contrast, it becomes easier to develop systems capable
of accomplishing a specific task but limited to signals of a particular nature, as the system design can
be adapted and optimized to take into account the signal characteristics.

For instance, we can focus on speech signals, that is, the sounds produced through the human
vocal tract that entail some linguistic content. Speech has a set of very distinctive traits that make it
different from other types of sounds, ranging from its characteristic spectral distribution to its phonetic
structure. In this case, the literature contains plenty of works dealing with speech-sensing related
topics such as speech detection (Bach et al. [5]), speaker recognition and identification (Kinnunen and
Li [6]), and speech recognition (Pieraccini [7]), to name a few.

As in the case of speech, music also is a structured sound that has a set of specific and
distinguishing traits (such as repeated stationary pattern structures as melody and rhythm) that
make it rather unique, being generated by humans with some aesthetic intent. Following an analogous
pathway to that of speech, music is another type of sound that has received attention from researchers
in the development of machine hearing systems, including those targeting specific tasks such as
artist and song identification (Wang [8]), genre classification (Wang et al. [9]), instrument recognition
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(Benetos et al. [10], Liu and Wan [11]), mood classification (Lu et al. [12]) or music annotation and
recommendation (Fu [13]).

Thus, speech and music, which up to now have been by far the most extensively studied types of
sound sources in the context of machine hearing, present several particular rather unique characteristics.
In contrast, other kind of sound sources coming from our environment (e.g., traffic noise, sounds from
animals in the nature, etc.) do not exhibit such particularities, or at least not in such in a clear way.
Nevertheless, these non-speech nor music related sounds (hereafter denoted as environmental sounds)
should be also detectable and recognizable by hearing machines as individual events (Chu et al. [14])
or as acoustic scenes (Valero and Alías [15]) (the latter can also be found in the literature denoted as
soundscapes, as in the work by Schafer [16]).

Regardless of its specific goal, any machine hearing system requires performing an in-depth
analysis of the incoming audio signal, aiming at making the most of its particular characteristics. This
analysis starts with the extraction of appropriate parameters of the audio signal that inform about its
most significant traits, a process that usually goes by the name of audio feature extraction.

Logically, extracting the right features from an audio signal is a key issue to guarantee the
success of machine hearing applications. Indeed, the extracted features should provide a compact yet
descriptive vision of the parametrized signal, highlighting those signal characteristics that are most
useful to accomplish the task at hand, be it detection, identification, classification, indexing, retrieval or
recognition. And of course, depending on the nature of the signal (i.e., speech, music or environmental
sound) and the targeted application, it will be more interesting that these extracted features reflect the
characteristics of the signal from a physical or perceptual point of view.

This paper presents an up-to-date state-of-the-art review of the main audio feature extraction
techniques applied to machine hearing. We build on the complete review about features for audio
retrieval by Mitrović et al. [17], and we have included the classic approaches in that work for the sake
of completeness. In addition, we present the latest advances on audio feature extraction techniques
together with new examples of their application to the analysis of speech, music and environmental
sounds. It is worth noting that most of the recently developed audio feature techniques introduced
in the last decade have entailed the definition of new approaches of analysis beyond the classic
domains (i.e., temporal, frequency-based and cepstral), such as the ones developed on the wavelet
domain, besides introducing image-based and multilinear or non-linear representations, together with
a significant increase of bio-inspired proposals.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main constituting blocks of any machine
hearing system, focusing the attention on the audio feature extraction process. Moreover, given the
importance of relating the nature of the signal with the type of extracted features, we detail the primary
characteristics of the three most frequent types of signals involved in machine hearing applications:
speech, music and environmental sounds. Next, Section 3 describes the followed taxonomy to describe
both classic and recently defined audio feature extraction techniques. Next, the description of the
rationale and main principles of approaches that are based on the physical characteristics of the
audio signal are described in Section 4, while those that try to somehow include perception in the
parameterization process are explained in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 discusses the conclusions of
this review.

2. Machine Hearing

As mentioned earlier, the problem of endowing machines with the ability of sensing their
acoustic environment is typically addressed by facing specific subproblems such as the detection,
identification, classification, indexing, retrieval or recognition of particular types of sound events,
scenes or compositions. Among them, speech, music and environmental sounds constitute the vast
majority of acoustic stimuli we can ultimately find in a given context of a machine hearing system.

In this section, we first present a brief description of the primary goals and characteristics of
the constituting blocks of the generic architecture of machine hearing systems. Then, the main
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characteristics of the audio sources those systems process, that is, speech, music and environmental
sounds, are detailed.

2.1. Architecture of Machine Hearing Systems

Regardless of the specific kind of problem addressed, the structure of the underlying system can
be described by means of a generic and common architecture design that is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Generic architecture of a typical machine hearing system.

In a first stage, the continuous audio stream captured by a microphone is segmented into shorter
signal chunks by means of a windowing process. This is achieved by sliding a window function over
the theoretically infinite stream of samples of the input signal, and ends up by converting it into a
continuous sequence of finite blocks of samples. Thanks to windowing, the system will be capable
of operating on sample chunks of finite length. Moreover, depending on the length of the window
function, the typically non-stationary audio signal can be assumed to be quasi-stationary within each
frame, thus facilitating subsequent signal analysis.

The choice of the type and length of the window function, as well as the overlap between
consecutive signal frames, is intimately related to the machine hearing application at hand. It seems
logical that, for instance, the length of the window function should be proportional to the minimum
length of the acoustic events of interest. Therefore, window lengths between 10 and 50 milliseconds are
typically employed to process speech or to detect transient noise events [13], while windows of several
seconds are used in computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) applications (as in the works by
Peltonen et al. [18], Chu et al. [14], Valero and Alías [15], or Geiger et al. [19]). Further discussion about
the windowing process and its effect on the windowed signal lies beyond the scope of this work. The
interested reader is referred to classic digital signal processing texts (e.g., see the book by Oppenheim
and Schafer [20]).

Once the incoming audio stream has been segmented into finite length chunks, audio features are
extracted from each one of them. The goal of feature extraction is to obtain a compact representation of
the most salient acoustic characteristics of the signal, converting a N samples long frame into K scalar
coefficients (with K << N), thus attaining a data compaction that allows increasing the efficiency of
subsequent processes [13]. To that effect, these features may consider the physical or perceptual impact
of signal contents computed in the time, frequency, etc. domains.

In this sense, modeling the time evolution of audio signals has been found to be of paramount
importance when it comes to perform some types of machine hearing tasks, such as the recognition of
environmental sounds (as described by Gygi [21]) or the identification of rhythmic patterns in music
(Foote and Uchihashi [22]) for example. To keep this time information, the features extracted from
several subsequent signal frames can be merged into a single feature vector. It should be noted that,
due to this feature merging process, the feature vectors acquire a very high dimensionality that may
represent a hurdle to the subsequent audio analysis process, with the so-called curse of dimensionality
problem, as described by Bellman [23]. In order to compact the feature vectors, feature extraction
techniques are sometimes followed by a data dimensionality reduction process. To this end, several
approaches may be considered: from representing vectors in terms of some of their statistics (as done
in the works by Rabaoui et al. [24] or by Hurst [25]) to more complex approaches like analyzing
the principal components of the feature vector (Eronen et al. [26]), thus projecting the data onto a
transformed space.
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And finally, an audio analysis task must be conducted upon the feature vectors obtained in
the previous step. Of course, audio analysis is a generic label that tries to encompass any audio
processing necessary to tackle the specific machine hearing application at hand. For instance, in case
that recognizing a specific type of sound was the goal of our hearing machine, this audio analysis
block would consist of a supervised machine learning algorithm that should first build representative
acoustic models upon multiple samples from each sound class that we want the system to recognize,
to subsequently classify any incoming unknown sound signal into one of the predefined classes based
on the information acquired during the algorithm’s training phase.

Of course, each machine hearing application will require that the audio analysis block is designed
according to the application-specific needs and requirements. Although, providing the reader with a
comprehensive view of specific machine hearing problems exceeds the goals of this work, the interested
reader will find diverse examples of the machine hearing applications throughout the paper. Examples
include speaker identification (like in Yuo et al. [27]), music genre classification (Tzanetakis and
Cook [28]), environmental sound recognition (e.g., the works by Ando [29] and Valero and Alías [30]),
audio indexing and retrieval (Richard et al. [31]), or CASA (as in the works by Peltonen et al. [18],
Chu et al. [14], Valero and Alías [15]).

2.2. Key Differences among Speech, Music and Environmental Sounds

In what concerns the audio input that the machine hearing system is asked to process, speech,
music and environmental sounds present specific characteristics. The key differences can be directly
observed both in the time and the frequency domains, as well as in the structure and the semantics of
the signal. These differences can be then parametrized following a physical or perceptual approach
depending on the targeted application.

Firstly, music and speech signals present a certain periodicity that can be observed when analyzing
these signals in the time domain (see Figure 3). Although with some exceptions (e.g., some natural
sounds such as bird chirps or cricket sounds), the periodicity in environmental sounds may not be
so evident.
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Figure 3. Time envelope of a: (a) speech signal; (b) music signal (trumpet); (c) environmental sound
signal (traffic street).

Secondly, when analyzed in the frequency domain, it can be generally determined that the
complexity of the spectrum of environmental sounds (e.g., the sound of a passing car) is notably larger
than that of speech or music signals, as depicted in Figure 4. Moreover, it can be observed that speech
and music signals usually present harmonic structures in their spectra, a trait that is not that common
in environmental sounds, as mentioned before.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Normalized power spectral density of the: (a) speech signal; (b) music signal (trumpet);
(c) environmental sound signal (traffic street) of representative regions extracted from Figure 3.

Thirdly, notice that both speech and music sounds are composed of a limited dictionary of sound
units: phonemes and notes, respectively. On the contrary, the range of environmental sounds is
theoretically infinite, since any occurring sound in the environment may be included in this category
(i.e., originated from noise, artificial or natural sound sources, see Figure 1).

Furthermore, there exists a key difference between these types of signals. In speech and music,
phonemes and musical notes are combined so as to obtain meaningful sequences that are actually
transmitting a particular semantic or aesthetic message. As opposed, the sequences on environmental
sounds do not follow any rule or predefined grammar, although they may convey some kind
of meaning (e.g., bird chirps or cricket sounds). Unlike speech and music, also other important
information is unknown, such as the duration of the sound events or the proportion between harmonic
and non-harmonic spectral structure.

Finally, Table 1 presents a summary of the specific characteristics of speech, music and
environmental sounds in terms of several factors. Given the noticeable differences between the
nature of these sounds, the research community has proposed diverse feature extraction techniques
adapted to the particularities of these sounds. However, some works also make use of well-established
approaches to build analogous systems in related research fields, e.g., by borrowing features showing
good performances for speech and/or music sounds analysis to parametrize environmental sounds.

Table 1. List of features that characterize speech, music and environmental sounds (adapted from [21]).

Features Speech Music Environmental Sounds

Type of audio units Phones Notes Any other type of audio
event

Source
Human speech production
system

Instruments or Human
speech production system

Any other source producing
an audio event

Temporal and

Short durations (40–200 ms),
constrained and steady
timming and variability,
largely harmonic content
around 500 Hz to 2 KHz
with some noise-like sounds.

From short to long durations
(40–1200ms), with a mix
of steady and transient
sounds organized in
periodic structures, largely
harmonic content in the
full 20 Hz to 20 KHz
audio band, with some
inharmonic components.

From short to very long
durations (40–3000ms), with
wide range of steady and
transient type of sounds,
ans also a wide range of
harmonic to inharmonic
balances.

spectral characteristics

The following sections put the focus on the central topic of this work, presenting an in-depth
review of audio feature extraction techniques divided according to their physical or perceptual basis,
together with some specific applications of machine hearing focused on the analysis of speech, music
or environmental sounds.
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3. Audio Features Taxonomy and Review of Extraction Techniques

There exists a myriad of approaches to extract significant features from the audio input of a
machine hearing system. On the one hand, we can find those approaches that are only devoted to
extract physical features of the audio input. These extraction techniques differ on the domain of
operation, ranging from the classic time, frequency or cepstral domains to the derivation of features
based on other recent representations. Specifically, speech, music and environmental sounds typically
present rich time-varying characteristics with very diverse contents (as shown in Figure 3), which can
be parameterized in that domain, e.g., by computing from the analyzed input frame the sign-change
rate, the fundamental periodicity, the signal power or amplitude, etc. Moreover, the dynamic variations
of those audio signals can present relevant information in a transformed domain, e.g., through a
Fourier transform (see Figure 4), in the cepstral or Wavelet domains, or from eigenspaces or even
through non-linear representations, from which specific features related to e.g., spectrum, harmonicity,
line prediction or phase-space can be extracted.

On the other hand, we can find those techniques that try to explicitly integrate perception in the
parameterization process or derive it through the computation of signal features capable of extracting
perceptually relevant aspects from the input audio, as described by Richard et al. [31]. The former
typically include in the parameterization process simplified audition models of the hearing system
(e.g., by considering from Bark, Mel or Gammatone filter-banks to more complex models based on
electroencephalograms). This bio-inspired approach has to take into account the target species of the
machine hearing system, being adapted to the cochlear response of that species, e.g., human beings or
animals (see the work by Clemins et al. [32,33]). The latter approach to embed perception during the
feature extraction process is based on the computation of low-level features that somehow explain a
high-level sensation of sound similarity, which has been validated perceptually (Richard et al. [31]),
such the ones related to temporal or frequency-based domains (e.g., loudness, pitch, rhythm, etc.), or
the ones derived from the computation of the autocorrelation function and the auditory image model
for example.

In this work, we organize the review of the most relevant and recent audio feature extracting
techniques found in the literature following the hierarchical taxonomy depicted in Figure 5. This
taxonomy builds on the one introduced in the review by Mitrović et al. [17]. We fist classify the
techniques by differentiating physically-based approaches from those with a perceptual basis, and
subsequently dividing them according to the domain of parameterization: time, frequency, wavelet,
image-based, cepstral, or other domains.

It is important to highlight that the main goal of this paper is to provide the reader with a broad
view of the existing approaches to audio feature extraction. The detailed mathematical analysis and
critical comparison between features lies beyond the scope and objectives of our work. The reader
interested in a mathematical description of audio features is referred to the works by Peeters [34] and
by Sharan and Moir [35]. Additionally, comparisons between several types of features can be found
in other works. Some of these works are focused on comparing the performance of several features
in the context of different machine hearing applications, such as sound recognition [36] or music
retrieval [37]. Finally, the work by Hengel and Krijnders [38] presents a comparison of characteristics
of audio features, such as their robustness to noise and spectro-temporal detail.
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Figure 5. Taxonomy of physical vs. perceptual based audio features extraction techniques.

4. Physical Audio Features Extraction Techniques

This section describes the main physical audio features extraction techniques reported in the
literature, categorized according to the previously defined taxonomy.

4.1. Time Domain Physical Features

Possibly the most significant trait of time domain features is that they do not require applying any
kind of transformation on the original audio signal, and their computation is performed directly on
the samples of the signal itself. This approach to audio feature extraction constitutes one of the most
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elementary and classic, and as such they appear in previous reviews on the topic (e.g., in the work by
Mitrović et al. [17]).

Time domain physical audio features can be classified into the following categories: zero crossing-
based features, amplitude-based features, power-based features and rhythm-based features.

The following paragraphs describe the most commonly used time domain features belonging to
these categories.

4.1.1. Zero-Crossing Rate-Based Physical Features

This kind of physical features are based on the analysis of the sing-rate change of the
analyzed audio input, which is a simple yet effective parameterization used in several machine
hearing applications.

• Zero-crossing rate (ZCR): it is defined as the number of times the audio signal waveform crosses
the zero amplitude level during a one second interval, which provides a rough estimator
of the dominant frequency component of the signal (Kedem [39]). Features based on this
criterion have been applied to speech/music discrimination, music classification (Li et al. [40],
Bergstra et al. [41], Morchen et al. [42], Tzanetakis and Cook [28], Wang et al. [9])), singing voice
detection in music and environmental sound recognition (see the works by Mitrović et al. [17] and
Peltonen et al. [18]), musical instrument classification (Benetos et al. [10]), voice activity detection
in noisy conditions (Ghaemmaghami et al. [43]) or for audio-based surveillance systems (as in
Rabaoui et al. [24]).

• Linear prediction zero-crossing ratio (LP-ZCR): this feature is defined as the ratio between the
ZCR of the original audio and the ZCR of the prediction error obtained from a linear prediction
filter (see El-Maleh et al. [44]). Its use is intended for discriminating between signals that show
different degree of correlation (e.g., between voiced and unvoiced speech).

4.1.2. Amplitude-Based Features

Amplitude-based features are based on a very simple analysis of the temporal envelope of the
signal. The following paragraphs describe the most commonly used amplitude-based temporal
features, including the one from the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) [45], (previously reviewed
by Mitrović et al. [17]), and a feature extraction approach typically used to characterize voice
pathologies which has recently found application in music analysis.

• Amplitude descriptor (AD): it allows for distinguishing sounds with different signal envelopes,
being applied, for instance, for the discrimination of animal sounds (Mitrović et al. [46]). It is
based on collecting the energy, duration, and variation of duration of signal segments based on
their high and low amplitude by means of an adaptive threshold (a level-crossing computation).

• MPEG-7 audio waveform (AW): this feature is computed from a downsampled waveform
envelope, and it is defined as the maximum and minimum values of a function of a
non-overlapping analysis time window [45]. AW has been used as a feature in environmental
sound recognition, like in the works of Muhammad and Alghathbar [47], or by Valero and
Alías [48].

• Shimmer: it computes the cycle-to-cycle variations of the waveform amplitude. This feature has
been generally applied to study pathological voices (Klingholz [49], Kreiman and Gerratt [50],
Farrús et al. [51]). However, it has also been applied to discriminate vocal and non-vocal regions
from audio in songs (as in Murthy and Koolagudi [52]), characterize growl and screaming singing
styles (Kato and Ito [53]), prototype, classify and create musical sounds (Jenssen [54]) or to
improve speaker recognition and verification (Farrús et al. [51]) to name a few.
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4.1.3. Power-Based Features

The following paragraphs describe the most relevant and classic temporal audio features based
on signal power.

• Short-time energy: using a frame-based procedure, short-time energy (STE) can be defined as
the average energy per signal frame (which is in fact the MPEG-7 audio power descriptor [45]).
Nevertheless, there exist also other STE definitions in the literature that compute power in
the spectral domain (e.g., see Chu et al. [55]). STE can be used to detect the transition from
unvoiced to voices speech and vice versa (Zhang and Kuo [56]). This feature has also been used
in applications like musical onset detection (Smith et al. [57]), speech recognition (Liang and
Fan [58]), environmental sound recognition (Peltonen et al. [18], Muhammad and Alghathbar [47],
Valero and Alías [48]) and audio-based surveillance systems (Rabaoui et al. [24]).

• Volume: according to the work by Liu et al. [59], volume is defined as the Root-Mean Square
(RMS) of the waveform magnitude within a frame. It has been used for speech segmentation
applications, e.g., see Jiang et al. [60].

• MPEG-7 temporal centroid: it represents the time instant containing the signal largest average
energy, and it is computed as the temporal mean over the signal envelope (and measured
in seconds) [45]. The temporal centroid has been used as an audio feature in the field of
environmental sound recognition, like in the works by Muhammad and Alghathbar [47], and
Valero and Alías [48]).

• MPEG-7 log attack time: it characterizes the attack of a given sound (e.g., for musical
sounds, instruments can generate either smooth or sudden transitions) and it is computed
as the logarithm of the elapsed time from the beginning of a sound signal to its first local
maximum [45]. Besides being applied to musical onset detection (Smith et al. [57]), log attack time
(LAT) has been used for environmental sound recognition (see Muhammad and Alghathbar [47],
and Valero and Alías [48]).

4.1.4. Rhythm-Based Physical Features

Rhythm represents an relevant aspect of music and speech, but it can also be significant in
environmental and human activity related sounds (e.g., the sound of a train, finger tapping, etc.), since
it characterizes structural organization of sonic events (changes in energy, pitch, timbre, etc.) along the
time axis. Since the review by Mitrović et al. [17], there have been little significant contributions to the
derivation of rhythm-based features. Thus, the following paragraphs describe the most relevant and
classic rhythm-based features found in the literature.

• Pulse metric: this is a measure that uses long-time band-passed autocorrelation to determine
how rhythmic a sound is in a 5-second window (as defined by Scheirer and Slaney [61]). Its
computation is based on finding the peaks of the output envelopes in six frequency bands and
its further comparison, giving a high value when all subbands present a regular pattern. This
feature has been used for speech/music discrimination.

• Pulse clarity: it is a high-level musical dimension that conveys how easily in a given musical
piece, or a particular moment during that piece, listeners can perceive the underlying rhythmic
or metrical pulsation (as defined in the work by Lartillot et al. [62]). In that work, the authors
describe several descriptors to compute pulse clarity based on approaches such as the analysis
of the periodicity of the onset curve via autocorrelation, resonance functions, or entropy. This
feature has been employed to discover correlations with qualitative measures describing overall
properties of the music used in psychology studies in the work by Friberg et al. [63].

• Band periodicity: this is a measure of the strength of rhythmic or repetitive structures in
audio signals (see Lu et al. [64]). Band periodicity is defined within a frequency band, and
it is obtained as the mean value along all the signal frames of the maximum peak of the subband
autocorrelation function.
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• Beat spectrum/spectrogram: it is a two-dimensional parametrization based on time variations
and lag time, thus providing an interpretable representation that reflects temporal changes of
tempo (see the work by Foote [22,65]). Beat spectrum shows relevant peaks at rhythm periods
that match the rhythmic properties of the signal. Beat spectrum can be used for discriminating
between music (or between parts within an entire music signal) with different tempo patterns.

• Cyclic beat spectrum: or CBS for short, this is a representation of the tempo of a music signal
that groups multiples of the fundamental period of the signal together in a single tempo class
(Kurth et al. [66]). Thus, CBS gives a more compact representation of the fundamental beat period
of a song. This feature has been employed in the field of audio retrieval.

• Beat tracker: this a feature is derived following an algorithmic approach based on signal subband
decomposition and the application of a comb filter analysis in each subband (see Scheirer [67]).
Beat tracker mimics at large extent the human ability to track rhythmic beats in music and allows
obtaining not only tempo but also compute beat timing positions.

• Beat histogram: it provides a more general tempo perspective and summarizes the beat tempos
present in a music signal (Tzanetakis and Cook [28]). In this case, Wavelet transform (see
Section 4.3 for further details) is used to decompose the signal in octaves for performing
subsequent accumulation of the most salient periodicities in each subband to generate the
so-called beat histogram. This feature has been used for music genre classification [28].

4.2. Frequency Domain Physical Features

Audio features on the frequency domain constitute the largest set of audio features reported in
the literature (Mitrović et al. [17]). They are usually obtained from the Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) transform or derived from an autoregression analysis. In general terms, physical frequency
domain features describe physical properties of the signal frequency content. Moreover, this type of
features can be further decomposed as follows:

• Autoregression-based
• STFT-based
• Brightness-related
• Tonality-related
• Chroma-related
• Spectrum shape-related

The following paragraphs describe these subcategories of physical frequency-based features.

4.2.1. Autoregression-Based Frequency Features

Autoregression-based features are derived from linear prediction analysis of signals, which
usually captures typical spectral predominances (e.g., formants) of speech signals.

The most commonly employed physical frequency features based on signal autoregression are
described below.

• Linear prediction coefficients: or LPC for short, this feature represents an all-pole filter that
captures the spectral envelope (SE) of a speech signal (formants or spectral resonances that appear
in the vocal tract), and have been extensively used for speech coding and recognition applications.
LPC have been applied also in audio segmentation and general purpose audio retrieval, like in
the works by Khan et al. [68,69].

• Line spectral frequencies: also referred to as Line Spectral Pairs (LSP) in the literature, Line
Spectral Frequencies (LSF) are a robust representation of LPC parameters for quantization and
interpolation purposes. They can be computed as the roots phases of the palindromic and the
antipalindromic polynomials that constitute the LPC polynomial representation, which in turns
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represent the vocal tract when the glottis is closed and open, respectively (see Itakura [70]).
Due to its intrinsic robustness they have been widely applied in a diverse set of classification
problems like speaker segmentation (Sarkar and Sreenivas [71]), instrument recognition and in
speech/music discrimination (Fu [13]).

• Code excited linear prediction features: or CELP for short, this feature was introduced by
Schroeder and Atal [72] and has become one of the most important influences in nowadays
speech coding standards. This feature comprises spectral features like LSP but also two codebook
coefficients related to signal’s pitch and prediction residual signal. CELP features have been also
applied in the environmental sound recognition framework, like in the work by Tsau et al. [73].

4.2.2. STFT-Based Frequency Features

This kind of audio features are generally derived from the signal spectrogram obtained from
STFT computation. While some of the features belonging to this category are computed from the
analysis of the spectrogram envelope (e.g., subband energy ratio, spectral flux, spectral slope, spectral
peaks or MPEG-7 spectral envelope, normalized spectral envelope, and stereo panning spectrum
feature), others are obtained from the STFT phase (like group delay functions and/or modified group
delay functions).

The following list summarizes the most widely employed STFT-based features.

• Subband energy ratio: it is usually defined as a measure of the normalized signal energy along a
predefined set of frequency subbands. In a broad sense, it coarsely describes the signal energy
distribution of the spectrum (Mitrović et al. [17]). There are different approximations as regards
the number and characteristics of analyzed subbands (e.g., Mel scale, ad-hoc subbands, etc.).
It has been used for audio segmentation and music analysis applications (see Jiang et al. [60], or
Srinivasan et al. [74]) and environmental sound recognition (Peltonen et al. [18]).

• Spectral flux: or SF for short, this feature is defined as the 2-norm of the frame-to-frame spectral
amplitude difference vector (see Scheirer and Slaney [61]), and it describes sudden changes in
the frequency energy distribution of sounds, which can be applied for detection of musical note
onsets or, more generally speaking, detection of significant changes in the spectral distribution.
It measures how quickly the power spectrum changes and it can be used to determine the
timbre of an audio signal. This feature has been used for speech/music discrimination (like in
Jiang et al. [60], or in Khan et al. [68,69]), musical instrument classification (Benetos et al. [10]),
music genre classification (Li et al. [40], Lu et al. [12], Tzanetakis and Cook [28], Wang et al. [9])
and environmental sound recognition (see Peltonen et al. [18]).

• Spectral peaks: this feature was defined by Wang [8] as constellation maps that show the most
relevant energy bin components in the time-frequency signal representation. Hence, spectral
peaks is an attribute that shows high robustness to possible signal distortions (low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)–see Klingholz [49], equalization, coders, etc.) being suitable for robust recognition
applications. This feature has been used for automatic music retrieval (e.g., the well-known
Shazam search engine by Wang [8]), but also for robust speech recognition (see Farahani et al. [75]).

• MPEG-7 spectrum envelope and normalized spectrum envelope: the audio spectrum envelope
(ASE) is a log-frequency power spectrum that can be used to generate a reduced spectrogram of
the original audio signal, as described by Kim et al. [76]. It is obtained by summing the energy of
the original power spectrum within a series of frequency bands. Each decibel-scale spectral vector
is normalized with the RMS energy envelope, thus yielding a normalized log-power version
of the ASE called normalized audio spectrum envelope (NASE) (Kim et al. [76]). ASE feature
has been used in audio event classification [76], music genre classification (Lee et al. [77]) and
environmental sound recognition (see Muhammad and Alghathbar [47], or Valero and Alías [48]).

• Stereo panning spectrum feature: or SPSF for short, this feature provides a time-frequency
representation that is intended to represent the left/right stereo panning of a stereo audio
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signal (Tzanetakis et al. [78]). Therefore, this feature is conceived with the aim of capturing
relevant information of music signals, and more specifically, information that reflects typical
postproduction in professional recordings. The additional information obtained through SPSF can
be used for enhancing music classification and retrieval system accuracies (Tzanetakis et al. [79]).

• Group delay function: also known as GDF, it is defined as the negative derivative of the
unwrapped phase of the signal Fourier transform (see Yegnanarayana and Murthy [80]) and
reveals information about temporal localization of events (i.e., signal peaks). This feature has
been used for determining the instants of significant excitation in speech signals (like in Smits
and Yegnanarayana [81], or Rao et al. [82]) and in beat identification in music performances
(Sethares et al. [83]).

• Modified group delay function: or MGDF for short, it is defined as a smoother version of
the GDF, reducing its intrinsic spiky nature by introducing a cepstral smoothing process prior
to GDF computation. It has been used in speaker identification (Hegde et al. [84]), but also in
speech analysis, speech segmentation, speech recognition and language identification frameworks
(Murthy and Yegnanarayana [85]).

4.2.3. Brightness-Related Physical Frequency Features

Brightness is an attribute that is closely related to the balance of signal energy in terms of high
and low frequencies (a sound is said to be bright when it has more high than low frequency content).

The most relevant brightness-related physical features found in the literature are the following:

• Spectral centroid: or SC for short, this feature describes the center of gravity of the
spectral energy. It can be defined as the first moment (frequency position of the mean value)
of the signal frame magnitude spectrum as in the works by Li et al. [40], or by Tzanetakis and
Cook [28], or obtained from the power spectrum of the entire signal in MPEG-7. SC reveals
the predominant frequency of the signal. In the MPEG-7 standard definition [45], the audio
spectrum centroid (ASC) is defined by computing SC over the power spectrum obtained from an
octave-frequency scale analysis and roughly describes the sharpness of a sound. SC has been
applied in musical onset detection (Smith et al. [57]), music classification (Bergstra et al. [41],
Li et al. [40], Lu et al. [12], Morchen et al. [42], Wang et al. [9]), environmental sound recognition
(like in Peltonen et al. [18], Muhammad and Alghathbar [47], Valero and Alías [48]) and, more
recently, to music mood classification (Ren et al. [86]).

• Spectral center: this feature is defined as the median frequency of the signal spectrum,
where both lower and higher energies are balanced. Therefore, is a measure close to spectral
centroid. It has been shown to be useful for automatic rhythm tracking in musical signals (see
Sethares et al. [83]).

4.2.4. Tonality-Related Physical Frequency Features

The fundamental frequency is defined as the lowest frequency of an harmonic stationary audio
signal, which in turn can be qualified as tonal sound. In music, tonality is a system that organizes
the notes of a musical scale according to musical criteria. Moreover, tonality is related to the notion
of harmonicity, which describes the structure of sounds that are mainly constituted by a series of
harmonically related frequencies (i.e., a fundamental frequency and its multiples), which are typical
characteristics of (tonal) musical instruments sounds and voiced speech.

The following paragraphs describe the most widely employed tonality-related features that do
not incorporate specific auditory models for their computation.

• Fundamental frequency: it is also denoted as F0. The MPEG-7 standard defines audio
fundamental frequency feature as the first peak of the local normalized spectro-temporal
autocorrelation function [45]. There are several methods in the literature to compute F0,
e.g., autocorrelation-based methods, spectral-based methods, cepstral-based methods, and
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combinations (Hess [87]). This feature has been used in applications like musical onset detection
(Smith et al. [57]), musical genre classification (Tzanetakis and Cook [28]), audio retrieval
(Wold et al. [88]) and environmental sound recognition (Muhammad and Alghathbar [47],
Valero and Alías [48]). In the literature F0 is sometimes denoted as pitch as it may represent a
rough estimate of the perceived tonality of the signal (e.g., pitch histogram and pitch profile).

• Pitch histogram: instead of using a very specific and local descriptor like fundamental frequency,
the pitch histogram describes more compactly the pitch content of a signal. Pitch histogram
has been used for musical genre classification by Tzanetakis and Cook [28], as it gives a general
perspective of the aggregated notes (frequencies) present in a musical signal along a certain period.

• Pitch profile: this feature is a more precise representation of musical pitch, as it takes
into account both pitch mistuning effects produced in real instruments and also pitch
representation of percussive sounds. It has been shown that use of pitch profile feature
outperforms conventional chroma-based features in musical key detection, like in Zhu and
Kankanhalli [89].

• Harmonicity: this feature is useful for distinguishing between tonal or harmonic (e.g., birds, flute,
etc.) and noise-like sounds (e.g., dog bark, snare drum, etc.). Most traditional harmonicity features
either use an impulse train (like in Ishizuka et al. [90]) to search for the set of peaks in multiples
of F0, or uses the autocorrelation-inspired functions to find the self-repetition of the signal in the
time- or frequency-domain (as in Kristjansson et al. [91]). Spectral local harmonicity is proposed
in the work by Khao [92], a method that uses only the sub-regions of the spectrum that still retain
a sufficient harmonic structure. In the MPEG-7 standard, two harmonicity measures are proposed.
Harmonic ratio (HR) is a measure of the proportion of harmonic components in the power
spectrum. The Upper limit of harmonicity (ULH) is an estimation of the frequency beyond which
the spectrum no longer has any harmonic structure. Harmonicity has been used also in the field
of environmental sound recognition (Muhammad and Alghathbar [47], Valero and Alías [48]).
Some other harmonicity-based features for music genre and instrument family classification have
been defined, like harmonic concentration, harmonic energy entropy or harmonic derivative (see
Srinivasan and Kankanhalli [93]).

• Inharmonicity: this feature measures the extent to which the partials of a sound are separated
with respect to its ideal position in a harmonic context (whose frequencies are integers
of a fundamental frequency). Some approaches take into account only partial frequencies
(like Agostini et al. [94,95]), while others also consider partial energies and bandwidths
(see Cai et al. [96]).

• Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio: Harmonic-to-noise Ratio (HNR) is computed as the relation between
the energy of the harmonic part and the energy of the rest of the signal in decibels (dB)
(Boersma [97]). Although HNR has been generally applied to analyze pathological voices (like in
Klingholz [49], or in Lee et al. [98]), it has also been applied in some music-related applications
such as the characterization of growl and screaming singing styles, as in Kato and Ito [53].

• MPEG-7 spectral timbral descriptors: the MPEG-7 standard defines some features that are
closely related to the harmonic structure of sounds, and are appropriate for discrimination of
musical sounds: MPEG-7 harmonic spectral centroid (HSC) (the amplitude-weighted average of
the harmonic frequencies, closely related to brightness and sharpness), MPEG-7 harmonic spectral
deviation (HSD) (amplitude deviation of the harmonic peaks from their neighboring harmonic
peaks, being minimum if all the harmonic partials have the same amplitude), MPEG-7 harmonic
spectral spread (HSS) (the power-weighted root-mean-square deviation of the harmonic peaks
from the HSC, related to harmonic bandwidths), and MPEG-7 harmonic spectral variation
(HSV) (correlation of harmonic peak amplitudes in two adjacent frames, representing the
harmonic variability over time). MPEG-7 spectral timbral descriptors have been employed
for environmental sound recognition (Muhammad and Alghathbar [47],Valero and Alías [48]).
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• Jitter: computes the cycle-to-cycle variations of the fundamental frequency (Klingholz [49]), that is,
the average absolute difference between consecutive periods of speech (Farrús et al. [51]). Besides
typically being applied to analyze pathological voices (like in Klingholz [49], or in Kreiman and
Gerratt [50]), it has also been applied to prototyping, classification and creation of musical sounds
(Jensen [54]), improve speaker recognition (Farrús et al. [51]), characterize growl and screaming
singing styles (Kato and Ito [53]) or discriminate vocal and non-vocal regions from audio songs
(Murthy and Koolagudi [52]), among others.

4.2.5. Chroma-Related Physical Frequency Features

Chroma is related to perception of pitch, in the sense that it is a complement of the tone height.
In a musical context, two notes that are separated one or more octaves have the same chroma (e.g., C4
and C7 notes), and produce a similar effect on the human auditory perception.

The following paragraphs describe chroma-related frequency features, which are basically
computed from direct physical approaches:

• Chromagram: also known as chroma-based feature, chromagram is a spectrum-based energy
representation that takes into account the 12 pitch classes within an octave (corresponding to
pitch classes in musical theory) (Shepard [99]), and it can be computed from a logarithmic STFT
(Bartsch and Wakefield [100]). Then, it constitutes a very compact representation suited for
musical and harmonic signals representation following a perceptual approach.

• Chroma energy distribution normalized statistics: or CENS for short, this feature was conceived
for music similarity matching and has shown to be robust to tempo and timbre variations
(Müller et al. [101]). Therefore, it can be used for identifying similarities between different
interpretations of a given music piece.

4.2.6. Spectrum Shape-Related Physical Frequency Features

Another relevant set of frequency features are the ones that try to describe the shape of the
spectrum of the audio signal. The following paragraphs describe the most widely employed, and some
of the newest contributions in this area.

• Bandwidth: usually defined as the second-order statistic of the signal spectrum, it helps to
discriminate tonal sounds (with low bandwidths) from noise-like sounds (with high bandwidths)
(see Peeters [34]). However, it is difficult to distinguish between complex tonal sounds (e.g.,
music, instruments, etc.) from complex noise-like sounds using only this feature. It can be defined
over the power spectrum or in its logarithmic version (see Liu et al. [59], or Srinivasan and
Kankanhalli [93]) and it can be computed over the whole spectrum or within different subbands
(like in Ramalingam and Krishnan [102]). MPEG-7 defines audio spectrum spread (ASS) as the
standard deviation of the signal spectrum, which constitutes the second moment while (being the
ASC the first one). Spectral bandwidth has been used for music classification (Bergstra et al. [41],
Lu et al. [12], Morchen et al. [42], Tzanetakis and Cook [28]), and environmental sound recognition
(Peltonen et al. [18], Muhammad and Alghathbar [47], Valero and Alías [48]).

• Spectral dispersion: this is a measure closely related to spectral bandwidth. The only difference
is that it takes into account the spectral center (median) instead of the spectral centroid (mean)
(see Sethares et al. [83]).

• Spectral rolloff point: defined as the 95th percentile of the power spectral distribution
(see Scheirer and Slaney [61]), spectral rolloff point can be regarded as a measure of the
skewness of the spectral shape. It can be used, for example, for distinguishing between
voiced from unvoiced speech sounds. It has been used in music genre classification (like in
Li and Ogihara [103], Bergstra et al. [41], Li et al. [40], Lu et al. [12], Morchen et al. [42],
Tzanetakis and Cook [28], Wang et al. [9]), speech/music discrimination (Scheirer and Slaney [61]),
musical instrument classification (Benetos et al. [10]), environmental sound recognition
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(Peltonen et al. [18]), audio-based surveillance systems (Rabaoui et al. [24]) and music mood
classification (Ren et al. [86]).

• Spectral flatness: this is a measure of uniformity in the frequency distribution of the power
spectrum, and it can be computed as the ratio between the geometric and the arithmetic mean
of a subband (see Ramalingam and Krishnan [102]) (equivalent to the MPEG-7 audio spectrum
flatness (ASF) descriptor [45]). This feature allows distinguishing between noise-like sounds
(high value of spectral flatness) and more tonal sounds (low value). This feature has been used
in audio fingerprinting (see Lancini et al. [104]), musical onset detection (Smith et al. [57]),
music classification (Allamanche et al. [105], Cheng et al. [106], Tzanetakis and Cook [28]) and
environmental sound recognition (Muhammad and Alghathbar [47], Valero and Alías [48]).

• Spectral crest factor: in contrast to spectral flatness measure, spectral crest factor measures
how peaked the power spectrum is, and it is also useful for differentiation of noise-like (lower
spectral crest factor) and tonal sounds (higher spectral crest factor). It can be computed as the
ratio between the maximum and the mean of the power spectrum within a subband, and has
been used for audio fingerprinting (see Lancini et al. [104], Li and Ogihara [103]) and music
classification (Allamanche et al. [105], Cheng et al. [106]).

• Subband spectral flux: or SSF for short, this feature is inversely proportional to spectral flatness,
being more relevant in subbands with non-uniform frequency content. In fact, SSF measures
the proportion of dominant partials in different subbands, and it can be measured accumulating
the differences between adjacent frequencies in a subband. It has been used for improving
the representation and recognition of environmental sounds (Cai et al. [96]) and music mood
classification (Ren et al. [86]).

• Entropy: this is another measure that describes spectrum uniformity (or flatness), and it can
be computed following different approaches (Shannon entropy, or its generalization named
Renyi entropy) and also in different subbands (see Ramalingam and Krishnan [102]). It has been
used for automatic speech recognition, computing the Shannon entropy in different equal size
subbands, like in Misra et al. [107].

• Octave-based Spectral Contrast: also referred to as OSC, it is defined as the difference between
peaks (that generally corresponds to harmonic content in music) and valleys (where non-harmonic
or noise components are more dominant) measured in subbands by octave-scale filters and using
a neighborhood criteria in its computation (Jiang et al. [108]). To represent the whole music piece,
mean and standard deviation of the spectral contrast and spectral peak of all frames are used as
the spectral contrast features. OSC features have been used for music classification (Lee et al. [77],
Lu et al. [12], Yang et al. [109]) and music mood classification, as in Ren et al. [86].

• Spectral slope: this is a measure of the spectral slant by means of a simple linear regression
(Morchen et al. [42]), and it has been used for classification purposes in speech analysis
applications (Shukla et al. [110]) and speaker identification problems (Murthy et al. [111]).

• Spectral skewness and kurtosis: spectral skewness, which is computed as the 3rd order moment
of the spectral distribution, is a measure that characterizes the asymmetry of this distribution
around its mean value. On the other hand, spectral kurtosis describes the flatness of the spectral
distribution around its mean, and its computed as the 4th order moment (see Peeters et al. [34]).
Both parameters have been applied for music genre classification (Baniya et al. [112]) and music
mood classification (Ren et al. [86]).

4.3. Wavelet-Based Physical Features

A Wavelet is a mathematical function used to divide a given function or continuous-time signal
into different scale components. The Wavelet transform (WT) has advantages over the traditional
Fourier transform for representing functions that have discontinuities and sharp peaks, and for
accurately deconstructing and reconstructing finite, non-periodic and/or non-stationary signals
(Mallat [113]). In the work by Benedetto and Teolis [114], a link between auditory functions and
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Wavelet analysis was provided, while in the work by Yang et al. [115] an analytical framework
to model the early stages of auditory processing, based on Wavelet and multiresolution analysis
was proposed.

In the following paragraphs, we describe the most commonly used wavelet-based physical
frequency features.

• Wavelet-based direct approaches: different type or families of wavelets have been used
and defined in the literature in the field of audio processing. Daubechies wavelets have
been used in blind source speech separation (see the work by Missaoui and Lachiri [116])
and Debechies together with Haar wavelets have been used in music classification
(Popescu et al. [117]), while Coiflets wavelet have been applied recently to de-noising of
audio signals (Vishwakarma et al. [118]). Other approaches like Daubechies Wavelet coefficient
histogram (DWCH) features, are defined as the first three statistical moments of the coefficient
histograms that represent the subbands obtained from Daubechies Wavelet audio signal
decomposition (see Li et al. [40,119]). They have been applied in the field of speech recognition
(Kim et al. [120]), music analysis applications such as genre classification, artist style identification
and emotion detection (as in Li et al. [40,119,121], Mandel and Ellis [122], Yang et al. [109]) or
mood classification (Ren et al. [86]). Also, in the work by Tabinda and Ahire [123], different
wavelet families (like Daubechies, symlet, coiflet, biorthogonal, stationary and dmer) are used in
audio steganography (an application for hiding data in cover speech which is imperceptible from
the original audio).

• Hurst parameter features: or pH for short, is a time-frequency statistical representation of the
vocal source composed of a vector of Hurst parameters (defined by Hurst [25]), which was
computed by applying a wavelet-based multidimensional transformation of the short-time input
speech in the work by Sant’Ana [124]. Thanks to its statistical definition, pH is robust to channel
distortions as it models the stochastic behavior of input speech signal (see Zao et al. [125], or
Palo et al. [126]). pH was originally applied as a means to improve speech-related problems,
such as text-independent speaker recognition [124], speech emotion classification [125,126], or
speech enhancement [127]. However, it has also been applied to sound source localization in
noisy environments recently, as in the work by Dranka and Coelho [128].

An alternative means to represent signals using a finite dictionary of basis functions (or atoms) is
matching pursuit (MP), described by Mallat in [129], an algorithm that provides an efficient way of
sparsely decomposing a signal by selecting the “best” subset of basis vectors from a given dictionary.
The selection of the “best” elements in the dictionary is based on maximizing the energy removed from
the residual signal at each step of the algorithm. This allows obtaining a reasonable approximation
of the signal with a few basis functions, which provides an interpretation of the signal structure.
The dictionary of basis functions can be composed of Wavelet functions, Wavelet packets, or Gabor
functions, to name a few.

The following paragraphs describe some relevant audio features using MP-based
signal decompositions.

• MP-based Gabor features: Wolfe et al. [130] proposed the construction of multiresolution Gabor
dictionaries appropriate for audio signal analysis, which is applied for music and speech signals
observed in noise, obtaining a more efficient spectro-temporal representation compared to a full
multiresolution decomposition. In this work, Gabor atoms are given by time-frequency shifts
of distinct window functions. Ezzat et al. describe in [131] the use of 2D Gabor filterbank and
illustrate its response to different speech phenomena such as harmonicity, formants, vertical
onsets/offsets, noise, and overlapping simultaneous speakers. Meyer and Kollmeier propose
in [132] the use of spectro-temporal Gabor features to enhance automatic speech recognition
performance in adverse conditions, and obtain better results when Hanning-shaped Gabor filters
are used in contrast to more classical Gaussian approaches. Chu et al. [14] proposed using MP and
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a dictionary of Gabor functions to represent the time dynamics of environmental sounds, which
are typically noise-like with a broad flat spectrum, but may include strong temporal domain
signatures. Coupled with Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (see Section 5.6 for more details),
the MP-based Gabor features allowed improved environmental sound recognition. In [133],
Wang et al. proposed a nonuniform scale-frequency map based on Gabor atoms selected via MP,
onto which Principal Component Analysis and Linear Discriminate Analysis are subsequently
applied to generate the audio feature. The proposed feature was employed for environmental
sound classification in home automation.

• Spectral decomposition: in [134], Zhang et al. proposed an audio feature extraction scheme
applied to audio effect classification and based on spectral decomposition by matching-pursuit
in the frequency domain. Based on psychoacoustic studies, a set of spectral sinusoid-Gaussian
basis vectors are constructed to extract pitch, timbre and residual in-harmonic components
from the spectrum, and the audio feature consists of the scales of basis vectors after dimension
reduction. Also in [135], Umapathy et al. applied an Adaptive Time Frequency Transform
(ATFT for short) algorithm for music genre classification as a Wavelet decomposition but using
Gaussian-based kernels with different frequencies, translations and scales. The scale parameter,
which characterizes the signal envelope, captures information about rhythmic structures, and it
has been used for music genre identification (see Fu [13]).

• Sparse coding tensor representation: this work presents an evolution of Gabor atom MP-based
audio feature extraction of Chu et al. [14]. The method proposed in the work by Zhang and
He [136] tries to preserve the distinctiveness of the atoms selected by the MP algorithm by using
a frequency-time-scale tensor derived from the sparse coding of the audio signal. The three
tensor dimensions represent the frequency, time center and scale of transient time-frequency
components with different dimensions. This feature was coupled with MFCC and applied to
perform sound effects classification.

4.4. Image Domain Physical Features

This approach to feature extraction is based on a joint two-dimensional image-based m of the
audio signal. Typically, one of the dimensions corresponds to a frequency vision of the signal, while
the other corresponds to a time view (as defined by Walters [137]).

• Spectrogram image features: or SIF for short, are features that comprise a set of techniques
that focus on applying techniques from the image processing field to the time-frequency
representations (using Fourier, cepstral, or other types of frequency mapping techniques) of
the sound to be analyzed (Chu et al. [14], Dennis et al. [138]). Spectrogram image features
like subband power distribution (SPD), a two-dimensional representation of the distribution of
normalized spectral power over time against frequency, have been shown to be useful for sound
event recognition (Dennis [4]). The advantage of the SPD over the spectrogram is that the sparse,
high-power elements of the sound event are transformed to a localized region of the SPD, unlike
in the spectrogram where they may be scattered over time and frequency. Also, Local Spectrogram
features (LS) are introduced by Dennis [4] with the ability to detect an arbitrary combination of
overlapping sounds, including two or more different sounds or the same sound overlapping
itself. LS features are used to detect keypoints in the spectrogram and then characterize the sound
using the Generalized Hough Transform (GHT), a kind of universal transform that can be used
to find arbitrarily complex shapes in grey level images, and that it can model the geometrical
distribution of speech information over the wider temporal context (Dennis et al. [139]).

In Section 5.5 other approaches for image-based audio feature extraction which incorporate
perceptual auditory models are reviewed.
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4.5. Cepstral Domain Physical Features

Cepstral features are compact representations of the spectrum and provide a smooth approximation
based on the logarithmic magnitude. They have been largely used for speaker identification and speech
recognition but they have also been employed in the context of audio retrieval.

The main cepstral domain physical features found in the literature are the following:

• Complex cepstrum: is defined as the Inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm (with unwrapped
phase) of the Fourier transform of the signal (see Oppenheim and Schafer [140]), and has been
used for pitch determination of speech signals (Noll [141]) but also for identification of musical
instruments (see Brown [142]).

• Linear Prediction Cepstrum Coefficients: or LPCC for short. This feature is defined as the
inverse Fourier transform of the logarithmic magnitude of the linear prediction spectral complex
envelope (Atal [143]), and provide a more robust and compact representation especially useful
for automatic speech recognition and speaker identification (Adami and Couto Barone [144])
but also for singer identification (Shen et al. [145]), music classification (Xu et al. [146], Kim and
Whitman [147]) and environmental sound recognition (see Peltonen et al. [18], or Chu et al. [14]).

4.6. Other Domains

The literature contains other approaches to audio feature extraction that operate on domains
different to the ones just reviewed. Some of the most significant physical-based features are the
eigenspace domain, the phase space domain, and the acoustic environment domain. The following
paragraphs briefly describe these approaches.

• Eigenspace: audio features expressed in the eigenspace are usually obtained from sound
segments of several seconds of duration, which are postprocessed by dimensionality reduction
algorithms in order to obtain a compact representation of the main signal information. This
dimensionality reduction is normally performed by means of Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) (or alternatively, via Singular Value Decomposition or SVD), which is equivalent to a
projection of the original data onto a subspace defined by its eigenvectors (or eigenspace), or
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Some of the most relevant eigendomain physical
features found in the literature are: i) MPEG-7 audio spectrum basis/projection feature, which is
a combination of two descriptors (audio spectrum basis or ASB–and audio spectrum projection
or ASP) conceived for audio retrieval and classification [45,76]. ASB feature is a compact
representation of the signal spectrogram obtained through SVD, while ASP is the spectrogram
projection against a given audio spectrum basis. ASB and ASP have been used for environmental
sound recognition, as in Muhammad and Alghathbar [47]; and ii) Distortion discriminant analysis
(DDA) feature, which is a compact time-invariant and noise-robust representation of an audio
signal, that is based on applying hierarchical PCA to a time-frequency representation derived
from a modulated complex lapped transform (MCLT) (see Burges et al. [148], or Malvar [149]).
Therefore, this feature serves as a robust audio representation against many signal distortions
(time-shifts, compression artifacts and frequency and noise distortions).

• Phase space: this type of features emerge as a response to the linear approach that has usually
been employed to model speech. However, linear models do not take into account nonlinear
effects occurring during speech production, thus constituting a simplification of reality. This is
why approaches based on nonlinear dynamics try to bridge this gap. A first example are the
nonlinear features for speech recognition presented in the work by Lindgren et al. [150], which are
based on the so-called reconstructed phase space generated from time-lagged versions of the
original time series. The idea is that reconstructed phase spaces have been proven to recover
the full dynamics of the generating system, which implies that features extracted from it can
potentially contain more and/or different information than a spectral representation. In the works
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by Kokkinos and Maragos [151] and by Pitsikalis and Maragos [152], a similar idea is employed
to compute for short time series of speech sounds useful features like Lyapunov exponents.

• Acoustic environment features: this type of features try to capture information from the acoustic
environment where the sound is measured. As an example, in the work by Hu et al. [153],
the authors propose the use of Direct-to-Reverberant Ratio (DRR), the ratio between the Room
Impulse response (RIR) energy of the direct path and the reverberant components, to perform
speaker diarization. In this approach, they don’t use a direct measure of the RIR, but a
Non-intrusive Room Acoustic parameter estimator (NIRA) (see Parada et al. [154]). This estimator
is a data-driven approach that uses 106 features derived from pitch period importance weighted
signal to noise ratio, zero-crossing rate, Hilbert transformation, power spectrum of long term
deviation, MFCCs, line spectrum frequency and modulation representation.

5. Perceptual Audio Features Extraction Techniques

The concept of perceptual audio features is based on finding ways to describe general audio
properties based on human perception. The literature contains several attempts to derive this type of
features, be it through the integration of perception in the very parameterization process, or through
the computation of signal features capable of extracting perceptually relevant aspects from the audio
signal (see Richard et al. [31]).

Interestingly, there exist some works focused on bridging the gap between features and subjective
perception, aiming at the discovery of correlations between perceptual audio features and qualitative
audio descriptive measures used in psychology studies, such as the work by Friberg et al. [63].

This section describess the main perceptual audio features extraction techniques reported in the
literature, categorized according to the defined taxonomy (see Figure 5).

5.1. Time Domain Perceptual Features

In the context of time domain perceptual features we can found zero-crossing features, perceptual
autocorrelation-based features and rhythm pattern.

5.1.1. Zero-Crossing Rate-Based Perceptual Features

The following zero-crossing-based features which incorporate some bio-inspired auditory model
can be found in the literature:

• Zero-crossing peak amplitudes (ZCPA): were designed for automatic speech recognition (ASR)
in noisy environments by Kim et al. [155], showing better results that linear prediction coefficients.
This feature is computed from time-domain zero crossings of the signal previously decomposed
in several psychoacoustic scaled subbands. The final representation of the feature is obtained on
a histogram of the inverse zero-crossings lengths over all the subband signals. Subsequently, each
histogram bin is scaled with the peak value of the corresponding zero crossing interval. In [156],
Wang and Zhao applied ZCPA to noise-robust speech recognition.

• Pitch synchronous zero crossing peak amplitudes (PS-ZCPA): were proposed by
Ghulam et al. [157] and they were designed for improving robustness of ASR in noisy conditions.
The original method is based on an auditory nervous system, as it uses a mel-frequency spaced
filterbank as a front-end stage. PS-ZCPA considers only inverse zero-crossings lengths whose
peaks have a height above a threshold obtained as a portion of the highest peak within a signal
pitch period. PS-ZCPA are only computed in voiced speech segments, being combined with the
preceding ZCPA features obtained from unvoiced speech segments. In [158], the same authors
presented a new version of the PS-ZCPA feature, using a pitch-synchronous peak-amplitude
approach that ignores zero-crossings.
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5.1.2. Perceptual Autocorrelation-Based Features

Autocorrelation is a measure of the self-similarity of the signal in the time domain with diverse
applications to audio feature extraction. In this section, we revise those features derived from
autocorrelation providing a measure of perceptual-based parameters related to acoustic phenomena.

• Autocorrelation function features: or ACF for short, this feature introduced by Ando in [159],
has been subsequently applied by the same author to environmental sound analysis [29] and
recently adapted to speech representation [160]. To compute ACF, the autocorrelation function is
firstly computed from the audio signal, and then this function is parameterized by means of a set
of perceptual-based parameters related to acoustic phenomena (signal loudness, perceived pitch,
strength of perceived pitch and signal periodicity).

• Narrow-band autocorrelation function features: also known as NB-ACF, this feature was
introduced by Valero and Alías [15], where the ACF concept is reused in the context of a filter
bank analysis. Specifically, the features are obtained from the autocorrelation function of audio
signals computed after applying a Mel filter bank (which are based on the Mel scale, a perceptual
scale of pitches judged by listeners to be equal in distance from one another). These features
have been shown to provide good performance for indoor and outdoor environmental sound
classification. In [161], the same authors improved this technique by substituting the Mel filter
bank employed to obtain the narrow-band signals by a Gammatone filter bank with Equivalent
Rectangular Bandwidth bands. In addition, the Autocorrelation Zero Crossing Rate (AZCR) was
added, following previous works like the one by Ghaemmaghami et al. [43].

5.1.3. Rhythm Pattern

As defined by Mitrović et al. [17], this feature is a two-dimensional representation of acoustic
versus modulation frequency that is built upon a specific loudness sensation, and it is obtained by
Fourier analysis of the critical bands over time and incorporating a weighting stage that is inspired
by the human auditory system. This feature has shown to be useful in music similarity retrieval
(Pampalk et al. [162], Rauber et al. [163]).

5.2. Frequency Domain Perceptual Features

Frequency-based features can also be defined on the perceptual frequency domain. This type
of features are based in some signal properties measured taking into account the human auditory
perception. The main perceptual properties represented by this type of features include:

• Modulation-based
• Brightness-related
• Tonality-related
• Loudness-related
• Roughness-related

The following paragraphs describe these subcategories of frequency-based perceptual features.

5.2.1. Modulation-Based Perceptual Frequency Features

Modulation-based perceptual frequency features represent the low-frequency (e.g., around 20 Hz)
modulation content present in audio signals, which produce both amplitude and frequency variations.
These variations are easily observed in audio signals that incorporate beats and rhythm (e.g., rhythmic
patterns in music, audio signals coming from industrial machineries, speech signals, etc.). This
modulation information can reflect structural evolution along time of the frequency content of a sound
and can be measured separately for each frequency band.
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The following paragraphs describe the most relevant modulation frequency features found in the
literature based on a perceptual-based approach, including those reviewed by Mitrović et al. [17] and
some recent contribution to the field:

• 4 Hz modulation energy: is defined with the aim of capturing the most relevant hearing sensation
of fluctuation in terms of amplitude- and frequency-modulated sounds (see Fastl [164]). The
authors propose a model of fluctuation strength, based on a psychoacoustical magnitude, namely
the temporal masking pattern. This feature can be computed filtering each subband of a signal
spectral analysis by a 4 Hz band-pass filter along time and it has been used for music/speech
discrimination (see Scheirer and Slaney [61]).

• Computer model of amplitude-modulation sensitivity of single units in the inferior

culliculus: the work by Hewitt and Meddis [165] introduces a computer model of a neural circuit
that replicates amplitude-modulation sensitivity of cells in the central nucleous of the inferior
culliculus (ICC) is presented, allowing for the encoding of signal periodicity as a rate-based code.

• Joint acoustic and modulation frequency features: these are time-invariant representations that
model the non-stationary behavior of an audio signal (Sukittanon and Atlas [166]). Modulation
frequencies for each frequency band are extracted from demodulation of the Bark-scaled
spectrogram using the Wavelet transform (see Section 4.3). These features have been used
for audio fingerprinting by Sukittanon and Atlas [166], and they are similar to rhythm pattern
feature (related to rhythm in music).

• Auditory filter bank temporal envelopes: or AFTE for short, this is another attempt to capture
modulation information related to sound [167]. Modulation information is here obtained through
bandpass filtering the output bands of a logarithmic-scale filterbank of 4th-order Gammatone
bandpass filters. These features have been used for audio classification and musical genre
classification by McKinney and Breebaart [167], and by Fu et al. [13].

• Modulation spectrogram: also referred to as MS, this feature displays and encodes the signal in
terms of the distribution of slow modulations across time and frequency, as defined by Greenberg
and Kingsbury [168]. In particular, it was defined to represent modulation frequencies in the
speech signal between 0 and 8 Hz, with a peak sensitivity at 4 Hz, corresponding closely to the
long-term modulation spectrum of speech. The MS is computed in critical-band-wide channels
and incorporates a simple automatic gain control, and emphasizes spectro-temporal peaks. MS
has been used for robust speech recognition (see Kingsbury et al. [169], or Baby et al. [170]),
music classification (Lee et al. [77]), or content-based audio identification incorporating a Wavelet
transform (Sukittanon et al. [171]). Recently, the MS features have been separated through a tensor
factorization model, which represents each component as modulation spectra being activated
across different subbands at each time frame, being applied for monaural speech separation
purposes in the work by Barker and Virtanen [172] and for the classification of pathological infant
cries (Chittora and Patil [173]).

• Long-term modulation analysis of short-term timbre features: in the work by Ren et al. [86]
the use of a two-dimensional representation of acoustic frequency and modulation frequency
to extract joint acoustic frequency and modulation frequency features is proposed, using an
approach similar than in the work by Lee et al. [77]. Long-term joint frequency features, such
as acoustic-modulation spectral contrast/valley (AMSC/AMSV), acoustic-modulation spectral
flatness measure (AMSFM), and acoustic-modulation spectral crest measure (AMSCM), are then
computed from the spectra of each joint frequency subband. By combining the proposed features,
together with the modulation spectral analysis of MFCC and statistical descriptors of short-term
timbre features, this new feature set outperforms previous approaches with statistical significance
in automatic music mood classification.
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5.2.2. Brightness-Related Perceptual Frequency Features

The second subtype of perceptual frequency features are those that aim at describing the brightness
of the sound (see Section 4.2.3 for its physical-based counterpart). In this subcategory we can find
sharpness, a measure of the signal strength for high frequencies, which is closely related to audio
brightness, and it has been used for audio similarity analysis (Herre et al. [174], Peeters et al. [34]).
Sharpness can be computed similarly to SC (see Section 4.2.3), but based on specific loudness instead
of the magnitude spectrum (in Zwicker and Fastl [175]), thus, being the perceptual variant of SC
(Peeters et al. [34], Richard et al. [31]).

5.2.3. Tonality-Related Perceptual Frequency Features

Tonality is a sound property that is closely related to the subjective perception of the main
frequency of harmonic signals, and it allows distinguishing noise-like sounds from sinusoidal-like
sounds, and especially those sinusoidal sounds whose frequencies are harmonically related. Contrary
to the previous reviewed pitch-based audio features (see Section 4.2.4), psychoacoustical pitch feature
incorporates auditory-based models. This is a measure that models human pitch perception (as defined
by Meddis and O’Mard [176]), by incorporating a band pass filtering that emphasizes the most relevant
frequency band for pitch perception, the use of specific filter bank model (Gammatone) that mimics
the frequency selectivity of the cochlea, and use of inner hair-cell models that allows computing
autocorrelation functions of continuous firing probabilities. The final feature is computed summing
across channels all these autocorrelation functions. Previous approaches, like the work by Slaney and
Lyon [177], combine a cochlear model with a bank of autocorrelators.

5.2.4. Loudness-Related Perceptual Frequency Features

This section summarizes those features that are related to the loudness of the audio signal, a
notion that is defined as the subjective impression of the intensity of a sound (see Peeters et al. [34]).

• Loudness: in the original work by Olson [178] the loudness measurement procedure of a complex
sound (e.g., speech, music, noise) is described as the sum of the loudness index (using equal
loudness contours) for each of the several subbands in which the audio us previously divided. In
the work by Breebaart and McKinney [179] the authors compute loudness by firstly computing the
power spectrum of the input frame and then normalizing by subtracting (in dB) an approximation
of the absolute threshold of hearing, and then filtering by a bank of gammatone filters and
summing across frequency to yield the power in each auditory filter, which corresponds to the
internal excitation as a function of frequency. These excitations are then compressed, scaled and
summed across filters to arrive at the loudness estimate.

• Specific loudness sensation: this is a measure of loudness (in Sone units, a perceptual scale for
loudness measurement (see Peeters et al. [34]) in a specific frequency range. It incorporates both
Bark-scale frequency analysis and the spectral masking effect that emulates the human auditory
system (Pampalk et al. [162]). This feature has been applied to audio retrieval (Morchen et al. [42]).

• Integral loudness: this feature closely measures the human sensation of loudness by spectral
integration of loudness over several frequency groups (Pfeiffer [180]). This feature has been
used for discrimination between foreground and background sounds (see Linehart et al. [181],
Pfeiffer et al. [182]).

5.2.5. Roughness-Related Perceptual Frequency Features

In the work by Daniel and Weber [183], roughness is defined as a basic psychoacoustical sensation
for rapid amplitude variations which reduces the sensory pleasantness and the quality of noises.
According to psychophysical theories, the roughness of a complex sound (a sound comprising
many partials or pure tone components) depends on the distance between the partials measured
in critical bandwidths.
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In fact, roughness is considered a perceptual or psycho-acoustic feature, but it also captures
amplitude modulations. In particular, it is defined as the perception of temporal envelope modulations
in the range of about 20–150 Hz and is maximal for modulations near 70 Hz.

To compute the roughness feature, the following pipeline is defined in the work by McKinney
and Breeebaart [167]: (i) the temporal (Hilbert) envelope of each filter of a bank of Gammatone filters
is computed; (ii) a correlation factor for each filter based on the correlation of its output with that
from two filters above and below it in the filter bank is obtained; (iii) the roughness estimate is then
calculated by filtering the power in each filter output with a set of bandpass filters (centered near 70 Hz)
that pass only those modulation frequencies relevant to the perception of roughness (Zwicker and
Fastl [175]), multiplying by the correlation factor and then summing across frequency and across the
filter bank.

5.3. Wavelet-Based Perceptual Features

In the following paragraphs, we describe the most commonly used Wavelet-based perceptual
frequency features, which represent an extension of the wavelet-based physical features previously
reviewed in Section 4.3.

• Kernel Power Flow Orientation Coefficients (KPFOC): in the works by Gerazov and
Ivanovski [184,185], a bank of 2D kernels is used to estimate the orientation of the power flow
at every point in the auditory spectrogram calculated using a Gammatone filter bank (Valero
and Alías [161]), obtaining an ASR front-end with increased robustness to both noise and room
reverberation with respect to previous approaches, and specially for small vocabulary tasks.

• Mel Frequency Discrete Wavelet Coefficients: or MFDWC for short, account for the perceptual
response of the ear by applying the discrete WT to the Mel-scaled log filter bank energies obtained
from the input signal (see Gowdy and Tufekci [186]). MFDWC, which were initially defined to
improve speech recongintion problems (Tavenei et al. [187]), have been subsequently applied to
other machine hearing realed applications such as speaker verification/identification (see Tufekci
and Gurbuz [188], Nghia et al. [189]), and audio-based surveillance systems (Rabaoui et al. [24]).

• Gammatone wavelet features: is a subtype of audio features formulated in the Wavelet domain
that accounts for perceptual modelling is the Gammatone Wavelet features (GTW) (see Valero
and Alías [190], Venkitaraman et al. [191]). These features are obtained by replacing typical
mother functions, such as Morlet (Burrus et al. [192]), Coiflet (Bradie [193]) or Daubechies [194])
by Gammatone functions, which model the auditory system. GTW features show superior
classification accuracy both in noiseless and noisy conditions when compared to Daubechies
Wavelet features in classification of surveillance-related sounds, as exposed by Valero and
Alías [190].

• Perceptual wavelet packets: the Wavelet packet transform is an implementation version of
the discrete WT, where the filtering process is iterated on both the low frequency and high
frequency components (see Jiang et al. [195]), which has been optimized perceptually by including
the representation of the input audio into critical bands described by Greenwood [196] and
Ren et al. [197]. Wavelet packet transform has been used in different applications like in the work
by Dobson et al. [198] for audio coding purposes, or in audio watermarking (Artameeyanant [199]).
Perceptual Wavelet Packets (PWP) have been applied to bio-acoustic signal enhancement
(Ren et al. [197]), speech recognition (Rajeswari et al. [200]), and more recently also for baby
crying sound events recognition (Ntalampiras [201]).

• Gabor functions: the work by Kleinschmidt models the receptive field of cortical neurons also
as two-dimensional complex Gabor function [202]. More recently, Heckman et al. have studied
in [203] the use of Gabor functions against learning the features via Independent Component
Analysis technique for the computation of local features in a two-layer hierarchical bio-inspired
approach. Wu et al. employ two-dimensional Gabor functions with different scales and directions
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to analyze the localized patches of the power spectrogram [204], improving the speech recognition
performance in noisy environments, compared with other previous speech feature extraction
methods. In a similar way, Schröder et al. [205] propose an optimization of spectro-temporal
Gabor filterbank features for the audio events detection task. In [206,207], Lindeberg and Friberg
describe a new way of deriving the Gabor filters as a particular case (using non-causal Gaussian
windows) of frequency selective temporal receptive fields, representing the first layer of their
scale-space theory for auditory signals.

5.4. Multiscale Spectro-Temporal-Based Perceptual Features

There are different approaches in the bibliography that use the concept of spectro-temporal
response field and that incorporate two-stage processes inspired in the auditory system. Those
approaches rely on the fact that measurements in the primary auditory cortex of different animals
revealed its spectro-temporal organization, i.e., the receptive fields are selective to modulations in the
time-frequency domain. In the following paragraphs, proposals that incorporate spectro-temporal
analysis of audio signals at different (temporal and/or frequency) scales are reviewed.

• Multiscale spectro-temporal modulations: it consists of two basic stages, as defined by
Mesgarani et al. [208]. An early stage models the transformation of the acoustic signal into
an internal neural representation referred to as an auditory spectrogram (using bank of 128
constant-Q bandpass filters with center frequencies equally spaced on a logarithmic frequency
axis). Subsequently a central stage analyzes the spectrogram to estimate the content of its
spectral and temporal modulations using a bank of modulation-selective filters (equivalent to a
two-dimensional affine wavelet transform of the auditory spectrogram, with a spectro-temporal
mother wavelet resembling a two-dimensional spectro-temporal Gabor function) mimicking
those described in a model of the mammalian primary auditory cortex. In [208], Mesgarani et al.
use multiscale spectro-temporal modulations to discriminate speech from nonspeech consisting
of animal vocalizations, music, and environmental sounds. Moreover, these features have
been applied to music genre classification (Panagakis et al. [209]) and voice activity detection
(Ng et al. [210]).

• Computational models for auditory receptive fields: in [206,207], Lindeberg and Friberg
describe a theoretical and methodological framework to define computational models for
auditory receptive fields. The proposal is also based on a two-stage process: (i) a first layer of
frequency selective temporal receptive fields where the input signal is represented as multi-scale
spectrograms, which can be specifically configured to simulate the physical resonance system in
the cochlea spectrogram; (ii) a second layer of spectro-temporal receptive fields which consist of
kernel-based 2D processing units in order to capture relevant auditory changes in both time and
frequency dimensions (after logarithmic representation in both amplitude and frequency axes,
and ignoring phase information), including from separable to non-separable (introducing an
specific glissando parameter) spectro-temporal patterns. The presented model is closely related
to biological receptive fields (i.e., those that can be physiologically measured from neurons, in
the inferior colliculus and the primary auditory cortex, as reported by Qiu et al. in [211]). This
work gives an interesting perspective unifying in one theory a way to axiomatically derive
representations like Gammatone (see Patterson and Holdsworth [212]) or Gabor filterbanks
(Wolfe et al. [130]), regarding the causality of the filters used in the first audio analysis stage
(see Section 5.6). A set of new auditory features are proposed respecting auditory invariances,
being the result of the output 2D spectrogram after the kernel-based processing, using different
operators like: spectro-temporal smoothings, onset and offset detections, spectral sharpenings,
ways for capturing frequency variations over time and glissando estimation.
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5.5. Image Domain Perceptual Features

In this section, the image-based audio features introduced in Section 4.4 are extended whenever
they include some aspect of psycho-acoustics or perceptual models of hearing. Following a perceptual
image-based approach, the main features described in the literature are the following:

• Spectrogram image features: as introduced in Section 4.4, spectrogram image features have
been also derived from front-end parametrizations which make use of psychoacoustical models.
In [213], Dennis et al. use GHT to construct a codebook from a Gaussian Mixture Model-Hidden
Markov Model based ASR, in order to train an artificial neural network that learns a discriminative
weighting for optimizing the classification accuracy in a frame-level phoneme recognition
application. In this work MFCC are used as front-end parametrization. The same authors
compute in [214] a robust sparse spike coding of the 40-dimension Mel-filtered spectrogram
(detection of high energy peaks that correlate with a codebook dictionary) to learn a neural
network for sound event classification. The results show a superior reliability when the proposed
parameterization is used against the conventional raw spectrogram.

• Auditory image model: or AIM for short, this feature extraction technique includes functional
and physiological modules to simulate auditory spectral analysis, neural encoding and temporal
integration, including new forms of periodicity-sensitive temporal integration that generate
stabilized auditory images (Patterson et al. [215,216]). The encoding process is based on a three
stage system. Briefly, the spectral analysis stage converts the sound wave into the model’s
representation of basilar membrane motion (BMM). The neural encoding stage stabilizes the
BMM in level and sharpens features like vowel formants, to produce a simulation of the neural
activity pattern produced by the sound in the auditory nerve. The temporal integration stage
stabilizes the repeating structure in the NAP and produces a simulation of our perception, referred
to as the auditory image.

• Stabilized auditory image: based on the AIM features, the stabilized auditory image (SAI) is
defined as a two-dimensional representation of the sound signal (see Walters [137]): the first
dimension of a SAI frame is simply the spectral dimension added by a previous filterbank
analysis, while the second comes from the strobed temporal integration process by which an SAI
is generated. SAI has been applied to speech recognition and audio search [137] and more recently,
a low-resolution overlapped SIF has been introduced together with Deep Neural Networks (DNN)
to perform robust sound event classification in noisy conditions (McLoughlin et al. [217]).

• Time-chroma images: this feature is a two dimensional representation for audio signals
that plots the chroma distribution of an audio signal over time, as described in the work
by Malekesmaeili and Ward [218]. This feature employs a modified definition of the
chroma concept called chroman, which is defined as the set of all pitches that are apart by
n octaves. Coupled with a fingerprinting algorithm that extracts local fingerprints from the
time-chroma image, the proposed feature allows improved accuracy in audio copy detection and
song identification.

5.6. Cepstral Domain Perceptual Features

Within the perceptual-based cepstral domain features two subtypes of features are found:
perceptual filter bank-based and autoregression-based.

The following paragraphs describe the most relevant features belonging to these two categories
of cepstral features which incorporate perceptual-based schemes.

5.6.1. Perceptual Filter Banks-Based Cepstral Features

Perceptual filter banks-based cepstral features are based on the computation of cepstral-based
parameters following an approach based on, firstly, obtaining the logarithm of the magnitude’s Fourier
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transform, or using an specific filter bank decomposition with some possible perceptual criteria; and
secondly, performing a Fourier transform (or Cosine transform) of the previous result.

This type of features comprises the well-known Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and their
variants, which are often based on using different frequency scales before the last Fourier-based
stage. Some examples include Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidths (ERB) (see Moore et al. [219]),
Bark (see Zwicker [220]), critical bands (as in the work by Greenwood [196]) and octave-scale (see
Maddage et al. [221].

Another aspect connected to these type of features is that they are mostly based on the computation
of a cochleagram (the resulting time-frequency output of the filterbanks), which in some sense try to
model the frequency selectivity of the cochlea (as in the work by Richard et al. [31]).

The following paragraphs describe the most relevant features in this area.

• Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients: also denoted as MFCC, have been largely employed in the
speech recognition field but also in the field of audio content classification (see the work by Liang
and Fan [58]), due to the fact that their computation is based on perceptual-based frequency scale
in the first stage (the human auditory model in which is inspired the frequency Mel-scale). After
obtaining the frame-based Fourier transform, outputs of a Mel-scale filter bank are logarithmized
and finally they are decorrelated by means of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Only first
DCT coefficients (usually from 8 to 13) are used to gather information that represents the low
frequency component of the signal’s spectral envelope (mainly related to timbre). MFCC’́s have
been used also for music classification (see the works by Benetos et al. [10], Bergstra et al. [41],
Tzanetakis and Cook [28], or Wang et al. [9]), singer identification (as in Shen et al. [145]),
environmental sound classification (see Beritelli and Grasso [222], or Peltonen et al. [18]),
audio-based surveillance systems (Rabaoui et al. [24]), being also embedded in hearing aids (see
Zeng and Liu [223]) and even employed detect breath sound as an indicator of respiratory health
and disease (Lei et al. [224]). Also, some particular extensions of MFCC have been introduced in
the context of speech recognition and speaker verification in the aim of obtaining more robust
spectral representation in the presence of noise (e.g., in the works by Shannon and Paliwal [225],
Yuo et al. [27], or Choi [226]).

• Greenwood Function cepstral coefficients: building on the seminal work by Greenwood [196],
where it was stated that many mammals have a logarithmic cochlear-frequency response,
Clemins et al. [32] introduced Greenwood function Cepstral Coefficients (GFCC), extracting
the equal loudness curve from species-specific audiogram measurements as an audio feature
extraction for the analysis of environmental sound coming from the vocalization of those species.
Later, this features were applied also to multichannel speech recognition by Trawicki et al. [227].

• Noise-robust audio features: or NRAF for short, these features incorporate a specific human
auditory model based on a three stage process (a first stage of filtering in the cochlea, transduction
of mechanical displacement in electrical activity–log compression in the hair cell stage–, and a
reduction stage using decorrelation that mimics the lateral inhibitory network in the cochlear
nucleus) (see Ravindran et al. [228]).

• Gammatone cepstral coefficients: also known as GTCC, Patterson et al. in [229,230] proposed a
filterbank based on Gammatone function that predicts human masking data accurately, while
Hohman proposed in [231] an efficient implementation of a Gammatone filterbank (using
the 4th-order linear Gammatone filter) for the frequency analysis and resynthesis of audio
signals. Valero and Alías derived the Gammatone cepstral coefficients feature by maintaining
the effective computation scheme from MFCC but changing the Mel filter bank by a Gammatone
filter bank [232]. Gammatone filters were originally designed to model the human auditory
spectral response, given their good approximation in terms of impulse response, magnitude
response and filter bandwidth, as described by Patterson and Holdsworth [212]. Gammatone-like
features have been used also in audio processing (see the work of Johannesma in [233]), in
speech recognition applications (see Shao et al. [234], or Schlüter et al. [235]), water sound event
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detection for tele-monitoring applications (Guyot et al. [236]), for road noise sources classification
(Socoró et al. [237]) and computational auditory scene analysis (Shao et al. [238]). In [206,207]
Lindeberg and Friberg describe an axiomatic way of obtaining Gammatone filters as a particular
case of a multi-scale spectrogram when the analysis filters are constrained to be causal. They
also define a new family of generalized Gammatone filters that allow for additional degrees of
freedom in the trade-off between the temporal dynamics and the spectral selectivity of time-causal
spectrograms. This approach represents a part of a unified theory for constructing computational
models for auditory receptive fields (see a brief description in Section 5.4).

• GammaChirp filterbanks: Irino and Patterson proposed in [239] an extension of the Gammatone
filter which was called Gammachirp filter, with the aim of obtaining a more accurate model
of the auditory sensitivity, providing an excellent fit to human masking data. Specifically, this
approach is able to represent the natural asymmetry of the auditory filter and its dependence
on the signal strength. Abdallah and Hajaiej [240] defined GammaChirp Cepstral coefficients (GC-
Cept) substituting the typical Mel filterbank in MFCC by a Gammachirp filterbank of 32 filters
over speech signals (within the speech frequency band up to 8 KHz). They showed a better
performance of the new Gammachirp filterbanks compared with the MFCC in a text independent
speaker recognition system for noisy environments.

5.6.2. Autoregression-Based Cepstral Features

A common trait of autoregression-based cepstral features is that linear predictive analysis is
incorporated within the cepstral-based framework. This group of features includes perceptual linear
prediction, relative spectral-perceptual linear prediction and linear prediction cepstrum coefficients,
which are described next.

• Perceptual Linear Prediction: or PLP for short, this feature represents a more accurate
representation of spectral contour by means of a linear prediction-based approach that
incorporates also some specific human hearing inspired properties like use of a frequency
Bark-scale and asymmetrical critical-band masking curves, as described by Hermansky [241].
These features, were later revised and improved by Hönig et al. [242] for speech recognition
purposes and recently applied to baby crying sound events recognition by Ntalampiras [201].

• Relative Spectral-Perceptual Linear Prediction: also referred to as RASTA-PLP, this is a noise-
robust version of the PLP feature introduced by Hermansky and Morgan [243]. The objective is to
incorporate human-like abilities to disregard noise when listening in speech communication by
means of filtering each frequency channel with a bandpass filter that mitigate slow time variations
due to communication channel disturbances (e.g., steady background noise, convolutional noise)
and fast variations due to analysis artifacts. Also, the RASTA-PLP process uses static nonlinear
compression and expansion blocks before and after the bandpass processing. There is a close
relation between RASTA processing and delta cepstral coefficients (i.e., first derivatives of MFCC),
which are broadly used in the contexts of speech recognition and statistical speech synthesis. This
features have also been applied for audio-based surveillance systems by Rabaoui et al. [24].

• Generalized Perceptual Linear Prediction: also denoted as gPLP, is defined as an
adaptation of PLP originally developed for human speech processing to represent their vocal
production mechanisms of mammals by substituting a species-specific frequency warping
and equal loudness curve from humans by those from the analyzed species (see the work by
Clemins et al. [32,33]).

5.7. Other Domains

The literature contains other approaches to perceptual audio feature extraction that operate on
domains different to the ones just reviewed. Some of the most significant are the eigenspace-based
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features, the electroencephalogramn-based features and the auditory saliency map. The following
paragraphs briefly describe these approaches.

• Eigenspace-based features: in this category, we find Rate-scale-frequency (RSF) features, which
describe modulation components present in certain frequency bands of the auditory spectrum,
and they are based in the same human auditory model that incorporates the noise-robust
audio features (NRAF), as described in the work by Ravindran et al. [228] (see Section 5.6.1).
RFS represent a compact and decorrelated representation (they are derived performing a
Principal Component Analysis stage) of the two-dimensional Wavelet transform applied to
the audio spectrum;

• Electroencephalogram-based features: or EEG-based features for short, these find application
in human-centered favorite music estimation, as introduced by Sawata et al. [244]. In that work,
the authors compute features from the EEG signals of a user that is listening to his/her favorite
music, while simultaneously computing several features from the audio signal (root mean square,
brightness, ZCR or tempo, among others). Subsequently, both types of features are correlated
by means of kernel canonical correlation analysis (KCCA), which allows deriving a projection
between the audio features space and the EEG-based feature space. By using the obtained
projection, the new EEG-based audio features can be derived from audio features, since this
projection provides the best correlation between both feature spaces. As a result, it becomes
possible to transform original audio features into EEG-based audio features with no need of
further EEG signals acquisition.

• Auditory saliency map: is a bottom-up auditory attention model which computes an auditory
saliency map from the input sound derived by Kalinli et al. [245,246], and it has been applied
to environmental sounds in the work by De Coensel and Botteldooren [247] (perception of
transportation noise). The saliency map holds non-negative values and its maximum defines the
most salient location in 2D auditory spectrum. First, auditory spectrum of sound is estimated
using an early auditory (EA) system model, consisting of cochlear filtering, inner hair cell (IHC),
and lateral inhibitory stages mimicking the process from basilar membrane to the cochlear
nucleus in the auditory system (using a set of constant-Q asymmetric band-pass filters uniformly
distributed along a logarithmic frequency axis). Next, the auditory spectrum is analyzed by
extracting a set of multi-scale features (2D spectro-temporal receptive filters) which consist of
intensity, frequency contrast, temporal contrast and orientation feature channels. Subsequently,
center-surround differences (point wise differences across different center-based and surrounding-
based scales) are calculated from the previous feature channels, resulting in feature maps. From
the computed 30 features maps (six for each intensity, frequency contrast, temporal contrast
and twelve for orientation) an iterative and nonlinear normalization algorithm (simulating
competition between the neighboring salient locations using a large 2D difference of Gaussians
filter) is applied to the possible noisy feature maps, obtaining reduced sparse representations of
only those locations which strongly stand-out from their surroundings. All normalized maps are
then summed to provide bottom-up input to the saliency map.

6. Conclusions

This work has presented an up-to-date review of the most relevant audio feature extraction
techniques related to machine hearing which have been developed for the analysis of speech, music
and environmental sounds. With the aim of providing a self-contained reference for audio analysis
applications practitioners, this review covers the most elementary and classic approaches to audio
feature extraction, dating back to the 1970s, through to the most recent contributions for the derivation
of audio features based on new domains of computation and bio-inspired paradigms.

To that effect, we revisit classic audio feature extraction techniques taking the complete work by
Mitrović et al. [17] as a reference, and extend those approaches by accounting for the latest advances
in this research field. Besides extending that review with features computed on time, frequency and
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cepstral domains, we describe feature extraction techniques computed on the wavelet and image
domains, obtained from multilinear or non-linear parameterizations, together with those derived
from specific representations such as the machine-pursuit algorithm or the Hurst parameterization.
Moreover, it is worth noting that a significant number of novel bio-inspired proposals are also described
(e.g., including an auditory model such as Mel and Gammatone filter-banks, or derived from the
computation of the autocorrelation function or the auditory image model). The described audio features
extraction techniques are classified depending on whether they have a physical or a perceptual basis.

It is worth mentioning that the increase of complexity in the field of audio parameterization,
specifically as regards the more recent perceptual and bio-inspired approaches, makes it difficult to
obtain a clear taxonomy that accommodates all the proposals found in the literature. For instance, a
different perspective that goes beyond the proposed taxonomy of audio features could be applied to
organize some of the described perceptual features.

Concretely, many perceptual features are based on obtaining a first set of features that try to
emulate the physical resonance system in the cochlea using filterbanks with specific frequency positions
and bandwidths (e.g., image domain perceptual features, perceptual filter banks-based cepstral features,
auditory saliency maps, some of the wavelet-based perceptual features, or most of the modulation-
based perceptual frequency features).

Moreover, some of these perceptually-based approaches define a second stage to obtain a set of
meaningful features that correlate in some sense with psycho-acoustical responses from the previous
spectrogram-based representation. In some cases, this second-stage features are derived from kernel-
based 2D processing (like in the wavelet-based perceptual features) while other approaches propose
more elaborate processing stages (e.g., auditory saliency maps).

Furthermore, the description of the main concepts and principles behind all reviewed feature
extraction techniques has considered the specific particularities of the three main types of audio inputs
considered: speech, music and environmental sounds. Furthermore, we have included some classic
and recent examples to illustrate the application of these techniques in several specific machine hearing
related problems, e.g., for speech: segmentation, recognition, speaker verification/identification or
language identification; for music: annotation, recommendation, genre classification, instrument
recognition, song identification, or mood classification; for environmental sound: recognition,
classification, audio-based surveillance or computational auditory scene analysis, among others.

Finally, we would like to note that this work has been written not as a thorough collection of all
existing audio features extraction techniques related to audio analysis, but as an attempt to collate
up-to-date approaches found in the literature of this dynamic field of research. Furthermore, we expect
that the new works proposing innovative approaches in machine hearing require the development of
novel audio feature extraction techniques that will extend this work.
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ACF Autocorrelation Function features
AD Amplitude Descriptor
AFTE Auditory Filter bank Temporal Envelopes
AMSC/AMSV Acoustic-Modulation Spectral Contrast/Valley
AMSFM Acoustic-Modulation Spectral Flatness Measure (AMSFM)
AMSCM Acoustic-Modulation Spectral Crest Measure (AMSCM)
ASB Audio Spectrum Basis
ASC Audio Spectrum Centroid
ASE audio Spectrum Envelope
ASF Audio Spectrum Flatness
ASP Audio Spectrum Projection
ASR Automatic Speech Recognition
ASS Audio Spectrum Spread
ATFT Adaptive Time Frequency Transform
AW Audio Waveform
AZCR Autocorrelation Zero Crossing Rate
BMM Basilar Membrane Motion
CASA Computational Auditory Scene Analysis
CBS Cyclic Beat Spectrum
CELP Code Excited Linear Prediction
CENS Chroma Energy distribution Normalized Statistics
dB Decibels
DCT Discrete Cosine Transform
DDA Distortion Discriminant Analysis
DNN Deep Neural Networks
DWCH Daubechies Wavelet Coefficient Histogram
DRR Direct-to-Reverberant Ratio
ERB Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth
EA Early Auditory model
F0 Fundamental frequency
GC-Cept GammaChirp Cepstral coefficients
GDF Group Delay Functions
GFCC Greenwood Function Cepstral Coefficients
GHT Generalised Hough Transform
gPLP Generalized Perceptual Linear Prediction
GTCC Gammatone Cepstral Coefficients
GTW Gammatone Wavelet features
HNR Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio
HR Harmonic Ratio
HSC Harmonic Spectral Centroid
HSD Harmonic Spectral Deviation
HSS Harmonic Spectral Spread
HSV Harmonic Spectral Variation
ICA Independent Component Analysis
IHC Inner Hair Cell
KCCA Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis
KPFOCs Kernel Power Flow Orientation Coefficients
LAT Log Attack Time
LPC Linear Prediction Coefficient
LPCC Linear Prediction Cepstrum Coefficients
LP-ZCR Linear Prediction Zero Crossing Ratio
LS Local Spectrogram features
LSF Line Spectral Frequencies
LSP Line Spectral Pairs
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MCLT Modulated Complex Lapped Transform
MFCC Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient
MFDWC Mel Frequency Discrete Wavelet Coefficients
MGDF Modified Group Delay Functions
MP Matching Pursuit
MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group
MS Modulation spectrogram
NASE Normalized Spectral Envelope
NB-ACF Narrow-Band Autocorrelation Function features
NIRA Non-intrusive Room Acoustic parameter
NRAF Noise-Robust Audio Features
OSC Octave-based Spectral Contrast
PCA Principal Component Analysis
pH Hurst parameter features
PLP Perceptual Linear Prediction
PS-ZCPA Pitch Synchronous Zero Crossing Peak Amplitudes
PWP Perceptual Wavelet Packets
RASTA-PLP Relative Spectral-perceptual Linear Prediction
RIR Room Impulse Response
RMS Root Mean Square
RSF Rate-Scale-Frequency
SAI Stabilised Auditory Image
SC Spectral Centroid
SE Spectral Envelope
SF Spectral Flux
SIF Spectrogram Image Features
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SPD Subband Power Distribution
SPSF Stereo Panning Spectrum Feature
STE Short-time Energy
STFT Short Time Fourier Transform
ULH Upper Limit of Harmonicity
WT Wavelet Transform
ZCPA Zero Crossing Peak Amplitudes
ZCR Zero Crossing Rate
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Abstract: While the technique of auralization has been in use for quite some time in architectural
acoustics, the application to environmental noise has been discovered only recently. With road traffic
noise being the dominant noise source in most countries, particular interest lies in the synthesis of
realistic pass-by sounds. This article describes an auralizator for pass-bys of accelerating passenger
cars. The key element is a synthesizer that simulates the acoustical emission of different vehicles,
driving on different surfaces, under different operating conditions. Audio signals for the emitted
tire noise, as well as the propulsion noise are generated using spectral modeling synthesis, which
gives complete control of the signal characteristics. The sound of propulsion is synthesized as a
function of instantaneous engine speed, engine load and emission angle, whereas the sound of
tires is created in dependence of vehicle speed and emission angle. The sound propagation is
simulated by applying a series of time-variant digital filters. To obtain the corresponding steering
parameters of the synthesizer, controlled experiments were carried out. The tire noise parameters
were determined from coast-by measurements of passenger cars with idling engines. To obtain the
propulsion noise parameters, measurements at different engine speeds, engine loads and emission
angles were performed using a chassis dynamometer. The article shows how, from the measured
data, the synthesizer parameters are calculated using audio signal processing.

Keywords: auralization; road traffic noise; passenger cars; sound synthesis

PACS: 43.50.Lj; 43.50.Rq; 43.28.Js; 43.60.Cg; 43.58.Jq

1. Introduction

Noise caused by traffic is a relevant health factor in urban environments, along major transport
routes and in the vicinity of airports. Noise, in contrast to sound, can principally not be measured, but
has to be assessed. For the most relevant noise sources, objective quantities have been derived that
correlate with the annoyance as reported by people. However, these correlations are usually weak.
One reason for this is the fact that the describing quantities used so far represent the acoustic situation
only in a very simplified manner. A method to further investigate the signal properties relevant to
noise is to conduct listening experiments where different stimuli are presented to test persons. Relying
on audio recordings allows for little variation of different signal aspects only. A more versatile method
with a much higher degree of freedom, as well as full control of the influencing signal parameters is to
synthesize the stimuli and, thus, to auralize an acoustical environment.

Auralization has been in use for quite some time in architectural acoustics, namely in the fields of
room and building acoustics [1–3], but it has only recently been discovered for environmental acoustical
applications. Today, most auralizations are generated based on computer models and digital signal
processing. However, between applications, the individual simulation steps may vary significantly.
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In room and building acoustical auralizations, it is common to utilize (anechoic) recordings as the
source material, whereas in environmental acoustics, it is often required to artificially synthesize the
source signals [4–8]. Furthermore, the sound propagation simulation substantially differs. In room
acoustical auralizations, the focus lies on the simulation of many room reflections, in particular specular
vs. diffuse reflections, and diffraction [2,3]. In building acoustical auralizations, sound transmission
through structures is simulated using sound insulation prediction models [2]. For environmental
acoustical auralizations, however, particular emphasis is placed on a detailed simulation of direct sound
and ground reflection. Leastwise, in terms of sound reproduction, the same techniques are tapplicable.

Early attempts in auralizations for environmental noise applications have been made by a group
at NASA Langley Research Center, where aircraft flyovers have been binaurally rendered based
on monaural recordings [9]. In the same period, a synthesis model for the traction noise of electric
rail-bound vehicles was developed at the RWTH Aachen University and used to study sound quality [4].
Newer auralization models also try to synthesize the sounds of aircraft [7,8,10]. One of these models
has already been combined with 3D visualizations to make aircraft noise both heard and seen in
immersive virtual reality environments [8]. In the recently-completed Swiss project “VisAsim” [11,12],
outdoor auralizations of wind farms were linked to synchronous GIS-based 3D visualizations. Within
the Swedish project “LISTEN” [13,14] and the European project “HOSANNA” [5,15], tools for the
auralization of road traffic noise were developed. The main motivation is to provide more intuitive
information about traffic noise scenarios for city planners, noise consultants and decision makers. There
is common agreement in the point that information about noise in the form of dB values is difficult to
communicate to the public [16]. On the other hand, there is growing interest in the perceptual aspects of
noise abatement measures. While in the past, the quality of noise mitigation measures was understood
as the A-weighted sound pressure level reduction, the focus shifts to perceptual efficiency [17]. In this
respect the optimal measure is not necessarily the one with the highest dB(A) drop, but the one with
the highest annoyance reduction. The idea of describing and subsequently improving the acoustical
environment with respect to human perception corresponds to the soundscape concept.

Generally, the auralization process consists of three modules [2]. The first module provides the
signal emitted at the source. In its simplest form, this emission module makes use of suitable audio
recordings. Obviously, the disadvantage of this strategy is its inflexibility, the limitations with respect
to possible emission signal variations and the fundamental difficulty to obtain recordings that are
not contaminated by unwanted sound. In addition, due to the Doppler effect, recordings of moving
sources can be used for the auralization of situations with similar geometries only. It is therefore
promising to use a digital emission synthesizer that is capable of generating the audio signal as radiated
by the source. In [5], a granular synthesis using an enhanced pitch-synchronous overlap-and-add
(PSOLA) method is presented for engine noise. This method features low computational costs and is
therefore well suited for real-time applications. It is however limited in terms of flexibility, as it does
not allow for inter- and extrapolations between measured signals. This limitation can be overcome by
the synthesizer presented in this article, at the expense of computational costs.

The second module needed in the auralization process is a filter that simulates the sound
propagation effects of the wave traveling from the source to the receiver. These effects involve
geometrical spreading, propagation delay and atmospheric absorption. In outdoor situations, along
with the direct sound path, also reflections occur, particularly ground reflections, leading to the ground
effect. When either the source or the receiver moves, additionally, the Doppler effect arises. However,
also, due to the time-varying propagation situation, all of the other effects change over time, which
means that the propagation filter becomes time variant [18].

The third module is a reproduction system, which renders the received signals to headphones
or a multi-channel loudspeaker system. In this process, for every received signal, its corresponding
emission angle with respect to the observer is required. For the rendering, a variety of different
methods exists [19]. Further, it has to be assured that the reproduction system has a linear frequency
response and that it is correctly calibrated.
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In the ongoing research project “TAURA”, a traffic noise auralizator is developed that covers road
traffic and railway noise. It will form the basis for future experiments to refine the characterization of
noise. The key element is a synthesizer that simulates the acoustical emission of a great many different
vehicles, operating on a wide variety of surfaces and under different operating conditions. In the
TAURA model, road traffic noise is created by the superposition of individual vehicle pass-by sounds.
The objective of this article is to describe how these single pass-by sounds can be generated in the case
of passenger cars.

This paper extends the work presented in [20] and is structured in two main parts: In Section 2,
the auralization model of accelerating passenger cars is developed step by step and presented.
Thereby, an emission synthesizer, which is based on spectral modeling synthesis, and propagation
filtering algorithms are elucidated. Section 3 shows how the model parameters can be estimated based
on controlled measurements. On that account, a series of signal analysis steps to obtain the steering
parameters of the synthesizer is proposed. The article ends with conclusions in Section 4.

2. Model Development

2.1. Overview

This section presents an overview of the model to auralize accelerating passenger cars. Further,
the key assumptions and motivations used for the model development are presented. In the model,
each car is represented by two moving point sources. The geometrical situation is depicted in Figure 1,
in which the distance of the straight driving lane to the receiver is D, the emission angle ϕ, the angle
of inclination α and the point source positions S1 and S2, respectively. Describing the kinematics
of the vehicle, its speed v(t) in km/h as a function of time t (at the source) is used throughout this
paper. In correspondence with the Harmonoise model [21], the point sources are vertically stacked
and located at heights of 0.01 and 0.3 m above ground. By not attributing separate point sources to
each vehicle axle, we limit the applicability of the model to situations with source–receiver distances
clearly larger than the axial distance, while in return, saving computational costs.

Figure 1. Sketch of the geometrical situation showing the two source positions S1 and S2, the inclination
angle of the road α, the distance D, the instantaneous vehicle speed v, emission angle ϕ, immmission
angle θ and source–receiver distance r.

Road traffic noise is mainly composed of propulsion noise and tire noise [18,21–23].
Both contributions differ in their relevance for the total noise, depending on the vehicle, its operating
conditions and the pavement type. This motivates that in the presented model, the contributions of
propulsion noise and tire noise are simulated individually.

In accordance with Vorländer’s definition of the “principle of auralization” [2], the presented
model to auralize accelerating passenger cars comprises a separate emission, a propagation and a
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reproduction module. The emission module is described in Section 2.2, the propagation module in
Section 2.3 and the reproduction module in Section 2.4. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the model.
The input variables describe the vehicle, driver, road surface, geometry, ground type and the weather;
the input variables marked by * are time dependent.

Figure 2. Simulation flowchart of the auralization of accelerating passenger cars. The input variables
marked by a * are time dependent.

The emission module describes the emitted sound of an individual passenger car pass-by, i.e.,
its outside sound. In Figure 2, the emission module is edged by a gray dashed line. It contains
several simulation blocks creating two separate signal paths. The upper path (red box) represents
the propulsion noise and the lower path (blue box) the tire noise simulation. Key elements are two
sound synthesizers that artificially generate audible emission signals for propulsion and tire noise,
respectively. The synthesizer parameters can be obtained from controlled measurements, as elucidated
in Section 3. Section 2.2 describes how the synthesized emission signals are attributed to the two point
sources. As a proper interface to the propagation module, the point source signals are defined at a
virtual reference distance of r0 = 1 m [6]. They feature time-varying sound characteristics and already
include source directivity.

For both moving source positions, S1 and S2, the sound propagation to the (static) receiver
position is simulated in the propagation module. To generate the receiver signals, both corresponding
source signals, s1 and s2, are filtered by a series of time-varying digital filters, as described in Section 2.3.
These filters depend on the instantaneous propagation geometry, the ground type and the weather
conditions (cf. Figure 2). Finally, in the reproduction module, the receiver signals are summed up
and rendered for multi-channel reproduction using the instantaneous immission angle. Section 2.4
exemplifies a possible stereo rendering procedure.

2.2. Emission Module

The emission module describes the emitted sounds of an individual passenger car. Its structure is
depicted in Figure 2. As described above, the acoustical emission of the passenger car is assumed to
consist of the two contributions: tire noise and propulsion noise. Their corresponding emission signals
are denoted as stire and sprop, respectively.

Tire noise strongly depends on tire type [22,24], road surface type [18,21,22,25] and vehicle
speed [18,21–23]. Further, the horn effect mainly determines the horizontal directivity of tire
noise [21,23,26]. To model these effects, the tire noise contribution is assumed to depend on the
road and tire type, as well as on vehicle speed v and the emission angle ϕ. Section 2.2.1 shows how the
signals stire are calculated based on these input parameters.

In current noise prediction models, propulsion noise is commonly calculated as a function of
vehicle speed, acceleration and road inclination [18,21,27]. This is due to the fact that these models are
developed and used in cases for which the engaged gear is not known. The gear, however, strongly
influences the sound of propulsion [23]. For a given speed, acceleration and road inclination, by
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changing the gear, the engine speed, as well as the engine load change. From an engine’s viewpoint, it
is these two parameters that are sufficient to fully describe the engine condition. Section 2.2.2 explains
how in the auralization model, engine speed n and engine load Γ are calculated by simulating the
driving dynamics of the vehicle. These simulations require information on the vehicle and the driving
style, the road inclination α and the vehicle speed v(t) as a function of time t. Further, propulsion noise
features a directivity [23], which is also taken into account in the auralization model. Section 2.2.3
shows how, based on n, Γ and the emission angle ϕ, the signal sprop is calculated.

The audible emission signals stire and sprop are generated artificially by two digital sound
synthesizers. The synthesizers are based on a combination of additive and subtractive synthesis.
In additive synthesis, the signal is constructed by the sum of sinusoids, each having a time-varying
amplitude and phase [28–30]. On the other hand, subtractive synthesis uses filters to shape a more
complex source signal, e.g., a sawtooth wave or white noise [28,29]. The combination of both techniques
is known as spectral modeling synthesis [30–32]. However, in contrast to the applications presented
in [31] and [32], in the presented model, the sounds are not synthesized using the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT), but directly in the time domain. The structure of the synthesizer is similar to the one
recently published for wind turbine sounds [6].

The signal of propulsion noise, sprop, is fully attributed to the upper point source S2. However,
the sound power of the tire noise contribution is attributed to the point sources by 80%/20% [21].
This translates to a ratio of 2:1 of their respective sound pressure signals. The conditions of incoherent
signals and energy conservation yield a normalization factor of 1/

√
5. Thus, the sound pressure source

signals are:

s2(t) =
1√
5
· stire,2(t) + sprop(t) (1)

s1(t) =
2√
5
· stire,1(t) (2)

at reference distance r0 = 1 m for source positions S2 and S1, respectively. Indices 2 and 1 indicate that
different, uncorrelated signals for the sound of tires are generated for the two source positions.

2.2.1. Sound of Tires

The emission signal of the sound of tires is assumed to consist of broadband noise only, i.e.,
discrete tones due to, e.g., tire tread resonances or discrete vibrational tire resonances are not taken
into account.

The spectral shaping of the broadband noise components is performed in 1/3 octave bands.
For each 1/3 octave band i, white noise is generated and filtered by a digital pink filter. This
pre-shaping helps to produce a smoother spectrum of the resulting signal [6]. The output of the
pink filter is bandpass filtered by an eighth order Butterworth filter (Class 0 according to the standard
IEC 1260:1995 [33]) and normalized to unit signal power to obtain the signal ξi(t). For stability reasons,
also at low frequencies, the filters are implemented as cascaded second-order sections (SOS).

The sound pressure emission signals of the sound of tires component are thus calculated by [6]:

stire(t) =
Nb

∑
i=1

p010Ltire,i(v(t),ϕ(t))/20 · ξi(t) (3)

with Nb being the number of considered 1/3 octave bands, the reference pressure p0 = 20 μPa and
normalized bandpass filtered pink noise signals ξi(t). A total of Nb = 29 bands from 20 Hz to 12.5 kHz
are used. For the sound pressure level Ltire,i of band i, a common logarithmic speed relationship [22]
with additive correction terms is assumed:

Ltire,i(t) = Ai + Bi · log
(

v(t)
v0

)
+ ΔLroad,i(v(t)) + ΔLdir,i(ϕ(t)) (4)
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with reference speed v0 = 70 km/h, regression parameters Ai and Bi, the road surface correction
ΔLroad,i and a horizontal directivity ΔLdir,i. For the road surface correction, the Swiss “sonRoad”
model [18] offers the parameter ΔBG for 10 surface types. However, ΔBG does not depend on frequency
or vehicle speed. The recently-published EU directive on establishing common noise assessment
methods (CNOSSOS-EU) [27] contains spectral corrections in octave bands in the form of:

ΔLroad,i(v(t)) = αi + β · log
(

v(t)
v0

)
(5)

with experimental regression parameters αi and β, which are tabulated for 15 different road surface
types. The horizontal directivity simulates the horn effect [26] and only applies for signal s1(t), i.e., for
the lower source position (S1). The empirically-obtained relationship [21]:

ΔLdir,i(ϕ(t)) =

{
−2.5 + 4 |cos ϕ(t)|+ C, 800 Hz ≤ fc,i ≤ 6.3 kHz
0, otherwise

(6)

with the 1/3 octave band center frequencies fc,i and the correction C is employed. C accounts for a
limited emission angle range during emission measurements, e.g., it amounts to 0.9 dB for an angle
range 45◦ < ϕ < 135◦.

2.2.2. Driving Dynamics

Figure 2 shows that as a first step of the propulsion noise simulation, the driving dynamics of the
car are calculated in order to obtain the instantaneous engine speed n(t) and engine load M(t). The
engine speed in engaged mode reads [34]:

n(t) = 60 · igear(t) · iax · v(t)/3.6
2πrtire,dyn

[rpm] (7)

with the instantaneous vehicle speed v given in km/h, the gear ratio igear, the axle ratio iax and the
dynamic tire radius rtire,dyn ≈ 0.3 m. The traction FT is modeled by: [34,35]

FT(t) = FB(t) + ēm · a(t) + mg sin(α) [N] (8)

FB(t) = F0 + F1 · v(t) + F2 · v2(t) (9)

a(t) =
dv(t)/3.6

dt
(10)

with the vehicle mass m, gravity g, the inclination angle of the road α, the translational acceleration a of
the car and a mean equivalent mass factor ē = 1.15 for the rotational accelerations for each individual
gear. The basic driving resistance FB (consisting of rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag) is modeled
by the coast-down parameters F0, F1 and F2 with units N, N/(km/h) and N/(km/h)2, respectively.
These parameters have to be provided by the manufacturer during the type approval procedure. The
engine load (torque) is formulated by [34]:

M(t) =
rtire,dyn · FT(t)

η · igear · iax
[Nm] (11)

with a globally-set efficiency factor η = 0.9 for the power transmission from the engine to the wheels.
The engine load in percent is defined by [36]:

Γ(t) ≡ M(t)
Mmax(n(t))

· 100 [%] (12)
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with Γ = 100% at full load. At idling engine, M = 0 Nm and Γ = 0%. In engine overrun operation
(e.g., while engine braking), the engine delivers a negative torque to the crankshaft, which means that
the engine load M becomes negative. In the model, this state is approximated as idle, i.e., M is set
to zero.

Gearbox shifts are modeled by three consecutive processes: the clutch is disengaged; a new gear
is put in (at idling engine); and the clutch is engaged again. In dependence of the driving style, these
processes vary in their respective durations. In the model, for a sporty driving style, the total gear
change takes 0.6 s, whereas for a cozy, economic driving style, the gear change takes 1.3 s. Furthermore,
the moments of a gear change strongly depend on the driving style and can be formulated as a function
of engine speed and engine load, which is also the basic working principle of an automatic gearbox.

Figure 3a and 3b show two simulated engine condition courses within an engine load vs. engine
speed diagram. The black lines show the simulated temporal progression of the engine condition
during a virtual pass-by. Both simulations start at the same initial engine condition of 900 rpm and
3 Nm, marked by green stars. In both cases, the passenger car starts in first gear and accelerates
from v = 7 km/h to 50 km/h, however with differing accelerations a and driving styles. For the
medium driving style and an acceleration of a = 1 m/s2 (Figure 3a), three gear changes occur at
around 2000 rpm (Sample 1); whereas for the sporty driving style and an acceleration of a = 2 m/s2

(Figure 3b), only two gear changes happen, but at higher engine speeds of 3000 to 4000 rpm (Sample 2).
The temporal behaviors of the engine states for these two examples are published as supplementary
data (see the videos in Supplementary File).
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Figure 3. Simulation results: The upper graphs (a,b) show two simulated engine condition courses of
an accelerating Ford Focus 1.8i with different accelerations and driving styles. The gray triangles show
the interpolation grid spanned by the measuring points marked as circles, as introduced in Section 2.2.3.
The lower two graphs (c,d) show the spectrograms of the corresponding synthesized pass-by sounds
(normalized to 0 dB). Their calculation is elucidated in Section 2.3.

2.2.3. Sound of Propulsion

The structure of the emission synthesizer for the sound of propulsion is depicted in Figure 4.
The sound pressure emission signal of the sound of propulsion is assumed to consist of a deterministic
signal representing the most important engine orders and a quasi-stochastic signal:

sprop(t) = sprop,ord(t) + sprop,noise(t) (13)
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Engine order ν corresponds to an event taking place ν times per engine revolution. The engine
order signal is composed of the sum of the engine orders ν, which are generated using additive
synthesis [29,30]. The engine order signal is thus calculated by [6]:

sprop,ord(t) = ∑
ν

p010L†
prop,ord,ν(t)/20 ·

√
2 cos(βν(t)) (14)

A proper selection of the essential orders ν strongly depends on the specific vehicle type and its
condition. In the context of sound design, it is known that at least orders up to ν = 18 are relevant [23].
Further, the sound characteristics can be influenced by half-orders [23]. In this model, it was decided
to synthesize orders ν = 1 to 30 in half-order steps, resulting in a total of 59 orders. This somewhat
arbitrary, but safe choice leaves room for optimization. In Equation (14), L†

prop,ord,ν denotes the order
level and the instantaneous order phase:

βν(t) = φ†
ν(t) + 2π

∫ t

−∞
Fν(τ)dτ (15)

with the order phase φ†
ν and the order frequency:

Fν(t) = ν · n(t)/60. (16)

Listening tests revealed that in this application, the order phase is a relevant synthesizer parameter.
For a four-stroke engine with Ncyl cylinders, the engine order corresponding to the ignition, and mostly
the predominant order, is νign = Ncyl/2 [23]. Thus, the ignition frequency reads [5]:

Fign(t) = Ncyl/2 · n(t)/60 (17)

Figure 4. Signal flow chart of the synthesizer for the sound of propulsion.

For time-discrete signals, Equations (14) and (15) can be interpreted as a modified numerically-
controlled oscillator (NCO) [28], whereas Equation (15) corresponds to the phase accumulator (PA),
and the phase-to-amplitude converter (PAC) is realized in Equation (14). This formulation concurrently
implements a frequency modulation by F and a phase modulation by φ.

The noise signal component of the sound of propulsion is synthesized similarly as the sound of
tires (Equation (3)) by:

sprop,noise(t) =
Nb

∑
i=1

p010Lprop,noise,i(t)/20 · ξ ′i(t) (18)
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A total of Nb = 29 bands from 20 Hz to 12.5 kHz are used. The 1/3 octave band level function is
formulated as:

Lprop,noise,i(t) = L†
eq,prop,noise,i + σ†

i · R(t)− K(σ†
i ) (19)

with the level L†
eq,prop,noise,i, a level standard deviation σ†

i and a level fluctuation function R(t) with
zero mean and unit power. The constant K ensures that despite the level fluctuations, the equivalent
continuous level (Leq) is not altered. This level modulation simulates the rattling sound component
that elicits a roughness sensation, which is particularly characteristic for low engine speeds and diesel
engines. Motivated by measurement data that showed the strongest level fluctuations at the ignition
frequency, R is modeled by a quasi-periodic function with period 1/Fign(t). The first half-period of R
is composed of a Hann window, whereas the second half-period is held constant.

In summary, the presented synthesizer needs about 180 input parameters to generate a stationary
signal for the sound of propulsion. However, during a pass-by, the sound of propulsion may
considerably vary, and so do these parameters. These parameters, which are marked by † in
the above equations, simultaneously depend on the engine speed n, the engine load M and the
emission angle ϕ and are hence time dependent. They are calculated by a triangulation-based
linear 3D interpolation of measurement data. Measurements were taken on a discrete grid, typically
n ≈ {1000, 2000, 3000, 4000} rpm, Γ ≈ {0, 40, 70, 100}% and ϕ = {0, 60, 120, 180}◦. The measuring
point pairs 〈n, M〉 of a measurement performed on a Ford Focus 1.8i are depicted as circles in Figure 3.
The topmost points at 1000 to 4000 rpm are at full load, i.e., Γ = 100%. Furthermore, the adopted
Delaunay triangulation, which is used for the interpolation, is shown with gray lines. The synthesizer
parameters are evaluated with a temporal resolution of 20 ms and linearly interpolated to the audio
sampling rate, fs. For the interpolation of the order phase, φ, its cyclic behavior has to be considered in
order to avoid spurious phase fluctuations.

2.3. Propagation Filtering

The sound propagation model described in this section incorporates the following effects:

• Propagation delay
• Doppler effect (frequency shift and amplification)
• Convective amplification
• Geometrical spreading
• Ground reflection
• Air absorption

Other outdoor sound propagation effects that may be relevant in certain situations are
screening [37–39], foliage attenuation [38], meteorological effects due to an inhomogeneous
atmosphere [38–42], as well as reflections at artificial [38,43] and natural surfaces [42,44,45].
Most published environmental noise auralization models simulate some of the above listed effects by
applying a 1/3 octave filter bank and adjusting the filter gains [8,14,15]. In this model, however, all of
these effects are applied in the time domain, i.e., by time-variant digital filters. Sound propagation
is modeled by two paths, namely for direct sound and a single ground reflection (in the following
account indicated by subscripts “dir” and “gr”, respectively). The sound pressure of a point source has
a 1/r distance dependency. Thus, to model geometrical spreading, the emitted sound pressure signals,
x, are divided by their path length rdir or rgr, respectively. The interaction of a sound wave with the
ground influences its amplitude and phase as a function of frequency. This effect can be modeled by
convolution of the ground-reflected signal with a time-variant filter [46]. Furthermore, the attenuation
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due to air absorption can be efficiently modeled using a filter [46]. Considering these aspects, the
receiver signal y is calculated by:

y(t′) = hair,t′(t
′) ∗
(

xdir(t′)
rdir(t′)

+ hgr,t′(t
′) ∗ xgr(t′)

rgr(t′)

)
(20)

where ∗ denotes linear convolution, t′ the receiver time axis, rdir is the source–receiver distance,
rgr is the distance source–ground reflection point–receiver, xdir and xgr are delayed versions of the
emitted sounds and hair,t′ and hgr,t′ denote impulse responses of time-dependent filters described in
Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. The modeling of effects due to source motion and the propagation delay
are explained in Section 2.3.1. Note that the immission angle θ(t′), which is needed for surround
reproduction, has to be evaluated on the receiver axis, as well.

Figure 3 shows normalized spectrograms of two synthesized pass-by sounds. For the synthesis of
the sound of propulsion, the respective engine condition courses depicted in a and b of Figure 3 were
used. They are described in Section 2.2.2. The temporal behavior of the engine states, the spectrograms,
as well as the auralizations are published as supplementary data (see the videos in the Supplementary
File). In both simulations, the car passes the receiver at Time 0 at 30 km/h. The receiver is located 1.2 m
above a hard ground at a distance D = 7.5 m. As at the pass-by, the engine speed still increases, the
Doppler frequency shift is not directly observable in the course of the order frequencies. However, the
gear change moments can be well observed as local decreases of order frequencies. As a consequence
of the used engine condition courses, these frequency drops occur at higher frequencies for the sporty
driving style (d).

2.3.1. Effects Due to Source Motion and Propagation Delay

Due to the travel time of sound and the movement of the source, the source and the receiver
have differing time axis. By neglecting wind and turbulence, the warped time axis at the receiver is
given by:

t′ = t + Δt(t) = t +
rdir/gr(t)

c0
(21)

where rdir/gr denotes the sound propagation distance of the direct sound or the ground reflected sound,
respectively, and c0 is sound speed in still air. A constant sound speed of c0 = 340 m/s is assumed.
Since the receiver signal is supposed to have a constant sampling rate of fs, the corresponding times,
ts, on the emission time axis have to be found. This is achieved by linear interpolation of Equation (21).
The emission signals x for the direct and the ground-reflected path, respectively, with respect to the
receiver time t′ are:

xdir/gr(t′) = s(t) ·D2(t) (22)

with the Doppler factor:

D ≡ f ′

f
=

dt
dt′ (23)

Equation (22) describes the kinematic and the aerodynamic effect of source motion. The former is
known as the Doppler effect, i.e., the Doppler frequency shift and amplification. The latter is known
as convective amplification. The exponent two of the Doppler factor indicates that a Lighthill [47]
monopole [48] and/or dipole source [49] is assumed.

The change of the time axis in Equation (22) realizes the propagation delay, as well as the Doppler
frequency shift. For digital signals, this change corresponds to an asynchronous resampling process.
It can by implemented using a variable delay-line with delay Δt [50]. If Δt is just rounded to the nearest
sample, audible artifacts occur, so-called “zipper noise”. Therefore, an interpolation strategy has to be
used. As we are only interested in sequential access to the emission signal, a fractional delay filter can
be used [51]. In [18] and [50], a linear interpolator is proposed. This however produces high frequency
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attenuation, as well as strong nonlinear distortions due to aliasing. Therefore, here, we introduce a
band-limited interpolation or, respectively, a windowed sinc interpolation [51]:

s(ks) =
�ks�+b

∑
k=�ks�−b+1

s[k]K(|ks − k|) (24)

with the floor function �.�, the integer sample index k, the non-integer sample index ks = ts fs and the
Hamming kernel:

K(m) =

{
[0.54 + 0.46 cos(πm/b)] sinc(m) if 0 ≤ m < b
0 otherwise

(25)

with an integer b describing the filter length. To keep the computational effort low, in the
implementation of Equation (24), values of the kernel K are stored in a look-up table. The Doppler
factor D in Equation (22) is implemented by approximating the derivative in Equation (23) by finite
differences as:

D(ks,i) ∼= ks,i+1 − ks,i (26)

with index i.
In order to validate different implementations of Equation (22), numerical simulations were

performed. Figure 5 compares the signal attenuation introduced by different interpolation schemes.
The high frequency attenuation of the linear interpolation can be improved by a windowed sinc
interpolation and controlled by parameter b. Figure 6 shows spectrograms of receiver signals calculated
by the same three interpolation schemes. As an extreme case, a virtual source emitting a 1 kHz pure
tone travels at constant speed v = 150 km/h and passes a static receiver at a distance of D = 7.5 m.
Figure 6 shows that by introducing a windowed sinc interpolation of sufficient filter length, artifacts
due to aliasing can be significantly reduced compared to a linear interpolation (a). The minimal kernel
size b required for a decent sound quality cannot be stated in general, as it strongly depends on the
application, i.e., the source signal, the propagation situation and, not least, the sampling frequency.
However, in the example of Figure 6, already, b = 10 reaches a good sound quality, without audible
artifacts. Nevertheless, to be on the safe side, a value of b = 100 was adopted. The careful choice of b,
however, provides the potential for optimization in terms of sound quality and computational cost.

For sound speed c0 = 340 m/s, the Mach number M ≡ v/c0 ≈ 0.12. At times t = ±∞, the
received frequencies f ′ due to the Doppler shift are given by [2,52]:

f ′t=±∞ = f ·Dt=±∞ =
f

1 ± M
(27)

with f being the emitted frequency. In our example, according to Equation (27), the received frequency
changes by a factor of 1.28 across the pass-by, which corresponds to a musical interval that is larger
than a major third. The sum of the Doppler and the convective amplification amounts to [48]:

Gt=±∞ = −40 · log 10 (1 ± M) [dB] (28)

Equation (28) yields an amplification of 2.3 dB at t = −∞ and an attenuation by 2.0 dB at
t = ∞, resulting in a level difference of 4.3 dB across the pass-by. The numerical implementations of
Equation (22) corresponded well with these theoretical values.
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Figure 5. Spectral attenuation due to different resampling strategies.
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Figure 6. Non-linear distortions (aliasing) due to different resampling strategies: linear interpolation
(a) and Hamming sinc interpolations with different filter lengths, b = 10 for (b) and b = 100 for (c),
respectively. The simulation was performed for a source emitting a 1 kHz pure tone that travels at
constant speed v = 150 km/h and passes a static receiver at a distance of D = 7.5 m.

2.3.2. Ground Effect

In Equation (20), the ground effect is modeled in a physical way as the interference between direct
and ground reflected sound. A flat topography is assumed, i.e., only one ground-reflected path is
modeled, which is implemented by adding a second signal path. The ground-reflected sound differs
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from direct sound by scaling with its propagation distance and a complex reflection factor, as well
as an additional delay. The complex reflection factor depends on frequency, geometry and ground
surface type and is realized by the filter hgr,t′ . hgr,t′ is the impulse response of the spherical wave
reflection coefficient at an infinite locally-reacting surface. The ground surface is acoustically described
by a frequency-depending surface impedance, for which the widely-used empirical model of Delany
and Bazley [53] was used.

In [46], the additional delay of the ground-reflected sound was modeled by a digital delay
of integer length. However, in this application, due to the higher relative source speed and short
delays, audible artifacts (“zipper noise”) occur. Therefore, a separate resampling is performed in
Equation (22) for the ground-reflected sound. Furthermore, this type of processing eliminates the
spectrally-fluctuating errors (see Figure 1 in [46]).

The spherical wave reflection coefficient filter hgr,t′ is implemented by an FIR filter designed using
the inverse FFT, as described in [46]. It has to be made sure that the filter lag is compensated. However,
compared to [46] for this application, substantially more filter taps are required to reproduce the correct
interference pattern. Figure 7 shows simulation results for the standard configuration of road traffic
noise emission measurements (a) and a receiver point at distance D = 100 m and height 2 m with
sound propagation over grassy ground (b). For the former case a filter with 40 taps is sufficient, as the
difference to the simulation with a filter with 400 taps stays well below 1 dB for all frequencies (nearly
perfect coincidence of curves in Figure 7a). For the latter case, however, Figure 7b shows that such a
short filter is not able to correctly reproduce the interference pattern and creates large errors at mid
and low frequencies. A filter length of 400 taps allows simulations that are in good agreement with the
exact solution for both cases. Large errors only occur near the Nyquist frequency. An update interval
of the filter coefficients of 200 ms is used.
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Figure 7. Simulated ground effect spectra for a point source at a height of 0.3 m in the reference
situation (a) with a receiver at a height of 1.2 m at a horizontal distance of D = 7.5 m and propagation
over hard ground (flow resistivity 20,000 kPa·s·m−2); and a distant situation (b) with a receiver at a
height of 2 m at horizontal distance D = 100 m and propagation over grassy ground (flow resistivity
200 kPa·s·m−2).

2.3.3. Air Absorption

For performance reasons, the identical air absorption filter hair,t′ is applied to the direct and
ground reflected path in Equation (20). hair,t′ are linear-phase FIR filters designed using the inverse
FFT, as described in [46]. The frequency-dependent sound attenuation coefficients for atmospheric
absorption as a function of relative humidity and temperature are calculated according to the standard
ISO 9613-1 [54]. A filter length of 30 taps is used with an update interval of the filter coefficients of
200 ms.
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2.4. Reproduction Rendering

The rendering of the immission signals for reproduction strongly depends on the type of
reproduction system. For surround reproduction via multiple loudspeakers, techniques, such
as Ambisonics [55,56] or amplitude panning (e.g., Vector Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP) [57]
or Multiple-Direction Amplitude Panning (MDAP) [58]), are possible candidates. For binaural
reproduction over headphones, generally, head-related transfer functions (HRTF) should be applied.
In this paper, for simplicity, a simulation of the “ORTF” stereo technique [59,60] is used. If the listener
is facing the road, this allows for a reproduction with sufficient accuracy via headphones and a stereo
speaker set-up. The cardioid microphone pattern and the time difference between the left and right
channel are modeled by:

L(t′) = 0.5 (1 + cos(θ − 55◦)) · y(t′ + u) (29)

R(t′) = 0.5 (1 + cos(θ + 55◦)) · y(t′) (30)

with the time-varying time difference:

u =
0.17 · sin(θ(t′))

c0
(31)

The immission angle θ(t′) has to be evaluated on the receiver axis (see Equation (21)). y(t′ + u) is
calculated using a windowed sinc interpolation strategy according to Equation (24). As a consequence
of this interpolation, high-frequency attenuation, as shown in Figure 5, and nonlinear distortions are
introduced to channel L.

3. Model Parameter Estimation

This section presents procedures to obtain the model parameters of the emission synthesizer
described in Section 2.2. The procedures are based on controlled measurements. The following sections
describe the measurements, as well as the signal processing that is applied to the acquired data.

3.1. Tire Noise

The emission parameters for tire noise were obtained from pass-by measurements with idling
engine. For an individual tire type, pass-bys by the same passenger car at different speeds were
recorded at a sampling frequency of fs = 44.1 kHz with a calibrated measurement microphone in
a set-up referring to the standard ISO 11819-1 [25] and depicted in Figure 8a. The pass-by speed
was measured by radar, and the pass-by time was determined from synchronous video. Under
the assumption of constant speed, a time-dependent backpropagation to the source was performed.
Thereby, two equal incoherent point sources at the nearby wheels were assumed, i.e., placed at the
side of the car, horizontally separated by the wheelbase and set on the ground. For the temporal
accordance, the sound propagation delay, as well as the filter group delays of the 1/3 octave band
filters have to be taken into account. Consequently, emission levels at reference distances r0 were
obtained by integration over an emission angle range of 90◦. Applying a logarithmic transformation to
the measured pass-by speeds, the linear regression parameters Ai and Bi of Equation (4) were fitted
in a least-squares sense. Despite the idling engine, some low 1/3 octave bands were contaminated
by the engine sound. To correct for this, in the first step, for each band, a quality criterion based on
the correlation coefficient and the slope of the regression line was deployed. Adverse bands were
identified and imputed based on the values of adjacent valid bands. In the second step, low-frequency
peaks of Ai were smoothed by a nonlinear method. Figure 9 contains measured parameters A and B in
1/3 octave bands of 13 tires.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Photographs showing the measurement set-ups for tire noise (a) and propulsion noise
(b). In (a), the coast-by situation is depicted with two measurement microphones placed at different
distances and a camera connected to a laptop; (b) shows the lab with a passenger car on the chassis
dynamometer, the airstream fan in front of the car and two microphones on the floor at the left-hand
room edge (emission angles ϕ = 60◦ and 120◦).
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Figure 9. Measured tire noise regression parameters Ai (a) and Bi (b) of 13 tires and the values
according to the Harmonoise model [21] (dotted lines).

3.2. Propulsion Noise

To obtain the emission synthesizer parameters of the propulsion noise, controlled measurements
on a chassis dynamometer (see Figure 8b) and at idling engine under free field conditions were
performed. Calibrated audio recordings at a sampling frequency of fs = 44.1 kHz at different
microphone positions around the vehicle and at different engine conditions were taken. During
the measurements on the chassis dynamometer, four microphones were placed on the ground at
emission angles ϕ ≈ {0, 60, 120, 180}◦ at distances r = 1 to 2 m from the vehicle. During the free field
measurements, four additional microphones were placed on the ground at the identical emission
angles, but at larger distances of r′ = 4.5 to 7 m. The free field measurements were used to correct
for the room influences of the lab, as explained in Section 3.2.5. On the chassis dynamometer,
measurements were typically taken at engine speeds of n ≈ {1000, 2000, 3000, 4000} rpm and engine
loads of Γ ≈ {0, 40, 70, 100}%. The measuring point pairs 〈n, M〉 of a measurement performed on a
Ford Focus 1.8i are depicted as circles in Figure 3. The topmost points at 1000 to 4000 rpm are at full
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load, i.e., Γ = 100%. To confine tire noise, low vehicle speeds were aimed for by choosing low driving
gears. Mostly, it was the second gear, which resulted in vehicle speeds <50 km/h.

To these recordings, a series of signal analysis steps were applied, which are outlined in a signal
flowchart in Figure 10. These steps are further explained in the following sections. For the signal
processing, a signal length of 4 s is used.

Figure 10. Signal analysis flowchart to obtain the synthesizer parameters of propulsion noise as
described in Section 2.2.3 from audio recordings.

3.2.1. Resampling

The emission synthesizer uses detailed information about the engine orders. These parameters
are obtained by a narrowband analysis, which is described in the following section. Although during
the measurements, the engine speed was kept fairly constant, the instantaneous order frequencies
slightly fluctuate as exemplarily shown in Figure 11. This figure shows the spectrogram of a recording
made at the rear of a car with an inline, four cylinder engine idling at 1100 rpm. To be able to separate
engine orders and broadband noise by the narrowband analysis, a preceding resampling of the slightly
non-stationary signals is performed. In order to actuate the resampling process, the instantaneous
ignition frequency, Fign(t), of the engine is required. This data are extracted from the audio recordings.

In the first step, the average ignition frequency is estimated. From the signal taken closest to
the exhaust, the power spectral density (PSD) with a frequency resolution <1 Hz is calculated. Based
on the rough indication of the engine speed taken from the car’s tachometer, a first estimate of the
ignition frequency, Fign, is obtained using Equation (17). The location of the maximum value of the
PSD within a search range around this frequency yields a better, second estimate. Particularly, for
low engine speeds, at which the ignition frequency can be as low as 20 Hz, this estimate is still not
precise enough due to the low relative resolution at low frequencies. Thus, this estimate is further
enhanced by considering the double ignition frequency, 2Fign, (i.e., engine order ν = 4 in Equation (16)
for a four-cylinder engine) within a smaller range of the PSD.
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Figure 11. Normalized spectrogram (a) of the measured sound pressure signal with tracked double
ignition frequency (drawn as a black line) and power spectral density (b) of the original and
asynchronously resampled sound pressure signal, respectively. The recording was conducted at
the rear of the BMW with an inline, four-cylinder engine idling at 1100 rpm.

In the second step, this information is used to track the course of the ignition frequency, Fign(t).
This task is generally known as pitch detection [61–63]. A wide variety of algorithms exist that work
in the time or frequency domain or a combination of them. In our application, a spectral method was
established, in which the course of one discrete frequency component (i.e., an engine order) is tracked
in a spectrogram. The spectrogram S(t, f ) expressed in decibels is computed by the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT):

S(t, f ) = 10 · log
(
|STFT(t, f )|2

)
(32)

STFT is calculated using the FFT. Windows of 200 ms with a 50% overlap, i.e., a temporal resolution
of Δt = 100 ms, are multiplied by a Hann window function. To obtain a high frequency resolution of
Δ f < 0.5 Hz, the signals are zero padded. A section of such a spectrogram is depicted in Figure 11.
Within the spectrogram, the “highest cost” path between time t = 0 and t = T, within a certain
frequency range around a reference frequency, Fr, is sought. Fr is chosen to be the first multiple of the
mean ignition frequency above 55 Hz. This is a compromise between signal power and frequency
localization: typically, the power decreases for increasing even orders (see Figure 11b), but higher
orders exhibit larger absolute frequency variations (see Figure 11a). In the example of Figure 11, Fr is
71 Hz (corresponding to the fourth engine order), as the mean ignition frequency lies at 35 Hz.

The optimization task is solved by dynamic programming, which breaks the complex problem
down into many simple subproblems. This method prevents taking possible wrong local decisions and
guarantees that the best solution is found. A well-known algorithm that uses dynamic programming
is dynamic time warping (DTW), which is often applied in, e.g., automatic speech recognition (ASR).
Additionally, we make use of the a priori knowledge that the engine speed does not change rapidly
over time. This is introduced as a requirement on the slope of the optimal path, Fopt. The algorithm
described below is based on an algorithm developed for object tracking in video data [64]. Within the
search section of the discrete spectrogram, the local score q is calculated by:

q(m, l) = S (m, l)− min
m,l

(S(m, l)) (33)

for which holds q ≥ 0. From q for each time step m = {1...M} and frequency bin l, the global score
Q(m, l) is recursively computed by:

Q(m, l) = q(m, l) + max
l′∈{l−c≤l≤l+c}

Q(m − 1, l′) (34)
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with a positive integer c realizing the requirement:

|C| ≤ c
Δ f
Δt

(35)

on the absolute value of the slope C of Fopt given in Hertz per second. For the forward processing
described by Equation (34), the starting condition is that the initial global score, Q(1, l), is set to
the local score, i.e., Q(1, l) = q(1, l). During the evaluation of Equation (34), it is essential that the
back pointers:

B(m, l) = arg max
l′∈{l−c≤l≤l+c}

Q(m − 1, l′) (36)

to the optimal predecessors are stored. From the global score Q, the end point of the optimal path is
found by:

Fopt(M) = arg max
l

Q(M, l) (37)

Using the back pointers B, the optimal path can be traced back using a recursive procedure known
as backtracking:

Fopt(m − 1) = B
(
m, Fopt(m)

)
(38)

In Appendix, we provide a simple MATLAB code, which solves Equations (34) to (38). Figure 11
shows the optimal path drawn as a black line following the frequency component around 70 Hz.

In the third step, the sound pressure signal is asynchronously resampled based on the course of
the tracked engine order. The warped time axis is calculated by:

twarp = t +
Fopt(t)

Fr
(39)

where Fopt(t) is the linearly-interpolated version of Fopt(m). For the resampling of the sound pressure
signals, a windowed sinc interpolation, as described by Equation (24), is adopted. Figure 11 illustrates
the effect of the asynchronous resampling on the power spectral density. In contrast to the original
signal, for the resampled signal, all even engine orders from two to 12 can be clearly identified as
equidistant, narrow peaks.

3.2.2. Order Analysis

From the resampled signals, information about the engine orders is extracted. Therefore, a filter
bank consisting of one bandpass filter per considered engine order is generated and applied to the
signal. Eighth order Butterworth filters centered around the engine order frequency Fν with a 6-Hz
bandwidth are employed. Figure 12 shows the magnitude frequency response of the filter bank. At
the output of each filter, the corresponding order level, Lprop,ord,ν in Equation (14), is calculated as an
equivalent continuous level (Leq). Figure 13 exemplifies measured order levels at idling engine and
full load recorded at the rear of a VW Touran running at 1000 and 3000 rpm.
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Figure 12. Magnitude frequency response of the engine order analysis filter bank (a) and engine order
suppression filter (b) for engine speed n = 1000 rpm, engine orders ν = 1, 1.5, 2, ..., 15 and Ncyl = 4.

The order phases are detected using the cross-correlation function. Since the above-described
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter bank introduces phase shifts, the outputs of the filter bank
are time reversed and sent once again through the same filter bank and, finally, time reversed. In
doing so, a zero-phase forward and reverse digital IIR filtering is implemented. This signal, gν(t), is
cross-correlated with a prototype function cos(2πFνt) to obtain the time shift:

κν = arg max
τ

{∫
gν(t + τ) cos(2πFνt)dt

}
(40)

from which the phase shift of Equation (15) can be derived as:

φν = −2πFνκν (41)
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Figure 13. Comparison of engine order levels with idling engine (white) and full load (black) at 1000
(a) and 3000 rpm (b). Recorded at the rear of a VW Touran 1.6 FSI.
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Figure 14 compares the sound pressure signals of a recording and the corresponding synthesis
consisting of engine orders with constant phases, which were estimated by Equation (41).
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Figure 14. Comparison of sound pressure signals of a recording (a) and the corresponding synthesis
consisting of engine orders with estimated phases (b). For the purpose of illustration only, the four
dominant engine orders (colored lines) are used. The recording was conducted at the rear of a
Ford Focus 1.8i at 1000 rpm and full load.

3.2.3. Noise Analysis

The noise levels and their short-term level fluctuations are obtained by a series of filtering
operations. Starting with the resampled signal, in a first attempt, the engine orders are suppressed
using cascaded notch filters. These filters are designed analogously to the engine order filter bank
from the previous section, except that instead of bandpass filters, band-stop filters are generated (see
Figure 12). Figure 15 shows two power spectral densities, which illustrate the effect of the order
suppression filter. After this operation, the signal is split into sub-bands for further analysis. The signal
is therefore decomposed into 1/3 octave bands using a 1/3 octave band filter bank. Each of the Nb
filters yields a signal qi(t).
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Figure 15. Power spectral densities illustrating the effect of the order suppression filter, which is
applied to a recording of an inline, four-cylinder engine idling at 4000 rpm.
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From qi(t), the noise levels, Leq,prop,noise,i in Equation (19), are calculated as Leqs. Moreover, from
qi(t), using a moving average filter, smoothed level-time curves:

Lq,i(t) = 10 · log

(
1
K

∫ K

0

q2
i (t + τ)

p2
0

dτ

)
(42)

are calculated using a window length of K = 4 ms. Subsequently, from Lq,i, the mean value is
subtracted to obtain a DC-free level fluctuation signal:

Ψq,i(t) = Lq,i(t)− Lq,i(t) (43)

Figure 16a exemplifies such a fluctuation signal for the 2.5-kHz band recorded at the front of a
diesel engine car. The periodic structure is clearly visible. Following [6], the autocorrelation function
(ACF) is used to estimate the standard deviations σi (used in Equation (19)) of the level fluctuations
with period 1/Fign by:

σ2
i = ACFΨq,i (1/Fign) (44)

Figure 16b shows the square root of the ACF of the level fluctuation signal depicted in Figure 16a.
Clear peaks can be observed at lag zero and multiples of the ignition period of 34 ms. The standard
deviation σ amounts to about 5 dB. The fact that a higher peak appears at the double ignition period, at
68 ms, indicates that the signal contains an additional level modulation with a modulation frequency
equal to the half ignition frequency. This can also be observed in Figure 16a in which every second
peak is about 5 dB higher than the previous one.

Figure 17 shows measured spectra of the standard deviations σi. The measurements were
performed in front of five cars idling at low engine speeds. It can be seen that diesel cars feature higher
values compared to gasoline engine cars. This finding corresponds to the increased rattling sound
noticed in the field.
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Figure 16. Level fluctuation signal (a) of the 2.5-kHz 1/3 octave band and its square root of the
autocorrelation function (b) from a recording taken at the front of an idling four-cylinder diesel engine
at 870 rpm, corresponding to an ignition period of 34 ms. The right plot indicates that for this band, the
level standard deviation, σ, amounts to about 5 dB.
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Figure 17. Level fluctuation standard deviations, σ, in 1/3 octave bands measured at the front of two
diesel engine and three gasoline engine cars idling at 900 rpm.

3.2.4. Background Noise Corrections

On the test rig, the main background noise sources were the tire noise, the airstream fan, the
room ventilation and the dynamometer itself. Firstly, to confine the tire noise, the measurements were
performed at low vehicle speeds, i.e., low gears. Secondly, during the measurements, the airstream
fan (depicted in Figure 8) was briefly switched off for periods of about 10 s. However, the dropping
tonal components of the fan still strongly interfered with the propulsion noise of the car (see Figure 18).
Therefore, several shifted analysis time windows were deployed, and the minimal levels and the
maximum level standard deviations, σ, across these windows were exploited. Thirdly, background
noise measurements with a switched off engine at different vehicle speeds were performed. For each
ordinary measurement, the corresponding background noise was identically analyzed and used for
level corrections.
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Figure 18. Normalized spectrogram of a microphone position in front of a Ford Focus 1.8i at 4000 rpm
and full load on the dynamometer. The dropping tonal component around 100 Hz stems from the
briefly switched off airstream fan of the lab.
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3.2.5. Backpropagation

As the interface to the propagation model, the emission signals are defined at a (virtual) reference
distance of r0 = 1 meter from the source position. For the measured levels Llab, the following inverse
sound propagation model is used:

LEm,1 m = Llab + 20 log
(

rAc

r0

)
+ Aroom + Agr (45)

with the ground effect Agr = −6 dB, as all microphones were mounted on the ground. For the
microphones placed close to the room edge (emission angles ϕ = 60◦ and 120◦), the room correction
Aroom was set to −6 dB for frequency bands below 1 kHz and to −3 dB otherwise. As for the
microphones placed in front and at the back of the car, the distance to the closest wall was about three
meters; Aroom was set to 0 dB for these signals. rAc is the distance to the acoustical center, which, by
assuming geometrical spreading of a point source, is obtained by simultaneous free field measurements
at two points at distances r and r′ (r′ > r) with:

rAc =
r′ − r

1 − 10(Lff,r′−Lff,r)/20
(46)

Parameter rAc is evaluated separately for each emission angle, engine speed and frequency band
(or engine order, respectively).

4. Conclusions

In the proposed auralization model, emission sounds of accelerating passenger cars are artificially
generated based on spectral modeling synthesis. Whereas the sound of tires is synthesized as stationary
noise, which is time-dependently shaped in third octave bands, the realistic synthesis of sounds of
propulsion requires more subtlety.

It is synthesized as the superposition of a noise component and tones. Frequency-dependent
periodic short-term modulations are applied to the noise component in order to create a rattling sound
eliciting a roughness sensation. The tones are related to the engine orders. It was found that a large
number of engine orders are needed (50...100) to convincingly represent different engine speeds and
loads. Moreover auralizations revealed that the order phases have to be included as synthesizer
parameters. In conclusion, the presented emission synthesizer gives complete control over the signal
characteristics, but is computationally much more demanding than a synthesizer based on granular
synthesis [5] with limited flexibility. However, a hybrid approach could profit from both advantages,
i.e., by pre-creating relevant signal grains using spectral modeling synthesis and usage for granular
synthesis in real-time applications.

Analysis of the propagation filtering algorithms yielded two main insights. Aliasing, arising
from the simulation of the Doppler effect, can be reduced by incorporating a band-limited resampling
strategy, such as the windowed sinc interpolation. Furthermore, due to the low source height, a
significantly higher number of filter taps is needed to correctly simulate the ground effect in relevant
situations, as compared to elevated sources, such as airplanes or wind turbines [46].

We conclude that with the presented synthesizer structure, audio signals from vehicle pass-bys
can be represented in a compact and elegant manner. To give the reader an impression of the subjective
quality of the proposed model, auralizations of two examples are published as supplementary data
(see the videos in the Supplementary File and Section 2.3 for details).
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Author Contributions: Appendix Code of the Frequency Tracking Algorithm

The frequency tracking algorithm described in Section 3.2.1 uses dynamic programming in order
to find the optimal solution. This task can be easily implemented in, e.g., MATLAB. For the convenience
of the reader, in this appendix, we provide a MATLAB code that solves Equations (34) to (38).

% i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
M = s ize ( q , 1 ) ; %t o t a l time s teps
N = s ize ( q , 2 ) ; %t o t a l frequency bins
Q( 1 , : ) = q ( 1 , : ) ; %i n i t of t o t a l score a t f i r s t time step
% forward process ing
for m = 2 :M

for k = 1 :N
kb = max ( k−c , 1 ) ;
kt = min ( k+c ,N) ;
[ maxVal , maxIdx ] = max (Q(m−1,kb : kt ) ) ;
Q(m, k ) = q (m, k ) + maxVal ;
B (m, k ) = kb + maxIdx−1;

end

end

% end point of optimal path
[~ , P (M) ] = max (Q(M, : ) ) ;
% backtracking
for m = M: −1:2
P (m−1) = B (m, P (m) ) ;

end
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new frequency-dependent amplitude panning method for
stereophonic image enhancement applied to a sound source recorded using two closely spaced
omni-directional microphones. The ability to detect the direction of such a sound source is limited
due to weak spatial information, such as the inter-channel time difference (ICTD) and inter-channel
level difference (ICLD). Moreover, when sound sources are recorded in a convolutive or a real room
environment, the detection of sources is affected by reverberation effects. Thus, the proposed method
first tries to estimate the source direction depending on the frequency using azimuth-frequency
analysis. Then, a frequency-dependent amplitude panning technique is proposed to enhance the
stereophonic image by modifying the stereophonic law of sines. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method, we compare its performance with that of a conventional method based
on the beamforming technique in terms of directivity pattern, perceived direction, and quality
degradation under three different recording conditions (anechoic, convolutive, and real reverberant).
The comparison shows that the proposed method gives us better stereophonic images in a stereo
loudspeaker reproduction than the conventional method without any annoying effects.

Keywords: stereophonic image for stereo loudspeakers; frequency-dependent amplitude panning;
azimuth-frequency analysis; two closely spaced omni-directional microphones

1. Introduction

Stereo loudspeaker reproduction is widely used to provide a more natural listening experience
because of the distinguished relative positions of objects and events in the horizontal plane [1]. In
fact, a stereo audio system can deliver a more immersive illusion than a mono system, because spatial
information (e.g., inter-channel time difference (ICTD) and inter-channel level difference (ICLD) [2])
helps listeners perceive a horizontal direction [3]. In addition, according to duplex theory [2], the ICTD
and ICLD are dominant for horizontal sound localization at low frequencies (below 1–2 kHz) and high
frequencies (above 1–2 kHz), respectively.

Stereo audio recording techniques can be classified into three different categories depending on
the placement and characteristics of microphones: coincident, near-coincident, and spaced recording
techniques [4,5]. Coincident recording techniques such as the XY and mid-side (MS) techniques [5]
place stereo microphones as close together as possible at different angles to capture a stereophonic
image, where the stereophonic image is about sound recording and reproduction concerning the
perceived spatial locations of the sound source. Thus, a good stereophonic image means that the
location of the sound source can be clearly perceived, while a poor one means that the location of
the source is difficult to be perceived [6]. In addition, near-coincident recording techniques such as
the Office de Radiodiffusion Télévision Française (ORTF) and Nederlandse Omroep Stichting (NOS)
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techniques [4,7] place microphones slightly apart. In the ORTF technique, the microphone spacing is
similar to the human ear spacing, while the spacing for the NOS technique is approximately 30 cm.
In general, both coincident and near-coincident recording techniques utilize directional microphones
to realize good directional characteristics [4]. However, with spaced recording techniques, including
AB techniques [4,8], stereophonic images can be obtained by the ICTD between stereo microphones,
because omni-directional microphones are often used in such techniques [4,9].

To date, numerous portable video and audio capture devices have been released to the market.
These devices usually capture stereo audio as well as high-quality video. Unfortunately, because most
portable devices are limited in size, and coincident or near-coincident recording techniques are most
appropriate for such devices. However, when the audio signals captured by these recording techniques
are reproduced, the stereophonic images often do not feel sufficient [10–13]. This is because the body of
a portable device equipped with directional microphones acts as wall reflection in a recording, which
is referred to as shadowed directivity [10]. As an alternative, a spaced recording technique can be
applied to capture stereo audio from such portable devices [11–13]. In this case, the width or length of
the portable device body such as a smart phone or digital camera is approximately 10 cm, thus the
allowable distance between two microphones is less than 3 cm. This hardware limitation makes it
difficult to match the perceived azimuth angle of the reproduced sound source to the actual that of the
original sound source, when a spaced recording technique is applied [8].

To mitigate this, a stereophonic image enhancement method using head-related transfer functions
(HRTFs) was proposed in [11]. This method was more successful at enhancing stereophonic images
than original stereo signals, but it had a somewhat limited sweet spot, and it was difficult to deliver
reliable stereo quality to a listener located beyond this sweet spot. If the original stereo signals were
nearly monaural signals, it is difficult to enhance a stereophonic image properly, even though the
illusion of wider stereo loudspeaker spacing is created. Umayahara et al. proposed a stereophonic
image control method that linearly interpolated the spectra of the left and right channels in the
frequency domain [12]. This method used the same interpolation factor for all frequencies; thus, its
performance for enhancing a stereophonic image might have been limited when the direction of the
input stereo signals was dependent on the frequency [14]. In another study, a delay-and-sum (DS)
beamformer was utilized to convert AB stereo signals into XY stereo signals [13]. However, in real
reverberant recording environments, the DS beamformer changed the direction of stereophonic images
due to the reverberant effects [15]. This was because the reverberation time changed according to
the frequency, and the DS beamforming weights could not be adapted to this reverberation time
change [14]. These results suggest that frequency-dependent amplitude panning for stereophonic
image enhancement is necessary for real reverberant environments.

Accordingly, we propose frequency-dependent amplitude panning for stereophonic image
enhancement when two omni-directional microphones are closely spaced, as deployed in portable
devices. In [16,17], frequency-dependent amplitude panning was also used to enhance the stereophonic
image for portable devices equipped with closely spaced stereo microphones, where the ratio of spectral
magnitudes between the left- and right-channel signal was used for the panning. On the other hand,
the proposed method first introduces azimuth-frequency (A-F) analysis [18] to estimate the direction
of the input audio according to frequency. In other words, we first apply short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) to the input stereo audio signal, and then project the spectral component of each frequency bin
on an azimuth plane that is generated by converting the time difference between two microphones
into their level difference. Next, the direction at each frequency bin is assigned as the azimuth at which
the projected magnitude is minimized. Finally, a frequency-dependent amplitude panning technique
is proposed to enhance the stereophonic image by modifying the stereophonic law of sines [19].

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, three different recording environments are
considered: anechoic, convolutive, and real reverberant. First, the directivity pattern of the proposed
method is compared with that of a conventional method based on the DS beamformer [13] in the
three recording environments. Second, the directional accuracy of the stereo audio processed by the
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proposed method is compared to that of the audio processed by the conventional method by measuring
the subjective directions of listeners depending on the horizontal direction of the sources. Finally, a
degraded mean opinion score (DMOS) assessment [20] is carried out to evaluate the quality as an
aspect of the audio distortion after the proposed method has been applied.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: a conventional method based on the DS
beamformer [13] is described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed stereophonic image
enhancement method based on A-F analysis and a frequency-dependent amplitude panning technique.
Section 4 then evaluates the performance of the proposed method applied to audio signals recorded in
anechoic, convolutive, and real reverberant environments. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Conventional Stereophonic Image Enhancement

In this section, we describe a conventional stereophonic image enhancement method applied to
closely spaced omni-directional microphones based on a DS beamforming technique [13,21]. Figure 1
shows a block diagram of the conventional method. As shown in the figure, the DS beamformer of
the conventional method compensates for the delay between the two channels, where the delay, nd,
is determined depending on the distance, l, between the two microphones. After that, a free-field
response filter, hpnq, [13] is applied to the beamformed signals to obtain the enhanced stereo signals,
yLpnq and yRpnq, respectively by:

yLpnq “ hpnq ˚ pxRpnq ´ xLpn ´ ndqq (1)

yRpnq “ hpnq ˚ pxLpnq ´ xRpn ´ ndqq (2)

where ˚ indicates the linear convolution operator, and xLpnq and xRpnq are the stereo audio sequences
obtained by the omni-directional microphones.

Figure 1. Block diagram of a conventional stereophonic image enhancement method.

The directivity patterns for the beamformed signal of the left channel at 2.5 kHz and 4 kHz
are depicted in Figure 2a,b, respectively. Note that the directivity patterns for the right channel are
exactly the opposite of those for the left channel. As illustrated in the figure, the conventional method
provides different directional responses depending on the frequency. That is, it has a cardioid and
a super-cardioid directivity pattern for 2.5 and 4 kHz, respectively. It is expected that the stereophonic
image of the audio signal at 2.5 kHz should be enhanced but that at 4 kHz could be distorted due to the
negative rear lobe of the super-cardioid pattern [13]. To remedy this problem, a Wiener filter has been
applied to the beamformed signal to reduce the negative rear-lobe effects [13]. Nevertheless, it was
reported that the DS beamformer with a Wiener filter could not change the direction of a stereophonic
image when audio recording was performed in a reverberant environment [13]. This is because the
reverberation time differs from the frequency and the DS beamformer cannot be adapted to such
reverberation time changes [14].
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Figure 2. Directivity patterns of the DS beamformer (l = 3 cm, direction = 90˝) at (a) 2.5 kHz and
(b) 4 kHz.

Therefore, we propose a method that operates differently depending on the frequency, referred
to as the frequency-dependent amplitude panning for stereophonic image enhancement (FDAP-SIE)
method and compare the performance of our proposed method with that of the DS beamformer
described in this section.

3. Proposed Frequency-Dependent Amplitude Panning for Stereophonic Image Enhancement

3.1. Overview

In this section, we propose an FDAP-SIE method applied to audio recording with two closely
spaced omni-directional microphones and illustrate the block diagram of the proposed method in
Figure 3. First, the left- and right-channel input signals, respectively designated xLpnq and xRpnq,
are each segmented into a sequence of frames of 2048 samples by applying a Hanning window,
and each frame is overlapped with 1024 samples of the previous frame. Then, a 2048-point STFT is
applied to each segment to obtain XLpkq and XRpkq. Next, A-F analysis is carried out to estimate the
direction of the sound sources in each frequency bin. After that, frequency-dependent amplitude
panning is applied to XLpkq and XRpkq according to the estimated direction for the k-th frequency
bin. Finally, an inverse STFT followed by an overlap-add method is applied to obtain the enhanced
stereophonic signal.

Figure 3. Block diagram of the proposed frequency-dependent amplitude panning for stereophonic
image enhancement.
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3.2. Azimuth-Frequency Analysis Using Time Delay

A stereo signal recorded using a stereo omni-directional microphone array, xLpnq and xRpnq,
can be represented as a delayed and attenuated version of the desired signal, spnq, such as [21]

«
xLpnq
xRpnq

ff
“

«
aLspnq

aRspn ´ τq

ff
`

«
vLpnq
vRpnq

ff
, (3)

where vLpnq and vRpnq are ambient noise recorded by the left and right microphones, respectively.
In addition, aL and aR are the respective attenuation factors, and τ is the relative time delay
measured between the left and right microphones. Note here that Equation (3) is designed using the
far-field model [18,19], because the spacing between the stereo omni-directional microphones is small.
Moreover, we can assume aL “ aR « 1 [22]. Applying an N-point STFT to Equation (3) provides the
following relationship:

X “ dSpkq ` V, (4)

where XT “
”

XLpkq XRpkq
ı

and VT “
”

VLpkq VRpkq
ı

. In addition, Spkq is the k-th spectral
component of spnq, and d is a steering vector of

dT “
„

1 exp
ˆ

´j
2πkτ

N

˙j
, (5)

where τ can be determined by the speed of sound c, the spacing between the microphones l, and
the direction of the source θ, as τ “ p fs{cqlsinθ, where fs is the sampling rate. Thus, we have the
following equation:

dT “
„

1 exp
ˆ

´j
2πk
N

fs

c
lsinθ

˙j
. (6)

If θ is known, we can separate Spkq and d from Equation (4). Then, we can modify d by replacing
θ with another value to improve the obtained stereophonic images. This is because the listener cannot
feel the actual direction of Spkq when two stereo microphones are placed very close together. In practice,
it is difficult to separate the direction d and source Spkq, and it is even more difficult to do so under
ambient noise conditions and/or with multiple sound sources [23]. Therefore, instead of separating
the sound source and its steering vector in this paper, we apply a panning law to the recorded signal
X, with the estimated direction. To estimate the source direction, we consider the time delay τ in
Equation (3) using the stereo signal xLpnq and xRpnq, where we have assumed that vLpnq and vRpnq
are negligible under high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions. In other words, the time delay
is estimated as τ̂ “ argminτ |xLpnq ´ xRpn ´ τq|. We can then extend this concept in the frequency
domain, as:

τ̂pkq “ argmin
τ

ˇ̌̌
ˇ̌̌XLpkq ´ e

´j
2π

N
kτ

XRpkq
ˇ̌̌
ˇ̌̌ . (7)

In this paper, τ in Equation (7) can be considered as a function of the direction θ. Therefore, the
right-hand side of Equation (7), which is a function of the frequency k, and the direction θ, is referred
to as an A-F plane and defined as [18].

AFpk, θq “
ˇ̌̌
ˇ̌̌XLpkq ´ e

´j
2π

N
kτpθq

XRpkq
ˇ̌̌
ˇ̌̌ . (8)
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We can estimate the direction θ̂pkq so that AFpk, θq is minimized at the k-th frequency bin.
However, when AFpk, θq is used for estimating θ̂pkq, many local minima exist. To mitigate this
problem, a smoothing window is applied to AFpk, θq prior to estimating θ̂pkq, such that:

AFspk, θq “ 1
Bpkq ` 1

k`Bpkq{2ÿ
m“k´Bpkq{2

AFpm, θq, (9)

where Bpkq corresponds to a critical bandwidth of the auditory filter [2]. For example, Bpkq “ 6 (150 Hz)
when k “ 43 (1 kHz). Thus, the direction at each frequency bin is estimated so that AFspk, θq is
minimized, such that:

θ̂pkq “ argmin
θ

AFspk, θq . (10)

Figure 4 illustrates an A-F plane, AFpk, θq, and a smoothed A-F plane, AFspk, θq, computed for
a stereo signal that is recorded from a stereo microphone array in an anechoic room, where a white
noise source is angled at 15˝ and placed 1.5 m from the center of the microphone array. In the figure,
a 2048-point STFT is applied to each frame of white noise, and θ is changed from ´90˝ to 90˝ at 1˝
steps. In addition, the distance between the two microphones is l = 3 cm and fs = 48 kHz. As shown in
the figure, the direction of the white noise is easily estimated at low frequencies, but there are multiple
minima at mid-to-high frequencies. As shown in Figure 4c, the estimated direction of the white noise
is 15˝, which is identical to the direction at which the white noise is located for recording.

Next, we repeat the experiment above by recording white noise in a reverberant room whose
reverberation time (RT60) is measured as 230 ms, and the A-F planes and estimated direction are
shown in Figure 4. Comparing Figure 5a with Figure 4a, the A-F plane in the reverberant room is
more blurred than that in the anechoic room. This is because the reverberation muddles the direction
of the sound source, making it seem as though multiple sound sources are being recorded by the
stereo microphones. Owing to the smoothing window, the smoothed A-F plane shown in Figure 5b
becomes similar to that in Figure 4b. Therefore, as shown in Figure 5c, the direction of white noise
can be estimated correctly, especially at mid-to-high frequencies, while there are some errors at low
frequencies. Since it is known that stereophonic images are mostly affected by mid-to-high frequencies,
the quality of stereophonic images is not significantly affected by such errors at low frequencies [24].

Figure 4. A-F planes and estimated direction for white noise in an anechoic room: (a) AFpk, θq;
(b) AFspk, θq; (c) estimated direction using AFspk, θq.

3.3. Frequency-Dependent Amplitude Panning

This subsection describes how the estimated direction in each frequency bin is used for
stereophonic image enhancement. Figure 6 illustrates the concept of the process described in this
subsection. As shown in Figure 6a, a sound source is located at an angle of θ. However, the close
spacing between the stereo microphones could mean that it is perceived as being at a lesser angle—i.e.,
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θp ăă θ. Thus, we have to increase the perceived angle by applying frequency-dependent amplitude
panning such that θ0 « θ ąą θp.

Figure 5. A-F planes and estimated direction for white noise in a reverberant room with RT60 = 230 ms:
(a) AFpk, θq; (b) AFspk, θq; (c) estimated direction using AFspk, θq.

Figure 6. Illustrations of stereophonic image enhancement: (a) Original sound source; (b) perceived
sound source without any enhancement technique; and (c) perceived sound source after applying the
proposed method.

Many panning methods have been reported [19,25,26]. Among them, the stereophonic law of
sines [19] has been popularly used to reproduce a source using two loudspeakers, and it is realized as:

sinθ

sinθ0
“ gL ´ gR

gL ` gR
, (11)

where θ0 is the physical angle between stereo loudspeakers and θ is the desired angle at which the
sound source should be located in terms of perception. Thus, gL and gR become the respective scale
factors that are multiplied with the sound source according to the desired angle, as:

yLpnq “ gLspnq, (12)

and
yRpnq “ gRspnq, (13)

where spnq is the sound source, and yLpnq and yRpnq are respectively the panned signals of the left and
right channel.

In this paper, we extend the stereophonic law of sines so that it is applied in the frequency domain.
For a given direction at the k-th frequency bin θ̂pkq, as described in Section 3.2, the frequency-dependent
scale factors, gLpkq and gRpkq, are obtained using the following equation:

sinpθ̂pkqq
sinθ0

“ gLpkq ´ gRpkq
gLpkq ` gRpkq , (14)
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where θ0 is also the physical angle between stereo loudspeakers, as described in Equation (10). As in
Equations (11) and (12), the scale factors to Equation (13) are multiplied to the k-th spectral magnitude
of the sound source as:

YLpkq “ gLpkqSpkq, (15)

and
YRpkq “ gRpkqSpkq. (16)

Here, while Spkq should be separated from X according to Equation (4), the spectral
magnitude of the sound source is approximated as the mid signal of the recorded sound. That
is Spkq « pXLpkq ` XRpkqq{2. Finally, by applying an inverse STFT followed by the overlap-add
method, the output signal with an enhanced stereophonic image is obtained.

4. Performance Evaluation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, three different recording environments
were considered: anechoic, convolutive, and real reverberant. Figure 7 illustrates the configuration for
the room impulse response (RIR) filter design. The dimensions of the room were 4.5 m ˆ 7.5 m ˆ 2.5 m,
and a stereo microphone array with 3-cm spacing was located in the room at the coordinates denoted
in the figure. To simulate the convolutive environment, a RIR filter was designed based on the image
method [27], and the response of the left channel is shown in Figure 8. As shown in the figure, RT60 of
this RIR was measured as 230 ms.

Figure 7. Experimental setup for simulating the room impulse response to simulate
a reverberant environment.

Figure 8. Simulated room impulse response of the left channel based on the image method, where
RT60 was measured as 230 ms.

The performance of the proposed method was evaluated in terms of three different measurements.
First, the directivity pattern of the proposed method was compared with that of a conventional method
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based on a DS beamformer [13] in the three recording environments. Second, the accuracy of direction
estimates for the stereo audio processed by the proposed method was compared with that processed
by the conventional method by measuring the perceived directions of listeners depending on the
horizontal directions of sources. Third, a DMOS assessment [20] was carried out to evaluate the audio
quality degradation after the proposed method had been applied.

4.1. Directivity Pattern Performance

Figure 9 shows an experimental setup for evaluating the performance of the directivity patterns.
A stereo microphone array was placed with 3-cm spacing, and one loudspeaker was located at 60˝ from
the center of the microphone array at a distance of 1.5 m. The white noise at a sampling rate of 48 kHz
was played out via loudspeaker and recorded by the microphone array. The recorded signal was
processed by both the DS beamformer and the proposed method. After that, the recorded and processed
white noise signals were all played through stereo loudspeakers that were configured according
to International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) Recommendation
BS.775-1 [28]. Then, a dummy head [29] was rotated from 0˝ to 350˝ at 10˝ steps to measure the
directivity patterns.

Figure 9. Experimental setup for evaluating the directivity patterns.

Figure 10 compares the directivity patterns of the original source with those obtained by the DS
beamformer and the proposed method in three different environments (anechoic, convolutive, and
real reverberant room). As shown in Figure 10a, the directivity for the original signal was towards 0˝
in the anechoic environment, while the actual directivity was set to 60˝. However, the directivities of
the signals processed by the conventional and proposed methods were approximately 30˝, which was
the same angle of the loudspeakers against the dummy head. Consequently, we concluded that the
proposed and conventional methods significantly enhanced the originally recorded signal.

Figure 10. Comparison of directivity pattern of the original source with those obtained by the DS
beamformer and the proposed method in three different environments: (a) anechoic; (b) convolutive;
and (c) real reverberant room.
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Next, when comparing the directivity in convolutive and real reverberant environments, it was
clear that the proposed method could locate the sound source to approximately 30˝, while the DS
beamformer failed to do so. This was because the simulated and real reverberation limited the
stereophonic image enhancement of the DS beamformer. However, the proposed method was not
affected by the reverberation, due to the frequency-dependent direction estimation and panning.

4.2. Perceived Direction Performance

Figure 11 shows the experimental setup for evaluating listeners’ directional perception. To record
stereo signals, a stereo microphone array was placed with 3-cm spacing, and a sound source was
played through one loudspeaker from the center of the microphone array at a distance of 1.5 m. For the
evaluation, each listener was sitting in an anechoic room of dimensions 2130 mm ˆ 3370 mm ˆ 3000
mm, in which two loudspeakers had been placed as shown in the figure. Note that here the model of
all the loudspeakers was Genelec 6010A. In this experiment, we prepared five audio clips that were
excerpted from the sound quality assessment material (SQAM) [30]; Table 1 describes the genre and
musician of each audio clip. Note that since all audio clips were sampled at 44.1 kHz, we upsampled
the audio clips to 48 kHz to ensure a consistent experimental environment. Then, we recorded five
audio clips in three different environments where the loudspeaker was rotated from 0˝ to 90˝ at a
15˝ step towards the right direction, resulting in seven different directions. After that, the recorded
signals were processed by the DS beamformer and the proposed method (some audio samples can
be found at [31]). After the processed clips were played at sound pressure level (SPL) 90 dB, eight
participants (four males and four females) with no auditory diseases were asked to indicate their
perceived directions for the original and processed signals. Note that the participants were allowed
head movement.

Figure 11. Experimental setup for evaluating the perceived directions.

Table 1. Detailed information on five audio clips used for the evaluation of perceived direction.

Track Genre Description

49 Speech Female English speech
66 Orchestra Wind ensemble, Stravinsky
67 Orchestra Wind ensemble, Mozart
69 Pop music Abba
70 Pop music Eddie Rabbit

Figure 12 compares the perceived azimuths averaged over five audio clips and eight participants
for each source direction in three different recording environments, where the dashed line indicates the
target direction, and the vertical bar on each bar chart corresponds to the standard deviation. As shown
in the figure, the originally recorded signals were all perceived at around 0˝–10˝ for all environments,
even though the actual source angles were above 15˝. By applying the DS beamformer to enhance
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the stereophonic image, the perceived angles increased. However, errors between the actual angle
(dashed straight line) and the perceived angle increased as the actual angle increased, especially in
anechoic and real reverberant environments. The proposed method provided smaller perceived errors
than the DS beamformer, which implies that it could enhance stereophonic images for all recording
environments compared to the conventional method.

Figure 12. Comparison of the perceived azimuth depending on the direction of the source in three
different environments: (a) anechoic; (b) convolutive; and (c) real reverberant room.

4.3. Audio Quality Degradation

To evaluate the quality degradation of audio signals processed by the proposed method,
we performed a DMOS assessment test according to ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector
(ITU-T) Recommendation P.800 [20]. The experimental conditions such as audio clips, participants,
and listening room are identical to those of the experiment described in Section 4.2. Each participant
listened to a pair of audio clips composed of an original and processed version by either the DS
beamformer or the proposed method. Then, each was asked to rate the degree of quality degradation
from five to one. Table 2 describes the scores and their meanings for DMOS assessment.

Table 2. Score and description of degraded mean opinion score (DMOS) assessment.

Score Description

5 Degradation is inaudible
4 Degradation is audible but not annoying
3 Degradation is slightly annoying
2 Degradation is annoying
1 Degradation is very annoying

Table 3 compares the results of DMOS assessment between the conventional DS beamformer-based
method and the proposed method in three different recording environments. We conducted a statistical
analysis and indicated the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) as numbers in parentheses in Table 3.
As shown in the table, the proposed method provided average DMOS scores of approximately
four for all environments, which implied that there were no annoying effects [32]. However, there
was significant quality degradation in the conventional method, especially in the real reverberant
environment. It was revealed from statistical analysis that the quality degradation of the audio signals
enhanced by the proposed method was statistically less than those enhanced by the DS beamformer.

Table 3. Comparison of DMOS assessment results of the conventional and proposed methods for three
different recording environments where the numbers in parentheses indicate 95% CIs.

Environment
Method

DS Proposed

Anechoic 3.61 (0.2898) 4.04 (0.2622)
Convolutive 3.31 (0.3147) 3.97 (0.2581)

Real Reverberant 3.46 (0.2950) 3.90 (0.2711)
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a frequency-dependent stereophonic image enhancement method
that could be applied to two closely spaced omni-directional microphones available for portable
audio recording devices. First, the A-F plane was obtained from the spectral magnitudes of stereo
audio signals. Next, the direction at each frequency bin was estimated as the azimuth at which the
A-F plane was minimized. Finally, a frequency-dependent amplitude panning technique was also
proposed to enhance the stereophonic image from the stereophonic law of sines. The performance of
the proposed method was evaluated in three different recording environments: anechoic, convolutive,
and real reverberant. First, the directivity pattern of the proposed method was compared to that
of a conventional method based on a DS beamformer. Second, the directional accuracy of the
stereo audio processed by the proposed method was compared to that processed by a conventional
method by the measurement of listeners’ perceived directions. Finally, a DMOS assessment test
was carried out to evaluate quality degradation after the proposed method had been applied.
Consequently, it was revealed that the proposed method gave better directivity, higher directional
accuracy, and less quality degradation than the conventional method. It was argued here that,
compared to the conventional method, the proposed method could improve performance with the
help of frequency-dependent processing.

We have only experimented with a single source throughout this study, so we are planning to
examine what happens when multiple sources are available. One possible approach will be to detect
multiple directions from the A-F analysis and propose an appropriate panning method that can treat
multiple angles.
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Abstract: Equalisation is one of the most commonly-used tools in sound production, allowing users
to control the gains of different frequency components in an audio signal. In this paper we present a
model for mapping a set of equalisation parameters to a reduced dimensionality space. The purpose
of this approach is to allow a user to interact with the system in an intuitive way through both
the reduction of the number of parameters and the elimination of technical knowledge required to
creatively equalise the input audio. The proposed model represents 13 equaliser parameters on a
two-dimensional plane, which is trained with data extracted from a semantic equalisation plug-in,
using the timbral adjectives warm and bright. We also include a parameter weighting stage in order to
scale the input parameters to spectral features of the audio signal, making the system adaptive. To
maximise the efficacy of the model, we evaluate a variety of dimensionality reduction and regression
techniques, assessing the performance of both parameter reconstruction and structural preservation
in low-dimensional space. After selecting an appropriate model based on the evaluation criteria, we
conclude by subjectively evaluating the system using listening tests.

Keywords: equalisation; adaptive audio effects; semantics; dimensionality reduction; intelligent
music production

1. Introduction

Equalisation, as described in [1], is an integral part of the music production workflow, with
applications in live sound engineering, recording, music production, and mastering, in which multiple
frequency dependent gains are imposed upon an audio signal. Generally, the process of equalisation
can be categorised under one of the following headings as described in [2], corrective equalisation:
in which problematic frequencies are often attenuated in order to prevent issues such as acoustic
feedback, and creative equalisation: in which the audio spectrum is modified to achieve a desired
timbral aesthetic. Whilst the former is primarily based on adapting the effect parameters to the changes
in the audio signal, the latter often involves a process of translation between a perceived timbral
adjective such as bright, flat, or sibilant and an audio effect input space, by which a music producer must
reappropriate a perceptual representation of a timbral transformation as a configuration of multiple
parameters in an audio processing module. As music production is an inherently technical process,
this mapping procedure is not necessarily trivial, and is made more complex by the source-dependent
nature of the task.
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2. Background

2.1. Semantically-Controlled Audio Effects

Engineers and producers generally use a wide variety of timbral adjectives to describe sound, each
with varying levels of agreement. By modelling these adjectives, we are able to provide perceptually
meaningful abstractions, which lead to a deeper understanding of musical timbre and systems that
facilitate the process of audio manipulation. The extent to which timbral adjectives can be accurately
modelled is defined by the level of exhibited agreement, a concept investigated in [3], in which terms
such as bright, resonant, and harsh all exhibit strong agreement scores, and terms such as open, hard, and
heavy all show low subjective agreement scores. It is common for timbral descriptors to be represented
in low-dimensional space; brightness, for example, is shown to exhibit a strong correlation with spectral
centroid [4,5] and has further dependency on the fundamental frequency of the signal [6]. Similarly,
studies such as [7,8] demonstrate the ability to reduce complex data to lower-dimensional spaces using
dimensionality reduction.

Recent studies have also focused on modification of the audio signal using specific timbral adjectives,
where techniques such as spectral morphing [9] and additive synthesis [10] have been applied. For
the purposes of equalisation, timbral modification has also been implemented via psychoacoustic
measurements such as loudness [11], spectral masking [12], and semantically-meaningful controls
and intuitive parameter spaces. SocialEQ [13], for example, collects timbral adjective data via
a web interface and approximates the configuration of a graphic equaliser curve using multiple
linear regression. Similarly, subjEQt [14] provides a two-dimensional interface, created using a
Self-Organising Map, in which users can navigate between presets such as boomy, warm, and edgy using
natural neighbour interpolation. This is a similar model to 2DEQ [15], in which timbral descriptors are
projected onto a two-dimensional space using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The Semantic
Audio Feature Extraction (SAFE) project provides a similar non-parametric interface for semantically
controlling a suite of audio plug-ins, in which semantics data is collected within a given Digital
Audio Workstation (DAW). Adaptive presets can then be selectively derived based on audio features,
parameter data, and music production metadata.

2.2. Aims

In this study, we propose a system that projects the controls of a parametric equaliser comprising
five biquad filters, as detailed in [16], arranged in series onto an editable two-dimensional space,
allowing the user to manipulate the timbre of an audio signal using an intuitive interface. Whilst
the axes of the two-dimensional space are somewhat arbitrary, underlying timbral characteristics are
projected onto the space via a training stage using two-term musical semantics data. In addition to
this, we propose a signal processing method of adapting the parameter modulation process to the
incoming audio data based on feature extraction applied to the long-term average spectrum (LTAS),
as detailed in [17–19], capable of running in near-real-time. The model is implemented using the
SAFE architecture (detailed in [20]), and is provided as an extension of the current Semantic Audio
Parametric Equaliser (available for download at [21]), as shown in Figure 1a.

3. Methodology

In order to model the desired relationship between the two parameter spaces, a number of
problems must be addressed. Firstly, the data reduction process should account for maximal variance
in high-dimensional space without bias towards a smaller subset of the equaliser parameters. Similarly,
we should be able to map to the high-dimensional space with minimal reconstruction error, given a
new set of (x, y) coordinates. This process of mapping between spaces is nontrivial, due to loss of
information in the reconstruction process. Furthermore, the low-dimensional parameter space should
be configured in a way that preserves an underlying timbral characteristic in the data, thus allowing a
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user to transform the incoming audio signal in a musically meaningful way. Finally, the process of
parameter space modification should not be agnostic of the incoming audio signal, meaning that any
mapping between the two-dimensional plane and the equaliser parameters should be expressed as a
function of the (x, y) coordinates and some representation of the signal spectral energy. In addition to
this, the system should be capable of running in near-real time, enabling its use in a DAW environment.

Warm / Bright ...

(a)

F(x)

A P A’

(b)

Figure 1. An overview of the Semantic Audio Feature Extraction (SAFE) equaliser and its
feature extraction architecture. (a) The extended Semantic Audio Equalisation plug-in with the
two-dimensional interface. To modify the brightness/warmth of an audio signal, a point is positioned in
two-dimensional space; (b) The SAFE feature extraction process, where A represents the audio features
captured before the effect is applied, A′ represents the features captured after the effect is applied, and
P represents the parameter vector.

To address these problems, we develop a model that consists of two phases. The first is a training
phase, in which a map is derived from a corpus of semantically-labelled parameter data, and the second
is an implementation phase in which a user can present (x, y) coordinates and an audio spectrum,
resulting in a 13-dimensional vector of parameter state variables. To optimise the mapping process,
we experiment with a combination of 6 dimensionality reduction techniques and 5 reconstruction
methods, followed by a stacked-autoencoder (sAE) model that encapsulates both the dimensionality
reduction and reconstruction processes. The techniques were chosen to represent a variable range
of complexity and nonlinearity, and were intended to provide a selection of possible solutions to
the problem, in which the highest performing section would be used for implementation. With
the intention of scaling the parameters to the incoming audio signal, we derive a series of weights
based on a selection of features, extracted from the signal LTAS coefficients. To evaluate the model
performance under a range of conditions, we train it with binary musical semantics data and measure
both objective and subjective performance based on the reconstruction of the input space and the
structural preservation in reduced dimensionality space.

3.1. Dataset

For the training of the model, we compile a dataset of 800 semantically-annotated equaliser
parameter space settings, comprising 40 participants equalising 10 musical instrument samples using
two descriptive terms: warm and bright. To do this, participants were presented with the musical
instrument samples in a DAW and asked to use a parametric equaliser to achieve the two timbral
settings. After each setting was recorded, the data were recorded and the equaliser was reset to unity
gain. During the test, samples were presented to the participants in a random order across separate
DAW channels. Furthermore, the musical instrument samples were all performed unaccompanied,
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were Root Mean Square (RMS) normalised and ranged from 20 to 30 s in length. All of the participants
had normal hearing, were aged 18–40, and all had at least 3 years’ music production experience.

The descriptive terms (warm and bright) were selected for a number of reasons; firstly, the
agreement levels exhibited by participants tend to be high (as suggested by [3]), meaning there
should be less intra-class variance when subjectively assigning parameter settings. When measured
using an agreement metric, defined by [13] as the log number of terms over the trace of the covariance
matrix, warm and bright were the two highest ranked terms in a dataset of 210 unique adjectives.
Secondly, the two terms are deemed to be sufficiently different enough to form an audible timbral
variation in low dimensional space. While the two terms do not necessarily exhibit orthogonality (for
example, brightness can be modified with constant warmth [9]), they have relatively dissimilar timbral
profiles, with brightness widely accepted to be highly correlated with the signal’s spectral centroid, and
warmth often attributed to the ratio of the first three harmonics to the remaining harmonic partials in
the magnitude spectrum [22].

The parameter settings were collected using a modified build of the SAFE data collection
architecture, in which descriptive terms, audio feature data, parameter data, and metadata can be
collected remotely within the DAW environment and uploaded to a server. As illustrated in Figure 1b,
the SAFE architecture allows for the capture of audio feature data before and after processing has been
applied. Similarly, the interface parameters P are captured and stored in a linked database. For the
purpose of this experiment, the architecture was modified by adding the functionality to capture LTAS
coefficients, with a window size of 1024 samples and a hop size of 256.

While the SAFE project comprises a number of DAW plug-ins, we focus solely on the parametric
equaliser, which utilises five biquad filters arranged in series, consisting of a low-shelving filter (LS),
three peaking filters (P fn), and a high-shelving filter (HS), where the LS and HS filters each have two
parameters and the (P fn) filters each have three, as described in Table 1.

Table 1. A list of the parameter space variables and their ranges of possible values, taken from the
Semantic Audio Feature Extraction (SAFE) parametric equaliser interface.

n Assignment Range n Assignment Range

0 LS gain −12–12 dB 7 P f1 Q 0.1–10 Hz
1 LS Freq 22–1000 Hz 8 P f2 Gain −12–12 dB
2 P f0 Gain −12–12 dB 9 P f2 Freq 220–10,000 Hz
3 P f0 Freq 82–3900 Hz 10 P f2 Q 0.1–10 Hz
4 P f0 Q 0.1–10 Hz 11 HS Gain −12–12 dB
5 P f1 Gain −12–12 dB 12 HS Freq 580–20,000 Hz
6 P f1 Freq 180–4700 Hz

3.2. Evaluation Criteria

To evaluate the model under various conditions and to select an appropriate mapping topology, we
apply objective metrics to the data during the dimensionality reduction and reconstruction processes.
These allow us to evaluate the extent to which (1) the dimensionality reduction technique retains
the structure of the high-dimensional data (trustworthiness, continuity, K-Nearest Neighbours (K-NN)),
(2) the classes are separable in low-dimensional space (Jeffries–Matusita Distance), and (3) the system
accurately reconstructs the high-dimensional parameter space (reconstruction error).

3.2.1. Trustworthiness and Continuity

To evaluate the structural preservation of each technique, the metrics trustworthiness and
continuity [23] are applied to the dataset. Here, the distance of point i in high-dimensional space
is measured against its k closest neighbours using rank order, and the extent to which each rank
changes in low-dimensional space is measured. For n samples, let r(i, j) be the rank in distance of
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sample i to sample j in the high-dimensional space Uk
i . Similarly, let r̂(i, j) be the rank of the distance

between sample i and sample j in low-dimensional space Vk
i . Using the k-nearest neighbours, the map

is considered trustworthy if these k neighbours are also placed close to point i in the low-dimensional
space, as shown in Equation (1).

T(k) = 1 − 2
nk(2n − 3k − 1)

n

∑
i=1

∑
j∈U(k)

i

(r(i, j)− k) (1)

Similarly, continuity (shown in Equation 2) measures the extent to which original clusters of
datapoints are preserved, and can be considered the inverse to trustworthiness, finding sample points
that are close to point i in low-dimensional space, but not in the high-dimensional plane.

C(k) = 1 − 2
nk(2n − 3k − 1)

n

∑
i=1

∑
j∈V(k)

i

(r̂(i, j)− k) (2)

In both of these equations, a normalising factor is used to bound the trustworthiness and continuity
scores between 0 and 1. These measures evaluate the extent to which the local structure of the original
dataset is preserved in a low-dimensional map; this is described in [24], where it is shown that the
local structure of the dataset needs to be retained for a successful map of the datapoints.

3.2.2. K-NN

In order to measure the similarities in inter-class structures within the high and low dimensional
space, we apply a K-NN classifier with k = 1, as described in [25], and then measure the differences
in classification accuracies. The nearest neighbours are found using Euclidean distances with 13 and
2 dimensions, respectively. The accuracies are derived using K-fold cross validation with K = 20,
where 20% of the data is partitioned for testing. This allows us to measure the extent to which
the between-class structures have been preserved in the reduction process, and effectively acts as a
supervised structural preservation metric.

3.2.3. Jeffries–Matusita Distance

In order to evaluate the extent to which timbral descriptors lie at opposing ends of the mapped
parameter space, we can measure the extent to which the timbre classes are separable using a distance
metric. Typically, this can be done by finding the divergence between class distributions using a
technique such as Kullback–Leibler Divergence (KLD), as we proposed in [26]; however, as explained
in [27], this does not satisfy the triangle inequality based on the measurement’s asymmetry. While
two-sided KLD addresses this, as explained in [28], [29] proposes Jeffries–Matusita Distance (JMD) as a
more appropriate alternative. JMD (as shown in Equation 4) is a metric derived from the Bhattacharya
(BH) distance, as in Equation (3), which bounds the output of the measure from 0 (no separability) to
2 (perfect separability).

BHi,j =
1
8
(mi − mj)

T(
Si + Sj

2
)−1(mi − mj) + 0.5 ln(

0.5(
∣∣Si + Sj

∣∣)√
|Si|
∣∣Sj
∣∣ (3)

JMD1,2 =

√
2(1 − e−BHi,j) (4)

Here m represents the mean and S represents the covariance of classes i and j, respectively.

3.2.4. Reconstruction Error

To measure the reconstruction accuracy (low-to-high-dimensionality mapping) of the model,
we measure the input/output error for each pair-wise combination of dimensionality reduction
and reconstruction techniques by computing the mean absolute error between predicted and actual
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parameter values. This is done using K-fold cross validation with k = 20 iterations, and a test partition
size of 20% (160 training examples). As some of the dimensionality reduction techniques are unable
to embed new information into the reduced-dimensionality space, the first part of the test process
(i.e., the prediction of new low-dimensional values as implemented in [26]) was omitted, and only
regression and interpolation techniques were evaluated.

3.3. Subjective Evaluation

Using the metrics defined in Section 3.2, we are able to select an appropriate model which
is capable of accurately reducing the dataset while preserving the data structure and accurately
reconstructing the input parameters with minimal error. To validate this, we implement subjective
user tests in which participants are asked to equalise a series of audio samples using the
reduced-dimensionality interface. To do this, 10 participants were asked to apply the process to
10 input sounds using only the two-dimensional interface. Each participant was asked to achieve a
warm or bright output sound for each stimuli. During the test, samples were presented to participants
in a random order across separate DAW channels, and the equaliser parameters remained hidden.
No indication was given as to the underlying distribution of datapoints. The stimuli comprised
unaccompanied musical instrument samples and ranged from 20 to 30 s in length. The samples were
primarily taken from electric guitars and included a variety of genres, taken from the Mixing Secrets
Multitrack Audio Dataset [30]. All of the participants had normal hearing, were aged 18–35, and had
varied music production experience, from 0 to 5 years.

4. Model

The proposed system maps between the equaliser parameter space, consisting of 13 filter
parameters and a two-dimensional plane, while preserving the context-dependent nature of the
audio effect. After an initial training phase, the user can then submit (x, y) coordinates to the system
using a track-pad interface, resulting in a timbral modification via the corresponding filter parameters.
To demonstrate this, we train the model with two class (bright, warm) musical semantics data taken
from the SAFE equaliser database, thus resulting in an underlying transition between opposing timbral
descriptors in two-dimensional space. By training the model in this manner, we intend to retain
the high-dimensional structure of the dataset in the two-dimensional space while minimising the
reconstruction error inherent to dimensionality reduction methods.

The model (illustrated in Figure 2) has two key operations. The first involves weighting the
parameters by computing the vector αn(A) from the input signal long-term spectral energy (A). We
can then modify the parameter vector (P) to obtain a weighted vector (P′). The second component
scales the dimensionality of (P′), resulting in a compact audio-dependent representation. During the
model implementation phase, we apply an unweighting procedure based on the (x, y) coordinates and
the signal modified spectrum. This is done by multiplying the estimated parameters with the inverse
weight vector, resulting in an approximation of the original parameters. In addition to the weighting
and dimensionality reduction stages, a scale-normalisation procedure is applied, aiming to convert
the ranges of each parameter (given in Table 1), to (0 < pn < 1). This converts the data into a suitable
format for dimensionality reduction.

4.1. Parameter Scaling

As the configuration of the filter parameters assigned to each descriptor by the user during
equalisation is likely to vary based on the audio signal being processed, the first requirement of the
model is to apply weights to the parameters based on knowledge of the audio data at the time of
processing. To do this, we selectively extract features from the signal LTAS before and after the filter is
applied. This is possible due to the configuration of the data collection architecture, highlighted in
Figure 1b. The weights (αm) can then be expressed as a function of the LTAS, where the function’s
definition varies based on the parameter representation (i.e., gain, centre frequency, or bandwidth of
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the corresponding filter). We use the LTAS to prevent the parameters from adapting each time a new
frame is read. In practice, we are able to do this by presenting users with means to store the audio
data, rather than continually extracting it from the audio stream. Each weighting is defined as the
ratio between a spectral feature taken from the filtered audio signal (A′

k) and the signal filtered by an
enclosing rectangular window (Rk). Here, the rectangular window is bounded by the minimum and
maximum frequency values attainable by the observed filter fk(A).

Parameter 
Weighting

Dimensionality 
Reduction

Parameter 
Reconstruction

Parameter 
Unweighting

Scale 
Conversion

Scale 
Conversion

(x, y) Map

Parameter Space 
Mapping

Parameter 
Scaling

Model 

Training

User 

Input

Figure 2. An overview of the proposed model. The grey horizontal paths represent training and
implementation (user input) phases.

We can define the equaliser as an array of biquad functions arranged in series, as depicted in
Equation (5).

fk = fk−1(A, �Pk−1)

k = 1, . . . , K − 1
(5)

Here, K = 5 represents the number of filters used by the equaliser and fk represents the kth biquad
function, which we can define by its transfer function, given in Equation (6).

Hk(z) = c · 1 + b1z−1 + b2z−2

1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2 (6)

The LTAS is then modified by the filter as in Equation (7) and the weighted parameter vector can
be derived using the function expressed in Equation (8).

A′
k = |Hk(ejω)|Ak (7)

p′n = αm(k) · pn (8)

where pn is the nth parameter in the vector P. The weighting function is then defined by the parameter
type (m), where m = 0 represents gain, m = 1 represents centre-frequency, and m = 2 represents
bandwidth. For gain parameters, the weights are expressed as a ratio of the spectral energy in the
filtered spectrum (A′) to the spectral energy in the enclosing rectangular window (Rk), derived in
Equation (9) and illustrated in Figure 3.

α0(k) =
∑i(A′

k)i

∑i(Rk)i
(9)

For frequency parameters (m = 1), the weights are expressed as a ratio of the respective
spectral centroids of A′ and Rk, as demonstrated in Equation (10), where bni are the corresponding
frequency bins.

α1(k) =
(

∑i(A′
k)ibni

∑i(A′
k)i

)/(
∑i(Rk)ibni

∑i(Rk)i

)
(10)
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Finally, the weights for bandwidth parameters (m = 2) are defined as the ratio of spectral spread
exhibited by both A′ and Rk. This is demonstrated in Equation (11), where (x)sc represents the spectral
centroid of x.

α2(k) =

(
∑i
(
bni − (A′

k)sc
)2

(A′
k)i

∑i(A′
k)i

)/(
∑i (bni − (Rk)sc)

2 (Rk)i

∑i(Rk)i

)
(11)

During the implementation phase, retrieval of the unweighted parameters, given a weighted
vector, can be achieved by simply multiplying the weighted parameters with the inverse weights
vector, as in Equation (12).

p̂n = α−1
m (k) · p′n (12)

where p̂ is a reconstructed version of p, after dimensionality reduction has been applied.
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Figure 3. An example spectrum taken from an input example, weighted by the biquad coefficients,
where the red line represents a peaking filter, the black line represents the biquad-filtered spectrum,
and the blue line represents the spectral energy in the rectangular window (Rk).

To ensure the parameters are in a consistent format for each of the dimensionality scaling
algorithms, a scale normalisation procedure is applied using Equation (13), where during the training
process, the pmin and pmax represent the minimum and maximum values for each parameter (given in
Table 1), and qmin and qmax represent 0 and 1. During the implementation process, these values are
exchanged such that qmin and qmax represent the minimum and maximum values for each parameter
and pmin and pmax represent 0 and 1.

ρn =
(pn − qmin)(pmax − pmin)

qmax − qmin
+ pmin (13)

Additionally, a sorting algorithm was used to place the three mid-band filters in ascending order
based on their centre frequency. This prevents normalisation errors due to the frequency ranges,
allowing filters to be rearranged by the user.

4.2. Parameter Space Mapping

Once the filters have been weighted by the audio signal, the mapping from 13 equaliser variables to
a two-dimensional subspace can be accomplished using a range of dimensionality reduction techniques.
In this study, we expand on [26] and evaluate the performance of six dimensionality reduction
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techniques. Here, the algorithms that were used for the dimensionality reduction are available as
part of the dimensionality reduction toolbox in [31]. In addition to this, parameter space mapping is
evaluated by measuring the quality of reduction with rank-based measures and nearest neighbour
classification algorithms. In dimensionality reduction, the reconstruction process is often less common
due to the nature of the task (e.g., feature optimisation, data reduction). We evaluate the efficacy of two
regression-based techniques and three interpolation techniques at mapping two-dimensional interface
variables to a vector of equaliser parameters. This is done by approximating functions using the
weighted parameter data and measuring the reconstruction error. Finally, we evaluate an sAE model of
data reduction, in which the parameter space is both reduced and reconstructed in the same algorithm;
we are then able to isolate the reconstruction (decoder) stage for the implementation process.

Dimensionality reduction is implemented using the following techniques: PCA, a widely used
method of embedding data into a linear subspace of reduced dimensionality by finding the eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix, originally proposed by [32]; Kernel PCA (kPCA), a non-linear manifold
mapping technique in which the eigenvectors are computed from a kernel matrix as opposed to the
covariance matrix, as defined by [33]; probabilistic PCA (pPCA), a method that considers standard PCA
as a latent variable model and makes use of an Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm, a method
for finding the maximum-likelihood estimate of the parameters in an underlying distribution from
a given data set, depending on unobserved latent variables [34] as described in [35]; Factor Analysis
(FA), a statistical analysis technique that identifies the relationship between different variables of a
dataset and groups those variables by the correlation of the underlying factors [36]; Diffusion Maps
(DM), a technique inspired by the field of dynamical systems, reducing the dimensionality of data by
embedding the original dataset in a low-dimensional space by retrieving the eigenvectors of Markov
random walks [37]; Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), a supervised projection technique that maps
to a linear subspace while maximising the separability between data points that belong to different
classes (see [38]). As LDA projects the data-points onto the dimensions that maximise inter-class
variance for C classes, the dimensionality of the subspace is set to C − 1. This means that in a binary
classification problem such as ours, we need to reconstruct the second dimension arbitrarily. For each
of the other algorithms, we select the first two variables for mapping, and for the kPCA algorithm, the
feature distances are computed using a Gaussian kernel.

The parameter reconstruction process was implemented using the following techniques:
Linear Regression (LR), a process by which a linear function is used to estimate latent variables;
Natural Neighbour Interpolation (NaNI), a method for interpolating between scattered data points
using Voronoi tessellation, as used by [14] for a similar application; Nearest Neighbour Interpolation
(NeNI), an interpolation method where the query point takes the value of the nearest neighbour [39];
Linear Interpolation (LI), an interpolation technique that assumes a linear relationship between the
existing points in a dataset; Support Vector Regression (SVR), a non-linear kernel-based regression
technique (see [40]), for which we choose a Gaussian kernel function.

An autoencoder is an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with a topology capable of learning
a compact representation of a dataset by optimising a matrix of weights, such that a loss function
representing the difference between the output and input vectors is minimised. Autoencoders can then
be stacked together using the output of the prior layer as the input for the next in order to construct a
deep network architecture. Each autoencoder is then trained individually, learning to minimise the
reconstruction error between its input and the predicted output. This approach has been used for data
compression [41], and by extension, dimensionality reduction. This type of ANN is often used in order
to improve the classification accuracy of logistic regression [42]; however, since our problem involves
data reconstruction as opposed to classification, a logistic layer is not implemented.

Network Topology

The autoencoder was built using the Theano Python library [43], where we observed an error of
0.086 using a single hidden layer with N (in this case N = 2) units. To reduce the error, a mirrored
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[13− 9− 2] architecture was selected empirically, resulting in an error measurement of 0.08. To improve
reconstruction accuracy further, noise was introduced at each stage in the network, as demonstrated
by [44]. Here, the first autoencoder was corrupted with 0.6 magnitude noise, and the second with 0.5.
This approach is able to further reduce the reconstruction error to 0.0784. Additionally, we replace
the previously-used stochastic gradient descent algorithm with an RMSprop method [45] with a batch
size of 10 as the pre-training and fine-tuning methods of optimization, and a learning rate of 0.01 and
0.001, respectively. This approach allows for faster optimization, as shown in [46]. For the weighted
parameters, we found that a three-layer denoising autoencoder with an architecture of [13 − 9 − 6 − 2]
and noise of magnitude (0.5, 0.4, 0.3) is able to outperform our two-layer denoising autoencoder model.

5. Results

5.1. Parameter Space Evaluation

To evaluate the extent to which structures in the parameter space are preserved in the reduced
dimensionality map, we report the trustworthiness, continuity, and class-wise similarity (k-NN). This
is applied to data shown in Figure 4a–g, in which a two-dimensional projection of the 13 equaliser
parameters is given for both warm and bright samples in the dataset.

5.1.1. Low-Dimensional Mapping Accuracy

From Table 2 we show that for trustworthiness, pPCA achieves the highest rating (0.8426), with the
sAE also performing similarly (0.842). The rest of the techniques are also able to achieve a high score,
ranging from 0.81 for kPCA to 0.839 for standard PCA. The only technique that does not perform to
the same standard is LDA, as the algorithm maximizes the separability of classes in the data instead of
preserving the structure of the original dataset unrelated to its classes. For continuity, we can see that
the majority of the techniques perform similarly, with scores ranging from 0.943 for the sAE to 0.958
for kPCA. However, as was the case with trustworthiness, LDA does not perform as well (0.868), due to
the map reduction process.

(a) PCA (b) pPCA (c) kPCA (d) FA

(e) DM (f) LDA (g) sAE
.

Figure 4. Two-dimensional parameter-space representations using seven data reduction techniques,
where the red data points are taken from parameter spaces described as bright and the blue points are
described as warm. (a), (c), (f), and (g). PCA: Principal Components Analysis; pPCA: Probabilistic PCA;
kPCA: Kernel PCA; FA: Factor Analysis; DM: Diffusion Maps; LDA: Linear Discriminant Analysis;
sAE: stacked-autoencoder.
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Table 2. Trustworthiness and continuity scores for the different dimensionality reduction techniques
(higher values are better) and classification accuracy of 1-NN classification

Technique Trustworthiness Continuity 1-NN Classification

Original - - 91.21%
PCA 0.8398 0.9541 87.61%

pPCA 0.8426 0.9567 87.92%
kPCA 0.8102 0.9583 86.14%

FA 0.8337 0.9490 86.19%
DM 0.8395 0.9533 87.89%
LDA 0.7292 0.8684 85.40%
sAE 0.8420 0.9439 84.01%

Trustworthiness and continuity metrics were used with a varying number of neighbours, ranging
from 1 to 250. Here, the sAE exhibits higher scores for a lower number of neighbours (<120), as shown
in Figure 5a—a result that suggests the system is better at retaining the local structure of the data,
which is a necessary goal for a successful mapping technique. Furthermore, while the continuity
score of the autoencoder is lower than the remaining dimensionality reduction techniques (Table 2),
its error from the best performing technique in terms of continuity (kPCA) is only 0.015, which is
deemed negligible.

5.1.2. Class Preservation

The classification of 1-NN in the original dataset achieves an average of 91.21% for 100 iterations
of the algorithm. None of the dimensionality reduction techniques are able to replicate this response,
with pPCA achieving the highest score (87.92%), as seen in Table 2. On the other hand, the sAE
achieved an accuracy of 84.01%, the lowest among the techniques being tested, 7.2% worse than the
classification accuracy of the algorithm in the high-dimensional dataset. This result reveals that sAE is
not as capable as other reduction techniques in preserving the classes on the low-dimensional space;
however, as sAE is able to achieve better results than the other techniques for trustworthiness for a
lower number of neighbours, and its performance in 1-NN is not drastically worse (3.91%) than the
best technique in pPCA, it can be considered a minor problem.

5.1.3. Class Separation

By applying JMD (Equation 4) to the dimensionality reduction techniques, we find that kPCA
outperforms the rest of the techniques used, achieving 0.607, whereas the optimised autoencoder
model performs slightly less favourably with a score 0.558, as shown in Table 3. The only technique
that was excluded from this process was LDA, for two reasons: (1) it is a supervised technique that
specifically maximizes the separability between the different classes in the low-dimensional space,
and (2) in the context of our study, LDA has reduced the dataset to a single dimension, while all the
other techniques have reduced the dimensionality to two dimensions. While class-separability is not
necessarily correlated with accurate preservation of structure, high separability will allow users to
effectively modulate between contrasting timbral descriptors.

Table 3. Jeffries–Matusita Distance (JMD) scores showing separation across different dimensionality
reduction techniques.

Separability Measure PCA pPCA kPCA FA DM sAE

JMD 0.5142 0.5152 0.6076 0.4862 0.5125 0.5581
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Figure 5. Trustworthiness and continuity plots across the different dimensionality reduction techniques
for number of neighbors (1 : 250). (a) Trustworthiness; (b) Continuity; (c) Trustworthiness (Weighted
Parameters); (d) Continuity (Weighted Parameters).

5.2. Parameter Reconstruction Error

In [26], the sAE was able to achieve the lowest reconstruction error, 0.086, while the technique
that came the closest to its accuracy was kPCA with support vector regression, achieving an error of
0.09. The sAE technique still outperforms all the other combinations of techniques, as can be seen in
Table 4, achieving an overall error 0.074. It should also be noted that the sAE is able to reconstruct the
most parameters of the equaliser (6) more accurately than any other combination of techniques.
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Table 4. Mean reconstruction error per parameter using combinations of dimensionality reduction and
reconstruction techniques, with the lowest reconstruction error highlighted in grey. The final column
shows the mean (μ) error across all techniques, while the model with the lowest mean reconstruction
error (Stacked Autoencoder, sAE) is highlighted in green. LR: Linear Regression; SVR: Support Vector
Regression; NaNI: Natural Neighbour Interpolation; NeNI: Nearest Neighbour Interpolation; LI: Linear
Interpolation.

P: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 μ

PCA-LR 0.099 0.070 0.142 0.047 0.041 0.139 0.079 0.028 0.124 0.090 0.029 0.102 0.109 0.084
LDA-LR 0.194 0.070 0.150 0.047 0.041 0.171 0.082 0.028 0.116 0.090 0.030 0.123 0.106 0.096
kPCA-LR 0.081 0.070 0.136 0.047 0.040 0.150 0.082 0.027 0.130 0.084 0.029 0.120 0.107 0.085
pPCA-LR 0.099 0.069 0.138 0.046 0.039 0.142 0.078 0.027 0.126 0.092 0.030 0.104 0.108 0.084
DM-LR 0.104 0.070 0.138 0.047 0.040 0.139 0.081 0.027 0.126 0.091 0.031 0.102 0.106 0.085
FA-LR 0.151 0.068 0.156 0.042 0.040 0.143 0.068 0.029 0.144 0.084 0.030 0.103 0.094 0.089

PCA-SVR 0.086 0.064 0.123 0.046 0.040 0.137 0.079 0.028 0.125 0.089 0.031 0.097 0.095 0.080
LDA-SVR 0.196 0.068 0.152 0.048 0.040 0.171 0.081 0.028 0.116 0.087 0.031 0.123 0.105 0.096
kPCA-SVR 0.077 0.069 0.136 0.045 0.039 0.144 0.079 0.026 0.130 0.088 0.032 0.111 0.099 0.083
pPCA-SVR 0.089 0.066 0.128 0.047 0.040 0.136 0.077 0.027 0.128 0.088 0.031 0.096 0.097 0.081
DM-SVR 0.088 0.067 0.121 0.047 0.040 0.133 0.078 0.026 0.124 0.089 0.031 0.096 0.095 0.080
FA-SVR 0.144 0.062 0.137 0.041 0.039 0.144 0.066 0.026 0.144 0.085 0.030 0.098 0.082 0.084

PCA-NaNI 0.091 0.080 0.137 0.054 0.045 0.149 0.092 0.029 0.144 0.107 0.032 0.104 0.107 0.090
LDA-NaNI 0.263 0.098 0.209 0.071 0.046 0.216 0.117 0.031 0.149 0.124 0.033 0.158 0.128 0.126
kPCA-NaNI 0.083 0.082 0.159 0.056 0.042 0.154 0.095 0.029 0.160 0.116 0.033 0.125 0.108 0.096
pPCA-NaNI 0.092 0.078 0.139 0.050 0.041 0.148 0.090 0.028 0.139 0.106 0.034 0.105 0.106 0.089
DM-NaNI 0.094 0.080 0.139 0.052 0.043 0.146 0.091 0.026 0.143 0.107 0.030 0.107 0.103 0.089
FA-NaNI 0.152 0.070 0.157 0.046 0.041 0.164 0.075 0.028 0.159 0.098 0.033 0.102 0.087 0.093

PCA-NeNI 0.099 0.093 0.163 0.060 0.047 0.177 0.106 0.030 0.162 0.123 0.035 0.121 0.121 0.103
LDA-NeNI 0.252 0.100 0.194 0.060 0.042 0.217 0.109 0.031 0.151 0.120 0.037 0.158 0.115 0.122
kPCA-NeNI 0.092 0.096 0.187 0.060 0.042 0.175 0.110 0.025 0.180 0.128 0.029 0.135 0.124 0.106
pPCA-NeNI 0.103 0.088 0.162 0.059 0.042 0.170 0.107 0.027 0.160 0.123 0.034 0.120 0.117 0.101
DM-NeNI 0.110 0.090 0.161 0.059 0.046 0.175 0.101 0.025 0.159 0.124 0.034 0.122 0.116 0.102
FA-NeNI 0.176 0.082 0.171 0.054 0.041 0.193 0.087 0.028 0.205 0.114 0.034 0.138 0.096 0.109

PCA-LI 0.092 0.078 0.141 0.055 0.042 0.149 0.095 0.026 0.143 0.114 0.033 0.108 0.108 0.091
LDA-LI 0.254 0.097 0.195 0.062 0.043 0.209 0.107 0.032 0.153 0.115 0.037 0.155 0.113 0.121
kPCA-LI 0.083 0.082 0.159 0.058 0.039 0.159 0.102 0.028 0.160 0.114 0.030 0.127 0.115 0.096
pPCA-LI 0.091 0.080 0.138 0.053 0.047 0.148 0.095 0.029 0.146 0.112 0.034 0.108 0.107 0.091
DM-LI 0.098 0.076 0.142 0.051 0.045 0.149 0.089 0.030 0.146 0.112 0.033 0.108 0.105 0.091
FA-LI 0.160 0.070 0.153 0.046 0.041 0.172 0.078 0.028 0.176 0.102 0.032 0.119 0.087 0.097

sAE(2-Layer) 0.073 0.046 0.126 0.039 0.027 0.149 0.067 0.014 0.123 0.091 0.017 0.099 0.096 0.074

5.3. Parameter Weighting

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the signal specific weights, we measure the reconstruction
accuracy of each system after the weights have been applied (see Table 5). Overall, the systems
exhibit a general improvement in the reconstruction accuracy of the gain and Q parameters. All
the systems have improved accuracy measurements, with the highest performing pair being PCA
with SVR, achieving an error of 0.059. Similarly, the sAE with the same architecture, with hidden
layer sizes [9, 2], is able to achieve a reconstruction accuracy of 0.06—a further improvement from the
0.0748 error observed with unweighted parameters. For the weighted parameters we found that a
three-layer denoising autoencoder was able to outperform our two-layer autoencoder, improving the
reconstruction accuracy by 0.02.

Finally, the parameter weighting stage improves the trustworthiness of the low-dimensional
mapping when using PCA, pPCA, kPCA, DM, and sAE, whilst FA and LDA exhibited significantly
lower scores, as presented in Table 6. On the other hand, the continuity of the systems had very
little change, with pPCA, kPCA, DM, FA, and sAE showing very minor reductions, LDA showing
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significant reduction, and PCA showing an improvement. In this case, sAE with parameter weighting
still outperforms the other techniques in terms of trustworthiness for a lower number of neighbours,
as in Figure 5c, and the performance in terms of continuity sees the sAE performing better than FA
(Figure 5d).

Table 5. Mean reconstruction error per parameter using combinations of dimensionality reduction
and reconstruction techniques for the weighted parameterers, with the lowest reconstruction error
highlighted in grey. The final column shows the mean (μ) error across all techniques, while the model
with the lowest mean reconstruction error (Stacked Autoencoder) is highlighted in green.

P: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 μ

PCA-LR 0.052 0.059 0.062 0.040 0.023 0.114 0.075 0.018 0.107 0.088 0.020 0.034 0.106 0.061
LDA-LR 0.149 0.068 0.116 0.047 0.022 0.118 0.083 0.017 0.101 0.088 0.020 0.028 0.105 0.074
kPCA-LR 0.039 0.066 0.056 0.043 0.021 0.113 0.084 0.016 0.112 0.089 0.021 0.035 0.105 0.062
pPCA-LR 0.054 0.066 0.062 0.042 0.022 0.111 0.074 0.017 0.108 0.090 0.022 0.036 0.110 0.063
DM-LR 0.058 0.068 0.066 0.041 0.023 0.111 0.074 0.016 0.110 0.091 0.020 0.036 0.107 0.063
FA-LR 0.149 0.062 0.141 0.035 0.021 0.111 0.063 0.015 0.066 0.075 0.022 0.024 0.091 0.067

PCA-SVR 0.046 0.059 0.059 0.041 0.021 0.111 0.071 0.015 0.103 0.087 0.021 0.035 0.099 0.059
LDA-SVR 0.155 0.070 0.120 0.047 0.023 0.121 0.081 0.016 0.109 0.094 0.020 0.027 0.104 0.076
kPCA-SVR 0.036 0.068 0.052 0.044 0.023 0.111 0.080 0.016 0.106 0.090 0.022 0.035 0.108 0.061
pPCA-SVR 0.047 0.061 0.058 0.041 0.023 0.113 0.074 0.016 0.106 0.094 0.021 0.035 0.101 0.061
DM-SVR 0.050 0.063 0.060 0.042 0.024 0.110 0.074 0.016 0.103 0.089 0.020 0.035 0.100 0.060
FA-SVR 0.141 0.050 0.136 0.036 0.023 0.108 0.058 0.017 0.064 0.075 0.019 0.024 0.092 0.065

PCA-NaNI 0.048 0.066 0.064 0.047 0.026 0.127 0.081 0.019 0.116 0.096 0.024 0.038 0.111 0.066
LDA-NaNI 0.195 0.092 0.152 0.062 0.025 0.160 0.106 0.020 0.135 0.123 0.026 0.033 0.123 0.096
kPCA-NaNI 0.038 0.075 0.061 0.051 0.026 0.137 0.098 0.020 0.120 0.102 0.024 0.039 0.110 0.069
pPCA-NaNI 0.046 0.065 0.064 0.045 0.027 0.128 0.080 0.022 0.117 0.094 0.021 0.036 0.110 0.066
DM-NaNI 0.054 0.070 0.069 0.046 0.028 0.128 0.084 0.019 0.118 0.100 0.024 0.038 0.109 0.068
FA-NaNI 0.164 0.055 0.163 0.040 0.023 0.124 0.069 0.019 0.077 0.090 0.025 0.029 0.104 0.076

PCA-NeNI 0.057 0.077 0.080 0.057 0.029 0.157 0.100 0.022 0.140 0.119 0.022 0.043 0.126 0.079
LDA-NeNI 0.195 0.096 0.157 0.063 0.027 0.157 0.105 0.023 0.132 0.122 0.027 0.032 0.123 0.097
kPCA-NeNI 0.042 0.081 0.072 0.058 0.030 0.154 0.108 0.024 0.145 0.112 0.025 0.045 0.125 0.079
pPCA-NeNI 0.054 0.072 0.076 0.055 0.027 0.155 0.097 0.022 0.137 0.110 0.022 0.042 0.130 0.077
DM-NeNI 0.059 0.075 0.084 0.053 0.030 0.158 0.095 0.022 0.143 0.114 0.025 0.045 0.129 0.079
FA-NeNI 0.185 0.064 0.190 0.047 0.029 0.144 0.085 0.020 0.091 0.109 0.025 0.033 0.117 0.088

PCA-LI 0.052 0.070 0.069 0.050 0.027 0.136 0.087 0.021 0.127 0.102 0.026 0.038 0.119 0.071
LDA-LI 0.192 0.103 0.154 0.062 0.027 0.161 0.110 0.018 0.140 0.135 0.025 0.035 0.124 0.099
kPCA-LI 0.037 0.069 0.064 0.049 0.027 0.138 0.094 0.020 0.122 0.106 0.024 0.040 0.113 0.069
pPCA-LI 0.052 0.071 0.069 0.049 0.026 0.137 0.084 0.020 0.125 0.102 0.024 0.039 0.116 0.070
DM-LI 0.054 0.070 0.070 0.046 0.029 0.132 0.085 0.020 0.121 0.099 0.024 0.037 0.113 0.069
FA-LI 0.170 0.056 0.162 0.040 0.026 0.124 0.070 0.021 0.077 0.093 0.025 0.030 0.103 0.077

sAE(3-Layer) 0.065 0.053 0.081 0.040 0.021 0.106 0.075 0.015 0.077 0.081 0.017 0.028 0.096 0.058

Table 6. Trustworthiness and continuity scores (including weighting) for the different dimensionality
reduction techniques (higher values are better), and classification accuracy of 1-nn classification

Technique Trustworthiness Continuity 1-NN Classification

Original - - 84.9%
PCA 0.8463 0.9562 67.85%

pPCA 0.8454 0.9552 67.39%
kPCA 0.8263 0.9566 69.40%

FA 0.7761 0.9359 59.52%
DM 0.8477 0.9561 66.03%
LDA 0.6702 0.8340 73.92%

sAE(3-Layer) 0.8440 0.9431 73.51%
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5.4. User Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the selected mode (sAE) using subjective tests in which we
present the user with various samples and ask them to equalise it using the low-dimensional space
(shown in Figure 6). We then measure the class separability using the JMD metric presented in
Section 3.2. In Table 7 we present the degree of separation between user inputs using high-dimensional
and low-dimensional responses from the subjective data. From this we can deduce that the overlap
between warm and bright descriptors has decreased, with a value of 0.8527. This is higher than
the high-dimensional dataset instances (0.5581). Furthermore, we see an increase in separation
between the high-dimensional classes and the opposing low-dimensional classes. For instance, the
high-dimensional warm examples and the low-dimensional bright examples achieve a separation of
0.7719, again higher than the original separation between the high-dimensional classes. Similarly, a
strong positive correlation between high-dimensional and low-dimensional equalisation is exhibited
by examples in the same class, a desired effect that displays the ability of the users to choose the
corresponding regions for the two descriptors.
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Figure 6. Equalisation settings shown in reduced dimensionality space where the figure (a) shows
the results of users recording warm and bright samples using 13 parameters; (b) the results of users
producing the same descriptors using a sAE-based two-dimensional equaliser. Here, diamonds
represent the class centroids.

Table 7. Jeffries-Matusita Distance (JMD) scores showing separation for data gathered from
13-dimensional parameters and a two-dimensional interface using warm(W) and bright(B) examples.
Higher scores are desirable for the first four measurements, while lower scores are better for the last
two columns.

Separability W(13-d)/B(13-d) W(2-d)/B(2-d) W(13-d)/B(2-d) B(13-d)/W(2-d) W(13-d)/W(2-d) B(13-d)/B(2-d)

JMD 0.5581 0.8527 0.7719 0.6988 0.0846 0.1439

Table 8. Pearson correlation between the reconstructed equaliser curves.

Metric B(13-d)/B(2-d) W(13-d)/W(2-d) W(13-d)/B(13-d) W(2-d)/B(2-d)

Pearson correlation 0.9346 0.9247 -0.7594 -0.9121

This is reinforced by the low Euclidean distances between class centroids (shown in Figure 6)
and strong positive coherence (spectral correlation) between the equaliser curves achieved using
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the 13- and 2-dimensional interfaces (shown in Figure 7a,b). These results are provided through the
Pearson correlation measures in Table 8, revealing a positive correlation between the high-dimensional
and low-dimensional datasets for the same descriptor: 0.9346 for warm and 0.9247 for bright, and a
negative correlation between opposite high-dimensional and low dimensional descriptors: −0.7594
and −0.9121, respectively.
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Figure 7. The reconstructed equaliser curves for the centroid of the warm and bright descriptors for both
the high-dimensional (red) and low-dimensional (blue) datasets. (a) Reconstructed warm equaliser
curve; (b) Reconstructed bright equaliser curve.

6. Discussion

For reconstruction accuracy we find that the sAE is able to outperform all pairwise combinations
of dimensionality reduction and reconstruction techniques, whether the system includes parameter
weighting or not (Table 4 and Table 5). Furthermore, the sAE is able to achieve the second highest
trustworthiness score (see Table 2, Figure 5a,c) in low-dimensional space, and performs to a high
standard in the preservation of high-dimensional clusters (continuity), as in Table 2 and Figure 5b,d.
Using a sAE however, the class-separability in low-dimensional space is reduced when parameter
weighting is applied. Furthermore, the system is able to reconstruct the most parameters of the
equaliser accurately (six for the unweighted parameters and five for the weighted parameters), while
FA with SVR is the only combination able to accurately reconstruct five parameters for the weighted
reconstruction. It achieves lower results for overall reconstruction accuracy (0.065), trustworthiness
(0.7761), and classification (59.52%), and marginally lower for continuity (0.9359).

Whilst the parameter reconstruction of the autoencoder is sufficiently accurate for our application,
it is bound by the intrinsic dimensionality of the data, defined as the minimum number of variables
required to accurately represent the variance in lower dimensional space. For the bright/warm
parameter-space data used in this experiment, we can show that the intrinsic dimensionality requires
three variables when computed using Maximum Likelihood Estimation [47]. As our application
requires a two-dimensional interface, this means the reconstruction accuracy is inherently limited.

Additionally, the user tests revealed that the two-dimensional slider using a sAE is able to
accurately reconstruct the equaliser curve, retaining the characteristics associated with warm (boost
on low-mid and cut on high-end) and bright (cut on low-end and boost on high-end), as displayed
in Figure 7a,b. Participants of the experiment also commented that the underlying two-dimensional
map is easy to quickly learn and provides an intuitive tool for controlling an audio equaliser. Taking
into account that the final audio effect should be incorporated alongside the equaliser, with the
high-dimensional parameters also available to the users, and with indications as to where the semantic
regions are placed, it can be expected that the resulting effect will feature a quick way of achieving the
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different descriptors (using the two-dimensional slider) and a further fine-tuning stage (via changing
the high-dimensional equaliser parameters) if that is necessary.

Providing the model training is applied offline, mapping techniques such as PCA, LDA, DM,
pPCA, kPCA, and FA are all capable of running in real-time given the lower degree of computational
complexity, as do reconstruction methods such as the interpolation techniques (LI, NaNI, NeNI) and
the sAE. Similarly, while the sAE requires iterative training, which will have variable training times
based on the number of iterations, the learning rate and the number of neurons and hidden layers, it
still offers a fast implementation as the user-input process is relatively lightweight.

7. Conclusions

We have presented a model for the modulation of equalisation parameters using a
two-dimensional control interface. The model utilises a sAE to modify the dimensionality of the
input data and a weighting process that adapts the parameters to the LTAS of the input audio signal.
We train the model with semantics data in order to get the appropriate decoder weights and bias units,
which can then be applied to any new input data. This data is given by a user as the position of the
cursor changes in an (x,y) Cartesian space. This new information will compute high-dimensional
values, which will be rescaled and unweighted, and consequently passed to the equaliser parameters.
We show that the sAE model achieves better reconstruction accuracy than other regression and
interpolation techniques, achieving an error as low as 0.058. Similarly, the trustworthiness and continuity
of the system perform similarly to (and in some cases outperform) the rest of the dimensionality
reduction techniques. Through subjective testing, we can show that the 2D equaliser provides users
with an intuitive tool to recreate the high-dimensional equaliser settings extracted from the original
dataset. This is demonstrated by comparing the centroids taken from the high and low-dimensional
maps and by comparing the equalisation curves when applied to warm and bright samples.
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Abstract: High quality headphones can generate a realistic sound immersion reproducing binaural
recordings. However, most people commonly use consumer headphones of inferior quality, as
the ones provided with smartphones or music players. Factors, such as weak frequency response,
distortion and the sensitivity disparity between the left and right transducers could be some of the
degrading factors. In this work, we are studying how these factors affect spatial perception. To this
purpose, a series or perceptual tests have been carried out with a virtual headphone listening test
methodology. The first experiment focuses on the analysis of how the disparity of sensitivity between
the two transducers affects the final result. The second test studies the influence of the frequency
response relating quality and spatial impression. The third test analyzes the effects of distortion using
a Volterra kernels scheme for the simulation of the distortion using convolutions. Finally, the fourth
tries to relate the quality of the frequency response with the accuracy on azimuth localization. The
conclusions of the experiments are: the disparity between both transducers can affect the localization
of the source; the perception of quality and spatial impression has a high correlation; the distortion
produced by the range of headphones tested at a fixed level does not affect the perception of binaural
sound; and that some frequency bands have an important role in the front-back confusions.

Keywords: headphones; spatial sound; quality; perception; binaural; subjective test; distortion;
frequency response; front-back confusion

PACS: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Yw

1. Introduction

With the advent of high definition TV, 3D video and mobile devices, spatial audio technologies
have gained great popularity in recent years. Speaker sets have evolved from the classic stereo systems
into many channels, not only considering 2D configurations, but also height speakers. The variety
of formats (from 5.1 to 22.2 and also headphone systems) and the reproduction techniques (Vector
Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP) [1], Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) [2], Ambisonics, etc.) open up
many possibilities for the recreation of acoustic environments and especially the creation of new
musical experiences. Audio reproduction systems based on loudspeakers are the most popular, but the
headphone-based systems are increasing in popularity because of the private hearing they provide in
any type of environment, as well as the widespread use of mobile devices nowadays. Headphones are
commonly employed to reproduce stereo recordings, but binaural material represents a step forward.

The reproduction of binaural sound over headphones uses the principles of the human auditory
system [3]. It assumes that, if we are able to reproduce in the listener’s ears with headphones the same
pressures that the listener experiences in a natural environment, a realistic acoustic immersion can be
simulated [4].
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To have a correct sense of spatial immersion, high quality microphones should be employed
in conjunction with acoustic mannequins. In addition, high quality headphones should be used for
playback. However, low end headphones are widely used in most cases, either for economic reasons or
simply because they are included with mobile devices. It is generally known that low cost headphones
usually provide a poorer sense of immersion, but the degrading factors that cause such a loss in quality
have not been sufficiently studied, as well as the level of their effects. In this research, we are laying
the groundwork for a strategy to study the factors that affect the spatial sensation on listening with
headphones and their relationship to perceived quality.

Hypothesis and Planning of the Study

Different factors can affect the perception of the spatial sound image. Our hypothesis states that
three main factors are responsible for this degradation. Some of these degrading factors could be the
frequency response, the distortion and the disparity between the left-right transducers, especially in
low cost headphones. To determine this, we propose a series of perceptual tests [5] to particularly
study these factors.

Section 2 describes the methodology, the headphones employed in the study, as well as the
technique used to measure and simulate them. Sections 3–6 explain a series of perceptual tests that
constitute the bulk of this research. Firstly, Section 3 presents a perceptual test carried out to study the
influence of the sensitivity disparity between left and right transducers and to establish the degree to
which perception of the sound source position in the azimuth is affected. Although in high quality
headphones, manufacturers match transducers with similar sensibilities, these low cost headphones
have different sensibilities due to broader manufacturing tolerances. Another second subjective
perceptual test described in Section 4 was conducted to evaluate the effect of the frequency response in
the perception of quality and spatial impression with headphones. As frequency response is the factor
that varies most among different headphones due to their quality, this test is of particular interest to
better understand how frequency response affects the spatial sound impression. Section 5 outlines the
third perceptual test planned to evaluate the effect of harmonic distortion in listening with headphones.
Distortion can be considerable if high dynamic sound and high reproduction levels are employed.
Section 6 explains the fourth and last test, which studies the relation of the frequency response with
the accuracy of localization in the horizontal plane. The capacity of a headphone to generate a good
spatial immersion can be different from its capacity to generate precise locations. To explore this point,
azimuth localization is tested here for different kinds of headphones. The discussion and conclusions
of these experiments are presented in Section 7.

2. Headphones Measurements and Virtual Headphone Simulation

It is well known in loudspeaker testing that visual cues play an undesirable role in the results
provided by test subjects. Similarly, when testing headphones, tactile cues can also influence
results. Consequently, it can be challenging to conduct a double-blind comparative listening test
for headphones. It is difficult to hide the possible influencing variables, such as brand, design or price.
In addition, the manual substitution of different headphones on the subject’s head can be disruptive
and introduces useless fatigue on the subject [6]. Moreover, the fitting and tactile sensations are
impossible to remove, making them an important bias factor [7].

In order to avoid these effects, it is appropriate to use a virtual headphone simulation to
perform the listening tests [8,9]. This method employs one reference headphone to simulate the
different headphones under test. In this way, listeners can evaluate the simulated versions of the
different headphones wearing just the reference headphone, therefore avoiding the manual change of
headphones and removing the visual and tactile biases. Some other advantages are obtained with this
virtual method: listeners can have immediate access to the different headphones, and the procedure
test becomes more flexible, transparent, controlled and repeatable.
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The reliability of this virtual simulation method has been previously studied, finding good
correlation between standard listening tests using real headphones and the virtual simulation method.
However, in some cases, some discrepancy related to a specific model or sound signal [8] has been
found due to the visual and tactile bias present in the standard test [10].

Due to the great advantages of a virtual test over a standard one, this study used a virtual
headphone listening test methodology. This will remove the strong bias that would appear in this
study due to the great difference in appearance and fitting characteristics among the consumer
headphones and high quality ones used in this test.

2.1. Headphone Selection

Different headphones were selected in order to represent a range of commercial and
readily-available headphones. According to this principle and the scope of the study described
in previous sections, seven different headphones were selected plus a high quality reference one. A
Sennheiser HD800 (Sennheiser, Wedemark, Germany) was chosen as the reference headphone (REF).
The reason for this selection is due to its great fidelity, response, low distortion and accurate timbral
reproduction. The other seven headphones were selected to cover a wide range of possible common
uses. The brands and models of the rest of the headphones will be omitted, as they are not necessary
for the result analysis.

The headphones used in the study were classified as:

(a) REF, Reference, Sennheiser HD800 headphone (open and circumaural)
(b) HQop, High Quality open headphone (circumaural)
(c) MQcl, Medium Quality closed headphone (circumaural)
(d) BDso, Big Diaphragm semi-open headphone (circumaural)
(e) LCmul, Low Cost multimedia headphone (supra-aural)
(f) AirL, Airline headphone (supra-concha)
(g) Woh, Wireless open headphone (circumaural)
(h) LCmul2, Low Cost multimedia headphone 2 (supra-aural)

The reference headphone was the only one that participants used, saw and had contact with
during the tests. The rest of the headphones were simulated through the reference one. Then, all of the
participants performed the test using the same high quality reference headphone (REF, Sennheiser
HD800). The resulting signals for the rest of the headphones (used in Tests 2, 3 and 4 and described in
their sections) were simulated by means of proper signal processing algorithms and heard through the
reference headphone.

2.2. Frequency Responses Measures

To measure the response of the different headphones, a swept-sine method was employed [11]
using a Head and Torso Simulator (HATS) Model B & K Type 4100 (Brüel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark)
(Figure 1). This technique gave us both the frequency response, as well as the first and second distortion
harmonics needed for the simulation of the different headphones.

Figure 1. Set-up for measuring the headphones with the Head and Torso Simulator (HATS).
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To avoid differences in the amplitude level of the measures, the selected criterion was to achieve
the same equivalent power between 100 Hz to 10 kHz for all of the headphones (for calibration, we
employed band pass pink noise between 100 Hz to 10 kHz instead of 20 Hz to 20 kHz in order to
minimize the influence of roll-off in low and high frequencies in low quality headphones). This decision
allowed us to measure all of the headphones in the same reproduction conditions and to achieve
the same reproduction level in this band of frequencies. The reproduced pressure level for all of the
headphones was equivalent to 69 Sound Pressure Level dB (dBSPL) of pink noise in the reference
headphones. This level was selected in informal tests as a pleasant listening level. Besides, this level
allowed the measurement of the different headphone models without any saturation distortion in
equivalent conditions.

Each of the headphones, including the reference one, were measured with the mentioned
swept-sine method. The resulting impulse responses (hi[n]) were truncated to 50 ms (2205 samples for
a 44,100-Hz sampling frequency) and windowed with a half Hamming window. This length provides
good resolution in low frequencies until 20 Hz. To minimize errors related to headphone positioning
on the ear of the HATS simulator, five resets of the headphones were done and measured. The curves
shown in Figure 2 are based on the average of those measures.

The first curve corresponds to the reference headphone (a)-REF, which shows a smooth response
and flat below 3 kHz. The next three, (b)-HQop, (c)-MQcl, (d)-BDso headphones, were chosen as
good mid-quality range with different characteristics: open, closed and semi-open. Their frequency
responses below 6 kHz are quite flat, with the exception of some irregularities in the (c)-MQcl curve
and a peak down at 4.5 kHz that decreases to −14 dB. There is another peak up in the curve (d)-BDso
at 6 kHz of 15 dB. The next curves (e to h) represent the frequency responses of the multimedia
(e)-LCmul, airline (f)-AirL, wireless (g)-Woh and another multimedia (h)-LCmul2 headphones, that
were chosen to be an example of mid- and poor quality headphones. Their frequency responses have
important peaks and valleys that affect the sound. Curve (e)-LCmul has a reinforcement in frequencies
around 1.5 kHz and a big dip in 3.5 kHz, and curve (f)-AirL has a strong peak in 140 Hz, as well as other
distortions up to 4.5 kHz. Curve (g)-Woh is flatter in the mid frequencies with a small reinforcement
in 1.5 kHz and a decay around 4.5 kHz. In the case of curve (h)-LCmul2, it is important to note
the rapid decline above 3 kHz and the lack of proper high frequency beyond 5 kHz. All of these
headphones are intended to be a small representation of quality range in commercial headphones.

2.3. Headphones Frequency Response Simulation

The seven headphones under study were simulated to be reproduced with the reference
headphones ((a)-REF-Sennheiser HD800). The simulation of each headphone was done by filtering
with its frequency response, but compensating the effect of the reference headphone using its
inverted frequency response. Equation (1) shows the process for the simulation, where Hi(ω) is
the measured response of the headphone to simulate, HHD800(ω) is the measured response of the
reference headphone and Hi corrected(ω) is the response of the simulated headphone, which is applied
to the corresponding stimulus.

Hi corrected(ω) =
Hi(ω)

HHD800(ω)
(1)

These virtual headphone equalizations include not only the magnitude response, but also the
phase of the headphone measured. Although it is generally accepted that phase does not seem to
affect the perceived accuracy of the simulations [12], especially if the stimuli material is a typical music
program, it can be noticed with pink noise stimuli. All of the impulse responses of the headphones
measured, the correction of the reference headphone and its application convolving with the stimulus,
respect and keep the original phases. Moreover, accurate phase processing guaranties that our filtering
will not alter in any way the Interaural Time Difference (ITD) between left and right transducers.
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Figure 2. Frequency response of the headphones used in the study. Solid curve, left channel; dashed
curve, right channel. (a) REF, Reference headphone; (b–h) headphones under study. (b) HQop, High
Quality open headphone; (c) MQcl, Medium Quality closed headphone; (d) BDso, Big Diaphragm
semi-open headphone; (e) LCmul, Low Cost multimedia headphone; (f) AirL, Airline headphone;
(g) Woh, Wireless open headphone; (h) LCmul2, Low Cost multimedia headphone 2.
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The filter implementation of Equation (1) was carried out in MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory, R2015a,
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA, 2015) in the time domain, using Equation (2); where hi corrected[n]
is the response for the simulation of the virtual headphone, hi[n] is the impulse response of the
headphone to simulate and hI

HD800[n] is the inverted impulse response of the reference headphone.

hi corrected[n] = hi[n] ∗ hI
HD800[n] (2)

To obtain hI
HD800[n], we firstly recorded the impulse response of the reference headphone hHD800

with 2205 sample points (50 ms, fs = 44,100 Hz). Secondly, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the
response was computed, with zero padding up to a size of 4096, which guaranties a spectral resolution
of 10 Hz. This is low enough to see details of the frequency response. Thirdly, the resulting FFT was
inverted, taking into account a boost limitation of +15 dB. This limitation was included to avoid an
excess of boost at a couple of very narrow notches of the hHD800 response (see Figure 2a), assuring
that final signals are inside the reproducible dynamic margin and free from artifacts. Lastly, the
inverted and limited response was then used to properly compute the inverse FFT and next Hamming
windowed to obtain the hI

HD800[n]. This process guaranties the avoidance of undesirable effects, such
as circular convolution or others.

Finally, the different headphones were simulated applying the simulation filter hi corrected[n] to the
sound materials for each test, obtaining the different stimuli. This was the procedure used for Tests 2
(Section 4) and 4 (Section 6).

2.4. Non-Linear Distortion Simulations

As commented on before, the swept-sine method employed to measure the frequency response of
the headphones provides, apart from the frequency response, distortion harmonics simultaneously.
Figure 3 shows the frequency response and the second and third distortion harmonic of the reference
((a)-REF) and the airline ((b)-AirL) headphones. Both of these headphones are a good example of low
(a) and high distortion (b).
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Figure 3. Frequency response with distortion of two headphones (left channel). Solid curve, magnitude;
dashed curve, second order distortion harmonic; dotted curve, third order distortion harmonic. (a) REF,
Reference headphone; (b) AirL, Airline headphone.

To simulate the non-linear distortion of each headphone, the method described in [13], which uses
Volterra kernels and a series of linear convolutions, was chosen. With this method, the transfer function
of a system is described by means of a Volterra series expansion. The output signal can be represented
as the sum of the linear convolution of the measured impulse responses with the input signal and
the corresponding frequency-shifted version. Applying Fourier transforms to these series results in
a linear equation system. The solution of this system allows the computation of the diagonal Volterra
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kernels obtaining the impulse response terms for the main response and the first two distortion orders;
Equation (3). ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

H1 = H
′
1 + H

′
3

H2 = −2Ĥ
′
2

H3 = −4H
′
3

(3)

where H
′
1, H

′
2, H

′
3 are the measured frequency responses and H1, H2, H3 are the Volterra kernels

( ˆ represents the Hilbert transform).
Using these equations, the second and third distortion orders were simulated by convolution,

applying them to Equation (4), where x(n) is the input signal and M is the number of samples of
the kernel:

y(n) =
M−1

∑
i=0

h1(i) · x(n − i) +
M−1

∑
i=0

h2(i) · x2(n − i) +
M−1

∑
i=0

h3(i) · x3(n − i) (4)

More details of this technique can be found in [13]. This procedure was followed for
Test 3 (Section 5).

2.5. Binaural Room Impulse Responses Measurements

In order to generate the spatiality of sound sources, some Binaural Room Impulse Responses
(BRIR) [14] were measured with a HATS B & K Type 4100.

Reverberation is an influential factor for spatial localization [3,15], and because of this, we
decided to record our own BRIR with natural reverberation instead of using dry responses from a
library. The impulse responses were recorded in a rectangular room with a volume of 132 m3 and
a reverberation time of about 0.7 s. Nine different azimuth angles were recorded (0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦,
135◦, 225◦, 270◦, 300◦, 330◦) in the horizontal plane at 1.5 m of distance.

These measures were used to simulate binaural sound source positions in Test 4 (Section 6).

3. Test 1. Sensitivity Disparity between Left-Right Transducers

3.1. Test Description

The idea of this test is to evaluate how sensitivity disparity between the left and right transducers
affects the perception of the source azimuth. To do that, a subjective perceptual test was carried out
applying some volume level variations to different binaural sounds and checking how this affects the
accuracy of horizontal localization.

In this test, participants had to listen, wearing headphones, to some binaural recordings obtained
with a HATS on specific angles in the horizontal plane. Different variations of the original level between
left and right transducers were applied to these sounds and then presented to the listeners. Participants
should then indicate the direction of arrival, marking the angle in a Graphical User Interface (GUI).

The volume level variations applied were 0 (no modification), 1, 2 or 4 dB more on the left channel
than the right one. Four different angles of direction of arrival were chosen, −30◦, 0◦, 65◦ and 90◦ of
azimuth in the horizontal plane. Besides, the influence of different types of sounds was also studied.

These sounds were specifically recorded for this test using a binaural mannequin (B & K
Model 4100) at the specific angles under study. A 44,100-Hz sampling frequency was employed,
obtaining full audio band recordings. The mannequin was in a semianecoic room, and sources
were placed around it at 1 m apart. Four different sounds were recorded: a timbal drum hit, voice,
a whistle and pink noise. The impulsivity of the timbal hit is an interesting characteristic regarding
sound localization, also interesting for its low frequency content. Both voice and whistle are easily
recognizable common sounds, which make them useful for the test. Moreover, the reduced spectral
content of the whistle can be an interesting feature that can affect the test. The voice signal was the
syllables “ba-be-bi-bo-bu”, pronounced by a male voice. This sound has diverse vocalic contents and
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bilabial consonantal phoneme /b/, which produces impulsive sound. Pink noise was employed to
evaluate a wide spectrum signal. All of these sounds were reproduced by the Sennheiser HD800
reference headphones.

According to the different types of sounds described above, the total number of stimuli presented
to each participant in this test was: 4 angles × 4 types of sounds × 4 level variations = 64 stimuli.
These stimuli were randomly presented, and the participant could listen to each of them as many times
as he or she wanted.

During the test, participants also had the possibility of hearing a reference stimulus at any time,
choosing between −90◦, −45◦, 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ of azimuth.

To perform the test, a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed in MATLAB that
brings the user full control of the test. The participant could select the perceived sound source direction
angle in an arc of −90◦ to 90◦ of azimuth (with a 5◦ resolution). It was also possible for the subject to
freely control and listen to the reference stimulus.

The test was performed by 20 people, 10 men and 10 women (21 to 45 years, with an average age
of 32). The average runtime of the test was 9 min. Every participant did a training session before taking
the test, so all could listen to all of the stimuli and become familiar with the GUI and the assigned task.
Some preliminary results of this test were previously published by the authors in [16].

3.2. Results

Figure 4a shows the average of the answered angles (for all of the level variation cases) according
to the reproduced angle. The average of the answers has a deviation to the left-hand side. This is
expected since the variations (0, 1, 2, 4 dB) were always more in favor of the left channel than the right.
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Figure 4. (a) Average of the answered angles versus reproduced angles (degrees); (b) average of the
deviation of the answered angles (degrees) versus level variation (dB).

The tendency of this angle deviation to the left can be seen in Figure 4b, considering the level
variation applied (0, 1, 2, 4 dB).

An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) indicates that the level variation has a very significant influence
(F = 27.338, df = 3, p < 0.001) over the deviation in the answers.

If we consider just the central angles used in the experiment (0◦ and 65◦), a smaller average
deviation can be seen (Figure 5). This leads us to believe that listeners tended to divert the location of
the sounds perceived on the sides more, which means that the introduced level variations made the
lateral angles disperse more than the central ones.
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Figure 5. Average deviation of the answered angles (degrees) versus level variation (dB), considering
only the angles 0◦ and 65◦.

On the other hand, the influence of the type of sound (timbal, voice, whistle or pink noise) on
the deviation in responses can be seen in Figure 6a. Voice and pink noise have lower deviation than
timbal and whistle sounds, especially in cases of 0 and 1 dB of deviation. Besides, voice stimuli and
pink noise manifest a more separate and clear deviation at varying levels.
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Figure 6. Average deviation of the answered angles (degrees) versus the level variation (dB):
(a) considering the type of sound; (b) considering the angle reproduction of sound.

The influence of the type of sound over the deviation of answers is significant (F = 4.409, df = 3,
p = 0.004) according to an analysis of variance. The sound angle reproduction has a very significant
influence (F = 54.932, df = 3, p < 0.001) over the deviation of the answers. In Figure 6b, the deviation of
the answers for each sound angle reproduction is represented. Angles 0◦ and 65◦ present less deviation
to the left. The biggest deviation of the answers corresponds to the angle −30◦, and it could be due to
the fact that it was the only angle on the left side.
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4. Test 2. Frequency Response about Quality and Spatial Impressions

4.1. Test Description

In this test, participants listened to some excerpts of sound with headphones and rated their
quality and their sound spatial image. These different headphones were simulated as described in
Section 2.3 by means of the convolution of their frequency responses with the stimuli sounds, and all
of them were reproduced with the reference headphones.

Due to the fact that different frequency responses produce noticeable effects, the perceptual
test was designed according to the recommendation International Telecommunication Union,
recommendation by Radiocommunication sector (ITU-R) 1534-2 [17], which describes the MUltiple
Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) perceptual test. This kind of test describes
a method to assess intermediate quality audio systems and also all of the requirements needed
to accomplish the test with rigor. Besides, this test sets a zero to 100 continuous scale (zero–bad;
100–excellent) to evaluate quality and other parameters of sounds and systems, always using a
reference sound. All systems are compared to a reference of maximum quality, and the different
systems are also compared between them.

Two different tasks were evaluated during the test by the participants. The first task was to
indicate the quality of the sound with respect to the reference. The second task was to evaluate the
spatial impression (locations, sensations of depth, immersion, reality of the audio event) [18] with
respect to the reference.

Five different excerpts of audio (12 to 14 s) were employed as source material (see Table 1), and
all of them were reproduced simulating the different headphones under study. All of these sound
fragments were chosen by their spatial, stereophonic and timbral attributes.

Table 1. Music program used for listening Tests 2 and 3.

Artist Track CD Description

Bettina Flater Haugebonden Women en Mi female voice and guitar
Paco de Lucía Zambra Gitana Canción Andaluza male voice and guitar

Jerry Glodsmith Night Boarders OST The Mummy high dynamic orchestral
The Chad Fisher Group Basin Street Blues live jazz (binaural)

Smashing Pumpkins audience sound live audience and drums (binaural)

In this test, five headphones simulations were done, corresponding to headphones (b)-HQop,
(c)-MQcl, (d)-BDso, (e)-LCmul and (f)-AirL (described in Section 2.1, with frequency responses in
Figure 2). Each of the five sound excerpts previously mentioned were reproduced by the virtual
headphone simulation described in Section 2.3. A virtual headphone simulation for each sound was
presented randomly in series to the listeners, as well as a hidden reference ((a)-REF) and also two
anchor signals. The first Anchor signal (ANC1) was a 7-kHz low pass filtered version of the sound
(according to the mid-quality anchor of the ITU recommendation 1534-2 [17]), and the second Anchor
signal (ANC2) was a monaural version of the sound. This second anchor was determined to set
a reference for the spatial impression question.

To perform the test, a GUI was developed in MATLAB according to the recommendation [17],
which allowed participants to freely listen to each of the sounds and to the reference, as many times
as they wanted. The different sound fragments were presented randomly as a series with all of the
different headphone simulations, to compare to the reference sound. Once the participant had scored
all of the simulations of a series, a new sound excerpt was presented to be evaluated. This process was
repeated twice, once for each question of the test (the first about quality and the second about spatial
impression), with a pause in between.
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The number of stimuli of this test was: (5 headphones simulations + 1 hidden reference + 2 anchor
signals) × 5 sound excerpts = 40 stimuli, presented in five series of eight stimuli plus the reference.
As commented before, these 40 stimuli were presented twice in a different random order, to answer
the two different questions.

The test was performed by 11 people, seven men and four women (21 to 37 years, with an average
age of 30). As the test had two different questions, they were separated into two parts with a rest pause
in the middle. The average runtime of the test was 22 min for the first part and 16 min for the second.
Every participant did a training session before preforming the actual test, so all of them could listen to
all of the stimuli and become familiar with the GUI and the assigned tasks.

4.2. Results

Figure 7a shows the average of the normalized (zero to 100) quality answers for the hidden
reference, all five headphones simulated and the two anchors. As shown, the reference has been
properly identified in most cases. The three supposedly good quality headphones have high scores;
meanwhile, the two supposedly poor quality ones have the lowest scores. Both anchors remain in the
middle of the scores of these two groups.
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Figure 7. (a) Average answered quality versus reference, headphones and anchors (minutes);
(b) average answered spatial impression versus reference, headphones and anchors.

An analysis of variance confirms that the headphones have a very significant influence (F = 58.33,
df = 7, p < 0.001) over the quality perceived.

Figure 7b shows the average of the normalized (zero to 100) spatial impression answers for the
hidden reference, the five headphones simulated and the two anchors. The results seem to be similar
to the answers about quality, with a high correlation of r2 = 0.648. Nevertheless, in this case, the
confidence intervals are a bit wider, and the scores have some differences. The three supposedly good
quality headphones have high scores again, but the confidence intervals do not separate them very
much. There is a bigger difference between the two supposedly poor quality headphones, and the low
cost multimedia ((e)-LCmul) ones are in the same range as both anchor signals. It is also noticeable
that the Anchor Signal 2 (ANC2) as a monaural signal does not have a lower score.

In any case, an ANOVA confirms that the headphones have a very significant influence (F = 58.33,
df = 7, p < 0.001) over the perceived spatial impression. No significant influence of the type of sound
has been detected, even though some of them were binaural recordings.
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5. Test 3. Non-Linear Distortion

5.1. Test Description

The objective of this test is to evaluate how the effect of harmonic distortion in headphones affects
the spatial impression.

Several stimuli with and without the simulation of their harmonic distortion were presented to
the participants that had to score their perception.

The effect of these distortions is very subtle. For that reason, the perceptual test was designed
according to the recommendation ITU-R 1116-2 [19], which describes a method to assess small
impairments in audio systems. This recommendation also establishes rigorous requirements of
room, equipment and other arrangements. A continuous scale from one to five (1 – very annoying;
5 – imperceptible) is used to evaluate degradations with respect to a reference signal. The
recommendation proposes an ABC test in which two stimuli, A and B, are presented to be compared
against a known reference. One of these two stimuli, A or B, is always a hidden reference, and the
other a degraded signal.

One single question was presented to the participants: “What degradation of quality and spatial
impression do you hear with respect to the reference?”

The same five audio excerpts previously described in Test 2 were used here (see Table 1), as well
as the same five virtual headphone simulations (b)-HQop, (c)-MQcl, (d)-BDso, (e)-LCmul and (f)-AirL
(described in Section 2.1, with frequency responses in Figure 2). No anchors beyond the proposed
scale were used this time.

Two different versions of the headphones simulations were presented in this test. One without
and the other with the distortion simulated with the method described in Section 2.4. These two
versions of the same stimulus were presented each time to the participants. They have then to
rate the distorted against the not distorted version of the same sound in a double-blind manner (A vs. B).
In each trial, there was always a non-distorted version sound that acted as the known reference (C sound),
which according to the recommendation [19] has to be compared to the A and B sounds.

The number of stimuli of this test was then: 5 headphones simulations × 2 versions (with and
without distortion) × 5 sound excerpts = 50 stimuli, presented in twenty five series of two stimuli plus
the reference. All of these pairs were presented randomly to each participant.

To perform the test, a GUI was developed according to the recommendation, which allowed
participants to freely listen to each of the sounds to evaluate and the reference, as many times as
they wanted.

The five headphones under study were simulated (including distortion) to be reproduced with
the reference headphones ((a)-REF, frequency response in Figure 2).

This test was performed by the same 11 people of the previous Test 2; seven men and four
women (21 to 37 years, with an average age of 30). The average runtime of the test was 16 min. Every
participant did a training session before preforming this test, so all of them could listen to all of the
stimuli and become familiar with the GUI and the assigned task.

5.2. Results

According to the recommendation [19], the difference between the score of the hidden reference
and the score of the degraded signal is analyzed. Figure 8 shows these differences for each of the
headphones simulated.

No significance has been found. Then, distortion can be considered as imperceptible.
Therefore, it has no effect in spatial perception, at least with the fixed level used to simulate all
headphones (69 dBSPL).
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Figure 8. Difference between hidden reference and distorted signals versus headphones.

6. Test 4. Frequency Response about Azimuth Localization

6.1. Test Description

The results obtained in Test 2 are significant, but do not provide information about the accuracy
in the localization of sources. For that reason, a test to evaluate the influence of frequency response on
this accuracy was carried out.

Attempts to describe different spatial attributes have been a constant pursuit in the field of spatial
audio [18,20,21]. The diffuse term employed in Test 2 to ask about spatial characteristics (spatial
impression) was intended to relate in a simple way the perception of quality with the feeling of
spaciousness. A more specific study of spatial attributes is then necessary to better evaluate the
performing of the different headphones. In this direction, the localization accuracy in azimuth is one of
the most studied spatial attributes [22–25] and therefore a good anchor point to contrast the previous
Test 2 with a localization experiment. Therefore, this test tries to establish a relation of the influence of
the frequency response on the azimuth localization in the horizontal plane.

As commented on in Section 2.5, to simulate the position of the sound sources in the horizontal
plane, recordings of BRIRs in a medium-sized room were done. Nine different azimuth angles, 0◦, 30◦,
60◦, 90◦, 135◦, 225◦, 270◦, 300◦ and 330◦, were used.

Four types of sound were employed: door, voice (female), guitar and pink noise. A closing door
is an impulsive sound with quite low frequency content, which can be useful for sound localization.
The guitar sound was composed by various impulsive sounds in different main frequencies, one for
each chord. Voice is an easily-recognizable common sound, and female was chosen to have some
energy in high frequencies. The words “estímulo sonoro” (sound stimulus in Spanish) were employed.
They present the repeated fricative phoneme /s/ with high frequency content and the phoneme /t/,
a occlusive articulation that generates impulsive sound. Pink noise was employed to evaluate a wide
spectrum signal.

For this test, seven different headphones plus a hidden reference were simulated (Section 2.1).
Besides these, an additional anchor auralization (low pass filtered (LPF) sounds at 7 kHz) for each
angle was employed (ANC1).

Therefore, the number of stimuli in this test was: 9 angles × 4 types of sound × (7 headphones
simulation + 1 hidden reference + 1 anchor auralization) = 324 stimuli. These stimuli were presented
in random order in two parts of 162 stimuli, with a rest in between.

To perform the test, a GUI was developed in MATLAB, which allowed participants to freely listen
to the stimuli from a random list as many times as they wanted. Participants should indicate the
perceived angle of the sound source. The GUI consists of a circle of points, which represents the top
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view of the listener, with a 5◦ resolution. Additionally, it included a parallel control to freely listen to
a reference sound (pink noise) in the angles of 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270 and 315 degrees.

The test was performed by 16 people, 10 men and 6 women (21 to 36 years, average age of 30).
The average runtime was of 21 and 17 min for each part.

6.2. Results

A Cronbach’s alpha analysis over the answers has been performed giving a value of α = 0.982,
which shows a high internal consistency.

A one-way ANOVA showed a significant influence between the headphones and the deviation of
the answered angle (deviation = answered angle–real angle) (F = 2.399; df = 8; p = 0.014).

A first exploration of the participants’ answers reveals that several front-back confusions [26,27]
occur. For this reason, an evaluation of the amount of front-back confusions was performed for each
of the headphones simulated. An ANOVA showed that there is a very significant influence of the
type of headphones on the number of front-back confusions (F = 46.307; df = 8; p < 0.001). In Figure 9,
we can see that headphones (f)-AirL and (h)-LCmul2 produce an average of nearly 50% of front-back
confusions. This can be logical, as both headphones are supposed to be in the low quality range.
However, the (c)-MQcl headphone stands out in the group of high quality ones, as it has 30.2% of
front-back confusions, more confusions than the (e)-LCmul headphone, with a significant difference.
A comparison of the frequency response of the headphones that produce more front-back confusions
((f)-AirL, (h)-LCmul2 and (c)-MQcl) reveals that they share in common strong irregularities in the band
of 100 to 1600 Hz. On the other side, other headphones of medium and low quality ranges that have
less front-back confusions do not present these strong irregularities in that four-octave band. Because
of that, we suspect this can be an affecting factor disturbing the front-back discrimination.
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Figure 9. Percentage of front-back confusions for the reference, headphones and the anchor.

There is no significant influence of the type of sound crossed with the headphones. The sound
guitar is the only one that produces slightly less front-back confusions for all of the headphones.

Due to the strong front-back confusion, the analysis of the deviation of the perceived sound with
respect to the reproduced sound will produce large angle errors with complicated analysis of the
results. A front-back confusion produces a bigger error for sources in the median plane than lateral
sources, avoiding an analysis of the deviation angle (perceived angle–reproduced angle) with respect
to the source position.

To overcome this setback, we propose a modified analysis of the error consisting of a preprocessing
of the listener responses based on reflecting to the correct semi-plane the ones that have front-back
confusion, leaving untouched the ones that do not. This correction eliminates big jumps in the deviation,
focusing the experiment in the performance analysis of the headphones reproducing correctly the
main spatial cues as ITD and the low frequency part of Interaural Level Difference (ILD). The high
frequency part is more related to the pinna effect that is not considered with the reflection applied.
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Taking into account the strong front-back confusion, the analysis of the answer deviation from the
reproduction angle of the sound was performed introducing the correction of the front-back confusion.
Therefore, a symmetric image of the responses in the back (90◦ to 270◦) is brought to the front.

Figure 10 shows the deviation angle of the answers for the reproduction angle of the sounds, both
of them front-back corrected. We can see that the deviations are quite uniform across the different
headphones, except for the angles 90◦ and 270◦ in the cases of (f)-AirL and (h)-LCmul2. Looking at
Figure 2, it is easy to see that the frequency responses of these two headphones present irregularities
and deep level drops between 4 and 7 kHz. It is noticeable that the anchor LPF 7-kHz sounds auralized
in the different angles (ANC1) are not affected by this problem, supporting the suspicion that the
commented band is important for sources located in lateral positions.
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Figure 10. Deviation in degrees of the answers for every reproduced angle of sound. The reference,
headphones under testing and anchor are represented.

7. Conclusions

This study outlines the influence of different quality parameters in headphones in the context of
spatial sound reproduction. Four different perceptual tests have been done to analyze: (1) the effects
of the sensitivity disparity between the transducers; (2) the influence of the frequency response over
the perception of quality and the spatial impression; (3) the effects of non-linear distortion; and (4) the
influence of the frequency response over azimuth localization.

The following main conclusions can be drawn:

1. The sensitivity disparities between left and right transducers affect the localization of sound
sources, starting from level differences of 1 dB.

2. The quality and uniformity of the frequency response have an important influence in the
spatial impression.

3. Additionally, the spatial impression has a high correlation with the subjective perceived quality.
4. The binaural recordings do not obtain significant better results for the parameter spatial impression

compared to two-channel stereo mixes.
5. The distortion introduced by consumer level low quality headphones does not affect the

perception of the spatial sound image.
6. It has been ratified that much front-back confusion is produced, both for high and low

quality headphones.
7. We found that irregularities of the frequency response in the band of 100 to 1600 Hz seem to

especially affect the front-back discrimination.
8. We also found that a poor response in the band of 4 to 7 kHz degrades the accuracy in lateral

position localization.
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All of these conclusions have been supported with statistical and ANOVA analysis. Some other
interesting comments and clarifications about these conclusions can be added:

In addition to Conclusion 1, the angles chosen in the disparity test are a determining factor,
whereby the more lateralized the angle, the larger the deviation. An increased number of angular
positions may be of interest in later studies.

In relation to Conclusions 2 and 3, it is worth remarking that the mono anchor signal (ANC2)
has obtained equal or even better results for spatial impression than some headphones ((e)-LCmul,
(f)-AirL) and the stereo LPF anchor (ANC1). This fact seems to be in relation to a deficient high
frequency reproduction and the general listening sensation, as evidenced by the high correlation
statistics obtained with the parameter perceived quality.

In relation to Conclusion 5, other works, such as [28], have not found significant perception of the
distortion. However, this earlier study used high quality headphones, while ours does so also with
low quality consumer headphones, and we have also analyzed the influence on spatial reproduction.

Finally, taking into account these three characteristics, perceived quality, spatial impression and
accuracy in azimuth localization, we have concluded that the first two are highly correlated. Surprisingly,
and contrary to how it might seem a priori, there is virtually no correlation between spatial impression
and accuracy in localization, because the strong influence that the subjective perceived quality has
over the spatial image perception. An illustrating example can be seen with the (f)-LCmul headphone.
It would be interesting to deepen this relationship in future work.

Based on the results of this study, some general guidelines for the design of headphones suitable
for spatial sound reproduction can be suggested. A sensitivity difference between left-right transducers
less than 1 dB should be assured in the manufacturing process to avoid azimuth localization errors.
A flat frequency response between 100 to 1600 Hz is desirable to reduce front-back confusion. Finally,
a good frequency response in the band 4 to 7 kHz would guarantee a good accuracy in the localization
of lateral sources.
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Abstract: This work presents a practical active noise control system composed of distributed and
collaborative acoustic nodes. To this end, experimental tests have been carried out in a listening room
with acoustic nodes equipped with loudspeakers and microphones. The communication among the
nodes is simulated by software. We have considered a distributed algorithm based on the Filtered-x
Least Mean Square (FxLMS) method that introduces collaboration between nodes following an
incremental strategy. For improving the processing efficiency in practical scenarios where data
acquisition systems work by blocks of samples, the frequency-domain partitioned block technique
has been used. Implementation aspects such as computational complexity, processing time of the
network and convergence of the algorithm have been analyzed. Experimental results show that,
without constraints in the network communications, the proposed distributed algorithm achieves
the same performance as the centralized version. The performance of the proposed algorithm over a
network with a given communication delay is also included.

Keywords: active noise control; distributed networks; acoustic sensor networks; filtered-x least mean
square

1. Introduction

Active Noise Control (ANC) systems try to cancel, or at least minimize, some undesired noise by
generating some sound signals specifically designed to cancel the first [1]. The global noise reduction
is virtually impossible in an entire enclosure. Alternatively, we can attempt to control the noise field
within a certain area to create local zones of quiet [2]. In particular, the system is intended to reduce the
disturbance signal, called primary noise, at specific spatial points monitored by microphones, called
error sensors. Generally speaking, the use of a large number of microphones strategically located
produces larger zones of quiet. Similarly, multiple transducers are commonly used to improve the
system performance, resulting in a multichannel ANC system. Typically, multichannel ANC systems
use a single centralized processor managed by a control algorithm that has access to all the signals
involved in the system. However, distributed systems offer a good solution to satisfy both high
computational requirements and multiple signals capture, management and generation. Distributed
systems are characterized by their flexibility, versatility and scalability. Flexibility allows the system to
select the suitable strategy depending on the objective application. In addition, they have the versatility
to adapt quickly and easily to different situations. Moreover, these systems can increase the number
of controllers without redesigning the system. Therefore, a distributed system can be understood
as a set of centralized systems that distribute the computational burden as well as the acquisition
and signal generation to reach a common target. For example, a multichannel centralized controller
can be distributed into several single-channel controllers (see Figure 1). In both systems, the error
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signals ek(t) are the signals recorded at the N microphones, the anti-noise signals yj(t) are the filter
output signals reproduced by the N loudspeakers, the acoustic channels hj,k are the impulse responses
between the jth loudspeaker and the kth microphone, and the reference signal x(t) is the noise signal
recorded at the reference sensor used by the adaptive controller to design the output signals yj(t)
(where k = 1, 2, . . . , N and j = 1, 2, . . . , N).

Figure 1. Scheme of (a) centralized Active Noise Control (ANC) system with a multichannel controller
and (b) distributed ANC system with single-channel controllers.

While centralized systems work with all the signals generated by the loudspeakers and captured
by the microphones, distributed systems employ independent processors which control a subset of
loudspeakers from the signals picked up by a subset of microphones. The concept of distributed
ANC systems for sound control applications was first introduced in [3], which considers processors
that work independently and do not interchange local information. Thus, the computational burden
is distributed among the processors and, in the case that there was no acoustic interaction among
loudspeakers and microphones, it is possible to reach the centralized cancelation solution. As Figure 1b
shows and it is stated in [3], each error signal ek(t) is used only for its corresponding controller,
and the reference signal x(t) is common to all of them. Therefore, the use of a network that allows
communication among the controllers would be beneficial for the distributed ANC system to achieve
results equivalent to those of the centralized method. Recently, the miniaturization of electronic
components is enabling a low-cost implementation of many types of electronic devices with a high
performance as well. These devices are usually equipped with sensors and actuators, and they also
contain increasingly powerful and efficient processors with communication capability. Moreover,
despite their small size, they allow for a great autonomy as a result of the low power requirements.
In the last decade, the cooperation and communications among these kind of devices to perform a
specific task through the so-called Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has been addressed [4]. Such
networks have many advantages and applications compared to the wired networks [5,6] such as
scalability and low computational cost. For the purpose of monitoring and transmission of multimedia
content, Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) [7] are available, which require increased
computational cost, synchronization, data transmission and energy consumption because of certain
characteristics of the multimedia signals [8]. A subclass of WMSN are the Wireless Acoustic Sensor
Networks (WASN) [9,10]. WASNs are a popular and efficient solution for different applications
in multiple acoustic areas, such as environmental audio monitoring, binaural hearing aids, audio
surveillance [11–13] as well as industrial monitoring and control [10]. WASNs offer many possibilities
for developing new applications and strategies for audio processing due to the expansion of the area
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of interest and the low power, low cost and small size of the sensors [14]. These networks are usually
composed of wireless devices, called nodes, randomly distributed in the environment and formed by a
single microphone plus a processing unit with communication capability [15]. These passive nodes are
dedicated to estimate parameters or signals common to all of them [16] or to a particular node [17].
However, for sound field control applications, such as ANC, elements or devices capable of measuring
and generating signals are necessary. Furthermore, the network should focus on the estimate of the
signals that will feed the loudspeakers in order to control and modify the sound field. Therefore, it is
necessary to redefine the concept of acoustic node in order to use it in ANC applications. Thus, we
define acoustic nodes as devices capable of obtaining information from one or more microphones and
capable of generating signals via one or more loudspeakers. Moreover, every node has the ability to
individually process signals as well as to interchange the necessary information with the other nodes
using a suitable communication network. Therefore, a distributed network use a set of nodes, placed
strategically to reach a common objective. An output signal at each node is generated as a result
of processing the signal captured by the node as well as the information received from other nodes,
when there exists communication among the nodes. Every node processes signals independently
and all the nodes are relevant for the proper performance of the global system. It should be noted
that the selection of the network topology will affect how data is processed by each node. Some
common topology architectures are mesh, star, tree and ring topologies [18]. The proper election of
the topology depends on the communication constraints dictated by the network such as the amount
and frequency of the transmitted data, transmission distance, battery life of the node, etc. Note that,
in real-time applications, some of these topologies introduce delays that could seriously affect the
system performance [10]. Therefore, the use of synchronization mechanisms among nodes is necessary.
Consequently, our target is to take advantage of the benefits of wireless acoustic sensor networks
to implement active noise control systems in real environments. This work deals with the practical
implementation of a distributed and collaborative active noise controller. To our knowledge, no other
system of this type has been already reported.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present a distributed solution that minimizes
the power of the sum of the measured signals at the sensors’ locations over an Acoustic Sensor Network
(ASN) without communication constraints and justifies the requirement of the distributed processing
and the block-data processing in the frequency domain. In Section 3, the prototype description is given.
The experimental results to compare the performance of both the distributed solution proposed and
the centralized algorithm are shown in Section 4, including a discussion considering communication
constraints. Finally, Section 5 outlines the main conclusions of the present work.

Notation: For the sake of clarity, the following notation has been used throughout this work:
boldface lower-case denote vectors and matrices that contain information of signals in the time-domain
(e.g., e) and boldface upper-case letters denote vectors and matrices that contain information of the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the previous signals (e.g., E).

2. Collaborative Distributed Algorithm for an N-Nodes ASN Based on an Incremental Strategy

Consider a network of N nodes that supports an ANC system composed by N sensors and N
actuators, as shown in Figure 2. For the sake of simplicity, we consider one disturbance noise and a
distributed network of single-channel acoustic nodes in a homogeneous network. This implies that all
the nodes have the same computation and communication capabilities, execute the same algorithm
and are composed of a single sensor and a single actuator. The signals recorded at the sensors are
called error signals and denoted by ek(t) (where k = 1, 2, . . . , N), the actuators emit the filter output
signals yj(t) (where j = 1, 2, . . . , N), the acoustic channel impulse response between actuator j and
sensor k is estimated as sjk, which is defined as the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter that models
the estimation of the real acoustic channel hjk. In feedforward systems, the reference signal x(t), is
captured by a reference sensor employed to detect the acoustic noise far away from the area of interest.
There exits only one noise source and all the nodes share the same reference signal x(t). We aim at
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canceling the acoustic noise signal in the sensors location, dk(t), designing an adaptive filter wk(t) at
every node. Assuming that wk(t) varies slowly, it can be written:

e(t) = d(t) + wT(t)x f (t), (1)

where the vectors e(t) = [e1(t) e2(t) · · · eN(t)]T and d(t) = [d1(t) d2(t) · · · dN(t)]T contain the
error signals and desired signals, respectively, of the N nodes of the network, vector w(t) =

[w1(t) w2(t) · · · wN(t)]T of size LN × 1, concatenates the N adaptive filters wk(t) that contain the
L filter coefficients of the kth node at the time instant t. Matrix x f (t) = [x f ,1(t) x f ,2(t) · · · x f ,N(t)]
is the concatenation of N vectors of size LN × 1 defined as x f ,k(t) = [x f ,1k(t) x f ,2k(t) · · · x f ,Nk(t)]T

that contain the last L samples of the reference signal x(t) filtered through the acoustic channel hjk
that links the actuator at the jth node with the sensor at the kth node. The objective is to estimate
the coefficients vector w(t) that minimizes a cost function J(t) that depends on the error signals ek(t).
To do this, we use a gradient-descent method to estimate the coefficients in an iterative manner,

w(t) = w(t − 1) − μ∇w E{J(t)}, (2)

where μ is the step-size parameter, E{.} is the expectation operator and ∇w = [∇w0 ∇w1 · · · ∇wN ]

being ∇wk the gradient operator defined as the partial derivatives with respect to the coefficients
vector w(t). The cost function is approximated by its instantaneous value by using the Least Mean
Square (LMS) method [19], (∇wE{J(t)} ≈ ∇w (J(t))). Moreover and as stated in [20], we consider the
sum of the power of the N instantaneous error signals as cost function,

J(t) =
N

∑
k=1

e2
k(t) = e(t)eT(t). (3)

Figure 2. Acoustic Sensor Network (ASN) of N nodes for an ANC system.
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From Equation (3) and applying the gradient operator in Equation (1), we obtain

w(t) = w(t − 1) − μx f (t)e(t), (4)

that can be rewritten as

w(t) = w(t − 1) − μ
N

∑
k=1

x f ,k(t) ek(t). (5)

Note that the computation of x f ,k(t) involves the real acoustic path hjk which, in practical
environments, can be estimated as sjk. Thus, the vector of size LN × 1 that contains the last L
samples of reference signal x(t) filtered through sjk is named as vk(t) and substituting in Equation (5)
leads to

w(t) = w(t − 1) − μ
N

∑
k=1

vk(t) ek(t). (6)

It can be seen in Equation (6) that all the error signals are necessary to calculate the coefficients of
each filter, so that a central unit that receives and transmits all the information through the network
is required (see Figure 3a). The problem is that, if the number of nodes increases or if multichannel
nodes are used, it is not straightforward to transmit information between the central unit and each
node due to an increase in the bandwidth required for communication. Moreover, any failure in
the central unit will cause no information to be processed. Therefore, a distributed network (see
Figure 3b) with the computational burden shared among the nodes becomes necessary to solve these
problems. Since the number of signals processed at every node is low, this type of processing provides
a more efficient computational performance. In addition, depending on the strategy used to exchange
information among the nodes, the bandwidth in data transmission can be reduced. It should be noted
that a distributed ASN in the context of this paper means that, not only are the nodes physically
distributed in the area of interest, but also the processing (or computation) is divided among the
nodes. Previous works [16,21] showed that the implementation of the LMS algorithm over distributed
networks using collaborative strategies achieves good results. However, those works do not consider
acoustic nodes that acoustically interact with the environment both controlling and modifying it,
as it was introduced in [20]. A distributed ANC system based on the Multiple Error Filtered-x
Least Mean Square (MEFxLMS) algorithm [20] and using incremental communication strategies with
sample-by-sample data acquisition was presented in [22].

Figure 3. A centralized ASN (a) and distributed ASN (b). CU is the central unit in the centralized case.

In the case of a ring network based on an incremental strategy, the coefficients of the adaptive
filters are calculated by distributing the calculation among different nodes by transmitting information
to an adjacent node in a consecutive order. Thus, every node can calculate a portion of the sum of the
filter updating equation and supply to the next node the partial result to update the coefficients with
its respective information. If this step is performed with an incremental strategy, the last node will
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have the complete updated coefficients. Finally, these coefficients are disseminated to the rest of the
nodes to allow the system to generate the appropriate cancelation signals before the next iteration
begins. This means 2(N − 1) interchanges of the filter coefficients among the nodes (see Figure 4).
Every kth node can share information with its adjacent k + 1th node. Each node should calculate the
adaptive filters of all the nodes of the network so, in a network of N nodes, the network state would
be defined by N adaptive filters one of each node. If we define the global state of the network w(t) as
the adaptive filter coefficients of each node of the network at the time instant t and considering wk(t)
a local version of w(t) at the kth node, Equation (6) may be written as:

wk(t) = wk−1(t) − μvk(t) ek(t). (7)

Figure 4. Ring network with incremental communication.

Equation (7) is the updating rule of the state of the kth node by using an iterative algorithm that
minimizes Equation (3). Moreover, note that w0(t) = wN(t − 1) = w(t − 1).

However, in real-time applications, the obtained equations have to be considered using block
processing in the frequency domain in order to ensure a more efficient computational performance.
The reason is because most common audio cards work with block data buffers. Moreover,
hardware platforms that work with blocks of samples such as Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) or
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), use libraries of frequency-domain operations for a more efficient
processing [23]. Furthermore, if the adaptive filters and the estimated secondary paths are longer than
the sample block, they have to be split up into partitions [24]. For all these reasons, we consider the
Frequency-domain Partitioned Block technique for the adaptive filtering operation [25,26] based on the
conventional filtered-x scheme (FPBFxLMS). Notation in Table 1 will be used to describe the following
equations. Samples are processed by blocks of size B. L is the length of the adaptive filters, and M
is the length of the FIR filters that model the estimated secondary path. F and P are the number of
partitions of both the adaptive filters and the estimated secondary paths, respectively. Furthermore, the
index n between brackets denotes block iteration and the super-indexes f and p denotes the number
of the partition.

The vector xB[n] = [x(Bn) x(Bn − 1) · · · x(Bn − B + 1)]T contains the last B samples of x(t) at
discrete time instant t=Bn, and the error vector ek,B[n] contains the last block of size B of the error
signal ek(t) in the node k at discrete time instant t=Bn, ek,B[n] = [ek(Bn) ek(Bn − 1) · · · ek(Bn − B + 1)]T .
The vector X[n] contain the FFT of size 2B of the vector xB[n] in the actual block iteration and the same
vector in the previous block iteration, X[n] = FFT[xB[n − 1] xB[n]] and the vector Ek[n] is the FFT
of size 2B of the error vector ek,B[n] preceded by a vector of zeros of size B, 0B. Note that we only
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consider the last B samples of the 2B-Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) operation, IFFT{Y[n]},
as the valid samples of the adaptive filter output yB[n] since the first B samples suffer the effects of
circular convolution due both to data management and the FFT sizes. Now, we define

W[n] =
[

W1[n], W2[n], . . . , WN [n],
]

(8)

being Wk[n] =
[

W1
k [n], W2

k [n], . . . , WF
k [n]

]
a matrix of size [2B × F] where W

f
k [n] contains the

2B-FFT of the f th partition of the adaptive filter of the kth node. The N nodes collaborate with each
other by updating their part of W[n] and transferring W[n] to the next node. Therefore, every node
will use a local version of the global state of the network (denoted by Ŵk[n]) at the kth node at the nth
block iteration. Notice that only the F partitions of 2B coefficients of their adaptive filter are needed to
generate the kth node output signal:

Wk[n − 1] = ŴN [n − 1](:,1+F(k−1):Fk). (9)

Table 1. Notation of the description of the FPBFxLMS algorithm.

B Block size
L Length of the adaptive filters
M Length of the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters that model the estimated secondary paths
F L/B, number of partitions of the adaptive filters
P M/B, Number of partitions of the estimated secondary paths
n index that denotes block iteration

f , p super-indexes that denote partition number.
sjk M-length estimation of the acoustic path that links the actuator at the jth node with the sensor at the kth node.
S

p
jk Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of size 2B of the pth partition of the acoustic path sjk.

Moreover, we define

Vk[n] =
[

V1k[n], V2k[n], . . . VNk[n],
]

(10)

being Vjk[n] =
[

V1
jk[n], V2

jk[n], . . . , VF
jk[n]

]
a matrix of size [2B × F] where vector V

f
jk[n] contains

the 2B-FFT of the reference signal filtered with the f th partition of the estimated acoustic channel sjk.
Each node estimates the coefficients of the rest of the nodes to achieve a global solution using the
information of the previous node and the adaptation matrix calculated using the signals that each node
own. Derived from the FPBFxLMS algorithm in [26], we can rewrite Equation (7) in the frequency
domain with blocks of B samples. Thus, the update equation of the adaptive filter coefficients of the
kth node at the nth block iteration is given by

Ŵk[n] = Ŵk−1[n] − μ FFT{[ [ IFFT{Ek[n] ◦ Vk[n]
∗} ][1:B,:] 0[B×FN] ]}, (11)

where Ek[n] is the multiplication of vector Ek[n] by 1[1×FN], a row vector of ones of size FN. Constant
μ is the step-size parameter and the operators FFT and IFFT perform the direct and inverse fast
Fourier transform of size 2B of each column of the matrixes involved. ◦ denotes the element-wise
product of two matrices, ∗ denotes complex conjugation and 0[B×FN] is a matrix of zeros of size
[B × FN]. Note that we only consider the first B samples of the 2B-IFFT operation. Once all the nodes
have finished the filter coefficient updates, the global vector ŴN [n] is disseminated to the rest of the
nodes for the (n+1)th iteration. Note that in (11), Ŵ0[n] = ŴN [n − 1], as we stated in Equation (7).
Algorithm 1 illustrates the summary of the algorithm instructions, which are executed per block
iteration at each node.
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Algorithm 1 Distributed FPBP x LMS Algorithm for N-nodes ASN

1: for all node 1 ≤ k ≤ N do

2: Wk[n − 1] = Ŵk[n − 1](:,1+F(k−1):Fk)

3: Yk[n] =
F

∑
f=1

Wk[n − 1] ◦ X[n − f + 1]

4: for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N do

5: Vjk[n] =
P

∑
p=1

S
p
jk ◦ X[n − p + 1]

6: end for

7: Vk[n] = [ V1k[n], V2k[n], . . . VNk[n] ]

9: Ek[n] = FFT{[ 0B eB[n] ]}
10: Ek[n] = Ek[n] · 1[1×FN]

11: Ŵk[n] = Ŵk−1[n] − μ FFT{[ [ IFFT{Ek[n] ◦ Vk[n]
∗} ][1:B,:] 0[B×FN] ]}

12: end for

13: for all node 0 ≤ k ≤ N do

14: Ŵk[n] = ŴN [n]

15: end for

3. Prototype Description

The distributed ANC prototype is depicted in Figure 5. The addition of the recent DSP System
Toolbox [27] in the computing environment MATLAB R© provides multichannel real-time audio
recording, processing and reproduction at low latency. Audio objects based on Object Oriented
Programming (OOP) have been optimized for iterative computations that process large streams of
audio data. Moreover, Audio Stream Input/Output (ASIO) drivers [28] have been incorporated to this
software providing a low-latency and high fidelity interface between MATLAB R© and audio card. The
hardware implementation is composed by a CPU (Intel Core i7 3.07 GHz) and an audio card (MOTU 24
I/O). The communication between both components is performed by ASIO drivers and it is controlled
by using the MATLAB R© System objects provided by the DSP System Toolbox of MATLAB R© software.
The audio card stores the input data from the sensor of each node in buffers of size B and send them to
the CPU through the ASIO drivers. The CPU, with MATLAB R© support, executes the audio processing,
saves the output data in buffers and sends them back to the audio card through the ASIO drivers, to
be reproduced by the loudspeaker of each node.

The selection of the block size B in the audio card is critical to determine the latency of the
algorithm. The latency is the sum of the time spent on storing data in the input buffers, on processing
these data and on sending them to the output buffers as well. A real-time application must satisfy
that the time spent to fill up the input buffers (buffering time) was higher than the time spent in
data processing (processing time). The buffering time is defined as B/ f s, f s being the sampling rate.
In a centralized ANC system, the processing time is the time that the algorithm takes to process
data. However, in a distributed ANC system, it also includes the time in updating its own global
state of the network (Ŵ) and in delivering this information among the nodes. As we consider an
incremental network composed of N nodes, every node must transfer 2L × N coefficients (size of Ŵ) to
the following node 2(N − 1) times in each block iteration (see Figure 4). Therefore, the processing time
of the whole network at each block iteration (algorithm processing time + N times the updating time of
Ŵ + 2(N − 1) times the transmission time of Ŵ) has to be less than the buffering time (see Figure 6). As
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an example, a transfer rate at least of 16.5 megabytes per second (MBps) would be necessary with an
incremental network composed of four nodes, a general filter length of 4096 taps and single-precision
floating-point data format. Therefore, using a standard Ethernet network of 1 Gbps (≈ 125 MBps), we
would have enough rate capacity to perform the required data transfer among the nodes. It should
be noted that, if the processing time of the network increases due to the addition of more nodes, the
buffering time must be increased in order to satisfy the real-time condition. Hence, if we assume a
fixed sampling rate, the block size B must be increased.

Another important aspect that should be guaranteed is the causality of the system. The algorithm
has to satisfy that the sum of the buffering delay and the maximum delay of the acoustic paths that join
the actuators with the error sensors should be less than or equal to the minimum delay of the acoustic
paths that join the noise source with the error sensors [29]. Causality constraint can be relaxed when
a harmonic excitation is considered, but it is important in broadband noise control. As we perform
an ANC system in a acoustic enclosure, where the wavelength is relatively low in comparison with
the physical dimensions of the system, the causality condition is fulfilled by carefully choosing the
distances between the noise source, actuators and error sensors. However, if this condition is not met, a
decrease in buffering time is required. When these requirements are fulfilled and assuming a network
of synchronized nodes, the proposed distributed algorithm can achieve the same performance as the
centralized version.

The sampling rate of the audio card was fixed at 44.1 kHz, the lowest possible rate, because of
audio signals are typically sampled at that value (CD quality). The audio card offers different values of
B between 16 and 2048 samples. Due to the real-time condition explained previously, we have selected
B = 2048 as a tradeoff between the processing time of the network and the buffering time.

Figure 5. Scheme of the ANC prototype. The incremental communication strategy is represented by
dashed lines.
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Figure 6. Timing diagram of the processes carried out by each node of the network at each
block iteration.

It should be noted that the algorithms execute their processing in real time but, for simplicity,
the communication network and the network distributed processing are emulated. All the nodes
share the same central processing unit (CPU) but the implemented code allows a distributed and
independent processing, simulating the processing carried out in a real distributed ASNs. Therefore, a
basic networking hardware dedicated to the information exchange (a physical layer of the network)
is not considered. The communication among the nodes is virtual, thanks to the code designed in
MATLAB R© software.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we show the experiments carried out to validate the performance of the distributed
algorithm for unconstrained and constrained networks. For this purpose, in the first stage, we
have evaluated and compared the convergence behavior, the noise reduction and the computational
complexity of both distributed and centralized ANC systems in a ideal network. In the second stage, a
performance analysis of the distributed algorithm over non-ideal networks has been carried out. The
experiments have used the prototype described in Section 3 inside a listened room of 9.36 meters long,
4.78 meters wide and 2.63 meters high, located at the Audio Processing Laboratory of the Polytechnic
University of Valencia [30]. This room has an array of 96 loudspeakers mounted in an orthogonal
structure. A photograph of the listening room and the different settings can be seen in Figure 7. For
all the designed ASNs, the real acoustic responses between all the loudspeakers and all microphones
are identified off-line using adaptive methods and modeled as FIR filters of M = 4096 coefficients
at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. We have considered a zero-mean Gaussian white noise with unit
variance as disturbance noise, which is emitted by a loudspeaker located in front of the loudspeakers
and microphones that compose the ASN, as it is shown in Figure 7. Since practical ANC systems are
suitable to cancel low-frequency noise signals, we have considered a broadband white noise limited
to 200 Hz. Furthermore, we have considered a block size of B = 2048 and an adaptive filter length
of L = 4096 coefficients. A constant step size parameter of μ = 8 × 10−5, as the highest value that
ensures the stability of the algorithms, has been used.
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Figure 7. Photograph of the ANC prototype in the listening room at the Audio Processing Laboratory
of the Polytechnic University of Valencia.

The configuration of the ASN is depicted in Figure 5. Four nodes composed by one loudspeaker
and one microphone each of them were considered. The loudspeakers were selected from the array
with an equal separation of 20 cm between adjacent loudspeakers. The microphones were placed
opposite to the loudspeakers and separated 40 cm away from them. The separation between the
microphones was 20 cm. Future applications closely related to the tested distribution would be related
to the creation of local quiet zones in enclosures using moderate size networks of sound nodes with
likely acoustic interaction between at least a few of them—for example, a cabin of a public transport
(train, plane, bus, etc.) where the separation between actuators and sensors would be similar than the
detailed above. For the experimental tests, two different scenarios have been evaluated:

• ANC system over a four-node ideal network controlled by the FPBFxLMS distributed algorithm
and its centralized version.

• ANC system over a four-node non-ideal network controlled by the FPBFxLMS distributed
algorithm, comparing the results with the same algorithm but introducing constant delays in the
data exchanges through the network. Now we assume that the nodes interchange information
every Np block iterations, being p a constant positive integer and N the number of single-channel
nodes. During the remainder Np-1 block iterations, we assume two cases. In case 1, the nodes
just wait for the arrival of new network information trying to simulate a network with limited
power, which saves as much energy as possible. In case 2, the nodes will use its local information
to update their filter coefficients. Moreover, we assume that the diffusion of the global state of the
network ŴN [n] from the last node N to the rest of the nodes (see Figure 4) is not considered in
this scenario.

In order to evaluate the performance of the different algorithms, we define the instantaneous
Noise Reduction at node k, NRk(t), as the ratio in dB between the estimated error power with and
without the application of the active noise controller:

NRk(t) = 10 × log10

[
e2

k(t)
d2

k(t)

]
, (12)
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where d2
k(t) is the signal power picked up at the kth microphone when the ANC system is inactive

and e2
k(t) is the error signal power measured at the kth microphone when the ANC system works.

Moreover, these signals powers have been estimated using an exponential windowing from the
instantaneous signals.

In the first scenario, we have evaluated the performance of both the distributed and the centralized
FPBFxLMS algorithm in a network composed of four single-channel nodes with no communications
constraints. Figure 8 shows the NRk(t) by using Equation (12) for both algorithms. As expected, the
distributed implementation exhibits the same performance than the centralized implementation for
the four nodes. Both algorithms show a robust and stable performance providing an attenuation up to
11 dB for the worst node and almost 20 dB for the best node.
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Figure 8. Noise reduction obtained by both the four-node distributed system and the centralized
system with a 1:4:4 configuration.

Table 2 compares the computational complexity in terms of multiplications, additions, and FFTs
per iteration of the FPBFxLMS algorithm, implemented for a centralized and a distributed ANC
systems. For the centralized implementation, we consider a multichannel ANC system with one
disturbance noise and the same number of microphones and loudspeakers (1:N:N configuration).
For the distributed implementation, we consider a network of N single-channel nodes. It is important
to note that the complexity of the network as a whole is at least as high as the centralized algorithm.
However, note that each node processes the algorithm simultaneously except the last addition of
the global network state of the previous node (see line 11 in Algorithm 1). Therefore, in Table 2, we
have only computed the operations of one single-channel node. Since we use a value of M = L, and
B = L/2 (two partitions) the computational complexity only depends on L and N. First, the third
column of Table 2 shows the computational complexity of both algorithms related to values of L and
N. Then, this computational complexity is particularized for N = 1, N = 4 and N = 8. As expected,
when N = 1, both implementations need the same number of operations. This is because both the
centralized and the distributed ANC systems become a single-channel system. Moreover, for N = 4,
we compare the operations of a centralized ANC system with a 1:4:4 configuration (16 channels) with
the operations of a single-channel node of a network of four nodes. Finally, the same is done for N = 8.
Results show that in a centralized ANC system, the computational complexity increases significatively
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with the number of channels. This fact represents a bottleneck in massive multichannel ANC systems.
Otherwise, the increase of computational complexity in a distributed ANC system is not so significant.

Table 2. Total number of multiplications (MUX), additions (ADD) and Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs)
per blockwise iteration of the FPBFxLMS algorithm in both: (1) centralized and (2) distributed ANC
systems. L: length of the adaptive filters; N: number of nodes.

Operations Generic N = 1 N = 4 N = 8

MUX 4 LN + 4 LN2 8 L 80 L 288 L
(1) ADD LN + 3 LN2 4 L 52 L 200 L

FFTs 2 + 6 N 8 26 50

MUX 2 L + 6 LN 8 L 26 L 50 L
(2) ADD L + 3 LN 4 L 13 L 25 L

FFTs 4 + 4 N 8 20 36

In the second scenario, the influence of a constant delay between information exchanges within
a four-node network on the behavior of the distributed FPBFxLMS algorithm has been evaluated.
The NRk(t) curves of the best node in the network with different delay values of p are presented in
Figure 9a for case 1 and Figure 9c for case 2. In both cases, as p increases, the performance of the
algorithm gets worse. However, when the nodes performs their local updating while waiting for the
network information (case 2), the influence of the increased delay is lower than in case 1, obtaining
an NRk(t) in all cases only 5 dB lower than the case of an ideal network. Similar results are obtained
for the node with the worst performance. Figure 9 shows the NRk(t) curves of the worst node in the
network with different values of p, (b) for the case 1 and (d) for the case 2. Therefore, for networks
with communication constraints, the behavior of the system can be improved if the nodes are allowed
to update their filter coefficients while waiting for the network information. It is important to take into
account that the final behavior of both cases depends on the degree of acoustic interaction between
nodes, and, therefore, it should be studied in future works.
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Figure 9. Noise reduction obtained for the distributed FPBPxLMS algorithm using a four-node ASN
for different latency values at the node with the best performance (a) (case 1) (c) (case 2) and with the
worst performance (b) (case 1) (d) (case 2).

Finally, note that all the results accomplished in this work depend on particular settings, but their
behavior can be easily extrapolated to other configurations.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an experimental validation of an ANC system has developed over a network of
distributed acoustic nodes using a collaborative incremental strategy. For this purpose, a distributed
version of the FPBFxLMS algorithm has been introduced. In order to evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithms in a practical environment, we have implemented the adaptive control in a
real-time audio toolbox provided by MATLAB R©. Results show that the distributed implementation
of the algorithm exhibits the same performance as its centralized version when there are no
communication constraints in the network.

Moreover, the computational complexity of the distributed algorithm has been studied and
compared with the centralized version. Since each node of the distributed algorithm can perform
almost all the operations simultaneously, the computational complexity is split among the nodes
and the processing time of the algorithm is significantly reduced. However, when we consider the
use of physical nodes in a real network, we will have to analyze some aspects with regards to the
communication capabilities among the nodes in the network. In this sense, we can conclude that the
distributed ANC system performs well if the network has enough bandwidth to transfer the network
information without violating the real-time condition.

The performance of the proposed distributed FPBFxLMS algorithm in an ideal ASN and an ASN
with a constant delay in the communications has been also shown. The behavior of the system worsens
when delay increases, but, in this experiment, it shows an acceptable and stable performance despite
data loss in the information exchange when the node uses its local information while waiting for
network information. However, the influence of the degree of acoustic interaction between nodes on
the network communication strategies must be considered in future works.
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Abstract: Audio feedback is defined as a positive feedback of acoustic signals where an audio input
and output form a loop, and may be utilized artistically. This article presents new context-based
controls over audio feedback, leading to the generation of desired sonic behaviors by enriching the
influence of existing acoustic information such as room response and ambient noise. This ecological
approach to audio feedback emphasizes mutual sonic interaction between signal processing and
the acoustic environment. Mappings from analyses of the received signal to signal-processing
parameters are designed to emphasize this specificity as an aesthetic goal. Our feedback system
presents four types of mappings: approximate analyses of room reverberation to tempo-scale
characteristics, ambient noise to amplitude and two different approximations of resonances to
timbre. These mappings are validated computationally and evaluated experimentally in different
acoustic conditions.
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1. Introduction

Audio feedback is an acoustic phenomenon that occurs when sound played by a loudspeaker
is received by a microphone to create a persistent loop through a sound system. While audio
feedback is generally regarded as an undesired situation, for example when a public address system
manifests an unpleasant howling tone, there have been numerous artistic examples and compositions
that make use of its tone-generating nature. Jimi Hendrix is an oft-cited example of how electric
guitar players create feedback-based tones by holding their instruments close to the amplifiers, and
Steve Reich’s Pendulum Music (1968) [1] features phasing feedback tones generated by suspending
microphones above loudspeakers.

A modern approach to audio feedback in experimental improvisation and compositional works
utilizes computer-based control over sound generation and organization: Sanfilippo introduced
various examples [2]. Di Scipio’s Audio Ecosystems [3] is a prominent example in which a self-feeding
feedback loop interconnects a digital system with its acoustic environment.

By inserting a network of low-level components, represented by a chain of transducers and
other acoustic components inserted into the loop, these audio feedback systems can lead to nonlinear
behaviours [3], since specific performances cannot be accurately predicted in advance. Many audio
feedback systems mostly have focused on design of the low-level relations to generate and organize
the feedback sounds while paying less attention to control over the overall sonic shape [4].
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We previously proposed a new concept of audio feedback systems [5] that supports intentional
control through tendency design, while preserving other attractive nonlinear features of feedback
systems, which could open up new possibilities of musical applications combining nonlinearity and
interactivity. In this paper, we explore this concept further by taking account of the relation between
system and room acoustics.

Room acoustics are an essential yet under-examined factor in the shaping of audio feedback. Our
work is designed to augment the interaction between system and room acoustics. This context-based
control supports the intentional control of audio feedback through the generation of long-term sonic
behaviours that respond appropriately to the acoustics of the environment. Our prototypes map
signal-inferred properties of room reverberation, ambient noise level and resonances of the acoustic
environment to tempo, amplitude and timbre characteristics of the acoustic feedback, respectively.
In this paper, these mappings are validated through simulations and evaluated experimentally in
different acoustic conditions.

2. Related Work

2.1. Audio Feedback in Computer Music

Figure 1 shows the common structure of audio feedback. The incoming signal is connected to
the output via transformation, and output re-enters the system again after a certain delay. In the
digital domain, acoustic feedback is generally emulated using a delay line and filter. In some cases
feedback sounds may occur suddenly due to slight increases of gain or changes of distance between a
microphone and a loudspeaker, leading to the magnitude of the open-loop transfer function exceeding
unity in a particular frequency region [6]. It is also defined as the violation of the Barkhausen stability
criterion [7].

Figure 1. Basic structure for audio feedback. Signals from a microphone are amplified, emitted by a
loudspeaker, then received by the microphone again to be endlessly re-amplified.

The Karplus-Strong algorithm and digital waveguide synthesis [8–10] are also based on audio
feedback mechanisms, in which the fundamental resonant frequency is determined by the internal
delay. This is also evident in audio feedback occurring in physical environment: the fundamental
frequency of the Larsen tone is mainly determined by the delay formed as a combination of the
system-internal delay and the delay caused by the physical distance between microphone and
loudspeaker. Acoustic feedback effects of the electric guitar have been emulated through feedback loop
models [11,12]. Gabrielli et, al. presented control of audio feedback simulation over harmonic content
using a nonlinear digital oscillator consisting of a bandpass filter and a nonlinear component [7].

Because of its unique sound-generating nature, performers have deliberately generated positive
feedback tones to be included in music, and designers of new musical instruments have created
interfaces incorporating feedback tones. Examples of acoustic feedback used for new musical
instruments include the hybrid Virtual/Physical Feedback Instruments (VPFI) [13], in which a physical
instrument (e.g., a pipe) and virtual components (e.g., audio digital signal processing (DSP) processors
such as a low-pass filter) constitute a feedback cycle. Overholt et al. documents the role of feedback in
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actuated musical instruments, which uses the audio signal as a control signal for the instrument again
and thereby is co-manipulated by performer and machine [14].

Sanfilippo presented a common structure for feedback-based audio/music systems (Figure 2) [2].
While only a single connection exists between a microphone and a loudspeaker (via signal processing
components) in the basic audio feedback model, a subsystem is added for sonic control based on signal
analysis of the real-time microphone input; this can be used to trigger the Larsen tone and to control
internal signal-processing states.

Figure 2. Structure of feedback-based audio/music systems (redesigned diagram of Figure 2 in [2]).
The analyzer extracts the environmental information from the audio signal and controls the state in
digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms. Other agents may exist to trigger the audio feedback.

2.2. The Feature of Openness in Audio Feedback

In these feedback-based music systems, a complex of computational signal-processing
components and a physical space are naturally connected through sound, typically mediated by
transducers (microphones and loudspeakers). The generated sound diffuses in the room, reflected
by walls and other objects, and re-enters the computer via the microphones. No emitted sound will
re-enter the system unmodified, and in addition environmental noise will be included in the input
signal to further stimulate the system. The physical, acoustic part of the system can be regarded as a
medium for relationships between sonic agents (including circular links), or it can be considered as
another agent in the network.

The role of the environment is thereby essential to audio feedback. The openness to ambient noise,
the sensitivity to the acoustic properties of the shared physical environment, and the sonic richness
of its combination with signal-processing, are attractive aspects of the audio feedback-based music
systems. The acoustic characteristics of a room, such as resonance and reverberation, influence the
resulting sound by changing resonant frequencies and timbre (energy distribution over frequency).
Although the momentary dynamics of the system may be unpredictable, the long-term dynamics of
Larsen tones (e.g., stable frequencies) are known to be strongly determined by the resonant modes of
the chamber in which they are placed as well as the placement of microphones and speakers.

Di Scipio’s Audible Ecosystemic Interface (AESI) is a compositional work that interacts with its
acoustic environment through audio feedback, depending on ambient noise as its energy source [3]. In
AESI, the machine/environment relationship is the primary site of design. Features extracted from the
received sound are used as parameters for sound synthesis.

However Kollias observed that with AESI, the composer has lost control over the overall sonic
shape, as it only determines microstructural sonic design [4,15]. With Ephemeron, Kollias demonstrated
a network of several systems recognizing and expressing sound respectively. In addition to designing
low-level relationships, a performer can control the sound at a high level interactively changing
operating states and interrupting stabilities.
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Syntxis is also a feedback system sensitive to the acoustic environment [16]. It uses a genetic
algorithm to gradually evolve bandpass filter banks toward the resonant peaks in acoustic feedback,
and thus the total system adapts to the acoustic characteristics of a physical space. Di Scipio’s
Background Noise Study also extracts information from a microphone signal to control a delay line
and amplitude gain followed by three algorithms including bandpass filter, resampling and granular
synthesis, to create a rich sound in a space through the sounds from each of these components [17].

2.3. Context-Based Control of Audio Feedback

Although acoustic characteristics of an environment inevitably affect any audio feedback system,
the combined effect of these influences with signal-processing in the feedback loop is not easily
predicted [18]. The influences might lead to sonic results that conflict with sonic intentions, or the
influences might be so weak as to diminish the role of the environment in the sonic result. A deeper
understanding of the relation between software system and acoustic environment is required to better
support compositional intentions and affirm the specificity of the role of the environment in the result.

Our system extends such dependency in a system by teasing out specificities in sonic feedback
systems and mapping them to control parameters, generating long-term sonic behaviours that
significantly respond to the acoustics of the environment. The structure is similar to that of the Audible
Ecosystems (and also the “Control” Information Rate in [2]): features extracted from the received sound
are used as parameters for sound synthesis. In our system, however, the selected feature is explicitly
designed to be sensitive to information regarding the acoustic environment, in order to augment the
specific effects of any particular physical space.

We may consider the relation of environmental characteristics to control parameters of a system
well-defined and composed when we can observe desired long-term tendencies in the sound.
Furthermore, if these tendencies show greater differentiation according to the physical environment in
which they are placed, the system can be said to have augmented the specificity of its interactions with
an acoustic environment.

3. System Design and Validation

Based on the above notions, we designed an audio feedback system in which control of
the signal-processing parameters depends on recognized features of the feedback sound, aiming
in particular for sensitivity to information it carries regarding the acoustic environment. These
dependencies are used to shape musical tendencies in the sonic output, with analogical approximation
to the following composed interactions:

1. The amount of reverberation in the space determines a tempo-scale characteristic
2. The system will change its output level depending on the volume level of ambient noise
3. A prominent resonance determines a timbre characteristic
4. The distribution of room modes determines a timbre characteristic, energy of higher frequency

partials in particular

Figure 3 shows the overall diagram for simulating the effects (tempo, volume and timbre) of
audio feedback and validating the mapping. The amplifier is adaptively controlled based on the
peak amplitude of the input signal. Convolution of an impulse response simulates the room acoustic
response, which is shaped by propagation and reflections in physical space. We used impulse response
data from Fokke van Saane [19] and Aleksey Vaneev [20]. A noise function simulates room ambient
noise, used as an excitation energy source in the feedback loop. We used a biquad high-pass filter
with a cutoff frequency below 80Hz to remove excessive amplification of low frequency feedback,
which is uncommon in a real acoustic environment. A low-pass filter, similar to the damping loop
filter of a waveguide model, is also used to reduce the howling that can be introduced by excessive
amplification.
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Figure 3. Overview of the system for simulating (a) tempo control by delay line length depending
on room reverberation (Section 3.1), (b) volume control by gain threshold depending on volume of
ambient noise (Section 3.2), (c) timbre control by cutoff frequency of a low-pass filter depending on a
prominent resonance (Section 3.3) and (d) timbre control by gain of a one-pole high-pass filter according
to the distribution of room modes (Section 3.4).

Table 1 compares the approximation methods and control parameters to implement the proposed
mappings. It is inevitable that we can attain only approximate information about the acoustic
environment from the real-time audio input, since complete real-time segregation of ambient noise and
acoustic reflection information from the received feedback sound is practically impossible. Accepting
this limitation, we have designed our system to infer what properties it can have, and use them to
augment the specificity of the result.

Table 1. Comparison of input information, approximation methods, control targets and methods for
composition of musical tendencies depending on information carried in the feedback signals regarding
the acoustic environment.

Input Information Approximation Methods Control Targets Control Methods

Reverberation Cross-correlation of input/output Tempo Delay line length
Ambient noise volume Peak amplitude Output level Gain threshold
Acoustic resonance Freq. of maximum energy Timbre LPF cutoff freq.
Distribution of room modes Variance of magnitudes Timbre HPF gain

from the transfer function

3.1. Reverberation Level with Tempo

Tempo effects in the feedback sounds emerge from a combination of the adaptive gain control and
the long delay line in the feedback loop. The synthesis of Larsen tones requires positive amplification
of feedback, and once established, negative feedback to prevent saturation. This is achieved in our
system by gradually increasing/decreasing the signal amplitude using a ramp function. The choice
of amplification or de-amplification is determined by comparison of the input signal to high/low
threshold values. When the peak amplitude of the signal over a three millisecond window exceeds the
high threshold value (0.7), de-amplification is applied, otherwise the signal is amplified when the peak
amplitude does not exceed the low threshold value (0.3). When the length of a delay line set to more
than approximately 5000 samples (e.g., 100 ms), this range is more relevant to tempo-scale periodic
occurrences of the Larsen tones (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Simulated tempo-scale effects of feedback sounds when length of the delay line is
(a) 22,000 samples (2 Hz) and (b) 28,500 samples (1.55 Hz). The signals are normalized to compare the
tempo-scale periodic occurrences of the Larsen tones, depending on delay line length.

The cross-correlation of input x[n] with delayed output y[n] is used to derive an approximate
measure of the amount of reverberation in the physical space. Cross-correlation measures the similarity
between two signals as a function of time-lag, and is defined as:

r̂xy(l) =
1
N

N−1

∑
n=0

x̄(n)y(n + l)

l = D1, D1 + 1, D1 + 2, ..., D2

(1)

If a sound causes strong reverberation, the reflected sound is also large and cross-correlation is
expected to be high. In order to exclude direct (non-reflected) sound propagation, the cross-correlation
value is taken as the mean over time-lags from 5000 (D1) to 18,000 (D2) samples (i.e., from 113 to 408
ms). This value is then divided by the maximum value over time-lags from zero to 18000 samples
to minimize effect from amplitude of the feedback sound from the system. (Without this division, a
louder feedback sound would also increase the cross-correlation value).

The resulting approximation of reverberation level is mapped to the length of a delay line in
the feedback loop, over a range of approximately 20,000 to 55,000 samples (450 to 1250 ms). In this
experiment, two opposite mappings were investigated: proportional mapping tends to generate
slow tempo by a longer delay line in strongly reverberant spaces (fast tempo in weakly reverberant
spaces), and reflected mapping tends to generate fast tempo by a shorter delay line in strongly
reverberant spaces (slow tempo in weakly reverberant spaces). In terms of preserving the feedback
signal energy, these mappings reduce or intensify the effect of the reverberant characteristics of the
acoustic environment, defined as:

L1 = a1 × r + c1

L2 = −a2 × r + c2
(2)

where L1 and L2 indicate delay line length using the proportional (L1) and reflected (L2) mappings,
respectively, and r means cross-correlation value. The constants were chosen to achieve delay times
of approximately 20,000 to 55,000 samples, such as a1 = 80,000, c1 = 20,000, a2 = 80,000, c2 = 60,000.
Figure 5 evaluates the two mappings and Table 2 compares the average delay line lengths and the
reverberation characteristics (RT60 and the cross-correlation values), using the impulse response data
in several locations. These results affirm that the mapping results in intentional control of tendencies
in audio feedback according to inferences of room reverberation.
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Figure 5. Delay line length curves simulated using impulse response data of several locations
with different reverberant characteristics (measured in Table 2), using the (a) proportional (L1) and
(b) reflected (L2) mappings.

Table 2. Comparison of the reverberant characteristics measured by RT60 (the reverberation time over
a 60 dB decay range), the cross-correlation values when the delay line is set to 28,000 samples, and
average delay line lengths (in sample) using the proportional (L1) and reflected (L2) mappings.

Room Types RT60 (s) Xcorr L1 L2

Livingroom 0.28 0.0407 23496 46991
Bathroom 0.58 0.1365 30674 42633

Church 0.97 0.4205 46311 30691
Long Echo Hall 3.07 0.4904 59604 25302

3.2. Ambient Noise Level with Amplitude Control

As mentioned in the previous Section 3.1, the adaptive gain control determines amplification
or de-amplification by the high/low threshold values. In the previous tempo control, the threshold
values were fixed to 0.3 and 0.7. However, use of different thresholds generates different output levels:
a large threshold value tends to generate loud feedback sounds (Figure 6). The range of the thresholds
are constrained between 0.2 and 1.0 to ensure the Larsen tone generation is possible.
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Figure 6. Simulated amplitude control of feedback sounds when the low and high threshold
values are (a) small (0.3 and 0.6) and (b) large (0.5 and 1.0). The length of the delay line is set
to 30,000 samples (1.47 Hz).

In order to control the system’s output level depending on the volume level of ambient noise,
the threshold values themselves are determined by measuring the amplitude of ambient noise. The
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threshold is updated when the amplitude of the output signal, which is measured as the maximum
amplitude value in the audio frame, is below the current low threshold, in order to exclude the
feedback itself from the adaptation: if the amplitude is below threshold, it is assumed that the ambient
sound dominates in the input, and the threshold value is updated according to the peak amplitude
of the input signal. Figure 7 compares the average threshold and peak amplitude values of the input
signals according to the volume level of ambient noise, which is simulated using white noises with
different amplitudes.
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Figure 7. (a) Low threshold and (b) average peak amplitude curves of the feedback signals according
to volume level of ambient noise. Ambient noise is simulated using different volumes of white noises.

3.3. Acoustic Resonance with Timbre

The length of the prevailing path in a feedback loop principally determines the acoustic resonance
of the audio feedback, and this path is predominantly influenced by the distance between a microphone
and a loudspeaker. We chose the resonant frequency as the simplest characteristic representation
of acoustic resonance, and approximated it by the position of maximum energy in the spectrum.
The distance between a microphone and a loudspeaker is simulated by appending a silence to the
beginning of the impulse response, in order to delay the direct sound and the following reflections.
Figure 8 compares the distances and the approximations of resonant frequencies.
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Figure 8. Resonant frequency approximations by the position of maximum energy in the spectra of the
simulated feedback signals. Distance is simulated as the length of a silence appended to the beginning
of the impulse response.

Timbre, a target control feature, is the quality of sound that distinguishes different sounds of the
same frequency and amplitude. Our system purposes to control timbre of the feedback sounds in
terms of brightness, overall distribution of energy over frequency, by the cutoff frequency parameter
of the low-pass filter. Spectral centroid is used as a measure of brightness, and Figure 9 shows the
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controlled different timbres through the comparison of spectra and spectral centroids: since the cutoff
frequency is the attenuating position, higher cutoff frequency generates brighter sounds and lower
cutoff frequency generates darker sounds.
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Figure 9. Plots of the magnitude spectrum of the normalized feedback signals when the cutoff frequency
of the low-pass filter is (a) 300 Hz and (b) 6000 Hz. Spectral centroids are 3327 Hz and 3965 Hz
respectively. The distance is set to 4 meters.

The approximation of resonant frequency is mapped to the cutoff frequency parameter of the
low-pass filter. An intriguing point is that the change in timbre (brightness) mostly influences the
position of maximum energy in a spectrum, which is used as the input information. This enables
evaluation of this mapping by observing changes in the approximations of resonant frequencies.
However, the resonant frequency does not always behave in proportion to cutoff frequency change:
timbre (brightness) may show abrupt changes by only a slight change in cutoff frequency (the
nonlinearity explained in [2]). Thus, we designed the cutoff frequency to adaptively change depending
on variation of the frequency approximation.

Similarly to the previous tempo control designs (Section 3.1), two opposite mappings were also
investigated in accordance with the changing direction. For example, if the estimated frequency is
bigger than a threshold, the cutoff frequency parameter gradually increases (proportional mapping) or
decreases (reflected mapping) using a ramp function; on the other hand, when the estimated frequency
is lower than a threshold, the parameter decreases (proportional mapping) or increases (reflected
mapping). The effect of changing the distance is thereby intensified by the proportional mapping and
reduced by the reflected mapping: Figure 10 evaluates the two mappings.

3.4. Distribution of Room Modes with Timbre

In Section 3.1, we approximated a measure of the amount of reverberation according to
reverberation time. In this section, another approximation regarding reverberation is investigated,
emphasizing related to spectral rather than of temporal characteristics. High reverberation diffusion
means that reflections are scattered along various paths, producing a smooth magnitude response; on
the other hand, strong reflections exist at specific frequencies in low reverberation diffusion, producing
an uneven magnitude response. While in the previous Section 3.3 we measure the strongest path of
audio feedback, this section is concerned with diffusion of the reflection paths.

In order to discern such distribution of room modes, we used the variance of magnitudes
from the transfer function, derived from the frequency responses of the input and output signals.
Table 3 compares actual measures of the distribution through spectral flatness [21] and variances from
the impulse response data in several locations, and approximate measures by the variances from the
derived transfer functions. Figure 11 also details these approximate measures.
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Figure 10. Approximations of spectral centroids and resonant frequencies from the simulated feedback
signals when the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter is (a,d) constant and (b,e) controlled with the
proportional mapping and (c,f) reflected mappings. Vertical dot lines in the upper figures represent the
positions where the approximated resonant frequencies deviate from the thresholds. These thresholds
are depicted as the horizontal dot lines in the lower figures.

Table 3. Comparison of the distributions of room modes measured by spectral flatness and variance of
the magnitudes of the impulse response data (H( f )), average variance of the frequency magnitudes of
the estimated transfer function (H′( f )), and average gain values mapped by H′( f ) (g).

Room Types Spectral Flatness Var(|H( f )|) Var(|H′( f )|) g

Long Echo Hall 0.85 29.71 52.90 0.56
Livingroom 0.83 31.52 61.08 0.74

Church 0.73 52.68 70.37 0.95
Bathroom 0.64 79.15 90.00 1.0
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Figure 11. Variances of magnitudes of transfer functions simulated using impulse response data of
several locations with different distributions of room modes (measured in Table 3).

The resulting approximation of the distribution is mapped to the gains of the unmodified output
signal and a one-pole high-pass filter having a cutoff frequency of 4000 Hz, which are mixed thereafter:
high variance increases the gain of the high-pass filter (decreases the gain of the unmodified signal)
and the sum of the gains is always unity in linear scale. The last column in Table 3 shows the average
gain values mapped by the variance measurements. This gain control changes spectral centroid as
well as distribution width of spectral energy, which is associated with softness of a sound [22]. Figure
12 evaluates the mappings by comparing the changes in spectral centroids.
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Figure 12. Spectral centroids measured using the impulse response data of (a) long echo hall,
(b) living room, (c) church, and (d) bathroom. Solid curves represent unmodified signals, and dot
curves represent output signals mixed with the output of the one-pole high-pass filter, where the mix
ratio between the two signals is controlled depending on the estimated variances.

4. Experiments in a Real Room

The designed dependencies were implemented as software authored using Max/MSP 7,
developed by Cycling ’74 (Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and openFrameworks, a C++ open source toolkit
(Figure 13), and investigated by experiments in a 3 m × 5 m small living room with artificially controlled
acoustic characteristics. Tests were performed with external audio devices 8030A loudspeaker and
SM58 microphone, manufactured by Genelec (Iisalmi, Finland) and Shure (Niles, IL, USA), respectively.

Figure 13. Overview of the system implemented as software (Max/MSP and openFrameworks),
for (a) tempo control depending on room reverberation (Section 4.1), (b) volume control depending
on ambient noise volume (Section 4.2) and (c) timbre control depending on frequency response of
the acoustic environment (Section 4.3) and (d) timbre control depending on distribution of room
modes (Section 4.4).
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4.1. Observations in Different Room Reverberations

In the previous work, we evaluated in rooms with different reverberant acoustics, while in this
paper we used a reverberation model named yafr2 that is provided within the Max/MSP software
to gain more parametric control over room properties while observing changes. We experimented
with different reverberation time parameters while holding other properties constant. Figure 14 and
Table 4 evaluate the two mappings of delay line length from cross-correlation value. The constants in
Equation (2) were chosen as a1 = 33,000, c1 = 1000 and a2 = 33,000, c2 = 20,000. Although the differences
are not as clearly differentiated than those from the simulated rooms, we still observe differences in
the long-term averages as expected, both when using the proportional mapping, and also with the
reflected mapping.
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Figure 14. Delay line length curves measured in the strongly reverberant (RT30 of 8.50 seconds,
solid curves) and weakly reverberant environment (RT30 of 0.65 seconds, dot curves), using the
(a) proportional (L1) and (b) reflected (L2) mappings.

Table 4. Comparison of the reverberant characteristics (RT30) and the average delay line lengths during
the first 5 minutes, using the proportional (L1) and reflected (L2) mappings.

RT30 (s) L1 L2

0.65 12720 11450
1.33 11690 11940
8.50 10070 13360

4.2. Observations in Different Ambient Noise Levels

This experiment was conducted under different ambient noise amplitudes. Figure 15 evaluates
the mapping. We observed different threshold values under different noisy conditions: they increase
in noisy conditions and decrease in quiet conditions, as expected.
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Figure 15. High threshold curves measured when the volume level of ambient noise is measured as (a)
−25 dB, (b) −30 dB, and (c) −47 dB. The range of the high threshold is constrained between 0.7 and 1.0.
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4.3. Observations with Different Acoustic Resonances

This experiment evaluated timbre changes with different distances between the microphone and
the loudspeaker. Figure 16a compares the approximations of resonant frequencies using a constant or
variable cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter, the latter driven by the estimated resonant frequency.
We also observed the tendencies in the long-term averages as expected: the frequency change tends
to be intensified by the proportional mapping and reduced by the reflected mapping. Even when
the frequency is not noticeably changed, we still observed the small change in terms of brightness in
comparison of the magnitude spectra (Figure 16b).
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Figure 16. Approximated (a) resonant frequencies and (b) spectral centroids according to the distance
between the loudspeaker and the microphone, with different cutoff frequency settings of the low-pass
filter: constant (straight lines), determined by the measured resonant frequency, using the proportional
(L1, dash lines) and reflected mappings (L2, dash-dot lines). The threshold was set to 140 Hz (dot
line in (a)).

4.4. Observations with Different Distributions of Room Modes

Like the Section 4.1, different room properties are generated through diffusion parameters in the
reverberation model while holding other properties constant. Figure 17 shows the measured variances
and Figure 18 evaluates the mappings when the gain is constant and depends on the measurements.
We also observed different variance curves and deviations of spectral centroids, as expected.
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Figure 17. Variances of magnitudes of the measured transfer functions when the diffusion parameter is
set to low, middle and high.
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Figure 18. Spectral centroids measured when the diffusion parameter is set to (a) low, (b) middle and
(c) high. Solid curves represent unmodified signals, and dot curves represent output signals mixed with
the output of the one-pole high-pass filter, where the mix ratio between the two signals is controlled
depending on the estimated variances.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we presented several methods for augmenting composed audio feedback interactions
within acoustic environments, including room response, ambient noise and placement of transducers;
supporting sound generation that strikes a balance between unpredictable short-term behavior and
intentional long-term tendencies. We designed long-term tendencies in terms of tempo, amplitude
and timbre characteristics depending upon reverberant properties, ambient noise level, and acoustic
resonance respectively, each inferred indirectly from the environment. We measured these mappings
through software simulations as well as acoustic experiments.

Beyond regarding the acoustic environment as a filter and source of disturbance, it can also be
considered a site of discovery. The composed system attempts to differentiate and affirm itself through
reflections, yet by doing so it also augments or exaggerates the specificity of the environment. This
duality is also evident in the analysis: comparing input and output signals cannot fully segregate
external and internal influence, as the feedback sounds depend upon parameters within the system,
which in turn depend on the analysis. Through this paper, we are satisfied that affirming specificity
was achieved, but we believe this is only an initial step in developing truly adaptive, self-augmenting
responsive sonic environments.
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Abstract: Sinusoids are widely used to represent the oscillatory modes of musical instrument
sounds in both analysis and synthesis. However, musical instrument sounds feature transients
and instrumental noise that are poorly modeled with quasi-stationary sinusoids, requiring spectral
decomposition and further dedicated modeling. In this work, we propose a full-band representation
that fits sinusoids across the entire spectrum. We use the extended adaptive Quasi-Harmonic
Model (eaQHM) to iteratively estimate amplitude- and frequency-modulated (AM–FM) sinusoids
able to capture challenging features such as sharp attacks, transients, and instrumental noise. We
use the signal-to-reconstruction-error ratio (SRER) as the objective measure for the analysis and
synthesis of 89 musical instrument sounds from different instrumental families. We compare against
quasi-stationary sinusoids and exponentially damped sinusoids. First, we show that the SRER
increases with adaptation in eaQHM. Then, we show that full-band modeling with eaQHM captures
partials at the higher frequency end of the spectrum that are neglected by spectral decomposition.
Finally, we demonstrate that a frame size equal to three periods of the fundamental frequency results
in the highest SRER with AM–FM sinusoids from eaQHM. A listening test confirmed that the musical
instrument sounds resynthesized from full-band analysis with eaQHM are virtually perceptually
indistinguishable from the original recordings.

Keywords: musical instruments; analysis and synthesis; sinusoidal modeling; AM–FM sinusoids;
adaptive modeling; nonstationary sinusoids; full-band modeling

PACS: 43.75.Zz; 43.75.De; 43.75.Ef; 43.75.Fg; 43.75.Gh; 43.75.Kk; 43.75.Mn; 43.75.Pq; 43.75.Qr

1. Introduction

Sinusoidal models are widely used in the analysis [1,2], synthesis [2,3], and transformation [4,5]
of musical instrument sounds. The musical instrument sound is modeled by a waveform consisting of
a sum of time-varying sinusoids parameterized by their amplitudes, frequencies, and phases [1–3].
Sinusoidal analysis consists of the estimation of parameters, synthesis comprises techniques to
retrieve a waveform from the analysis parameters, and transformations are performed as changes of
the parameter values. The time-varying sinusoids, called partials, represent how the oscillatory
modes of the musical instrument change with time, resulting in a flexible representation with
perceptually meaningful parameters. The parameters completely describe each partial, which can be
manipulated independently.
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Several important features can be directly estimated from the analysis parameters, such as
fundamental frequency, spectral centroid, inharmonicity, spectral flux, onset asynchrony, among many
others [2]. The model parameters can also be used in musical instrument classification, recognition,
and identification [6], vibrato detection [7], onset detection [8], source separation [9], audio restoration [10],
and audio coding [11]. Typical transformations are pitch shifting, time scaling [12], and musical instrument
sound morphing [5]. Additionally, the parameters from sinusoidal models can be used to estimate
alternative representations of musical instrument sounds, such as spectral envelopes [13] and the
source-filter model [14,15].

The quality of the representation is critical and can impact the results for the above applications.
In general, sinusoidal models render a close representation of musical instrument sounds because
most pitched musical instruments are designed to present very clear modes of vibration [16]. However,
sinusoidal models do not result in perfect reconstruction upon resynthesis, leaving a modeling
residual that contains whatever was not captured by the sinusoids [17]. Musical instrument
sounds have particularly challenging features to represent with sinusoids, such as sharp attacks,
transients, inharmonicity, and instrumental noise [16]. Percussive sounds produced by plucking strings
(such as harpsichords, harps, and the pizzicato playing technique) or striking percussion instruments
(such as drums, idiophones, or the piano) feature sharp onsets with highly nonstationary oscillations
that die out very quickly, called transients [18]. Flute sounds characteristically comprise partials on top
of breathing noise [16]. The reed in woodwind instruments presents a highly nonlinear behavior that
also results in attack transients [19], while the stiffness of piano strings results in a slightly inharmonic
spectrum [18]. The residual from most sinusoidal representations of musical instrument sounds
contains perceptually important information [17]. However, the extent of this information ultimately
depends on what the sinusoids are able to capture.

The standard sinusoidal model (SM) [1,20] was developed as a parametric extension of the
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) so both analysis and synthesis present the same time-frequency
limitations as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [21]. The parameters are estimated with
well-known techniques, such as peak-picking and parabolic interpolation [20,22], and then connected
across overlapping frames (partial tracking [23]). Peak-picking is known to bias the estimation of
parameters because errors in the estimation of frequencies can bias the estimation of amplitudes [22,24].
Additionally, the inherent time-frequency uncertainty of the DFT further limits the estimation
because long analysis windows blur the temporal resolution to improve the frequency resolution and
vice-versa [21]. The SM uses quasi-stationary sinusoids (QSS) under the assuption that the partials are
relatively stable inside each frame. QSS can accurately capture the lower frequencies because these have
fewer periods inside each frame and thus less temporal variation. However, higher frequencies have
more periods inside each frame with potentially more temporal variation lost by QSS. Additionally,
the parameters of QSS are estimated using the center of the frame as the reference and the values are
less accurate towards the edges because the DFT has a stationary basis [25]. This results in the loss of
sharpness of attack known as pre-echo.

The lack of transients and noise is perceptually noticeable in musical instrument sounds
represented with QSS [17,26]. Serra and Smith [1] proposed to decompose the musical instrument
sound into a sinusoidal component represented with QSS and a residual component obtained by
subtraction of the sinusoidal component from the original recording. This residual is assumed
to be noise not captured by the sinusoids and commonly modeled by filtering white noise with
a time-varying filter that emulates the spectral characteristics of the residual component [1,17].
However, the residual contains both errors in parameter estimation and transients plus noise missed
by the QSS [27].

The time-frequency resolution trade-off imposes severe limits on the detection of transients with
the DFT. Transients are essentially localized in time and usually require shorter frames which blur
the peaks in the spectrum. Daudet [28] reviews several techniques to detect and extract transients
with sinusoidal models. Multi-resolution techniques [29,30] use multiple frame sizes to circumvent
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the time-frequency uncertainty and to detect modulations at different time scales. Transient modeling
synthesis (TMS) [26,27,31] decomposes sounds into sinusoids plus transients plus noise and models
each separately. TMS performs sinusoidal plus residual decomposition with QSS and then extracts the
transients from the residual.

An alternative to multiresolution techniques is the use of high-resolution techniques based on
total least squares [32] such as ESPRIT [33], MUSIC [34], and RELAX [35] to fit exponentially damped
sinusoids (EDS). EDS are widely used to represent musical instrument sounds [11,36,37]. EDS are
sinusoids with stationary (i.e., constant) frequencies modulated in amplitude by an exponential
function. The exponentially decaying amplitude envelope from EDS is considered suitable to represent
percussive sounds when the beginning of the frame is synchronized with the onsets [38]. However,
EDS requires additional partials when there is no synchronization, which increases the complexity of
the representation. ESPRIT decomposes the signal space into sinusoidal and residual, further ranking
the sinusoids by decreasing magnitude of eigenvalue (i.e., spectral energy). Therefore, the first K
sinusoids maximize the energy upon resynthesis regardless of their frequencies.

Both the SM and EDS rely on sinusoids with stationary frequencies, which are not appropriate
to represent nonstationary oscillations [21]. Time-frequency reassignment [39–41] was developed to
estimate nonstationary sinusoids. Polynomial phase signals [20,25] such as splines [21] are commonly
used as an alternative to stationary sinusoids. McAulay and Quatieri [20] were among the first to
interpolate the phase values estimated at the center of the analysis window across frames with cubic
polynomials to obtain nonstationary sinusoids inside each frame. Girin et al. [42] investigated the
impact of the order of the polynomial used to represent the phase and concluded that order five does
not improve the modeling performance sufficiently to justify the increased complexity. However,
even nonstationary sinusoids leave a residual with perceptually important information that requires
further modeling [25].

Sinusoidal models rely on spectral decomposition assuming that the lower end of the spectrum
can be modeled with sinusoids while the higher end essentially contains noise. The estimation of
the separation between the sinusoidal and residual components has proved difficult [27]. Ultimately,
spectral decomposition misses partials on the higher end of the spectrum because the separation is
artificial, depending on the spectrum estimation method rather than the spectral characteristics of
musical instrument sounds. We consider spectral decomposition to be a consequence of artifacts
from previous sinusoidal models instead of an acoustic property of musical instruments. Therefore,
we propose the full-band modeling of musical instrument sounds with adaptive sinusoids as
an alternative to spectral decomposition.

Adaptive sinusoids (AS) are nonstationary sinusoids estimated to fit the signal being analyzed
usually via an iterative parameter re-estimation process. AS have been used to model speech [43–46]
and musical instrument sounds [25,47]. Pantazis [45,48] developed the adaptive Quasi-Harmonic
Model (aQHM), which iteratively adapts the frequency trajectories of all sinusoids at the same time
based on the Quasi-Harmonic Model (QHM). Adaptation improves the fit of a spectral template
via an iterative least-squares (LS) parameter estimation followed by frequency correction. Later,
Kafentzis [43] devised the extended adaptive Quasi-Harmonic Model (eaQHM), capable of adapting
both amplitude and frequency trajectories of all sinusoids iteratively. In eaQHM, adaptation is
equivalent to the iterative projection of the original waveform onto nonstationary basis functions
that are locally adapted to the time-varying characteristics of the sound, capable of modeling sudden
changes such as sharp attacks, transients, and instrumental noise. In a previous work [47], we showed
that eaQHM is capable of retaining the sharpness of the attack of percussive sounds.

In this work, we propose full-band modeling with eaQHM for a high-quality analysis and
synthesis of isolated musical instrument sounds with a single component. We compare our method to
QSS estimated with the standard SM [20] and EDS estimated with ESPRIT [36]. In the next section,
we discuss the differences in full-band spectral modeling and traditional decomposition for musical
instrument sounds. Next, we describe the full-band quasi-harmonic adaptive sinusoidal modeling
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behind eaQHM. Then, we present the experimental setup, describe the musical instrument sound
database used in this work and the analysis parameters. We proceed to the experiments, present the results,
and evaluate the performance of QSS, EDS, and eaQHM in modeling musical instrument sounds.
Finally, we discuss the results and present conclusions and perspectives for future work.

2. Full-Band Modeling

Spectrum decomposition splits the spectrum of musical instrument sounds into a sinusoidal
component and a residual as illustrated in Figure 1a. Spectrum decomposition assumes that there are
partials only up to a certain cutoff frequency fc, above which there is only noise. Figure 1a represents
the spectral peaks as spikes on top of colored noise (wide light grey frequency bands) and fc as the
separation between the sinusoidal and residual components. Therefore, fc determines the number of
sinusoids because only the peaks at the lower frequency end of the spectrum are represented with
sinusoids (narrow dark grey bars) and the rest is considered wide-band and stochastic noise existing
across the whole range of the spectrum. There is noise between the spectral peaks and at the higher
end of the spectrum. In a previous study [17], we showed that the residual from the SM is perceptually
different from filtered (colored) white noise. Figure 1a shows that there are spectral peaks left in the
residual because the spectral peaks above fc are buried under the estimation noise floor (and sidelobes).
Consequently, the residual from sinusoidal models that rely on spectral decomposition such as the SM
is perceptually different from filtered white noise.

Frequency

PSD

Sinusoidal

Fs/2

Residual

fc

(a) Spectrum Decomposition

Frequency

PSD

Full-Band Harmonic Template

Fs/2

(b) Full-Band Harmonic Template

Sinusoids

Noise

Spectral Peaks

Figure 1. Illustration of the spectral decomposition and full-band modeling paradigms.

From an acoustic point of view, the physical behavior of musical instruments can be modeled as
the interaction between an excitation and a resonator (the body of the instrument) [16]. This excitation
is responsible for the oscillatory modes whose amplitudes are shaped by the frequency response of the
resonator. The excitation signal commonly contains discontinuities, resulting in wide-band spectra.
For instance, the vibration of the reed in woodwinds can be approximated by a square wave [49],
the friction between the bow and the strings results in an excitation similar to a sawtooth wave [16],
the strike in percussion instruments can be approximated by a pulse [2], while the vibration of the lips
in brass instruments results in a sequence of pulses [50] (somewhat similar to the glottal excitation,
which is also wide band [46]).

Figure 1b illustrates a full-band harmonic template spanning the entire frequency range,
fitting sinusoids to spectral peaks in the vicinity of harmonics of the fundamental frequency f0.
The spectrum of musical instruments is known to present deviations from perfect harmonicity [16],
but quasi-harmonicity is supported by previous studies [51] that found deviations as small as 1%.
In this work, the full-band harmonic template becomes quasi-harmonic after the estimation of
parameters via least-squares followed by a frequency correction mechanism (see details in Section 3.1).
Therefore, full-band spectral modeling assumes that both the excitation and the instrumental noise are
wide band.
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3. Adaptive Sinusoidal Modeling with eaQHM

In what follows, x (n) is the original sound waveform and x̂ (n) is the sinusoidal model with
sample index n. Then, the following relation holds:

x (n) = x̂ (n) + e (n) , (1)

where e (n) is the modeling error or residual. Each frame of x (n) is

x (n, m) = x (n)w (n − mH) , m = 0, · · · , M − 1, (2)

where m is the frame number, M is the number of frames, and H is the hop size. The analysis window
w (n) has L samples and it defines the frame size. Typically, H < L such that the frames m overlap.

Figure 2 presents an overview of the modeling steps in eaQHM. The feedback loop illustrates the
adaptation cycle, where x̂ (n) gets closer to x (n) with each iteration. The iterative process stops when
the fit improves by less than a threshold ε. The dark blocks represent parameter estimation based on
the quasi-harmonic model (QHM), followed by interpolation of the parameters across frames before
additive [1] resynthesis (instead of overlap add (OLA) [52]). The resulting time-varying sinusoids are
used as nonstationary basis functions for the next iteration, so the adaptation procedure illustrated
in Figure 3 iteratively projects x (n) onto x̂ (n). Next, QHM is summarized, followed by parameter
interpolation and then eaQHM.

Windowing Least 
Squares

Frequency
Correction

Parameter
Interpolation Resynthesis

Time-Varying
Basis Functions

x(t) x(t)^

Figure 2. Block diagram depicting the modeling steps in the extended adaptive Quasi-Harmonic
Model (eaQHM). The blocks with a dark background correspond to parameter estimation, while the
feedback loop illustrates adaptation as iteration cycles around the loop. See text for the explanation of
the symbols.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the adaptation of the frequency trajectory of a sinusoidal partial inside the
analysis window in eaQHM. The figure depicts the first and second iterations of eaQHM around the
loop in Figure 2, showing local adaptation as the iterative projection of the original waveform onto
the model.

3.1. The Quasi-Harmonic Model (QHM)

QHM [48] projects x (n, m) onto a template of sinusoids ej2πn f̂k/ fs with constant frequencies f̂k and
sampling frequency fs. QHM estimates the parameters of x̂ (n, m) using
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x̂ (n, m) =
K

∑
k=−K

(ak + nbk) ej2π f̂kn/ fs , (3)

where k is the partial number, K is the number of real sinusoids, ak the complex amplitude and bk is
the complex slope of the kth sinusoid. The term nbk arises from the derivative of ej2πn f̂k/ fs with respect
to frequency. The constant frequencies f̂k define the spectral template used by QHM to fit the analysis
parameters ak and bk by least-squares (LS) [44,45]. In principle, any set of frequencies f̂k can be used
because the estimation of ak and bk also provides a means of correcting the initial frequency values f̂k
by making f̂k converge to nearby frequencies fk present in the signal frame. The mismatch between
fk and f̂k leads to an estimation error ηk = fk − f̂k. Pantazis et al. [48] showed that QHM provides
an estimate of ηk given by

η̂k =
fs

2π

Re {ak} Im {bk} − Im {ak}Re {bk}
|ak|2

, (4)

which corresponds to the frequency correction block in Figure 2. Then x̂ (n, m) is locally synthesized as

x̂ (n, m) =
K

∑
k=−K

âkej(2πF̂kn/ fs+φ̂k), (5)

where âk = |ak|, F̂k = f̂k + η̂k, and φ̂k = � ak are constant inside the frame m.
The full-band harmonic spectral template shown in Figure 1b is obtained by setting f̂k = k f0 with

k an integer and 1 ≤ k ≤ fs/2 f0. The f0 is not necessary to estimate the parameters, but it improves
the fit because the initial full-band harmonic template approximates better the spectrum of isolated
quasi-harmonic sounds. QHM assumes that the sound being analyzed contains a single source, so, for
isolated notes from pitched musical instruments, a constant f0 is used across all frames m.

3.2. Parameter Interpolation across Frames

The model parameters âk, F̂k, and φ̂k from Equation (5) are estimated as samples at the frame
rate 1/H of the amplitude- and frequency-modulation (AM–FM) functions âk (n) and φ̂k (n) =
2π/ fs F̂k (n) + φ̂k, which describe, respectively, the long-term amplitude and frequency temporal
variation of each sinusoid k. For each frame m, âk (τ, m) and F̂k (τ, m) are estimated using the sample
index at the center of the frame n = τ as reference. Resynthesis of x̂ (n, m) requires âk (n, m) and
F̂k (n, m) at the signal sampling rate fs. Equation (5) uses constant values, resulting in locally stationary
sinusoids with constant amplitudes and frequencies inside each frame m.

However, the parameter values might vary across frames, resulting in discontinuities
such as âk (τ, m) �= âk (τ, m + 1) due to temporal variations happening at the frame rate 1/H.
OLA resynthesis [52] uses the analysis window w (n) to taper discontinuities at the frame boundaries
by resynthesizing x̂ (n, m) = x̂ (n)w (n) for each m similarly to Equation (2) and then overlap-adding
x̂ (n, m) across m to obtain x̂ (n).

Additive synthesis is an alternative to OLA that results in smoother temporal variation [20] by
first interpolating âk (τ, m) and φ̂k (τ, m) across m and then summing over k. In this case, âk (n) is
obtained by linear interpolation of âk (τ, m) and âk (τ, m + 1). Recursive calculation across m results in
a piece-wise linear approximation of âk (n). F̂k (n) is estimated via piece-wise polynomial interpolation
of F̂k (τ, m) across m with quadratic splines, and φ̂k (n) is obtained integrating F̂k (n) in two steps
because φ̂k (τ, m) is wrapped around 2π across m. First, φ̄k (n) is calculated as

φ̄k (n) = φ̂k (τ, m) +
2π

fs

m+1

∑
u=m

F̂k (u) . (6)
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The calculation of φ̄k (n) using Equation (6) does not guarantee that φ̄k (τ, m+ 1) = φ̂k (τ, m+ 1)+2πP,
with P the closest integer to unwrap the phase (see details in [45]). Thus, φ̂k (n) is calculated as

φ̂k (n) = φ̂k (τ, m) +
2π

fs

m+1

∑
u=m

[
F̂k (u) + γ sin

(
π (u−mτ)

(m+ 1) τ −mτ

)]
, (7)

where the term given by the sine function ensures continuity with φ̂k (τ, m+ 1) when γ is

γ =
π

2

[
φ̂k (τ, m+ 1) + P− φ̄k (τ, m+ 1)

(m+ 1) τ −mτ

]
, (8)

with P given by |φ̂k (τ, m+ 1)− φ̄k (τ, m+ 1) | (see [45]).

3.3. The Extended Adaptive Quasi-Harmonic Model (eaQHM)

Pantazis et al. [45] proposed adapting the phase of the sinusoids. The adaptive procedure applies LS,
frequency correction, and frequency interpolation iteratively (see Figure 2), projecting x (n, m) onto
x̂ (n, m). Figure 3 shows the first and second iterations to illustrate adaptation of one sinusoid.
Kafentzis et al. [43] adapted both the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase of x̂ (n, m)

with a similar iterative procedure in eaQHM. The analysis stage uses

x̂ (n, m) =
K

∑
k=−K

(ak + nbk) Âk (n, m) ejΦ̂k(n,m), (9)

where Âk (n, m) and Φ̂k (n, m) are functions of the time-varying instantaneous amplitude and phase of
each sinusoid, respectively [43,45], obtained from the parameter interpolation step and defined as

Âk (n, m) =
âk (n)

âk (τ, m)
, (10a)

Φ̂k (n, m) = φ̂k (n)− φ̂k (τ, m) , (10b)

where âk (n) is the piece-wise linear amplitude and φ̂k (n) is estimated using Equation (7). Finally,
eaQHM models x (n) as a set of amplitude and frequency modulated nonstationary sinusoids given by

x̂i (n) =
K

∑
k=−K

âk,i−1 (n) ejφ̂k,i−1(n), (11)

where âk,i−1 (n) and φ̂k,i−1 (n) are the instantaneous amplitude and phase from the previous iteration
i− 1. Adaptation results from the iterative projection of x (n) onto x̂ (n) from i− 1 as the model x̂ (n) are
used as nonstationary basis functions locally adapted to the time-varying behavior of x (n). Note that
Equation (9) is simply Equation (3) with a nonstationary basis Âk (n, m) ejΦ̂k(n,m). In fact, Equation (9)
represents the next parameter estimation step, which will be again followed by frequency correction
as in Figure 2. The convergence criterion for eaQHM is either a maximum number of iterations i or
an adaptation threshold ε calculated as

SRERi−1 − SRERi

SRERi−1 < ε, (12)

where the signal-to-reconstruction-error ratio (SRER) is calculated as

SRER = 20 log10
RMS (x)

RMS (x − x̂)
= 20 log10

RMS (x)
RMS (e)

. (13)
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The SRER measures the fit between the model x̂ (n) and the original recording x (n) by dividing
the total energy in x (n) by the energy in the residual e (n). The higher the SRER, the better the fit.
Note that ε stops adaptation whenever the fit does not improve from iteration i − 1 to i regardless of
the absolute SRER value. Thus, even sounds from the same instruments can reach different SRER.

4. Experimental Setup

We now investigate the full-band representation of musical instrument sounds and the
nonstationarity of the adaptive AM–FM sinusoids from eaQHM. We aim to show that spectral
decomposition fails to capture partials at the higher end of the spectrum so full-band quasi-harmonic
modeling increases the quality of analysis and resynthesis by capturing sinusoids across the full range
of the spectrum. Additionally, we aim to show that adaptive AM–FM sinusoids from eaQHM capture
nonstationary partials inside the frame. We compare full-band modeling with eaQHM against the
SM [1,20] and EDS estimated with ESPRIT [36] using the same number of partials K. We assume
that the musical instrument sounds under investigation can be well represented as quasi-harmonic.
Thus, we set Kmax to the highest harmonic number k below Nyquist frequency fs/2 or equivalently the
highest integer K that satisfies K f0 ≤ fs/2. The fundamental frequency f0 of all sounds was estimated
using the sawtooth waveform inspired pitch estimator (SWIPE) [53] because in the experiments the
frame size L, the maximum number of partials Kmax, and the full-band harmonic template depend on
f0. In the SM, K is the number of spectral peaks modeled by sinusoids. For EDS, ESPRIT uses K to
determine the separation between the dimension of the signal space (sinusoidal component) and of
the residual.

The SM is considered the baseline for comparison due to the quasi-stationary nature of the
sinusoids and the need for spectral decomposition. EDS estimated with ESPRIT is considered the
state-of-the-art due to the accurate analysis and synthesis and constant frequency of EDS inside
the frame m. We present a comparison of the local and global SRER as a function of K and L for
the SM and EDS against eaQHM in two experiments. In experiment 1, we vary K from 2 to Kmax

and record the SRER. In experiment 2, we vary L from 3T0 fs to 8T0 fs samples and record the SRER,
where T0 = 1/f0 is the fundamental period. The local SRER is calculated within the first frame m = 0,
where we expect the attack transients to be. The first frame is centered at the onset with τ = 0 (and the
first half is zero-padded), so artifacts such as pre-echo (in the first half of the frame) are also expected
to be captured by the local SRER. The global SRER is calculated across all frames, thus considering the
whole sound signal x̂ (n). Next, we describe the musical instrument sounds modeled and the selection
of parameter values for the algorithms.

4.1. The Musical Instrument Sound Dataset

In total, 92 musical instrument sounds were selected. “Popular” and “Keyboard” musical
instruments are from the RWC Music Database: Musical Instrument Sound [54]. All other
sounds are from the Vienna Symphonic Library [55] database of musical instrument samples.
Table 1 lists the musical instrument sounds used. The recordings were chosen to represent the
range of musical instruments commonly found in traditional Western orchestras and in popular
recordings. Some instruments feature different registers (alto, baritone, bass, etc). All sounds
used belong to the same pitch class (C), ranging in pitch height from C2 ( f0 ≈ 65 Hz) to C6
( f0 ≈ 1046 Hz). The dynamics is indicated as forte (“f”) or fortissimo (“ff”), and the duration of
most sounds is less than 2 s. Normal attack (“na”) and no vibrato (“nv”) were chosen whenever
available. Presence of vibrato (“vib”), progressive attack (“pa”), and slow attack (“sa”) are indicated,
as well as different playing modes such as staccato (“stacc”), sforzando (“sforz”), and pizzicato
(“pz”), achieved by plucking string instruments. Extended techniques were also included, such
as tongue ram (“tr”) for the flute, près de la table (“pdlt”) for the harp, muted (“mu”) strings,
and bowed idiophones (vibraphone, xylophone, etc.) for short (“sh”) and long (“lg”) sounds.
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Different mallet materials such as metal (“met”), plastic (“pl”), and wood (“wo”) and hardness
such as soft (“so”), medium (“med”), and hard (“ha”) are indicated.

Table 1. Musical instrument sounds used in all experiments. See text in Section 4.1 for a description
of the terms in brackets. Sounds in bold were used in the listening test described in Section 6. The
quasi-harmonic model (QHM) failed for the sounds in italics marked *.

Family Musical Instrument Sounds

Brass

Bass Trombone (C3 f nv na), Bass Trombone (C3 f stac), Bass Trumpet (C3 f na vib), Cimbasso
(C3 f nv na), Cimbasso (C3 f stac), Contrabass Trombone* (C2� f stac), Contrabass Tuba (C3 f
na), Contrabass Tuba (C3 f stac), Cornet (C4 f), French Horn (C3 f nv na), French Horn (C3 f
stac), Piccolo Trumpet (C5 f nv na), Piccolo Trumpet (C5 f stac), Tenor Trombone (C3 f na vib),
Tenor Trombone (C3 f nv sa), Tenor Trombone (C3 f stac), C Trumpet (C4 f nv na), C Trumpet
(C4 f stac), Tuba (C3 f vib na), Tuba (C3 f stac), Wagner Tuba (C3 f na), Wagner Tuba (C3 f stac)

Woodwinds

Alto Flute (C4 f vib na), Bass Clarinet (C3 f na), Bass Clarinet (C3 f sforz), Bass Clarinet (C3
f stac), Bassoon (C3 f na), Bassoon (C3 f stac), Clarinet (C4 f na), Clarinet (C4 f stac), Contra
Bassoon* (C2 f stac), Contra Bassoon* (C2 f sforz), English Horn (C4 f na), English Horn (C4 f
stac), Flute (C4 f nv na), Flute (C4 f stac), Flute (C4 f tr), Flute (C4 f vib na), Oboe 1 (C4 f stac),
Oboe 2 (C4 f nv na), Oboe (C4 f pa), Piccolo Flute (C6� f vib sforz), Piccolo Flute (C6 f nv ha ff)

Plucked
Strings

Cello (C3 f pz vib), Harp (C3 f), Harp (C3 f pdlt), Harp (C3 f mu), Viola (C3 f pz vib), Violin
(C4 f pz mu)

Bowed
Strings

Cello (C3 f vib), Cello (C3 f stac), Viola (C3 f vib), Viola (C4 f stac), Violin (C4 f), Violin (C4� ff
vib), Violin (C4 f stac)

Struck
Percussion

Glockenspiel (C4 f), Glockenspiel (C6 f wo), Glockenspiel (C6 f pl), Glockenspiel (C6 f met),
Marimba (C4 f), Vibraphone (C4 f ha 0), Vibraphone (C4 f ha fa), Vibraphone (C4 f ha sl),
Vibraphone (C4 f med 0), Vibraphone (C4 f med fa), Vibraphone (C4 f med 0 mu), Vibraphone
(C4 f med sl), Vibraphone (C4 f so 0), Vibraphone (C4 f so fa), Xylophone (C5 f GA L),
Xylophone (C5 met), Xylophone (C5 f HO L), Xylophone (C5 f mP L), Xylophone (C5 f wP L)

Bowed
Percussion

Vibraphone (C4 f sh vib), Vibraphone (C4 f sh nv), Vibraphone (C4 f lg nv)

Popular
Accordion (C3� f), Acoustic Guitar (C3 f), Baritone Sax (C3 f), Bass Harmonica (C3� f),
Chromatic Harmonica (C4 f), Classic Guitar (C3 f), Mandolin (C4 f), Pan Flute (C5 f), Tenor
Sax (C3� f), Ukulele (C4 f)

Keyboard Celesta (C3 f na nv), Celesta (C3 f stac), Clavinet (C3 f), Piano (C3 f)

In what follows, we will present the results for 89 sounds because QHM failed to adapt for the
three sounds marked * in Table 1. The estimation of parameters for QHM uses LS [45]. The matrix
inversion fails numerically when the matrix is close to singular (see [44]). The fundamental frequency
(C2 ≈ 65 Hz) of these sounds determines a full-band harmonic spectral template whose frequencies
are separated by C2, which results in singular matrices.

4.2. Analysis Parameters

The parameter estimation for the SM follows [20] with a Hann window for analysis, and phase
interpolation across frames via cubic splines followed by additive resynthesis. The estimation of
parameters for EDS uses ESPRIT with a rectangular window for analysis and OLA resynthesis [36].
Parameter estimation in eaQHM used a Hann window for analysis and additive resynthesis following
Equation (11). In all experiments, ε in Equation (12) is set to 0.01 and fs = 16 kHz for all sounds.
The step size for analysis (and OLA synthesis) was H = 16 samples for all algorithms, corresponding
to 1 ms. The frame size is L = qT0 fs samples with q an integer. The size of the FFT for the SM is kept
constant at N = 4096 samples with zero padding.
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5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Adaptation Cycles in eaQHM

Figure 4 shows the global and local SRER as a function of the number of adaptation cycles
(iterations). Each plot was averaged across the sounds indicated, while the plot “all instruments”
is an average of the previously shown. The SRER increases quickly after a few iterations, slowly
converging to a final value considerably higher than before adaptation. Iteration 0 corresponds to
QHM initialized with the full-band harmonic template, thus Figure 4 demonstrates that the adaptation
of the sinusoids by eaQHM increases the SRER when compared to QHM.
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Figure 4. Plot of the signal-to-reconstruction-error ratio (SRER) as a function of number of adaptations
to illustrate how adaptation increases the SRER in eaQHM. Iteration 0 corresponds to QHM initialized
with the full-band harmonic spectral template.

5.2. Experiment 1: Variation Across K (Constant L = 3T0 fs)

We ran each algorithm varying K (the frame size was kept at L = 3T0 fs) and recorded the resulting
local and global SRER values. We started from K = 2 and increased K by two partials up to Kmax.
Figure 5 shows the local and global SRER (averaged across sounds) as a function of K for the SM, EDS,
and eaQHM. Sounds with different f0 values have different Kmax. Figure 5 shows that the addition of
partials for the SM does not result in an increase in SRER after a certain K. EDS tends to continuously
increase the SRER with more partials that capture more spectral energy. Finally, eaQHM increases the
SRER up to Kmax.
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Figure 5. Comparison between local and global SRER as a function of the number of partials for
the three models (the standard sinusoidal model (SM), exponentially damped sinusoids (EDS), and
eaQHM). The bars around the mean are the standard deviation across different sounds from the family
indicated. The distributions are not symmetrical as suggested by the bars.

The SM, EDS, and eaQHM use different analysis and different synthesis methods, which partially
explains the different behavior under variation of K. More importantly, the addition of partials for each
algorithm uses different criteria. Both the SM and EDS use spectral energy as a criterion, while eaQHM
uses the frequencies of the sinusoids assuming quasi-harmonicity. In the SM, a new sinusoid is selected
as the next spectral peak (increasing frequency) with spectral energy above a selected threshold
regardless of the frequency of the peak. In fact, the frequency is estimated from the peak afterwards.
For EDS, K determines the number of sinusoids used upon resynthesis. However, ESPRIT ranks the
sinusoids by decreasing eigenvalue rather than the frequency, adding partials with high spectral energy
that will increase the fit of the reconstruction. The frequencies of the new partials are not constrained
by harmonicity. Finally, eaQHM uses the spectral template to search for nearby spectral peaks with LS
and frequency correction. The sinusoids will converge to spectral peaks in the neighborhood of the
harmonic template with K harmonically related partials starting from f0. Therefore, Kmax in eaQHM
corresponds to full-band analysis and synthesis but not necessarily for the SM or EDS.

5.3. Experiment 2: Variation Across L (Constant K = Kmax)

We ran each algorithm varying L from 3T0 fs to 8T0 fs with a constant number of partials Kmax

and measured the resulting local and global SRER. In the literature [46], L = 3T0 fs is considered
a reasonable value for speech and audio signals when using the SM. We are unaware of a systematic
investigation of how L affects modeling accuracy for EDS. Figure 6 shows the local and global SRER
(averaged across sounds) as a function of L expressed as q times T0 fs, so sounds with different f0

values have different frame size L in samples.
Figure 6 shows that the SRER decreases with L for all algorithms. The SM seldom outperforms EDS

or eaQHM, but it is more robust against variations of L. For the SM, L affects both spectral estimation
and temporal representation. In the FFT, L determines the trade-off between temporal and spectral
resolution, which affects the performance of the peak picking algorithm for parameter estimation.
The temporal representation is affected because the parameters are an average across L referenced
to the center of the frame. In turn, ESPRIT estimates EDS with constant frequency inside the frames
referenced to the beginning of the frame, thus L affects the temporal modeling accuracy more than the
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spectral estimation. However, the addition of sinusoids might compensate for the stationary frequency
of EDS inside the frame. Finally, the SRER for eaQHM decreases considerably when L increases
because L adversely affects the frequency correction and interpolation mechanisms. Frequency
correction is applied at the center of the analysis frame and eaQHM uses spline interpolation to capture
frequency modulations across frames. Thus, adaptation improves the fit more slowly for longer L,
generally reaching a lower absolute SRER value.
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Figure 6. Comparison between local and global SRER as a function of the size of the frame for the three
models (SM, EDS, and eaQHM). The bars around the mean are the standard deviation across different
sounds from the family indicated. The distributions are not symmetrical as suggested by the bars.

5.4. Full-Band Quasi-Harmonic Analysis with AM–FM Sinusoids

To simplify the comparison and reduce the information, we present the differences of SRER
instead of absolute SRER values. For each sound, we subtract the absolute SRER values (in dB) for
the SM and EDS from that of eaQHM to obtain the differences of SRER. The local value measures the
fit for the attack and the global value measures the overall fit. Positive values indicate that eaQHM
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results in higher SRER than the other method for that particular sound, while a negative value means
the opposite. The different SRER values are averaged across all musical instruments that belong to the
family indicated. Table 2 shows the comparison of eaQHM against EDS and the SM with K = Kmax

and L = 3T0 fs clustered by instrumental family. The distributions are not symmetrical around the
mean as suggested by the standard deviation.

Table 2. Local and global difference of signal-to-reconstruction-error ratio (SRER) comparing eaQHM
with exponentially damped sinusoids (EDS) and eaQHM with the standard sinusoidal model (SM) for
the frame size L = 3T0 fs and number of partials K = Kmax. The three C2 sounds are not included.

SRER (eaQHM-EDS) SRER (eaQHM-SM)

Family Local (dB) Global (dB) Local (dB) Global (dB)

Brass −9.4 ± 7.0 12.5 ± 6.8 27.3 ± 5.8 31.9 ± 4.0
Woodwinds 7.8 ± 3.9 22.0 ± 5.9 30.9 ± 7.5 36.1 ± 4.7

Bowed Strings 12.2 ± 4.2 24.1 ± 6.7 35.0 ± 4.7 40.0 ± 4.7
Plucked Strings 8.3 ± 5.0 4.7 ± 3.4 49.5 ± 4.3 46.6 ± 5.1

Bowed Percussion −2.7 ± 2.5 16.3 ± 2.2 12.7 ± 2.6 37.6 ± 3.6
Struck Percussion 10.5 ± 4.8 10.1 ± 2.6 28.6 ± 13.3 26.0 ± 11.3

Popular 6.3 ± 3.3 11.9 ± 7.0 26.5 ± 10.8 27.5 ± 11.6
Keyboard 5.7 ± 3.4 5.4 ± 4.3 37.0 ± 8.0 34.6 ± 2.0

Total 5.3 ± 2.4 13.2 ± 3.3 31.0 ± 7.1 35.0 ± 5.9

Thus, Table 2 summarizes the result of full-band quasi-harmonic analysis with adaptive AM–FM
sinusoids from eaQHM comparing with the SM and EDS under the same conditions, namely the
same number of sinusoids K = Kmax and frame size L = 3T0 fs. When eaQHM is compared to
the SM, both local and global difference SRER are positive for all families. This means that full-band
quasi-harmonic modeling with eaQHM results in a better fit for the analysis and synthesis of musical
instrument sounds.

When eaQHM is compared to EDS, all global difference SRER are positive and all local difference
SRER are positive except for Brass and Bowed Percussion. Thus, EDS can fit the attack of Brass and
Bowed Percussion better than eaQHM. The exponential amplitude envelope of EDS is considered
suitable to model percussive sounds with sharp attacks such as harps, pianos, and marimbas [36,37].
The musical instrument families that contain percussive sounds are Plucked strings, Struck percussion,
and Keyboard. Table 2 shows that eaQHM outperformed EDS locally and globally for all percussive
sounds. The ability to adapt the amplitude of the sinusoidal partials to the local characteristics of
the waveform makes eaQHM extremely flexible to fit both percussive and nonpercussive musical
instrument sounds. On the other hand, both Brass and Bowed Percussion present slow attacks typically
lasting longer than one frame L. Note that L/ fs = 3T0 ≈ 22 ms for C3 ( f0 ≈ 131 Hz) while Bowed
Percussion can have attacks longer than 100 ms. Therefore, one frame L = 3T0 fs does not measure the
fit for the entire duration of the attack.

Note that the local SRER is important because the global SRER measures the overall fit without
indication of where the differences lie in the waveform. For musical instrument sounds, differences in
the attack impact the results differently than elsewhere because the attack is among the most important
perceptual features in dissimilarity judgment [56–58]. Consequently, when comparing two models
with the global SRER, it is only safe to say that a higher SRER indicates that resynthesis results in
a waveform that is closer to the original recording.

5.5. Full-Band Modeling and Quasi-Harmonicity

Time-frequency transforms such as the STFT represent L samples in a frame with N DFT
coefficients provided that N ≥ L. Note that N ∈ C, corresponding to p = 2N real numbers. There is
signal expansion whenever the representation uses p parameters to represent L samples and p > L.
Sinusoidal models represent L samples in a frame with K sinusoids. In turn, each sinusoid is described
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by p parameters, requiring pK parameters to represent L samples. Therefore, there is a maximum
number of sinusoids to represent a frame without signal expansion. For example, white noise has a flat
spectrum across that would take a large number of sinusoids close together in frequency resulting in
signal expansion.

The pK parameters to represent L samples can be interpreted as the degrees of freedom of the
fit. As a general rule, more parameters mean greater flexibility of representation (hence potentially
a better fit), but with the risk of over-fitting. Table 3 shows a comparison of the number of real
parameters p (per sinusoid k per frame m) for the analysis and synthesis stages of the SM, EDS,
and eaQHM. Note that eaQHM and EDS require more parameters than the SM at the analysis stage,
but eaQHM and the SM require fewer parameters than EDS for the synthesis stage. The difference is
due to the resynthesis strategy used by each algorithm. EDS uses OLA resynthesis, which requires all
analysis parameters for resynthesis, while both eaQHM and the SM use additive resynthesis.

Table 3. Comparison of the number of real parameters p per sinusoid k per frame m for the analysis
and synthesis stages of the SM, EDS, and eaQHM. The table presents the number of real parameters p
to estimate and to resynthesize each sinusoid inside a frame.

Number of Real Parameters p Per Sinusoid k Per Frame m

SM EDS eaQHM
Analysis p = 3 p = 4 p = 4
Synthesis p = 3 p = 4 p = 3

Harmonicity of the partials guarantees that there are no signal expansions in full-band modeling
with sinusoids. Consider L = qT0 fs with q an integer and T0 = 1/ f0. Using Kmax ≈ fs/2 f0

quasi-harmonic partials and p parameters per partial, it takes at most pKmax = (p fs)/2 f0 numbers
to represent L = qT0 fs = (q fs)/ f0 samples, which gives the ratio r = (pKmax)/L = p/2q. Table 3 shows
that analysis with eaQHM requires p = 4 real parameters. Thus, a frame size with q > 2 is enough to
guarantee no signal expansion. This result is due to the full-band paradigm using Kmax harmonically
related partials, not a particular model. The advantage of full-band modeling results from the use of
one single component instead of decomposition.

Table 4 compares the complexity of SM, EDS, and eaQHM in Big-O notation. The complexity of
SM is O (N log N), which is the complexity of the FFT algorithm for size N inputs. ESPRIT estimates
the parameters of EDS with singular value decomposition (SVD), whose algorithmic complexity is
O(L2 + K3) for an L by K matrix (frame size versus the number of sinusoids). Adaptation in eaQHM
is an iterative fit where each iteration i requires running the model again as described in Section 3.
For each iteration i, eaQHM estimates the parameters with least squares (LS) via calculation of the
pseudoinverse matrix using QR decomposition. The algorithmic complexity of QR decomposition is
O (K3) for a square matrix of size K (the number of sinusoids).

Adaptation of the sinusoids in eaQHM can result in over-fitting. The amplitude and frequency
modulations capture temporal variations inside the frame such as transients and instrumental noise
around the partials. However, adaptation must not capture noise resulting from sources such as
quantization, which is extraneous to the sound. Ideally, the residual should contain only external
additive noise without any perceptually important information from the sound [17].

Table 4. Comparison of algorithmic complexity in Big-O notation. The table presents the complexity as
a function of the size of the input N, L, and K and the number of iterations i. See text for details.

Algorithmic Complexity

SM EDS eaQHM

Complexity O (N log N) O(L2 + K3) O (iK3)
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6. Evaluation of Perceptual Transparency with a Listening Test

We performed a listening test to validate the full-band representation of musical instrument
sounds with eaQHM. The aim of the test was to evaluate whether full-band modeling with eaQHM
resulted in resynthesized musical instrument sounds that are perceptually indistinguishable from
the original recordings. The 21 sounds in bold in Table 1 were selected for the listening test, which
presented pairs original and resynthesis. The participants were instructed to listen to each pair as many
times as necessary and to answer the question “Can you tell the difference between the two sounds
in each pair?” Full-band (FB) resynthesis with eaQHM (using a harmonic template with K = Kmax

sinusoids) was used for all 21 musical instrument sounds. For nine of these sounds, half-band (HB)
resynthesis with eaQHM (using a harmonic template with K = Kmax/2 sinusoids) was also included as
control group to test the aptitude of the listeners and compare against the FB version. All HB versions
were placed at random positions among the FB, so the test presented 30 pairs overall. The listening
test can be accessed at [59].

In total, 20 people aged between 26 and 40 took the test. The participants declared
themselves as experienced with listening tests and familiar with signal processing techniques.
Figure 7 shows the result of the listening test as the percentage of the people who answered
“no” to the question, indicating that they cannot tell the difference between the original recording
and the resynthesis. In general, the result of the listening test shows that full-band modeling
with eaQHM results in perceptually indistinguishable resynthesis for most musical instrument
sounds tested. The figure indicates that 10 out of the 21 FB sounds tested were rated perceptually
identical to the original by 100% of the listeners. As expected, most HB sounds fall under 30%
(except Tenor Trombone) and most FB sounds lie above 70% (except Pan Flute). Table 1 shows that
Tenor Trombone is played at C3 and Pan Flute at C5. The Tenor Trombone sound is not bright,
which indicates that there is little spectral energy at the higher frequency end of the spectrum. Thus, the
HB version synthesized with fewer partials than Kmax was perceived as identical to the original by
some listeners. The Pan Flute sound contains a characteristic breathing noise captured as AM–FM
elements in eaQHM. However, the breathing noise in the full-band version sounds brighter than the
original recording and most listeners were able to tell the difference.
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7. Conclusions

We proposed the full-band quasi-harmonic modeling of musical instrument sounds with adaptive
AM–FM sinusoids from eaQHM as an alternative to spectrum decomposition. We used the SRER to
measure the fit of the sinusoidal model to the original recording of 89 percussive and nonpercussive
musical instruments sounds from different families. We showed that full-band modeling with eaQHM
results in higher global SRER values when compared to the standard SM and to EDS estimated with
ESPRIT for Kmax sinusoids and frame size L = 3T0 fs. EDS resulted in higher local SRER than eaQHM
for two of nine instrumental families, namely Brass and Bowed Percussion. A listening test confirmed
that full-band modeling with eaQHM resulted in perceptually indistinguishable resynthesis for most
musical instrument sounds tested.

Future work should investigate a method to prevent over-fitting with eaQHM. Additionally,
the use of least-squares to estimate the parameters leads to matrices that are badly conditioned
for sounds with low fundamental frequencies. A more robust estimation method to prevent
bad-conditioning would improve the stability of eaQHM. Currently, eaQHM can only estimate the
parameters of isolated sounds. We intend to develop a method for polyphonic instruments and music.
Future work also involves using eaQHM in musical instrument sound transformation, estimation
of musical expressivity features such as vibrato, and solo instrumental music. The companion
webpage [60] contains sound examples. Finally, the proposal of a full-band representation of musical
instrument sounds with adaptive sinusoids motivates further investigation on full-band extensions of
other sinusoidal methods, such as SM and EDS used here.
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Abstract: The practice of harmonic mixing is a technique used by DJs for the beat-synchronous and
harmonic alignment of two or more pieces of music. In this paper, we present a new harmonic mixing
method based on psychoacoustic principles. Unlike existing commercial DJ-mixing software, which
determines compatible matches between songs via key estimation and harmonic relationships in the
circle of fifths, our approach is built around the measurement of musical consonance. Given two
tracks, we first extract a set of partials using a sinusoidal model and average this information over
sixteenth note temporal frames. By scaling the partials of one track over ±6 semitones (in 1/8th
semitone steps), we determine the pitch-shift that maximizes the consonance of the resulting mix. For
this, we measure the consonance between all combinations of dyads within each frame according to
psychoacoustic models of roughness and pitch commonality. To evaluate our method, we conducted a
listening test where short musical excerpts were mixed together under different pitch shifts and rated
according to consonance and pleasantness. Results demonstrate that sensory roughness computed
from a small number of partials in each of the musical audio signals constitutes a reliable indicator to
yield maximum perceptual consonance and pleasantness ratings by musically-trained listeners.

Keywords: audio content analysis; audio signal processing; digital DJ interfaces; music information
retrieval; music technology; musical consonance; psychoacoustics; sound and music computing;
spectral analysis

1. Introduction

The digital era of DJ-mixing has opened up DJing to a huge range of users and has also enabled
new technical possibilities in music creation and remixing. The industry-leading DJ-software tools
now offer users of all technical abilities the opportunity to rapidly and easily create DJ mixes out
of their personal music collections or those stored online. Central to these DJ-software tools is the
ability to robustly identify tempo and beat locations, which, when combined with high quality audio
time-stretching, allow for automatic “beat-matching” (i.e., temporal synchronization) of music [1].

In addition to leveraging knowledge of the beat structure, these tools also extract harmonic
information, typically in the form of an estimated key. Knowing the key of different pieces of music
allows users to engage in so-called “harmonic mixing”, where the aim is not only to align music in
time, but also in key. Different pieces of music are deemed to be harmonically compatible if their keys
exactly match or adhere to well-known relationships within the circle of fifths, e.g., those in relative
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keys (major and relative minor) or those separated by a perfect fourth or perfect fifth occupying
adjacent positions [2]. When this information is combined with audio pitch-shifting (i.e., the ability
to transpose a piece of music by some number of semitones independently of its temporal structure),
it provides a seemingly powerful means to “force” the harmonic alignment between two pieces of
otherwise harmonically incompatible music in the same way beat matching works for the temporal
dimension [3]. To illustrate this process by example, consider two musical excerpts, one in D minor
and the other in F minor. Since both excerpts are in a minor key, the key-based match can be made by
simply transposing the second down by three semitones. Alternatively, if one excerpt is in A major and
the other is in G# minor, this would require pitch shifting the second excerpt down by two semitones
to F# minor, which is the relative minor of A major.

While the use of tempo and key detection along with high quality music signal processing
techniques is certainly effective within specific musical contexts, in particular for harmonically-
and temporally-stable house music (and other related genres), we believe the key-based matching
approach has several important limitations. Perhaps the most immediate of these limitations is that
the underlying key estimation might be error-prone, and any errors would then propagate into the
harmonic mixing. In addition to this, a global property, such as musical key, provides almost no
information regarding what is in the signal itself and, in turn, how this might affect perceptual
harmonic compatibility for listeners when two pieces are mixed. Similarly, music matching based
on key alone provides no obvious means for ranking the compatibility, and hence, choosing, among
several different pieces of the same key [3]. Likewise, assigning one key for the duration of a piece of
music cannot indicate where in time the best possible mixes (or mashups) between different pieces
of music might occur. Even with the ability to use pitch-shifting to transpose the musical key, it is
important to consider the quantization effect of only comparing whole semitone shifts. The failure
to consider fine-scale tuning could lead to highly dissonant mistuned mixes between songs that still
share the same key.

Towards overcoming some of the limitations of key-based mixing, beat-synchronous
chromagrams [3,4] have been used as the basis for harmonic alignment between pieces of music.
However, while the chromagram provides a richer representation of the input signal than using
key alone, it nevertheless relies on the quantization into discrete pitch classes and the folding of all
harmonic information into a single octave to faithfully represent the input. In addition, harmonic
similarity is used as a proxy for harmonic compatibility.

Therefore, to fully address the limitations of key-based harmonic mixing, we propose a new
approach based on the analysis of consonance. We base our approach on the well-established
psychoacoustic principles of sensory consonance and harmony as defined by Ernst Terhardt [5,6],
where our goal is to discover the optimal, consonance-maximizing alignment between two music
excerpts. In this way, we avoid looking for harmonic similarity and seek to move towards a direct
measurement of harmonic compatibility. To this end, we first extract a set of frequencies and amplitudes
using a sinusoidal model and average this information over short temporal frames. We fix the partials
of one excerpt and apply a logarithmic scaling to the partials of the other over a range of one full
octave in 1/8th semitone steps. Through an exhaustive search, we can identify the frequency shift that
maximizes the consonance between the two excerpts and then apply the appropriate pitch-shifting
factor prior to mixing the two excerpts together. A graphical overview of our approach is given in
Figure 1.

Searching across a wide frequency range in small steps allows both for multiple possible harmonic
alignments and the ability to compensate for differences in tuning. In comparison with an existing
commercial DJ-mixing system, we demonstrate that our approach is able to provide mixes that were
considered significantly both more consonant and more pleasant by musically-trained listeners.

In comparison to our previous work [7], the main contribution of this paper relates to an extended
evaluation. To this end, we largely maintain the original description of our original method, but we
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provide the results of a new listening test, a more detailed statistical analysis and an examination of
the effect of the parameterization of our model.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review existing approaches
for the measurement of consonance based on roughness and pitch commonality. In Section 3, we
describe our approach for consonance-based music mixing driven by these models. We then address the
evaluation of our approach in Section 4 via a listening test and explore the effect of the parameterization
of our model. Finally, in Section 5, we present conclusions and areas for future work.

Track 1

Optimal Pitch Shift

Sinusoidal Model Sinusoidal Model

Temporal AveragingTemporal Averaging

Frequency Scaling

Roughness Model

Pitch Commonality Model

Track 2

Figure 1. An overview of the proposed approach for consonance-based mixing. Each input track is
analyzed by a sinusoidal model with 90-ms frames (with a 6-ms hop size). These are median-averaged
into sixteenth note temporal frames. The frequencies of Track 2 are scaled over a single octave range
and the sensory roughness calculated between the two tracks per frequency shift. The frequency
shifts leading to the lowest roughness are used to determine the harmonic consonance via a model of
pitch commonality.

2. Consonance Models

In this section, we present the theoretical approaches for the computational estimation of
consonance that will form the core of the overall implementation described in Section 3 for estimating
the most consonant combination of two tracks. To avoid misunderstandings due to ambiguous
terminology, we define consonance by means of Terhardt’s psychoacoustic model [5,6], which is
divided into two categories: The first, sensory consonance, combines roughness (and fluctuations,
standing for slow beatings and therefore equated with roughness throughout), sharpness (referring
to high energy in high registers of a sound’s timbre) and tonalness (the degree of tonal components
a sound holds). The second, harmony, is mostly built upon Terhardt’s virtual pitch theory, which
describes the effect of perceiving an imaginary root pitch of a sonority’s harmonic pattern. This, in
terms of musical consonance, he calls the root relationship, whereas he describes pitch commonality
as the degree of how similar the harmonic patterns of two sonorities are. We take these categories
as the basis for our approach. To estimate the degree of sensory consonance, we use a modified
version of Hutchinson and Knopoff’s [8] roughness model. For calculating the pitch commonality of
a combination of sonorities, we propose a model that combines Parncutt’s [9] pitch categorization
procedure with Hofmann-Engl’s [10] virtual pitch and chord similarity model. Both models take
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a sequence of sinusoids, expressed as frequencies, fi in Hz, and amplitudes, Mi in dBSPL (sound
pressure level), as input.

2.1. Roughness Model

As stated above, the category of sensory consonance can be divided into three parts: roughness,
tonalness and sharpness. While sharpness is closely connected to the timbral properties of musical
audio [6], we do not attempt to model or modify this aspect, since it can be considered independent of
the interaction of two pieces of music, which is the object of our investigation in this paper. Parncutt
and Strasburger [11] discuss the strong relationship between roughness and tonalness as a sufficient
reason to only analyze one of the two properties. The fact that roughness has been more extensively
explored than tonalness and that most sensory consonance models build exclusively upon it motivates
the use of roughness as our sole descriptor for sensory consonance in this work. For each of the partials
of a spectrum, the roughness that is evoked by the co-occurrence with other partials is computed, then
weighted by the dyads’ amplitudes and, finally, summed for every sinusoid.

The basic structure of this procedure is a modified version of Hutchinson and Knopoff’s [12]
roughness model for complex sonorities that builds on the roughness curve for pure tone sonorities
proposed by Plomp and Levelt [13] (this approach also forms the basis of work by Sethares [14] and
Bañuelos [15] on the analysis of consonance in tuning systems and musical performance, respectively).
A function that approximates the graph estimated by Plomp and Levelt is proposed by Parncutt [16]:

g(y) =

{
(exp(1) y

0.25 exp(− y
0.25 ))

2 y < 1.2
0 otherwise

(1)

where g(y) is the degree of roughness of a dyad and y the frequency interval between two partials ( fi
and f j) expressed in the critical bandwidth (CBW) of the mean frequency f̄ , such that:

y =
| f j − fi|
CBW( f̄ )

(2)

and:

f̄ =
fi + f j

2
. (3)

Since pitch perception is based on ratios, we substitute CBW( f̄ ) with Moore and Glasberg’s [17]
equation for the equivalent rectangular bandwidth ERB( f̄ ) in Equation (2).

ERB( f̄ ) = 6.23(10−3 f̄ )2 + 93.39(10−3 f̄ ) + 28.52 (4)

which Parncutt [16] also cites as offering “possible minor improvements.” The roughness values g(y)
for every dyad are then weighted by the dyad’s amplitudes (Mi and Mj) to obtain a value of the overall
roughness D of a complex sonority with N partials:

D =
∑N

i=1 ∑N
j=i+1 Mi Mjgij

∑N
i=1 M2

i
. (5)

2.2. Pitch Commonality Model

As opposed to sensory consonance, which can be applied to any arbitrary sound, the second
category of Terhardt’s consonance model [5,6] is largely specified on musical sounds. This is why
the incorporation of an aspect based on harmony should be of critical importance in a system that
aligns music according to consonance. Nevertheless, the analysis of audio with a harmonic model of
consonance is currently under-explored in the literature. Existing consonance-based tools for music
typically focus on roughness alone [14,18,19]. Relevant approaches that include harmonic analysis
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perform note extraction, categorization in an octave-ranged chromagram and, as a consequence of this,
key detection, but the psychoacoustic aspect of harmony is rarely applied. One of our main aims in
this work is therefore to use the existing theoretical background to develop a model that estimates the
consonance in terms of root relationship and pitch commonality and ultimately to combine this with
a roughness model.

The fundament of the approach lies in harmonic patterns in the spectrum. The extraction of these
patterns is taken from the pre-processing stage of the pitch categorization procedure of Parncutt’s
model for the computational analysis of harmonic structure [9,11].

For a given set of partials, the audibilities of pitch categories in semitone intervals are produced.
Since this corresponds directly to the notes of the chromatic scale, the degree of audibility for different
pitch categories can be attributed to a chord. Hofmann-Engl’s [10] virtual pitch model then will be
used to compute the “Hofmann-Engl pitch sets” of these chords, which will be subsequently compared
for their commonality.

2.2.1. Pitch Categorization

Parncutt’s algorithm detects the particular audibilities for each pure tone, considering the
frequency-specific threshold of hearing, masking effects and the theory of virtual pitch. Following
Terhardt [20], the threshold in quiet LTH is formulated as:

LTH = 3.64 fi
−0.8 − 6.5 exp (−0.6( fi − 3.3)2) + 10−3 fi

4. (6)

Next, the auditory level ΥL of a pure tone with its specific frequency fi is defined as its level in dB
above its threshold in quiet,

ΥL( fi) = max(0, Mi − LTH( fi)) (7)

Masking depends on the distance of pure tones in critical bandwidths. To simulate the effects of
masking in the model, the pitch of the pure tone is examined on a scale that corresponds to critical
bandwidths. To this end, the pure tone height, Hp( fi), for every pitch category, fi, in the spectrum is
computed, using the analytic formula by Moore and Glasberg [17] that expresses the critical band rate
in ERB (equivalent rectangular bandwidth):

Hp( fi) = H1 loge(
fi + f1

fi + f2
) + H0. (8)

As parameters, Moore and Glasberg propose H1 = 11.17 ERB, H0 = 43.0 ERB, f1 = 312 Hz and
f2 = 14,675 Hz.

The partial masking level ml( fi, f j), which is the degree of how much every pure tone in the
sonority with the frequency fi is masked by an adjacent pure tone with its specific frequency f j and
auditory level ΥL( f j), is estimated as:

ml( fi, f j) = ΥL( f j)− km|Hp( f j)− Hp( fi)| (9)

where km can take values between 12 and 18 dB (chosen value: 12 dB). The partial masking level is
specified in dB. The overall masking level, ML( fi), of every pure tone is obtained by summing its
partial masking levels, which are converted first to amplitudes and, then, after the addition, back to
dB levels:

ML( fi) = max(0, (20 log10 ∑
P �=P′

10(ml( fi , f j)/20))). (10)
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In the case of a pure tone with frequency fi that is not masked, ml( fi, f j) will take a large negative
value. This negative value for ML( fi) is avoided by the use of the max operator when comparing the
calculated value to zero.

Following this procedure for each component, we can now obtain its audible level AL( fi) by
subtracting its overall masking level from its auditory level ΥL( fi):

AL( fi) = max(0, (ΥL( fi)− ML( fi))). (11)

To incorporate the saturation of each pure tone with increasing audible level, the audibility Ap( fi)

is estimated for each pure tone component:

Ap( fi) = 1 − exp(
−AL( fi)

AL0
). (12)

where, following Hesse [21], AL0 is set to 15 dB. Due to the need to extract harmonic patterns and to
consider virtual pitches, the still audible partials are now assigned discrete semitone values. To this
end, frequency values that fall into a certain interval are assigned to so-called pitch categories, P, which
are defined by their center frequencies in Hz:

P( fi) = 12 log2(
fi

440
) + 57 (13)

where the standard pitch of 440 Hz (musical note A4) is represented by Pitch Category 57.
For the detection of harmonic patterns in the sonority, a template is used to detect partials of

harmonic complex tones shifted over the spectrum in a step size of one pitch category. One pattern’s
element is given by the formula:

Pn = P1 + �12 log2(n) + 0.5� (14)

where P1 represents the pitch category of the lowest element (corresponding to the fundamental) and
Pn the pitch category of the n-th harmonic.

Wherever there is a match between the template and the spectrum for each semitone-shift,
a complex-tone audibility Ac(P1) is assigned to the template’s fundamental. To take the lower audibility
of higher harmonics into account, they are weighted by their harmonic number, n:

Ac(P1) =
1

kT

⎛⎝∑
n

√
Ap(Pn)

n

⎞⎠2

. (15)

where the free parameter kT is set to three. To estimate the audibility, A(P), of a component that
considers both the spectral- and complex-tone audibility of every category, the overall maximum of
the two is taken as the general audibility. This choice is supported by Terhardt et al. [20], who state that
only either a pure or a complex tone can be perceived at once:

A(P) = max(Ap(P), Ac(P)). (16)

2.2.2. Pitch-Set Commonality and Harmonic Consonance

The resulting set of pitch categories can be interpreted as a chord with each pitch category’s note
sounding according to its audibility A(P). With the focus on music and given the importance of the
triad in Western culture [22], we extract the three notes of the sonority with the highest audibility.

To compare two chords according to their pitch commonality, Hofmann-Engl proposes to estimate
their similarity by the aid of the pitch sets that are produced by his virtual pitch model [23]. The
obtained triad is first inserted into a table similar to the one Terhardt uses to analyze a chord for its root
note (see [6]), with the exception that Hofmann-Engl’s table contains one additional subharmonic. The
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notes are ordered from low to high along with their corresponding different subharmonics. A major
difference to Terhardt’s model is the introduction of two weights w1 and w2 to estimate the strength
βnote for a specific note to be the root of the chord with Q = 3 tones for all 12 notes of an octave:

βnote =
∑Q

q=1 w1,note w2,q

Q
(17)

where the result is a set of 12 strengths of notes or so-called “Hofmann-Engl pitches” [23]. As an
example, the pitch set deriving from a C major triad is shown in Figure 2. The fusion weight, w1,note, is
based on note similarity and gives the subharmonics more impact in decreasing order. This implies
that the unison and the octave have the highest weight, then the fifth, the major third, and so on. The
maximum value of w1,note is c = 6 Hh (Helmholtz; unit set by Hofmann-Engl). The fusion weight is
decreased by the variable b, which is b = 1 Hh for the fifth, b = 2 Hh for the major third, b = 3 Hh for the
minor seventh, b = 4 Hh for the major second and b = 5 Hh for the major seventh. All other intervals
take the value b = 6 and are therefore weighted zero, according to the formula:

w1,note =
c2 − b2

c
. (18)

The weight according to pitch order, w2, adds greater importance to lower notes, assuming that a
lower note is more likely to be perceived as the root of the chord than a higher one and is calculated as:

w2,q =

√
1
q

(19)

where q represents the position of the note in the chord. For the comparison between two sonorities
(e.g., from different tracks), the Pearson correlation rset1set2 is calculated for the pair of Hofmann-Engl
pitch sets, as Hofmann-Engl [23] proposes to determine chord similarity and, therefore, consonance, C,
in the sense of harmony as:

C = rset1set2 . (20)
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Figure 2. Hofmann-Engl pitch set for a C major triad, for which each pitch class of the chromatic scale
has a strength (i.e., likelihood) of being perceived as the root of the C major chord, which is measured
in Helmholtz (Hh).
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A graphical example showing the harmonic consonance for different triads compared to the C
major triad is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Harmonic consonance C, from Equation (20), measured as the correlation of two different
pitch sets of different triads with a C major triad as the reference.

3. Consonance-Based Mixing

Based on the models of roughness and pitch commonality presented in the previous section, we
now describe our approach for consonance-based mixing between two pieces of music.

3.1. Data Collection and Pre-Processing

We first explain the necessary pre-processing steps that allow the subsequent measurement of
consonance between two pieces of music. For the purpose of this paper, we make several simplifications
concerning the properties of the musical audio content we intend to mix.

Given that one of our aims is to compare consonance-based mixing to key-based matching
methods in DJ-mixing software (see Section 4), we currently only consider electronic music (e.g., house
music), which is both harmonically stable and typically has a fixed tempo. We collected a set of
30 tracks of recent electronic music for which we manually annotated the tempo and beat locations and
isolated short regions within each track lasting precisely 16 beats (i.e., four complete bars). In order to
focus entirely on the issue of harmonic alignment without the need to address temporal alignment, we
force the tempo of each excerpt to be exactly 120 beats per minute. For this beat quantization process,
we use the open source pitch-shifting and time-stretching library, Rubber Band [24], to implement
any necessary tempo changes. Accordingly, our database of musical excerpts consists of a set of 8 s
(i.e., 500 ms per beat) mono .wav files sampled at 44.1 kHz with 16-bit resolution. Further details
concerning this dataset are in Section 4.1.

To provide an initial set of frequencies and amplitudes, we use a sinusoidal model, namely the
“Spectral Modeling Synthesis Tools” Python software package by Serra [25,26], with which we extract
sinusoids using the default window size and hop sizes of 4001 and 256 samples, respectively. In order
to focus on the harmonic structure present in the musical input, we extract the I = 20 partials with the
highest amplitude under 5 kHz.

For our chosen genre of electronic music and our assembled dataset, we observed that the
harmonic structure remained largely constant over the duration of each 1/16th note (i.e., 125 ms).
Therefore, to strike a balance between temporal resolution and computational complexity, we
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summarize the frequencies and amplitudes by taking the frame-wise median over the duration
of each 1/16th note. Thus, for each excerpt, we obtain a set of frequencies and amplitudes, fγ,i and
Mγ,i, where i indicates the partial number (up to I = 20) and γ each 1/16th note frame (up to Γ = 64).
An overview of the extraction of sinusoids and temporal averaging is shown in Figure 4. In Section 4.2,
we examine the effect of this choice of parameters.
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Figure 4. Overview of sinusoidal modeling and temporal averaging. (a) A one-bar (i.e., 2 s) excerpt
of an input audio signal sampled at 44.1 kHz at 120 beats per minute. Sixteenth notes are overlaid as
vertical dotted lines. (b) The spectrogram (frame size = 4001 samples, hop size = 256 samples, Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) size = 4096), which is the input to the sinusoidal model (with overlaid solid
grey lines showing the raw tracks of the sinusoidal model). (c) The raw tracks of the sinusoidal model.
(d) The sinusoidal tracks averaged over sixteenth note temporal frames, each of a duration of 125 ms.

3.2. Consonance-Based Alignment

For two input musical excerpts, T1 and T2, with corresponding frequencies and amplitudes
f 1
γ,i,M

1
γ,i and f 2

γ,i,M
2
γ,i, respectively, we seek to find the optimal consonance-based alignment between

them. At this stage, we could attempt to modify (i.e., pitch shift) both excerpts, T1 and T2, so as to
minimize the overall stretch factor between them. However, we conceptualize the harmonic mixing
problem as one in which there is a user-selected query, T1, to which we will mix T2. In this sense, we
can retain the possibility to rank multiple different excerpts in terms of how well they match T1. To
this end, we fix all information regarding T1 and modify only T2. This setup offers the additional
advantage that only one excerpt will contain artifacts resulting from pitch shifting.
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Our approach centers on the calculation of consonance as a function of a frequency shift, s, and is
based on the hypothesis that under some frequency shift applied to T2, the consonance between T1

and T2 will be maximized, and this, in turn, will lead to the optimal mix between the two excerpts.
In total, we create S = 97 shifts, which cover the range of ±6 semitones in 1/8th semitone steps

(i.e., 48 downward and 48 upward shifts around a single “no shift” option). We scale the frequencies of
the partials f 2

γ,i as follows:

f 2
γ,i[s] = 2log2( f 2

γ,i)+
s−48

96 s = 0, . . . , S − 1. (21)

For each 1/16th note temporal frame, γ, and per shift, s, we then merge the corresponding
frequencies and amplitudes between both tracks (as shown in Figures 5 and 6), such that:

fγ[s] =
[

f 1
γ f 2

γ[s]
]

(22)

and:

Mγ[s] =
[

M1
γ M2

γ[s]
]

. (23)
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the fixed partials of the other (dotted lines) for a single temporal frame. (Lower plot) The corresponding
roughness as a function of frequency scaling over that frame.
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We then calculate the roughness, Dγ[s] according to Equation (5) in Section 2.1 with the merged
partials and amplitudes as input. Figure 7 illustrates the interaction between the partials for a single
frame within two equivalent visualizations, first with the partials between the two tracks separated
and, then, once they have been merged. In this way, we can observe the interactions between
roughness-creating partials between the two tracks in a given frame or, alternatively, examine a
visualization that corresponds to their mixture.
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Figure 7. Visualization of the roughness matrix gij from Equation (1) for the frequencies f 1
γ for one

temporal frame of T1 and f 2
γ for the same frame of T2. Darker shades indicate higher roughness.

(a) The frequencies are sorted in ascending order per track to illustrate the internal roughness of T1

and T2, as well as the “cross-roughness” between them. (b) Here, the full set of frequencies is merged
and then sorted to show the roughness of the mixture.

Then, to calculate the overall roughness, D̄[s], as a function of frequency shift, s, we take the mean
of the roughness values Dγ[s] across the Γ = 64 temporal frames of the excerpt:

D̄[s] =
1
Γ

Γ−1

∑
γ=0

Dγ[s], (24)

for which a graphical example is shown in Figure 8.
Having calculated the roughness across all possible frequency shifts, we now turn our focus

towards the measurement of pitch commonality as described in Section 2.2. Due both to the high
computational demands of the pitch commonality model and the rounding that occurs due to the
allocation of discrete pitch categories, we do not calculate the harmonic consonance as a function of all
possible frequency shifts. Instead, we extract all local minima from D̄[s], label these frequency shifts,
s∗, and then proceed with this subset. In this way, we use the harmonic consonance, C, as a means to
filter and further rank the set of possible alignments (i.e., minima) arising from the roughness model.

While the calculation of Dγ[s] relies on the merged set of frequencies and amplitudes from
Equations (22) and (23), the harmonic consonance compares two individually-calculated Hofman-Engl
pitch sets. To this end, we calculate Equations (8) to (17) independently for f 1

γ and f 2
γ[s∗] to create

set1
γ and set2

γ[s∗] and, hence, Cγ[s∗] from Equation (20). As with the roughness, the overall harmonic
consonance C̄[s∗] is then calculated by taking the mean across the temporal frames:

C̄[s∗] = 1
Γ

Γ−1

∑
γ=0

Cγ[s∗]. (25)
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Since no prior method exists for combining the roughness and harmonic consonance, we adopt a
simple approach to equally weight their contributions to give an overall measure of consonance based
on roughness and pitch commonality:

ρ[s∗] = D̂[s∗] + Ĉ[s∗] (26)

where D̂[s∗] corresponds to the raw roughness values D̄[s∗], which have been inverted (to reflect
sensory consonance as opposed to roughness) and then normalized to the range [0,1], and Ĉ[s∗]
similarly represents the [0,1] normalized version of C̄[s∗]. The overall consonance ρ[s∗] takes values
that range from zero (minimum consonance) to two (maximum consonance), as shown in Figure 9.
The maximum score of two is achieved only when the roughness and harmonic consonance detect the
same pitch shift index as most consonant.
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Figure 9. Values of consonance from the sensory consonance model, D̂[s∗], the harmonic consonance,
Ĉ[s∗], and the resulting overall consonance, ρ[s∗]. Pitch shift index −1 (i.e., −0.125 semitones) holds
the highest consonance value and is the system’s choice for the most consonant shift.
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3.3. Post-Processing

The final stage of the consonance-based mixing is to implement the mix between tracks T1 and T2

under the consonance-maximizing pitch shift, i.e., arg maxs∗(ρ[s∗]). As in Section 3.1, we again use the
Rubber Band Library [24] to perform the pitch shifting on T2, as this was found to give better audio
quality than implementing the pitch shift directly using the output of the sinusoidal model. To avoid
loudness differences between the two tracks prior to mixing, we normalize each audio excerpt to a
reference loudness level (pink noise at 83 dB SPL) using the replay gain method [27].

4. Evaluation

The primary purpose of our evaluation is to determine whether the roughness curve can provide
a robust means for identifying consonant harmonic alignments between two musical excerpts. If this
is the case, then pitch shifting and mixing according to the minima of the roughness curve should lead
to consonant (and hence, pleasant) musical results, where as mixing according to the maxima should
yield dissonant musical combinations. To explore the relationship between roughness and consonance,
we designed and conducted a listening test to obtain consonance and pleasantness ratings for a set of
musical excerpts mixed according to different pitch shifts. Following this, we then investigated the
effect of varying the main parameters of the pre-processing stage (i.e., the number of partials I and
the number of temporal frames Γ), as described in Section 3.1, by examining the correlation between
roughness values and listener ratings under different parameterizations.

4.1. Listening Test

To evaluate the ability of our model to provide consonant mixes between different pieces of music,
we conducted a listening test using excerpts from our dataset of 30 short musical excerpts of recent
house music (each 8 s in duration and lasting exactly 16 beats). While our main concern is in evaluating
the properties of the roughness curve, we also included a comparison against a key-based matching
method using the key estimation from the well-known DJ software Traktor 2 (version 6.1) from Native
Instruments [28]. In total, we created five conditions for the mix of two individual excerpts, which are
summarized as follows:

• A No shift: no attempt to harmonically align the excerpts; instead, the excerpts were only aligned
in time by beat-matching.

• B Key match (Traktor): each excerpt was analyzed by Traktor 2 and the automatically-detected
key recorded. The key-based mix was created by finding the smallest pitch shift necessary to
create a harmonically-compatible mix according to the circle of fifths, as per the description in
the Introduction.

• C Max roughness: the roughness curve was analyzed for local maxima, and the pitch shift with the
highest roughness (i.e., most dissonant) was chosen to mix the excerpts.

• D Min roughness: the roughness curve was analyzed for local minima, and the pitch shift with the
lowest roughness (i.e., most consonant) was chosen to mix the excerpts.

• E Min roughness and harmony: from the set of extracted minima in Condition D, the combined
harmonic consonance and roughness was calculated, and the pitch shift yielding the maximum
overall consonance ρ[s∗] was selected to mix the excerpts.

We selected the set of stimuli for use in the listening experiment according to two conditions.
First and foremost, we required a set of unique pitch shifts across the five conditions per mix, and
second, we chose not to have any repeated excerpts either as input nor the track to be pitch-shifted.
To this end, we calculated the pitch shifts for each of the five conditions for all possible combinations of
the 30 excerpts in the dataset (introduced in Section 3.1) compared to one other. In total, this provided
900 possible combinations of tracks (including the trivial comparison of each excerpt with itself).
A breakdown of the number of matching shifts among the conditions is shown in Table 1. By definition,
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there were no matching pitch shifts between Conditions C (max roughness) and D (min roughness) or
E (min roughness and harmony). By contrast, Conditions D and E matched 385 times.

Table 1. Number of identical shifts (from a maximum of 900) across each of the conditions resulting
from the exhaustive combination of all pairs within the 30 excerpt dataset.

Condition A B C D E

A x 92 7 56 45
B x 2 100 81
C x 0 0
D x 385
E x

Out of 900, a total of 409 combinations gave unique pitch shifts across all five conditions.
From this subset of 409, we discarded all cases where the smallest pitch shift between any pair
of combinations was lower than 0.25 semitones. Next, we removed all mixes containing duplicate
excerpts to avoid single tracks in more than one mix. From this final subset, we kept the 10 mixes
(listed in Table 2) with the lowest maximum pitch shift across the conditions. In total, this provided
50 stimuli (10 mixes × 5 conditions) to be rated. A graphical overview of the pitch shifts per condition
is shown in Figure 10, for which sound examples are available in the Supplementary Material. All of
the stimuli were rendered as mono .wav files at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and with 16-bit resolution.
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Figure 10. Comparison of suggested pitch shifts for each condition of the listening experiment. Note,
the “no shift” condition is always zero.

In total, 34 normal hearing listeners (according to a self-report) participated in the experiments.
Their musical training was self-rated as being either: music students, practicing musicians or active
in DJing. Eleven of the participants were female, and 23 were male; their ages ranged between 23
and 57. When listening to each mix, the participants were asked to rate two properties: first, how
consonant and, second, how pleasant the mixes sounded to them. The question for pleasantness
was introduced both to emphasize the distinction between personal taste and musical consonance to
the listener and also to consider the fact that a higher level of consonance might not lead to a more
pleasant listening experience [9]. Both conditions were rated on a discrete six-point scale (zero to five)
using a custom patch developed in Max/MSP. The order of the 50 stimuli was randomized for each
participant. After every sound example, the ratings had to be entered before proceeding to the next.
To guarantee familiarity with the experimental procedure and stimuli, a training phase preceded the
main experiment. This was also used to ensure all participants understood the concept of consonance
and to set the playback volume to a comfortable level. All participants took the experiment in a quiet
listening environment using high quality headphones.

Regarding our hypotheses on the proposed conditions, we expected Condition C (max roughness)
to be the least consonant, followed by A (no shift). However, without any harmonic alignment, its
behavior was not easily predictable, save for the fact that it would be at least 0.25 semitones from any
other condition. Of the remaining conditions, which attempted to find a good harmonic alignment,
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we expected B (Traktor) to be less consonant than both D (min roughness) and E (min roughness
and harmony).

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Statistical Analysis

To examine the data collected in the listening experiment, we separately analyzed the consonance
and pleasantness ratings using the non-parametric Friedman test where we treated participants
and mixes as random effects. For both the consonance and pleasantness ratings, the main effect of
the conditions was highly significant (consonance: chi-square = 181.60, p < 0.00001; pleasantness:
chi-square = 240.73, p < 0.00001).

With regard to the interaction across conditions, we performed a post hoc analysis via a multiple
comparison of means with Bonferroni correction for which the mean rankings and 95% confidence
intervals are shown in Figure 11a,b for consonance and pleasantness ratings, respectively.

consonance ranking pleasantness ranking

(b)(a)

2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4

No Shift (A)

Key Match (B)

Max Roughness (C)

Min Roughness (D)

Min Roughness 
+ Harmony (E)

A

B

C

D

 E

Figure 11. Summary of multiple comparisons of mean rankings (with Bonferroni correction) between
conditions for (a) consonance and (b) pleasantness ratings. Both mixes and participants are treated as
random effects. Error bars (95% confidence intervals) without overlap indicate statistically-significant
differences in the mean rankings.

There is a very large separation between Conditions B, D and E, i.e., those conditions that
attempt to find a good harmonic alignment, and Conditions A and C, which do not. No significant
difference was found between Conditions A and C (consonance: p > 0.45; pleasantness: p > 0.07)
and likewise for conditions B and E (consonance: p > 0.90; pleasantness: p = 1.00). For consonance,
the difference between Conditions D and B is not significant, p > 0.08; however it is significant for
pleasantness p < 0.05.

Inspection of Figure 11 reveals similar patterns regarding consonance and pleasantness ratings,
which are generally consistent with our hypotheses stated in Section 4.1. Ratings for Condition C

(max roughness) are significantly smaller (worse) than for all other conditions, except Condition A (no
shift). Pitch shifts in Condition D (min roughness) are rated significantly highest (best) in terms of
pleasantness ratings.

While there is a large separation between the ratings for Conditions D and E, i.e., our two proposed
methods for consonance, such a result should be examined within the context of the experimental
design and additional inspection of Table 1. Here, we find that close to 43% of the 900 combinations
resulted in an identical choice of pitch shift, implying that both methods often converged on the same
result and to a far greater degree than any of the other condition pairs. Since there is no significant
difference between the ratings of Conditions E and B and because these were rated towards the
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higher end of the (zero to five) scale, we could consider any of three methods to be a valid means of
harmonically mixing music signals, nevertheless with Condition D the preferred choice.

Looking again at the key-based approach (Condition B), it is useful to consider the impact of any
misestimation of the key made by Traktor. To this end, we asked a musical expert to annotate the
ground truth keys for each of the 20 excerpts used to make the listening test. These annotated keys are
shown in Table 2. Despite the apparent simplicity of this type of music from a harmonic perspective,
our music expert was unable to precisely label the key in six out of the 20 cases. This was due to the
short duration of the excerpts and an insufficient number of different notes to unambiguously choose
between a major or minor key. In these cases, the most predominant pitch class was annotated instead.
Traktor, on the other hand, always selects a major or minor key (irrespective of the tonality of the
music), and in fact, it only agreed with our expert in six of the cases. In addition, we used Traktor to
extract the key for the full-length recordings, and in these cases, the key matched between the excerpt
and full-length recording only eight out of 20 times. While the inability of Traktor to extract the correct
key should lead us to expect poor performance in creating harmonic mixes, this is not especially
evident in the results. In fact, it may be that the harmonic simplicity (i.e., the weak sense of any one
predominant key) in the excerpts of our chosen dataset naturally lends itself to multiple different
harmonic alignments; an observation supported by the results, which show more than one possible
option for harmonic alignment being rated towards the higher end of the scales for consonance and
pleasantness. A graphical example comparing the output of the key-based matching using Traktor
(Condition B) and min roughness (Condition D) between two excerpts is shown in Figure 12.

Table 2. Track titles and artists for the stimuli used in the listening test along with ground truth
annotations made by a musical expert. Those excerpts labeled ‘a’ were the inputs to the mixes, whereas
those labeled ‘b’ were subject to pitch shifting. In some cases, the harmonic information was too sparse
(i.e., too few notes) to make an unambiguous decision between major and minor. In these cases, the
predominant root note is indicated. Note, the artist ##### (Mix 4a) is an alias of Aroy Dee (Mix 3b).

Mix No. Artist Track Title Annotated Key

1a Person Of Interest Plotting With A Double Deuce (E)
1b Locked Groove Dream Within A Dream A maj
2a Stephen Lopkin The Haggis Trap (A)
2b KWC 92 Night Drive D# min
3a Legowelt Elementz Of Houz Music (Actress Mix 1) B min
3b Aroy Dee Blossom D# min
4a ##### #####.1 A min
4b Barnt Under His Own Name But Also Sir C min
5a Julius Steinhoff The Cloud Song D min
5b Donato Dozzy & Tin Man Test 7 F min
6a R-A-G Black Rain (Analogue Mix) (E)
6b Lauer Highdimes (F)
7a Massimiliano Pagliari JP4-808-P5-106-DEP5 (C)
7b Levon Vincent The Beginning D# min
8a Roman Flügel Wilkie C min
8b Liit Islando D# min
9a Tin Man No New Violence C min
9b Luke Hess Break Through A min
10a Anton Pieete Waiting A min
10b Voiski Wax Fashion (E)
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Figure 12. Comparison of extracted sinusoids after pitch shifting using Traktor (a) and min roughness
(b) on Mix 8 from Table 2. Traktor applies a pitch shift of −2.0 semitones to Track 2 (solid blue
lines), while the min roughness applies a pitch shift of +2.25 semitones to Track 2. In comparison to
Track 1 (dotted black lines), we see that the min roughness approach (b) has primarily aligned the bass
frequencies (under 100 Hz), whereas Traktor (a) has aligned higher partials around 270 Hz.

4.2.2. Effect of Parameterization

Having looked into detail at the interactions between the difference conditions in terms of the
ratings, we now revisit the properties of the roughness curve towards understanding the extent to
which it provides a meaningful indicator of consonance for harmonic mixing.

To this end, we now investigate the correlation between the ratings obtained from consonance and
pleasantness compared to the corresponding points in the roughness curve for each associated pitch
shift. While only three of the five conditions (C, D and E) were derived directly from each roughness
curve, for completeness, we use the full set of 50 points (i.e., five conditions across 10 mixes).

To gain a deeper insight into the design of our model, which is highly dependent on the
extraction of partials using a sinusoidal model, we generate multiple roughness curves under different
parameterizations and measure the correlation with the listener ratings for each. We focus on what we
consider to be the two most important parameters: I, the number of sinusoids, and Γ, the number of
temporal frames after averaging. In this way, we can examine the relationship from a harmonic and
temporal perspective. To span the parameter space, we vary I from five up to 80 (default value = 20),
and for the temporal averaging, we consider three cases: (i) beat level averaging (Γ = 16 across four-bar
excerpts); (ii) 16th note averaging (Γ = 64 and our default condition); and (iii) using all frames from
the sinusoidal model without any averaging. The corresponding plots for both consonance and
pleasantness ratings are shown in Figure 13.

From inspection of the figure, we can immediately see that the number of sinusoids plays a more
critical role than the extent/use of temporal averaging. Using more than 25 sinusoids (per frame of
each track) has an increasingly negative impact on the Pearson correlation value. Likewise, using too
few sinusoids also appears to have a negative impact. Considering the roughness model, having too
few observations of the harmonic structure will very likely fail to capture all of the main roughness
creating partials. While on the other hand, over-populating the roughness model with sinusoids
(many of which may result from percussive or noise-like content) will also obscure the interaction of
the “true” harmonic partials in each track. Within the context of our (harmonically simple) dataset,
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a range of between 15 and 25 partials provides the strongest relationship between roughness values
and consonance ratings.
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Figure 13. Pearson correlation between (a) consonance and (b) pleasantness ratings and sensory
roughness values under different parameterizations of the model. The number of sinusoids vary from
five to 80, and the temporal averaging is shown for beat length frames, 16th note frames and using all
frames from the sinusoidal model without averaging. The negative correlation indicates the negative
impact of roughness towards consonance ratings.

Looking next at the effect of the temporal averaging, we can see a much noisier relationship when
using beat averaging compared to our chosen summarization at the 16th note level. In contrast, the
plot is smoothest without any temporal averaging, yet it is moderately less correlated with the data.
As with the harmonic dimension, the 16th note segmentation adequately captures the rate at which
harmonic content changes in the signal, without losing too much fine detail through the temporal
averaging process.

Finally, comparing the plots side by side, we see a near identical pattern for consonance and
pleasantness. This behavior is to be expected given the very high correlation between the consonance
and pleasantness ratings themselves (r = 0.76, p < 1×10−6). In the context of our dataset, this
implies that the participants of the listening test considered consonance and pleasantness to be
highly inter-dependent and, thus, that the measurement of roughness is a reliable indicator of listener
preference for harmonic mixing.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new method for harmonic mixing ultimately targeted towards
addressing some of the limitations of key-based DJ-mixing systems. Our approach centers on the use of
psychoacoustic models of roughness and pitch commonality to identify an optimal harmonic alignment
between different pieces of music across a wide range of possible fine-scaled pitch shifts applied to
one of them. Via a listening experiment with musically-trained participants, we demonstrated that,
within the context of the musical stimuli used, mixes based on a minimum degree of roughness were
perceived as significantly more pleasant than those aligned according to musical key. Furthermore,
including a harmonic consonance model in addition to the roughness model provided alternative pitch
shifts, which were rated as consonant and pleasant as those from a commercial DJ-mixing system.

Concerning areas for future work, our model has thus far only been tested on very short and
harmonically-simple musical excerpts, and therefore, we intend to test it under a wider variety of
musical stimuli, including excerpts with more harmonic complexity. In addition, we plan to focus
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on the adaptation of our model towards longer musical excerpts, perhaps through the use of some
structural segmentation into harmonically-stable regions.

We have also yet to consider the role of music with vocals and how to examine the potentially
unnatural results that arise from pitch shift singing. To this end, we will explore both singing voice
detection and voice suppression. Along similar lines, our roughness-based model can reveal not only
which temporal frames give rise to the most roughness, but also precisely which partials contribute
within these frames. Hence, we plan to explore methods for the suppression of dissonant partials,
towards more consonant mixes.

Lastly, in relation to the interaction between the harmonic consonance and roughness, we will
reexamine the rather simplistic combination of these two sources of information, towards a more
sophisticated two-dimensional model of sensory roughness and harmony.

Supplementary Materials: Sound examples are available online at www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/6/5/123/s1.
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Abstract: Recent bowed string sound synthesis has relied on physical modelling techniques; the
achievable realism and flexibility of gestural control are appealing, and the heavier computational
cost becomes less significant as technology improves. A bowed string sound synthesis algorithm is
designed, by simulating two-polarisation string motion, discretising the partial differential equations
governing the string’s behaviour with the finite difference method. A globally energy balanced
scheme is used, as a guarantee of numerical stability under highly nonlinear conditions. In one
polarisation, a nonlinear contact model is used for the normal forces exerted by the dynamic bow hair,
left hand fingers, and fingerboard. In the other polarisation, a force-velocity friction curve is used
for the resulting tangential forces. The scheme update requires the solution of two nonlinear vector
equations. The dynamic input parameters allow for simulating a wide range of gestures; some typical
bow and left hand gestures are presented, along with synthetic sound and video demonstrations.

Keywords: computer generated music; finite difference; musical acoustics; signal synthesis; nonlinear
systems; energy balanced scheme; instrument simulation

1. Introduction

Sound synthesis techniques for string instruments have evolved, in the past few decades, from
abstract synthesis [1] (wavetables, frequency-modulation (FM) synthesis . . . ) towards sampling
synthesis, based on a library of pre-recorded sounds, and physical models, emulating the instruments
themselves. To this day, the best synthesised sound quality is achieved by sampling techniques;
however, the potentially very large storage requirements for these sound libraries are a major argument
for using physical models. Beyond the storage concerns, the use of a physical model allows for great
flexibility for input parameters (typically, the instrument’s shape and material properties, together
with the player’s controls), as well as output parameters, usually the “listening conditions”, that
can be changed freely and dynamically along a simulation, as opposed to the case of statically
recorded samples.

Physical modelling synthesis for strings debuted in the 1970s, with time stepping methods to
discretise and directly solve the 1D wave equation [2–4]. However, the very limited computational
power at the time ruled out simulation at an audio sample rate in any reasonable amount of time.
The next generation of models therefore focussed on algorithmic simplification, through physically
plausible assumptions. The physics-based Karplus-Strong string synthesis algorithm [5,6] was
generalised by the digital waveguide framework [7,8]; Karjalainen et al. [9] review the use of these
models for string synthesis. Their fast execution and realistic sound output found efficient applications
in bowed string modelling, and are still widely used to this day [10–14]. Digital waveguides model
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the forward and backward travelling waves along a string using delay lines—a simple and efficient
strategy for certain linear time invariant systems. In particular, they are well suited for systems in
one dimension, well described by the wave equation. Another more general class of physical models
relies on the modal solutions of the string equation, and has been successfully adapted for bowed
strings [15,16].

However, the very assumptions that underlie the efficiency of these methods can lead to difficulties
when extensions to more realistic settings are desired—the bowed string and its complex, nonlinear,
time-varying interaction with the environment being an excellent example. Time-stepping methods,
and more specifically finite difference methods [17], though computationally costly, have regained
appeal in musical sound synthesis [18] with the great increase in computing power during the last two
decades. String simulation in one dimension is particularly suited for these kind of methods [19,20].
The interactions of, say, a bowed string with its environment can be included in a straightforward
manner, as long as they can be described with a system of partial differential equations (PDEs). These
methods also allow a greater flexibility for modelling the musician’s gestures, and more generally to
deal with the dynamic nature of the input and output parameters.

While the number of parameters is small compared to other methods, navigating the space
they describe is somewhat of a challenge. Indeed, as opposed to a struck or plucked string, the
continuous excitation mechanism of a bowed string makes playability a major issue, for real or virtual
instruments. The player shapes the sound and behaviour of his instrument throughout the whole
production of a note. Their gestures can be described with a handful of parameters, which must be
perfectly coordinated at all times to allow a tone to be created and sustained; indeed, Schelleng [21],
following the work of Raman [22] some decades earlier, was the first to analytically show that, under
simplifying assumptions and for a certain bow velocity, only a relatively narrow triangular area
(in logarithmic scale) in the downwards bow force versus bow-bridge distance parameter space
gave rise to the characteristic stable Helmholtz motion desired by most musicians (his work was
revised by Schoonderwaldt et al. [23], introducing more refined elements of bowed string motion).
This area is tied to the concept of playability, and the so-called Schelleng diagrams are widely
used in bowed string playability studies [24–27]. Transient quality also constitutes a major part of
playability: Guettler [28] investigated the relation between bow downwards force and bow acceleration
regarding the quality of initial transients, producing triangular diagrams resembling those of Schelleng,
again under simplifying assumptions; Woodhouse et al. [29] produced Guettler diagrams with more
refined numerical models as well as experimental data, showing the predicted wedge-shaped region.
A detailed review of the published literature on bowed string mechanics (and, indeed, violin acoustics
in general) was recently written by Woodhouse [30].

After the studies of Schelleng, an experimental study by Askenfelt [31,32] yielded measured
values for these control parameters, on a violin; he was the first to develop a measuring rig able to
record them all simultaneously during performance. More recently, the variation of these parameters
along various bowed string gestures was observed and analysed in detail [15,33,34]. The obtained
signals can be mathematically reconstructed [35], or directly used, to be fed into a physical modelling
algorithm such as the one presented in this work. The aforementioned studies are mainly interested
in bowing gestures; to handle those of the left hand fingers (vibrato, legato, glissando, etc.), one can
include a finger model, along with a fingerboard.

This work is concerned with a detailed model of bowed string vibration, emphasising the
interactions of the string with the player. A linear bowed string is simulated in two polarisations. The
model includes the following features:
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• in one polarisation, distributed nonlinear contact interactions between the string and the dynamic
left hand fingers, dynamic bow, and fingerboard. A stable finite difference scheme for modelling
distributed contact/collisions has recently been established [36,37], that can be used in this
stopped string-fingerboard setup [38,39];

• in the other polarisation, orthogonally to the first, distributed nonlinear friction forces between the
string and the same three objects. The friction force nonlinearity is modelled with a force/velocity
friction curve for the bow [40]. Tangential Coulomb friction also keeps the string captured
between the fingers and fingerboard during note production;

• full control over the physical parameters of the system, as well as dynamic variations of the
playing parameters. This time domain model is therefore able to reproduce most bowed
string gestures;

• introduction of an inertial term in the bow model, in the tangential direction. This leads to
a horizontal force bow control, instead of the bow velocity input signal used in most of the
aforementioned models;

• in the same direction, introduction of an inertial term and a restoring term in the finger model.
The fingertip is massive, absorbs some of the tangential string vibrations, and oscillates about a
fixed horizontal finger position.

The main challenges associated with this model are computational. On one hand, the resulting
numerical method must be stable; energy methods are used to derive a stability condition from the
model system, and establish a power balance to keep track of the energy exchanges between the various
parts of the system. On the other hand, the distributed nonlinearities induce heavy computational
costs, with the need to resort to iterative nonlinear system solving methods; extensive optimisation is
necessary in order to bring the algorithm closer to real-time operation. Finally, the gestural control is
obviously limited by the aforementioned playability issues; such a model is able to produce waveforms
outside of the generally desired Helmholtz sawtooth, and the absence of direct feedback for the player
in the present algorithm indeed makes parameter control a rather fastidious task.

In Section 2, the model equations for the bow/string system are presented, with an elaborate
description of finger/string interaction in the case of stopped notes, and the string/fingerboard
collision interaction. A globally energy balanced finite difference scheme is presented in Section 3.
Finally, bowed string simulation results, with the reproduction of several typical gestures, are presented
in Section 4. Some sound and video examples from the computed simulations are available online [41].

2. Model Description

2.1. Context

The choice of time-stepping methods is in line with the larger aim of building full physical models
of musical instruments, embedded in virtual acoustic spaces. The work presented here is a step
towards designing such a model for a bowed string instrument; this longer term aim guided the choice
of whether or not to include certain features of bowed string playing in this work.

As a consequence, although the bowed string model described here uses sensible, physical
assumptions, some of its features may not be as refined as one can find in some of the recent
literature. This is the result of compromising between physical accuracy, computational complexity, and
(subjective) synthetic sound quality. Some features, for instance, have been neglected for dramatically
increasing the algorithmic complexity and computational load, while having very little influence
to both the output sound and the control quality; this is the case for e.g., the nonlinear intrinsic
coupling between the two polarisations of the string, or the thermal properties of the rosin layer
coating the bow [42]. Torsion waves are also excluded; although, when present, their synchronisation
with transverse waves has been experimentally shown to strongly contribute to tone quality and
stability [43], their presence (or absence) may not have a strong bearing on the playability and synthetic
sound quality of a simplified physical model [25].
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2.2. A Linear, Two-Polarisation String Model

A dual-polarisation string model serves two main purposes in this work. First, treated in this
paper, is the ability to simulate realistic, nonlinear impact interactions between the string and any
external objects in one direction, translating directly into tangential friction forces in the other direction.
This is an intuitive way to include not only a bow that is able to naturally bounce, but also dynamic
left hand fingers to stop the string against a fingerboard, while absorbing some of the string vibrations.

Second is the potential to use this algorithm towards a model of a full instrument. The coupling
of the two polarisations at the bridge boundary, through a model of the bridge itself coupled to the
instrument body, would be straightforwardly achieved with this string model as a starting point.
While the incorporation of the bridge and wooden cavity is undoubtedly crucial to the final sound of
the virtual instrument, let us first describe the proposed string model.

2.3. The Isolated String

Consider a linear, stiff, and lossy string, of length L. The string displacement in the vertical or
normal polarisation is denoted by w(x, t), while u(x, t) is the string displacement in the horizontal or
tangential polarisation. Both are defined for position x ∈ D = [0, L] and time t ∈ R+ = [0,+∞] (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1. String displacement in two polarisations. The horizontal polarisation (u(x, t)) corresponds
to the plane containing the bow and the string; the vertical polarisation (w(x, t)) is orthogonal to
this plane.

The partial differential equations governing the time evolution of u(x, t) and w(x, t) can be
written as:

Lw = 0 (1a) Lu = 0 (1b)

L is the partial differential operator defined as [20]:

L = ρ∂2
t − T∂2

x + EI0∂4
x + λ1ρ∂t − λ2ρ∂t∂

2
x (2)
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where ∂i· is equivalent to ∂i

∂·i . ρ is the linear mass density of the string, in kg/m; T is the tension of the

string, in N; EI0 is the bending stiffness, where E is Young’s modulus in Pa, and I0 = πr4

4 is the area
moment of inertia of the circular cross-section of the string, with r the string radius in m. Some typical
parameters for a violin, a viola, and a cello, can be found in the literature, notably those measured by
Pickering [44] and Percival [45].

λ1 (1/s) and λ2 (m2/s) are positive damping coefficients, that empirically account for frequency
independent and dependent losses in the string, respectively. With more refinement, they could be
replaced by a full model accounting for energy dissipation through air viscosity, acoustic radiation,
and internal friction, each of these three mechanisms having a more or less pronounced impact across
the spectrum [46]. In accordance with the statements in Section 2.1 however, this empirical, simplified
loss model is deemed sufficient for the purposes of this work.

The system described by Equations (1) and (2) is accompanied by a set of boundary conditions
(four of them for each polarisation of the stiff string). Standard energy conserving conditions of the
simply supported type are chosen, assuming an isolated string, with no interaction with the instrument
body (note that for the musical string, the effect of bending stiffness being very small with respect
to that of tension, there is little difference between the simply supported and clamped boundary
conditions):

w(0, t) = w(L, t) = 0 (3a)

∂2
xw(0, t) = ∂2

xw(L, t) = 0 (3b)

u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0 (4a)

∂2
xu(0, t) = ∂2

xu(L, t) = 0 (4b)

It is worth noting that although definitely worth investigating, intrinsic and/or boundary coupling
between the two polarisations is not included in the present model, although, as mentioned in
Section 2.2, boundary coupling could be introduced through modelling the bridge and body. As will
be clarified in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, physical coupling between the two directions of vibration occurs
where the string is in contact with the bow, finger, or fingerboard.

2.4. Vertical Polarisation

2.4.1. The Collision Interaction

The collision model used in this paper was formalised in 1975 by Hunt and Crossley [47], as a
means to write a new law governing the mechanics of nonlinear damped impacts. The undamped
power-law model was adopted by the musical acoustics community as a means to describe lumped
collisions, especially hammer-string collisions in the piano [19,48,49], and mallet-membrane impacts
in drums [50,51]. A similar model than that of Hunt and Crossley, with hysteretic damping, was used
for the modelling of the interaction between the piano hammer felt and the piano string, with good
concordance with experimental results, by Stulov [52]. A numerical time domain framework for this
particular model has been developed throughout the recent few years [36,37], and has proven to give
rise to stable schemes; this aspect will be further developed in Section 3.3.

This type of contact interaction is chosen for two modelling aspects of bowed string playing.
First and foremost, a bow having the ability to naturally bounce is a necessary feature for a wide
range of the musician’s gestural palette, such as spiccato or ricochet bowing. Introducing a collision
mechanism in the bow model itself allows for this bouncing under realistic playing parameters.
The natural frequency of the bouncing bow varies between 6 and 30 Hz, depending on whether the
string is bowed closer to the tip or the frog of the bow [53]; this can be tuned by changing the stiffness
and mass parameters of the bow model. It is worth noting that the entire dynamics of the bow hair
have purposely been excluded from this work; as the primary aim is sound synthesis, it is found here
that a dynamic, nonlinear, albeit lumped bow is a satisfying compromise between computational cost
and gestural versatility.
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The second aspect of the contact interaction lies in the capture of the string between a left
hand finger and the fingerboard. The use of the damped impact law allows for realistic simulation
of the fingertip reacting against the tension of the string, while significantly absorbing vibrations.
The distributed fingerboard acts as a continuous barrier for fingers to slide along, allowing for glissando
and vibrato gestures on the fly. Again, the built-in impact model allows for string rattling effects [39],
used, for instance, in jazz double bass playing.

2.4.2. Bow and Finger

At a physical level, in the vertical polarisation, the bow and finger are essentially modelled the
same way—that is, a lumped, flexible body pushing down on the string. The distinction lies in the
values of the various parameters which define the collision force. For instance, the bow hair may have
different stiffness properties than that of the fingertip, and the latter definitely exhibits higher damping
than the former.

Adding the finger and bow forces to the string model described in Equation (1a) gives:

Lw = −JF fF − JB fB (5)

where the downward forces exerted by the finger and the bow onto the string are respectively denoted
by fF(t) and fB(t). Their action on the string is localised as defined by the continuous distributions
JF(x, t) and JB(x, t), possibly time-varying (one can use, e.g., a Dirac delta function to model a pointwise
interaction). fF(t) and fB(t) can be written using the Hunt and Crossley collision model mentioned in
Section 2.4.1:

fF(ΔF) =
Φ̇F

Δ̇F
+ Δ̇FΨF (6a) fB(ΔB) =

Φ̇B

Δ̇B
+ Δ̇BΨB (6b)

where the dot notation is used for total time differentiation ( d
dt ).

These contact forces are nonlinear functions of the penetration ΔF(t) and ΔB(t), corresponding to
the distance by which the colliding object (here, the fingertip and the bow hair, respectively) would
deform from its resting shape. Figures 2a,b provide a visual interpretation of the finger and the bow
penetrations. ΔF(t) and ΔB(t) are defined as:

ΔF(t) =
∫
D

JF(x, t)w(x, t)dx − wF(t) (7a) ΔB(t) =
∫
D

JB(x, t)w(x, t)dx − wB(t) (7b)

where wF(t) and wB(t) are respectively the vertical positions of the finger and bow at time t (see
Figure 2).

finger

string (cross-section)

Δ  (t)F

w(x,t)

w (t)F

(a)

bow

string (cross-section)

Δ  (t)B

w(x,t)

w (t)B

(b)

Figure 2. Visualisation of the penetration variables ΔF and ΔB. (a) ΔF(t) represents the distance by
which the finger deforms under the surface of the string; (b) ΔB(t) can be interpreted as the deformation
of the flexible bow hair against the string.

ΦF(ΔF) and ΦB(ΔB) are nonlinear potential functions, related to the stored collision energy.
ΨF(ΔF) and ΨB(ΔB) are nonlinear damping coefficients. They can be written as:
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ΦF =
KF

αF + 1
[ΔF]

αF+1
+ (8a)

ΨF = KFβF [ΔF]
αF
+ (8b)

ΦB =
KB

αB + 1
[ΔB]

αB+1
+ (9a)

ΨB = KBβB [ΔB]
αB
+ (9b)

where [·]+ means max(·, 0).
The parameters KF and KB, both strictly positive, define the respective stiffnesses of the finger

and the bow. αF and αB are power law exponents, both larger than 1. βF and βB are positive
damping factors.

wF(t) and wB(t) are respectively the vertical positions of the finger and bow at time t (see Figure 2).
Their behaviour is governed by:

MFẅF = fF + fext w,F (10a) MBẅB = fB + fext w,B (10b)

where MF, MB are the finger and bow masses, respectively (in kg), and fext w,F(t), fext w,B(t) are the
external forces applied vertically on the finger and bow, respectively (in N).

2.4.3. Fingerboard

The fingerboard forms a distributed barrier under the string. Equation (4) therefore generalises to:

Lw = FN − JF fF − JB fB (11)

where the index ·N indicates “neck”, to avoid confusion.
FN is the contact force density exerted by the neck onto the string, along its length (in N/m).

Here, the Hunt and Crossley collision model is used again, this time as a smooth approximation to a
rigid collision:

FN(ΔN) =
∂tΦN
∂tΔN

+ ∂tΔNΨN (12)

Once again, the contact force is a function of the fingerboard penetration ΔN(x, t), defined over D:

ΔN(x, t) = ε(x)− w(x, t) (13)

where ε(x) is the position of the fingerboard with respect to the string at rest (i.e., the action of the
instrument). Figure 3 summarises the forces at play in the vertical polarisation.

ΦN(ΔN) and ΨN(ΔN) are defined analogously to the finger and bow functions in Equations (8)
and (9):

ΦN =
KN

αN + 1
[ΔN ]

αN+1
+ (14a) ΨN = KNβN [ΔN ]

αN
+ (14b)

where KN is chosen very large to approach an ideally rigid collision. Indeed, such a choice ensures
that ΔN stays very small, as should be for fingerboard-like structures [39].
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Figure 3. Diagram summarising the interactions of the string with the finger, bow, and fingerboard, in
the vertical polarisation.

2.5. Horizontal Polarisation

2.5.1. The Friction Interaction

The vertical contact forces described in Section 2.4 give rise to corresponding tangential friction
forces onto the string, in the horizontal polarisation. A classic dry friction model is used, where the
friction force is directly proportional to the normal force:

FF = [FC]+ ϕ (15)

where FF is the tangential friction force (in N), ϕ is a dimensionless friction coefficient, and FC is the
normal contact force, applied downwards on the string. The neck, finger and bow are not considered
adhesive, therefore friction exists only for positive normal forces.

The friction force therefore arises from a friction coefficient, modulated by the normal force
applied on the string. As a result, the interactions in the vertical polarisation feed into the horizontal
polarisation. It is important to note that, for this particular framework, this is the coupling point
between the two modelled directions; as mentioned earlier in Section 2.3, there is no other form of
polarisation coupling in this model.

The friction coefficient can be defined as dependent on the relative velocity between the string
and the external object. One can therefore establish a force-velocity friction curve, mapping the friction
coefficient to a particular value of the relative velocity vrel.

2.5.2. Bow

The most straightforward way to introduce the tangential friction forces is probably to come back
to the simple bowed string, where the friction phenomenon is the most appreciable. The bowed string
equation in the horizontal polarisation is:

Lu = −JB [ fB]+ ϕB (16)
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where JB(x, t) and fB(t) are the distribution and the normal collision force defined in Section 2.4.2.
Note the negative sign in front of the friction term, reflecting the friction force opposing the motion of
the string. ϕB(vrel,B) is a dimensionless friction coefficient, depending on vrel,B, the relative velocity
between the bow hair and the string. These are defined as [42]:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

|ϕB| � 1.2 if (vrel,B) = 0

ϕB = sign (vrel,B)

(
0.4e

−|vrel,B |
0.01 + 0.45e

−|vrel,B |
0.1 + 0.35

)
if vrel,B �= 0 (kinetic)

(17a)

vrel,B(t) =
d
dt

(∫
D

JB(x, t)u(x, t)− uB(t)
)

dx (17b)

where uB(t) is the bow transverse displacement. As the bow is pushed across the string, the equation
governing the transverse motion of the bow is:

MBüB = −λBu̇B + [ fB]+ ϕB + fext u,B (18)

λB is a positive coefficient quantifying the linear energy absorption by the bow in the horizontal
direction. The linear damping term is negligible compared to the friction term, when the string is
in contact with the bow; indeed, this linear term mainly has a practical purpose in the numerical
simulations, that is to avoid the bow drifting away when it is lifted from the string at the end of a note.

fext u,B(t) is the force with which the player pushes the bow tangentially, in order to establish the
desired bow velocity. Note the slight difference with the usual control parameter in most bowed string
studies; instead of directly imposing a bow velocity vB(t), the force applied by the player on the bow
is used, resulting in a bow velocity u̇B.

The choice of a friction coefficient depending on relative velocity, ϕB(vrel,B), while already quite
refined and fairly costly to model, is nonetheless somewhat of a trade-off between computational
simplification and physical realism. More elaborate models for the bowed string friction interaction,
involving viscothermal effects in the rosin layer coating the bow hair, can be used [13,14]; however,
they require significantly more advanced implementations. Satisfying results and synthetic sound are
obtained with the simple friction curve, although it has been shown that using a temperature-based
friction model improves playability [25]. The friction curve employed here for the bow is deduced from
experimental measurements in the steady sliding case (e.g., at constant velocity) [42]; it is illustrated in
Figure 4a.
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Figure 4. Friction curves for (a) bow, and (b) neck and finger. (a) Friction characteristic for the bow,
from Smith et al. [42]; (b) Coulomb friction characteristic.
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2.5.3. Finger

Adding the left hand finger in the horizontal direction yields:

Lu = −JF [ fF]+ ϕF − JB [ fB]+ ϕB (19)

where JF(x, t) and fF(t) are defined in Section 2.4.2, and ϕF (vrel,F) is a dimensionless
friction coefficient.

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no experimental data allowing for the calibration of the finger
(or the fingerboard) friction curve. The fingers have the joint function, along with the fingerboard, of
capturing the string to reduce its speaking length, to a crude approximation. In the absence of such
data, a Coulomb-like step characteristic can therefore be assumed (illustrated in Figure 4b, where the
static friction case occurs in most playing situations, but the string is capable of slipping under the
finger if the left hand grip is too loose:{

|ϕF (vrel,F) | � μF if vrel,F = 0 (static)

ϕF (vrel,F) = μF sign (vrel,F) if vrel,F �= 0 (kinetic)
(20a)

vrel,F(t) =
d
dt

(∫
D

JF(x, t)u(x, t)− uF(t)
)

dx (20b)

μF is a positive kinetic friction coefficient, quantifying how “sticky” the fingertip is. uF(t) is the
horizontal position of the fingertip, with respect to the resting string axis. It is hypothesised that the
fingertip oscillates about the top finger joint, while simultaneously damping the horizontal vibrations
of the string. The temporal evolution of uF(t) can therefore be written as:

MFüF = −KFuF − λFu̇F + [ fF]+ ϕF (21)

where KF � 0 is a spring constant, and λF � 0 is a damping coefficient. A linear damped oscillator
model for the finger is chosen in the horizontal polarisation. Indeed, the choice of a more elaborate
contact model such as the one used in the vertical polarisation seems unjustified; while impacts are
dominant in the vertical polarisation, e.g., when hammering the string for changing notes, it is clear
that collisions only have an auxiliary effect in the tangential polarisation.

Note that this version of the model, before even introducing the fingerboard, could be used to
simulate the bowing of natural harmonics of the string.

2.5.4. Fingerboard

The fingerboard friction force is distributed along the whole string; if plucked particularly
hard, the string’s impact on the fingerboard can tangentially translate into friction, and the string
will also slide against the neck of the instrument, adding to the audible rattling effect. The string
equation becomes:

Lu = − [FN ]+ ϕN − JF [ fF]+ ϕF − JB [ fB]+ ϕB (22)

where, again, FN(x, t) is the normal fingerboard force defined in Section 2.4.3, and ϕN (vrel,N) is the
friction coefficient for the fingerboard, depending on the relative velocity between the fingerboard and
the string (that is, the velocity of the string itself, as the fingerboard is not moving):{

|ϕN (vrel,N) | � μN if vrel,N = 0 (static)

ϕN (vrel,N) = μN sign (vrel,N) if vrel,N �= 0 (kinetic)
(23a)

vrel,N(x, t) = ∂tu (23b)

Figure 5 summarises the forces at play in the horizontal polarisation.
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Figure 5. Diagram summarising the interactions of the string with the finger, bow, and fingerboard, in
the horizontal polarisation.

2.6. Energy Analysis

One can derive a power balance equation for both polarisations. The transfer of this equation to
discrete time provides a tool to help ensure numerical stability.

Multiplying Equation (11) by ∂tw and integrating over the length of the string, and multiplying
Equations (10a) and (10b) by ẇF and ẇB respectively, yield the following power balance (for
energy-conserving boundary conditions, such as those given in Equation (3)):

Ḣw = Pw − Qw (24)

The variation of the total kinetic and potential energy Hw(t) = Hw,s(t) + Hw,N(t) + Hw,F(t) +
Hw,B(t) is equal to the total power Pw(t) supplied to the system through external excitation (which can
be negative), minus the power Qw(t) � 0 withdrawn from the system through damping. The system
is therefore globally energy balanced. The energy is defined as:

Hw = Hw,s + Hw,N + Hw,F + Hw,B (25a)

Hw,s =
∫
DS

[
ρ

2
(∂tw)2 +

T
2
(∂xw)2 +

EI0

2

(
∂2

xw
)2
]

dx (25b)

Hw,N =
∫
DS

ΦN dx (25c)

Hw,F,B = ΦF,B +
MF,B

2
ẇ2

F,B (25d)

The power supplied through external excitation is:

Pw = ẇF fext w,F + ẇB fext w,B +
∫
DS

( fFw∂t JF + fBw∂t JB) dx (26)
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The power lost through damping within the string and through collision with the neck, finger
and bow is given by:

Qw = Qw,s + QΨ (27a)

Qw,s = ρ

∫
DS

[
λ1 (∂tw)2 + λ2 (∂t∂xw)2

]
dx (27b)

QΨ =
∫
DS

(∂tΔN)
2 ΨN dx + Δ̇2

FΨF + Δ̇2
BΨB (27c)

In the absence of excitation, the energy Hw strictly decreases.
For the horizontal polarisation, multiplying Equation (22) by ∂tu and integrating over DS , and

multiplying Equations (18) and (21) by u̇B and u̇F respectively, yield the power balance:

Ḣu = Pu − Qu (28)

Again, the variation of Hu(t) = Hu,s(t) + Hu,F(t) + Hu,B(t) is equal to the total power Pu(t)
supplied to the system in the horizontal polarisation through external excitation, minus power losses
Qu(t) � 0 from damping. The energy is defined as:

Hu = Hu,s + Hu,F + Hu,B (29a)

Hu,s =
∫
DS

[
ρ

2
(∂tu)

2 +
T
2
(∂xu)2 +

EI0

2

(
∂2

xu
)2
]

dx (29b)

Hu,F =
MF
2

u̇2
F +

KF
2

u2
F (29c)

Hu,B =
MB
2

u̇2
B (29d)

The power supplied or withdrawn by external excitation is:

Pu = [ fF]+ ϕF

∫
DS

u∂t JFdx + [ fB]+ ϕB

∫
DS

u∂t JBdx + u̇B fext u,B (30)

The power lost through string damping and friction is:

Qu = Qu,s + Qϕ + Qu,F + Qu,B (31a)

Qu,s = ρ

∫
DS

[
λ1 (∂tu)

2 + λ2 (∂t∂xu)2
]

dx (31b)

Qϕ =
∫
DS

vrel,N [FN ]+ ϕNdx + vrel,F [ fF]+ ϕF + vrel,B [ fB]+ ϕB (31c)

Qu,F,B = λF,Bu̇2
F,B (31d)

Note that Qu � 0 if vrelϕ (vrel) � 0, which is true for the friction characteristics of the three objects.
The total power of the full system is therefore balanced by:

Ḣ = P − Q (32a) H = Hu + Hw (32b) P = Pu + Pw (32c) Q = Qu + Qw (32d)

A power balance of the same type as Equation (32a) is generally used as the base for another
class of modelling methods, based on so-called port-Hamiltonian systems [54]. Discretisation of such
systems has recently been successfully implemented for time domain physical modelling of acoustic
and electroacoustic systems [55].
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3. Numerical Scheme

3.1. Framework

3.1.1. Discretising the Equations of Motion

The equations of motion can now be discretised by approximating the partial derivatives with
their finite difference [17] counterparts. This method allows a full system simulation, and therefore
great flexibility of control for the input parameters and gesture reproduction, at the cost of increased
computational requirements. This method has seen a myriad of applications in physical modelling
sound synthesis, and more generally musical acoustics simulations [3,18]. In this section, the numerical
scheme is defined, the discrete energy balance is detailed, and the scheme update is described.

3.1.2. Grid Functions and Finite Difference (FD) Operators

All the time varying quantities defined in Section 2 are now discretised into series of integer
multiples of the time step, and defined at times t = nk, n ∈ N. k is the time step in s; Fs = k−1 is the
desired sample rate in Hz. Typically, audio sample rates are used, such as Fs = 44.1 kHz.

The space dependent variables are discretised into grid functions, defined at positions
x = lh, l ∈ D = [0, . . . , ND], where h is the grid spacing, in m.

For an arbitrary continuous function g(x, t) defined for x ∈ D and t ∈ R+, gn
l is a grid function

approximating g(lh, nk), at grid point l and time step n. Introduce the forward and backward unit
time and space shift operators, applied to gn

l :

et−gn
l = gn−1

l (33a)

et+gn
l = gn+1

l (33b)

ex−gn
l = gn

l−1 (34a)

ex+gn
l = gn

l+1 (34b)

Partial differentiation with respect to time and space can be approximated with a number of first
order Finite Difference (FD) operators:

δt− =
1 − et−

k
(35a)

δt+ =
et+ − 1

k
(35b)

δt· =
et+ − et−

2k
(35c)

δx− =
1 − ex−

h
(36a)

δx+ =
ex+ − 1

h
(36b)

Higher order partial derivation operators are approximated with:

∂2
t ≈ δtt = δt−δt+ (37a) ∂2

x ≈ δxx = δx−δx+ (37b)

Finally, the averaging FD operators approximate identity:

μt− =
1 + et−

2
(38a) μt+ =

et+ + 1
2

(38b) μt· =
et+ + et−

2
(38c)

Note that δt−μt+ = δt+μt− = δt·.

3.2. The Isolated String

3.2.1. Finite Difference Scheme

The discrete counterparts of w(x, t) and u(x, t) are the grid functions wn
l and un

l , as described in
Section 3.1.2. System Equation (1) is discretised as:
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Lwn
l = 0 (39a) Lun

l = 0 (39b)

where L is a finite difference discretisation of the differential operator L defined in Equation (2), using
the finite difference operators described in Section 3.1.2:

L = ρδtt − Tδxx + EI0δxxδxx + λ1ρδt· − λ2ρδt−δxx (40)

The use of the backward first order time FD operator in the second damping term allows for the
isolated string scheme to stay explicit; this results in simplified computations, at the cost of a slightly
altered stability condition.

The discrete simply supported boundary conditions are given as:

wn
0 = wn

ND
= 0 (41a)

δxxwn
0 = δxxwn

ND
= 0 (41b)

un
0 = un

ND
= 0 (42a)

δxxun
0 = δxxun

ND
= 0 (42b)

3.2.2. Vector-Matrix Notation

The grid functions wn
l and un

l are defined over the discrete domain D, containing ND + 1 grid
points. The discrete position of the whole string can therefore be described with vectors of length
ND + 1. The first set of boundary conditions, Equations (41a) and (42a), ensure that the two extreme
values of such vectors (i.e., the string displacement at the bridge and nut boundary) are 0 at all times.
One now only needs to store the state of the string in a vector of size (ND − 1), omitting these two
extreme values:

wn =
[
wn

1 , . . . , wn
N−1
]T (43a) un =

[
un

1 , . . . , un
N−1
]T (43b)

The action of spatial FD operators on the grid functions is then equivalent to a matrix-vector
multiplication. For simply supported boundary conditions, the notation of spatial FD operators in
matrix form naturally follows as:

Dx− =
1
h

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
−1 1

. . . . . .
−1 1

−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (44a)
Dx+ = −DT

x− (44b)

Dxx = Dx+Dx− (44c)

of size ND × (ND − 1), (ND − 1)× ND, (ND − 1)× (ND − 1), and (ND − 1)× (ND − 1), respectively.
System Equation (39) can now be written as a pair of vector equations:

Lwn = 0 (45a) Lun = 0 (45b)

where L is the matrix form of the difference operator L defined in Equation (40):

L = ρδtt − TDxx + EI0DxxDxx + λ1ρδt· − λ2ρδt−Dxx (46)
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3.3. Vertical Polarisation

3.3.1. Discrete System

A discretisation for Equation (11) can now be written in vector-matrix form:

Lwn = μt·Jn
w fn

w (47)

where Jn
w is the (ND − 1)× (ND + 1) distribution matrix, and fn

w is a column vector containing all the
contact force information:

Jn
w =

[
IN−1 −jn

F −jn
B

]
(48a) fn

w =
[ (

fn
N
)T f n

F f n
B

]T
(48b)

where IN−1 is the (ND − 1)× (ND − 1) identity matrix, and jn
F and jn

B are discrete spreading operators
in column vector form, accounting for the continuous distributions described in Section 2.4.2. If the
contact regions are sufficiently wide, these can be sampled from the true shape of the concerned object;
otherwise, if contact is localised in a small region, or pointwise, interpolation is needed between grid
points, as truncation to the nearest grid point would result in audible artefacts when the finger or bow
move along the length of the string.

The spreading vectors are normalised over the grid: for instance, in the simplified case of a fixed
position object, located on a grid point, if JF(x, t) and JB(x, t) are Dirac delta functions, then jn

F and jn
B

will be all-zero vectors, except for one element of value 1
h , at the position where the force is applied.

Note the use of the averaging operator μt· in Equation (47), necessary to show an energy balance
for this scheme in the case of moving finger or bow (see Section 3.5).

fn
N , f n

F and f n
B are the discrete counterparts of those defined in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.

3.3.2. Collision Normal Forces

The force vector fn
w can be written as:

fn
w =

δt·Φn

δt·Δn + (δt·Δn)� Ψn (49)

where the division is pointwise, and � is the pointwise product. This expression for fn
w is written as a

function of the vector penetration Δn, defined as:

Δn =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

...
Δn

N
...

Δn
F

Δn
B

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(50a)

Δn
N = ε− wn (50b)

Δn
F = hjn

F
Twn − wn

F (50c)

Δn
B = hjn

B
Twn − wn

B (50d)

where the elements of vector ε are εl = ε(lh), and wn
F and wn

B are the respective vertical positions of
the finger and bow.

Φn(Δn), Ψn(Δn) are now vector functions of Δn:

Φn(Δn) =
K

α + 1
� [Δn]α+1

+ (51a) Ψn(Δn) = K � β � [Δn]α+ (51b)

where the exponentiation operation is also element-wise, and the nonlinearity parameters K, α, and β

are themselves in vector form:
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K =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

...
KN

...
KF

KB

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(52a) α =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

...
αN

...
αF

αB

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(52b) β =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

...
βN

...
βF

βB

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(52c)

Finally, the discrete equations for the evolution of the vertical positions of the finger and bow can
be written as:

MFBδttw
n
FB = fn

wFB + fn
ext w,FB (53a)

MFB =

[
MF 0
0 MB

]
(53b) wn

FB =

[
wn

F
wn

B

]
(53c) fn

wFB =

[
f n
F

f n
B

]
(53d) fn

ext w,FB =

[
f n
ext w,F

f n
ext w,B

]
(53e)

3.4. Horizontal Polarisation

Equation (22) is now discretised as:

Lun = −μt·Jn
ufn

u (54a) Jn
u =

[
IN−1 jn

F jn
B

]
(54b)

L is defined in Equation (46). fn
u is a column vector containing the friction force information:

fn
u = [fn

w]+ �

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

...

ϕN

(
vn

rel,N

)
...

ϕF

(
vn

rel,F

)
ϕB

(
vn

rel,B

)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(55a)

vn
rel,N = δt·un (55b)

vn
rel,F = hδt·

(
jn
F
Tun
)
− δt·un

F (55c)

vn
rel,B = hδt·

(
jn
B
Tun
)
− δt·un

B (55d)

where ϕN , ϕF and ϕB are defined in Section 2.5. One can define a vector relative velocity:

vn
rel =

[(
vn

rel,N

)T |vn
rel,F|vn

rel,B

]T
(56)

Finally, a matrix equation describes the evolution of the horizontal displacements un
F and un

B of
the finger and bow, respectively:

MFBδttu
n
FB = KFBμt·un

FB − λFBδt·un
FB + fn

uFB + fn
ext u,FB (57a)

KFB =

[
KF 0
0 0

]
(57b) λFB =

[
λF 0
0 λB

]
(57c) un

FB =

[
un

F
un

B

]
(57d)

fn
uFB = [fn

wFB]+ �
[
ϕF(vn

rel,F)

ϕB(vn
rel,B)

]
(57e) fn

ext u,FB =

[
0

f n
ext u,B

]
(57f)
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where the 2-point averaging operator μt· is used as a means to avoid restricting the stability limit of
this scheme any further; this aspect will be developed in Section 3.5.4.

3.5. Energy Analysis

The results of Section 2.6 can be transferred to discrete time, and the energy exchanges going on in
the system can be monitored at all times during the simulation. An energy balance equation is derived
between the energy of the closed system (Hn) and the power brought in and out, by external excitation
(Pn) and damping Qn. The maintenance of this energy balance is a means to ensure a stable algorithm.

3.5.1. Vertical Polarisation

For the vertical polarisation, multiplying Equation (47) by h (δt·wn)T and Equation (53a) by(
δt·wn

FB
)T gives the power balance:

δt−Hn
w = Pn

w − Qn
w (58)

The numerical energy Hn
w is defined as:

Hn
w = Hn

w,s + Hn
Φ (59a)

Hn
w,s =

ρh
2
|δt+wn|2 + Th

2
(Dx−wn)TDx−wn+1 +

EI0h
2

(Dxxwn)TDxxwn+1

− λ2ρkh
4

|δt+Dx−wn|2 (59b)

Hn
Φ = hTμt+Φn +

1
2
(MFBδt+wn

FB)
T
δt+wn

FB (59c)

where h = [. . . h . . . |1|1]T.
The power Pn

w supplied or withdrawn through excitation is:

Pn
w = (δt·wn

FB)
T fn

ext w,FB − h
(
(μt·wn)T (δt·Jn)

)
fn

w (60)

The power Qn
w � 0 dissipated through damping is:

Qn
w = Qn

w,s + Qn
Ψ (61a)

Qn
w,s = λ1ρh|δt·wn|2 + λ2ρh|δt·Dx−wn|2 (61b)

Qn
Ψ = (h � δt·Δn)T ((δt·Δn)� Ψn) (61c)

In the absence of external excitation, the numerical energy Hn
w is strictly decreasing.

3.5.2. Horizontal Polarisation

On the other hand, the product of Equation (54a) by h (δt·un)T, and that of Equation (57a) by(
δt·un

FB
)T, yield a numerical power balance for the horizontal polarisation:

δt−Hn
u = Pn

u − Qn
u (62)

where the numerical energy Hn
u is defined as:
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Hn
u = Hn

u,s + Hn
u,FB (63a)

Hn
u,s =

ρh
2
|δt+un|2 + Th

2
(Dx−un)TDx−un+1 +

EI0h
2

(Dxxun)TDxxun+1

− λ2ρkh
4

|δt+Dx−un|2 (63b)

Hn
u,FB =

1
2
(MFBδt+un

FB)
T
δt+un

FB +
1
2
μt+

(
(KFBun

FB)
T un

FB

)
(63c)

The power Pn
u brought in or out by the player excitation is:

Pn
u = h

(
(μt·un)T (δt·Jn)

)
fn

u + (δt·un
FB)

T fn
ext u,FB (64)

The power Qn
u � 0 dissipated by friction and damping is:

Qn
u = Qn

u,s + Qn
ϕ + Qn

u,FB (65a)

Qn
u,s = λ1ρh|δt·un|2 + λ2ρh|δt·Dx−un|2 (65b)

Qn
ϕ = (h � vn

rel)
T fn

u (65c)

Qn
u,FB = (λFBδt·uFB)

T δt·uFB (65d)

3.5.3. Global Power Balance

The total numerical energy Hn of the system is balanced by:

δt−Hn = Pn − Qn (66a)

Hn = Hn
u + Hn

w (66b) Pn = Pn
u + Pn

w (66c) Qn = Qn
u + Qn

w (66d)

3.5.4. Non-Negativity of the Numerical Energy and Stability Condition

The stability of this scheme now reduces to a condition on the non-negativity of Hn = Hn
w + Hn

u
at all times. For the vertical polarisation, as Φn � 0 by construction, it is straightforward to see from
Equation (59c) that Hn

Φ � 0; the modelling of collision interactions does not have an effect on numerical
stability. In the horizontal direction, Hn

u,FB � 0 follows directly from Equation (63c); the energy of
the finger and bow is unconditionally strictly positive, thanks to the use of the averaging operator in
Equation (57).

Hn � 0 is then equivalent to the isolated string energy being non-negative, that is Hn
w,s + Hn

u,s � 0.
This is only ensured at all times if both Hn

w,s � 0 and Hn
u,s � 0, which are verified for this particular

scheme under the same condition, linking the time step k and grid spacing h [18]:

h �

√√√√√1
2

⎛⎝Tk2

ρ
+ 2λ2k +

√(
Tk2

ρ
+ 2λ2k

)2

+ 16k2 EI0

ρ

⎞⎠ (67)

3.5.5. Invariant Quantity

Following Equation (66), the quantity En can be derived, that should remain constant throughout
the simulation:

En = Hn − k
n

∑
i=0

(
Pi − Qi

)
= H0 (68)

The variations of En should remain within machine accuracy, and can therefore be monitored
as a means of ensuring that the algorithm is running properly. Examining its components separately
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provides a practical visualisation of the energy exchanges between the various parts of the system
along time.

3.6. Scheme Update

As the horizontal friction forces depend on the normal contact forces, the vertical polarisation is
updated first. The resulting impact forces are then fed into the horizontal polarisation system, which is
subsequently updated.

3.6.1. Vertical Polarisation

Expanding the operators in Equations (47) and (53a), and combining Equations (49) and (51),
leads to a two-step recursion algorithm in vector-matrix form, to be updated at each time step n:

wn+1 = Bwn + Cwn−1 + Aμt·Jn
wfn

w (69a)

wn+1
FB = 2wn

FB − wn−1
FB + k2M−1

FB
(
fn

wFB + fn
ext w,FB

)
(69b)

where A is a constant, and B, C are matrices, written in terms of the physical parameters of the string,
the time step k, and the grid spacing h, through the spatial difference matrices:

A =
2k2

ρ(2 + λ1k)
(70a)

B =
2

2 + λ1k

(
2 +
(

Tk2

ρ
+ λ2k

)
Dxx − EI0k2

ρ
DxxDxx

)
(70b)

C =
2

2 + λ1k

(
λ1k
2

− 1 − λ2kDxx

)
(70c)

However, the nonlinearity of the contact model doesn’t allow for a simple explicit update.
Combining Equations (69a) and (69b), and rewriting in terms of Δn, leads to a nonlinear equation in
matrix form, in terms of the unknown vector rn = Δn+1 − Δn−1:

Λn
1 rn + Λn

2 fn
Φ + bn

w = 0 (71)

where the matrices Λn
1 , Λn

2 , and the vectors fn
Φ, bn are given by:

Λn
2 = Adiag(h)

(
Jn+1

w

)T
μt·Jn

w + k2Minv (72a)

Λn
1 = IN+1 +

1
2k

Λn
2 diag(Ψn) (72b)

fn
Φ =

δt·Φn

δt·Δn =
Φ(rn + Δn−1)− Φ(Δn−1)

rn (72c)

bn
w =

[
0N−1 | 2

(
wn

FB − wn−1
FB

)T
+ k2

(
M−1

FBfn
ext,FB

)T]T
+ diag

(
h
)((

Jn+1
w

)T (
Bwn + Cwn−1

)
−
(

Jn−1
w

)T
wn−1

)
(72d)

where Minv is a (ND + 1) × (ND + 1) matrix with M−1
FB at its bottom-right corner, and all zeros

elsewhere; 0N−1 is an all-zero row vector of length (ND − 1); and h = [. . . 1 . . . |h|h]T.
Equation (71) is resolved with an iterative nonlinear system solver.
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3.6.2. Horizontal Polarisation

Similarly to the vertical polarisation, a two-step recursion is derived from Schemes Equations (54a)
and (57a):

un+1 = Bun + Cun−1 − Aμt·Jn
ufn

u (73a)

un+1
FB = BFBun

FB + Cn−1
FB + k2M−1

FBAFB
(
fn

uFB + fn
ext u,FB

)
(73b)

where A, B, and C are the same as defined in Equation (70). AFB, BFB, and CFB are 2 × 2 matrices,
defined as:

AFB = 2
(

2MFB + k2KFB + kλFB

)−1
MFB (74a)

BFB = 2AFB (74b)

CFB =
1
2

AFB

(
−2MFB − k2KFB + kλFB

)
M−1

FB (74c)

Due to the friction linearity, the horizontal update is also implicit. Equations (73a) and (73b) can
be written as a nonlinear system in terms of the vector variable vn

rel:

vn
rel + Λn

3 fn
u + bn

u = 0 (75)

where the matrix Λn
3 , and the vector bn

u are defined as:

Λn
3 =

1
2k

(
Adiag

(
h
) (

Jn+1
u

)T
μt·Jn

u + Aobj

)
(76a)

bn
u =

1
2k

diag
(

h
)((

Jn−1
u

)T
un−1 −

(
Jn+1

u

)T (
Bun + Cun−1

))
+
[
0N−1| (bn

uFB)
T
]T

(76b)

bn
uFB =

1
2k

(
BFBun

FB + (CFB − I2)un−1
FB + AFBfn

ext u,FB

)
(76c)

where Aobj is a (ND + 1)× (ND + 1) matrix with AFB at its bottom-right corner and zeros elsewhere;
I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix.

3.6.3. Friedlander’s Construction and Pitch Flattening

Update Equation (75) is valid for the general case, for any friction curves obeying the condition
vϕ(v) � 0. However, it is important to note that whenever the bow does not share any contact
points with the fingers or the backboard (which is the case in most realistic playing scenarios), the last
equation of System Equation (75) (corresponding to the bow friction force) is decoupled from the rest
of the system. As a result, the bow friction nonlinearity, different in nature from that of the finger and
fingerboard, can be treated separately, by the means of solving the nonlinear scalar equation:

Given the known values bn
B and σn, Equation (77) is a scalar equation in terms of vn

rel,B only,
and can be solved with the help of Friedlander’s graphical construction [56]. Indeed, the solutions
to Equation (77) are the abscissas of the intersections of the friction curve ϕB(vn

rel,B) with the line

defined by ηB

(
vn

rel,B

)
= − 1

σn

(
vn

rel,B + bn
B

)
, as shown in Figure 6, with ϕB in black and ηB in blue, for

different values of bn
B. A solution on the vertical part of the curve corresponds to the sticking state

(vn
rel,B = 0); otherwise, the string is slipping against the bow (|vrel,B| > 0).

vn
rel,B + σnϕB(vn

rel,B) + bn
B = 0 (77)

where bn
B is the last element of bn, and σn is defined as:

σn =
hA
2k

(
jn+1
B

)T
μt·jn

B [ f n
B ]+ (78)
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Figure 6. Friedlander construction to solve for the bow relative velocity. The solutions for vn
rel,B lie

at the intersections of ϕB (black) and ηB (blue). Case (a): sticking; case (b): slipping. Under certain
conditions (case (c)), there are potentially multiple solutions; this ambiguity is resolved by choosing the
solution on the same branch of ϕB as the previous time step [40]. i. sticking; ii. slipping; iii. is always
unstable, and is not seen in bowed string motion.

As Figure 6 shows (case (c)), one must beware of the possibility of multiple solutions. With this
force-velocity curve model, this possibility, although seemingly brought about by the particular
discretisation chosen for the bowed string equations, does indeed resemble Friedlander’s so-called
ambiguity, giving rise to pitch flattening phenomena, as McIntyre et al. have deduced [40]. They showed
that the “correct” solution (Figure 6, i. and iii.) is the one that preserves the current oscillation phase
(sticking (Figure 6, i.) or slipping (Figure 6, ii.)) for the longest time, and that the “middle” solution
(Figure 6, iii.) is always physically unstable, and never seen in practice. This gives rise to hysteretic
behaviour: the relative velocity solution jumps back and forth between the two branches of ϕB at
different points depending on whether the transition is from stick to slip, or the other way around.
This shows as a lengthening of the stick/slip cycles, and therefore a flattening of the pitch. This effect
has later been found to be due to the naturally hysteretic thermal behaviour of the melting rosin, which
is somewhat approximated by the hysteresis rule on the simpler friction curve model [42].

As can be seen in Figure 6, multiple solutions can only arise if the (negative) slope of ηB is small
enough, provided by the condition:

− 1
σn � min

(
ϕ′

B
)

(79)

From Equation (78), it can be seen that for a given virtual string, as jn
B is normalised at all times,

the variations of σn are directly proportional to those of the normal bow force: as
[

f n
B
]
+ increases, −1

σn

increases. The pitch flattening effect therefore is, for this scheme, a result of pushing down too strongly
on the bow; this is indeed what can be observed in real bowed string playing. An expression can be
derived for the minimal bow force beyond which this effect can occur; Appendix demonstrates that,
for an ideal bowed string, the condition on this minimal force derived analytically by Friedlander is
found to be the same as that obtained with a similar finite difference scheme as that used in this work,
at the stability limit. This is an encouraging indicator of the validity of using a physical hysteresis
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rule such as that used by McIntyre et al. to resolve this seemingly numerical ambiguity, albeit not a
definite proof that the minimal bow force expression will be the same, in practice, for different choices
of discretisation.

The implementation of the various cases is greatly beneficial for reducing computational time;
indeed, the slipping phase only lasts for a fraction of a complete cycle, therefore the equation
becomes linear (and trivial to solve) in most cases, no longer requiring a computationally expensive
iterative solver.

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Control Parameters

The first aspect of user control for this model lies in the physical parameters of the system.
Provided that algorithmic stability is ensured, the end user has total and independent control over all
of the physical parameters defined in this work. The measurements mentioned in Section 2.3 can be
used as a sort of safeguard, if one is concerned with synthesising realistic bowed string instrument
sounds; the more adventurous composer can experiment with different parameters, not limited by
physical constraints. It is important to note that because of the nature of bowed string playing, unusual
combinations of physical parameters may drastically limit playability.

The second aspect is gesture control, defined by two sets of dynamically varying parameters
(three for the bow, two for the finger):

• Bow parameters:

– bow position along the string, closer to or further away from the bridge
– bow downwards force (denoted by “bowing pressure” in most papers)
– bow tangential force, which will determine the bowing velocity (and, in turn, the amplitude

of bowed string motion)

• Finger parameters:

– finger position along the string, determining the (possibly varying) pitch of the resulting note
– finger downwards force, which can be used to capture the string against the fingerboard, or

to lightly push the finger against the string for playing natural harmonics

These five gestural parameters are fed into the algorithm as time series. Their value at a certain
time is determined with the help of a score file, defining breakpoint functions for every one of them.
The resulting piecewise linear time series can be modified at will; a representative example is the
addition of an oscillatory term in the finger position function, so as to simulate a vibrato sound (see
Section 4.3).

All the simulations presented here are run at audio sample rate (Fs = 44.1 kHz, with the exception
of those for which spectrograms are computed, where the sampling rate has been increased in order to
enhance the spectrogram resolution), as close as possible to the stability limit. The output waveform
is read as the displacement of the last mobile point of the string before the bridge termination.
Accompanying simulation videos and synthetic sounds are available online [41].

4.2. Bowed String Motion

As the bow is driven by the external force f n
ext u,B, and not an imposed velocity, the amplitude and

shape of the force signal to send into the bow is at first less intuitive to gauge. However, while a full
parameter exploration study is definitely worth considering (with regards to playability and transient
quality; see e.g., [24]), minimal trial and error allowed to successfully reproduce the standard, periodic
Helmholtz motion [57] of the bowed string, as well as other typical oscillation states under realistic
bowing conditions.

For a given bow-bridge distance and bow velocity, if the player presses the bow too strongly for
the returning Helmholtz corner to detach it from the string, the model produces raucous motion, as
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predicted by Schelleng [21]. If the string is bowed too lightly for it to stick to it for a whole nominal
period, the synthesised bowed string motion has the characteristics of multiple slipping. Figure 7
shows the simulated typical sawtooth waveform associated with the Helmholtz motion, the split
sawtooth associated with multiple slipping, and the rough, aperiodic waveform resulting from raucous
motion of the string.
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Figure 7. Different simulated waveforms on a cello G string, with fixed bow position xB = 0.851L m,
bow tangential force fext u,B = 4.4 N, and bow downwards force fext w,B = −3 N (Helmholtz motion,
(a)), fext w,B = −0.5 N (multiple slipping, (b)), and fext w,B = −3.8 N (raucous motion, (c)).

4.3. Gesture-Based Sound Synthesis

Modelling of the fingerboard, as well as that of the two-polarisation dynamics of the left hand
finger and the bow, allows the simulation of a broad range of the bowed string player’s gestures.
Figure 8 illustrates the start of a typical simulated gesture.

4.3.1. Varying Bow Forces and Position

As long as the combination of bow force and bow position along the string stays within the
Schelleng-like triangular area allowing to produce a stable tone, the bow control parameters can be
varied across the simulation, while keeping the Helmholtz motion sustained. This allows for dynamic
variations of a note’s timbre and loudness, directly mapped to the same parameters that a player
would handle on a real instrument (as opposed to a more abstract representation of their influence
over the output sound), greatly enhancing the expressiveness of the synthetic sound. For instance,
a sharper, more brilliant sound can be achieved by bowing the string closer to the bridge; loudness is
controlled by adjusting the bow tangential force, determining the bow transverse velocity. Figure 9
shows the complex spectral variations associated with dynamic changes in the bow downwards force,
tangential force, and position along the string, during a simple synthesised bowed string gesture.
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Figure 8. Typical gesture simulation. A finger (a) captures the string against the fingerboard (b);
the bow then comes down (c), and starts bowing across (d). The string is excited along its speaking
length, and some residual oscillations are observed between the nut and the finger.

4.3.2. Moving Finger

Like the bow, the left hand finger can be moved along the string while pressed down against the
fingerboard. It is therefore straightforward to introduce gestures such as glissando, where the finger
slides up or down along a significant portion of the string, and vibrato, by oscillating the finger along a
central position, at a sub-audio rate. Figure 10 shows the spectrogram for a glissando gesture, followed
by a vibrato; the associated finger position is displayed underneath the spectrogram for reference.

4.3.3. Natural Harmonics

If the finger downwards force is set small enough so that the string does not touch the fingerboard,
but large enough so that the finger has a grip on the string, it is possible to bow natural harmonics by
placing the finger at an integer ratio of the string length.
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Figure 9. Spectrogram of the synthetic sound produced by bowing a cello string with varying
downwards force f n

ext w, tangential force f n
ext u, and position along the string xn

B. Higher harmonics
appear when increasing the bow force and bowing closer to the bridge ((i), between the two purple
dashed lines). A bow tangential force increase does not influence the spectral content of the sound, but
increases its global amplitude ((ii), between the two red dashed lines). The free string oscillations decay
as soon as the bow is lifted up (iii). The green dashed line marks the start of steady-state bowing.

4.3.4. Bouncing Bow

The bow spontaneously bounces against the string, if the initial vertical bow velocity is high
enough (that is if the bow is pushed down on the string too fast, typically with a downwards initial
velocity of 1–10 m/s), and the downwards force f n

ext w,B is too small to immediately compensate
the restoring force due to the tension of the string. Figure 11 shows the resulting waveform, with
alternation of sustained oscillations when the bow is in contact with the string, and decaying free
string oscillations. With more refined control over the gesture parameters, it is indeed possible to
simulate spiccato playing.
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Figure 10. Spectrogram (a) of a synthesised gesture, showing a glissando along a cello string followed
by a vibrato, accompanied the by variations of the finger position (b).
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Figure 11. Bow bouncing against a violin string. The shaded areas are those where the bow is in
contact with the string; elsewhere, the free string oscillations decay. Note the rounding of the waveform
moments after the bow detaches itself, due to frequency-dependent loss modelling. The bow bouncing
frequency is related to the bow parameters (MB, KB, αB, βB).

4.3.5. Rattling

In the absence of a bow, the string can be “plucked” by either initialising the string displacement
away from its resting position, or feeding an external force signal in the form of a raised half-cosine
into the string at the desired plucking position [39]. If the string is plucked hard enough in both
polarisations at the same point, that is equivalent to pulling the string both aside and away from the
fingerboard, it will both collide and rub against the fingerboard; the resulting sound is that of the string
rattling against the fingerboard, as can be heard in some double bass techniques. Pizzicato playing is
achieved with a lighter pluck.
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4.4. Energy Balance

To demonstrate the balanced numerical energy of the system, we monitor the variations of the
quantity En defined in Equation (68) along a bowed string simulation, where the bow and finger
positions, forces, and the bow tangential force are all time-varying. We normalise En with respect
to the mean energy H̄n, averaged over the duration of the simulation. As seen in Figure 12b, En is
invariant until the 10th significant digit. The finite error tolerance for the nonlinear system solvers, as
well as the accumulation of round-off error, seem to prevent reaching true floating point accuracy.
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Figure 12. Numerical energy balance for the whole system. (a) in both polarisations, the energy
is balanced at all times by the cumulative supplied and withdrawn power; (b) the total energy is
conserved to the 10th significant digit, when normalised with respect to the mean energy. The apparent
trend is due to accumulated round-off error.

5. Discussion

This work introduces a novel two polarisation bowed string physical model, including nonlinear
damped contact and friction interactions with one bow, one stopping finger, and the distributed
fingerboard. An energy-balanced finite difference scheme was presented, resulting in a two-step
time recursion.

The inclusion of lumped and distributed interactions with the player (through the bow and finger)
and fingerboard allows for simulating full articulated gestures in a relatively instinctive and concrete
way, without having to rely on somewhat abstract hypotheses — an eloquent example being the finger
model, that accounts for several important phenomena that would be difficult (impossible in fact, for
some) to model with a simple absorbing string termination. Here, the simple action of pushing a finger
down onto the string results in damped dynamic behaviour in both polarisations, variations of the
string’s speaking length, possible slipping of the string while captured, while the portion of the string
between the nut and finger is still realistically oscillating, and responding to the excitation.

However, an important aspect of gestural control in bowed string playing resides in real-time
adjustments of playing parameters during note production. The musician relies on immediate feedback
from his instrument, adapting its playing accordingly. Our model, even with the aforementioned
possible optimisations, does not run in real-time, making gesture design rather difficult. An interesting
study could make use of recorded data from sensors during various gestures, feeding them as time
series into the model, rather than our current breakpoint functions. This would help calibrate the
model, on the string side as well as for the gestural functions [15,35].
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The adaptation of this work to the more realistic case of multiple fingers (and, why not, multiple
bows) is trivial, as well as the design of a multiple string environment. The mutual coupling of
such strings is the obvious next step, moving towards the design of a full instrument, where strings
communicate with a flexible body and with each other through a bridge. The simulated body will
eventually take a great part in both the virtual instrument’s playability, introducing vibrations feeding
back into the strings, and the realism of the synthetic sound; to address the latter, and get a glimpse at
the potential of a full instrument model, we have convolved a dry output signal from this string model
with the impulse response of a cello body, a principle that is still used to this day for high quality sound
synthesis [58]. The resulting sound example can be found online, amongst other relevant samples
obtained from the model [41].
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Appendix

Consider the simplifiedsystem of an ideal string, coupled to a pointwise bow at constant position
xB, with constant velocity vB, pushing down with a constant force fB. Using the same notations as
established in Section 2, the transverse displacement of the string u(x, t) obeys:

ρ∂2
t u = T∂2

xu − JB fBϕB(vrel,B) (A1)

where JB(x) = δ (x − xB) is a Dirac delta function, and vrel,B(t) is defined as:

vrel,B(t) =
∫
D

JB(x, t)u̇(x, t)dx − vB(t) = u̇(xB, t)− vB(t) (A2)

System Equation (A1) can be discretised as:

ρδttu
n = TDxxun − jB fBϕB(vn

rel,B) (A3a) vn
rel,B = hjB

Tδt·un − vB (A3b)

The stability condition for this scheme can straightforwardly be deduced from that of the full
system Equation (67):

h � ck ⇔ λ � 1 (A4a) λ =
h
ck

(A4b) c =

√
T
ρ

(A4c)

Equation (A3a) can be rearranged to derive an update equation for un+1:

un+1 =

(
2 +

Tk2

ρ
Dxx

)
un − un−1 − k2

ρ
jB fBϕB(vn

rel,B) (A5)

Rewriting Equation (A5) in terms of vn
rel,B yields the following nonlinear equation:

vn
rel,B + σϕB(vn

rel,B) + b = 0 (A6)

where σ and b are constants given by:
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σ =
k

2ρ
‖jB‖2 fB (A7a)

b = vB − h
2k

jB
T
((

2 +
Tk2

ρ
Dxx

)
un − 2un−1

)
(A7b)

The Friedlander construction, detailed in Section 3.6.3, can be used again, giving a condition on σ

so that the solution of Equation (A6) is unique:

− 1
σ
� min(ϕ′

B) ⇒ k � − 2ρ
min(ϕ′

B)‖jB‖2 fB
(A8)

Suppose that jB is normalised as usual, so that h‖jB‖2 = 1. Bound Equation (A8) now becomes:

fB � 2cρλ
−min(ϕ′

B)
(A9)

which is independent of the bow velocity. With the friction curve defined in Equation (17a),
−min(ϕ′

B) = 44.5. The minimum bow force beyond which pitch flattening occurs therefore only
depends on the string’s physical parameters, and the Courant number λ.

Scheme Equation (A3a), without the bow force term, can be proved to provide the exact solution
for the 1D wave equation, when the grid spacing and time step are set at the stability limit, that is
λ = 1 ([18], pp. 133–136). In this limit, adding the bow model yields a bound on fB that is indeed the
same as that found analytically by Friedlander [56], and such a bound does not seem to vanish, even
when the time step and grid spacing are made very small (keeping λ constant).
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Abstract: Many systems featuring nonlinearities and delay-free loops are of interest in digital audio,
particularly in virtual analog and physical modeling applications. Many of these systems can be posed
as systems of implicitly related ordinary differential equations. Provided each equation in the network
is itself an explicit one, straightforward numerical solvers may be employed to compute the output
of such systems without resorting to linearization or matrix inversions for every parameter change.
This is a cheap and effective means for synthesizing delay-free, nonlinear systems without resorting
to large lookup tables, iterative methods, or the insertion of fictitious delay and is therefor suitable
for real-time applications. Several examples are shown to illustrate the efficacy of this approach.
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1. Introduction

There are certain continuous-time systems that are of interest to computer musicians, that
contain a delay-free loop—instantaneous feedback from the output to the input. These are said
to be ‘non-computable loops’ because in order to process the input, one needs to know the output,
which hasn’t been computed yet.

The most straightforward way to deal with this problem is to insert a small amount of delay in
the feedback loop. This was done, for example, in one of the earliest considerations of digitizing the
Moog ladder filter [1]. In that case, the analog circuitry under consideration contains a delay-free path
from output to input in its continuous-time block diagram. The authors add unit delay (z−1) to the
structure in order to make it computable (Figure 1). This has the unwanted side-effect, however, of
coupling the resonance parameter of the filter to the parameter governing cutoff frequency.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Continuous-time (a) and discrete time (b) block diagrams of the Moog ladder filter after
Stilson and Smith, 1996 [1].
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The circuit emulation software SPICE (Simulation Program with INtegrated Circuit Emphasis) [2]
can compute systems with delay-free loops through the use of iterative solvers. SPICE is very robust
and is still the gold standard against which to demonstrate accuracy in virtual analog literature. It is
not, however, well suited for virtual instrument design since it is not meant to be run in real-time. It is
also unsuitable for describing systems that are not represent-able as electrical circuits.

A class of structures that can also emulate circuits (and other things) in real-time are wave digital
filters (WDFs). WDFs were first introduced in the early 1970’s [3] and have been the subject of a steady
stream of study since then. More recently, there has been increased development of WDF theory in the
digital audio community, particularly in circuit simulation applications [4–6], but in virtual acoustics
as well [7–9]. Until very recently, however, WDF theory was not sufficient for representing systems
involving delay-free loops. To this end, the K-method [10] has been suggested as a means of solving
coupled, multivariate nonlinearities in WDFs [11,12].

Interestingly, the K-method was originally proposed in [10] as a means of eliminating delay-free
loops in virtual acoustic models. Nevertheless, it and its variants are frequently used in circuit
simulation applications [13–15]. The K-method operates on dynamical state-space systems that are of
the form:

ẋ = Ax + Bu + Ci(v) (1)

y = Dx + Eu + Fi(v) (2)

v = Lx + Mu + Ni(v) (3)

where x is the ‘state’, u is an input vector, y is the output and i is a nonlinear vector function of v.
After discretizing the system, the nonlinearity in Equation (3) can be solved with an iterative

solver such as Newton-Raphson method. Furthermore multidimensional lookup tables can be
pre-computed to avoid convergence issues, rendering the solution more suitable to real-time
computation. The method also requires discretizing Equation (1) (e.g., with Backward Euler or
the trapezoidal rule). A consequence of this is that if an adjustable parameter presents itself in the
discretized version of matrix A it may be the case that multiple matrix inversions need to be performed
in order to find the correct discretized coefficients that correspond to B, C, etc. There are times when
analysis can resolve this issue (as in [15]), but this can potentially lead to significant slowdown if
controllable parameters are desired.

If i is linear or if it is a low order polynomial, an exact solution be found to the system and
resorting to such methods may not be necessary. However, this is not always the case. We present
several examples from a class of nonlinear dynamical systems with delay-free loops that can be
solved explicitly without resorting to iteration, tabulation or frequent re-calculation of filter coefficients.
Namely, we examine systems in which each node of the network is expressed as an ordinary differential
equation (ODE). Consider, for example:

ẋ = f1(x, y, u) (4)

ẏ = f2(x, y, u), (5)

where x and y are states, fi are functions (perhaps nonlinear) and u is some (perhaps 0 valued) input.
Equations (4) and (5) differ from Equations (1)–(3) in that in Equations (4) and (5), each equation is

an explicit ODE whereas only Equation (1) in the other system is a differential one. Most importantly,
i is not an ODE and Equation (3) is implicit (v is a function of itself). On the other hand, since
Equations (4) and (5) are both explicit ODEs, they can be directly solved using explicit numerical
methods. Since numerical solvers to ODEs can compute both x and y, the fact that both variables are fed
back to the nonlinear functions f1 and f2 in a delay-free loop does not doom us to non-computability.
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2. Methods

The solver used in each example below is explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4):

xi(n + 1) = xi(n) +
h
6
(ki1 + 2ki2 + 2ki3 + ki4) (6)

ki1 = vi(n) (7)

ki2 = vi(n) +
h
2

ki1 (8)

ki3 = vi(n) +
h
2

ki2 (9)

ki4 = vi(n) + hki3. (10)

The subscript i in Equations (6)–(10) is to indicate that there can be N functions ( fi) with inputs
vi—which is some computable value. Each node (each ODE that we solve for) has only one output
value (the updated state at time xi(n + 1), but the value vi, which we take to be an ‘input’ to the ODE,
can be any parameterized combination, linear or not, of all the xi states in the network; and, if desired,
external input.

The time-step h used here is simply the inverse of the sampling frequency: h = 1/48, 000 for most
of the examples shown below. RK4 is chosen because it is explicit, commonly used, and fourth order
accurate. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe the accuracy and numerical stability of RK4
and compare it to other, similar solvers. The curious reader may be referred to chapter 3 in [16] for a
thorough investigation of this topic as it pertains to audio synthesis. It is worth noting, however, that
RK4 does not always guarantee stability.

Using a C language application programming interface (API) written by the author, a system
of interconnected ODEs can be declared and (through the use of helper functions) passed to an
implementation of RK4 that will solve each network node xi(n + 1) at every time-step. The API
also allows for control objects (for adjusting function parameters) to be declared. These can then
be manipulated in real-time while the audio engine is running. This API was used to create a Pure
Data [17] (Pd) extern to produce the data shown in the examples below. As a creation argument, the
extern takes the path to a shared object (a compiled C file with loadable functions) which specifies
the functions to be solved, the network topology, and any required control inputs to adjust function
parameters. The extern automatically creates the correct number of inlets and outlets and control values
can be passed via Pd’s messaging system. Having such an infrastructure for designing, controlling
and solving systems such as that given in Equations (4) and (5) is a potentially powerful tool for
computer musicians.

This technique of declaring a system of inter-connected ODEs to a software application which
will then compute the solution to each node on the network is referred to as ‘unsampled digital
synthesis’ (UDS) in a recent paper given at the 2015 International Computer Music Conference [18].
The application of numerical solvers to ODEs is not new in digital audio. The technique has been
used, for example, to model diodes in guitar distortion circuitry [19,20]. Furthermore, such a scheme
is essentially a subset of the more general family of techniques known as finite difference methods,
whose use in digital audio applications is well studied [21].

3. Results

Below are a number of examples of sound synthesis routines that are networks of coupled ODEs
solved using RK4.
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3.1. Basic Example: Simple Harmonic Motion

Simple harmonic motion can be modeled as a spring-mass mechanism. In this model, the
acceleration of the mass is proportional to its position. The proportion depends on the value of the
mass and the stiffness of the spring:

m
d2x
dt

= −kx(t) (11)

here, m is the mass, and k is the spring constant. Since we will consistently be relating rates of change
over time, we will drop the time variable t when speaking of these dynamical models. We will use the
conventional ‘dot’ notation to denote the time derivative.

Equation (11) is a second order differential equation, but we may render it a first order system in
the usual way:

ẋ = yv

ẏv = − k
m x

(12)

In this formulation the introduced variable yv is the velocity of the system. By scaling this variable
by the resonant angular frequency, we arrive at a more symmetrical form in which both x and the
variable y are now in the same units (position):

ẋ = ωy (13)

ẏ = −ωx (14)

The frequency of this system is f = ω/2π Hz. We note that Equations (13) and (14) is an equivalent
system to the the one given in Equation (11) when ω =

√
k/m. Differentiating Equation (13) yields

ẍ = ωẏ and substituting Equation (14) for ẏ yields ẍ = −ω2x. The outputs of this system (which we
are interested in hearing) are the changing values x and y, which we get by integrating (in this case
with RK4) ẋ and ẏ.

The amplitude and initial phase of the system are given by initial conditions. The amplitude is

simply A =
√

x2
0 + y2

0 and the phase is φ = tan −1(y/x).
This implementation of simple harmonic motion is not new in digital audio. Mathews and

Smith used oscillators in a similar form to design high-Q bandpass filters [22]; and, this oscillator is
analyzed quite thoroughly in Chapter 3 of [21]. In that work it is presented as a basic building block
for lumped networks.

By way of contrast, a more frequent implementation of a harmonic oscillator is the lookup
oscillator (also called a wavetable oscillator). This consists of a phase signal that references values
in a pre-computed table containing one period of a sinusoidal waveform. Oscillators of this variety
are covered in most any introductory text to digital audio, for example Chapter 2 in [23]. The lookup
oscillator can be generalized to lookup any arbitrary waveform, but we restrict ourselves to the
sinusoidal case:

x(n) = sin(ωφ(n)) (15)

where φ(n) is a phase signal and (as usual) ω = 2π f .

3.2. Reciprocal Sync

Oscillator ‘sync’ is a classic technique from modular analog systems in which a ‘slave’ oscillator
has its phase reset to 0 if another ‘master’ oscillator’s output crosses a certain threshold θ. This is a
convenient way to create spectrally rich, periodic output.

If this routine is computed with lookup oscillators, the order of operations is important.
Depending on whether or not the output of the master or slave oscillator is computed first, the output
waveforms will be different. This scheduling issue, which results from delay in the feedback loop
(depicted in Figure 2a), suggests that lookup oscillators are not ideal for representing two oscillators
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that sync each other in a tight feedback loop. However, if we model each oscillator as a dynamical
system as in Equations (13) and (14), the discrete output of the whole system is computed at once.
That is to say, there is no delay between the output of one oscillator and the input of another, as in
Figure 2b.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Block diagrams showing the signal flow for reciprocal sync. Using dyamical oscillators.
(a) Using lookup oscillators; (b) Using dyamical oscillators.

Using a sync rule, we may couple two digital ODE + RK4 oscillators. The rule is that if the state
of xi for one of the oscillators crosses a threshold, the phase of the other will re-initialize. In the case of
oscillator 1:

ẋ1 =

{
ωy1 if x2 < θ1

g1(0 − x1) if x2 ≥ θ1
(16)

ẏ1 =

{
−ωx1 if x2 < θ1

g1(−1 − y1) if x2 ≥ θ1
(17)

where there is another master/slave oscillator with a subscript of 2.
This is simply a nonlinear modification to the Equations (13) and (14). Here, gi is a gain factor

that speeds the return to the ‘zero’ phase (xi = 0, yi = −1). This rule is necessary, because if we are
computing our state updates by adding approximate integrations of time derivatives (which is exactly
what we do with RK4), then there is no simple way to describe instantaneous jumps from one state to
another one that is far away. In the regime of reciprocal sync, each oscillator is both master and slave
to the other. As can be seen in Figure 3, our dynamical models shows chaotic behavior which does not
appear at all in the lookup oscillator implementation.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. The output of (a) two digital lookup oscillators in a tight sync loop and (b) another pair given
Equations (16) and (17) fed to the fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) method for solution. (a) 950 Hz and
900 Hz digital lookup oscillators in reciprocal sync. θ = 0.9; (b) The same parameters but using the
dynamical model in Equations (16) and (17).
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3.3. Reciprocal Frequency Modulation

Frequency Modulation (FM) is a tried and true computer audio technique that has been used to
simulate the human voice and many other real musical instruments [24]. In FM the scaled output of
one oscillator (the modulator) affects the frequency of another (the carrier). In continuous-time, it can
be expressed:

x(t) = cos(ωct + A sin(ωmt)) (18)

where A is the so-called modulation index, ωc = 2π fc is the angular frequency of the carrier, and
ωm = 2π fm is the angular frequency of the modulator. A lookup oscillator digitization of Equation (18)
would be:

x(n) = cos(ωφ(n) + Ap(n)) (19)

where p(n) is simply the output of some other oscillator of the form shown in Equation (15).
The frequencies in the spectrum of the carrier oscillator are predictable depending on ωc and ωm.
If ωc and ωm are harmonically related, so are the resulting sidebands (the effects of foldover excepted).
The amplitudes of these sidebands depend on A. For a thorough discussion, consult Chapter 5.5
in [23] or any other introductory text on digital audio effects. The implementation in Equation (19) is
more precisely called ‘phase modulation’, because the phase signal is modulated [25].

We can implement a reciprocal FM network by again modifying the Equations (13) and (14) and
solving with RK4.

ẋi = (ωi + λi)yi (20)

ẏi = −(ωi + λi)xi (21)

here, there are any number of oscillators that modulate one another, and λi is some linear combination
of (the x part of) each other’s outputs:

λi = αi1x1 + αi2x2 . . . αijxj (22)

The coefficients αij define the index of modulation acting on the frequency of oscillator i by
oscillator j.

If we wish to modulate the modulating oscillator with the output of the carrier as in Figure 4,
lookup oscillators will be insufficient for the same reasons as described above in the case of reciprocal
sync. However we can incorporate a delay-free loop between oscillators by using RK4 to solve for any
number of oscillators expressed by Equations (20)–(22).

Figure 4. Signal flow diagram for a reciprocal frequency modulation (FM) scheme without delay.

Figures 5a and 5b compare reciprocal FM implemented as ODEs and as lookup oscillators. As the
plots show, delay (in this case 0.0208 ms which is 1 sample at 48 kHz) between the lookup oscillators
in a reciprocal FM network creates inharmonic distortion that is similar to broadband noise at higher
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modulation indices. On the contrary the ODE + RK4 implementation produces very different results.
Broadband noise does not appear, and in the harmonic case, a low frequency periodicity emerges.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Spectrograms of (a) reciprocal frequency modulation using lookup oscillators of frequencies
800 Hz and 777 Hz in the top and 800 Hz and 600 Hz in the bottom; In (b) the same network with the
same frequencies, but using the ODE (ordinary differential equation) + RK4 implementation. In all
four plots the modulation index of the 800 Hz oscillator is held fixed while the other modulation index
is swept upwards.

The meaning of the modulation index is very different in the two implementations. The values
given in Figure 5 were chosen by ear and by examining magnitude spectra so that they were roughly
equivalent. There is a complex and nonlinear relationship between the equivalent indices in the two
implementations.

As a final note, feedback FM (FBFM) has been known for some time [26]. FBFM differs from
reciprocal FM in that FBFM needs only one lookup oscillator whose delayed output modulates its own
phase input signal. As in the case with reciprocal FM, FBFM will cause a great deal of aliasing and
foldover at higher indices and this comes across as broadband noise (Figure 6). In the ODE + RK4
implementation of FBFM we instead see that higher modulation indices bring about a flattening effect
along with increased harmonic energy.

Figure 6. Sweeping the modulation index in feedback FM.
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3.4. A Bowed Oscillator

In addition to arranging simple harmonic oscillators in delay-free feedback networks, we may
use ODEs and RK4 as a means of introducing physically motivated nonlinearities. As an example,
consider a harmonic oscillator driven by friction—such as a point on a bowed violin string.

The physics of bow-string interaction is well understood [27–29]. The effect of the bow on the
point of bowing is usually modeled through a nonlinear function which is coupled to the point of
bowing (here given as a single oscillator). The motion of this oscillator is

ü = −ω2u − FbΦ(v − vb) (23)

In this model u is displacement of the oscillator, f = ω/2π is the fundamental frequency, Fb is
the force of the bow divided by mass (which is a quantity we neglect to include in our model in favor
of using ω =

√
k/m), v is the oscillator’s velocity, vb is the velocity of the bow, and Φ is a nonlinear

friction model such as:
Φ(vrel) =

√
2avrele−2av2

rel+1/2 (24)

where a is a coefficient of friction and vrel = v − vb.
As is the case with the second order spring-mass system given in Equation (11), we can re-write

Equation (23) as a pair of ODEs:
ẏ = −ω2x − FbΦ(y − vb)

ẋ = y
(25)

and solve with RK4.
A slightly different form of this model is discussed in Chapter 3 of [21]. There, the linear part of

Equation (23) is solved with Backward Euler, and the nonlinearity Φ is solved with Newton-Raphson.
This requires, of course, that Φ be differentiable and that the derivative be determined prior to
computation. Furthermore, Newton-Raphson is an iterative solver so it may not be appropriate for
real-time implementation due to convergence issues. These two implementations are compared in
Figure 7. The code used to generate the Newton-Raphson version of the system was taken directly
from Appendix A in [21].

(a) (b)

Figure 7. The bowed oscillator model given here (solved with RK4) and that given in [21]. In both
implementations, oscillator frequency f = 200, Fb = 500, vb = .2 and a = 100. (a) The system
given in Equation (25) solved using RK4; (b) Using Newton-Raphson and Backward Euler to solve
Equation (23).
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Since RK4 puts us in a position to solve the system without having to differentiate Φ, we are free to
experiment with friction models that are discontinuous. For example, we may study the discontinuous
friction model given by

Φ(vrel) = sign(vrel)e−a|vrel | (26)

A comparison of the bowed oscillator using this friction models and the one given in Equation (24)
are compared for various values of a in Figure 8.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. RK4 solving Equations (25) using (a) the continuous friction model in Equation (24) and
(b) Equation (26). (a) Differentiable friction model; (b) Discontinuous friction model.

3.5. The Moog Ladder Filter

As an example of a musically interesting application of ODES and RK4 in audio synthesis
that is not based on harmonic motion, we return to the ‘ladder filter’ invented by Robert Moog in
1965 [30]. This filter has been subject to numerous studies since [1]. Most digitizations use the bilinear
transform [31] or some similar procedure [32] to discretize the linear portion (small signal response) of
the analog transfer function. As mentioned above, since there is feedback in the circuit, digitizations of
this filter often include unit sample feedback (z−1). Again, this is problematic because the delay couples
the gain parameter g (which controls the cutoff frequency of the filter) to the resonance parameter r
(which controls the bandwidth of the filter). This causes additional phase shifting so that effect of the
resonance parameter varies with frequency and vice versa. Many adjustments have been suggested
to ameliorate this artifact of digitization [33] or to avoid the addition of delay to the feedback part of
the filter without resorting to iteration. Examples of this include solution through the use of Volterra
series [34,35] and linear compensation filters [36].

The Moog ladder filter is a four-pole network, wherein the voltage across each stage is defined:

ẏi = ω(tanh(yi−1)− tanh(yi)) (27)

where r is the gain that governs the cutoff frequency of the filter, ẏi is the change in voltage across
stage i, yi is the present voltage across stage i, and yi−1 is the present voltage across the previous stage
for i = 1, 2, 3. Ideally, the cutoff frequency has a ratio of fc = ω/2π Hz for all frequencies.

Since each stage of the filter shifts the input signal phase by π/4 radians, the output of the filter is
inverted and fed back into the input to create resonance. So, for i = 0 we have:

ẏ0 = ω(tanh(Vin − rV3)− tanh(V0)) (28)
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when r = 4, the filter saturates and will oscillate on its own. In the results presented here, we simply
plug Equations (27) and (28) into RK4 and grind out the samples. As indicated by the results, no
further analysis, linearization, or digitization than this is necessary to achieve good results.

Figure 9a shows a comparison of measured frequency and amplitude for impulses fed to the filter
tuned to various values for the parameter fc. This compare favorably with the results presented in [32]
where compensation for the zero introduced by unit delay in the feedback path results in unbounded
amplitude growth at higher values of fc. The relationship between fc and the measured frequency
peaks in Figure 9b compares favorably with a similar analysis of another delay-free implementation
given in [36]. Here there is noticeable flattening that results from lowering the value of r. This suggests
that some coupling between this parameter and fc persists.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Plots illustrating the character of the ODE + RK4 implementation of the Moog filter. (a) Shown
is the difference between target frequency and highest peak in the spectrum as well as amplitude for
the ODE + RK4 Moog filter; (b) Sweeping fc across a noise stimulated Moog filter for various values of
r (sampling rate is 48 kHz).

4. Discussion

The above results show a small number of possible applications for the explicit solution of
dynamical systems in audio synthesis. The benefit of the methods given here (defining a system as
a network of ODEs then declaring that system to a software layer that can solve each equation in a
time accurate manner) is simply that a user can easily create interesting and desirable sounds without
having first to resort to deep analysis prior to synthesis. The drawback is that it cannot solve for
implicit relations and that the numerical solver may fail when presented with stiff equations. There is
no free lunch. However this method can be harnessed to synthesize implicit systems provided they
can be expressed as coupled explicit ODEs. It is likely that by extending known systems that fit these
requirements and by inventing new ones, many new interesting musical sounds and behaviors can
be defined.

5. Conclusions

We present above a method for getting around (so to speak) the problem of delay-free loops in
certain nonlinear digital synthesis routines. We do this by imposing the constraint that the systems
we synthesize be ones that can be represented entirely through explicit first order ODEs. Explicit
solvers can (more or less accurately) compute the output of each ODE even if there is instantaneous
feedback in the network structure. There are many such systems that are of interest and the above
shows only a few.
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a method called temporal correlation support vector machine
(TCSVM) for automatic major-minor chord recognition in audio music. We first use robust principal
component analysis to separate the singing voice from the music to reduce the influence of the
singing voice and consider the temporal correlations of the chord features. Using robust principal
component analysis, we expect the low-rank component of the spectrogram matrix to contain the
musical accompaniment and the sparse component to contain the vocal signals. Then, we extract
a new logarithmic pitch class profile (LPCP) feature called enhanced LPCP from the low-rank part.
To exploit the temporal correlation among the LPCP features of chords, we propose an improved
support vector machine algorithm called TCSVM. We perform this study using the MIREX’09 (Music
Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange) Audio Chord Estimation dataset. Furthermore, we
conduct comprehensive experiments using different pitch class profile feature vectors to examine the
performance of TCSVM. The results of our method are comparable to the state-of-the-art methods
that entered the MIREX in 2013 and 2014 for the MIREX’09 Audio Chord Estimation task dataset.

Keywords: music information retrieval; hidden Markov models; robust principal component analysis;
pitch class profile; chord estimation

1. Introduction

A musical chord can be defined as a set of notes played simultaneously. A succession of chords
over time forms the harmony core in a piece of music. Hence, the compact representation of the
overall harmonic content and structure of a song often requires labeling every chord in the song.
Chord recognition has been applied in many applications such as the segmentation of pieces into
characteristic segments, the selection of similar pieces, and the semantic analysis of music [1,2]. With its
many applications, automatic chord recognition has been one of the main fields of interest in musical
information retrieval in the last few years.

The basic chord recognition system has two main steps: feature extraction and chord classification.
In the first step, the features used in chord recognition are typically variants of the pitch class profile
(PCP) introduced by Fujishima (1999) [1]. Many publications have improved PCP features for chord
recognition by addressing potentially negative influences such as percussion [2], mistuning [3,4],
harmonics [5–7], or timbre dependency [5,8]. In particular, harmonic contents are abundant in
both musical instrument sounds and the human singing voice. However, harmonic patterns in
instrument sounds are more regular compared with the singing voice, which often includes ornamental
features such as vibrato that lead to significant deviations of the frequency of partials from perfectly
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harmonic [9]. To attenuate the effect of the singing voice and consider the temporal correlations of
music, we separate the singing voice from the accompaniment before obtaining the PCP.

Chord classification is computed once the feature has been extracted. Modeling techniques
typically use template-fitting methods [1,3,10–13], the hidden Markov model (HMM) [14–20], and
dynamic Bayesian networks [21,22] for this recognition process. The template-based method has some
advantages, including the fact that it does not require annotated data and has a low computational
time. However, its drawbacks include the problem of creating a model of templates of chroma vectors
and the selection of a distance measure. The HMM method is a statistical model and its parameter
estimation requires substantial training data. The recognition rate of the HMM method is typically
relatively high, but it only considers the role of positive training samples without addressing the
impact of negative training samples, thereby greatly limiting its discriminative ability. The support
vector machine (SVM) method can achieve a high recognition rate, but encounters challenges in the
presence of cross-aliasing that cannot be accurately judged. The main difference between HMM and
SVM is in the principle of risk minimization [23]. HMM uses empirical risk minimization, which is
the simplest induction principle. In contrast, SVM uses structural risk minimization as its induction
principle. The difference in risk minimization leads to the better generalization performance of SVM
compared with HMM [24]. We present a new method for chord estimation based on a hybrid model of
HMM and SVM.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related chord estimation
work; Section 3 describes our PCP feature vector construction method; Section 4 explains our approach;
Section 5 displays the results on the MIREX’09 (Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange)
dataset and a provides a comparison with other methods; and Section 6 concludes our work and
suggests directions for future work.

2. Related Work

PCP is also called the chroma vector, which is often a 12-dimensional vector whereby each
component represents the spectral energy or salience of a semi-tone on the chromatic scale regardless
of the octave. The computation of the chroma representation of an audio recording is typically based
either on the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) in combination with binning strategies [18,25–27] or
on the constant Q transform [3,6,15,28,29]. The succession of these chroma vectors over time is often
called the chromagram and this forms a suitable representation of the musical content of a piece.

Many features have been used for chord recognition including non-negative least squares [30],
chroma DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform)-reduced log pitch (CRP) [31], loudness-based chromagram
(LBC) [22], and Mel PCP (MPCP) [32]. In [1], Fujishima developed a real-time chord recognition system
using a 12-dimensional pitch class profile derived from the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the
audio signal, and performed pattern matching using binary chord-type templates. Lee [6] introduced a
new input feature called the enhanced pitch class profile (EPCP) using the harmonic product spectrum.
Gómez and Herrera [33] used harmonic pitch class profile (HPCP) as the feature vector, which is
based on Fujishima’s PCP, and correlated it with a chord or key model adapted from Krumhansl’s
cognitive study.

Variants of the pitch class profile (PCP) first introduced by Fujishima (1999) [1] address
the potentially negative influences of percussion [2], mistuning [3,4], harmonics [5–7] or timbre
dependency [5,8]. In addition to these factors, we explore ways to attenuate the influence of the singing
voice. Weil introduced an additional pre-processing step for main melody attenuation [34]. To attenuate
the negative influence of singing voices, we consider the amplitude similarity of neighborhood musical
frames belonging to the same chord and obtain the enhanced PCP. Adding a pre-processing step
consisting of robust principal component analysis (RPCA), we expect the low-rank matrix to contain
the musical accompaniment and the sparse matrix to contain the vocal signals. Then, the low-rank
matrix can be used to calculate the features. The pre-processing considers the temporal correlations
of music.
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The two most popular chord estimation methods are the template-based model and the hidden
Markov model. For the audio chord estimation task of MIREX 2013 and 2014, one of the most popular
methods is HMM [35–41]. A binary chord template with three harmonics was also presented [42].

Template-based chord recognition methods use the chord definition to extract chord labels from a
musical piece. Neither training data nor extensive music theory knowledge is used for this purpose [43].
To smooth the resulting representation and exploit the temporal correlation, low-pass and median
filters are used to filter the chromagram in the time domain [10]. The template-based method only
outputs fragmented transcriptions without considering the temporal correlations of music.

The HMM can model sequences of events in a temporal grid considering hidden and visible
variables. In the case of chord recognition, the hidden states correspond to the real chords that are
being played, while the observations are the chroma vectors. In [35], Cho and Bello use a K-stream
HMM which is then decoded using the standard Viterbi algorithm. Khadkevich and Omologo
also use a multi-stream HMM, but the feature is a time-frequency reassignment spectrogram [36].
Steenbergen and Burgoyne present a chord estimation method based on the combination of a
neural network and an HMM [40]. In [39], the probabilities of the HMM are not trained through
expectation-maximization (EM) or any other machine learning technique, but are instead derived
from a number of knowledge-based sub-models. Ni and McVicar proposed a harmony progression
HMM topology that consists of three hidden and two observed variables [37]. The hidden variables
correspond to the key K, the chord C, and the bass annotations B. These methods usually require a
reference dataset for the learning period and entail more parameters to be trained.

In contrast, our method has only one parameter trained from the reference dataset, which is the
state transition probability, and the other parameters are obtained from the SVM. The hybrid HMM
and SVM model uses the respective advantages of these methods. Our novel method is called the
temporal correlation support vector machine (TCSVM).

Our system is composed of two main steps: feature extraction and chord classification, as shown
in Figure 1. We pre-process the audio to separate the singing voice. The system then tracks beat
intervals in the music and extracts a set of vectors for the PCP. In the chord classification step, our
method uses SVM classification and the Viterbi algorithm. Because we employ the temporal correlation
of chords, the system can combine the SVM with the Viterbi algorithm, leading to a TCSVM. The
Viterbi algorithm uses the transitions between chords to estimate the chords.

Figure 1. Chord estimation system.

3. Enhanced PCP Feature

3.1. Normalized Logarithmic PCP Feature

Our system begins by extracting suitable feature vectors from the raw audio. Like most chord
recognition systems, we use a chromagram or a PCP vector as the feature vector. Müller and Ewert
propose a 12-dimensional feature vector–quantized PCP [8,29] that determines the proper frequency
resolution and is sufficient for separating musical notes by low-frequency components.

The calculation of PCP feature vectors can be divided into the following steps: (1) using the
constant Q transform to calculate the 36-bin chromagram; (2) mapping the spectral chromagram
to a particular semitone; (3) median filtering; (4) segmenting the audio signal with a beat-tracking
algorithm; (5) reducing the 36-bin chromagram to a 12-bin chromagram based on beat-synchronous
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segmentation; (6) normalizing the 12-bin chromagram. The reader is referred to [15] for more detailed
PCP calculation steps.

In the beat-synchronous (tactus) segmentation, we use the beat-tracking algorithm proposed by
Ellis [44]. This method has proven successful for a wide variety of signals. Using beat-synchronous
segments has the added advantage that the resulting representation is a function of the beat, or tactus,
rather than time.

Unlike most of the traditional PCP methods, we determine the normalized value using the p-norm
and logarithm. The formula is as follows:

QPCPlog ppq “ log10rC ¨ QPCP12 ppq ` 1s (1)

QPCPnorm ppq “ QPCPlog ppq {||QPCPlog|| (2)

After applying the logarithm and normalization, the chromagram is called the LPCP.
The left image of Figure 2 shows a PCP of the C major triad and the right image shows its LPCP.

The strongest peaks are found at C, E, and G because the C major triad comprises three notes at C (root),
E (third), and G (fifth). Figure 2 demonstrates that LPCP more clearly approximates the underlying
fundamental frequencies than PCP.
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Figure 2. PCP (pitch class profile) (left) and LPCP (logarithmic pitch class profile) (right) of C

major triad.

3.2. Enhanced PCP with Singing-Voice Separation

To attenuate the effect of the singing voice and consider the temporal correlations of the chord,
we first separate the singing voice from the accompaniment before calculating the PCP or LPCP. This
is denoted as enhanced PCP (EPCP) or enhanced logarithmic PCP (ELPCP). The framework of singing
voice separation is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Calculation of enhanced PCP (EPCP).

In general, because of the underlying repeated musical structure, we assume that music is a
low-rank signal. Singing voices offer more variation and have a higher rank but are relatively sparse
in the frequency domain. We assume that the low-rank matrix A represents the music accompaniment
and the sparse matrix E represents the vocal signals [45]. Then, we perform the separation in two steps.
First, we compute the spectrogram of music signals in matrix D, which is calculated from the STFT.
Second, we use the inexact augmented Lagrange multiplier (ALM) method [45], which is an efficient
algorithm for solving the RPCA problem, to solve A + E = |D|, given the input magnitude of D. Then,
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using RPCA, we can separate matrices A and E. The low-rank matrix A can be exactly recovered from
D = A + E by solving the following convex optimization problem:

Minimize||A||˚ ` λ||E||1 Subject to A ` E “ D (3)

where λ is a positive weighting parameter. The inexact ALM method is as follows [45]:

Algorithm 1: Inexact ALM Algorithm

Input: matrix D, parameter λ
1: Y0

˚ “ D{JpDq; E0 “ 0;μ0 ą 0; ρ ą 1; k “ 0.
2: while not converged do

3: // lines 4–5 solve Ak`1 “ argmin
A

LpA, Ek, Yk,μkq.

4: pU, S, Vq “ svdpD ´ Ek ` μ´1
k Ykq;

5: Ak`1 “ US
μ´1

k
rSsVT .

6: // line 7 solves Ek`1 “ argmin
E

LpAk`1, E, Yk,μkq.

7: Ek`1 “ S
λμ´1

k
rD ´ Ak`1 ` μ´1

k
Yks.

8: Yk`1 “ Yk ` μkrD ´ Ak`1 ´ Ek`1s.
9: μk`1 “ ρμk.
10: k “ k ` 1.
11: end while

Output: (Ak, Ek).

Figure 4 shows the PCP and EPCP of an audio music piece (the music is “Baby It’s You”, from the
Beatles’ album Please Please Me). Figure 5 shows the LPCP and ELPCP of the same musical piece.
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Figure 4. PCP (left) and EPCP (right) of test music.
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Figure 5. LPCP (Left) and ELPCP (Right) of test music.

Figure 4 shows that the EPCP has improved continuity compared with the PCP. Figure 5 shows
that the ELPCP is further enhanced compared with the LPCP. In Figure 4, it is shown that the EPCP of
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audio music is more obvious than the PCP. Figure 5 shows that the ELPCP of audio music is clearer
than the LPCP. Thus, PCP features for chord recognition are improved by singing voice separation
before calculating the PCP or LPCP.

4. Automatic Chord Recognition

Our chord recognition system entails two parts: support vector machine classification and the
Viterbi algorithm. For SVM classification, we use LIBSVM (Library for Support Vector Machines) to
obtain the chord probability estimates [46]. Then the Viterbi algorithm uses the probability estimates
and trained state transition probability to estimate the chord of the music. Because of the temporal
correlation of chords, we combine the SVM classification with the Viterbi algorithm and call the system
TCSVM (Temporal Correlation Support Vector Machine).

4.1. Support Vector Machine Classification

SVM is a popular machine learning method for classification, regression, and other learning tasks.
LIBSVM is currently one of the most widely used SVM software packages. A classification task usually
involves a training set where each instance contains the class labels and the features. The goal of SVM
is to produce a model to predict the target labels of the test data given only the test data features.

Many methods are available for multi-class SVM classification [47,48]. LIBSVM uses the
“one-against-one” approach for multiclass classification. The classification assumes the use of the

radial basis function (RBF) kernel of the form Kpxi, xjq “ e´γ||xi´xj||2
. The two parameters of an RBF

kernel, C and γ, must be determined by a parameter search as the optimal values vary between tasks.
We use the grid-search method to obtain the C and γ parameters.

Once the C and γ parameters are set, the class label and probability information can be predicted.
This section discusses the LIBSVM implementation for extending the SVM to output probability
estimates. Given K chord classes, for any x, the goal is to estimate pi “ Ppy “ i|xq, i “ 1, ..., K.

4.2. Viterbi Algorithm in SVM

The SVM method recognizes the chord based on frame-level classification without considering
the inter-frame temporal correlation of chord features. For multiple frames corresponding to the same
chord, the recognition results of traditional SVM are independent and fluctuate. Accounting for the
inter-frame temporal correlation in the recognition procedure can improve the overall chord recognition
rate. Our system combines SVM with the Viterbi algorithm to introduce the temporal correlation prior
to a chord. Suppose the system has hidden K states, and we denote each state as Si, i P r1 : Ks where
the state refers to the chord type. The observed events are Qt, t P r1 : Ts, which are PCP features.
The current observed chord feature is Q “ tQ1, Q2 . . . , QTu , t P r1 : Ts. Aij represents the transition
probability from chord Si to chord Sj. At an arbitrary time point t, for each of the states Si, a partial
probability δtpSiq indicates the probability of the most probable path ending at the state Si, given the
current observed events Q1, Q2 . . . , Qt: δtpSiq “ max

j
pδt´1pSjq ¨ ApSj, Siq ¨ PpQt|Siqq. Here, we assume

that we already know the probability δt´1pSjq for any of the previous states Sj at time t ´ 1. PpQt|Siq is
piptq, the current probability estimates of SVM. Once we have all of the objective probabilities for each
state at each time point, the algorithm seeks from the end to the beginning to find the most probable
path of states for the given sequence of observation events ψtpiq “ argr max

1ďjďN
pδt´1pSjq ¨ ApSj, Siqqs;

ψtpiq indicates the optimal state at time t based on the probability computed in the first stage.
The Viterbi algorithm is as follows:
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Algorithm 2: Viterbi algorithm

1 Initialization:

δtpSiq “ ΠiPpQ1|Siq, ψtpiq “ 0, 1 ď i ď K;
2 Recursion:

δtpSiq “ max
1ďjďN

pδt´1pSjq ¨ ApSj, Siqq ¨ PpQt|Siq, 2 ď t ď T ψtpiq “ argr max
1ďjďN

pδt´1pSjq ¨ ApSj, Siqqs;
3 Termination:

qT
˚ “ arg max

1ďiďN
rδtpSiqs, P˚ “ max

i
rδtpSiqs;

4 Path backtracking: qt
˚ “ ψt`1pqt`1

˚q t “ T ´ 1, T ´ 2...1.

In our method, we set the initialization observation probability Πi to 1/24. The observed events
are PCP features yt, where yt is the PCP feature of the tth frame. Generally, SVM predicts only the
class label without probability information. The LIBSVM implementation extends SVM to output the
probability estimates. The current observation probability corresponds to the probability estimates of
SVM and replaces the PpQt|Siq in the Viterbi algorithm. Si represents the chord i P r1 : Ks, where K is
the number of chords and is set to 24.

Figure 6 is the comparison of the ground truth chord and estimated chord for the Beatles song
“Baby It’s You”. The top figure shows the result of using the SVM method to recognize the chord and
the bottom figure uses TCSVM. The ground truth chord is represented in pink and the estimated chord
labels are in blue. Figure 6 indicates that the estimation is more stable when using TCSVM.

 

Figure 6. Comparison of ground truth and estimated chords using SVM (top) and TCSVM (bottom).
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5. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the results of chord estimation using different features and methods.
We compare our method with the methods that were submitted to MIREX 2013 and MIREX 2014 on
the MIREX’09 dataset.

5.1. Corpus and Evaluation Results

For evaluation, we use the MIREX’09 Audio Chord Estimation task dataset which consists
of 12 Beatles albums (180 songs, PCM 44 100Hz, 16 bits, mono). Besides the Beatles albums, in
2009, an extra dataset was donated by Matthias Mauch, which consists of 38 songs from Queen and
Zweieck [21].

This database has been used extensively for the evaluation of many chord recognition systems,
in particular those presented at MIREX 2013 and 2014 for the Audio Chord Estimation task. The
evaluation is conducted based on the chord annotations of the Beatles albums provided by Harte and
Sandler [49], and the chord annotations of Queen and Zweieck provided by Matthias Mauch [21].

According to [50], chord symbol recall (CSR) is a suitable metric to evaluate chord estimation
performance. Since 2013, MIREX has used CSR to estimate how well the predicted chords match the
ground truth:

CSR “ tE
tA

(4)

where tE is the total duration of segments where annotation equals estimation, and tA is the total
duration of the annotated segments.

Because pieces of music vary substantially in length, we weight the CSR by the length of the song
when computing the average for a given corpus. This final number is referred to as the weighted chord
symbol recall. In this paper, the recognition rate and CSR are equivalent for a song and the recognition
rate and weighted chord symbol recall are equivalent for a given corpus or dataset.

In the training stage, we randomly selected 25% of the songs from the Beatles albums to determine
the parameters C and γ for the SVM kernel and the state transition probability matrix A. For SVM,
the training dataset is composed of the PCP features of labeled musical fragments, which are selected
from the training songs. The average estimation accuracies or recognition rates are reported.

First, we compare the recognition rates of SVM with PCP and EPCP features. The comparison
between the ground truth and estimated chord is shown in Figure 7 for the example song (the Beatles
song “Baby It’s You”). The top and bottom figures show the results using the SVM method with
PCP features and EPCP features, respectively. The ground truth chord is represented in pink and
the estimated chord labels are in blue. Figure 7 indicates that EPCP improves the recognition rate.
In Figure 8, the recognition rate using SVM with PCP features is 70.15%, while that of TCSVM with the
same features is 75.07%. The top image of Figure 6 shows less reliable estimated chords at the times
when the chords change. The bottom image considers the inter-frame temporal correlation of chord
features and shows more stable estimated chords even when the chords change.

Second, we compare the recognition rates of SVM and TCSVM with different features. The
recognition results of the TCSVM method with ELPCP are superior, as shown in Figure 8. Because
EPCP and ELPCP consider the temporal correlation of music, the rates show few differences between
the SVM and TCSVM.

5.2. Experimental Results Compared with State-of-the-Art Methods

We compare our method with the following methods from MIREX 2013 and MIREX 2014.
MIREX 2013:

‚ CB4 and CB3: Taemin Cho and Juan P. Bello [35]
‚ KO1and KO2: Maksim Khadkevich and Maurizio Omologo [36]
‚ NMSD1 and NMSD2: Yizhao Ni, Matt Mcvicar, Raul Santos-Rodriguez [37]
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‚ CF2 : Chris Cannam, Matthias Mauch, Matthew E. P. Davies [38]
‚ NG1 and NG2: Nikolay Glazyrin [42]
‚ PP3 and PP4: Johan Pauwels and Geoffroy Peeters [39]
‚ SB8: Nikolaas Steenbergen and John Ashley Burgoyne [40]

MIREX 2014:

‚ KO1: Maksim Khadkevich and Maurizio Omologo [51]
‚ CM3: Chris Cannam, Matthias Mauch [41]
‚ JR2: Jean-Baptiste Rolland [52]

More details about these methods can be found from the corresponding MIREX websites [53].
The results of this comparison are presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Comparison of ground truth and estimated chord with PCP (top) and EPCP (bottom).
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Figure 8. Recognition rates with different features.
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The recognition rate of our TCSVM method with ELPCP is 82.98%. The recognition rate of our
TCSVM (ELPCP) approach is similar to the best-scoring method (KO1) in MIREX 2014.

The results of the 2015 edition of MIREX automatic chord estimation tasks can be found on
the corresponding websites [54]. Table 1 shows the comparison of the recognition rates of the 2015
edition on the Isophonics 2009 datasets. The chord classes are as follows: Major and minor(MajMin);
Seventh chords(Sevenths); Major and minor with inversions(MajMinInv); Seventh chords with
inversions(SeventhsInv). The recognition rate of our TCSVM method is higher than other methods
except the rates of the MajMinInv chords.

Table 1. Comparison of recognition rates of the 2015 edition on Isophonics 2009 datasets.

Algorithm MajMin MajMinInv Sevenths SeventhsInv

CM3 54.65 47.73 19.29 16.17
DK4 67.66 64.61 59.56 56.92
DK5 73.51 68.87 63.74 59.72
DK6 75.53 63.56 64.70 54.01
DK7 75.89 70.38 58.37 53.53
DK8 75.89 64.77 66.89 56.94
DK9 76.85 74.47 68.11 66.08
KO1 82.19 79.61 76.04 73.43

TCSVM 82.98 79.22 77.03 76.52

Figure 10 shows the confusion between the chords using SVM and Figure 11 shows the confusion
between the chords using TCSVM. The x-axis is the ground truth chord and the y-axis is the estimated
chord. Comparing the two images suggests that TCSVM reduces the rate of erroneous identifications
for a more reliable result.
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Figure 10. Confusion between chords with SVM.

 
Figure 11. Confusion between chords with TCSVM.

6. Conclusions

We present a new feature called ELPCP and a machine learning model called TCSVM for chord
estimation. We separate the singing voice from the accompaniment to improve the features and
consider the temporal correlation of music. Temporal correlation SVM is used to estimate the chord.
This system results in more accurate chord recognition and eliminates many spurious chord estimates
appearing in the conventional recognition procedure.

Future work should address some limitations. First, this paper only involves common chord
estimation as part of the audio chord estimation task. Future work will involve the recognition of more
complex chords to increase the applicability of this work in the field of music information retrieval,
including song identification, query by similarity, and structure analysis. Second, we consider the
effect of the singing voice and the results of Figure 8 show that the recognition rate with singing voice
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separation is better than without it. There is more room for further improvement of the PCP features
to make them more suitable for chord recognition. Finally, we will evaluate the TCSVM method for
cases when the audio music contains noise or is corrupted by noise.
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Abstract: This paper presents and discusses various metrics proposed for evaluation of polyphonic
sound event detection systems used in realistic situations where there are typically multiple sound
sources active simultaneously. The system output in this case contains overlapping events, marked
as multiple sounds detected as being active at the same time. The polyphonic system output requires
a suitable procedure for evaluation against a reference. Metrics from neighboring fields such as speech
recognition and speaker diarization can be used, but they need to be partially redefined to deal with
the overlapping events. We present a review of the most common metrics in the field and the way
they are adapted and interpreted in the polyphonic case. We discuss segment-based and event-based
definitions of each metric and explain the consequences of instance-based and class-based averaging
using a case study. In parallel, we provide a toolbox containing implementations of presented metrics.

Keywords: pattern recognition; audio signal processing; audio content analysis; computational
auditory scene analysis; sound events; everyday sounds; polyphonic sound event detection;
evaluation of sound event detection

1. Introduction

Sound event detection is a rapidly developing research field that deals with the complex problem
of analyzing and recognizing sounds in general everyday audio environments. It has many applications
in surveillance for security, healthcare and wildlife monitoring [1–7], and audio and video content
based indexing and retrieval [8–10].

The task of sound event detection involves locating and classifying sounds in audio—estimating
onset and offset for distinct sound event instances and providing a textual descriptor for each.
In general, sound event detection deals with the problem of detecting multiple sounds in an audio
example, in contrast to the typical classification problem that assigns an audio example to one or more
classes. Complexity of sound event detection tasks varies, with the simplest one being detection of
a sequence of temporally separated sounds [11–14]. A more complex situation deals with detecting
sound events in audio with multiple overlapping sounds, as is usually the case in our everyday
environment. In this case, it is possible to perform detection of the most prominent sound event
from the number of concurrent sounds at each time [15], or detection of multiple overlapping sound
events [16–18]. We use the term polyphonic sound event detection for the latter, in contrast to monophonic
sound event detection in which the system output is a sequence of non-overlapping sound events.

Quantitative evaluation of the detection accuracy of automatic sound event analysis systems is
done by comparing the system output with a reference available for the test data. The reference can
be obtained for example by manually annotating audio data [19] or by creating synthetic data and
corresponding annotations using isolated sounds [20]. The most common format for the annotations is
a list of sound event instances with associated onset and offset. The set of unique event labels form the
event classes relevant to the sound event detection task, and evaluation of results takes into account
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both class name and temporal information. We use the term polyphonic annotation to mark annotations
containing sounds that overlap in time.

There is no universally accepted metric for evaluating polyphonic sound event detection
performance. For a monophonic annotation and monophonic output of sound event detection system,
the system output at a given time is either correct or incorrect if the predicted event class coincides or
not with the reference class. In polyphonic sound event detection, the reference at a given time is not
a single class, and there can be multiple correctly detected and multiple erroneously detected events
at the same time, which must be individually counted. A similar situation is encountered in polyphonic
music transcription [21], where at a given time there can be overlapping notes played by different instruments.

In this paper, we review the use of metrics for measuring performance of polyphonic sound
event detection, based on adapting metrics from neighboring fields to cope with presence of multiple
classes at the same time. Special sessions at recent conferences and the AASP Challenge on Detection
and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events 2013 [20] and 2016 [22] underline the acute need for
defining suitable evaluation metrics. We introduce and analyze the most commonly used metrics and
discuss the way they are adapted and interpreted in the case of polyphonic sound event detection. We also
discuss the different possibilities for calculating each metric, and their advantages and disadvantages.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a background for sound event detection and
classification, and the components of a sound event detection system. Section 3 presents definitions of
intermediate statistics that are used for computing all metrics, and Section 4 reviews the metrics.
Section 5 discusses the choice of metrics when evaluating a sound event detection system and
comparing performance of different systems, using a case study example. Finally, Section 6 presents
conclusions and future work.

2. Background

2.1. Classification and Detection of Sound Events

Sound event classification in its simplest form requires assigning an event class label to each
test audio, as illustrated in Figure 1A. Classification is performed on audio containing isolated
sound events [10,13,14] or containing a target sound event and additional overlapping sounds [23].
In classification, the system output is a class label, and there is no information provided about the
temporal boundaries of the sounds. Audio containing multiple, possibly overlapping sounds can be
classified into multiple classes—performing audio tagging, illustrated in Figure 1B. Tagging of audio
with sound event labels is used for example for improving the tags of Freesound audio samples [24],
and has been proposed as an approach for audio surveillance of home environments [25]. Single-label
classification is equivalent with tagging, when a single tag is assigned per test file.

Figure 1. Illustration of sound event classification, tagging and detection.

Sound event detection requires detection of onsets and offsets in addition to the assignment of
class labels, and it usually involves detection of multiple sound events in a test audio. This results
in assigning sound event labels to selected segments of the audio as illustrated in Figure 1C.
For overlapping sounds these segments overlap, creating a multi-level segmentation of the audio
based on the number and temporal location of recognized events. Sound event detection of the most
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prominent event at each time provides a monophonic output, which is a simplified representation of
the polyphonic output. These cases are presented in Figure 2, together with the polyphonic annotation
of the audio. Polyphonic sound event detection can be seen as a frame by frame multi-class and
multi-label classification of the test audio. In this respect, polyphonic sound event detection is similar
to polyphonic music transcription, with sound events equivalent to musical notes, and the polyphonic
annotation similar to the piano roll representation of music.

Figure 2. Illustration of the output of monophonic and polyphonic sound event detection systems,
compared to the polyphonic annotation.

2.2. Building a Polyphonic Sound Event Detection System

In a multisource environment such as our everyday acoustic environment, multiple different
sound sources can be active at the same time. For such data, the annotation contains overlapping event
instances as illustrated in Figure 2, with each event instance having an associated onset, offset and
label. The label is a textual description of the sound, such as “speech”, “beep”, “music”. Sound event
detection is treated as a supervised learning problem, with the event classes being defined in advance,
and all the sound instances used in training belong to one of these event classes. The aim of sound
event detection is to provide a description of the acoustic input that is as close as possible to the
reference. In this case, the requirement is for the sound event detection system to output information
consisting of detected sound event instances, having an associated onset, offset, and a textual label
that belongs to one of the learned event classes.

The stages of a sound event detection system are illustrated in Figure 3. The training chain involves
processing of audio and annotations, and the sound event detection system training. Acoustic features
are extracted from audio, and the training stage finds the mapping between acoustic features and
sound event activities given by the annotations. The testing chain involves processing of test audio in
the same way as for training, the testing of the system, and, if needed, postprocessing of the system
output for obtaining a representation similar to the annotations.
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Figure 3. Sound event detection system overview.

The audio is processed in short frames of typically 20–200 ms to extract the audio features of choice.
Often used in sound event detection are representations of the signal spectrum, such as mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients [25,26], mel energies [17,27], or simply the amplitude or power spectrum [18,28].
The audio processing chain may include simple preprocessing of audio such as normalization and
pre-emphasis before feature extraction, or more complex preprocessing such as sound source separation
and acoustic stream selection for reducing the complexity of audio mixtures used in training [16].
The annotations are processed to obtain a representation suitable for the training method. In the
illustrated example, the annotations are processed to obtain a binary activity representation that
provides the class activity information for each frame in the system training.

Training uses the obtained audio features and the corresponding target output given by the
reference for supervised learning. Possible learning approaches for this step include Gaussian mixture
models [25], hidden Markov models [26], non-negative dictionaries [17], deep neural networks [18],
etc. For testing, an audio recording goes through the same preprocessing and feature extraction process
as applied in the training stage. Afterwards, the trained system is used to map the audio features
to event class likelihoods or direct decisions, according to the employed method. A further step for
postprocessing the system output may be needed for smoothing the output and obtaining a binary
activity representation for the estimated event classes. Smoothing methods used include median
filtering [27], use of a set length decision making window, majority voting, etc., while binarization is
usually obtained by using a threshold [17,27].

2.3. Evaluation

Evaluation is done by comparing the system output with a reference available for the test data.
Systems performing sound event classification are usually evaluated in terms of accuracy [2,4,5,11,13,14].
Studies involving both monophonic and polyphonic sound event detection report results using
a variety of metrics, for example Precision, Recall and F-score [6] or only F-score [7,26], recognition
rate and false positive rate [3], or false positive and false negative rates [1]. One of the first evaluation
campaigns for sound event detection (CLEAR 2007) used the acoustic event error rate as the evaluation
metric, expressed as time percentage [29]. In this case, however, the system output was expected to be
monophonic, while the ground truth was polyphonic. Later, acoustic event error rate was redefined for
frame-based calculation, and used for example in DCASE 2013 [20], while a similarly defined error rate
was used as a secondary metric in MIREX Multiple Fundamental Frequency Estimation and Tracking
task [30].

These metrics are well established in different research areas, but the temporal overlap in
polyphonic sound event detection leads to changes in their calculation or interpretation. Simple metrics
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that count numbers of correct predictions, used in classification and information retrieval, must be
defined to consider multiple classes at the same time. The evaluation of systems from neighboring
fields of speech recognition and diarization dynamically align the system output with the ground
truth, and evaluate the degree of misalignment between them. Polyphonic annotation and system
output cannot be aligned in a unique way, therefore the error rate defined based on this misalignment
must be adapted to the situation. In a similar way, evaluation of polyphonic music transcription uses
metrics with modified definitions to account for overlapping notes played by different instruments.

Obtaining the reference necessary for training and evaluation of sound event detection systems is
not a trivial task. One way to obtain annotated data is to create synthetic mixtures using isolated sound
events—possibly allowing control of signal-to-noise ratio and amount of overlapping sounds [31].
This method has the advantage of being efficient and providing a detailed and exact reference, close to
a true ground truth. However, synthetic mixtures cannot model the variability encountered in real life,
where there is no control over the number and type of sound sources and their degree of overlapping.

Real-life audio data is easy to collect, but very time consuming to annotate. Currently, there are
only few, rather small, public datasets consisting of real-world recordings with polyphonic annotations.
DARES data [19] is one such example, but ill-suited for sound event detection due to the high
amount of classes compared to amount of examples (around 3200 sound event instances belonging to
over 700 classes). CLEAR evaluation data [29] is commercially available and contains audio recorded
in controlled conditions in a meeting environment. TUT Sound Events [32] has recently been published
for DCASE 2016 and contains sound events annotated using freely chosen labels. Nouns were used to
characterize each sound source, and verbs to characterize the sound production mechanism, whenever
this was possible, while the onset and offset locations were marked to match the perceived temporal
location of the sounds. As a consequence, the obtained manual annotations are highly subjective.

For this type of data, no annotator agreement studies are available. One recent study on
inter-annotator agreement is presented in [25], for tagging of audio recorded in a home environment.
Their annotation approach associated multiple labels to each 4-s segment from the audio recordings,
based on a set of 7 labels associated with sound sources present. With three annotators, they obtained
three sets of multi-label annotations per segment. The work does not address subjectivity of temporally
delimiting the labeled sounds. The authors observed strong inter-annotator agreement about labels
“child speech”, “male speech”, “female speech” and “video game/TV”, but relatively low agreement
about “percussive sounds”, “broadband noise”, “other identifiable sounds” and “silence/background”.
The results suggest that annotators have difficulty assigning labels to ambiguous sound sources.
Considering the more general task of sound event detection with a large number of classes, there is no
sufficient data generated by multiple annotators to facilitate inter-annotator agreement assessment.
For the purpose of this study, we consider the subjective manual annotation or automatically generated
synthetic annotation as correct, and use it as a reference to evaluate the system performance.

Evaluation of the system output can be done at different stages illustrated in the example in
Figure 3. It is possible to compare the event activity matrix obtained after preprocessing the annotation
and the system output in the same form. If the system output is further transformed into separate event
instances as in the annotations, the comparison can be performed at the level of individual events.

3. Intermediate Statistics and Averaging Options

The comparison between the system output and reference can be done in fixed length intervals
or at event-instance level, as explained in the previous section. This results in two different ways of
measuring performance: segment-based metrics and event-based metrics. For each, we need to define
what constitutes correct detection and what type of errors the system produces. We refer to these as
intermediate statistics that count separately the correct and erroneous outputs of the system, and we
define them based on the polyphonic nature of the problem.
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3.1. Segment-Based Metrics

Segment-based metrics compare system output and reference in short time segments.
Active/inactive state for each event class is determined in a fixed length interval that represents
a segment. Based on the activity representation, the following intermediate statistics are defined:

• true positive: the reference and system output both indicate an event to be active in that segment;
• false positive: the reference indicates an event to be inactive in that segment, but the system output

indicates it as active;
• false negative: the reference indicates an event to be active in that segment, but the system output

indicates it as inactive.

Some metrics also count true negatives: when the reference and system output both indicate
an event to be inactive. Total counts of true positives, false positives, false negatives and true negatives
are denoted as TP, FP, FN, and TN, respectively.

The size of the time interval can be chosen based on the desired resolution needed for the
application. For example, in [31] a segment of 100 ms was proposed, and the metric was referred to as
frame-based. In [26] a length of one second was suggested, for calculating the metrics on longer time
segments than the typical frame length used in analysis. By using a longer segment for evaluation,
the activity indicator covers a longer chunk of audio, allowing a degree of misalignment between the
reference and the system output. This alleviates issues related to annotator subjectivity in marking
onset and offset of sound events.

3.2. Event-Based Metrics

Event-based metrics compare system output and corresponding reference event by event.
The intermediate statistics are defined as follows:

• true positive: an event in the system output that has a temporal position overlapping with the
temporal position of an event with the same label in the reference. A collar is usually allowed for
the onset and offset, or a tolerance with respect to the reference event duration.

• false positive: an event in the system output that has no correspondence to an event with same
label in the reference within the allowed tolerance;

• false negative: an event in the reference that has no correspondence to an event with same label in
the system output within the allowed tolerance.

Event-based metrics have no meaningful true negatives, except in the case when measuring actual
temporal errors in terms of length, in which case the total length of time segments where both system
output and reference contain no active events is measured. The tolerance can be chosen depending on
the desired resolution. For example in speaker diarization it was estimated that a ±250 ms collar is
sufficient to account for inexact labeling of the data. In DCASE 2103 [31], the collar value was ±100 ms.
The tolerance allowed for offset was the same ±100 ms collar or 50% of the reference event duration.
The offset condition covers differences between very short and very long sound events, allowing long
sound events to be considered correctly detected even if their offset is not within ±100 ms from the
corresponding reference event.

3.3. Averaging Options in Calculating Metrics

Intermediate statistics can be aggregated in different ways: globally-irrespective of classes,
or in two steps: first class-wise, then as an average over the results of the individual classes [33].
Highly unbalanced classes or individual class performance can result in very different overall
performance when calculated with the two averaging methods.

Instance-based averaging or micro-averaging gives equal weight to each individual decision.
In this case, each sound event instance (in event-based metrics) or active instance per segment
(in segment-based metrics) has equal influence on the system performance. The number of
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true positives (TP), the number of false positives (FP) and the number of false negatives (FN) are
aggregated over the entire test data, and the metrics are calculated based on the overall values. This
results in performance values that are mostly affected by the performance on the larger classes in the
considered problem.

Class-based averaging or macro-averaging gives equal weight to each class. Performance of
the system on individual classes has equal influence on the overall system performance—in this
case, the intermediate statistics are aggregated separately for each event class over the test data.
Aggregated class-wise counts (TP, FP, FN) are used to calculate class-wise metrics. The overall
performance is then calculated as the average of class-wise performance. This results in values that
emphasize the system behavior on the smaller classes in the considered problem.

3.4. Cross-Validation

An important aspect of comparison and reproducibility of results is the experimental and
cross-validation setup. Besides the measurement bias under high class imbalance, in multi-class
problems it is not always possible to ensure that all classes are represented in every fold [34].
Missing classes will result in division by zero in calculations of some metrics. To avoid such situations,
the recommendation is to count the total number of true positives and false positives over the folds,
then compute the metrics [35]. This also avoids differences in the overall average values that arise from
averaging over different subsets of the tested categories—such as differently splitting the data into
train/test folds. In this respect, the cross-validation folds should be treated as a single experiment, with
calculation of final metrics only after testing all folds. This ensures that the metrics are consistently
calculated over the same data.

4. Metrics for Polyphonic Evaluation

4.1. Precision, Recall and F-Score

Precision (P) and Recall (R) were introduced in [36] for information retrieval purposes, together
with the F-score derived as a measure of effectiveness of retrieval. They are defined as:

P =
TP

TP + FP
, R =

TP
TP + FN

(1)

Precision and Recall are the preferred metrics in information retrieval, but are used also in
classification under the names positive prediction value and sensitivity, respectively. Adapting these
metrics to polyphonic data is straightforward based on the definitions of the intermediate statistics.
F-score is calculated based on P and R:

F =
2 · P · R
P + R

(2)

or, alternatively, based on the intermediate measures:

F =
2 · TP

2 · TP + FP + FN
(3)

Segment-based P, R and F are calculated based on the segment-based intermediate statistics,
using instance-based averaging or class-based averaging. The calculation is illustrated in Figure 4,
panel A. Event-based P, R and F are calculated the same way from the event-based intermediate
statistics. The calculation is illustrated in Figure 5, panel A. Similarly defined event-based P, R, F are
also used for evaluating polyphonic music transcription, with events being the musical notes [21].

The advantage of using F-score for evaluating sound event detection performance is that it is
widely known and easy to understand. Its most important drawback is that the choice of averaging is
especially important. Because the magnitude of F-score is mostly determined by the number of true
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positives, in instance-based averaging large classes dominate small classes. In class-based averaging it
is necessary to ensure presence of all classes in the test data, to avoid cases when recall is undefined
(when TP + FN = 0). Any dataset of real-world recordings will most likely have unbalanced event
classes, so the choice of averaging will be always an important factor.

Figure 4. Calculation of segment-based metrics.

Figure 5. Calculation of event-based metrics.

4.2. Error Rate

Error rate measures the amount of errors in terms of insertions (I), deletions (D) and substitutions (S).
To calculate segment-based error rate, errors are counted segment by segment. In a segment k, the
number of substitution errors S(k) is the number of reference events for which a correct event was
not output, yet something else was. This is obtained by pairing false positives and false negatives,
without designating which erroneous event substitutes which. The remaining events are insertions
and deletions: D(k)—the number of reference events that were not correctly identified (false negatives
after substitutions are accounted for) and I(k)—the number of events in system output that are not
correct (false positives after substitutions are accounted for). This leads to the following formula:

S(k) = min(FN(k), FP(k))

D(k) = max(0, FN(k)− FP(k)) (4)

I(k) = max(0, FP(k)− FN(k))
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Total error rate is calculated by integrating segment-wise counts over the total number of
segments K, with N(k) being the number of sound events marked as active in the reference in
segment k:

ER =
∑K

k=1 S(k) + ∑K
k=1 D(k) + ∑K

k=1 I(k)

∑K
k=1 N(k)

(5)

The calculation is illustrated in Figure 4, panel B. A similar calculation of error rate for polyphonic
detection was used in evaluating multi-pitch transcription in MIREX [30] and sound event detection in
DCASE 2013 [20].

The event-based error rate is defined with respect to the sound events, by taking into account
temporal position and label of each sound event in system output compared to the ones in the reference.
Sound events with correct temporal position but incorrect class label are counted as substitutions,
while insertions and deletions are the sound events unaccounted for as correct or substituted in system
output or reference, respectively. Overall error rate is calculated according to Equation (5) based on
the error counts. This calculation is illustrated in Figure 5, panel B. Class-wise measures of error rate
(segment or event based) aggregate error counts individually for each sound event class, therefore
they cannot account for substitutions, but can count only insertions and deletions.

In other specific sound recognition areas, error rate is defined differently to reflect the target of the
evaluation. In speech recognition, Word Error Rate is defined with respect to word sequences, defining
an insertion as a word present in the output but not in the reference, a deletion as a word present in the
reference but not in the output, and a substitution as a word in the reference erroneously recognized
(different word in the output). In practice, one substitution represents one insertion and one deletion
(one word is missed, another inserted). Because N is the number of words in the reference, the word
error rate can be larger than 1.0.

In speaker diarization, the error rate measures the fraction of time that is not attributed correctly
to a speaker or to non-speech. Temporal errors are: S—the percentage of scored time that a speaker
ID is assigned to the wrong speaker, I—the percentage of scored time that a non-speech segment
from the reference is assigned to a hypothesized speaker, and D—the percentage of scored time that
a speaker segment from the reference is assigned to non-speech. The total error is measured as the
fraction of temporal error with respect to the total time of reference speech. This error rate was used
for evaluating sound event detection in [29], after the multi-label reference was projected to single
label for comparison with single label system output. The temporal error was calculated as in speaker
diarization, with event classes instead of speaker ID.

The advantage of using total error rate to measure performance in polyphonic sound event
detection is the parallel to established metrics in speech recognition and speaker diarization evaluation.
Its disadvantage is that, being a score rather than a percentage, it can be over 1 in cases when the
system makes more errors than correct predictions. This makes interpretation difficult, considering
that it is trivial to obtain an error rate of 1 by outputting no active events.

4.3. Other Metrics

Sensitivity and specificity represent the true positive rate and true negative rate, respectively.
They are used as a pair, to illustrate the trade-off between the two measured components.

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(6)

A related measure is given by the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and Area Under
the Curve (AUC). A ROC curve plots true positive rate vs. false positive rate, i.e., sensitivity vs
(1-specificity) at various thresholds. AUC allows summarizing the ROC curve into a single number,
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and is often used for comparing performance of binary classifiers. AUC was used to evaluate sound
classification performance in [25] for a multi-label task by using binary classifiers for each class and
calculating the average of the class-wise AUC values.

Accuracy measures how often the classifier takes the correct decision, as the ratio between the
number of correct system outputs and the total number of outputs.

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(7)

Accuracy does not characterize well the ability of the system to detect the true positives: when the
events’ activity is sparse, the count of true negatives will dominate the accuracy value. It is possible to
assign weights to TP and TN, obtaining the balanced accuracy:

BACC = w · TP
TP + FN

+ (1 − w) · TN
TN + FP

(8)

With equal weights (w = 0.5), the balanced accuracy is the arithmetic mean of sensitivity and
specificity. Specificity, accuracy and balanced accuracy are not defined in the event-based calculation,
as there is no available count of true negatives.

Another definition for accuracy has been proposed in [37] for music transcription, and can be
easily generalized for both segment-based and event-based sound event detection cases. It was defined as:

ACCMIR =
TP

TP + FP + FN
(9)

by discarding TN from Equation (7). A related metric is Mean Overlap Ratio [38] that was used to
measure the average temporal overlap between correctly transcribed and reference notes. This is
a temporal measure of accuracy as defined by Equation (9), as it measures the amount of overlap
time—true positive duration—w.r.t. combined duration of the reference and output event—which
for misaligned onsets and offsets consists of false negative, true positive and false positive durations.
Mean overlap ratio for missed or inserted events is 0, leading to very low overall average for systems
that output many errors, as is the case with polyphonic sound event detection systems at the moment.

Another accuracy measure is the Relative Correct Overlap used in chord transcription, measuring
the proportion of the system output that matches the reference as relative frame count [39] or in
seconds [40]. Because chords are combinations of individual notes, this metric measures frame-based
accuracy of certain combinations of classes. In polyphonic sound event detection, this measure would
represent the proportion of frames or time when the system detects correctly all events active in the
reference. However, combinations of sound events have no specific meaning for the detection task,
therefore such a measure is not conceptually meaningful for it.

Accuracy variants defined by Equations (7)–(9) have the advantage of being bounded between 0
and 1, with 1 in the case when the system makes no errors. The expressions in Equations (7) and (8)
reach 0 when the system output contains only errors, while Equation (9) is 0 also when the system
outputs nothing, as its value is not linked to the true negatives. Accuracy does not provide any
information on the trade-off between the error types, which may be considered a disadvantage in
certain situations. At the same time, it is capable of counting only insertions and deletions, while in
some applications it is preferable to count substitutions.

4.4. Toolbox for Sound Event Detection Evaluation

Implementations of the presented metrics and variations for their calculation are provided as
an open source software toolbox called sed_eval [41], implemented in Python. The toolbox aims to
provide a transparent and uniform implementation of metrics. The toolbox contains segment-based
calculation of precision, recall/sensitivity, F-score, specificity, error rate, accuracy, and balanced
accuracy with chosen weight on the true positive rate and true negative rate, with instance-based and
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class-based averaging. Segment-based metrics can be calculated using the preferred segment length as a
parameter. The toolbox also contains event-based calculation of precision, recall, F-score and error rate,
with instance-based and class-based averaging. The event-based metrics can be calculated using the
preferred collar size as a parameter, and using onset only comparison or onset and offset comparison.

5. Choosing a Metric

As a general issue of evaluating machine learning algorithms, the measure of performance would
reflect the aim related to applicability of the proposed method. It is difficult to choose a measure
without knowing the future usage of the system for example in terms of costs of missed events and
false alarms, in which case using a single measure may provide an incomplete analysis of the results.
One solution is to use a number of different metrics, in order to provide views of the multiple aspects.
Often the different measures disagree, since each measure focuses on a different aspect of performance,
in which case it may be impossible to draw a clear conclusion [42].

5.1. Measuring Performance of a System

We present an example illustrating how the different metrics and averaging options result in very
different values, and discuss the meaning of each. The provided example is the output of the system
presented in [28], using the development set of Office Synthetic task from DCASE 2013 in a leave-one
out setup. The available data contains nine files at three different SNRs (−6 dB, 0 dB, 6 dB) and
three different event densities (low, medium, high). The system uses coupled matrix factorization to
learn dictionaries based on the spectral representation of the audio and the corresponding frame-based
binary activity matrix. Based on the learned dictionaries, the system outputs an estimated activity of
events classes. A complete description of the system can be found in [28].

The performance of the system is measured with evaluation parameters used in DCASE 2013
(10 ms segment for segment-based metrics, 100 ms collar for event-based metrics) and the ones
proposed for DCASE 2016 (1 s segment for segment-based metrics, 250 ms collar for event-based
metrics), to illustrate the differences in the choice of evaluation parameters.

5.1.1. Segment-Based Metrics

Segment-based metrics are presented in Table 1. Both instance-based and class-based averaging
calculation methods are presented, to illustrate the effect of the averaging method on the metrics
values. Detailed class-wise F-score is presented in Figure 6 for an evaluation segment of length 10 ms.

The averaging method influences the values of most metrics. The difference in F-score between
instance-based and class-based averaging comes from the significantly different performance on
different classes, as seen in Figure 6—there are few highly performing classes (F-score > 60%) and
few low performing classes (F-score < 7%) which have equal weight on the class-based averaging
value of F-score. An inspection of precision and recall values reveals that the system output contains
mostly correctly detected events (high precision), but there is a large number of events undetected (low
recall). This results in a small number of substitutions—hence the difference in error rate values when
counting substitutions (instance-based averaging) or counting insertions and deletions separately
(class-based averaging) is not very large. ACC is not influenced by the averaging type, due to the total
number of evaluated segments being the same for all classes.

Table 1. Segment-based metrics calculated on the case study system.

Segment Length F ER Sensitivity Specificity ACC BACC

10 ms class-based average 34.5 0.87 27.3 99.5 96.7 63.4
instance-based average 42.0 0.76 29.7 99.5 96.7 64.6

1 s class-based average 44.9 0.89 43.2 97.1 92.4 70.1
instance-based average 50.9 0.75 44.6 97.0 92.4 70.8
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Figure 6. Segment-based F-score for the case study system, 10 ms evaluation segment.

The evaluation segment length also influences the values. A longer segment allows the system
to produce a temporally less accurate output while still being considered correct. This is reflected in
the measures that represent the amount of true positives—such as the F-score (TP being involved in
calculation of both precision and recall) and sensitivity (which is the true positive rate). At the same
time, the larger segment produces more false positives by marking an event active for the entire one
second segment even if it was only active for a fraction of its length—resulting in lower accuracy and
specificity values.

The choice between a short or a large segment in evaluation is dictated by the application—for
applications that need precise detection of events’ presence, a small evaluation segment should be
used. However, this also depends on the quality of annotations, as sometimes annotations cannot be
produced in the most objective way, and a 10 ms resolution is impossible to achieve. With a longer segment,
the metric is more permissive on both the system output and subjectivity in onset/offset annotation.

5.1.2. Event-Based Metrics

Event-based F-score and error rate were calculated in two ways, first using the onset condition
only, and second using both onset and offset conditions. The onset condition imposed the specific
collar between the reference and system output events. The offset condition imposed either the same
collar or a maximum difference between offsets of 50% of the reference event duration. The results are
presented in Table 2.

First of all, it can be noticed that the performance of the system measured using the event-based
metrics is much lower than when using segment-based metrics. The event-based metrics measure the
ability of the system of detecting the correct event in the correct temporal position, acting as a measure
of onset/offset detection capability.

Considering only the onset condition, the system is evaluated as having much better performance
when the collar is larger. A larger collar behaves the same way as the longer segment in segment-based
evaluation, allowing the system to produce a less exact output while still being considered correct.
Figure 7 shows the class-wise F-score with 250 ms collar evaluated using onset only. It can be seen
that for few event classes, the system is somewhat capable of detecting the onset within the allowed
tolerance, while for other classes the system performs very poorly.

The offset condition allows a misalignment between the system output and ground truth event
offsets. The permitted maximum misalignment is the collar length or 50% of the ground truth event
length, whichever is higher. For very short events, this means that mostly the collar will be used, while
long events benefit from the length condition. From Table 2 we can also notice that it is much easier to
detect only onset of sound events compared to detecting both onset and offset. Similar behavior has
been observed for algorithms used for note tracking in music transcription [30].
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Table 2. Event-based F-score and ER calculated on the case study system.

Onset Only Onset + Offset
Collar F ER F ER

100 ms class-based average 7.5 2.10 4.7 2.10
instance-based average 20.7 1.74 8.2 2.11

250 ms class-based average 10.5 2.25 4.1 2.10
instance-based average 30.8 1.49 10.1 2.06
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Figure 7. Event-based F-score for the case study system, 250 ms collar, onset only.

The choice between a small and a large collar, and the use of onset only condition or onset/offset is
dictated by the application—in applications that need a precise detection of the sound event boundaries,
a short collar and both onset and offset conditions should be used. For applications where it is more
important to detect the presence of certain sound events rather than their exact temporal position and
duration, evaluation with a large collar is suitable, and the offset condition can be omitted. A larger
collar is also more permissive on the subjectivity in onset/offset annotation.

5.1.3. Discussion

The results from Tables 1 and 2 show the difficulty of characterizing the system performance
through a single metric. It is important to know that there is always a trade off between measured
aspects, and make a choice of metric based on what the requirements for the system are.

F-score is the first choice metric in many cases due to its widespread use in other research areas.
From Table 1 we can conclude that when measured in one second segments, half of the activity of
sound events has been correctly detected by the presented system. However, the system still makes
many errors, indicated by ER. Error rate gives the measure of how much the system is wrong. In the
provided example, the system makes a number of errors that is 75% of the number of events to be
detected, which is relatively high.

Accuracy gives a measure of how well the system output matches the reference in both true
positives and true negatives. The example system outputs a very small amount of false positives,
which results in a very good rate of true negatives. Combining this with the fact that the used data
has relatively sparse events’ activity and in fact there are not too many positives to be detected, the
system has an accuracy close to 100%. The ability to correctly output true negatives is important in
applications where false positives are highly undesired. For example in an automatic alert system
in an environment with sparse events, false positives will have immediate negative effect on user
satisfaction. For such applications, specificity is a more appropriate measure, or true negative rate.
On the other hand, there are monitoring applications in which it is more important to have very low
rate of false negatives, such as gun shot detection or car crash detection. In this case the best choice of
measure would be recall (sensitivity). However, if general accuracy is of interest for the application,
balanced accuracy is a better choice for metric, because the true negatives have less weight in it.
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Event-based metrics illustrate better the ability to correctly locate and label longer blocks of audio.
For application where detection of correct onsets (and offsets) of sounds is important, the metric of
choice should be event-based. The event-based error rate of the example system as seen in Table 2
is over 1, which means that the system makes much more errors than correct outputs. According to
Equation (5), it is always possible to obtain an error rate of 1 by using a system that does not output
anything. However, even with an error rate over 1, there are obviously many events correctly detected,
according to F-score being 30.8%.

5.2. Comparing Performance of Different Systems

For comparing performance of different systems for sound event detection, the metric should be
chosen depending on the application and the cost associated to different types of errors. We give an
example in Table 3. System A is the one presented in the previous subsection. System B is the baseline
system provided in DCASE 2016 [22]—it uses mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and Gaussian mixture
models in a binary classification setup, and is trained using the polyphonic audio. System C is the
submission to DCASE 2103 [43]—it uses mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and hidden Markov models
with multiple Viterbi passes for detection, and is trained using isolated examples of sounds for all the
classes. For a complete comparison, performance of the systems is also compared to a zero-output
system (frame-wise activity matrix containing only zeros), all-active-output system (frame-wise activity
matrix containing only ones) and random-output system. The random-output system generates in
each frame for each event an activity level (0 or 1) based on the average sparseness of the dataset
(priors 0.95 and 0.05 for 0 and 1, respectively). The random-output system was simulated 1000 times
and the average calculated values over all runs are presented. The results in Table 3 are obtained using
the same data as in Section 5, with one second evaluation segment and 250 ms collar.

Table 3. Comparing systems using different metrics calculated using instance-based averaging,
1 s segment, 250 ms collar.

Compared Systems Segment-Based Event-Based Event-Based
Onset Only Onset + Offset

F ER F ER F ER

system A (NMF [28]) 42.0 0.76 30.8 1.49 10.1 2.06
system B (GMM [22]) 68.5 0.49 10.7 1.42 4.4 1.62
system C (HMM [43]) 46.9 0.87 30.0 1.47 20.8 1.76
zero-output system 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 1.00
all-active-output system 15.4 10.93 0.0 1.44 0.0 1.44
random-output system 9.0 1.53 1.6 2.59 1.1 2.67

Faced with a choice between these systems, if we want a system that finds best the regions where
certain event classes are active, we would choose system B for the 68.5% segment-based F-score.
The system also makes less errors in the evaluated segments than both systems A and C, and is
therefore a good choice for detecting most regions with active events. However, if we want a system
that detects best the position in time of event instances, we would choose system A based on its 30.8%
event-based F-score. This system makes approximately 1.5 times more mistakes than the number of
events to be detected, while correctly detecting approximately one third of them. The event-based
performance of system C is comparable with the performance of system A when using only the onset
condition, but system C is much better at detecting the sound event offsets, with a 20.8% F-score.
A choice of system based on ER would indicate system B as the best, making the smallest amount of
errors in both segment-based and event-based calculation.

The zero output system has an F-score of 0 and ER of 1, as expected. The all-active output system
achieves a nonzero segment-based F-score by finding all the true positives. It is however penalized by
introducing false positives on all other instances in the event activity matrix. In event-based evaluation,
this system outputs one long event active for the whole duration of the test audio, which counts as
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an insertion, with no correct output. The random-output system obtains a performance between the
two extremes—but still very low in comparison with all the systems based on learning.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we reviewed and illustrated calculation of the most common metrics as
segment-based and event-based metrics, and the influence of the averaging method on the final
result. The metrics were calculated on a case study example, and the results were analyzed from the
perspective of choosing a metric to evaluate performance of sound event detection systems. We also
provide a toolbox containing implementations of all presented metrics.

Evaluation of sound event detection systems performing polyphonic detection needs adaptation
of the metrics used for other classification or detection problems. Polyphonic sound event detection
brings and extra dimension to the problem through the presence of multiple outputs at the same time,
and all existing metrics must be modified to account for this. Definitions of true/false positives and
true/false negatives are modified to refer to the temporal position rather than the set of events output
by the system, and subsequently the metrics measure the ability of the system to provide the target
output in the target time frame. Segment-based metrics characterize the performance in finding most
of the regions where a sound event is present, while event-based metrics characterize the performance
in event onset and offset detection within a small tolerance. The two measuring methods represent
different aspects and serve different needs, therefore different sound event detection approaches will
be best suited for maximizing one or the other.

The importance of rigorous definitions for evaluation metrics cannot be overstated. Comparison of
algorithms and reproducibility of results are dependent as much on benchmark databases as on
uniform procedure for evaluation. This study and the associated toolbox are part of our effort to
provide a reference point for better understanding and definition of metrics for the specific task of
polyphonic sound event detection.
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Abstract: In this design study, we introduce a novel class of digital audio effects that
extend the recently introduced modal processor approach to artificial reverberation and effects
processing. These pitch and distortion processing effects mimic the design and sonics of a classic
additive-synthesis-based electromechanical musical instrument, the Hammond tonewheel organ.
As a reverb effect, the modal processor simulates a room response as the sum of resonant filter
responses. This architecture provides precise, interactive control over the frequency, damping, and
complex amplitude of each mode. Into this framework, we introduce two types of processing effects:
pitch effects inspired by the Hammond organ’s equal tempered “tonewheels”, “drawbar” tone
controls, vibrato/chorus circuit, and distortion effects inspired by the pseudo-sinusoidal shape of its
tonewheels and electromagnetic pickup distortion. The result is an effects processor that imprints the
Hammond organ’s sonics onto any audio input.

Keywords: audio signal processing; modal analysis; room acoustics; signal analysis; artificial
reverberation; digital audio effects; virtual analog; musical instruments

1. Introduction

The Hammond tonewheel organ is a classic electromechanical musical instrument, patented
by Laurens Hammond in 1934 [1]. Although it was intended as an affordable substitute for church
organs [2], it has also become widely known as an essential part of jazz (where it was popularized by
Jimmy Smith), R & B and rock music (where the Hammond playing of Keith Emerson of Emerson, Lake
& and Palmer and Jon Lord of Deep Purple is exemplary). The most popular model is the Hammond
B-3, although many other models exist [3]. The sound of the Hammond organ is rich and unusual.
Its complexity comes from the Hammond organ’s unique approach to timbre and certain quirks of
its construction.

In this article, we describe a novel class of modal-processor-based audio effects which we call the
“Hammondizer”. The Hammondizer can imprint the sonics of the Hammond organ onto any sound;
it mimics and draws inspiration from the architecture of the Hammond tonewheel organ. We begin by
describing the architecture and sonics of the Hammond tonewheel organ alongside related work on
Hammond organ modeling.

The Hammond organ is essentially an additive synthesizer. Additive synthesizers create complex
musical tones by adding together sinusoidal signals of different frequencies, amplitudes, and phases [4].
In the Hammond organ, 91 sinusoidal signals are available. These sinusoids are created when
“tonewheels”—ferromagnetic metal discs—spin and the pattern of ridges cut into their edges is
transduced by electromagnetic pickups into electrical signals, a technique originated in Thaddeus
Cahill’s late-19th century instrument, the Telharmonium [5]. Hammond organ tonewheel pickups
have not been studied much in particular, but modeling and simulation of electromagnetic pickups in
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general is an active research area [6–10]. Any nonlinearities in a pickup model will cause bandwidth
expansion and add to the characteristic sound of the Hammond organ. In the case that this bandwidth
expansion would go beyond the Nyquist limit, alias-suppression methods become relevant [11–14].

These 91 tonewheels are tuned approximately to the twelve-tone equal-tempered musical
scale [15]—In scientific pitch notation, the lowest-frequency tonewheel on a Hammond organ is
tuned to C1 (≈32.7 Hz) and the highest-frequency tonewheel is tuned to F#7 (≈5919.9 Hz) [16].
The lowest octave of tonewheels do not form sinusoids, but more complex tones that have strong
3rd and 5th harmonics, making them closer to square waves than sine waves [15]. Some aficionados
have pointed to crosstalk between nearby tonewheel/pickup pairs as an important sonic feature of the
Hammond organ [17,18].

The tone of the Hammond organ is set using nine “drawbars”. Unlike traditional organs,
where “stops” bring in entire complex organ sounds, the Hammond organ’s drawbars set the
relative amplitudes of individual sinusoids in a particular timbre. These nine sinusoids form a
pseudo-harmonic series summarized in Table 1 [19]. This pseudo-harmonic series deviates from the
standard harmonic series in three ways: (1) each overtone is tuned to the nearest available tonewheel;
(2) certain overtones are omitted, especially the 6th harmonic, which would be between the 8th and
9th drawbar); and (3) new fictitious overtones are added (the 5th and sub-octave).

Table 1. Hammond Organ Drawbars—Pitch in organ stop lengths and musical intervals.

Pipe Pitch 16’ 51/3’ 8’ 4’ 22/3’ 2’ 13/5’ 11/3’ 1’

Scale Interval sub-octave 5th Unison 8th 12th 15th 17th 19th 22nd
Stop Name Bourdon Quint Principal Octave Nazard Block Flöte Tierce Larigot Sifflöte

Semitone Offset −12 +7 0 +12 +19 +24 +28 +31 +36
Error E (cents) N/A N/A 0 0 −1.955 0 +13.686 −1.955 0

The raw sound of the Hammond organ tonewheels is static. To enrich the sound, Hammond
added a chorus/vibrato circuit [20]. Earlier models used a tremolo effect in place of the chorus/vibrato
circuit [21]. The sound was further enriched by an electro-mechanical spring reverb device [22].
Although Hammond did not originally approve of the practice, it became customary to play Hammond
organs through a Leslie speaker, an assembly with a spinning horn and baffle that creates acoustic
chorus and tremolo effects. The Leslie speaker has been covered extensively in the modeling literature.
Various approaches have involved interpolating delay lines [23,24] and amplitude modulation [25,26],
perception-based models [28], and time-varying Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters [29]. Recently,
Pekonen et al. presented a novel Leslie model [18] using spectral delay filters [30]. Werner et al. used
the Wave Digital Filter approach to model the Hammond vibrato/chorus circuit [31].

Although Hammond had stopped manufacturing their tonewheel organs by 1975, the Hammond
sound remained influential. Many manufacturers developed clones of the Hammond tonewheel
organ [17,32–35]. Commercial efforts have been accompanied by popular and academic work in virtual
analog modeling [36]. Gordon Reid wrote a series of articles for Sound on Sound on generic synthesis
approaches to modeling aspects of the Hammond organ [17,32–35]. Pekonen et al. studied efficient
methods for digital tonewheel organ synthesis [18].

The Hammondizer audio effect is implemented as an extension to the recently-introduced “modal
reverberator” approach to artificial reverberation [37–40]. Although there are many other approaches
to modal sound synthesis in the literature (e.g., [41–44], the choice to extend the modal reverberator
architecture to create the Hammondizer effect was a natural one for two reasons: (1) there are strong
similarities between the system architecture of the Hammond organ and the system architecture of
the modal reverberator; (2) the modal reverberator is already formulated as an audio effect which
processes rather than synthesizes sound.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a simplified system architecture
of the Hammond organ, Section 3 reviews relevant aspects of the modal processor approach,
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Section 4 presents the novel Hammondizer digital audio effect, Section 5 demonstrates features
of the Hammondizer through a series of examples, and Section 6 concludes.

2. Hammond Organ System Architecture

Here we extend the qualitative description above and present a mathematical formulation of the
basic operation of the Hammond tonewheel organ. Referring to Figure 1, the player controls the organ
by depressing keys on a standard musical keyboard shown on the left. Each of its 61 keys has a note
on/off state nk(t) ∈ [0, 1] that is indexed by a key number k ∈ [1 · · · 61]�; these are collected into a
column n(t). Here and in the rest of the article, t is the discrete time sample index.

route tone
wheels

+
1

y(t)

Γ(r(t)) ψ(t) 1

� 9r(t)

�

61

n(t)

�

91

a(t)

�

91

y(t)

Figure 1. Hammond Tonewheel Organ block diagram.

The timbre is controlled by nine drawbars shown on the top. Each drawbar has a level
rd(t) ∈ [0 · · · 8] that is indexed by a drawbar number d ∈ [1 · · · 9]�; these are collected into a
column r(t). The drawbars may be changed over time to alter the sounds of the Hammond organ.
Each drawbar’s level rd(t) is converted to an amplitude in −3 dB increments (Table 2) [45].

Table 2. Amplitude of each drawbar rd, d ∈ [1 · · · 9].

rd 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

amplitude (dB) 0 −3 −6 −9 −12 −15 −18 −21 −∞

Furthermore, each drawbar has a tuning offset od, corresponding to the tuning offset in semitones
of each pseudo-harmonic. The entire set of offsets is

o = [o1 · · · o9]
� = [−12, 7, 0, 12, 19, 24, 28, 31, 36]� (1)

Each tuning offset (except the first two) approximates a harmonic overtone. This is discussed
further at the end of the section.

Each tonewheel has a frequency fw and amplitude aw(t) indexed by a tonewheel number
w ∈ [1 · · · 91]�; these are collected into columns f and a(t). Each tonewheel is tuned to the twelve-tone
equal-tempered scale

fw = (440)2(w−45)/12 Hz (2)
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In practice there are slight deviations according to the gearing ratios, producing deviations of up
to 0.69 cents [15].

The outputs of all the tonewheels are summed by the 91 × 1 gain block 1 = [1 · · · 1]� on the right
to form the output signal y(t):

y(t) = 1�y(t) (3)

The 91 × 61 routing matrix Γ(r(t)) forms the 91-tall column of tonewheel amplitudes a(t) from
the 61-tall column of key on/off states n(t). This is accomplished by a matrix multiply

a(t) = Γ(r(t))n(t) (4)

Γ(r(t)) is sparse (most entries are 0) and has a pseudo-convolutional form [46] in which the
non-zero entries r1(t) · · · r9(t) ∈ [0 · · · 8] are dictated by the 9-tall column of drawbar levels r(t).
Denoting each entry in Γ(r(t)) as γw,k(t), we have

γw,k(t) =
9

∑
d=1

rd(t) δ (w − k − od) (5)

where δ(x) is the Kronecker delta function

δ(x) =

{
1 , x = 0

0 , x �= 0
(6)

The tonewheel block is comprised of 91 tonewheel processors ψw(t) in parallel. As shown in
Figure 2, each individual tonewheel processor has a tonewheel producing a periodic signal xw(t) at
a particular frequency fw, an amplitude input aw(t) provided by the routing matrix Γ(r(t)), and an
electromagnetic model pw (). Each tonewheel processor forms an output yw(t) by

yw(t) = aw(t) pw(xw(t)) (7)

× pw() ×

aw(t)

yw(t)xw(t)

ψw(t)

pickuptonewheel

Figure 2. One tonewheel processor.

A block diagram of an individual tonewheel processor is shown in Figure 2. The matrix equation
describing the entire bank of tonewheels is

y(t) = p(x(t))� a(t) (8)

where � is the Hadamard (elementwise) product operator

(A � B)i,j = Ai,jBi,j (9)

where Ai,j denotes the ijth element of the matrix A.
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The lowest 12 tonewheels produce roughly square-wave signals and the rest produce essentially
sinusoidal signals:

xw(t) =

{
4
π sin(2π fw t) + 4

3π sin(2π 3 fw t) + 4
5π sin(2π 5 fw t) , w ∈ [1 · · · 12]

sin(2π fw t) , w ∈ [13 · · · 91]
(10)

As a final note, we can discuss the pseudo overtone series of the Hammond organ in more detail.
Equation (5) implies a certain relationship between any pressed key k and the set of frequencies that
are produced. Here we state this relationship explicitly. Given Equations (1), (2) and (5), we can see
that pressing any key k will, in general, drive a set of nine tonewheels with frequencies

fk,d = (440)2(k+od−45)/12 , d ∈ [1 · · · 9] (11)

Most wind and string instruments are characterized by a harmonic overtone series—i.e., one
where overtone frequencies are integer multiples of a fundamental frequency. Most of the tonewheel
frequencies given in Equation (11) approximate idealized harmonic overtones with frequencies
given by

f̃k,d = (440)2(k−45)/12 Nd , d ∈ [3 · · · 9] (12)

The first two tonewheel frequencies fk,1 and fk,2 are the octave below the fundamental frequency
and approximately a fourth below the fundamental frequency—they are not approximations of
standard harmonic overtones.

In general, f̃k,d �= fk,d. The error in “cents” (1/100 of a semitone) is given by

Ed = 1200 log2
(

f̃k,d/ fk,d
)
= 1200 [od/12 − log2 (Nd)] , d ∈ [3 · · · 9] (13)

The tuning error of each tonewheel frequency is independent of k; it depends only on the drawbar
index d—i.e., which overtone it is supposed to be approximating. These errors are given for each
drawbar in Table 1. For the fundamental and octave overtones, the tonewheels are perfectly in tune.
For the 12th and 19th, the tonewheels are ≈−1.955 cents flat of the ideal overtones. The 19th is ≈13.686
cents sharp. This detuning is very unique to the Hammond organ.

3. Modal Processor Review

The Hammondizer effect involves decomposing an input signal into a parallel set of narrow-band
signals, analogous to a bank of organ keys. Each of the “keys” is then pitch processed according
to the drawbar settings, and distortion processed according to the tonewheel and pickup
mechanics and electromagnetics. It turns out that this structure closely resembles that of the modal
reverberator [37,38], which forms a room response as the parallel combination of room vibrational
mode responses. In the following, we review the modal reverberator and adapt it to produce the
needed pitch and distortion processing.

The impulse response h(t) between a pair of points in an acoustic space may be expressed as the
linear combination of normal mode responses [47,48],

h(t) =
M

∑
m=1

hm(t) (14)

where the system has M modes, with the mth mode response denoted by hm(t). The system output y(t)
in response to an input x(t), the convolution y(t) = h(t) ∗ x(t), is therefore the sum of mode outputs

y(t) =
M

∑
m=1

ym(t), ym(t) = hm(t) ∗ x(t) (15)
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where the mth mode output ym(t) is the mth mode response convolved with the input. The modal
reverberator simply implements this parallel combination of mode responses (15), as shown in Figure 3.
Denoting by h(t) the M-tall column of complex mode responses, we have

y(t) = 1�(h(t) ∗ x(t)) (16)

with
h(t) = ψ(t)� (g(t) ∗ Γϕ(t)) (17)

and where convolution here obeys the rules of matrix multiplication, with each individual matrix
operation replaced by a convolution.

heterodyne gain smooth modulate +
1

x(t)

1

y(t)

ϕ(t) Γ g(t) ψ(t) 1

�

M
�

M
�

M
�

M

y(t)

Figure 3. Basic modal reverberator architecture. The modal reverberator is the parallel combination of
resonant filters matched to the modes of a linear system.

The mode responses hm(t) are complex exponentials, each characterized by a mode frequency
ωm = 2π fw, mode damping αm, and mode complex amplitude γm,

hm(t) = γm exp{(jωm − αm)t} (18)

The mode frequencies and dampings are properties of the room or object; the mode amplitudes
are determined by the sound source and listener positions (driver and pick-up positions for an
electro-mechanical device), according to the mode spatial patterns.

Rearranging terms in the convolution ym(t) = hm(t) ∗ x(t), the mode filtering is seen to
heterodyne the input signal to dc to form a baseband response, smooth this baseband response
by convolution with an exponential, and modulate the result back to the original mode frequency,

ym(t) = ∑
τ

e(jωm−αm)(t−τ)x(τ) = ejωmt ∑
τ

γme−αm(t−τ)
[
e−jωmτx(τ)

]
(19)

All M γs are stacked into a diagonal gain matrix Γ. All the heterodyning sinusoids are stacked
into a column ϕ(t), and all of the modulating sinusoids into a column ψ(t). The mode damping filters
are stacked into a column g(t). This process is shown in Figure 4. The heterodyning and modulation
steps implement the mode frequency, and the smoothing filter generates the mode envelope, an
exponential decay.

x(t) × γme−αmt × ym(t)

e−jωmt ejωmt

heterodyne smooth modulate

Figure 4. Mode response implementation. The mode response may be implemented as a cascade of
heterodyning, smoothing, and modulation operations.

Using this architecture, rooms and objects may be simulated by tuning the filter resonant
frequencies and dampings to the corresponding room or object mode frequencies and decay times.
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The parallel structure allows the mode parameters to be separately adjusted, while Equation (19)
provides interactive parameter control with no computational latency.

As described in [39], the modal reverberator architecture can be adapted to produce pitch shifting
by using different sinusoid frequencies for the heterodyning and modulation steps in Equation (19),
and adapted to produce distortion effects by inserting nonlinearities on the output of each mode
or group of modes. The modal processor architecture has been used for other effects, including
mode-wise gated reverb using Truncated Infinite Impulse Response (TIIR) filters [49], groupwise
distortion, time stretching by resampling of the baseband signals, and manipulation of mode time
envelopes by introducing repeated poles [39].

4. Hammondizer Modal Processor Implementation

The Hammondizer effect system architecture is shown in Figure 5. It turns out that this structure
closely resembles that of the modal reverberator (Figure 3), which forms a room response as the parallel
combination of room vibrational mode responses. Both have inputs designated by x(t), a column of
narrow-band outputs designated by y(t), summed to form the system output y(t).

heterodyne smooth route smooth tone
wheels

+
1

x(t)

1

y(t)

ϕ(t) gpre(t) Γ(r(t)) gpost(t) ψ(t) 1

� 9r(t)

�

61

n(t)

�

61

n′(t)

�

91

a(t)

�

91

a′(t)

�

91

y(t)

Figure 5. Block diagram of the Hammondizer effect.

In the Hammondizer, the input signal x(t) is heterodyned to baseband by a column of modulating
sinusoids ϕ(t):

n(t) = ϕ(t)x(t) (20)

These baseband signals are smoothed by a column of pre-smoothing filters gpre(t)

n′(t) = gpre(t) ∗ n(t) (21)

A column of tonewheel amplitudes a(t) is formed by the drawbar routing matrix Γ(r(t)),

a(t) = Γ(r(t))n′(t) (22)

and further smoothed by a column of post-smoothing filters gpost(t):

a′(t) = gpost(t) ∗ a(t) (23)

A set of mode outputs y(t) is formed by the tonewheel processing stages ψ(t), which include a
column of pickup models p() and modulating signals x(t)

y(t) = p
(

x(t)� a′(t)
)

(24)

An individual tonewheel processing stage is shown in Figure 6. Notice the slight change in
architecture from the analogous Figure 2. In Figure 6, the pickup distortion has been moved to
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operate on the output rather than the raw tonewheel signal. The reason for this change is artistic—it
disambiguates the effects of the memoryless pickup nonlinearities and the distortion of the tonewheel
basis functions.

× × pw()

a′w(t)

yw(t)xw(t)

ψw(t)

pickupmodulator

Figure 6. One tonewheel processor in the Hammondizer.

Finally, the output y(t) is formed by summing all of the mode outputs:

y(t) = 1�y(t) (25)

In the rest of this section, we describe in detail how aspects of the modal processor are
tuned and adapted to create the Hammondizer. Pitch processing adaptations include tuning the
modes to the particular frequencies and frequency range of the Hammond organ Section 4.1),
introducing drawbar-style controls to pitch processing (Section 4.2), adding vibrato to mode frequencies
(Section 4.3), and adding crosstalk between nearby modes to simulate crosstalk between nearby
tonewheels (Section 4.4). Distortion processing adaptations include adapting saturating nonlinearities
for each mode to mimic the pickup distortion of each tonewheel (Section 4.5) and replacing modulation
sinusoids with sums of sinusoids to mimic non-sinusoidal tonewheel shapes (Section 4.6).

4.1. Frequency Range

The first step of adapting the modal reverberator to create the Hammondizer effect is to pick
the mode frequencies which specify the heterodyning and modulating sinusoids ϕ(t) and ψ(t).
The unique sound of the Hammond organ is largely due to the tonewheels being tuned to the
12-tone equal tempered scale. Here we discuss how to preserve this feature in the context of the
Hammondizer audio effect.

Since each mode of the modal reverberator is a narrow bandpass filter, a sufficient frequency
density of modes is required to support typical wideband musical signals. In particular, unless each
frequency component of the input is sufficiently close to a mode center, it may not contribute audibly to
the output. For this reason, tuning the modal reverberator’s frequencies to the 12-tone equal tempered
scale used by the Hammond organ heavily attenuates the frequencies “in the cracks”, producing an
artificial sound (compare to composer Peter Ablinger’s “Talking Piano” [50]).

To avoid this effect, we use many exponentially-spaced mode frequencies per semitone.
Denoting the number of modes per semitone as S, the tuning of each mode is

fw = f1 2w/(12 S) Hz (26)

(cf. Equation (2)). S is chosen to satisfy two subjective constraints. As S gets larger, the computational
cost of the modal processor grows. As S becomes small, the modal density decreases and produces
an artificial sound. We found by experimentation that S = 14 is a good setting that balances these
two constraints.

Heterodyning and modulating sinusoids at constant frequencies are given by

ϕw(t) = exp{−jωwt} (27)

ψw(t) = exp{+jωwt} (28)
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(cf. Equation (18)).
The next step of adapting the modal reverberator to create the Hammondizer effect is to choose

the range of mode frequencies. The range of the Hammond organ is C1 (≈32.7 Hz) to F#7 (≈5919.9 Hz).
For simplicity, we set f1 = 40 Hz and let the modes range up seven octaves, up to f1177 = 5120 Hz;
these modes are indexed by a tonewheel index w ∈ [1 · · · 1177]. These round numbers correspond
very closely to the range of the Hammond organ. Forty Hz corresponds to k ≈ 3.5 and 5120 Hz to
k ≈ 87.5; therefore, this range technically cuts off ≈3 semitones from the top and bottom of the range
of the Hammond organ tonewheel range. Nonetheless, it does not negatively affect the qualitative
effect of the Hammondizer.

4.2. Tone Controls

The heart of the Hammondizer effect is the drawbar tone controls. As before, the drawbar settings
give a column r(t) of registrations, which drive the entries of the sparse matrix Γ(r(t)) according to

γw,k(t) =
9

∑
d=1

rd(t) δ (w − k − od S) (29)

The only difference from Equation (5) is the presence of S to account for the multiple modes
per semitone.

In the Hammondizer context, the entries in Γ(r(t)) control a Hammond-style pitch shift.
The structure of Γ(r(t)) means that energy in a smoothed baseband signal nw(t) (centered at some
mode frequency fw) contributes to nine different tonewheel amplitudes fκ , κ ∈ 1w + So, according
to γw,κ(t).

4.3. Vibrato

A vibrato effect that can mimic Hammond organ vibrato is created when the frequencies of the
modulating sinusoids ψ(t) are varied. In this case, modulation sinusoids can be implemented with
phase accumulators

xw(t) = exp{−jθw(t)} (30)

Each vibrato phase signal is given by

θw(t) = θw(t − 1) + 2Vdepth/1200 sin(2π/ fs Vratet)2π/ fs (31)

where Vdepth is the vibrato depth in cents and Vrate is the vibrato rate in Hz.
An early Hammond patent [20] praises “. . . a musical tone containing a vibrato, that is, a cyclical

shift in frequency of approximately 1.5%, at a rate of about 6 per second. . . ” To match that design
criteria, we typically choose a vibrato depth of 26 cents ≈1.5% and a vibrato rate of 6 Hz. Of course,
these can be parameterized as desired.

4.4. Crosstalk

Some aficionados point to crosstalk between tonewheels as an important part of Hammond organ
sonics. We can consider that since mode filters are not “brick wall” filters, there is already a sort of
crosstalk built into the Hammondizer effect.

Drawing inspiration from Pekonen et al. [18], we can explicitly simulate leakage between adjacent
tonewheels by adding another matrix multiply between gpost(t) and ψ(t). This creates a new set of
signals with crosstalk that includes modes one semitone away from the main modes with a crosstalk
level C:

a′′w(t) = Ca′w−S(t) + a′w(t) + Ca′w+S(t) (32)
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4.5. Memoryless Pickup Nonlinearities

As detailed in [39], distortion effects may be generated by passing a mode through a memoryless
nonlinear function or by substituting a complex waveform for the modulation sinusoid waveform.
Here we adapt both types of distortion to mimic aspects of the Hammond organ’s sonics and design to
the Hammondizer. Note that since both kinds of distortion are applied separately to each mode, the
output will contain no intermodulation products.

Drawing inspiration from the Mustonen et al.’s model of a guitar pickup [10], we propose
a memoryless nonlinearity of the form

yw(t) =
(

1 − e−αxw(t)a′w(t)
)

/α (33)

This memoryless nonlinearity is shown for values of α ∈ [0.1, 0.3, 0.9] in Figure 7. This has the
property of maintaining unity gain around zero, but distorting signals with a large swing around zero
by compressing positive signals and expanding negative signals. In this article, we will use a value
of α = 0.3.
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Figure 7. Memoryless tonewheel pickup nonlinearity.

Typically, memoryless nonlinearities like this will produce effects including “harmonic distortion”
(new frequencies at multiples of existing frequencies) and “intermodulation products” (new frequencies
at sums and differences of existing frequencies). Since this memoryless nonlinearity is applied to the
output of a bandpass filter, mostly harmonic distortion will be created, since energy is concentrated at
one frequency.

4.6. Tonewheel Basis Distortion

On the Hammond organ, tonewheels may not be perfectly sinusoidal. Also, the lowest octave of
tonewheels are cut closer to a square wave shape than a sinusoid. This can be considered a distortion
of the sinusoidal basis functions that the tonewheels represent. To approximate this distortion of
the lower tonewheel basis functions, we can replace each modulating sinusoid ψw(t) with a sum
of sinusoids

ψ̃w(t) =
4
π

exp(jww t) +
4

3π
exp(j3 fw t) +

4
5π

exp(j5 fw t) (34)

(cf. Equation (10)).
Drawing inspiration from the Hammond organ, this should be done for the lowest octave of

tonewheels. In practice, it can be useful to define the effect for a large range of modes.
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Note that this distortion is very different in character from the saturating nonlinearities.
Specifically, it has the unique feature of being amplitude-independent.

5. Results and Discussion

To demonstrate the features of the Hammondizer, we present a series of examples. Examples
of the pitch processing and distortion processing Hammondizer components, operating on a pure
tone input, are presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. Examples of the full Hammondizer,
applied to program material, are described in Section 5.3. Aspects of the Hammondizer’s sonics are
visible in the spectrogram and explained in the text. To understand the full effect of the Hammondizer,
it is necessary to listen to it. Audio recordings (.wav file format) of all these examples are available
online [51].

For all of these examples, the Hammondizer is configured to have 1177 exponentially spaced
modes, with 14 modes per semitone over the seven octave range from 40 Hz to 5120 Hz. The two
columns of smoothing operations gpre(t) and gpost(t) are set so that the gain of each mode during the
smoothing operations is set to unity. gpre(t) is simply a column of ones. Except where noted, each
mode is assigned a 200-ms decay time. We form gpost(t) using smoothing filters which are applied
twice, as suggested in [39]. This creates impulse responses with a linear ramp onset and a 200-ms
decay (e.g., [52])—i.e., of the form t exp{−αt}.

Although we have not emphasized the variation of the mode dampings and complex amplitudes
in this article—focusing rather on the novel aspects of the Hammondizer—the mode dampings
and complex amplitudes can be set just as in the modal reverberator [37,38], creating hybrid
Hammond/reverb effects. The different Hammond organ registrations shown in these results are
given in Figure 8 and are taken from a Hammond owner’s manual [53] and a Keyboard Magazine
article [54].

5.1. Pitch Processing Examples

In this section, we demonstrate the Hammondizer’s drawbar tone controls (Figure 9), its frequency
range (Figure 10), and crosstalk and vibrato processing (Figure 11).

Figure 9 shows spectrograms of a pure tone input signal and versions processed with the
Hammondizer. The input signal (Figure 9a) is a 1.75-second-long sine wave tuned to middle C
(C3, ≈261.63 Hz). The output signal (Figure 9b) shows five different Hammondized versions of the
input signal. Each of the five versions uses a different registration; the vibrato, crosstalk, and distortion
were disabled. The different Hammond organ registrations shown in these results are given in Figure 8.
Figure 9b uses the first five registrations of Figure 8 in order.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8. Various Hammond organ registrations and their names. (a) 008000000 fundamental;
(b) 447000000 “bassoon”; (c) 803600000 “mellow-Dee”; (d) 006070540 “clarinet”; (e) 668848588
“shoutin’ ”; (f) 888888888 “all out”; (g) 888000008 “whistle stop”; (h) 888800000 “Jimmy Smith”.

The C3 sine wave is tuned very close to the center frequency of mode w = 455. Knowing that the
Hammondizer uses the matrix Γ(r(t)) to drive output modes that are offset from each analysis mode
by the length-9 column o (recall Table 1 and Equation (1)), we expect that an input consisting of a single
sinusoid will in general create output signals with nine sinusoidal components (recall Equation (11))
near modes (287, 553, 455, 623, 721, 791, 847, 889, 959). However, since Γ(r(t)) is a function of the
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registration r(t), the output behavior is heavily dependent on the registration. Notice that the 008000000
registration does not affect the signal much beyond a slight lengthening due to the decay time of
the modes near C3. Since each r(t) except r3(t) is zero, only one sinusoid comes out. The second
setting, “bassoon” (447000000) produces three sinusoids in response to the input sinusoid, since it
has three non-zero r(t)s. The amplitude of each sinusoid depends on its corresponding drawbar
setting (recall Table 2). The “bassoon,” “mellow-Dee,” and “shoutin’ ” registrations have non-zero first
drawbar settings—notice that they produce energy an octave below C3. The “shoutin’ ” and “all out”
registrations have no non-zero drawbar settings—notice that the individual sine wave of the input has
driven nine sine waves in the output, and that their relative amplitudes reflect the “shoutin’ ” and “all
out” registrations (668848588 and 888888888, respectively).

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) C3 sine wave input and (b) Hammondized version with five different registrations.

Figure 10 shows spectrograms of a sinusoidal input signal and its Hammondized response.
The input signal (Figure 10a) is a series of nine 0.5-second-long sine waves, generated at octave
intervals from C0 (≈32.70 Hz) and to C8 (≈8372.02 Hz). The Hammondized output (Figure 10a)
used the 668848588 (“shoutin’ ”) registration, and the vibrato, crosstalk, and distortion were disabled.
In a broad sense, the Hammondizer imprints the “shoutin’ ” partial structure onto the input sinusoids.
Note, however, that since the Hammondizer does not have any modes outside the 40 Hz to 5120 Hz
frequency range, the C0 and C8 inputs generate little output, though transients in the C0 sinusoid
produce a ghostly “whoosh” sound.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Showing range of Hammond tonewheels. (a) C0–C8 input signal; (b) Hammondizer with
“shoutin’ ” registration.
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The Hammondizer crosstalk and vibrato components are now explored using the pure tone
input of Figure 9a. In Figure 11a, the effect of crosstalk is illustrated using the “clarinet” registration
with vibrato and distortion disabled. Crosstalk amplitudes of −∞, −24, −18, −12, and −6 dB are
simulated. Note the increased presence of energy in adjacent notes with increased crosstalk amplitude.
In Figure 11b, the effect of vibrato is studied using a “whistle stop” (888000008) registration, with
crosstalk and distortion disabled. Each output uses a 6 Hz vibrato, with (from left to right) vibrato
depths of 0, 25, 50, 100, and 1200 cents, with a depth of 25 cents being typical for a Hammond tonewheel
organ. As expected, there is a sinusoidal variation in the output frequency of each partial.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) Clarinet registration, various levels of crosstalk ∈ [−∞,−24,−18,−12,−6]dB and
(b) Whistle stop registration, various levels of vibrato ∈ [0, 26, 50, 100, 1200] cents on the right.

5.2. Distortion Processing Examples

Here, we demonstrate the Hammondizer’s tonewheel shape distortion (Figure 12) and its
mode-wise distortion (Figures 13 and 14).

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Keyboard split demonstration. (a) C0–C5 input signal; (b) Driving keyboard split.

Figure 12 shows an input signal spectrogram (Figure 12a) and a Hammondized version showing
the tonewheel shape distortion (Figure 12b). The input signal is the collection of sinusoids C0 through
C5. This is applied to the Hammondizer set to a fundamental-only registration (008000000), with
vibrato and distortion disabled. As described above, the lowest two octaves of tonewheels are given
3rd and 5th harmonics. Notice how C0, C1, and C2 produce pronounced 3rd and 5th harmonics even
though the registration is 008000000, but that C3–C5 don’t generate harmonics.
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Figure 13 shows spectrograms of an input signal and its Hammondized version. Figure 13a shows
the input signal: five 1.75-second-long sinusoidal bursts, all tuned to C3. From left to right, the input
sinusoid amplitudes are 0, −3, −6, −9, and −12 dB. Notice in the output (Figure 13b) that the degree of
distortion decreases as the amplitude decreases, as is typical of saturating memoryless nonlinearities.

(a) (b)

Figure 13. Decreasing amplitude interacting with distortion. (a) C3 input signal, various amplitudes;
(b) Distorted.

Recall that the Hammond distortion is generated separately on each key, and accordingly there
is no intermodulation distortion. To demonstrate this and to test the presence of intermodulation
distortion in our Hammondizer process, we use a signal having C3 and E3 notes which appear both
individually and overlapped—see Figure 14. Figure 14b shows the Hammondized result. Notice that
there is little to no intermodulation distortion in the output; the response to the combination of C3 and
E3 is very nearly equal to the sum of the response to C3 and the response to E3. Figure 14c shows the
result of a modified algorithm y(t) = p(1�(x(t)� a′(t))) in which the hundreds of individual mode
pickup distortions are replaced by a single pickup distortion that operates on the sum of all modes.
(cf. Equations (24) and (25)). This more typical approach to implementing distortion produces heavy
intermodulation distortion. This sort of intermodulation distortion can be considered unpleasant;
its absence can be considered a unique feature of the Hammondizer.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14. Showing how the Hammondizer mode-wise distortion does not cause intermodulation
distortion. (a) Input signal; (b) Hammondizer with mode-wise distortion; and (c) Hammondizer with
“global” distortion.

5.3. Full Examples

In this section, we present examples of the full Hammondizer processing program material,
a guitar (Figure 15) and a violoncello (Figure 16).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15. Blues guitar lick, original and two different Hammondized settings. (a) Input signal;
(b) Hammondized, “Jimmy Smith” registration; (c) Hammondized, “all out” registration.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16. Beginning of “El Cant dels Ocells” [55], original and two different Hammondized settings.
(a) Input signal; (b) Hammondized, “bassoon” registration; (c) Hammondized, “clarinet” registration.

Figure 15a shows a blues guitar lick, and two Hammondized versions, with a “Jimmy Smith”
(888800000) registration in Figure 15b and an “all out” (888800000) registration in Figure 15c. Notice that
the relatively full-range input of the guitar is mostly restricted to below 5120 Hz in the Hammondized
examples. Especially from 1–2 s, the vibrato is visible. In the “all out” registration, some pickup
distortion is visible above the 5120-Hz tonewheel limit.

Figure 16a shows a melody “El Cant dels Ocells” played on the violoncello, and two
Hammondized versions, with a “bassoon” (447000000) registration in Figure 16b and a “clarinet”
(006070540) registration in Figure 16c.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we’ve described a novel class of audio effects—the Hammondizer—that imprints
the sonics of the Hammond tonewheel organ on any audio signal. The Hammondizer extends
the recently-introduced modal processor approach to artificial reverberation and effects processing.
We close with comments on two extensions to the Hammondizer audio effect.

We’ve discussed parameterizations of each aspect of the Hammondizer which are chosen to
closely mimic the sonics of the Hammond organ. For example, the mode frequency range of the
Hammondizer is chosen to match the range of tonewheel tunings on the Hammond organ, and the
the vibrato rate and depth are chosen to mimic a standard Hammond organ vibrato tone. In closing,
we wish to mention that these parameterizations can be extended to loosen the connection to the
Hammond organ but widen the range of applicability of the Hammondizer. For instance, the mode
frequencies can be tuned across the entire audio range (≈20–20000 Hz) rather than being limited to
40–5120 Hz. In this context, some of the connection with the Hammond organ is relaxed, but the
drawbar controls still give a powerful and unique interface for pitch shift in a reverberant context.
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Although the Hammondizer is designed to process complex program material as a digital audio
effect, it is possible to configure the Hammondizer so that it will act somewhat like a direct Hammond
organ emulation. This can be done by driving the Hammondizer with only sinusoids (e.g., a keyboard
set to a sinusoid tone) which act as control signals, effectively driving n(t) directly. This is particularly
effective using short mode dampings (as in this article). An example is given alongside the other audio
online [51].
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Abstract: In this paper, a flexible control strategy for a synthesis model dedicated to nonlinear friction
phenomena is proposed. This model enables to synthesize different types of sound sources, such as
creaky doors, singing glasses, squeaking wet plates or bowed strings. Based on the perceptual stance
that a sound is perceived as the result of an action on an object we propose a genuine source/filter
synthesis approach that enables to elude physical constraints induced by the coupling between the
interacting objects. This approach makes it possible to independently control and freely combine the
action and the object. Different implementations and applications related to computer animation,
gesture learning for rehabilitation and expert gestures are presented at the end of this paper.

Keywords: friction sounds; intuitive control; gesture guidance

1. Introduction

Friction between two objects can produce a wide variety of sounds like squealing brakes,
creaking doors, squeaking dishes or beautiful sounds from bowed strings in musical conditions.
The understanding of such acoustical phenomena constitutes a historical challenge of physics that was
subjected to early researches already from the 18th century [1]. Today friction phenomena are still
debated and several mechanisms are under investigation, such as the conversion process from kinetic
to thermal energy provoked by friction at the atomic scale [2]. In spite of the physical complexity
of friction phenomena, physically inspired friction models have been developed within various
domains [3,4]. Such models have for instance been used for musical purposes in the case of simulations
of sounds from bowed string instruments intended for electronic cellos or violins [5] or unusual friction
driven instruments based on both physical and signal models [6]. In the specific case of violin sounds,
more elaborated models also considered the thermal effects that appear at the contact area between the
bow and the string [7,8]. All these models strongly depend on physical considerations and require
the control of specific physical parameters. For example in the model proposed by Avanzini et al. [3]
seven physical parameters must be defined to synthesize a friction sound. Although these parameters
well characterize the physical behavior of the friction phenomenon, they are not at all intuitive for
naive users. In fact, to facilitate the control of such models, a better understanding of the perceptual
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impact of its parameters would be needed. Other approaches based on holistic observations have been
proposed. Rather than simulating the physical behavior of the phenomena, these models generally
focus on the perceptual relevance of the elements that contribute to the generated sound and whether
they contribute to the evocation of a particular event. For example, Van den Doel et al. [9] considered
that the noisy character of friction sounds was perceptually salient and proposed to synthesize noisy
friction sounds by modeling the sound as band-pass filtered noise which central frequency varies
with respect to the relative velocity of the two interacting objects. In addition to be computationally
efficient, this model offers numerous control possibilities and provides a wide variety of controls of
the friction sound that can be easily handled by naive users. In addition to the velocity control, the
roughness of the surface can easily be modified by shaping the spectral content of the noise in filtering
pre-processing step. Another advantage of using signal models that are unconstrained by mechanics is
that physically impossible situations can be generated. Hence, unlimited sound generation possibilities
are available, such as continuous morphing between sounding objects or perceptual cross-synthesis
between sound properties.

In this article we therefore propose to synthesize nonlinear friction sounds from signal models
using a paradigm based on perceptually relevant acoustic morphologies. This approach enables to
elude the physical constraints and to separately control the nature of the interaction and the resonating
object from a perceptual point of view. It should be noted that the underpinning terminology may
therefore differ from the one used to describe the physics behind the friction phenomena. In particular,
friction is generally modeled as an interaction between two objects while we here consider that a friction
sound can be perceptually described as the consequence of an action of a moving, non-resonant exciter
on a resonating object. Hence, the proposed approach makes it possible to freely combine actions and
objects to simulate both real and physically non-plausible situations and to explore the ductility of
synthesis in terms of control possibilities for various applications. For instance, from a perceptual
point of view, squeaking or squealing sounds may convey the sense of “effort” or “annoyance” while
tonal sounds may convey the sense of “success” or “wellness”. Based on these evocative auditory
percepts, new sonic devices aiming at guiding or learning specific gestures can then be developed
with such flexible sound synthesis models. In particular, transitions between perceptually different
acoustical behaviors can be defined according to arbitrary mapping specifications related to the used
devices. Depending on the mapping, such models also enable to choose different levels of difficulty in
a learning process. In the present article, we focus on a general model that simulates different acoustical
behaviors from spectral considerations. Finally, several applications linked to gesture guidance and
video game applications are presented.

2. Perceptually Informed Friction Sound Synthesis

To design a ductile synthesis tool simulating non-linear acoustical phenomena, we used
a paradigm describing the auditory perception of sound events. This paradigm can be illustrated by the
following example: when hearing the sound of a metal plate hitting the floor, the material of the plate
can easily be recognized. Likewise, if the plate is dragged on the floor, the recognition of its metallic
nature remains possible, but the continuous sound-producing dragging action can also be recognized.
This example points out a general principle of auditory perception consisting in decomposing sounds
into two main contributions: one that characterizes the resonating object properties and another linked
to the action generating the vibrating energy. In other words, the produced sound can be defined as
the consequence of an action on an object. It must be noted that this is not true from a physical point
of view, since friction between two objects induces mutual energetic exchanges between interacting
objects. Nevertheless from a perceptual point of view, the action/object approach is still relevant as
long as the action part simulates the acoustic morphologies that characterize the nonlinear behavior
provoked by the interaction.

Such descriptions of an auditory event have been highlighted in various psychological studies,
pointing out that our auditory perception uses information from invariant structures included
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in the auditory signal to recognize the auditory events. Inspired from the ecological theory of
visual perception and the taxonomy of invariant features of visual flow proposed by Gibson [10],
McAdams [11] and Gaver [12,13] adapted this theory to auditory perception. It has since then been
successfully used for sound synthesis purposes. Concerning the object, it has been shown that the
damping behavior of each partial characterizes the perceived material of an impacted object [14].
In line with this result, a damping law defined by a global and a relative damping behavior was
proposed to control the perceived material in an impact sound synthesizer [15]. Concerning the
action, recent studies focused on the synthesis of continuous interaction sounds such as rubbing,
scratching and rolling [16–18]. They revealed that the statistics of the series of impacts that model
the continuous interaction between two objects characterize the nature of the perceived interaction.
Additionally this enables to intuitively control the synthesis of such sounds. This ecological approach
then provides a powerful framework to extract the acoustic information that makes sense when
listening to a sound [19].

The framework of the action/object paradigm previously described supposes that actions and objects
are perceived independently and can therefore be simulated separately. Practically, an implementation
with a linear source-resonance filtering is well adapted to the present perceptual paradigm, see Figure 1.
The output sound indeed results from a convolution between a source signal e(t) and the impulse
response h(t) of a vibrating object. The resonator part h(t) is implemented with a resonant filter bank,
which central frequencies correspond to the eigen frequencies of the object. A control strategy of the
perceptual attributes of the object by semantic descriptions for example the perceived material, size
and shape is proposed in [20].

Figure 1. The Action/Object Paradigm.

2.1. Source Modeling

In this section, the modeling of the source signal related to the perception of actions such as
squeaking or creaking is examined. For that purpose, basics physical considerations and empirical
observations made on recorded signals are firstly presented. A signal model is finally proposed
according to invariant morphologies revealed by these observations.

2.1.1. The Coulomb Friction Model

The Coulomb friction can be described in its first approximation by a simple phenomenological
model sketched in Figure 2. When an object is rubbing another one, and when the contact force
between the objects is large enough, the friction behavior can be described by the displacement of
a mass held by a spring, and gradually moved from its equilibrium position by a conveyer belt moving
at a velocity v. The object is then said to be in the sticking phase. When the friction force Ff r becomes
smaller than the restoring force Fr, the mass slides in the opposite direction until Ff r becomes larger
than Fr. The object is then said to be in the slipping phase. This model describes the so-called stick-slip
motion, or the Helmoltz motion.
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Figure 2. The conveyer-belt model and a typical stick-slip motion.

If we neglect the slipping phase, the resulting displacement x(t) of the exciter on the conveyer
belt surface corresponds to a sawtooth signal whose Fourier decomposition is:

x(t) =
1
2
− 1

π

∞

∑
k=1

1
k

sin(π f0kt) (1)

Several models that take into account a non-zero sliding duration can be found, see Figure 2.
The Fourier decomposition of such a signal is a harmonic spectrum with decreasing amplitude
according to the harmonic order.

This model provides a first a priori about the behavior of the source signal to be simulated: the
excitation should have a harmonic spectrum. This model allows us to determine a physically informed
signal morphology associated to the nonlinear friction phenomenon, even if we are aware that it cannot
be generalized to any friction situation.

2.1.2. Empirical Observations on Recorded Sounds

In this section, empirical observations of various nonlinear friction sounds are presented.
Five situations are analyzed: a creaky door, a squeaking and singing wet wineglass, a squeaking
wet plate, and a bowed cello string. These five situations were chosen as they are the consequence
of a human movement and are therefore good candidates to be used in gesture guidance device.
Except for the door creak and the cello, the recordings were made in an anechoic room using a cardioid
Neumann-KM84i microphone positioned about 30 cm above the rubbed object. The recorded sounds
are available online [21] from [22]. An inharmonicity analysis was performed for each sound. A partial
tracking routine developed by Dan Ellis [23] was used to detect the set of peaks of the spectrum in each
frame of the excerpt. A linear regression was applied to the inharmonicity value, γn = fn

n f0
− 1, where

fn is the n-th peak detected, and f0 the fundamental. If the spectrum is harmonic the inharmonicity γn

is 0. The analysis of the three recordings revealed that they all had harmonic spectra.

• Creaky Door. The time-frequency representation of the sound is presented in Figure 3. The sound
has a harmonic spectrum whose fundamental frequency varies over time. The fundamental
frequency is related to the rotation speed and the pressure at the rotation axis of the door. The large
range of variations of the fundamental frequency is also a noticeable characteristic of this signal
morphology that varies from a very noisy like sound when f0 is low, to a “singing” harmonic one
for higher values.
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Figure 3. Short Term Fourier Transform of a creaky door sound.

• Squeaking Wet Plate. The spectrograms of the squeaking sound and the impulse response of
the plate are shown in Figure 4. This sound is also harmonic but provides less variations of
the fundamental frequency than the creaky door. In addition, the fundamental frequency f0

slowly varies around a central value. The vibrating modes of the plate are clearly visible on the
impulse response and are excited when f0 gets close to the excitation frequency. This observation
consolidates the stance to use the perceptual action/object paradigm based on a separate control
of the exciter and the resonator.

Figure 4. Short Term Fourier Transform of a sound produced by a squeaky wet plate and its
impulse response.

• Squeaking and Singing Glass. When a glass is rubbed, the associated sound may reveal several
behaviors qualified as squeaking and singing, see Figure 5. The squeaking phase provides
a similar behavior as the squeaking wet plate: f0 varies chaotically around a central value.
The singing phase appears when f0 falls on a wineglass mode. The transitions between the
squeaking and singing situations are almost instantaneous and hardly predictable.
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Figure 5. Short Term Fourier Transform of a sound produced by a squeaking and singing glass.

• Bowed Cello String. The sound of a bowed string shows behaviors similar to those of the singing
wineglass, see Figure 6. The fundamental frequency is locked to a vibrating mode of the string
according to the bow velocity and force. The main difference resides in the attack which is
smoother than in the singing wineglass sound.

Figure 6. Short Term Fourier Transform of a bowed cello string—A3 (220 Hz).

These empirical observations lead us to hypothesize that the acoustical morphology that mainly
characterizes such auditory events relies on the temporal evolution of the fundamental f0 frequency of
a harmonic spectrum. As it is well known for sustained musical instruments most of these acoustical
behaviors can indeed be modeled by a harmonic spectrum whose fundamental frequency varies over
time. The analyses of the previously recorded sounds confirmed that these assumptions also hold for
other friction cases. Nevertheless, even if each spectrum locally is perfectly harmonic, each individual
harmonic is not perfectly localized in frequency and should be considered as a band-pass filtered noise
with a very thin bandwidth.
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2.1.3. Signal Model

From the empirical signal observations presented in previous sections, the following general
synthesis model of the source e(t) is proposed:

e(t) =
Nf0

∑
k=1

Ak(t)sin(Ωk(t)) (2)

where Nf0 =
⌊

fs
2 f0

⌋
and fs the sample frequency. The instantaneous frequency is given by

dΩk
dt (t) = 2πk f0(t), and Ak the amplitude modulation law for the k-th harmonic. From a signal

point of view, the sound morphologies for squeaking, creaking and singing objects differ by the
temporal evolution of the fundamental frequency f0(t) and the amplitudes Ak(t).

• Fundamental frequency behavior. The following general expression for f0 is proposed:

f0(t) = (1 + ε(t))Φ(Γ(t)) (3)

Φ represents the fundamental frequency defined from a given mapping Γ(t). ε(t) is a low pass
filtered noise with cutoff frequency defined below 20 Hz. This stochastic part models the chaotic
variations of the fundamental frequency observed in the case of squeaking or creaking sounds.
In the case of self-sustained oscillations, ε is null. For a more physically informed mapping,
the fundamental frequency can be defined from the dynamical parameters of the two bodies in
contact, in particular Γ(t) = (p(t), v(t)), by assuming that the friction sounds mainly depend
on the dynamic pressure p(t) and the relative velocity v(t) between objects. The mapping can
be defined with other descriptors according to the desired applications as mentioned in the
introduction and developed below in the applications section.

• Amplitude Modulation Behavior. In the specific case of the singing wineglass low frequency beats
are observed in the generated sounds. The frequency of the amplitude modulation is directly
linked to the velocity v(t) of the wet finger which is rubbing the glass rim and the diameter of the
glass D. An explicit expression of Ak(t) as been proposed [24,25]:

Ak(t) =
1
k

sin
(

2π
∫ t

0

v(t)
πD

dt
)

(4)

In other words, the smaller the diameter, the higher the velocity and the amplitude modulation,
and vice versa. For other situation than the singing wineglass we proposed an amplitude
modulation law defined by Ak =

1
k .

The parameters of the model related to different friction phenomena are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Mapping between descriptors and signal parameters – Γ(t) represents the mapping between
the descriptors and the fundamental frequency, the velocity and the pressure – f̃(n,0) is the n-th mode
of the vibrating object (wineglass or string). Note that in each case the resonant filter bank that models
the material and the shape of the object has to be calibrated accordingly [15,26] .

Sound
Frequency Modulation Amplitude Modulation

f0(t) AMk(t)

Creaky Door
Squeaky Vessel (1 + ε(t))Φ(Γ(t)) 1

k
Squeaky Wineglass

Singing Wineglass f̃(n,0)
1
k sin

(
2π
∫ t

0
v(t)
πD dt

)
Bowed String f̃(n,0)

1
k
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2.2. Implementation

The signal model previously described proposes to reach the expected flexibility through
a source-filter approach that enables to separate the perceptual control of the action from that of
the object. The action properties are thus characterized by the source signal which corresponds to
a harmonic spectrum whose temporal evolution of fundamental frequency and amplitude characterize
the evoked nonlinear behavior. In this section, we propose two different ways to implement such
a source.

2.2.1. Additive Synthesis

Additive synthesis is certainly the most natural way to simulate the harmonic spectrum.
This approach consists in summing the outputs of sinusoidal oscillators whose frequencies fn are
driven by the different behaviors previously described.

The main flaw is that the synthesized sounds are sometimes perceived to be non natural. This is
probably due to the fact that the harmonics are indeed not perfectly localized in frequency in the
previously recorded sounds. They should therefore be considered as bandpass filtered noises with
very thin bandwidths. Replacing the sinusoids by band-pass filtered noises could provide additional
acoustic cues that are important for the perceived realism of the sound. Another possibility would be to
expand the bandwidth around each harmonic by adding spectral components around each harmonic
in an additive way. Nevertheless, this method drastically increases the complexity of the algorithm
and makes it almost impossible to propose an intuitive control. In order to increase the realism of the
synthesized sounds without loosing too much computational efficiency the following section proposes
another way to implement the generation of a harmonic spectrum, and thus facilitating the shaping of
the bandwidths around each harmonic.

2.2.2. Subtractive Synthesis

Subtractive synthesis emanated from the digital filtering theory [27] and has been extensively used
for speech analysis and synthesis [28,29]. It consists in shaping a sound with a rich harmonic content
such as a noise by a filtering process. It is thus possible to generate a harmonic spectrum by creating
a resonant filter bank whose central frequencies are defined to construct the desired harmonic spectrum.
When the source is a noise and the damping of each filter is set to zero, the spectrum is perfectly tonal
and corresponds to the one obtained by additive synthesis. Contrary to the additive synthesis, the
bandwidth around each harmonic can globally be expanded by increasing the damping values to
make the sound more noisy, without increasing the computational cost. Practically, we implemented
such a subtractive method by designing a filter bank composed of 2nd-order resonant filters [30]
whose central frequencies are tuned to the frequencies of the harmonic spectrum. Their damping
is then left as a control of the sound synthesis process. The source is finally generated by filtering
a white noise with this resonant filter bank. The frequencies and amplitude modulation laws of
the different friction behaviors described previously can then be applied in the same way as for the
additive synthesis process.

3. Applications

The synthesis process and the control described above led to several applications. Three of
them are presented here and constitute firstly the creation of a tool for motor disease rehabilitation
and gesture learning, secondly the possibility to create flexible bowed string synthesizers enabling
to choose their playability a priori, and finally the conception of an event-driven interactive sound
synthesis tool in virtual audiovisual environments.
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3.1. Auditory Guidance Tools for Motor Learning

The main goal behind the development of the flexible synthesis model described above was to
create new devices based on sounds to guide gestures. In particular, this problem was motivated by the
rehabilitation of a specific motor disease called dysgraphia which affects some children that aren’t able
to write fluidly. The idea was thus to provide an auditory feedback based on a metaphoric “singing
wineglass” as a correct target. Such a feedback would continuously inform them on the correctness of
their gesture and would influence them to intuitively modify their graphical movement to reach the
required fluidity.

In order to evaluate the relevance of real-time auditory feedback to improve handwriting gestures,
a study was performed on adults who were asked to write new characters with their non-dominant
hand [31]. Thirty two French natives who were right-handed adults who had normal vision and
hearing and presented no neurological or attentional deficits participated in this experiment. The task
consisted in writing four new characters of Tamil script with their non-dominant hand on a sheet
of paper that was affixed to a graphic tablet. A movie showing an example of the learning task is
available online [32]. The writing was accompanied by synthetic sounds simulating a natural action
on an object, which varied as a function of the handwriting quality. A rubbing sound evoking a chalk
on a blackboard was associated to a correct handwriting. When the handwriting was too slow, the
rubbing was transformed into a more unpleasant sound evoking a squeaking door, which urged the
writers to increase the speed of their movements to obtain a more pleasant sound. The handwriting was
considered too slow when the instantaneous tangential velocity was below 1.5 cm·s−1. Consequently,
the transition between the friction sound and the rubbing sound was made at this threshold.

In addition to the continuous guidance, impact sounds evoking cracking sounds were added
whenever the handwriting was jerky. These additional discrete sounds, which were obtained from
a synthesizer developed for intuitive control of impact sounds [15,26], evoked a lack of fluency of
the handwriting action and could in a metaphorical way be associated with a chalk that breaks
while writing or a cracking vinyl record. These sounds were generated when the difference between
two velocity peaks was less than 40 ms and when the velocity difference between these two peaks
was less than 1.0 cm·s−1. These thresholds were determined empirically and validated from previous
experiments on movement fluency [33].

The results were analyzed through two different types of variables: (1) kinematic variables
on handwriting movement (2) spatial variables on the written trace. The kinematic variables were
obtained from the mean tangential velocity on the tablet and the number of velocity peaks within
a certain frequency range (5–10 Hz). The spatial variables corresponding to the trace length of the total
trajectory was calculated in terms of a Euclidian distance between the subject’s trace and a reference
trace obtained from the recordings of a trained proficient adult using his dominant hand. The better
the character matched with the reference, the higher the score.

The subjects were divided in two groups and were told to learn the four unknown characters with
their non-dominant hand with or without real-time auditory feedback. Half of the participants first
learned the two characters without the auditory feedback and the following two characters with the
auditory feedback, while the second half first learned the two characters with the auditory feedback
and the following without the auditory feedback.

Results revealed that sonifying handwriting during the learning process of unknown characters
improved the fluency and speed of their production, despite a slight reduction of their short-term
accuracy, hereby validating the use of sounds to inform about handwriting kinematics. By transforming
kinematic variables into sounds, proprioceptive signals are translated into exteroceptive signals, thus
revealing hidden characteristics of the handwriting movement to the writer. Although this study
focused on adult participants, the encouraging results incited the authors to propose a similar approach
for learning and rehabilitation of dysgraphic children which also appeared to be efficient [34]. In this
study the difficulty of the task could be adjusted according to the degree of fluidity for each child.
Results revealed that dysgraphic children increase their writing fluidity across training sessions by
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using this sonification tool. Current experiments are conducted to evaluate whether this sonification
method is more efficient than existing ones based on visual and proprioceptive feedbacks.

3.2. Pedagogical Bowed String Instrument

The process of learning to play an instrument is generally long and cumbersome since specific
and accurate gestures are involved. Instrument makers cannot easily simplify this learning process
even if they can increase the playability to some extent by acting on the material of the instrument.
However, they are always constrained by the physics and cannot ensure for example that a specific
Shelleng diagram that is linked to the playability of a bowed string is associated to a given instrument.
As the models proposed here enabled the generation of bowed string sounds that are not constrained
by physics as traditional instruments, it is possible to imagine a new evolving pedagogical tool. We may
indeed create a virtual instrument whose playability can be defined a priori in order to adapt the
playability of the instrument to the progress of the performer. The violin string would be simulated by
a metal string with controllable modal properties.

For instance, we defined the mapping function Γ between the dynamic descriptors (v(t), p(t))
and the fundamental frequency f0 of the harmonic spectrum. The evolution of f0 with respect
to Γ is freely tunable and enables the simulation of sudden transitions occurring in bowed string
instruments. An example of the proposed space is presented in Figure 7. This strategy fulfills the
wanted requirements of flexibility. It enables to define behaviors which are theoretically not allowed
by physics but that may be useful in the learning process. This mapping can further be adjusted with
respect to the learning progress of a student.

Figure 7. (Top) An example of control strategy that defines the vibrating behavior (squeaking
and self-oscillating areas) according to Velocity/Pressure plane. The dotted line gives an example
of possible trajectories in the Velocity/Pressure plane; (Bottom) Example of mapping function
between the descriptors, e.g., velocity and pressure v(t) and p(t) and the fundamental frequency
f0(t) = Γ(v(t), p(t)).
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3.3. Computer Animation

Most of the techniques used by current Foley artists are based on recorded samples which
are triggered with the sound events occurring in the visual scene. Nevertheless, due to the use of
pre-defined sound samples such techniques often lack of intrinsic timbre control and do not offer the
possibility to precisely shape the sound continuously with respect to the user’s actions. For video
games, the sample storage moreover occupies a lot of storage space and the graphical data often takes
up most available resources. Our model offers the possibility to synthesize such sounds in real-time,
to freely modify their timbre independently of physical constraints, and to directly link the dynamic
parameters of visual events to the sound generating parameters. Above all, sound synthesis doesn’t
use any data storage as sounds are directly generated on the fly. An example of such a control is
available online [22,35].

In this context, a novel framework for interactive synthesis of solid sounds driven by a game
engine has been developed in [36]. This work highlights the possibilities offered by the so-called
“procedural audio” generation aiming at replacing the use of pre-recorded samples for sound effects.
Such a tool is particularly adapted to handle evolutive and interactive situations like morphing
or continuous transitions between objects and/or actions. Practically, a game engine in which the
virtual scene is designed drives the sound synthesizer. The mapping between the visual and the
sound parameters is defined so that the audio-visual coherency of the global scene is respected.
Friction sounds like squeaking vessels or singing glasses constitute relevant cases to highlight
interactive situations for which the user’s actions have to be taken into account in a continuous
way. An example of such an application to computer animation is available online [37].

The implemented sound model is able to smoothly transform rubbing sounds into squeaking
or tonal sounds. The different regimes are reached with respect to the velocity value of the user’s
gesture. The squeaky effect is obtained by setting the filters so as to obtain a harmonic comb filter
whose frequencies fluctuate with time. These random fluctuations happen around mean values which
can be subject to sudden jumps depending on physical parameters of the interaction for example the
relative speed and the normal force. Tonal source signals are obtained using a stationary and possibly
inharmonic filter bank whose frequencies correspond to natural frequencies of the vibrating solid.
An amplitude modulation is also added to the source signal. The transformation between rubbing
and squeaking is achieved by a continuous increase of the filters’ gain. A smooth transformation from
squeaking to tonal is obtained by progressively moving the filters’ frequencies from the frequencies
of squeaking to natural frequencies of the solid. Simultaneously, the amplitude of the filter bank’s
frequency jitter is progressively brought to zero while the depth of the amplitude modulation is
smoothly increased from zero to its maximal value.

4. Conclusions and Perspectives

In this article, a sound synthesis model of nonlinear friction sounds is proposed. Based on
perceptual considerations, this model enables to elude physical considerations and to intuitively
control and morph between the different friction behaviors. In particular, it enables to separately
simulate actions and objects, in order to generate sounds that perceptually evoke different interactions,
e.g., squeaking and singing combined with different objects. Various applications of these tools are
proposed such as the auditory guidance of gestures for the rehabilitation of motor diseases, learning
processes of expert musical gestures and sounds for video games.

The proposed model achieves the initial goal of control flexibility for the desired applications.
Some improvements can nevertheless be envisaged. Concerning the synthesis models, it would be
interesting to make further signal analyses on recorded sounds in order to define specific amplitude
and frequency modulation laws for the different nonlinear behaviors. Moreover, in the case of bowing
sounds, this model only takes into account the string vibrations and doesn’t encompass the modeling
of the body resonances of the instrument. These latter could be modeled by adding a filter bank to the
output of the actual model and set up the filter parameters according to the modes and resonances of
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the instrument. It might also be of interest to provide a vibrato control. This could easily be achieved
by defining a specific frequency modulation law of the fundamental frequency corresponding to such
specific behaviors.

One other improvement of the synthesis model would be to give the possibility to simulate
spectral behaviors such as multi-harmonic behaviors involved for instance in brake squeal sounds [38].
As implemented here, the synthesis model only enables to synthesize purely harmonic spectra.
Nevertheless it is still possible to synthesize multi-harmonic spectral contents by changing the general
definition of the additive model (cf. Equation (2)). For example, by considering two fundamental
frequencies f1 and f2, a multi-harmonic set of partials can be defined by the following instantaneous
frequencies: dΩk,m

dt (t) = ±k f1 ± m f2, with m and k integers greater than or equal 0 [38]. More generally,
the additive synthesis method offers the possibility to define any kind of spectral behaviors involving
a sum of sinusoidal partials as those involved in many physical situations such as brake squeals [38,39].
The main difficulty resides in the high level of understanding of these phenomena, which may involve
deterministic chaotic variations, in order to define intuitive controls of these behaviors for naive users.

The architecture based on a source-filter implementation is interesting as it is computationally
efficient and also provides a modularity between the source and the resonance contributions. In the
situations presented in this paper the source signal was a white noise but nothing prevents the user
from employing other textures to create metaphoric situations such as a flow of water to which the
same filtering process is applied. This enables to create physically impossible combinations between
actions and objects such as squeaking on a liquid surface. This way of crossing the excitation with
a resonating material could be seen as a kind of perceptual cross-synthesis [18,40]. Here, the crossing
is not made between signal parameters of the two sounds like amplitudes and phases, but by crossing
acoustical invariants that are separately related to different evocations. Such unheard-of sounds may be
used to develop new worlds of sounds controlled by musical interfaces based on semantic descriptions.

Finally, in order to completely validate the perceptual relevance of the synthesized sounds,
perceptual evaluations are planned. Such evaluations will necessitate several steps of investigations
that are not only related to the sound quality, but also to the control issues and in particular the
mapping strategies that determine how the gestural control of the synthesizer should be adapted to
human gestures for a given application and how multimodal issues should be taken into account.
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Abstract: As the sound signal of a machine contains abundant information and is easy to measure,
acoustic-based monitoring or diagnosis systems exhibit obvious superiority, especially in some
extreme conditions. However, the sound directly collected from industrial field is always polluted.
In order to eliminate noise components from machinery sound, a wavelet threshold denoising
method optimized by an improved fruit fly optimization algorithm (WTD-IFOA) is proposed in this
paper. The sound is firstly decomposed by wavelet transform (WT) to obtain coefficients of each
level. As the wavelet threshold functions proposed by Donoho were discontinuous, many modified
functions with continuous first and second order derivative were presented to realize adaptively
denoising. However, the function-based denoising process is time-consuming and it is difficult to
find optimal thresholds. To overcome these problems, fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) was
introduced to the process. Moreover, to avoid falling into local extremes, an improved fly distance
range obeying normal distribution was proposed on the basis of original FOA. Then, sound signal
of a motor was recorded in a soundproof laboratory, and Gauss white noise was added into the
signal. The simulation results illustrated the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed approach
by a comprehensive comparison among five typical methods. Finally, an industrial application on a
shearer in coal mining working face was performed to demonstrate the practical effect.

Keywords: wavelet threshold denoising; sound signal; wavelet transform; improved fruit fly
optimization algorithm; fly distance range

1. Introduction

Generally, the vibration and strain signals of a machine are mostly applied to provide dynamic
information of the machine’s working condition [1,2], even though they have some common
disadvantages, such as contact measurement, limited detecting positions and difficult to maintain
detectors in some severe situations. Therefore, vibration and strain measuring is inappropriate or
sometimes even impossible in these cases. On the other hand, the sound signal of a machine can be a
significant criterion for state recognition or fault diagnosis because it is convenient to collectand does
not affect the machine [3]. Thus, acoustic-based diagnosis (ABS) has received much attention in recent
years [4]. One of the most important preconditions for ABS is eliminating noise from the initial sound
signal, and the performance of denoising directly influences the effect of subsequent processing [5,6].
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Preliminary analysis of machinery sound shows that significant details distribute in both time
and frequency domains, which implies that noise elimination methods considering both scales would
perform better than those only focusing one. Throughout the development of signal processing,
the most influential time–frequency joint analysis approaches are Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and
Wavelet Transform (WT) [7]. WT was firstly proposed by Mallat in 1989 [8]. As the window function of
FFT is fixed, WT is obviously superior to FFT for non-stationary signal as the property of characterizing
local features in both domains. Six years later, Donoho proposed hard-threshold and soft-threshold
denoising solutions based on WT. The corresponding threshold value was selected by combining WT
and Stein’s unbiased risk estimate (SURE) [9]. However, since the derivative of standard threshold
function is not continuous and lacks adaptability, many improved wavelet noise reduction methods
have been proposed [10–12]. With the extensive application of artificial intelligence in recent years,
adaptive threshold selecting approaches based on intelligent optimization algorithms, such as the
particle swarm optimization (PSO), genetic algorithm (GA) and ant colony optimization (ACO) have
been adopted gradually [13–15].

Fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) was proposed by Pan in 2012 [16–18]. As a meta-heuristic
method, FOA simulates the intelligent foraging behavior of fruit fly group in food finding process [19].
The fruit fly is superior to other species with regard to its senses of osphresis and vision, it can even
a smell food source from 40 km away and locate other flocks by its sensitive vision [20]. The FOA
has many advantages compared with the above optimization algorithms, such as simple structure,
immediately accessible for practical applications, ease of implementation and rapid convergence rate.
Since the FOA was proposed, it has been widely applied in financial parameter optimization [21],
forecasting [22], scheduling [23], etc. However, like other optimization algorithms, the basic FOA also
has the possibility of falling into local extremes due to its fixed fly distance range [24].

Bearing the above observations in mind, an adaptive wavelet threshold denoising method for
machinery sound based on an improved FOA (WTD-IFOA) is proposed. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, some related works are outlined based on the literature. In Section 3,
the basic wavelet noise elimination method and optimization process of FOA are presented. In Section 4,
an improved fly distance range, obeying normal distribution, is performed, and the denoising solution
based on WTD-IFOA is elaborated. In Section 5, Gauss white noise is added into the motor sound
signal to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method, and an industrial application
is performed. Some conclusions and outlooks are summarized in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

Recent publications relevant to this paper are mainly concerned with two research streams:
wavelet threshold denoising and fruit fly optimization algorithm. In this section, we try to summarize
the relevant literature.

2.1. Wavelet Threshold Denoising

Traditional denoising methods, such as low-pass filter, Kalman filter and median filter, aim either
at the time domain or the frequency domain. However, single-scale representations of signals are often
inadequate when attempting to separate signals from noisy data. By combining the two scales, wavelet
threshold denoising presents obvious superiority. According to the wavelet threshold denoising
theory proposed by Donoho, the optimal threshold should diminish the noise but preserve the
signal as much as possible [25]. The traditional hard-threshold function exhibits some discontinuities
and may be unstable or more sensitive to small changes in the data, while in soft thresholding the
wavelet coefficients are reduced by a quantity equal to the threshold value, which will induce the
deviation when the filtered wavelet coefficients is reconstructed [26]. Moreover, the threshold is fixed
once determined and adaptability is weak during the denoising process. In order to overcome the
disadvantages of the original threshold functions proposed by Donoho, many adaptive denoising
approaches have been elaborated by researchers. Improved solutions can be divided into two streams:
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the first on the improvements of threshold function and the other focus on searching optimal threshold
through intelligent algorithms. The threshold function-based methods aim at establishing appropriate
function with continuous derivative and selecting thresholds based on gradient descent algorithm.
In [10], a new adaptive denoising function with continuous first and second order derivative is
presented based on SURE model. In [27], an adaptive logarithmic wavelet threshold denoising
function was proposed to select optimal threshold for each decomposition level. Relative to hard and
soft functions, the proposed approach increased the signal-to-noise ratio by 44.2% and 27.9%, and
decreased processing time by 37.6% and 38.5%, respectively. With the rapid development of artificial
intelligent optimization algorithm, intelligent searching-based wavelet denoising approaches have
been widely applied in recent years. In [14], a PSO-based image denoising method was proposed for
learning the parameters of the adaptive thresholding function required for optimum performance.
Li et al. adopted an adaptive denoising solution for partial discharge signals based on threshold
function and genetic algorithm (GA), and the result presents significantly smaller waveform distortion
and magnitude errors than the Donoho’s soft threshold estimation [15]. In order to eliminate noise
components of satellite images, some stochastic global optimization techniques such as Cuckoo Search
(CS) algorithm, artificial bee colony (ABC), and PSO as well as their different variants have been
exploited for learning the parameters of adaptive thresholding function in [28].

2.2. Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm

Although it is not long since FOA was put forward, it has aroused much attention and scored great
academic achievements. In [21], FOA was adopted to optimize general regression neural network, and
the simulation result showed the superiority compared with other intelligent optimization algorithms.
In [29], an annual electric load forecasting method was proposed by the least squares support vector
machine (LSSVM) model. The FOA was used to determine appropriate parameters of the model, and
an experiment, with the mean absolute percentage error of 1.305%, proved the validity of the approach.
Although the FOA has an extensive application in many fields, there still exists the possibility of
getting into the local extreme [24]. The main reason lies in the fruit fly individuals move toward fixed
fly distance range in the iteration of optimization. Once the fruit fly group fall into the local extreme
and the fly distance range is not big enough, the optimization process is prone to fail [30]. On the other
hand, excessive fly distance range may lead to slow convergence rate of the iteration process. In [23],
an improved FOA was presented to solve the joint replenishment problems. In order to avoid local
optimal solution, swarm collaboration and random perturbation were added into original FOA. Pan
et al. presented a changeable fly distance range in FOA to eliminate the drawbacks lies with fixed
values of search radius, and 29 benchmark functions were carried out to make a comparison with basic
FOA [24]. Yuan et al. proposed a multi-swarm FOA, where several sub-swarms moving independently
in the search space with the aim of simultaneously exploring global optimal and local behavior between
sub-swarms is also considered [31]. In [32], an improved FOA, called linear generation mechanism
of candidate solution fruit fly optimization algorithm (LGMS-FOA), was introduced for solving
optimization problems. Four disadvantages of the original FOA were listed and some improvements
were operated, and the simulation result showed local extreme could be avoided efficiently.

2.3. Discussion

Many valuable wavelet denoising methods have been proposed and applied by researchers
in recent decades, which greatly pushes forward the development of this field. However, there
are still some shortcomings including the following. Firstly, the disadvantage of weak adaptability
seriously restricted the development of Donoho’s wavelet threshold approaches. Secondly, adaptive
noise elimination methods based on gradient descent algorithm were also limited because of
the great amount of calculation. The above approaches were gradually replaced by intelligent
optimization-based algorithms. Thirdly, the iterative process of the common optimization solution has
the problems of slow convergence rate and high complexity of coding. In [15], the proposed method
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based on GA adaptive threshold cost more than 38.66 times the calculation time compared to soft
threshold approach. Moreover, the FOA has great advantages in iteration rate and encoding efficiency,
but still has the probability of falling into local extreme. Many improvements have been elaborated by
past scholars, but few researchers could balance both local extreme and iterative rate.

Therefore, a novel wavelet threshold denoising method optimized by an improved FOA is
proposed in this paper. The fly distance range obeying uniform distribution in the basic FOA is
replaced by the following normal distribution. Both local extreme and iterative rate are taken into
consideration. A series of simulations and an industrial application prove the effectiveness and
superiority of the proposed method.

3. Basic Theory

3.1. Wavelet Threshold Denoising

Fundamental theory of wavelet denoising can be concluded as follows: wavelet decomposition
is firstly conducted on the noisy signal, then wavelet coefficients that belong to useful signal are
kept and others are eliminated, and finally inverse wavelet transform is operated to reconstruct the
remainder coefficients.

Assume that the noisy signal series x = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xk} can be expressed as follows:

xi “ si ` ni (1)

where i = 1, 2, 3, ..., k, s = {s1, s2, s3, ..., sk} is the useful initial signal and n = {n1, n2, s3,..., nk} is
noise signal.

Then x is decomposed by J levels WT and the i-th wavelet coefficient in j-th can be presented as
di,j, where j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , J. Since WT is a kind of linear transform, wavelet coefficients of x are consisted
of ones decomposed by s, denoted as Ui,j, and that of n, called Vi,j. The purpose of wavelet denoising is
to eliminate Vi,j and obtain the estimate signal ŝ of the noisy signal. The ideal ŝ has a minimum mean
square error with s under the premise of eliminating noise component furthest. The mean square error
(MSE) ξ can be calculated as follows:

ξ rŝ, ss “ 1
k

||ŝ ´ s|| “ 1
k

kÿ
i“1

rŝi ´ sis2 (2)

The threshold during the denoising process is calculated according to SURE model, which can be
obtained as follows:

λj “ MADpˇ̌
di,j

ˇ̌q{q (3)

where λj denotes the threshold of j-th level, MAD(¨ ) is a median value function and the value range of
q is [0.4, 1] in general.

There are two typical threshold functions during the wavelet denoising process, the first
called hard-threshold:

d̂i,j “
#

di,j, for
ˇ̌
di,j

ˇ̌ ě λj
0, otherwise

(4)

where d̂i,j donates the wavelet coefficient of denoised signal. The other function is called soft-threshold:

d̂i,j “
#

sgnpdi,jqpˇ̌
di,j

ˇ̌ ´ λjq, for
ˇ̌
di,j

ˇ̌ ě λj
0, otherwise

(5)

where sgn(¨ ) is sign function, which returns 1 if the element is greater than 0; 0 if it equals 0; and ´1 if
it is less than 0.
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The estimated signal is reconstructed through inverse wavelet transform on d̂i,j. It can be seen
that the key point of the denoising process is selecting appropriate threshold to minimize Equation (2).

3.2. Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm

FOA is a new interactive evolutionary computation method, which was proposed by Pan in 2012.
By simulating the process of foraging behavior for fruit fly individuals and populations, global
optimum can be obtained through appropriate iteration, as shown in Figure 1. Standard foraging
process of FOA can be summarized as follows.

Figure 1. Process of foraging behavior for fruit fly group.

Step 1.1: The key initial parameters of the FOA are the population amount (PA), the fruit fly group
location range (LR), the maximum iteration number (INmax) and the random fly distance range (FR).
The initial location of the fruit fly group can be presented as follows:

#
X_axis “ rand pLRq
Y_axis “ rand pLRq (6)

Step 1.2: The random direction and distance for the search of food using osphresis by an individual
fruit fly is given as follows: #

Xi “ X_axis ` rand pFRq
Yi “ Y_axis ` rand pFRq (7)

Step 1.3: Since the food location cannot be known, the distance to the origin of coordinates (Disti)
and the smell concentration judgment value (Si) are calculated as follows:

Disti “
b

X2
i ` Y2

i , Si “ 1{Disti (8)

The fruit fly with maximal smell concentration among the fruit fly group can be searched according
to the smell concentration judgment function (or called Fitness function), which can be presented
as follows:

smelli “ functionpSiq, rbestsmell bestindexs “ maxpsmellq (9)

where bestsmell donates the maximal smell concentration, bestindex is the corresponding fruit fly
number and smell is the smell concentration set of the group.
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Step 1.4: The smell concentration is compared with that of the former iteration. If it is inferior to
the last generation, Steps 1.2 to 1.3 are repeated; else the best location and smell concentration can be
presented as follows:

smellbest “ bestsmell#
X_axis “ Xpbestindexq
Y_axis “ Ypbestindexq

(10)

Step 1.5: When the smell concentration reaches the preset precision value or the iteration number
reaches the maximal IN, the circulation stops. Otherwise, Steps 1.2 to 1.4 are repeated.

4. The Proposed Method

In this section, the improved fruit fly optimization algorithm is proposed to enhance the capacity
of global and local research. Then the flowchart of the improved method is designed and the process
of the denoising approach based on WTD-IFOA is presented.

4.1. Improvement of FOA

The fly distance range (FR) of FOA is a random value in the range of [´L, L], which can be
presented as FR ~ U(´L, L), where L named as step size. The value of FR is distributed evenly among
the value range. If the step size is big enough, the global search capability will be improved remarkably,
while the convergence speed will be decreased obviously. Otherwise, the FOA easily gets stuck in local
optimal, while has a high convergence speed.

In order to balance the global search ability and convergence rate, the distribution function of FR
is modified in this paper. The value of FR follows normal distribution, FR ~N(0, L2). According to the
characteristic of normal distribution, the probability of FR P r´L, Ls is about 68.27%, the probability of
FR P r´2L, 2Ls is about 95.45% and the probability of FR P r´3L, 3Ls is about 99.73%. The probability
density distribution of original fly distance range and the proposed one are presented in Figure 2.
Most individuals fly towards the present best location, while more than 30% fruit flies continuing
searching at a larger scale. Moreover, individuals flying towards the present optimum tend to a more
concentrated region according to the probability distribution condition. Thus, the capacity of global
searching and partial location are both enhanced. The flowchart of the IFOA is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Probability density functions of basic fly distance range and the improved.

4.2. Flow of the Proposed Denosing Method

The adaptive threshold denoising method based on WTD-IFOA can be summarized as follows:
Step 2.1: For the sake of convenient calculation, the sound signal is first quantized into a certain

range. Then, the initial signal is decomposed by a J-level wavelet transform. i-th coefficient in j-th level
can be presented as di,j, where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , J, m is the length of the sound signal.

Step 2.2: The parameters of IFOA are initialized, such as LR, INmax and FR, where FR ~ N(0, L2).
For J-level WT, each level has an optimal threshold. So there are J groups of fruit flies, each group
contains PA individuals. The initial location of the fruit fly group is obtained by Equation (6).
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the improved fruit fly optimization algorithm.

Step 2.3: The location of each individual is gained through the fly group and FR. The distance
and smell concentration of each fly are calculated according to Equation (8). Each smell concentration
judgment is regarded as a potential threshold. Then, the useful signal and the noise component are
separated according to the soft-threshold function. In order to judge the denoising performance of
each fruit fly individual, the fitness function f is calculated as follows:

f “ 1
1 ` g

(11)

g “ rr22 ˆ hr21s2

r2
11

(12)

where r22 is an autocorrelation of noise. As noise is yielded randomly, it has neither high autocorrelation
nor zero autocorrelation. However, an ascending value implies that more original signal adheres to
noise, thus the restructured signal will not be a good recovery. hr21 is a high-order cross-correlation
between useful signal and the noise. If these coefficients are descending, then it implies that both
signals become more independent to each other. Thus, the original signal and noise are toward
separation gradually. r11 is an autocorrelation of useful signal. An ascending value implies that its own
component is more than component of noise. Hence, the restructured signal has a good recovery [33].
r22, hr21 and r11 are defined as follows:

rij “ Cijb
CiiCjj

“ covrsi, sjsb
covrsiscovrsjs

, i, j “ 1, 2 (13)

hrij “ HCijb
HCiiCjj

“ covrϕpsiq, sjsb
covrϕpsiqscovrsjs

, i, j “ 1, 2 (14)
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where s1 is the useful signal, s2 is the noise component, cov[si, sj] = E{[si ´ E(si)][sj ´ E(sj)]},
cov[si] = E{[si ´ E(si)]2}, E(si) is mathematical expectation of si and ϕ(si) = si

2 + si
3. r22, hr21 tend

to minimum and r11 tends to the maximum when the location of each fruit fly group is placed in the
best. Then g is the minimal and f is the maximal [34].

Step 2.4: Fruit fly with maximal fitness is selected as bestsmell and the corresponding fly number is
named as bestindex. If the present bestsmell is bigger than that of the former, smellbest, the corresponding
coordinates are updated. Otherwise, smellbest, X_axis and Y_axis are reserved.

Step 2.5: If the ending conditions are researched, smellbest, X_axis and Y_axis are treated as the
optimum. Otherwise, Steps 2.3 and 2.4 are repeated.

Step 2.6: The wavelet coefficients are adjusted according to the soft-threshold function and inverse
wavelet transform is conducted consequently to obtain denoised signal. The flowchart of the process
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Process of the proposed denoising method.

5. Simulation and Industrial Application

In order to validate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method, a piece of pure
sound signal of a motor was recorded. Then, Gauss white noise with different signal to noise ratio
were added into the pure signal. The mean square error (MSE), peak value error (PVE) and the
computation time (CT) were regarded as evaluation criteria of the noise elimination solutions. The
denoising performance of standard soft threshold denoising method (SST), a threshold function-based
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noise elimination solution proposed in [10] (TFB), wavelet threshold denoising optimized by genetic
algorithm (WTD-GA), wavelet threshold denoising optimized by fruit fly optimization algorithm
(WTD-FOA) and the proposed WTD-IFOA were compared subsequently. Finally, an industrial
application for the shearer of coal mining working face is exhibited. All calculations in this section
were conducted on a workstation configured as shown in
tab:applsci-06-00199-t001.

Table 1. Configuration of the workstation.

Operating System Windows 7 (64 bits)

CPU Intel Xeon E5-2690 (8 cores, 2.9 GHz)
Memory 16 GB (DDR3)

Hard disk space SSD (512 GB)
Matlab version 8.0

5.1. Signal Acquisition

To test the performance of the denoising methods, a pure sound signal sequence was needed
first. Because there was much background noise in industrial field, it was extremely difficult to collect
the pure sound. Moreover, sound signal of a machine consisted of many frequency components,
so it was also hard to synthesize a representative series with practical meaning artificially. In this
paper, the sound of a motor working in a soundproof room was recorded as the original signal.
Concretely, the sound signal was acquired from soundproof testing branch, Jiangsu Key Laboratory
of Mining Mechanical and Electrical Equipment. The walls of the testing room were constructed of a
special acoustic insulating material and echo cancellation was designed in the testing process. An AC
servomotor with the rated out power of 1 kW and the corresponding electrical system were installed
in the laboratory. The schematic of the testing room and the experiment site are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of the soundproof testing branch; and (b) The sound recorded in site.

Echo cancellation material was installed on the inner wall and acoustic insulating equipment
was placed on the external wall. The motor, microphone and computer were fixed in the room with
the length of 6 m, width of 5 m and height of 4 m. Operators controlled the motor outside the room.
The sound signal was recorded by the microphone and then transmitted to the computer. Sampling
frequency of the sound signal was 44.1 kHz. The experiment was conducted as follows: start the motor
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remotely and keep it in no-load operation, then stop the motor after 10 min, pretreat and save the
sound in the computer in wav format. Quantization was subsequently operated to convert the sound
amplitude into the scope of [–1, 1]. Finally, a piece of relatively stable sound was extracted with the
duration of 0.5 s, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The extracted sound signal of the motor.

5.2. Signal Denoising

In this paper, the MSE ξ, the PVE η and the CT t were selected as evaluation indexes of the
denoising methods. MSE and the PVE are calculated as follows:

ξ “ 1
k

kÿ
i“1

rdsi ´ sis2 (15)

η “ |Po ´ Pd|
Po

ˆ 100% (16)

where ds is denoised signal, s is original signal, k is the length of the signal, and Po and Pd are,
respectively, the peak value of the original signal and denoised signal. To test the performance of
SST, TFB, WTD-GA, WTD-FOA and the proposed WTD-IFAO, Gauss white noise was added into the
original sound. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) ζ (dB) was introduced to measure the degree of noise,
and SNR was defined as follows:

ζ “ 10lg

kř
i“1

s2
i

kř
i“1

n2
i

(17)

where si was the amplitude of the original signal and ni was that of the added noise.
The denoising process was conducted as follows:

(1) Add Gaussian white noise into the original sound and conduct wavelet decomposition. A noisy
signal with ζ = 5 dB was firstly analyzed and the synthesis was finished in Matlab 8.0
(MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA, 2012). Then the synthetic signal was decomposed by wavelet
decomposition with db2 wavelet at 5 levels [6]. The decomposition result is shown in Figure 7.

(2) Denoise the noisy signal by SST. The value range of the wavelet threshold was firstly calculated
according to Equation (3). The recommended threshold λrec was adopted according to Donoho,
where q = 0.6745. The wavelet coefficients of each level were shrunk according to Equation (5).
Then the signal was reconstructed by inverse WT.
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(3) Denoise the noisy signal by TFB. An improved threshold function with continuous first and
second order derivative was introduced in [10], and is presented as follows:

d̂i,j “
$’&
’%

di,j ` λ ´ λ
2k`1 , di,j ă ´λ

1
p2k`1qλ2k ¨ di,j

2k`1,
ˇ̌
di,j

ˇ̌ ă λ

di,j ´ λ ` λ
2k`1 , di,j ą λ

,/.
/- (18)

where λ is determined according to Equation (3) and k = 3.
(4) Denoise the noisy signal by WTD-GA. The maximum λmax appeared at q = 1 and λmin obtained

when q = 0.4, so λ P rλmin, λmaxs. The population size was 100, each chromosome was a
five-dimensional vector, the crossover probability was 0.7, the mutation probability was 0.01 and
the most iteration generation was 100, as recommended by ref. [15].

(5) Denoise the noisy signal by WTD-FOA. The parameters were set as follows: λ P rλmin, λmaxs.
λmin and λmax were calculated as previously. The fly distance obeys uniform distribution,
FR ~U(´0.2, 0.2). The population number was 5, each group contained 20 individuals and the
iteration number was 100. The fitness of each fruit fly was calculated according to Equation (11).

(6) Denoise the noisy signal by WTD-IFOA. The parameters were set as follows: λ P rλmin, λmaxs,
the fly distance obeys normal distribution, FR ~N(0, 0.22). The population number was 5, each
group contained 20 individuals and the iteration number was 100. The fitness of each fruit fly
was calculated according to Equation (11).

Subsequently, a comprehensive comparison was made for the five methods. The ξ, η and t at
ζ = 5 dB of the average value of the five simulation results are presented in
tab:applsci-06-00199-t002. And the denoised signals of the 5 solutions were shown in Figure 8. It
can be seen in the table that adaptive denoising methods based on intelligent optimization had a
better comprehensive performance than SST and TFB. MSE of the WTD-FOA was smaller than that of
WTD-GA while the PVE was contrary, which indicated the two methods had no optimal solution, both
in global and local. The WTD-IFOA overcame the disadvantage and contributed a superior scheme.
The MSE of WTD-IFOA was decreased about 35.36% compared with SST, and the PVE decreased
about 9.40%. As optimal threshold was obtained through the iterative process, the last four methods
were much more time-consuming. Among these approaches, TFB cost the most time due to its complex
calculation. The optimization process of WTD-GA was much more complex than the other intelligent
solutions from the table. Moreover, the WTD-IFOA, respectively, saved 26.96% and 12.47% time
compared with WTD-GA and WTD-FOA because of its stronger addressing ability.

Table 2. Comparison of the five methods (SNR = 5 dB).

Index
Method

SST TFB WTD-GA WTD-FOA WTD-IFOA

MSE (ˆ10´4) 12.19 9.61 11.78 8.53 7.88
PVE (%) 10.56 7.39 2.18 2.28 1.16

CT (s) 0.87 24.61 11.24 9.38 8.21

In order to research the denoising performance at different SNR, a further comparison was
made and the average value of five simulation results are shown in Figure 9. Four noisy signal with
SNR = 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB were synthetized and handled. Then the MSE, PVE and CT of the
denoising processes were presented in the figure. It can be roughly obtained that the three evaluation
parameters decreased with the SNR. As the threshold value of each level and wavelet coefficients were
determined directly by Equations (3) and (4) in SST, the denoising process could be finished in a short
time, while the TFB based on gradient descent algorithm was time-consuming in different SNR as its
complex calculation process. Denoising methods using optimization algorithm had a comprehensive
denoising performance. The computation time was decreased sharply compared with TFB while
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it still cost more time than SST. In detail, the WTD-GA did not obviously vary from WTD-FOA in
PVE, while it had a distinct weakness in MSE and CT compared with FOA-based methods. It could
be seen from the simulation results that the TFB, WTD-GA and WTD-FOA fell into local extreme
during the parameters optimization. Moreover, the WTD-IFOA exhibited obvious superiority in the
denoising effect, which revealed its terrific global and local ability compared to the other methods in
different SNR.

Figure 7. Gauss white noise-added signal and its wavelet coefficients (SNR = 5 dB).

Figure 8. Denoise result of the five methods (SNR = 5 dB).
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Figure 9. Comprehensive comparison of the five methods: (a) Mean square error of the five methods;
(b) Peak value error of the five methods; and (c) Computation time of the five methods.

5.3. Application

In order to test practical effect of the proposed adaptive denoising method for the machinery
sound signal based on WTD-IFOA, an industrial application was operated in a fully-mechanized coal
mining working face. The shearer is an important machine in automatic coal mining, and working
condition monitoring for the shearer is of great necessity. Traditional monitoring methods are mainly
based on the vibration signal [35], even though the working life of the vibration sensors are very short
due to the bad working condition and contact-measurement. Coal output is seriously restricted by the
frequent maintenance. In the August 2015, an online monitoring system through the shearer cutting
sound signal was built in the 71,507 coal mining face in the NO.2 Mine of Yangquan Coal Industry
Group Corporation. However, there existed a large number of noise signal among the initial signal
because of the harsh working environment. To eliminate the background noise from the sound, an
industrial microphone was installed and WTD-IFOA was applied. The three-dimensional model of the
coal mining shearer and field sound collection is presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10. (a) Three-dimensional model of the shearer; and (b) collection of field cutting sound.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a piece of field sound signal with the
length of 0.5 s was extracted and denoised. The original sound and the denoised one are shown in
Figure 11. Then, 4096 points FFT was conducted to analyze the frequency components of the two
signals, as presented in Figure 12. It can be seen in Figure 12 that the processed signal was sharp
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decreased in amplitude compared with the original field signal. The reason lies in that the scope
saltation caused by the noise component was removed. Moreover, frequency components of original
signal shown in Figure 12 had a disordered distribution, and it was difficult to identify the working
state of the shearer. On the contrary, it was regular for the denoised signal. Some wave peaks appeared
in the spectrogram, and other areas were stable. Different spectra of the collected signal reflected
different working conditions of the shearer. Thus, the working state could be identified according to
the wave peaks.

Figure 11. (a) The orginal sound signal; and (b) the denoised sound signal.

Figure 12. (a) Frequency components of the original signal; and (b) frequency components of the
denoised signal.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In order to eliminate noise components from the sound signal of a working machine, this paper
proposes a novel approach based on wavelet threshold denoising and an improved FOA. Improved
strategy on the basis of fly distance range obeying normal distribution was applied in the denoising
process. To verify the feasibility and superiority of the proposed WTD-IFOA, a simulation example
was provided and some comparisons were conducted. The simulation example and comparison results
showed that the adaptive denoising method could effectively eliminate noise components and the
proposed approach outperformed the others. Finally, an industrial application was performed on the
shearer in a fully-mechanized coal mining face to test practical effect.

However, there are also some deficiencies and shortcomings in this method including the
following. On the one hand, although the proposed WTD-IFOA is much more timesaving than
other adaptive denoising approaches, the calculation duration is still a serious problem that cannot be
neglected. On the other hand, parameters during the optimization process are determined according
to past scholars and a large number of simulation experiments, while strict mathematical deduction
are lacking. In future studies, the authors plan to investigate some improvements to the proposed
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approach. These may include an improved algorithm code with higher execution efficiency and
appropriate scheme for determining optimization parameters.
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Abstract: We present a method that generates passive-guaranteed stable simulations of analog
audio circuits from electronic schematics for real-time issues. On one hand, this method is based
on a continuous-time power-balanced state-space representation structured into its energy-storing
parts, dissipative parts, and external sources. On the other hand, a numerical scheme is especially
designed to preserve this structure and the power balance. These state-space structures define the
class of port-Hamiltonian systems. The derivation of this structured system associated with the
electronic circuit is achieved by an automated analysis of the interconnection network combined
with a dictionary of models for each elementary component. The numerical scheme is based on the
combination of finite differences applied on the state (with respect to the time variable) and on the
total energy (with respect to the state). This combination provides a discrete-time version of the
power balance. This set of algorithms is valid for both the linear and nonlinear case. Finally, three
applications of increasing complexities are given: a diode clipper, a common-emitter bipolar-junction
transistor amplifier, and a wah pedal. The results are compared to offline simulations obtained from
a popular circuit simulator.

Keywords: simulation; analog circuits; network modeling; passive system

1. Introduction

The characteristic input-to-output behavior of analog audio circuits (timbre, transitory) rests
on the possibly highly nonlinear components appearing in such systems. These components make
the stability of the simulations difficult to guarantee. The motivation of this work stems from the
following observations:

1. Analog circuits combine energy-storing components, dissipative components, and sources.
2. Storage components do not produce energy, and dissipative components decrease it.

In this sense, analog circuits can be considered as passive systems with external power supply.
We shall exploit this passivity property by transposing it to the digital domain, ensuring the stability
of the simulations (see [1–3]).

The available approaches for the automated derivation of physical modeling and numerical
simulation of audio circuits can be divided in two classes [4]: wave scattering methods (WS) and
Kirchhoff’s variables methods (KV). Mixed WS/KV methods have also been proposed in references [5,6].
The well-established wave-digital filter (WDF) formalism [7] belongs to the class of WS methods.
For linear circuits, it provides a computationally realizable system of equations: First, by defining
parametric wave variables for each elementary component and multiports (serial and parallel);
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Second, by discretizing the corresponding constitutive laws with the bilinear transform; and Third,
by choosing the wave’s parameters so as to reduce the computational complexity and to avoid
instantaneous feedback loops. An extension to nonlinear circuits has been considered in [8,9]
and applied to, for example, the real-time simulation of vacuum-tube guitar amplifiers in [10,11].
WDF ensures the passivity of the resulting digital system [7,12], including systems with scalar
nonlinearity [13]. However, the passivity property of WDF structures is not ensured for circuits
with more than one nonlinear element (e.g., [14] §3.2 and [15] §6).

The class of KV methods for audio circuits encompasses nonlinear state-space representations [16].
Several modeling techniques are available to derive the discrete-time state-space model, either from
the global time-continuous model (e.g., [17]) or from the interconnection of discretized elementary
components (e.g., [18]). The resulting set of nonlinear implicit equations solved at each sample can be
structured so as to obtain a computationally realizable system by applying the K-method introduced
in [19] with developments in [18]. However, this structure does not encode the passivity of the original
circuit naturally, and it must be investigated on a case-by-case basis [20].

In this paper, we consider the port-Hamiltonian systems (PHS) approach, introduced in
the 1990’s [21–23]. PHS are extensions of classical Hamiltonian systems [24], specifically defined
to address open dynamical systems made of energy storage components, dissipative components,
and some connection ports through which energy can transit. This approach leads to a state-space
representation of physical systems structured according to energy flow, thus encoding the passivity
property, even for nonlinear cases. This class of physical systems encompasses not only electrical
circuits, but also multi-domain systems, such as loudspeakers, which involves electrical, magnetic,
mechanical, acoustical, and thermodynamical phenomena.

The port-Hamiltonian structure is derived by applying the Kirchhoff’s laws to a given schematic,
similarly to other existing approaches (e.g., WDF and K-method). Here, the advantage of the PHS
formulation is the direct encoding of the underlying passive structure. This passivity property
is transposed to the discrete-time domain by appropriate numerical methods, so as to ensure the
numerical stability. For linear storage components (inductors and capacitors), the combination of the
PHS structure with any of the trapezoidal rule or the mid-point rule yields the same numerical scheme
that preserves the passivity in discrete-time. For nonlinear storage components, we propose the use of
the discrete gradient method [25] combined with the PHS structure to achieve this goal. This result is
compared to the aforementioned methods. As a second result, we provide an automated method that
derives the PHS structure from a given analog circuit, based on an especially designed graph analysis.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the class of the port-Hamiltonian systems;
Section 3 is devoted to the automated derivation of algebraic-differential equations in the continuous
time domain from the electronic schematics; Section 4 presents the numerical scheme which provides
a discrete-time version of the power balance; Then, applications are presented in Section 5 and results
are compared to LT-Spice simulations, before conclusions and perspectives.

2. Port-Hamiltonian Systems

First and foremost, we provide an introduction to the port-Hamiltonian systems (PHS) formalism.
It is shown how this structure guarantees the passivity of the model in continuous time. Second, for
the sake of intuition, we give an introductory example.

2.1. Formalism and Property

Denote E(t) ≥ 0 the energy stored in an open physical system (an electronic circuit). If the system
is conservative, its time variation dE

dt (t) reduces to the power S(t) received from the sources through
the external ports. If the system includes dissipative phenomena, the power D(t) ≥ 0 is dissipated,
and the evolution of energy is governed by the following power balance:

dE

dt
(t) = −D(t) + S(t). (1)
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The port-Hamiltonian approach is used to decompose such open physical systems in (i) a set
of components that are combined according to (ii) a conservative interconnection network. These two
ingredients are detailed below in the case of electronic circuits.

2.1.1. Components

Electronic circuit components are sorted as (or can be a combination of):

nS internal components that store energy E ≥ 0 (capacitors or inductors),
nD internal components that dissipate power D ≥ 0 (resistors, diodes, transistors, etc.),
nP external ports that convey power S (∈ R) from sources (voltage or current generators) or any

external system (active, dissipative, or mixed).

The behavior of each component is described by a relation between two power variables: the current
i and the voltage v, defined in receiver convention (the received power is P = v · i).

The energy Es stored in storage component s ∈ [1 · · · nS] is expressed as a storage function hs

of an appropriate state xs: Es(t) = hs
(

xs(t)
) ≥ 0. Typically, for a linear capacitor with capacitance C,

the state can be the charge x = q and the positive definite function is h(q) = q2/(2C). Storage power
variables (vs, is) are related to the variation of the state dxs

dt and the gradient of the storage function
h′s(xs), the product of which is precisely the received power: vs · is =

dEs
dt = h′s · dxs

dt . For the capacitance,
these constitutive laws are i = dq

dt = dx
dt and v = q/C = h′. Note that these definitions apply equally

for non-quadratic storage functions h(x) ≥ 0 for which h′′(x) is not constant.
The power Dd instantaneously dissipated by the dissipative component d ∈ [1 · · · nD] is expressed

with respect to an appropriate dissipation variable wd: Dd(t) ≡ Dd
(
wd(t)

) ≥ 0. Typically, for a linear
resistance R, w can be a current w = i and D(i) = R · i2. As for storage components, a mapping of
the dissipative power variables (vd, id) is provided, based on the factorization Dd(wd) = wd · zd(wd),
introducing a dissipation function zd. For the resistance, i = w and v = R · i = z(w).

The power instantaneously provided to the system through external port p ∈ [1 · · · nP]

is Sp(t), and we arrange the source variables (vp, ip) in two vectors: one is considered as an input up,
and the other as the associated output yp, so that the power received from sources on port p is
Sp = yp · up = −vp · ip (receiver convention, with vp · ip the power received by the sources).

2.1.2. Conservative Interconnection

The interconnection of the components is achieved by relating all the voltages and currents
through the application of the Kirchhoff’s laws to the interconnection network (schematic). This defines
a conservative interconnection, according to Tellegen’s theorem recalled below (see also [26]
and [27] §9.4).

Theorem 1 (Tellegen). Consider an electronic circuit made of N edges defined in same convention
(here receiver), with individual voltages v = (v1, · · · , vN)

ᵀ and currents in = (i1, · · · , iN)
ᵀ which comply

with the Kirchhoff’s laws. Then
vᵀ · i = 0. (2)

A direct consequence of (2) is that no power is created nor lost in the structure: vᵀ · i = ∑N
i=1 Pn = 0,

with Pn = vn · in the power received by edge n, thus defining a conservative interconnection
(Tellegen’s theorem is a special case of a more general interconnection structure, namely, the
Dirac structure (see [23] §2.1.2 for details)). Now, denote (vs, is), (vd, id), and (vp, ip) the sets of
all the power variables associated with storage components, dissipative components, and sources
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(respectively), and v = (vᵀ
s , v

ᵀ
d, v

ᵀ
p)

ᵀ, i = (iᵀs , i
ᵀ
d, i

ᵀ
p)

ᵀ the vectors of all the power variables. Then,
Tellegen’s theorem restores the power balance (1) with

vᵀ · i = v
ᵀ
s · is + v

ᵀ
d · id + v

ᵀ
p · ip

= ∇Hᵀ(x) · dx

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
dE
dt

+ z(w)ᵀ · w︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

− uᵀ · y︸ ︷︷ ︸
S

, (3)

where ∇H : RnS → RnS denotes the gradient of the total energy E = H(x) = ∑nS
s=1 hs(xs) with respect

to (w.r.t.) the vector of the states [x]s = xs, and function z : RnD → RnD denotes the collection of
functions zd w.r.t. the vector w ∈ RnD of [w]d = wd so that z(w)ᵀ · w = ∑nD

d=1 Dd(wd) is the total
dissipated power.

The above description of storage components, dissipative components, and source, along with
the conservative interconnection stated by the Kirchhoff’s laws, constitute the minimal definition of
a port-Hamiltonian system (PHS) (see [23] §2.2). In this work, we focus on circuits that admit an explicit
realization of PHS, for which the quantities b = (b1, · · · , bN)

ᵀ = ( dx
dt , w,−y)ᵀ (with bn = vn or bn = in)

can be expressed as linear combinations of the remaining N powers variables organized in the dual
vector a = (a1, · · · , aN)

ᵀ = (∇H(x), z(w), u)ᵀ (with an = in if bn = vn or an = vn if bn = in):

b = J · a. (4)

Then, aᵀ · b = aᵀ · J · a = 0 from Tellegen’s theorem, so that the matrix J is necessarily
skew-symmetric (Jᵀ = −J). More precisely, we consider the following algebraic-differential system
of equations ⎛⎜⎝

dx
dt

w

−y

⎞⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

=

⎛⎜⎜⎝
Jx −K −Gx

Kᵀ Jw −Gw

Gx
ᵀ Gw

ᵀ Jy

⎞⎟⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J

·

⎛⎜⎝ ∇H(x)

z(w)

u

⎞⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

, (5)

where matrices Jx, Jw, Jy are skew-symmetric. The significance of the structure matrices is the following:

Jx ∈ RnS×nS expresses the conservative power exchanges between storage components (this corresponds
to the so-called J matrix in classical Hamiltonian systems);

Jw ∈ RnD×nD expresses the conservative power exchanges between dissipative components;
Jy ∈ RnP×nP expresses the conservative power exchanges between ports (direct connections of inputs

to outputs);
K ∈ RnS×nD expresses the conservative power exchanges between the storage components and the

dissipative components;
Gx ∈ RnS×nP expresses the conservative power exchanges between ports and storage components

(input gain matrix);
Gw ∈ RnD×nP expresses the conservative power exchanges between ports and dissipative components

(input gain matrix).

The PHS (5) fulfills the definition of passivity (e.g., [16]) according to the following property.

Property 1 (Power Balance). The variation of the total energy E = H(x) of a system governed by (5) is
given by (1), with D = z(w)ᵀ · w ≥ 0 the total dissipated power, and S = uᵀ · y the total power incoming on
external ports.

Proof. We have aᵀ· b= dE
dt + D− S. Now aᵀ· b=aᵀ· J · a=0 since J is skew-symmetric.
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Remark 1 (Power variables). This work is devoted to the treatment of electronic circuits for which power
variables are chosen as current and voltage. However, all the aforementioned definitions apply equally to
multiphysical systems, provided an adapted set of power variables, generically denoted by flux (currents,
velocities, magnetic flux variations) and efforts (voltages, forces, magnetomotive force), the product of which is a
power (see [23] Table 1.1). This follows the bond-graph modeling approach [28,29], on which the PHS formalism
is built (see [23] §1.6 and 2.1). The treatment of multiphysical audio systems in the PHS formalism can be found
in [30] (electromechanical piano that includes mechanical, electrical, and magnetic phenomena) and [31] (§III.B)
(modulated air flow for musical acoustics applications that includes mechanical and acoustical phenomena).

2.2. Example

Consider the resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) circuit in Figure 1, with nS = 2, nD = 1, and
nP = 2, described as follows. For the linear inductance L, the state and the positive definite function
can be the magnetic flux x1 = φ and h1(φ) = φ2/(2L), so that vL = dh1/dx1 and iL = dx1

dt . For the
capacitance and the resitance, quantities are defined with x2 = q and w = [iR]. Port variables are
arranged as input u = [v1, v2]

ᵀ and output y = [−i1,−i2]ᵀ (edges receiver convention).

Figure 1. Resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) circuit (notations and orientations).

Applying Kirchhoff’s laws to this simple serial circuit yields⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
vL
iC
iR

i1
i2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 −1 −1 −1 +1

+1 0 0 0 0
+1 0 0 0 0
+1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ·

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
iL
vC

vR

v1

v2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

From the constitutive laws of components, this equation restores the form (5) exactly, block
by block. It provides the algebraic-differential equations that govern the system with input u and
output y.

This work aims at simulating such passive systems by firstly generating Equation (5) associated
to a given circuit, and secondly by deriving its numerical version so that a discrete power balance
is satisfied.

Remark 2 (Reduction). The system (5) can be reduced by decomposing function z into its linear and nonlinear
parts. See Appendix A for details.

3. Generation of Equations

This section provides a method to translate the description of a circuit (components and
interconnections) from a netlist in a Spice-style [32] to the Formulation (5). Compared to standard
methods that express all the currents as a function of all the voltages (see [18,27,32]), Formulation (5)
expresses vector b of selected power variables (voltage or current) as a function of the vector a
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of complementary power variables (if [b]n is a voltage of a branch, [a]n is the associated current
with receiver convention). To derive the matrix J that relates the voltages and the currents arranged in
vectors a and b according to Kirchhoff’s laws (as in example §2.2), we propose a two-step method:

Step 1 : from a netlist (L) to a graph (G) that represents the Kirchhoff’s laws for a chosen
orientation (convention);

Step 2 : from (G) to the skew-symmetric matrix J in (5).

Step 1 is standard. The presentation focuses on convention choices and details our procedure.
In step 2, we propose an algorithm that analyzes if Formulation (2) is available (that is, the circuit
is realizable into the PHS formalism) and delivers the matrix J in this case. Otherwise, the circuit
corresponds to an implicit formulation that is not addressed in this paper. In practice, such cases
appear for serial(/parallel) connection of voltage(/current)-controlled components. In this case,
port-Hamiltonian Formulation (5) requires extension (see [22,23]).

3.1. Graph Encoding

3.1.1. Netlists

Each line of a netlist describes an element of the corresponding schematic, with: identification
label, list of connection nodes, type of element, and list of parameters. We divide netlists into two
blocks: internal components (dissipative and storage) and external ports (supplies and ground). In the
first block (components), each line includes a reference to the appropriate entry in the dictionary and
a list of the parameters for the corresponding model. Each line of the second block (external ports)
provides the label of the externalized node, the type of supply (voltage or current), and the symbol∼if
the supply is modulated (typically, the input signal), or a value if constant (typically, a battery).

As an example, the netlist corresponding to the circuit in Figure 2 is given in Table 1. Here, the
components are given lines �1 to �3 (gray). The first two lines describe dipoles: a linear capacitor
between N1 and N2 with label C1 and capacitance value 20e−9 F; and a resistor between N3 and N4

with label R1 and resistance value 1.5e3 Ω. The third line describes a npn bipolar-junction transistor.
From the dictionary (Appendix B), the base terminal appears to be connected to the circuit’s node N2,
the emitter terminal to N3, and the collector terminal to N5. For this component, the list of parameters
is: forward and reverse common emitter current gain, reverse saturation current, and thermal voltage.
External ports are given lines �4 to �7. Line �4 describes a constant 9 V voltage supply (labeled Vcc) on
the circuit’s node N4. �5 describes a modulated voltage supply (here considered as the input signal) on
N4. �6 describes a constant 0 A current supply on node N3; this permits the recovery of the voltage
on that node N3 as an output to the circuit. �7 describes the connection of the circuit’s node N5 to
the ground.

Figure 2. Schematic and corresponding graph of a simple bipolar-junction transistor (BJT) amplifier
with feedback. The grey part corresponds to the components, and the outer elements correspond to the
external ports, or sources (as in Table 1).
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Table 1. Example of a netlist corresponding to the circuit in Figure 2. The grey part corresponds to the
components, and the other elements correspond to the external ports, or sources (as in figure 2).

Line Label Node List Type Parameters

�1 C1 N1, N2 CapaLin 20e−9

�2 R1 N3, N4 Resistor 1.5e3

�3 Q1 N2, N3, N5 NPN_ Type1 List of parameters
�4 Vcc N4 Voltage 9
�5 IN N1 Voltage ∼
�6 OUT N3 Current 0
�7 GRD N5 Voltage 0

3.1.2. Graph

A graph G = {N,B} is defined by two lists of nodes N (also called vertices) and branches B

(also called edges), with B ⊂ N2 (each element of B is an object defined on two elements of N, see [33]
for details). The dictionary (Appendix B) encodes the graph of each elementary component. The
branches of such an elementary graph contain the constitutive laws of the corresponding component:

• Dipoles are made of two nodes and a single branch, defining a single couple of state x and
storage function h(x) (storage component), or dissipative variable w and scalar relation z(w)

(dissipative components).
• More generally, n-ports multipole are made of n nodes and at least n − 1 branches, defining n − 1

couples of variables and functions. Typically, the graph for the bipolar junction is made of two
branches (base-emitter and base-collector).

The graph corresponding to a given circuit is derived from its netlist description in two steps:

1. build the internal graph by connecting the elementary graph of the components from the first
block of the netlist,

2. introduce a reference node N0 (or datum, see [27] §10) to define the external branches from the
second block.

Typically, N0 corresponds to the ground or any local electrostatic potential which does not impact
the currents nor voltages. Then, N is built from the list of nodes appearing at least once in the netlist,
plus the reference node N � [N0, N1, · · · , NnN ]. According to Section 2, the set of branches is organized
as B = {BS,BD,BP}, with BS the nS energy storage branches, BD the nD dissipative branches, and BP
the nP sources.

As an example, the construction of the graph in Figure 2 from its netlist 1 is as follows. Firstly, the
internal graph is built. It is made of nN = 5 nodes {N1, · · · ,N5} and four branches BS = {C1}
and BD = {R1, Q1,bc, Q1,be}. Secondly, we introduce the (virtual) reference node N0 to define the
four branches corresponding to the external ports BP = {IN, Vcc, OUT, GRD}.

3.1.3. Kirchhoff’s Laws on Graphs

We assign to each branch b both a voltage vb and a current ib in receiver convention, the direction
of the branch indicating the direction of the current. Note that the power supplied to the system
on port p is the power emitted by the port branch Sp = up · yp = −vp · ip. For a circuit made of
nN + 1 nodes and nB = nS + nD + nP branches, we define: the set of electrostatic potentials on the
nodes e = (e1 · · · enN )

ᵀ, the set of voltages v = (v1 · · · vnB)
ᵀ, and the set of currents i = (i1 · · · inB)

ᵀ.
The orientation of an entire graph is encoded in its incidence matrix Γ ∈ R(nN+1)×nB , defined
below [27] (§9).
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[Γ]n,b =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
−1 if branch b is outgoing node n,
1 if branch b is ingoing node n,
0 otherwise.

(6)

As an example, the incidence matrix for the circuit described in Table 1 is given equation below
(0 are replaced by dots). Notice the grey columns correspond to the components, and the other columns
correspond to the external ports, or sources (as in Table 1 and Figure 2).

Γ =

C1 R1 Q1,bc Q1,be Vcc IN OUT GRD⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

...
...

...
... 1 1 1 1 N0

1
...

...
...

... −1
...

... N1

−1
... 1 1

...
...

...
... N2

... 1 −1
...

...
... −1

... N3
... −1

...
... −1

...
...

... N4
...

...
... −1

...
...

... −1 N5

. (7)

Since the reference potential e0 does not influence the voltages nor the currents, it is not taken into
account in the Kirchhoff’s laws, and we define the reduced incidence matrix Γ̂ ∈ RnN×nB obtained by
deleting the row corresponding to the datum N0 in Γ. This leads to the following matrix formulation
of Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) and Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) [27] (§10), from which the
structure (5) is derived. {

Γ̂ᵀ · e = v, (KVL)
Γ̂ · i = 0. (KCL)

(8)

3.2. Realizability Analysis

The PHS structure (5) relies on (i) an arrangement of currents i and voltages v in two vectors a

and b and (ii) a set of linear relations encoded in the skew-symmetric matrix J that corresponds to the
conservation laws (8) applied on (i, v). For storage and sources components, step (i) is straightforward
with the constraints given in Table 2. For dissipative components, this step is achieved by selecting
each component as voltage-controlled or current-controlled in order to satisfy a criterion on the matrix
description of the interconnection scheme. This realizability criterion is given in Section 3.2.1, assuming
the control type of every edge is known. A method of choosing the control type of dissipative edges
so as to satisfy the realizability criterion is addressed in Section 3.2.2. This leads to Algorithm 1,
which solves (i) and (ii).

Table 2. Sorting components according to their realizability.

Component type
Current-Controlled Voltage-Controlled

[a]b = ib [a]b = vb
[b]b = vb [b]b = ib

storages capacitor inductor
resistors resistance conductance

nonlinear diodes, transistors
sources voltage source current source
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3.2.1. A Criterion for Realizability

In Section 3.1, the set of edges B has been partitioned based on the differentiation between internal
edges (or component edges {BS,BD}, grey) and external edges (or ports edges BP, white), in order to
build the complete graph from the netlist. In this section, we are interested in the PHS Formulation (5)
associated to a given complete graph. To that end, we leave out from here the differentiation between
internal and external edges in order to focus on the differentiation between voltage-controlled and
current-controlled edges.

Suppose the control type of every edge is known, and the set of edges is split according to
B = {B1,B2}, with B1 the set of n1 voltage-controlled edges and B2 the set of n2 current-controlled edges
(see Table 2). Correspondingly, the sets of power variables are split as v = (v1, v2)

ᵀ and i = (i1, i2)
ᵀ,

and we define ã = (v1, i2)
ᵀ and b̃ = (i1, v2)

ᵀ. Since the reference potential e0 defined on node N0 does
not influence the voltages nor the currents, it is not considered in the sequel, and the incidence matrix
splits as follows:

Γ =

⎛⎜⎝ γ0

γ1 γ2

⎞⎟⎠ , with γ0 ∈ R1×nB , γ1 ∈ RnN×n1 , γ2 ∈ RnN×n2 .

This leads to a rewrite of the Kirchhoff laws (8) as:

(γ1, γ2)
ᵀ e = v, (9)

(γ1, γ2) i = 0. (10)

Proposition 1 (Realizability). If γ2 is invertible, then the port-Hamiltonian structure (5) provides a
realization of the graph G = {N, (B1,B2)}.

Proof. From the relation on the voltages in (9), we get v1 = γᵀ
1 e and v2 = γᵀ

2 e. From the relation on
the currents (10), we get γ2 i2 = −γ1 i1. Now, if γ2 is invertible, we denote γ = γ−1

2 γ1 and(
v1

i2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ã

=

(
0 γᵀ

−γ 0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J̃

(
i1

v2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b̃

. (11)

The PHS (5) is obtained by rearranging the edges according to their role with respect to the power
balance, according to the permutation of vector elements Π(ã) =

(
dx
dt , w, y

)ᵀ
= a (and correspondingly

Π(b̃) = (∇H, z, u)ᵀ = b), which is also applied on rows and columns of J̃ to yield a = J b.
From the invertibility condition on γ2 in Proposition 1, we state the following remark, which is

used in the sequel to derive the realizability analysis algorithm.

Remark 3 (Necessary condition for realizability). A necessary condition for the graph G to be realizable
as a PHS (5) is that it includes as many current-controlled edges as nodes nN, with γ2 ∈ RnN×nN .

3.2.2. Algorithm

This section introduces an algorithm that selects the appropriate control type for each dissipative
edge so that the partition B = {B1,B2} satisfies Proposition 1. From Remark 3, the total number n2

of current-controlled edges should be exactly equal to the number of nodes nN . From the special
structure of the incidence matrix Γ, this in turn ensures that the potential on each node is uniquely
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defined by a linear combination of the voltages v2 (elements in a associated to current-controlled
edges); i.e., γ2 is invertible.

Consider the current-controlled edge b from node i to node j in Figure 3. If the potential on
node j is known, the remaining potential is obtained from ei = vb ± ej, where the sign depends on
the orientation. In this case, we say edge b imposes the potential on node i. Now, the objective is to
perform this analysis globally so that e is a linear combination of v2 with e = (γᵀ

2 )
−1 · v2. To that end,

we introduce the realizability matrix Λ defined element-wise as follows

[Λ]n,b =

{
1 if branch b imposes potential on node n,
0 else,

(12)

Λ =

⎛⎜⎝ λ0

λ1 λ2

⎞⎟⎠ , with λ0 ∈ R1×nB , λ1 ∈ RnN×n1 λ2 ∈ RnN×n2 . (13)

Figure 3. Definitions and orientations for a single current-controlled edge b from node i to node j, with
nodes potentials ei and ej, respectively. The knowledge of the potential ej is transferred to node i with
ei = vb + ej.

Then, a given graph is realizable if the type of each resistor can be selected so that the following
set of constraints is fulfilled.

(C1) The potential on each node n ∈ [1, · · · , nN ] is uniquely defined so that ∑nB
b=1[Λ]n,b = 1.

(C2) Each Current-controlled edge b ∈ [n1 + 1, · · · , nN ] propagates the knowledge of the potential on
one node to the other, so that ∑nN

n=1[Λ]n,b = 1.
(C3) No edge imposes the reference potential e0 so that λ0 = 01×nB .
(C4) No voltage-controlled edge b ∈ [1, · · · , n1] imposes any potential so that λ1 = 0nN×n2 .

Constraints (C1–C2) ensure that γ2 is invertible, so that e = (γᵀ
2 )

−1 · v2. Constraint (C3) ensures
that the reference potential on datum does not contribute to the system’s dynamics. Constraint (C4)
ensures that inputs of voltages-controlled edges are explicitly given by a linear combination of the
nodes potentials so that v1 = γᵀ

1 e = (γ−1
2 · γ1)

ᵀ · v2. To build and analyze the matrix Λ, we start from
the adjacency matrix A of the graph, defined as follows:

[A]b,n =

{
1 if branch b is connected to node n,
0 else.

Then the non-zero elements in A are analyzed to cope with the realizability constraints (C1–C4).
This yields Algorithm 1. The PHS (5) is finally recovered as discussed in the proof of Property 1.
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Algorithm 1: Analysis of realizability. If successfully complete, the resulting PHS structure is
given by the procedure in the proof of Proposition 1

Input: A graph G = {N, (Bx,Bw,By)} corresponding to the interconnection of storage,
dissipative, and source edges.

Output: Sets of voltage-controlled edges B1 and current-controlled edges B2.
Λ ← adjacency matrix of G
B1,B2 ← ∅, ∅
foreach b ∈ (Bx,By) // See Table 2
do

if b is voltage-controlled then
B1 ← B1 ∪ b

end
if b is current-controlled then

B2 ← B2 ∪ b
end

end
Bi ← Bw

Λ(N0, :) ← 0
foreach b ∈ B1 // See constraint (C4)
do

Λ(:, b) ← 0
end
repeat

Λ∗ ← Λ
foreach b ∈ B2 // See constraint (C2)
do

if ∑ Λ(:, b) = 0 then
break: G is not realizable

end
else if ∑ Λ(:, b) = 1 then

n ← {n s.t. Λ(n, b) = 1}
Λ(n, : \b) ← 0

end
end
foreach b ∈ Bi do

if ∑ Λ(:, b) = 0 // See constraint (C2)
then

B1 ← B1 ∪ b
Bi ← Bi \ b

end
else if ∑ Λ(:, b) = 1 // See constraint (C4)
then

n ← {n s.t. Λ(n, b) = 1}
Λ(n, : \b) ← 0
B2 ← B2 ∪ b
Bi ← Bi \ b

end
end
foreach n ∈ N \N0 // See constraint (C1)
do

if ∑ Λ(n, :) = 0 then
break: G is not realizable

end
end

until Λ = Λ∗
if Bi �= ∅ then

b ← first edge in Bi
B1 ← B1 ∪ b
Bi ← Bi \ b
go to 10

end
return B1 and B2
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3.2.3. Example

As an example, the realizability analysis for the system in Figure 2 with the choice of
inputs/outputs in Table 1 is as follows. In step 1, the realizability matrix Λ is initialized with the
adjacency matrix A, which is built by taking the absolute value of incidence matrix [A]n,b = abs

(
[Γ]n,b

)
:

Λ = A =

C1 R1 Q1,bc Q1,be Vcc IN OUT GRD⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

...
...

...
... 1 1 1 1 N0

1
...

...
...

... 1
...

... N1

1
... 1 1

...
...

...
... N2

... 1 1
...

...
... 1

... N3
... 1

...
... 1

...
...

... N4
...

...
... 1

...
...

... 1 N5

. (14)

In steps 3–7, the set of edges B = {C1, R1, Q1,bc, Q1,be, IN, Vcc, OUT, GRD} is split as
B = {B1,Bi,B2} according to the definition of components with voltage-controlled edges
B1 = {Q1,bc, Q1,be, OUT}, current-controlled edges B2 = {C1, Vcc, IN, GRD}, and indeterminate
edge Bi = {R1}:

Λ =

Q1,bc Q1,be OUT R1 C1 Vcc IN GRD⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

...
... 1

...
... 1 1 1 N0

...
...

...
... 1

... 1
... N1

1 1
...

... 1
...

...
... N2

1
... 1 1

...
...

...
... N3

...
...

... 1
... 1

...
... N4

... 1
...

...
...

...
... 1 N5

. (15)

The realizability matrix after step 11 in Algorithm 1 is

Λ =

Q1,bc Q1,be OUT R1 C1 Vcc IN GRD⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
... N0

...
...

...
... 1

... 1
... N1

...
...

...
... 1

...
...

... N2
...

...
... 1

...
...

...
... N3

...
...

... 1
... 1

...
... N4

...
...

...
...

...
...

... 1 N5

. (16)

After step 19, the algorithm concludes that the potential on node N1 is imposed by edge BIN so
that the potential on node N2 is imposed by the capacitor BC1. After step 28, the algorithm concludes
that the potential on node N4 is imposed by the edge BVcc so that the resistor is current-controlled
(so as to impose the potential on node N3).
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Λ =

Q1,bc Q1,be OUT R1 C1 Vcc IN GRD⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
... N0

...
...

...
...

...
... 1

... N1
...

...
...

... 1
...

...
... N2

...
...

... 1
...

...
...

... N3
...

...
...

...
... 1

...
... N4

...
...

...
...

...
...

... 1 N5

. (17)

This concludes the realizability analysis. To recover the associated port-Hamiltonian structure,
we return to the incidence matrix Γ. With the new edges ordering B = {B1,B2} prescribed by the
above analysis, it is rewritten as

Γ =

Q1,bc Q1,be OUT R1 C1 Vcc IN GRD⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

...
... 1

...
... 1 1 1 N0

...
...

...
... 1

... −1
... N1

1 1
...

... −1
...

...
... N2

−1
... −1 1

...
...

...
... N3

...
...

... −1
... −1

...
... N4

... −1
...

...
...

...
... −1 N5

. (18)

Finally, the structure (5) is recovered by computing the matrix γ = γ−1
2 · γ1 in (11) with

γ1 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0
1 1 0

−1 0 −1
0 0 0
0 −1 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ; γ2 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0

−1 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (19)

4. Guaranteed-Passive Simulation

This section is devoted to the discrete-time simulation of the algebraic-differential system (5); that
is, the computation of x(k) ≡ x(k · T) from u(k) ≡ u(k · T), with k ∈ N, for the constant sampling
frequency fs = 1/T.

First, we present the design of a numerical scheme that properly transposes the power balance (1)
to the discrete time domain: this choice makes the passivity property preserved, from which stability
issues stem. Second, a numerical method is used to solve the implicit equations due to the numerical
scheme (on x) and the algebraic equations (on w).

4.1. Numerical Scheme

To ensure the stable simulation of stable dynamical system dx
dt = f(x), many numerical schemes

focus on the approximation quality of the time derivative (or integration), combined with operation of
the vector field f. Here, we adopt an alternate point of view, by transposing the power balance (1) into
the discrete time-domain to preserve passivity. This is achieved by numerical schemes that provide
a discrete version of the chain rule for computing the derivative of the composite function E = H(x).
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This is the case of the forward difference scheme, for which first order approximation of the
differential applications dx(t, dt) = dx

dt (t) · dt and dH(x, dx) = ∇H(x)ᵀ · dx on the sample grid
t ≡ kT, k ∈ Z are given by

δx(k, T) = x(k + 1)− x(k), (20)

δH(x(k), δx(k, T)
)

= H(x(k) + δx(k, T)
)−H(x(k)) (21)

= ∇dH
(
x(k), x(k) + δx(k, T)

)ᵀ · δx(k, T).

where, for mono-variate energy storing components (H(x) = ∑nS
n=1 hn(xn)), the n-th coordinate is

given by

[∇dH
(
x, x + δx

)
]n =

⎧⎨⎩ hn
(

xn+δxn
)
−hn
(

xn
)

δxn
if δxn �= 0,

h′n(xn) otherwise.
(22)

A discrete chain rule is indeed recovered

δE(k, T)
T

= ∇dH
(
x(k), x(k + 1)

)ᵀ · δx(k, T)
T

(23)

so that the following substitution in (5)

dx
dt (t) → δx(k,T)

T
∇H(x) → ∇dH

(
x(k), x(k + 1)

) (24)

leads to
0 = b(k)ᵀ · J · b(k) = b(k)ᵀ · a(k)

=

[
∇dHᵀ · δx

δt

]
(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸

δE(k,T)
T

+ z(w(k))ᵀ · w(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
D(k)

− u(k)ᵀ · y(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(k)

. (25)

Remark 4 (Multi-variate components). The case of mono-variate energy storing components covers most
of the applications in electronics. Additionally, a generalization of the discrete gradient for multi-variate
Hamiltonians such that Equations (20) and (21) are satisfied is given in Appendix C.

In this paper, we consider the class of the PHS composed of a collection of linear energy storing

components, with quadratic Hamiltonian hn(xn) =
x2

n
2Cn

(Cn is a capacitance or an inductance and we
define Q = diag(C1 · · ·CnS)

−1). Then the discrete gradient (22) reads

∇dH
(
x, x + δx

)
= Q

(
x(k) + δx(k)

2

)
, (26)

which restores the midpoint rule that coincides in this case with the trapezoidal rule. For nonlinear
cases, (22) leads to another numerical scheme depending on the nonlinearity, still preserving passivity
(see (25) and §4.3).

4.2. Solving the Implicit Equations

Injecting the numerical scheme (26) in (5) and solving for the quantity δx(k) = x(k + 1)− x(k)
leads to the following energy-preserving numerical system:⎛⎜⎝ δx(k)

w(k)
y(k)

⎞⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎝ Ax Bx Cx

Aw Bw Cw

Ay By Cy

⎞⎟⎠ ·

⎛⎜⎝ x(k)
z
(
w(k)

)
u(k)

⎞⎟⎠ , (27)
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where matrices are related to J in (5) as follows.

D =
(

Id
T − Jx ·Q

2

)
,−1 Aw = 1

2 Kᵀ · Q · (2Id + Ax),

Ax = D · Jx · Q, Bw = Jw + 1
2 Kᵀ · Q · Bx,

Bx = −D · K, Cw = −Gw + 1
2 Kᵀ · Q · Cx,

Cx = −D · Gx, Ay = 1
2 Gx

ᵀ · Q · (2Id + Ax),
By = Gw

ᵀ + 1
2 Gx

ᵀ · Q · Bx,
Cy = Jy +

1
2 Gx

ᵀ · Q · Cx.

Given u(k), the solution of (27) is obtained from the solution of the static nonlinear implicit
function f(w(k)) = p

(
x(k), u(k)

)
, with

f
(
w(k)

)
= w(k)− Bw · z

(
w(k)

)
,

p
(
x(k), u(k)

)
= Aw · x(k) + Cw · u(k).

(28)

Remark 5 (Explicit mapping). From the global inverse function theorem (see [34]), there exists an explicit
mapping w(k) = f−1(p(x(k), u(k)

))
provided the Jacobian matrix Jf(w(k)) = Id − (Jw − 1

2 Kᵀ · Q · D ·
K) · Jz(w(k)) is invertible for all w(k), connecting the proposed method to the K method [18,19]. This is true
since Q, D and the Jacobian of z (for the components of the dictionary in Table B1) prove positive definite, and
Jw is skew-symmetric.

In this paper, we use the Newton–Raphson algorithm, which iteratively approximates
the nearest root of function r : w(k) ∈ RnD → r

(
w(k)

) ∈ RnD with the following update
rule: wn+1(k) = wn(k)−J r(wn(k))−1. r

(
wn(k)

)
, where J r(w) is the Jacobian matrix of

r
(
w(k)

)
= f
(
w(k)

)− p(k). Once a solution w(k) to the implicit equation is available, the output
and state updates are given by:

y(k) = Ay · x(k) + By · z
(
w(k)

)
+ Cy · u(k),

δx(k) = Ax · x(k) + Bx · z
(
w(k)

)
+ Cx · u(k),

x(k + 1) = x(k) + δx(k).

Finally, denoting by nt the number of time-steps and nNR the number of Newton–Raphson
iterations per time-step, the simulation is performed according to Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Simulation, with nt the number of time-steps and nNR the (fixed) number of
Newton–Raphson iterations.

x1 ← 0
w0 ← 0
for k = 1 to nt do

wk,0 ← wk−1
pk ← Aw · xk + Cw.uk
for n = 0 to nNR − 1 do

rn ← wk,n − Bw.z(wk,n)− pk
Jn ← Id − Bw.Jz(wk,n)

wk,n+1 ← wk,n −J −1
n · rn

end
wk ← wk,nNR

yk ← Ay · xk + By · z(wk) + Cy · uk
δxk ← Ax · xk + Bx · z(wk) + Cx · uk
xk+1 ← xk + δxk

end
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4.3. Comparison with Standard Methods

In this section, the proposed approach (PHS structure combined with the discrete gradient
method) is compared with two standard methods: the trapezoidal rule (average of the vector field at
x(k) and x(k + 1), used in the WDF approach [7]) and the midpoint rule (evaluation of the vector field at
x(k)+x(k+1)

2 , suitable for any differential-algebraic system of equations). Both are known to preserve the
passivity of linear undamped systems (see [35] for a detailed analysis). The updates associated with
these three methods are given in Table 3. These methods are applied on the same conservative system
dx
dt = Jx · ∇H(x), the power balance of which is given by dE

dt = 0 (with D = S = 0). The comparison

measure is then the relative error on energy ε(k) =

∣∣∣H(x(k+1)
)
−H
(

x(k)
)∣∣∣

H
(

x(0)
) for k ≥ 0.

Table 3. Updates for the three methods considered in §4.3. PHS stands for port-Hamiltonian system.

Method Update

Trapezoidal rule x(k + 1) = x(k) + T · Jx · ∇H
(

x(k)
)
+∇H

(
x(k+1)

)
2

Midpoint rule x(k + 1) = x(k) + T · Jx · ∇H
(

x(k)+x(k+1)
2

)
PHS with discrete gradient x(k + 1) = x(k) + T · Jx · ∇dH

(
x(k), x(k + 1)

)
First, notice that for quadratic Hamiltonian H(x) = xᵀ·Q·x

2 with linear gradient ∇H(x) = Q · x,
the three methods yield the same update:

x(k + 1) = x(k) + T · Jx · Q

(
x(k) +

δx(k)
2

)
. (29)

As a consequence, these three methods induce the same frequency warping (see [36] for the
analysis of the bilinear transform derived from the trapezoidal rule).

We focus on the nonlinear case. For comparison, we choose a simple nonlinear conservative
system with state x = (x1, x2)

ᵀ, non-quadratic Hamiltonian

H(x) = 10 log
(

cosh(x1)
)
+
(

cosh(x2)− 1
)

, (30)

and canonical skew-symmetric matrix Jx =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Cont.
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(c) (d)

Figure 4. Simulation results and comparison of the methods in Table 3, for a nonlinear conservative
system dx

dt = Jx · ∇H(x) with H(x) given in (30): (a) Trapezoidal rule; (b) Midpoint rule; (c) PHS
combined with discrete gradient; (d) Relative error on energy balance.The comparison measure is the

relative error on the power balance defined by ε(k) =

∣∣∣H(x(k+1)
)
−H
(

x(k)
)∣∣∣

H
(

x(0)
) . We see from Figure 4d that

the error associated with the proposed method (PHS approach combined with the discrete gradient
method) is low compared to the two other methods (with machine precision �10−16). The accumulation
of these errors is responsible for the apparently unstable behavior of the trapezoidal rule.

In each case, the resulting implicit equations are solved by Python iterative solver (see [37]).
The Python code is available at the url given in [38]. In order to exhibit the behavior of each method in
the worst case, simulations are performed with an especially low sample rate of fs = 10 Hz. The results
for each method are given in Figure 4, with comparison in Figure 4d. We see that the error of the
proposed method is low (close to machine precision �10−16) compared to standard methods.

5. Applications

This section is devoted to the simulation of three analog audio circuits by the application of
Algorithms 1 and 2. Those circuits are a diode clipper, a common-emitter BJT audio amplifier, and a
wah-pedal as a full device. Results obtained with (i) the method in Section 4 and (ii) with the offline
circuit simulator LT-Spice [32] are compared.

5.1. Diode Clipper

Diode clipper circuits can be found in several audio-distortion devices. They are made of one
resistor and two diodes (nS = 0, nD = 3) connected to the ground in reversed bias (see Figure 5a).
The external ports are the input/output and the ground (nP = 3). The resistor is current-controlled
and the ground is removed. The vectors (a, b) and the structure J returned by Algorithm 1 are:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

iR
vD1
vD2
iIN
vOUT

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 −1 1 0 −1
1 0 0 1 0

−1 0 0 −1 0
0 −1 1 0 −1
1 0 0 1 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J

·

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
vR
iD1
iD2
vIN
iOUT

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

.

The simulation is performed according to Algorithm 2 at the sample rate fs = 96 kHz, with
three Newton–Raphson iterations (shown to be enough to converge in practice). We apply a linearly
increasing 1 kHz sinusoidal excitation uIN = −vIN during 10 ms with maximum amplitude 2 V
(iOUT = 0 A, vGRD = 0 V). The output yOUT = −vOUT is given in Figure 5b. We see the signal is
clamped between ±0.6 V, in accordance with LT-Spice results.
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Figure 5. Simulation (Figure 5b) of a dissipative diode clipper (Figure 5a) at the sample rate fs = 96 kHz,
with three Newton–Raphson iterations, for a 10 ms sinusoidal excitation at 1 kHz with linearly
increasing amplitude between 0 V and 2 V. (a) Diode clipper schematic; (b) Simulation of the diode
clipper of Figure 5a.

5.2. Common-Emitter BJT Audio Amplifier

Common-emitter bipolar-junction transistor (BJT) amplifiers are widely used as amplification
stages in analog audio processing. They are made of two capacitors (nS = 2), two resistors, and one
NPN transistor which is made of two nonlinear dissipative branches (nD = 4, see Figure 6a and the
dictionary in Table B1). The external ports are the input/output signals, the 9 V supply, and the ground
(nP = 4). Note that the ground is removed. The resistor Rc is current-controlled, and the resistor
Rf is voltage-controlled. The vectors (a, b) and the structure J returned by Algorithm 1 are given in
Equations (31) and (32).

a = (iCi, iCo|vRf, iRc, vBc, vBe|iIN, vOUT, iVCC)

b = (vCi, vCo|iRf, vRc, iBc, iBe|vIN, iOUT, vVCC)
(31)

J =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 1 0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0

−1 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 1
0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 −1

−1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 −1 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(32)

The system is reduced according to Appendix A, and the simulation is performed according
to Algorithm 2 at the sample rate fs = 384 kHz, with 10 Newton–Raphson iterations. The reason
for increasing the sample-rate and the number of Newton–Raphson iterations is twofold. Firstly,
it attenuates the effect of aliasing for input signals limited to the audio range (see [39] for details).
Secondly, it ensures that the iterative solver converges, which is difficult due to the numerical stiffness
of the problem; that is, the Lipschitz constant associated to the inital Cauchy problem is very high,
see [40]. At first, we turn the supply vVCC = −9 V on, and we wait 0.3 s for the system to reach
its steady state. Then, we apply a 10 ms sinusoidal excitation uIN = −vIN at 1 kHz with linearly
increasing amplitude between 0 V and 0.2 V (iOUT = 0 A). The resulting output yOUT = −vOUT is
given in Figure 6b. We see that the signal is amplified between 0 V and 9 V, with a strong asymmetrical
saturation, in accordance with LT-Spice results. Additionally, spectrograms obtained for an exponential
chirp on the audio range are given in Figure 7 (see Figure 16 in [39] for comparison).
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Figure 6. Simulation (Figure 6b) of the common-emitter bipolar-junction transistor (BJT) amplifier with
feedback (Figure 6a) at the sample rate fs = 384 kHz, with 10 Newton–Raphson iterations, for a 10 ms
sinusoidal excitation at 1 kHz with linearly increasing amplitude between 0 V and 0.2 V. (a) Schematic
of a common-emitter BJT amplifier with feedback; (b) Simulation of the BJT amplifier in Figure 6a.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Results for the common-emitter BJT amplifier with feedback (Figure 6a). The input voltage
signal is a 4 s exponential chirp on the audio range (20 Hz–20 kHz) with amplitude 0.05 V (logarithmic
frequency scale). Simulation starts at 0.3 s (after the switching transient). (a) Spectrogram of output
vOUT obtained with the proposed method; (b) Spectrogram of output vOUT obtained with LT-Spice.

5.3. Wah Pedal

This section addresses the simulation of a full device (namely the Dunlop Cry-Baby wah pedal) to
be used in real time. The circuit is given in Figure 9. It provides a continuously varying characteristic
wah filtering of the input signal. This circuit has been treated with the nodal discrete K-method
in [41] and with the PHS framework in [42]. It is composed of nS = 7 storage branches (6 capacitors
and 1 inductor), nD = 18 dissipative branches (11 resistors, 1 PN diode, 2 NPN transistors and
a potentiometer), and nP = 3 ports (input/output signals and battery, discarding the 5 grounds). The
wah parameter is the potentiometer’s coefficient α. Notice this circuit includes several edges that do
not contribute to the device input-to-output behavior, as analyzed in [41]. In this work, we consider
the complete original schematic. From Algorithm 1, the resistors R1, R6 · · · R9 and R11 are considered
as conductances, and the others as resistances. The structure J is not shown here. The sets of PHS
variables are:

ẋ = [iC1, · · · , iC6 , vL1 ]
ᵀ,

∇H(x) = [vC1, · · · , vC6 , iL1 ]
ᵀ,
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w = [wR|vd|vBC1 , vBE1 |vBC2 , vBE2 |vp1, ip2]
ᵀ,

z(w) = [zR|id|iBC1 , iBE1 |iBC2 , iBE2 |ip1, vp2]
ᵀ,

where wR is the set of dissipative states and zR the set of characteristics according to each resistor’s
type, and

Inputs u = [vin, iout, vcc]ᵀ,
Outputs y = [iin, vout, icc]ᵀ.

The system is reduced according to Appendix A (with potentiometer’s time varying resitors kept
in w, z). Firstly, we realize an offline simulation (in Python) with Algorithm 2 for the sampling rate
fs = 96 kHz, and three Newton–Raphson iterations. We apply a white noise normalised to 1 V on
the input uIN = −vIN (iOUT = 0 A). The magnitudes of transfer functions obtained from fast Fourier
transform are given in Figure 8 for the two extreme positions of the pedal. These results are in
accordance with LT-Spice.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Simulations of the Cry-Baby’s circuit of Figure 9, for the potentiometer parameter
α = 0 (a) and α = 1 (b) in the frequency domain, compared with LT-Spice simulations on the audio
range 20 Hz–20 kHz.

Figure 9. Schematic of the Cry-Baby wah pedal. Note the IN/OUT terminals and the 9 V supply.
The potentiometer P controls the effect.

Secondly, a VST plugin [43] to simulate the Cry-Baby in real-time is made from Algorithm 2.
First, a C++ code is automatically generated; Second, this code is encapsulated in a Juce template to
compile the audio plugin (see [44]). The sample rate fs is imposed by the host digital audio workstation
(here Ableton Live!), and we force five Newton–Raphson iterations. The simulation performed well
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(audio examples are available at the url [45]). The CPU load on a laptop (Macbook 2.9 GHz Intel Core
i7 with 8Go RAM) is 37% for fs = 96 kHz, and 20% for fs = 48 kHz.

Remark 6 (Time-varying stability). The use of the Newton–Raphson method can hamper the stability of the
numerical solution for time-varying systems, especially in the case of fast variations (here, of the potentiometer)
for which the Jacobian matrix of the implicit Function (28) can be ill-conditioned. For linear storage components,
a solution is to use the K-method instead (see Remark 5).

6. Conclusions

We have established a method to automatically recast an analog audio circuit into PHS formalism,
which guarantees passivity of the continuous time model. The generation of the PHS from a given
schematic lies on two points:

1. the graph theory to describe the interconnection network of a given circuit’s schematic,
2. a dictionary of elementary components which are conformable with PHS formalism.

Then, we transposed this physical principle to the digital domain by properly defining the
discrete gradient of the Hamiltonian, such that a discrete time version of the power balance is satisfied.
The resulting stable numerical scheme is of second order (restoring the midpoint rule for linear
systems). It has been shown that the K-method is always applicable to PHS (providing efficient
implementations of the implicit relation due to the proposed numerical scheme).

Offline simulations are consistent with LT-Spice results. The whole method allows the automatic
generation of C++ simulation code to be used in the core of a real-time VST audio plug-insimulating
the Dunlop Cry-Baby wah pedal.

A first perspective on this work is to consider higher-order numerical schemes (namely, the class
of Runge–Kutta schemes). Moreover, it would be possible to symmetrize the roles of the voltages
and the currents at the interconnection by applying the Cayley transform to the PHS structure, thus
adopting wave variables, with possible connection with the WDF formalism. Additionally, an automated
analysis of the original schematic could be developed, so as to identify the unimportant or degenerate
states and to reduce the dimensionality of the system. Finally, it could be possible to exploit the
compatibility of the proposed method with the K-method to alleviate the numerical cost due to
Newton–Raphson iterations.
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Appendix A. Reduction

The dimension of system (5) can be reduced, considering the following decomposition of variable
w and function z:

w=

(
wL

wN

)
, z(w)=

(
zL · wL

zN(wN)

)
,
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with zL a diagonal matrix whose elements are the resistance or conductance of linear dissipative
components, and zN a collection of the nonlinear dissipative relations. Correspondingly, the structure
matrices are decomposed as

K=

(
KL

KN

)
, Gw =

(
GL

GN

)
, Jw =

(
JLL −KLN

KLN
ᵀ JNN

)
.

Defining L=(KL
ᵀ,−KLN,−GL), and M=

(
zL

−1− JLL

)−1 a positive definite matrix, the system (5) is
reduced to ⎛⎜⎝

dx
dt

wN

−y

⎞⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

bN

=
(
J̃ − R

) ·
⎛⎜⎝ ∇H(x)

zN(wN)

u

⎞⎟⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸

aN

(A1)

with J̃ a skew-symmetric matrix given by

J̃ =

⎛⎜⎝ Jx −KN −Gx

KN
ᵀ JNN −GN

Gx
ᵀ GN

ᵀ Jy

⎞⎟⎠− 1
2 Lᵀ · (M − Mᵀ) · L

and R is a symmetric positive definite matrix given by

R =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
Rx Rxn Rxy

Rxn
ᵀ Rn Rny

Rxy
ᵀ Rny

ᵀ Ry

⎞⎟⎟⎠ = 1
2 Lᵀ · (M + Mᵀ) · L.

Indeed, matrix J̃ (respectively R) corresponds to the conservative (respectively resistive)
interconnection of dynamical storage components, nonlinear dissipative components, and sources.

The system (A1) is simulated by Algorithm 2, with

D̃ =
(

Id
T − (J̃x−Rx)·Q

2

)−1

Ãx = D̃ · (J̃x − Rx),
B̃x = −D̃ · (K̃ + Rxn),
C̃x = −D̃ · (G̃x + Rxy),

Ãw = 1
2 (K̃ − Rxn)ᵀ · Q · (2Id + Ãx),

B̃w = J̃w − Rn + 1
2 (K̃ − Rxn)ᵀ · Q · B̃x,

C̃w = −G̃w − Rny +
1
2 (K̃ − Rxn)ᵀ · Q · C̃x,

Ãy = 1
2 (G̃x − Rxy)ᵀ · Q · (2Id + Ãx),

B̃y = (G̃w − Rny)ᵀ + 1
2 (G̃x − Rxy)ᵀ · Q · B̃x,

C̃y = J̃y − Ry +
1
2 (G̃x − Rxy)ᵀ · Q · C̃x,

(A2)

Remark A1 (Reduced explicit mapping). From the global inverse function theorem (see [34]), there exists
an explicit mapping wN(k) = f−1(p(x(k), u(k)

))
provided

det
(
(K̃ − Rxn)

ᵀ · Q · D̃ · (K̃ + Rxn)
)
> 0.
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Appendix B. Dictionary of Elementary Components

The dictionary is given in Table B1. We choose variables x and w so that matrices of the PHS (5)
are canonical, that is, they do not involve any physical constants.

Table B1. Dictionary of elementary components.

2-Ports

Storage Diagram x Stored Energy E = h(x) Voltage v Current i

Inductance φ
φ2

2L
dφ
dt

dh
dφ

Capacitance q q2

2C
dh
dq

dq
dt

Dissipative Diagram w Dissipated Power D(w) = w.z(w) Voltage v Current i

Resistance i R.i2 z(w) w

Conductance v v2/R w z(w)

PN Diode v v.IS

(
exp
(

v
μv0

)
− 1
)
+ v2.Gmin w z(w)

3-Ports

Dissipative Diagram w z(w)

NPN
Transistor

(
vBC
vBE

) (
iBC
iBE

)
=

(
αR −1
−1 αF

)
.
(

IS
(
evBC /vt − 1

)
+ vBC .Gmin

IS
(
evBE/vt − 1

)
+ vBE.Gmin

)

Potentiometer
(

vp1
ip2

) (
ip1
vp2

)
=

(
vp1/(1 + α.Rp)

ip2.(1 + (1 − α).Rp)

)

Appendix B.1. Storage Components

Such components are defined by their storage function h associated with the constitutive laws of
Table B1. In this paper, all storage components are linear dipoles. However, nonlinear components can
also be considered if appropriate state and corresponding energy function can be found.

Appendix B.2. Linear Dissipative Components

The characteristics of dissipative components are algebraic relations on w. Potentiometers are
modeled as two time-varying resistors, the sum of which is Rp. To avoid 0 value of the resistors, 1
Ω have been added to those characteristics. The modulation parameter is α ∈ [0, 1]. As an example,
in Table B1, we choose a conductance between N1 and N2, and a resistance between N2 and N3,
so that wP = [vp1, ip2]

ᵀ.

Appendix B.3. Nonlinear Dissipative Components

PN junctions are modeled as voltage-controlled components by the Shockley equation:

zD(wD) = iD = IS

(
e

vD
μv0 − 1

)
, where IS is the saturation current, μ is an ideality factor, and v0

the reference voltage, specified for each diode type. Note that the passivity property is fulfilled
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(zD(wD)
ᵀ.wD ≥ 0). As in LT-Spice simulators, a minimal conductance Gmin is added in Table B1.

This helps convergence in the simulation process.
NPN junctions are passive 3-ports, with dissipated power DQ = vB · iB + vC · iC + vE · iE ≥ 0. Here

we use the Ebers–Moll model, which preserves this passivity property. IS is the saturation current,
βR and βF are respectively the reverse and forward common emitter current gains, and vt is the
thermal voltage. The corresponding voltage-controlled dissipative characteristic zQ(wQ) = [iBC, iBE]

ᵀ

is given in Table B1, denoting αR = βR+1
βR

, αF = βF+1
βF

, and including minimal conductances. Note that
DQ = zQ(wQ)

ᵀ.wQ ≥ 0. In our final simulations, some resistors are added to model the resistance of
contacts in the nonlinear components, choosing the same values as in LT-Spice models.

Appendix B.4. Incidence Matrices Γ

Incidence matrices for 2-ports, potentiometer P, and transistor Q with conventions of Table B1.

Γ2-port =

B( )
1 N1

−1 N2
, ΓP =

Bp1 Bp2⎛⎝ ⎞⎠1 0 N1

−1 1 N2

0 −1 N3

, ΓQ =

BBC BBE⎛⎝ ⎞⎠1 1 NB
−1 0 NC
0 −1 NE

. (B1)

Appendix C. Discrete Gradient for Multi-Variate Hamiltonian

A generalization of the discrete gradient for multi-variate Hamiltonians such that Equations (20)
and (21) are satisfied is given by replacing definition (22) by (see [46]):

[∇dH
(
x, x + δx

)
]n =

ΔnH(x, x + δx)

δxn
. (C1)

with
ΔnH(x, x̃) = H(x̃1, . . . , x̃n−1, x̃n, xn+1, . . . , xnS)

−H(x̃1, . . . , x̃n−1, xn, xn+1, . . . , xnS).
(C2)

For mono-variate components, (22) and (C1) coincide and yield (discrete) constitutive
laws that are insensible to the ordering of the state variables. For multi-variate
components, this last property is lost, but can be restored by replacing (C2) by the averaged
operator: ΔnH(x, x̃) = 1

nS ! ∑π∈P(nS)
ΔnHπ(xπ , x̃π), where for all permutation π ∈ P(nS),

xπ = (xπ(1), . . . , xπ(nS)
)ᵀ, and Hπ(xπ) = H(x).
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Abstract: The magnitude of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a discrete-time signal has
a limited frequency definition. Quadratic interpolation over the three DFT samples surrounding
magnitude peaks improves the estimation of parameters (frequency and amplitude) of resolved
sinusoids beyond that limit. Interpolating on a rescaled magnitude spectrum using a logarithmic
scale has been shown to improve those estimates. In this article, we show how to heuristically tune a
power scaling parameter to outperform linear and logarithmic scaling at an equivalent computational
cost. Although this power scaling factor is computed heuristically rather than analytically, it is
shown to depend in a structured way on window parameters. Invariance properties of this family
of estimators are studied and the existence of a bias due to noise is shown. Comparing to two
state-of-the-art estimators, we show that an optimized power scaling has a lower systematic bias and
lower mean-squared-error in noisy conditions for ten out of twelve common windowing functions.

Keywords: acoustics; discrete Fourier transforms; frequency estimation; interpolation; signal analysis;
sinusoidal modeling

1. Introduction

Sinusoidal parameter estimation is a central task in engineering applications including sonar,
power systems, measurement and instrumentation [1], array signal processing and radar signal
processing [2], wireless communication, and speech analysis [3]. Sinusoidal parameter estimation is
also central to musical signal processing, specifically spectral audio signal processing [4]. Tonal aspects
of standard musical signals including the human singing voice and musical instrument sounds can be
effectively modeled as the sum of multiple time-varying sinusoids [5]. In the musical signal processing
context, the number of sinusoids is generally not known a priori, making it difficult to apply techniques
like MUSIC [6] and ESPRIT [7] which jointly estimate the parameters of a number of sinusoids; as well
these techniques can be computationally expensive.

The problem of detecting multiple sinusoids in a musical signal is often framed as a successive
search for a single sinusoid in the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) domain [8]. Framing the
problem in this way essentially ignores the effect of interferers—nearby sinusoids whose sidelobes
may tilt magnitude spectrum peaks slightly so that they no longer correspond exactly to sinusoidal
components. Despite this, the approach of a successive search for sinusoids allows a complex problem
to be broken down into many manageable simple problems without, e.g., any assumption of harmonic
structure in the signal. Therefore, in this article, we formalize the problem as the search for a single
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sinusoid—in practical situations the search will be repeated in each frame until all sinusoids of interest
are detected and their parameters estimated [8].

Sinusoidal parameter estimation in the STFT domain is exploited heavily in multi-sinusoid
analysis/synthesis methods [5,9–12]. For these systems, as well as fundamental frequency detection [13],
audio coding, and music information retrieval (MIR), improving the estimation of sinusoidal
parameters is very important.

Early work presents interpolation methods only for signals windowed by the rectangular window or
Rife–Vincent Class I windows. For the case of arbitrary windows, only a few methods have been presented.
The state of the art for arbitrary windows is represented by the estimators of Duda [14] and Candan [15].

In [14], Duda builds on previous magnitude spectrum interpolators [16,17] derived for the
Rife—incent Class I windows in order to build a first coarse estimator, whose error is compensated by
an optimized polynomial remapping of the coarse estimated value to obtain a finer estimate, with the
accuracy of the method controlled through the polynomial order of the remapping. In [15], Candan
proposes a method derived from his previous work on the rectangular window case [18], itself building
on a previous complex spectrum interpolator [19], where a corrected interpolator is derived from
the Taylor expansion of the signal’s Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) around the sinusoid
frequency location. This work also proposes an iterative mechanism to update the correction factor
using the previous estimate, further improving its accuracy.

Another approach to this problem which is applicable to arbitrary windows involves parabolic
interpolation over magnitude spectrum peaks [4]. In [12] it was shown that logarithmic scaling
improves parabolic interpolation significantly. Inspired by this finding, we extend the basic parabolic
interpolation approach by fitting a parabola to a power-scaled magnitude spectrum—an approach
we call the XQIFFT. Intuitively, this approach nonlinearly scales the shape of a window transform’s
main lobe so that it very closely resembles a parabola and parabolic fitting will be very accurate.
This approach was introduced in [20], where a coarse brute-force approach was used to optimize a
power scaling coefficient and the XQIFFT was shown to greatly outperform parabolic fitting on a linear
or logarithmic scale [20] also contained a rudimentary noise analysis.

We extend the XQIFFT approach by replacing the brute force search with a cheaper and more
accurate search algorithm that leverages Fibonacci search and Simpson quadrature to achieve optimal
search speed and controlled numerical accuracy. Invariance properties of the XQIFFT are studied
and it is shown that linear and logarithmic scalings can be considered special cases of the XQIFFT.
We extend the noise analysis to a proper study relating estimator mean-squared error to signal-to-noise
ratio. We compare the proposed estimator to two state-of-the-art estimators and the Cramér—Rao
bound for unbiased estimators, and analyze the systematic bias due to noise. A case study on
Hann-windowed signals shows that the optimal power-scaling coefficient is related to window length
in a structured way.

In another study, we compare the XQIFFT to the state-of-the-art estimators of Duda [14] and
Candan [15] as well as the linear- and logarithmically-scaled versions of the QIFFT for twelve common
windowing functions. Although Duda [14] and Candan [15] do not directly compare their methods
to the QIFFT family, our study shows that indeed their methods usually outperform the linear- and
logarithmically-scaled versions of the QIFFT. Our main finding is that the XQIFFT outperforms the
state-of-the-art estimators of Duda [14] and Candan [15] at high and low SNRs for ten out of twelve
common windowing functions.

The structure of the remainder of this article is as follows. Section 2 defines the problem of
single sinusoidal parameter estimation. Section 3 reviews previous work on extracting sinusoidal
parameters from the three spectral bins surrounding a magnitude peak using parabolic interpolation.
Section 4 introduces our proposed method: the XQIFFT. Section 5 contains an error definition, a study
on the error properties, and a heuristic method for optimizing the power scaling of the XQIFFT.
In Section 6, we run experiments to study different aspects of the XQIFFT and compare it to two
state-of-the-art estimators.
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2. Problem Statement

A single complex discrete-time (sample index n) sinusoid with a sampling period of T is given by

xs[n] = A ej(2πFnT+φ) = A ejφ ej2πFnT . (1)

In the most general case, the goal of sinusoid parameter estimation methods is to estimate the
frequency F , amplitude A, and phase offset φ of a sinusoid. In this work, we restrict ourselves to
the case of estimating F and A only. It is common practice to reduce spectral leakage by applying a
length-N smoothing window w to xs to form a windowed signal x with Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) X given by

x[n] = xs[n]w[n], n = 0, . . . , N − 1, (2)

X[k] = A ejφ W(F − k/NT), k = 0, . . . , N − 1 , (3)

where k is the discrete frequency bin index and W is the Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) of
the window w defined by

W( f ) =
N−1

∑
n=0

w[n] ej(2π f nT) . (4)

The DTFT is defined for continuous rather than discrete frequencies, and in fact the DFT of a
signal can be seen as a sampling of the DTFT at the frequencies indexed by k.

The window magnitude DTFT |W| for typical smoothing windows is characterized by a main
lobe centered around dc. After shifting and scaling, the main lobe is centered at the fractional bin
number K with a maximum amplitude X defined as:

K = FNT and X = A W(0) (5)

In spectral analysis, it is natural to assume that the center of each main lobe in the magnitude
spectrum is associated with a complex sinusoid. Other available techniques build an estimate using all
the magnitude spectrum samples to increase peak-estimation accuracy [21–26], but these tend to be
computationally costly.

Sinusoidal parameter estimation methods which operate on the DFT exploit the assumption that
the peak in the magnitude spectrum is associated with a complex sinusoid—in this context finding the
fractional bin index K and peak magnitude X of the window transform is considered equivalent to
recovering the frequency F and amplitude A of the sinusoid. This allows the problem of parameter
estimation to be abstracted into the problem of estimating underlying DTFT peaks. We consider only
the parametrization (K,X ) in the rest of the article to preserve the clarity and conciseness of the
discussion independently of changes in the chosen window, sampling interval or DFT length, knowing
that in the idealized case of a single sinusoid (F ,A) are readily recovered from (K,X ) using (5).

3. Estimating Sinusoidal Parameters from 3 Bins of Spectrum

The methods in this article estimate (K,X ) using some form of parabolic fit on the magnitude
spectrum maximum at peak bin km and its lower and upper neighbors at bins km − 1 and km + 1.
For compactness, we introduce the magnitude spectrum value substitutions [12]

α = |X [km − 1]| (6)

β = |X [km]| (7)

γ = |X [km + 1]| . (8)

A coarse way of estimating sinusoid parameters is to find peaks in the DFT magnitude spectrum
|X[k]| and use their frequency and amplitude as estimates. Here the sinusoid’s fractional bin index and
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magnitude (K,X ) are estimated as (K̂, X̂ ). The values associated with a peak bin km in the magnitude
spectrum are

K̂ = km (9)

X̂ = |X[km]| . (10)

We call this method the nearest bin method, or “nearest” for short. Here the fractional bin estimate
K will always be an integer; hence the bin estimate of the nearest bin method can have up to ±0.5 bins
of error. The nearest bin method is inherently limited by the finite frequency definition of the DFT.
This lack of accuracy can be problematic, especially if typical DFT frequency definition falls below a
satisfactory level (e.g., human perception in the lower frequency domain).

A typical engineering solution is to refine this coarse estimate by a fine search over ±0.5 bins
around this peak [2,14,15,18,27,28]. Approaches to refining the coarse estimate can be divided into
iterative approaches and direct approaches [27]. Iterative approaches (e.g., [29]) involve multiple rounds
of function evaluations or a series of DTFT evaluations that narrow in on the solution. Direct methods
form the estimate (K̂, X̂ ) using a single function evaluation on X [km − 1], X [km], and X [km + 1].
For many spectral audio applications, efficiency is important. This is especially true for real-time
applications and applications based on processing huge data sets, e.g. MIR. For this reason, we focus
on direct methods in particular. It is worth noting that as with most direct methods, the direct
method presented in this article can be further refined into an interactive method using correction
functions [20,30].

A popular class of techniques, sometimes referred to as the Quadratically-Interpolated FFT (QIFFT)
in the literature [30–33], is the subject of this article. Assuming that over a range of ±1 bins around a
peak bin km (i.e., between km − 1 and km + 1), the underlying DTFT of a window transform is reasonably
smooth, QIFFT methods fit a parabola to the magnitude spectrum and use the vertex of this parabola
as a refined estimate of the true spectral peak. (Some other direct methods fit a predetermined parabola
shape to the spectrum peak bin and its left and right neighbors, e.g., using least-squares regression [34].)
Parabolic fitting in the QIFFT is done by writing the Lagrange interpolating polynomial [4,35] that fits
the three points (km − 1, α), (km, β), and (km + 1, γ), rearranging it into the vertex form of a parabola
χ(κ) = a(κ − K̂)2 + X̂ with dummy bin index κ, and then considering the vertex of the parabola
(K̂, X̂ ) to be an estimate of the sinusoidal parameters. In terms of km, α, β, and γ, (K̂, X̂ ) are:

K̂ = km +
1
2

α − γ

α − 2β + γ
(11)

X̂ = β − 1
8

(α − γ)2

α − 2β + γ
. (12)

Since it is performed directly on the magnitude spectrum, we denote this technique the
“magnitude-spectrum QIFFT” or MQIFFT. The parabolic fitting is shown in Figure 1. The thick
dashed blue line is the DTFT of a length-4096 Hann-windowed sinusoid and the thick solid green
line is a parabola fit to the top three bins (km−1, km, and km+1) of the magnitude DFT, shown as
stemmed circle. The vertical dot-dashed lines mark the true fractional bin index K and the estimate
K̂; the horizontal dot-dashed lines mark the true amplitude X and the estimate X̂ . The QIFFT can be
considered a perfect match to a truncated (order-2) Taylor series expansion of the window transform.

QIFFT-derived methods are very attractive, as they all have the following desirable properties:
(1) they can greatly reduce estimation error; (2) they are inexpensive (requiring only a few multiplies
to find the refined peak frequency and amplitude estimates); (3) they can be used with any window
type with the notable exception of the non-zero-padded rectangular window as its main lobe width
less that three bins [30]; and (4) they can be combined seamlessly with zero padding to further increase
their accuracy.
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the MQIFFT.

The property of being applicable to any window type is one of the main advantages of
QIFFT-derived methods. Other popular direct parameter estimation techniques are derived from
properties of the rectangular window (no windowing) [2,8,18,19,36] or a particular window (e.g., [1],
Cosine window) or class of windows (e.g., [16], Rife–Vincent class I windows). A few state-of-the-art
methods are fully general and can be applied to any window, including methods by Duda [14] and
Candan [15]. General methods have the distinct advantage of being portable to any window type,
even those without analytic descriptions such as the Slepian (DPSS) window [4]. For instance, Duda
gives examples of applying his method to Dolph–Chebyshev and Kaiser–Bessel windowed signals [14],
which can only be approximated with Rife–Vincent class I windows and hence can’t take advantage of
the approaches of, e.g., [16].

4. Proposed Method: XQIFFT

The QIFFT fits a parabola to the magnitude spectrum directly, however, it is possible to implement
variations of the QIFFT where we fit parabolas to a magnitude spectrum scaled by a nonlinear function
f(Θ) = Φ. To qualify as a scaling, the function f needs to be invertible (and thus monotonic) with its
inverse denoted as f−1(Φ) = Θ. This property is desirable for the fact that we may need to retrieve the
amplitude value estimate on the original linear scale, and for the fact that this preserves the concavity
property of the main lobe. These variations are based on nonlinear scalings of the magnitude spectrum
estimate (K̂, X̂ ) by:

K̂ = km +
1
2

f(α)− f(γ)
f(α)− 2f(β) + f(γ)

(13)

X̂ = f−1

(
f(β)− 1

8
(f(α)− f(γ))2

f(α)− 2f(β) + f(γ)

)
. (14)

Rather than operating on α, β, and γ directly, these methods operate on nonlinear scalings f(α), f(β),
and f(γ). Since X̂ is a linear scale estimate, we must also un-scale the vertex y-coordinate by f−1(Φ).

4.1. Logarithmically-Scaled QIFFT

A variant of the QIFFT approach is available in the literature which is calculated
through a parabolic fit on a logarithmically-scaled magnitude spectrum, which we denote the
“logarithmically-scaled QIFFT” or LQIFFT.
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The LQIFFT uses (13) and (14) with the following nonlinear scaling and unscaling functions:

f(Θ) = log(Θ) = Φ (15)

f−1(Φ) = exp(Φ) = Θ . (16)

The intuition leading to the use of logarithmic scaling in the QIFFT is that since the Fourier
Transform (FT) of a continuous-time Gaussian window is also a Gaussian, the FT of a sinusoid will
have a Gaussian-shaped main lobe. Since the logarithm of a Gaussian is exactly a parabola, using a
parabolic fit on a logarithmically-scaled magnitude response of a Gaussian-windowed signal would
give a perfect estimate of (K,X ). Considering that many popular smoothing window have a shape that
can be seen as more closely approximating the shape of a Gaussian than a parabola, the logarithmic
scaling was introduced in [12,31], and was shown to outperform the QIFFT on a linear scale for a
variety of typical windows (Rectangular, Hann, Hamming, Blackman–Harris, Kaiser–Bessel). Note that
changing the base of the logarithm has no impact on the resulting estimation—we arbitrarily choose
the natural logarithm.

4.2. Power-Scaled QIFFT (XQIFFT)

While applying the QIFFT on a logarithmically-scaled magnitude spectrum was found to
outperform the QIFFT on a linearly-scaled magnitude spectrum, some systematic error remains [30].
To further reduce the estimation error of the QIFFT method, we review our proposed variation on the
QIFFT method that performs a parabolic fit to a magnitude spectrum rescaled by a power function [20].

The power-scaled QIFFT—the XQIFFT—uses (13) and (14) and has a tuning parameter p that
controls the following nonlinear scaling and un-scaling functions:

f(Θ) = Θp (17)

f−1(Φ) = Φ1/p . (18)

The intuition leading to the XQIFFT is simply to try to scale the window transform shape to
resemble a parabola. The performance of the XQIFFT depends heavily on choosing the tuning
parameter p properly to scale the shape of the main lobe to be maximally parabolic. The shape of
the main lobe is highly dependent on window type, as well as zero-padding factor and window
length. Hence the proper value of p is also window-dependent. A simple procedure for choosing p is
presented later, in Section 5.2.

4.3. Invariance Properties of QIFFT Methods

In this section, we show that for the XQIFFT along with the MQIFFT and LQIFFT, the estimate
K̂ is insensitive to amplitude and that the amplitude estimate X̂ scales linearly as a function of the
true amplitude A. This property shows that the XQIFFT and its cousins are suitable for estimating
sinusoids of any amplitude (other nonlinear scaling functions may not have these properties).

All the scalings discussed so far verify that the estimate in fractional bin index is insensitive
to the true amplitude A, while the estimate X̂ scales linearly as a function of the true amplitude A.
Indeed, if we have another sinusoid of fractional bin number K and amplitude A′ = λA, the QIFFT
estimates (11) and (12) yield:

K̂′ = k′m +
1
2

α′ − γ′

α′ − 2β′ + γ′ = km +
1
2

λα − λγ

λα − 2λβ + λγ
⇒ K̂′ = K̂ (19)

X̂ ′ = β′ − 1
8

(α′ − γ′)2

α′ − 2β′ + γ′ = λβ − 1
8

(λα − λγ)2

λα − 2λβ + λγ
⇒ X̂ ′ = λX̂ (20)
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For the log-scaled QIFFT (13)–(16), we have the property that f(λ·) = f(·) + f(λ), and f−1(f(λ) + ·)
= λf−1(·), so that:

K̂′ = k′m +
1
2

f(α′)− f(γ′)
f(α′)− 2f(β′) + f(γ′) = km +

1
2

f(α)− f(γ)
f(α)− 2f(β) + f(γ)

⇒ K̂′ = K̂ (21)

X̂ ′ = f−1

(
f(β′)− 1

8
(f(α′)− f(γ′))2

f(α′)− 2f(β′) + f(γ′)

)
= f−1

(
f(λβ)− 1

8
(f(α)− f(γ))2

f(α)− 2f(β) + f(γ)

)

= f−1

(
f(λ) + f(β)− 1

8
(f(α)− f(γ))2

f(α)− 2f(β) + f(γ)

)
⇒ X̂ ′ = λX̂ . (22)

For the power-scaled QIFFT (13), (14), (17) and (18), we have the property that f(λ·) = λpf(·),
and f−1(λpf(λ)) = λf−1(·), so that:

K̂′ = k′m +
1
2

f(α′)− f(γ′)
f(α′)− 2f(β′) + f(γ′) = km +

1
2

λpf(α)− λpf(γ)
λpf(α)− 2λpf(β) + λpf(γ)

⇒ K̂′ = K̂ (23)

X̂ ′ = f−1

(
f(β′)− 1

8
(f(α′)− f(γ′))2

f(α′)− 2f(β′) + f(γ′)

)
= f−1

(
λpf(β)− λ2p

8λp
(f(α)− f(γ))2

f(α)− 2f(β) + f(γ)

)

= f−1

(
λp

[
f(β)− 1

8
(f(α)− f(γ))2

f(α)− 2f(β) + f(γ)

])
⇒ X̂ ′ = λX̂ . (24)

5. Estimation Error, Properties, and Reduction

In this section we provide error definitions (Section 5.1) and study interpolation bias (Section 5.2).
Using these definitions, we propose a heuristic to find the optimal p value for a given windowing
situation (Section 5.3). Finally, we mention correction functions which can unbias remaining systematic
error (Section 5.4) and noise sensitivity properties (Section 5.5).

5.1. Error Definition

Following the error definition in [31], we compute the error in a particular fractional bin index
eK(K) and a particular magnitude estimate eX (K) as follows. For each true fractional bin K, the error
in a particular fractional bin estimate is defined as

eK(K) = K̂ −K (25)

and the error in a magnitude estimate is defined proportionally by

eX (K) =
X̂ − X

X . (26)

Because of the invariance of K̂ to amplitude, and the linear dependency of X̂ to amplitude, these
errors are thus independent of the true X , so that we only need to index these by K.

We also define the worst-case bin estimates of the fractional bin as ew.c.
K and the magnitude as ew.c.

X ,
meaning the maximum errors obtained across all the possible fractional bin indices:

ew.c.
K = max

ΔK∈[0, 1
2 ]
|eK(ΔK)| (27)

ew.c.
X = max

ΔK∈[0, 1
2 ]
|eX (ΔK)| . (28)
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These errors have means E[|eK(K)|] and E[|eX (K)|]:

E[|eK (κ)|] = 2
∫ 1/2

0
|eK(Δκ)|dΔκ (29)

E[|eX (κ)|] = 2
∫ 1/2

0
|eX (Δκ)|dΔκ (30)

and variances Var (eK(K)) and Var (eX (K)).

5.2. Interpolation Bias

We know that the MQIFFT and the LQIFFT present systematic fractional bin index and amplitude
errors that are strongly dependent [30] on the distance of the sinusoid’s true fractional bin index K
from a bin center �K�. �·� indicates the rounding function, which returns its argument rounded to the
nearest integer. This distance, denoted by ΔK, is defined as

ΔK = K− �K� . (31)

By construction, bin estimates have odd symmetry around ΔK = 0 and magnitude estimates have
even symmetry around ΔK = 0 (symmetries exploited in the previous error mean and worst-case
definitions). The errors in estimates associated with the XIQFFT have all these properties as well.
These can be seen in the bias curves in Figure 2, which show eK and eX as a function of bin offset ΔK for
a length-4096 Hann window.
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Figure 2. Mean and worst-case of absolute value of errors for each method as a function of bin offset.
(a) nearest bin method; (b) MQIFFT; (c) LQIFFT; (d) XQIFFT, p = 0.1; (e) nearest bin method; (f) MQIFFT;
(g) LQIFFT; (h) XQIFFT, p = 0.1.
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Note that while it may sometimes (for certain windows) be possible to obtain closed form solutions
for those two statistics, these solutions are generally very complex, even for simple smoothing windows.
In the context of this article, we propose instead the following heuristic to evaluate those statistics
numerically with arbitrary precision

Finding the worst-case errors ew.c.
K and ew.c.

X requires finding the global maximum on the
appropriate bias curve in Figure 2. Doing so numerically requires first to identify local maxima as
the bias curves do not necessarily exhibit a single local maximum. We identify the regions containing
a local maximum by computing the empirical error at a coarse sampling of the bin index space and
finding the different local peaks that we associate with a single neighboring local maximum. We then
run a Fibonacci search [37–39] (pp. 275–278, [40]) in the neighborhood of each found peak to find
a local maximum. Using the Fibonacci search algorithm allows us to compute the location of that
maximum up to a preset precision. We finally pick the global maximum as the largest local maximum.

Finding the mean errors E[|eK(K)|] and E[|eX (K)|] requires to evaluate the integral of the error
function across the range of all possible bin indices (i.e., between −0.5 and +0.5). To do so numerically,
we run an adaptive integration algorithm, the Simpson’s quadrature algorithm [41], on the empirical
error function. This algorithm allows us to control the desired numerical precision of the final result.

For both methods, the procedure described above is aimed at obtaining estimates with arbitrary
numerical precision (allowed by the Fibonacci search and the adaptive integration algorithms), while
minimizing the number of empirical error function evaluations required during the extremum search
(allowed by the Fibonacci search algorithm) and not requiring the derivation of a closed form error function.

5.3. Choice of the Power-Scaling Factor p

To demonstrate the XQIFFT and the process of choosing p, we study one particular representative
window in detail: a length-4096 (N = 4096) Hann window (p. 98, [42]) [43], defined as

wHann(n) =
[

1
2
+

1
2

cos
(

2πn
N

)]
. (32)

When computing the worst-case and mean errors for various values of power-scaling factor p
(Figure 3), we can observe that the XQIFFT strongly outperforms the other QIFFT-derived methods if
p is picked appropriately. In particular, we see that there seems to exist a single value p for which each
statistic is minimized. This optimal value of p is typically different for each statistic, as well as for the
chosen smoothing window, DFT length, and zero-padding factor.

As the function exhibits a single minimum (i.e., it is unimodal), we propose here to find an optimal
p value numerically finding that minimum. Finding the minimum of a unimodal function can be
done numerically by running a Fibonacci search on the desired error statistic. Such a heuristic yields a
choice of p minimizing the desired error statistic up to an arbitrary precision order, while minimizing
the number of power-scaling factors p for which we need to evaluate the statistic (using the proposed
approach in Section 5.2), and still without requiring the complex derivation of a closed form solution
for the different statistics as a function of p. Other estimators which allow for arbitrary windows also
favor a computational rather than analytic approach [14,15].

Table 1 shows the different error statistics from Figure 3 for the four different optimal cases. From
the results, we can see that (1) for each error statistic, its associated optimal p yields an error much
smaller than the MQIFFT and LQIFFT; and (2) a p value optimized for a given error statistic still yields
small errors for the other ones, in particular, p values that yield small fractional bin index estimation
error also yield small amplitude estimation error.
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Figure 3. Mean and worst-case for absolute value of errors for the QIFFT method on a length-4096
Hann window, including bin error and detail on bin error, magnitude error and detail on magnitude
error. Horizontal lines indicate the worst case and mean errors for the nearest bin, MQIFFT, and LQIFFT
methods for comparison. Shaded regions indicate the range of the detail in corresponding figures to
the right. The thick lines indicate the XQIFFT. (a) Bin error; (b) Bin error (zoom); (c) Magnitude error
(zoom); (d) Magnitude error (zoom).

Table 1. Comparing eK (K) and eX (K) for various estimation approaches on a length-4096 Hann
window. XQIFFT cases which heuristically minimize worst case and mean error bin and magnitude
errors are shown. Numbers are given to five significant figures and minimized values are shaded.

Case ew.c.
K ew.c.

X E[|eK (K)|] E[|eX (K)|] Minimizes

nearest 5.0000 × 10−1 1.5110 × 10−1 2.5000 × 10−1 5.1688 × 10−2 n/a
MQIFFT 5.2764 × 10−2 6.6237 × 10−2 3.4221 × 10−2 2.5601 × 10−2 n/a
LQIFFT 1.5997 × 10−2 3.7932 × 10−1 1.0392 × 10−2 1.3121 × 10−2 n/a

XQIFFT, p = 0.23086 2.4484 × 10−4 9.5196 × 10−4 1.5693 × 10−4 2.0239 × 10−4 ew.c.
K

XQIFFT, p = 0.23437 4.4380 × 10−4 4.7735 × 10−4 2.3462 × 10−4 2.5251 × 10−4 ew.c.
X

XQIFFT, p = 0.22917 3.1861 × 10−4 1.1803 × 10−3 1.4645 × 10−4 2.0637 × 10−4 E[|eK (K)|]
XQIFFT, p = 0.23039 2.6445 × 10−4 1.0149 × 10−3 1.5203 × 10−4 2.0170 × 10−4 E[|eX (K)|]

Notice that in Figure 3, the mean and worst-case bin and magnitude errors of the XQIFFT approach
the performance of the nearest neighbor method for large values of p. This can be explained by the
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asymptotic behavior of the XQIFFT estimator as p approaches ∞. Because we have 0 ≤ α/β < 1 and
0 ≤ γ/β < 1, lim

p→∞
(α/β)p = 0 and lim

p→∞
(γ/β)p = 0 and the XQIFFT estimate (13), (14), (17) and (18)

reduces to the nearest neighor method:

K̂ = lim
p→∞

[
km +

1
2

αp − γp

αp − 2βp + γp

]
= lim

p→∞

[
km +

1
2

(α/β)p − (γ/β)p

(α/β)p − 2 + (γ/β)p

]
= km (33)

X̂ = lim
p→∞

⎡⎣(βp − 1
8

(αp − γp)2

αp − 2βp + γp

)1/p
⎤⎦ = lim

p→∞

⎡⎣β

(
1 − 1

8
[(α/β)p − (γ/β)p]2

(α/β)p − 2 + (γ/β)p

)1/p
⎤⎦ = β . (34)

Additionally, we can show that, as suggested by Figure 3, the XQIFFT converges towards the
LQIFFT as p approaches 0. Indeed, from the Taylor expansion of the bin estimate (13) using the XQIFFT
scaling (17) and (18), we have that αp = exp (p log α) ∼ 1 + p log α +O(p2), βp ∼ 1 + p log β +O(p2)

and γp ∼ 1 + p log γ +O(p2). Hence, we get:

K̂ = lim
p→0

[
km +

1
2

αp − γp

αp − 2βp + γp

]
∼ lim

p→0

[
km +

1
2

p log α − p log γ +O(p2)

p log α − 2p log β + p log γ +O(p2)

]
= km +

1
2

log α − log γ

log α − 2 log β + log γ
(35)

This matches (13) for a logarithmic scaling, verifying that the XQIFFT’s bin estimate (17)
approaches the LQIFFT as p → 0.

For the amplitude estimate (14) using the XQIFFT scaling (17) and (18) we have

βp − 1
8

(αp − γp)2

αp − 2βp + γp ∼ 1 + p
(

log β +O(p)− 1
8

(log α − log γ)2 +O(p)
log α − 2 log β + log γ +O(p)

)
(36)

Similarly, log(1 + x) ∼ x +O(x2), such that:

log

[
βp − 1

8
(αp − γp)2

αp − 2βp + γp

]
∼ p

(
log β +O(p)− 1

8
(log α − log γ)2 +O(p)

log α − 2 log β + log γ +O(p)

)
+O(p2) (37)

Furthermore, since (·)1/p = exp
[

1
p log(·)

]
, we have:

[
βp − 1

8
(αp − γp)2

αp − 2βp + γp

]1/p

= exp

[
1
p

log

[
βp − 1

8
(αp − γp)2

αp − 2βp + γp

]]

∼ exp
[

log β − 1
8

(log α − log γ)2 +O(p)
log α − 2 log β + log γ +O(p)

+O(p)
]

(38)

As p → 0, we have O(p) → 0 and we then get the following limit:

X̂ = lim
p→0

⎡⎣[βp − 1
8

(αp − γp)2

αp − 2βp + γp

]1/p
⎤⎦ = exp

[
log β − 1

8
(log α − log γ)2

log α − 2 log β + log γ

]
(39)

This matches (14) for a logarithmic scaling, verifying that the XQIFFT’s amplitude estimate (18)
approaches the LQIFFT as p → 0.
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5.4. Correction Functions

Correction functions are known to unbias some of the systematic error of interpolation on linear
and logarithmic scales. Figure 4 shows systematic error curves for the MQIFFT, LQIFFT, and XQIFFT as
a function of the bin estimate offset ΔK̂. Similar to the bin offset (31), the bin estimate offset is defined by

ΔK̂ = K̂ − �K̂� . (40)

The reason to index the correction curves by ΔK̂ instead of ΔK is that when implementing
correction functions, the true value K (and hence ΔK which depends on it according to (31)) is not
known. Only the estimate K̂ (and hence ΔK̂) is known.

Notice that all of the error curves shown in Figure 4 are highly structured. This means that it
is possible to design parametric correction functions to match these curves and unbias the estimates
somewhat, leading to further refinements. It should also be possible to create a tabulation of these
curves when it is not convenient to develop a parametric equation. The limit of the efficacy of
correction functions is controlled by the level of fitness of the fit curve or the density of a tabulation.
Abe and Smith report correction functions for the LQIFFT [30] and Werner proposes magnitude and
bin correction functions for the XQIFFT [20]. As we are focused solely on direct methods, a discussion
of the particular form or performance of XQIFFT correction functions is outside the scope of this article
since correction functions are considered to be iterative methods [27].
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Figure 4. Correction curves. (a) MQIFFT; (b) LQIFFT; (c) XQIFFT, p = 0.1; (d) MQIFFT; (e) LQIFFT;
(f) XQIFFT, p = 0.1.

5.5. Sensitivity to Noise

We analyze how the parameter estimation is affected by the presence of noise in the signal. To do
so we corrupt the signal A ej(2πFnT+φ) with different realizations of an additive white Gaussian noise
random process (with zero-mean and standard deviation σ) at different levels of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The SNR is computed as the ratio of the amplitude of the sinusoid by the standard deviation of
the noise:

SNR = A/σ (41)
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In this analysis, we quantify the effect of added noise by looking at the distribution of the noisy
estimates K̂G around the noiseless estimates K̂. As such, we decorrelate the influence of the systematic
bias associated with the estimator from the influence of the noise by reporting the bias and variance of
K̂G − K̂ for various bin index offsets .

In the following experiments, we consider a length-64 Hann window. We sample uniformly the
bin index ΔK in [−0.5, 0]. For each bin index, we generated 109 noise trials to get reliable estimates of
the bin index error bias and variance.

Figure 5 shows the bias of the bin index estimate (25) due to the noise corruption alone at
various signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). As expected, for each estimator the bias decreases as the SNR
increases. Across all ΔK and tested SNRs, the XQIFFT (p = 0.2776) has a noise bias between that of the
MQIFFT and the LQIFFT. Considering that the XQIFFT tends towards the LQIFFT as p approaches
zero (as shown in Section 5.3) and is identical to the MQIFFT when p = 1, the XQIFFT with a value of
p = 0.2776 can be considered an intermediate between the MQIFFT and LQIFFT. So, it is unsurprising
that its noise bias also falls between the two. Interestingly, the bias is nonzero for most offsets ΔK.
This means that the presence of noise actually shifts the mean error of our estimator away from the
systematic bias already present in the noiseless estimation.
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Figure 5. Bin index error bias for the MQIFFT (◦), the LQIFFT (×), and the XQIFFT (·, p = 0.2276)
at various SNR: 0, 10, 20, and 30 dB.

Figure 6 shows the bin index error variance around the error mean. Again, the variance of the
XQIFFT (p = 0.2776) is between the MQIFFT and the LQIFFT, and we can notice that its variance has
less variation across the different bin index offsets ΔK.
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Figure 6. Bin index error variance for the MQIFFT (◦), the LQIFFT (×), and the XQIFFT (·, p = 0.2276)
at various SNR: 0, 10, 20, and 30 dB.
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Figure 7 shows the bin index error variance of each estimator plotted against SNR, compared
against the Cramér–Rao bound for unbiased estimators. Normalizing to bin width, the Cramér–Rao
bound for a discrete-time signal corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise, with unknown phase
and unknown amplitude is [44]

Var(K̂) =
12σ2N

4π2A2(N2 − 1)
, (42)

where N = 64 is the signal length, σ is the noise standard deviation, and A the sinusoid amplitude.
To compare against the Cramér–Rao bound for unbiased estimation, we recompute the variance of the
bin index estimation error under the assumption of a zero bias. Though we showed in Figure 5 that the
estimation is not actually unbiased, the bias is commonly neglected for the noise robustness analysis
of sinusoidal parameter analysis. Notice that all the QIFFT-based methods have a similar robustness
against noise independently of the chosen magnitude spectrum scaling function. This result highly
contrasts against the systematic estimation bias, which is highly sensitive to the choice of scaling
function. We can also observe the expected thresholding effect at 0 dB [44], as the peak finding initial
step becomes unreliable. The thresholding effect can also be observed in Figures 5 and 6 where the
behavior of the error bias and variance are very different for the 0 dB case.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the estimation variance under the unbiased hypothesis for the MQIFFT (◦),
the LQIFFT (×), and the XQIFFT (·, p = 0.2276) against the Cramér–Rao bound at various SNRs.

From this noise sensitivity study, we can see that as long as the systematic error dominates, the best
estimator will be the estimator with the lowest systematic bias—the XQIFFT with a properly-chosen
value of p. At low SNR, the noise variance dominates and the methods all have a very similar
compounded bias. A study on the compounded mean-squared error (MSE) comparing the XQIFFT to
state-of-the-art estimators is given in the following Section.

6. Results

In this results section, the XQIFFT is compared to other QIFFT variants and two state-of-the-art
estimators which, like the XQIFFT, are direct methods which can be used on any window. These two
estimators are Duda’s [14] and the first step of Candan’s [15]. Candan also has a second refinement
step that we do not compare to, since it corresponds to an iterative method and we are limiting our
comparison to the class of direct methods.

First, we study the optimal p as a function of window length for the Hann window; Second,
we study the MSE of each bin estimator for the case of a length-4096 Han window; Third, we expand
that study to twelve common windows, showing that the XQIFFT minimizes MSE across all SNRs for
two of the twelve tested windows.
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6.1. Optimal p as a Funtion of Window Length

In this first study, the search for values of p which optimize ew.c.
K , ew.c.

X , E[|eK (K)|], or E[|eX (K)|]
is repeated for Hann windows of various lengths, powers of two from 16 to 8192. The result is
a family of curves, given in Figure 8, showing the optimal value of p for each window length and
optimized metric.
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Figure 8. Value of p to minimize four different metrics (ew.c.
K , ew.c.

X , E[|eK (K)|], E[|eX (K)|]) for different
length Hann windows.

This plot exemplifies a few interesting aspects of the search for optimal p. For any particular
metric, the optimal p is a function of the shape of the main lobe within the region ±1.5 bins of its
center. The reason for this is that the true DTFT peak may not be further than ±0.5 bins from a
DFT bin. Since only the three closest bins are used to calculate any QIFFT-derived estimate, parts of
the main lobe shape further than ±1.5 DFT bins of the DTFT peak will never be used directly in a
QIFFT-derived method.

Main lobe shape is, of course, defined by the window type. A subtler but important point is that
main lobe shape changes appreciably as a function of window length. This is due to the aliasing of
sidelobe components of the window transform. For the Hann window, aliased sidelobe components
have a decreasing effect on the main lobe shape as the window gets long due to the sidelobe rolloff of
18 dB/octave—in Figure 8 this is visible as a “flattening out” of the curves as window length increases.

Another interesting facet of this family of curves is its structure. The optimal p depends in a
structured way on the window length. The same way that, e.g., Candan fits a polynomial to tabulated
bias correction factors to avoid tabulating and storing every single possibility [15], it would be possible
to fit a function to this family of curves to predict the optimal p for a particular metric and window
shape without performing the optimization each time.

6.2. Bin Estimate MSE as a Function of SNR (Hann)

In this second study, the performance of the XQIFFT and other QIFFT-derived methods is
compared to the state-of-the-art direct methods of Duda [14] and Candan [15] using again a length-4096
Hann window. Here, we choose p = 0.22917 to minimize E[|eK (K)|] as we found earlier. As before,
the complex sinusoids are corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise. For each SNR from −40 to 120,
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in intervals of 5 dB, 20, 000 sinusoids are tested with bin offsets of −0.5 to +0.5. The MSE of bin
estimate is plotted against SNR for each method and the Cramér–Rao bound (CRB) in Figure 9a.

This plot shows a “thresholding” effect at low SNR (below −15 db). All of the tested methods use
as their coarse estimate the maximum of the magnitude spectrum. The thresholding effect arises when
the DFT samples are so noisy that the coarse estimate no longer reliably picks the DFT bin closest to
the true fractional bin index K. At low SNRs, the MSE of each method is dominated by noise—as
SNR increases, the variance decreases. At high SNRs, the variance of each method is dominated by its
systematic bias—noise no longer contributes much to the MSE so the traces “flatten out.”

For this particular window, the length-4096 Hann window, Figure 9a shows that Candan has the
best performance at high SNRs (above 30 dB), followed by Duda, followed by the XQIFFT. However,
at low SNRs (between −15 and 30 dB), the XQIFFT has better performance than both Duda and Candan
and gets closer to the Cramér–Rao bound—a zoomed detail on this region is shown in Figure 9b.
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Figure 9. MSE of bin error as a function of singal-to-noise ratio. (a) Full SNR range; (b) Zoom.

6.3. Bin Estimate MSE as a Function of SNR (Twelve Windows)

In this third study, the performance of the XQIFFT and other QIFFT-derived methods is compared
to the state-of-the-art direct methods of Duda [14] and Candan [15] for twelve common length-4096
windows. These windows include the Hann window, the Bartlett–Hann window [45], the Bartlett
window [4], the Hamming window [4], the Blackman window [4], the Blackman–Harris window [43],
the Gaussian window [43], the Digital Prolate Spheroidal Sequence (DPSS/Slepian) window (with
time–halfbandwidth product NW = 3) [4], the Kaiser–Bessel window (β = 0.5) [46], the Nuttall
window [47], the Dolph–Chebyshev window (sidelobes at −100 dB) [43], and the Tukey window (with
a 50% taper) [48]. For each of the twelve windows, p is chosen to minimize E[|eK (K)|] using the
procedure explained earlier. The values of p used for each window are given in Table 2.

Again, the complex sinusoids are corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise. For each SNR
from −40 to 120, in intervals of 5 dB, 20, 000 sinusoids are tested with bin offsets of −0.5 to +0.5. The
MSE of the bin estimate is plotted against SNR for each method and the Cramér–Rao bound (CRB)
in Figure 10.
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Table 2. The values of p that minimize E[|eK (K)|] for the twelve length-4096 windows (highlighted
column) used for tests in Figure 10, as well as length-512, -1024, and -2048 versions of the same
windows. p is rounded to five decimal points.

Window Length-512 Length-1024 Length-2048 Length-4096

Hann 0.22903 0.22911 0.22915 0.22917
Bartlett–Hann 0.21635 0.21642 0.21645 0.21647

Bartlett 0.22530 0.22535 0.22538 0.22539
Hamming 0.18505 0.18575 0.18611 0.18628
Blackman 0.13056 0.13057 0.13058 0.13058

Blackman–Harris 0.08552 0.08553 0.08553 0.08554
Gaussian 0.12024 0.12074 0.12099 0.12112

DPSS/Slepian (NW = 3) 0.11144 0.11144 0.11144 0.11144
Kaiser–Bessel (β = 0.5) 0.28214 0.28270 0.28298 0.28312

Nuttall 0.08153 0.08155 0.08157 0.08157
Dolph–Chebyshev (sidelobes at −100dB) 0.08403 0.08403 0.08404 0.08404

Tukey window (50% taper) 0.50592 0.50609 0.50618 0.50622
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Figure 10. Testing different window types. (a) Hann window; (b) Bartlett–Hann window; (c) Bartlett
window; (d) Hamming window; (e) Blackman window; (f) Blackman–Harris window; (g) Gaussian
window; (h) DPSS window; (i) Kaiser–Bessel window; (j) Nuttall window; (k) Chebyshev window;
(l) Tukey window (50%).

It can be seen in Figure 10 that the XQIFFT (with a properly-chosen p according to Table 2) has the
lowest MSE error across the entire range of SNRs for every tested window except the Hann window
and the Tukey window (50% taper). In some cases the XQIFFT outperforms its closest competitor
by several orders of magnitude. Figure 10 demonstrates that the XQIFFT is applicable to a wide
range of common windows and that it even outperforms the state of the art for most tested windows.
In a broader sense, this demonstrates that the best choice of method is highly dependent on the window
type which is used—the performance ordering of different methods is highly variable, although for
most windows tested the XQIFFT has the best performance. It is also interesting to note that of all the
windows tested, the Nuttall window using the XQIFFT has the lowest MSE of bin estimate at high
SNR. This implies that Nuttall using XQIFFT achieves the lowest systematic bias of the windows and
estimators tested.

7. Conclusions

In this article, we detailed the concept of sinusoidal parameter estimation using quadratic
interpolation over three bins of a power-scaled DFT surrounding a magnitude spectrum peak.
This method, the XQIFFT, improves on existing quadratic interpolation methods based on linear
and logarithmic scaling. We presented a heuristic for optimizing the XQIFFT power-scaling exponent
p for a particular window type/window length/zero-padding factor. We presented an analysis of
noise sensitivity of the proposed estimator, the dependency of the optimal exponent on window
length, and a comparison with competing methods in noisy conditions under twelve common window
types. We observed that across the entire tested SNR range, the proposed XQIFFT had a lower bin
estimate MSE than the state-of-the-art direct estimates of Duda and Candan for ten of the twelve tested
windows. From examining the high SNR regions we can also say that for ten of the twelve tested
windows the XQIFFT has a lower systematic bias than the state-of-the-art methods as well. For the
remaining two windows tested (Hann and Tukey), the XQIFFT has a lower MSE only at low SNR.

When implementing the XQIFFT, the reader may choose the correct value of p in one of two
ways depending on their application. For common windows whose lengths are between 512 and 4096
samples, linear interpolation between the values of p reported in Table 2 may be used to approximate
the optimal value of p to five decimal places. For even more precision or for window types or lengths
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not reported in Table 2, the reader may use the generalized procedure reported in Section 5.3 to produce
an optimal value of p.

Future work should consider applying the XQIFFT-style magnitude spectrum scaling to types
of estimators that rely on techniques other than parabolic interpolation. We expect that for other
approaches that rely in some way on main lobe shape, the main-lobe-shaping philosophy of the
XQIFFT may yield improvements.
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